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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42434 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
HONORABLE JASON D. SCOTT 
YVONNE A. DUNBAR 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
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Date: 9/23/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 12:11 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 8 Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User Judge 
11/25/2009 NCOC MCBIEHKJ New Case Filed - Other Claims Ronald J. Wilper 
COMP MCBIEHKJ Complaint Filed Ronald J. Wilper 
SMFI MCBIEHKJ Summons Filed Ronald J. Wilper 
12/28/2009 ACKN MCBIEHKJ Acknowledgment Of Service 12/23/09 Ronald J. Wilper 
1/29/2010 ANSW CCBOURPT Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
(Yvonne A Dunbar for Thomas G Walker and 
Cosho Humphrey LLP) 
2/2/2010 MISC CCNELSRF Note of Issue Ronald J. Wilper 
2/5/2010 NOTS CCCHILER Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
RRTS CCMASTLW Response To Request For Trial Setting Ronald J. Wilper 
2/10/2010 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Status Conf Ronald J. Wilper 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Status 03/09/2010 04:30 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) 
2/18/2010 NOTC CCTOWNRD Notice of Association of Counsel (Dinius for Ronald J. Wilper 
Plaintiff) 
NOTS CCTOWNRD Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
3/9/2010 HRHD DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Status held on 03/09/2010 Ronald J. Wilper 
04:30 PM: Hearing Held 
3/17/2010 NOTS CCLATICJ Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
3/18/2010 NOTS CCMCLILI Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
3/26/2010 STIP CCMCLILI Stipulation for Scheduling & Planning Ronald J. Wilper 
4/2/2010 HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/06/2011 09:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
AM) 5 days 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference Ronald J. Wilper 
03/29/2011 03:00 PM) 
ORDR DCABBOSM Order Setting Proceedings and Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
4/6/2010 MODQ CCSULLJA Motion To Disqualify an Alternate Judge Ronald J. Wilper 
4/7/2010 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order to Disqualify-Hurlbutt Ronald J. Wilper 
5/17/2010 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
7/29/2010 NOTS CCSIMMSM Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
8/9/2010 NODT CCSWEECE Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Thomas G Ronald J. Wilper 
Walker 
8/10/2010 NODT CCSWEECE Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Ronald J. Wilper 
Tecum Of Thomas G Walker 
10/26/2010 NOSV CCBOYIDR Notice Of Service Ronald J. Wilper 
11/30/2010 STIP CCMASTLW Stipulation to Amend Order Setting Proceedings Ronald J. Wilper 
and Trial 
12/1/2010 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Amending Order Setting Trial and Ronald J. Wilper 
Proceedings 
12/7/2010 PLWI CCDWONCP Plaintiff's Expert Witness Disclosure Ronald J. Wilper 
12/21/2010 MOSJ CCHOLMEE Motion For Summary Judgment Ronald J. Wilper 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User Judge 
12/21/2010 NOHG CCHOLMEE Notice Of Hearing Re Motion for Summary Ronald J. Wilper 
Judgment 2.3.11@3PM 
HRSC CCHOLMEE Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Ronald J. Wilper 
Judgment 02/03/2011 03:00 PM) 
1/6/2011 AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Stanley Welsh in Support of Motion for Ronald J. Wilper 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Thomas Walker in Support of Motion Ronald J. Wilper 
for Summary Judgment 
AFCO CCGARDAL Affidavit Of Counsel in Support of Motion for Ronald J. Wilper 
Summary Judgment 
MEMO CCGARDAL Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Ronald J. Wilper 
Judgment 
1/13/2011 NODT CCSWEECE Second Amended Notice Of Deposition Duces Ronald J. Wilper 
Tecum Of Thomas G Walker 
1/20/2011 MEMO CCNELSRF Memorandum In Opposition to Motion for Ronald J. Wilper 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD CCNELSRF Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith Ronald J. Wilper 
AFFD CCNELSRF Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis Ronald J. Wilper 
1/24/2011 AFFD CCSWEECE Affidavit Of Patricia McKay Ronald J. Wilper 
1/28/2011 REPL MCBIEHKJ Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Ronald J. Wilper 
Judgment 
MOTN MCBIEHKJ Motion to Strike Ronald J. Wilper 
MEMO MCBIEHKJ Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Ronald J. Wilper 
MOTN MCBIEHKJ Motion to Shorten Time Ronald J. Wilper 
2/3/2011 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Ronald J. Wilper 
held on 02/03/2011 03:00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
2/18/2011 NOTD CCWRIGRM (5) Notice Of Taking Deposition Ronald J. Wilper 
2/22/2011 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Denying Motion for Summary Judgment Ronald J. Wilper 
2/23/2011 MOTN CCMASTLW Motion for Continuance Ronald J. Wilper 
AFFD CCMASTLW 3rd Affidavit of Allen Ellis Ronald J. Wilper 
MEMO CCMASTLW Memorandum in Support Ronald J. Wilper 
2/24/2011 NOTH CCWRIGRM Notice Of Hearing (03/16/11 @ 3:00pm) Ronald J. Wilper 
HRSC CCWRIGRM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Ronald J. Wilper 
03/16/2011 03:00 PM) Plaintiffs Motion to 
Continue 
3/16/2011 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Ronald J. Wilper 
03/16/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Plaintiffs Motion to Continue-50 
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Date: 9/23/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 12:11 PM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 8 Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User Judge 
3/16/2011 HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/30/2011 09:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
AM) 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Ronald J. Wilper 
11/22/2011 03:30 PM) 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/18/2012 09:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
AM) 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Ronald J. Wilper 
04/10/2012 03:30 PM) 
8/12/2011 NOTD CCMASTLW 3rd Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Ronald J. Wilper 
8/25/2011 AMEN CCWRIGRM Fourth Amended Notice of Deposition Ronald J. Wilper 
8/26/2011 STIP CCNELSRF Stipulation to Amend Order Setting Proceedings Ronald J. Wilper 
and Trial 
8/29/2011 HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
11/30/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated if not 
able to go to trial in nov, will reset to april 2012 as 
#1 set 
HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Ronald J. Wilper 
on 11/22/2011 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Resetting Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
8/31/2011 AMEN CCWRIGRM First Amended Notice of Deposition Ronald J. Wilper 
9/14/2011 NOTC CCWRIGRM Notice Vacating First Deposition of Patricia Ronald J. Wilper 
McKay 
1/20/2012 MOTN CCMASTLW Motion to Extend Expert Witness Disclosure Ronald J. Wilper 
Deadline 
AFFD CCMASTLW 2nd Affidavit of Patricia McKay Ronald J. Wilper 
AFFD CCMASTLW 2nd Affidavit of Allen Ellis Ronald J. Wilper 
MEMO CCMASTLW Memorandum in Support of Motion for Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
Continuance 
NOHG CCMASTLW Notice Of Hearing Ronald J. Wilper 
HRSC CCMASTLW Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Ronald J. Wilper 
02/06/2012 11 :00 AM) Mo/Cont Trial, Mo/Extend 
Expert Witness Disclosure 
MISC CCWRIGRM Defendants Supplemental Expert Witness Ronald J. Wilper 
Disclosure 
1/23/2012 MOTN CCSULLJA Motion for Continuance Ronald J. Wilper 
1/31/2012 AFFD CCKHAMSA Affidavit Of Yvonne A Dunbar Ronald J. Wilper 
OBJC CCKHAMSA Defendant's Objection To Plaintiff's Motion To Ronald J. Wilper 
Extend Expert Witness Disclosure Deadline 
OBJC CCKHAMSA Defendant's Objection To Plaintiffs Motion For Ronald J. Wilper 
Trial Continuance 
2/3/2012 RPLY CCKINGAJ Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
Continuance 
AFFD CCKINGAJ Fourth Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis Ronald J. Wilper 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User 
2/6/2012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled 
on 02/06/2012 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Martorelli 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Mo/Cont Trial, Mo/Extend Expert 
Witness Disclosure-SO 
2/9/2012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order to Bifurcate 
2/22/2012 STIP CCKHAMSA Stipulation To Vacate Trial 
2/27/2012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order to Vacate Trial 
HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 
04/18/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated #1 set 
(if not done in November 2011) 
HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled 
on 04/10/2012 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
9/27/2012 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order for Status Report 
10/2/2012 NOTC CCTHIEKJ Note of Issue 
10/5/2012 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Status Conf 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Status 10/30/2012 03:45 
PM) 
NOTD CCRANDJD Notice Of Taking Deposition 
10/9/2012 RSPN CCHEATJL Response To Plaintiffs Note Of Issue 
10/24/2012 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice Resetting Status Conf. 
CONT DCJOHNSI Continued (Status 11/13/2012 04:00 PM) 
11/8/2012 AMEN CCKINGAJ First Amended Notice of Deposition Duces 
Tecum of Bryan Smith 
11/13/2012 HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Status scheduled on 
11/13/2012 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
11/14/2012 NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice Resetting Status Conf. 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Status 12/05/2012 04:15 
PM) 
11/21/2012 MOTN CCDEREDL Motion for a Protective Order 
AFFD CCDEREDL Affidavit of Allen B Ellis 
MEMO CCDEREDL Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for a 
Protective Order 
NOHG CCDEREDL Notice Of Hearing (12-5-12 @4:15PM) 
11/28/2012 OPPO CCSULLJA Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Protective 
Order 
12/5/2012 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Status scheduled on 
12/05/2012 04:15 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Judge 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
Ronald J. Wilper 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User Judge 
12/27/2012 AMEN CCRANDJD Second Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Ronald J. Wilper 
Tecum of Bryan Smith 
1/18/2013 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order for Protective Order Ronald J. Wilper 
NOTC DCJOHNSI Notice of Status Conf Ronald J. Wilper 
HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Status 02/26/2013 03:45 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) 
2/21/2013 MOTN CCTHIEKJ Defendants' Motion to Reconsider Court's Order Ronald J. Wilper 
Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
AFSM CCTHIEKJ Affidavit of Robert A. Anderson In Support Of Ronald J. Wilper 
Defendants' Motion to Reconsider 
MEMO CCTHIEKJ Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Ronald J. Wilper 
Reconsider Court's Order Denying Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
NOHG CCTHIEKJ Notice Of Hearing Re: Motion to Reconsider Ronald J. Wilper 
Court's Order Denying Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
HRSC CCTHIEKJ Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/13/2013 03:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) Motion to Reconsider Court's Order Denying 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
2/27/2013 HRHD DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Status scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
02/26/2013 03:45 PM: Hearing Held in 
chambers 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/22/2014 09:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
AM) 10 days 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference Ronald J. Wilper 
01/14/2014 03:30 PM) 
ORDR DCABBOSM Order Setting Proceedings and Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
3/7/2013 MOTN CCDEREDL Motion to Vacate Hearing Ronald J. Wilper 
MEMO CCDEREDL Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Ronald J. Wilper 
Reconsideration 
AFFD CCDEREDL Fifth Affidavit of Allen B Ellis Ronald J. Wilper 
NOHG CCDEREDL Notice Of Hearing (3-13-13 @ 3PM) Ronald J. Wilper 
3/12/2013 HRVC DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
03/13/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion 
to Reconsider Court's Order Denying Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
3/13/2013 STIP CCOSBODK Stipulation To Reset And Vacate Hearing Dates Ronald J. Wilper 
3/20/2013 NOTC CCNELSRF Notice of Change of Address (Ellis for Plaintiff) Ronald J. Wilper 
3/22/2013 HRSC DCJOHNSI Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/03/2013 04:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) to Reconsider 
3/27/2013 MEMO MCBIEHKJ Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider Ronald J. Wilper 
Order Denying Motion for Summary Judgment 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User Judge 
4/3/2013 DCHH DCJOHNSI Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
04/03/2013 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: to Reconsider-50 
4/25/2013 MEMO DCJOHNSI Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Ronald J. Wilper 
Motion to Reconsider 
5/7/2013 MOCT CCOSBODK Motion To Continue Ronald J. Wilper 
MEMO CCOSBODK Memorandum In Support Of Motion Ronald J. Wilper 
AFFD CCOSBODK Affidavit Of Allen B Ellis Ronald J. Wilper 
NOHG CCOSBODK Notice Of Hearing Re Motion To Continue Ronald J. Wilper 
Hearing (6.12.13@3pm) 
HRSC CCOSBODK Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/12/2013 03:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
PM) Motion To Continue 
6/5/2013 OBJT CCMARTJD Objection to Plaintiffs Motion to Continue Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
6/12/2013 DCHH TCHOCA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
06/12/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Nicole Julson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion To Continue/ less than 50 
HRVC TCHOCA Hearing result for Civil Pretrial Conference Ronald J. Wilper 
scheduled on 01/14/2014 03:30 PM: Hearing 
Vacated 
HRVC TCHOCA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Ronald J. Wilper 
01/22/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 1 O days 
6/17/2013 ORDR DCJOHNSI Order Continuing Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
6/19/2013 MISC DCJOHNSI Amended Order to Continue Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
7/9/2013 HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/03/2014 09:00 Ronald J. Wilper 
AM) 10 days 
HRSC DCABBOSM Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference Ronald J. Wilper 
08/26/2014 03:30 PM) 
ORDR DCABBOSM Amended Order Setting Proceedings and Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
7/31/2013 MOTN CCKINGAJ Motion for Disqualification Without Cause ( Ellis / Ronald J. Wilper 
Patricia) 
3/19/2014 CCCHILER Notice of Reassignment Jason D. Scott 
5/22/2014 MOTN CCSCOTDL Defendants Second Motion to Reconsider Court's Jason D. Scott 
Order Denying Defendants Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
MEMO CCSCOTDL Memorandum in Support of Defendants Second Jason D. Scott 
Motion to Reconsider Court's Order Denying 
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD CCSCOTDL Affidavit of Thomas Walker in Support of Jason D. Scott 
Defendants Second Motion to Reconsider 
6/5/2014 NOHG CCMURPST Notice Of Hearing (06/26/2014 3:30 pm) Jason D. Scott 
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Fourth Judicial District Court -Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User Judge 
6/5/2014 HRSC CCMURPST Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/26/2014 03:30 Jason D. Scott 
AM) Second Motion to Reconsider 
6/20/2014 MEMO CCHOLMEE Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Jason D. Scott 
Reconsider Denial of Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
6/24/2014 REPL CCTHIEKJ Reply in Support of Defendants' Second Motion to Jason D. Scott 
Reconsider Court's Order Denying Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
6/26/2014 DCHH CCSTOKSN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Jason D. Scott 
06/26/2014 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: (<50) Second Motion to Reconsider 
7/10/2014 BREF CCMURPST Supplemental Brief in Opposition for Jason D. Scott 
Reconsideration 
MISC CCBOYIDR Defendant's Supplemental Brief Jason D. Scott 
7/23/2014 NOTC CCSCOTDL Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Patricia Jason D. Scott 
McKay 
7/30/2014 DEOP DCABBOSM Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Jason D. Scott 
Defendants' Second Motion to Reconsider 
JDMT DCABBOSM Judgment Jason D. Scott 
CDIS DCABBOSM Civil Disposition entered for: Cosho Humphrey, Jason D. Scott 
LLP, Defendant; Walker, Thomas G, Defendant; 
McKay, Patricia, Plaintiff. Filing date: 7/30/2014 
CDIS CCSTOKSN Civil Disposition entered for: Cosho Humphrey, Jason D. Scott 
LLP, Defendant; Walker, Thomas G, Defendant; 
McKay, Patricia, Plaintiff. Filing date: 7/30/2014 
STAT CCSTOKSN STATUS CHANGED: Closed Jason D. Scott 
7/31/2014 HRVC CCSTOKSN Hearing result for Civil Pretrial Conference Jason D. Scott 
scheduled on 08/26/2014 03:30 PM: Hearing 
Vacated 
HRVC CCSTOKSN Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Jason D. Scott 
09/03/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 10 days 
8/13/2014 MOTN CCMCLAPM Defendants Motion for Costs and Fees Jason D. Scott 
AFSM CCMCLAPM Affidavit of Counsel In Support Of Defendants Jason D. Scott 
Motion for Costs and Fees 
MEMO CCMCLAPM Memorandum In Support of Defendants Motion Jason D. Scott 
for Costs and Fees 
8/15/2014 APSC CCTHIEBJ Appealed To The Supreme Court Jason D. Scott 
NOTA CCTHIEBJ NOTICE OF APPEAL Jason D. Scott 
MOTN CCTHIEBJ Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Defendants' Claim Jason D. Scott 
for Costs and Fees 
MISC CCTHIEBJ Declaration of Allen B. Ellis Jason D. Scott 
MEMO CCTHIEBJ Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Jason D. Scott 
Disallow Defendants' Claim for Costs and Fees 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2009-22659 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, etal. 
Patricia McKay vs. Thomas G Walker, Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
Date Code User 
8/27/2014 NOTH CCGARCOS Notice Of Hearing (9/16/2014@ 4pm) 
8/28/2014 HRSC CCSTOKSN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/17/2014 03:30 
PM) 
8/29/2014 RQST CCMARTJD Request for Additional Clerks Record 
9/2/2014 NOTC CCSTOKSN Amended Notice of Hearing (Costs and Fees) 
9/17/14@ 3:30 pm 
9/10/2014 NOTH CCGARCOS Second Amended Notice Of Hearing on 
Defendant's Motion for Costs and Fees 
10/06/2014@ 3pm 
CONT CCGARCOS Continued (Motion 10/06/2014 03:00 PM) for 
Costs and Fees 
AMEN TCLAFFSD Amended Notice of Hearing ( 10.6.14 at 3:00 PM) 
Plaintiff's Motion To Disallow Defendants' Claim 
for Costs & Fees 
9/23/2014 NOTC CCTHIEBJ Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court 
Docket No. 42434 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Judge 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
Jason D. Scott 
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, 
. 
ALLENB. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO.~------:F~,LED!!!'P.M-. -z.,..:-s-o~~: Af8, ___ _. 
NOV 2 5 '2[0~ 
.J .• t>AVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By KATHY J, BIEHL 
DEPUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Cy OC 0922659 
Case No. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL 
Comes now the plaintiff, Patricia McKay, through her attorneys of record, and complains and 
alleges against defendants Cosho Humphrey, LLP, and Thomas G. Walker as follows: 
I 
Defendant Cosho Humphrey, LLP, is a limited liability partnership duly organized and 
existing under the laws of the State ofldaho for the purpose of providing legal services to its clients. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
(JRIGl~JAL 
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II 
At all times relevant, Thomas G. Walker was an attorney at law duly licensed by the State 
ofldaho and was acting within the course and scope of his employment, agency or partnership with 
defendant Cosho Humphrey, LLP. 
III 
At all times relevant, an attorney/client relationship existed between defendants, on the one 
hand, and plaintiff, on the other. 
IV 
In 2006, plaintiff retained defendants to represent her in a divorce action, to wit, McKay v. 
McKay, Ada County Case No. CV DR 0615200. 
V 
A major asset in the McKay community estate was certain real property acquired during the 
marriage, i.e., the Albrethsen property, which was immediately resold in 2006 to Status Corporation 
at a profit of approximately $2,000,000, with a mortgage acquired to secure the balance of the 
purchase price ($1,396,800) to be paid in 2008. 
VI 
In November, 2007, defendant Walker and other agents of defendant Cosho Humphrey 
negligently recommended that the plaintiff enter into a Property Settlement Agreement ("PSA") with 
her then-husband Darwin McKay which contemplated that plaintiff would receive a portion of the 
proceeds from the 2008 closing of the Status Corporation transaction as follows: 
a. Darwin shall pay plaintiff $800,000 in cash within five days of payment by Status 
Corporation; 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2 
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b. If Status Corporation breaches the contract, Darwin may also be able to foreclose a 
mortgage on the Albrethsen property; 
c. If the transaction with Status Corporation fails to close before March 30, 2008, Darwin 
shall pay plaintiff $500,000 as soon as he able to; 
d. If Status Corporation breaches the contract and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by April 30, 
2008, he shall list the Albrethsen property for sale and pay plaintiff $500,000 within five days of 
closing; 
e. If Status Corporation breaches the contract and Darwin is not able to pay Patricia by 
September 30, 2008, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 within five days of the receipt of any funds from 
the sale of either the Albrethsen property or the Home Farm property. 
f. Additionally, Darwin is obligated to pay off the Personal Residence Debt ($621,054) 
within thirty days of the closing of the Status Corporation transaction. 
As a proximate result of defendants' negligent recommendation as alleged above, plaintiff 
executed the PSA, all to her damage in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court as set 
forth more specifically.below. The resultant Judgment with the ancillary PSA is attached hereto as 
Exhibit I and incorporated herein by reference. 
VII 
As a further proximate result of defendants' negligence, in November, 2008, following entry 
of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, Lawyers Title Insurance Comp~y paid Darwin 
$1,288,019. I 0, to the exclusion of plaintiff, on the McKay community's interest as mortgagee in the 
Status Corporation mortgage. Notwithstanding the terms of the PSA, Darwin has refused to pay 
plaintiff any portion of those funds as required by that agreement. Plaintiff has instituted further 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
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court proceedings to enforce her rights under the PSA without success. In the event her efforts to 
enforce her contract rights result in a money recovery, plaintiff will amend this complaint 
accordingly. 
VIII 
The recommendation of defendants that plaintiff execute the PSA was negligent in the 
following respects: 
a. There is no legal description of the Albrethsen property in the PSA, an acknowledged 
document, rendering the recording of the PSA a futile act insofar as security for plaintiff is concerned 
and in violation ofldaho Code §32-918; 
b. Likewise, there is no legal description of the real property (the Albrethsen property) which 
is the subject of the mortgage referenced in the PSA, nor an instrument number of the recorded 
mortgage, notwithstanding the recitation in the PSA that plaintiff has an interest in the sale proceeds 
of the Status Corporation transaction as the source of the payments to her. 
c. Notwithstanding defendants' representations to plaintiff that recordation of the PSA would 
create a lien on the community's interest in real property, the PSA did not have such lien effect 
because (1) as referenced in the PSA, Darwin was mortgagee of the Albrethsen property and did not 
hold title to it, and (2) the PSA failed to identify the relevant mortgage information, i.e., legal 
description of the real property, instrument number of the recorded mortgage, and plaintiffs interest 
in the mortgage. 
d. Although the PSA recites that plaintiff had an interest in a portion of the Status 
Corporation sales proceeds and references the mortgage, the PSA fails to provide a legal description 
of the subject real property, i.e., the Albrethsen property, and an instrument number of the recorded 
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mortgage, rendering the recordation of the PSA futile insofar as securing plaintiffs monetary · 
entitlements arising from the PSA. 
IX 
As a further proximate result of defendants' alleged negligence in not securing her 
entitlement under the PSA by properly drafting the PSA, plaintiff has been damaged as follows: (1) 
failure to receive the $800,000 as recited in the PSA; (2) failure of plaintiffs ex-husband to pay off 
her Personal Residence Debt ($621,054) from the proceeds of the Status Corporation mortgage as 
required by the PSA, paragraph 2.1; and (3) plaintiff has incurred mitigation costs in the form of 
attorney fees in an effort to enforce her rights under the PSA. 
X 
Plaintiff has been required to retain the law firm of Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chartered to 
prosecute this action and is entitled to recover sums as and for reasonable attorney's fees incurred 
herein. 
Wherefore, plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 
1. For compensatory damages in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court' 
2. For costs of suit and reasonable attorney fees; 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court or Jury deem appropriate. 
DATED This 25" day ofNovember, 2009. c.~ 
Allen B. Ellis 
Attorney for plaintiff 
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DEMAND FOR WRY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury in accordance with the provisions of Rule 38(b) of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Allen B. Ellis .- --=-
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Robert A. Anderson- ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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Dl!PUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Fee Category: l(l)(a) 
Fee: $58.00 
COMES NOW, Defendants Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "Defendants"), by and through their attorneys of 
record, Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP, answers Plaintiffs' Complaint at Law and Jury 
demand ("Complaint") as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
The Complaint fails to state a claim against these Defendants upon which relief 
can be granted. 
ORIGINAL 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
1. These Defendants deny each and every allegation of the Complaint not herein 
. expressly and specifically admitted. 
2. These Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs I and II of the 
Plaintiffs Complaint. 
3: With regard to the allegations contained in Paragraph III of the Plaintiff's 
Complaint, these Defendants only admit that they had an attorney-client relationship with 
the Plaintiff from August 17, 2006 through January 29, 2009. 
4. With regard to the allegations contained in Paragraph IV of the Plaintiffs 
Complaint, these Defendants only admit that they were retained by Plaintiff on August 
17, 2006 to represent her. 
5. With regard to the allegations contained in Paragraph V of the Plaintiffs 
Complaint, these Defendants deny that the Albrethsen property was an asset of the 
McKay community estate. These Defendants are without sufficient knowledge to admit 
or deny the remaining allegations contained in Paragraph V of the Plaintiffs Complaint 
and, therefore, deny the same. 
6. With regard to the allegations contained in Paragraph VI of the Plaintiffs 
Complaint, these Defendants only admit that they fully explained to the Plaintiff the 
risks, alternatives, and advantages of entering into the Property Settlement Agreement 
with her then-husband Darwin McKay; these Defendants did not "recommend" that the 
Plaintiff execute the Property Settlement Agreement. With regard to the allegations 
contained in Paragraph VI (a)-(f), these Defendants state that the Property Settlement 
Agreement speaks for itself and, therefore, these Defendants deny each and every 
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allegation in Paragraph VI (a)-(f) which are inconsistent with the express terms and 
language of the Property Settlement Agreement. These Defendants deny the remaining 
allegations contained in Paragraph VI. 
7. With regard to the allegations contained in Paragraph VII of the Plaintiff's 
Complaint, these Defendants specifically deny that the Plaintiff and Darwin McKay had a 
"community interest as mortgagee in the Status Corporation mortgage". These 
Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained in Paragraph VII of the Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
8. With regard to the allegations contained in Paragraph VIII of the Plaintiffs 
Complaint, these Defendants admit that the Property Settlement Agreement did not 
contain a legal description of the Alberthsen property; however, these Defendants deny 
that such was legally required. These Defendant also deny that LC. § 32-918 is 
applicable in the current action. These Defendants further specifically deny that the 
Plaintiff had a legal interest in the Albrethsen property or that she, along with Darwin 
McKay, held a community interest in the Albrethsen property. These Defendants deny 
the remaining allegations contained in Paragraph VIII, including subparagraphs (a)-(d) of 
the Plaintiff's Complaint. 
9. These Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraphs IX and X of 
the Plaintiff's Complaint. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
The Plaintiff has waived, or by her conduct, is es topped from asserting, the causes 
of action contained in her Complaint. 
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FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Plaintiff had, and continues to have, the ability and opportunity to mitigate 
the damages alleged with respect to the subject matter of this action, and has failed to 
mitigate said damages, if any were in fact incurred. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's alleged losses or injuries, if any, were caused by the intervening acts 
and omissions of other third persons, for whom these Defendants bear no responsibility. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Other third persons, not in these Defendants' control, were guilty of negligent, 
careless, reckless, or intentional misconduct at the time of and in connection with the 
matters and damages alleged, which misconduct on their part proximately caused and/or 
contributed to said events and the Plaintiffs resultant damages, if any. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
These Defendants are immune from suit under the doctrine of judgmental 
immunity. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
A portion or all of the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by I.C. § 5-219. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
These Answering Defendants reserve the right to assert any additional affirmative 
defenses and matters in avoidance that may be disclosed in the course of additional 
investigation and discovery, including without limitation, comparative negligence, statute 
of limitations, waiver/estoppel, superseding/intervening cause, negligence of a third-party 
not in these Answering Defendants' control and setoff. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
These Defendants demand a jury trial as to all issues. 
WHEREFORE, these Defendants pray that the Plaintiff takes nothing by her 
Complaint; that the same be dismissed with prejudice; and that these Defendants be 
awarded their costs of suit and attorney's fees pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, I.C. § 12-121 and any other applicable statute or rule; and such other and 
further relief as the Court deems just. 
DATED this 29th day of January, 2010. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By I ~ o.__ l:::u..AJolU 0 
R rt A. Anderson 
Y~nbar,OftheFirm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of January, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of 
record, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ x ] Facsimile (208) 345-9564 
rtA.Anderson 
v eA. Dunbar 
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Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar- ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
J. DAVIO NAVAAFIO, Clerk 
ByJ.RANOALL 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, 
Anderson Julian & Hull LLP, and move' this Court, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, for entry of summary judgment in favor of said Defendants on the grounds that 
there are no genuine issues as to any material fact and that the Defendants are entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law as the Plaintiff cannot establish the requisite elements of her legal 
malpractice claim. 
This Motion is based upon the documents and pleadings on file herein and upon the 
Memorandum and Affidavits in support which will be subsequently filed. 
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DATED this~ day of December, 2010. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By~-~~ 
Robert A. Anderson, -e:::. 
Yvonne A. Dunbar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~( day of December, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by 
delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, 
addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
N 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[Kl_ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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Robert A. Anderson- ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NO.-----;::Fl;'";;LEO.....-;m:rrtT'!l""J=:r--
A.M----P.M.-~.1..:..."'-,~-
JAN OS 2011 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By A. Gf'RDEN 
DEPUTY 
! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY WELSH 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, .Stanley Welsh, and hereby attests under oath as follows: 
1. I am a partner of Cosho Humphrey, LLP ("Cosho Humphrey"), with its principal 
place of business in Boise, Idaho and attest to the following matters based upon my own personal 
lmowledge. 
2. I met with the Plaintiff in November 2006 to discuss the Plaintiffs divorce action 
which she previously filed against Darwin McKay. According to the Plaintiff, she was interested 
in Cosho Humphrey replacing her attorney as counsel of record in the divorce -a~ I G IN A.l 
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3. I filed a Stipulation for Substitution of Counsel on November 28, 2006 wherein 
Cosho Humphrey became the Plaintiffs counsel for record in her divorce action. 
4. During the course of Cosho Humphrey's representation of the Plaintiff, I had regular 
contact with the Plaintiff via email, telephone, and office conferences. The Plaintiff was kept 
fully apprised of what transpired in her divorce proceeding against Mr. McKay. The Plaintiff 
also received prompt responses to any emails and telephone calls which we received. 
5. During our representation of the Plaintiff, we propounded several sets of discovery 
· · upon Mr. McKay seeking information regarding, inter alia, his finances, property ownership, 
businesses, and real estate transactions. As a part of this discovery, we sought information 
regarding all real property purchased and sold by Mr. McKay during his marriage to the Plaintiff. 
We also requested all documents related to such purchases and sales. Due to Mr. McKay's 
: · failure to provide complete discovery responses, we filed at least three motions to compel. 
6. On October 9, 2007, we filed a motion for partial summary judgment against Mr. 
McKay on behalf of the Plaintiff. In this motion, we sought a ruling invalidating the Prenuptial 
Agreement between the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay. We supported this motion with, inter alia, a 
memorandum and an executed affidavit of Patricia McKay. The motion was set for hearing on 
December 12, 2007. 
7. After the motion for partial summary judgment was filed, I contacted Mr. McKay's 
counsel to ascertain whether Mr. McKay was willing to mediate the action. The Plaintiff and 
.. Mr. McKay ultimately agreed to mediation and such mediation was scheduled for Saturday, 
October 20, 2007 at 9:30 a.m. 
8. Defendant Tom Walker and I attended the entire mediation as did the Plaintiff. The 
Plaintiff was actively involved in the mediation and settlement negotiations. · · 
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9. Throughout the mediation, Mr. Walker and I were available to the Plaintiff to discuss 
all aspects of the mediation. In fact, we had comprehensive discussion~ throughout the 
. negotiation process with regard to the settlement proposals and we discussed the pros and cons 
of settling versus going to trial. 
10. Towards the end of the mediation, there was some downtime when Judge McKee was 
meeting with Mr. McKay and his counsel. While Judge McKee met with Mr. McKay, there 
.. were times when Mr. Walker and/or I temporarily stepped out of the conference room and went 
to our respective offices. However, this did not occur until after we had fully discussed a 
particular round of settlement negotiations with the Plaintiff and fully addressed the concerns 
and/or questions she presented. Before leaving the conference room, Mr. W~l,ker and I informed 
th~ Plaintiff that she could and should walk the few feet to our offices if she thought of any 
\ 
additional questions or concerns. Although, Mr. Walker and I temporarily stepped out of the 
conference room, we were present in the conference room each time Judge McKee returned to 
discuss the pending settlement negotiations. 
1'1. At the mediation, neither Mr. Walker nor I pressured the Plaintiff to settle.her divorce 
action. Instead, we fully discussed the pros and cons of settling versus going to trial and the pros 
and cons of accepting the settlement terms set forth in the handwritten settlement agreement 
which was drafted by Judge McKee ("Handwritten Agreement"). We also informed the Plaintiff 
that settling the case was optional, not mandatory and, if she did not agree with any proposed 
I 
settlement, she was not obligated to accept the same. We further stated that we could end the 
· mediation at any time if she was uncomfortable with the negotiations. Finally, we told the 
Plaintiff, if settlement was not reached, we would aggressively pursue the outstanding motion for 
summary judgment and would aggressively and competently try her case. • ~ Lt ,I' 
I ' 
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12. During the mediation, Judge McKee explained to the Plaintiff, Mr:· Walker, and me 
that Mr. McKay was unwilling to provide any collateral or security for the payments required in 
· the Handwritten Agreement. 
' 
13. Judge McKee presented the Plaintiff with a copy of the Handwritten Agreement and 
provided her time alone with her counsel (me and Mr. Walker) to review and discuss the same . 
. · Mr. ,Walker and I discussed each provision of the Handwritten Agreement with the Plaintiff. 
After we addressed all of the Plaintiffs questions, she represented she understood the terms of 
the Handwritten Agreement and she understood the implications of executing the Handwritten 
Agreement. The Plaintiff also informed us she understood that, although· the .terms of the 
'i 
: . Handwritten Agreement were to be incorporated in a final comprehensive settlement agreement, 
she was bound by the property distribution set forth in the Handwritten Agreement. 
14. At the time she executed the Handwritten Agreement, the Plaintiff represented she 
was voluntarily executing it. 
15. On April 15, 2008, I filed a Notice of Withdrawal as the Plaintiffs counsel ofrecord. 
16. In late 2008, the Plaintiff contacted Cosho Humphrey as Mr. McKay had failed to pay 
monies due under the Property Settlement Agreement (which was incorporated into the trial 
court's November 29, 2007 Judgment). At the outset, the Plaintiff directed us to attempt to 
·:: acquire the required payments through informal negotiations and without court intervention. 
:. l • 
Two to three months later, the Plaintiff requested that we begin preparing to pursue a motion for 
contempt against Mr. McKay. Accordingly, I began preparing the motion for contempt. 
17. In late December 2008, the Plaintiff requested that Cosho Humphrey cease all work 
I • > 
;: on:h~r file until she directed us otherwise. We complied with this request. 
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18. On January 28, 2009, I received a letter from Scott Hess of Hawley Troxell 
requesting that I execute a substitution of counsel as the Plaintiff had retained him to represent 
. . 
her in her case against Mr. McKay. I executed the substitution of counsel as requested. 
19. Enclosed as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of emails between me and the 
Plaintiff. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
Notary Public tJ 
Residing at ~ le , 
My commissionepires: ___g_/c3// d--0 /{:, 
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' . ' CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
. ] 
. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Jjhday of January, 2011, I served a true and correct 
· copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
. ! 
' 
; I 
i 
, ' 
.1 
' j ' 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ] 
[/] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered ': . · , \- . 
. ' 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
[ ~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ · ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
Rob rt A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
•• ~· • I : ',: • 
• t•' 
' t t, 
• ' ',1· l ' : ~ : ' 
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From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@clearwlre.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2007 9:40 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh; Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: RE: Decree 
I have reviewed and find many areas of concern. 
• 
I have also found the new business entity Darwin has set up with Jackie L. Grant, daughter of the late George Grant 
Articles of Organization filed October 24, just a few days from the mediation talks. This is the person who Darwin 
probably sold some of the Murphy property to. I am tempted to call her but I think Darwin probably has told her not to 
talk with me or by me calling, she may not be honest with me. Jackie may be someone my attorney should call to find out 
information. 
In the Agreement of Compromise and Settlement which was given to me prior to mediation, Item 2 reads: 'Full 
Disclosure. Each Party represents to the other that full disclosure of all community assets and community liabilities, of 
which he or she is aware, has been made.' Darwin did not do this. I do not believe he represented the true value of the 
properties. He did not disclose the new building he has had built and paid cash for in Yerrington which increased the 
property value there. He also did not disclose the value of the water rights he has obtained during marriage, ie from 
Albrethsen property and there may have been water rights on the Dansereau property (we'd have to check the purchase 
contract). 
Along with the issue of him not disclosing information to us, all we have to do is review all the items we have requested 
through interrogatories and he never did provide them to us. 
I have visited with Neil Salathe and Gene Thurston and they both feel Darwin has not been honest with disclosure and 
also feel I am not getting a fair settlement at all. I agree with them. 
Before you and Tom start work on this I would like to visit with you. Bottom line is Darwin was not honest with the 
estimated net worth for the mediation talks nor did he 'fully disclose'. 
1 
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•· •··································································· - ·· ······· ·
-····· -
STANLEY W. WELSH 
sweistx@collholaw.com 
e e 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Firm fax 208.338.3290 
November l, 2007 
VIA E-MAIL: patmckay@clearwire.net/~ 
Patricia E. McKay 
25 Horizon Drive 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-001 
Case No.: CV DR 0615200 
Dear Patty: 
DIRECT PHONK 208.639.5604 
DIRECT FAX :208.639.5606 
I know that you are getting advice from several other individuals. Those individuals are 
not paying your bills. I do not doubt that they mean well. I expect that they would not guaranty 
a result to you if there was no agreement now. 
I did not think that there was any doubt in our meeting that you are well aware of the fact 
that we had much greater numbers than were being used for settlement purposes. A lot of that 
had to do with the risk of going forward. Obviously, the other side knew there was a risk 
because of everything that we had presented. You will recall that prior to our settlement 
meeting, there had never been any offer from Mr. McKay's attorney for any settlement. It had 
been the position of your husband that essentially everything was his except for the home. 
I believe that there is an agreement and that the other side could sue you to enforce the 
agreement However, someone may disagree and think that you can get out of the agreement. It 
has been my practice that if a client makes an agreement, I will not stay in the case if they are 
going to try to get out of the agreement that was made. That was the purpose of the comment 
that I made. It obviously was not because I am in any way angry or upset with you. 
Settling cases is usually more difficult than simply going to trial. 
I do want only the best for you and appreciate your comments about the good work that 
you think we have done in this matter. We are trying to get the best possible language for you in 
a final document. 
SWW/rfl 
l94S8..00l Doc.#: 282291 
Very truly yours, 
Dielalcd by Mr. Welsh 111d mailed 
without signatwe in his absence 
to avoid delay 
Stanley W. Welsh 
CH01935 
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Stanley W. Welsh 
Stanley W. Welsh 
See below: 
ber 05, 2007 12:28 PM 
'; Thomas G. Walker 
pdate? 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@dearwlre.net] 
sent: Monday, November OS, 2007 12:25 PM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh; Thomas G. Walker 
subject: McKay Update? 
Thank you for your letter last week. I appreciated receiving il 
Page 1 pf2 
e 
I do not know what's happening. The last time we visited you expressed you were going to try to meet with • 
Darwin's attorneys to finalize everything Instead of papers going back and forth. However, I do not know what 
approach you are going to be taking. I definitely do not want to have to claim the funds from Darwin, whether they 
are the funds he pays toward the home of $640,000 +/- or the $2,500.00 to me per month, or the $800,000 or 
$500,000 to be alimony as I do not want to have that tax burden. The judge wrote it as maintenance. You had 
expressed you are not buying any of the changes they made. //1 believe the $2500 was clearly to be maintenance. 
I do not know what you mean about buying any other changes. We are not agreeing to any material change from 
what was signed. 
Darwin is taking advantage of what the Judge wrote in item 3) MHusband to assume and pay off (either directly or 
by payments to wife) the wife's credit card indebtedness as of this date on 6 credit cards, to be scheduled, to 
approximately total balance of $75,000. • My understand of the gayments to wife means I receive the entire full 
amount due on the cards at signing of this settlement and I make the payments as I would not trust Darwin to 
make the payments now do I want him to have my credit card numbers. His name is not on any of my cards.I/I 
think he has a right to pay off directly. 
I did talk with Jackie Grant who Darwin started a new LLC with October 24th. I gave her my condolences for the 
loss of her husband. I also asked her if she had purchased property from Darwin. After several humms and 
haaaas, and pauses and mention of her having to look after her interests now that George was gone, she said, 
"Perhaps you should talk with Darwin about that• It was a dead give-a-way to me that indeed she had 
purchased the land. Stan, perhaps you could use this as a battering tool when is your discussions with Kim or 
John as I still feel Darwin had an obligation to be upfront to disclose everything and he did not. He and Jackie 
have probably decided to make closing after the signing of the divorce settlement. So be it. He is a liar and a 
theft In my eyes and others and I do not trust him at allJn have dictated a letter to Miller on this. 
When all ls said and done I understand you'll be placing liens on his property. Can liens be placed on the 
properties that are owned by the various LLC? 
//We wlll record the judgment. It will be a lien against any real property owned by him. If he does not perform you 
can execute on any assets he owns. That would include the LLC interests. 
I received your invoice dated 10/25/07 for the amount of $111 ,339.59. At the settlement talks I had asked you if 
$100,000.00 would cover my attorney fees and you stated you thought it wouldJ/1 do not know if you spoke with 
Tom about this issue. I was present for no conversation like that on the Saturday. I would not have known how 
much we would have to do after settlement on these issues. Now Darwin and his counsel are dragging their feet 
and causing additional work on your part and attorneys fees for me. I do not feel this is fair for them to do. 
Darwin is very much aware I do not have any funds and he wants me to starve and by dragging this on. I know 
him very well. 
Today is the 5th and I've not received the $3,000.00 which was due to me on the 1st. //1 just saw a fax of a check 
to you for November How am I to pay the mortgage? Darwin, no doubt, is hoping I'll pay the mortgage this month 
11/5/2007 
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and he'll not have to. Or, he's hoping I'll not pay.it and it will be late to affect my credit rating. The funds to pay 
the mortgages off need to come directly to me by the 1st of each month as indicated so I can make sure they are 
paid timely so as not to affect my credit rating. 
Also, I received another invoice from Harris and Co. for $1 ,590.61 of which Darwin was asked to pay by you 
sending him the invoice to his attorney several months ago. This is part of the fees due for preparation of 2005 
taxes.I/Send me the invoice. 
When we had our mediation talks I was under the Impression all was going to be settled by the end of October.In 
am not sure where you got the impression. We did what we could do by then. We are pressing them to respond. 
I cannot understand why there isn't some sort of requirement by Judge McKee that ail is signed within a 
reasonable period of time. Two weeks is not reasonable to me when all was agreed October 20 and we had a 
written agreement to them within two business days. Brooks and Miller are not paying fair and directing Darwin 
properly in my eyes. 
//We can now ask the Judge arbitrate if you want to expedite the settlement. I assume from your comments that 
you do not want to try to get out of the settlement? 
Thank you for listening. Perhaps things will happen this week. 
Patty 
11/5/2007 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: RE: Settlement issues 
Between October 20 and November 51 have charged $167.72 for food and gas for the car. I am willing to pay 
these myself but he needs to pay off my cards completely. That was the deal. No payments over the next 
several months as they made as a change. If he needs to pay over time he can take draws on his own cards to 
pay mine off as I did to pay Donna's credit cards off. 
Thank you. 
From: Stanley W. Welsh [mailto:swelsh@CoshoLaw.com] 
Sent Wednesday, November 07, 2007 12:08 PM 
To: Patricia McKay; Thomas G. Walker 
subject: RE: Settlement Issues 
·-·-·- ···- ·- ·--····-----
------
---
The deal should all be as of the time It was signed. That would include the credit cards. Did you just charge 
something he was to have paid after that date? 
COBRA is not his option. Any employer with 20 or more employers has to comply with COBRA. 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:pabnckay@clearwlre.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2007 9:47 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh; Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: Settlement Issues 
Thank you for a copy of the email you sent to opposing regarding resolving settlement by Friday. 
I'm writing this to add to your thought process of dealing with the opposing counsels and Darwin. 
I received the check for $3,000.00 Darwin wrote out November 1. Since he wrote the check out November 1st I 
find it to be an indication he did not have any intentions of resolving or signing the settlement so as to give himself 
another month of not paying the mortgages of $3,800.00 and $2,500.00 maintenance to me, a total of $6,300.00, 
a savings to him of $3,800.00 Meantime, I'm having to draw on my credit cards to live and pay on the 
mortgages. Another indication Darwin does not want to pay the mortgages, and his counsel has not Inquired, is 
that they have not requested balances due on the two mortgages so as to pay them on time. 
I gave the debt balances on the credit cards, $71 ,248.30, to opposing at the settlement talks. These balances 
have changed since I have had to draw on them to pay monthly expenses. Judge McKee wrote .... 
•approximately total balance of $75,000.00." At the present time the balances are $77,160.54. May the amount 
due at the signing of the final settlement be what Darwin is required to pay since Judge McKee wrote 
•approximately $75,000.00"? Since these are not getting paid off by November 10 there will be substantial 
finance fees. 
lfwe need to get Judge McKee involved again we need to have the COBRA insurance added which Tom Walker 
did but Kim Brooks took It out. I have called COBRA and they told me it is a State Law I am entitled to COBRA 
for 36 months however Darwin needs to send the information in to COBRA and the COBRA representatives send 
the sign-up forms to me. 
Hope this information assists you in your visits with Kim Brooks and John Miller. 
11n12001 
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From 
Sent: 
Patricia McKay [patmckay@clearwire.net] 
ednesda November 07, 2007 10:02 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: RE: 
Page 1 of2 
e 
If Kim answered "YES" to the questions you put before her below, she Is not correct Darwin has not done paid 
the mortgages nor has he done everything he agreed to do. 
Thank you. 
-------·-.---~-· .. ~ .. -·-·--- ..... -----.. ----···--- ----·--------
From: Stanley W. Welsh [mailto:swelsh@CoshoLaw.com] 
sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2007 8:29 AM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: FW: 
From: Klmberly D. Brooks [mailto:kbrooks@kbrookslaw.com] 
sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2007 8:34 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: RE: 
Yes. 
BROOKS LAW, P.C. 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
THE LOCKMAN HOUSE 
23 9th A venue North 
Nampa , Idaho 83687 
Tel: (208) 442-7489 
Fax: (208) 468-4030. 
-·---------··- · .. - ·---··-· ... ··-·--··" .... ...... _____ ,, -···-·--- . ·--··--.. ·-----------
From: Stanley W. Welsh [mailto:swelsh@CoshoLaw.com] 
sent:. Wednesday, November 07, 2007 7:02 AM 
To: kbrooks@kbrookslaw.com; John Miller 
Cc: Patricia McKay; Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: 
lfwe do not have the terms resolved by Friday, I believe the matter has to be submitted to Judge McKee to 
resolve. I assume your client is doing everything he agreed to do? Paying the home debt, etc? 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified 
that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information 
11n12001 
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Cc: ThomasG. Walker 
There were some complicated details to resolve. I know you are frustrated. I do not think you sending emails to 
the other attorney will help us to get this finalized. 
You do not have a basis to ask him to pay your fees. 
11/13/2007 
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Stanle W. Welsh 
e. 
From: 
Sent: 86:06AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject 
We will not close the file. Nothing was overlooked. 
From: Patricia McKay (mallto:patmckay@dearwire.net] 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2008 10:42 PM 
To: Stanley w. Welsh 
Subject: Please do not dose McKay files. 
Hello Stan, 
• e 
I received your letter regarding closure of my case file and you asked me to notify you if I feel something may need to be 
done further. 
I would prefer closure not happen at this time as Darwin has not followed the Divorce Decree in several areas. 
1. The 2161 credit card has not been paid off. 
2. The Status March final payment did not happen. I was notified of this by Rene Paige, Darwin's real estate agent, 
last Friday. I took notes as fast as I could of what she was telling me and something does not set righl She said 
she would give me the written proof of Status not closing on Monday but Monday came and went with no further 
word from her. If Status defaulted Darwin was to place the property on the mar1<:et for sale and this has not been 
done as there are no signs on the property. 
3. Rene told me Darwin does not have any money to pay me and he wants to sign over a $300,000.00 note· at 6+% 
over 15 years. This would be foolish for me to do however I did not indicate that to her - I just listened. I told her 
to have Darwin write down all scenarios and I would consider. 
4. I was also told Darwin was investigating purchasing a lot at $200,000.00 last fall. I do not know for fact if he did 
so but if he did then he did so to hide funds. 
I do not feel I should do anything until the April 30th date passes to see if he does give me the $500,000.00. If he does not 
then he has until September 30. If he does not give me the funds by September 30 then he'll need to give me the full 
$800,000.00 plus 6% interest In the meantime, he now has until 2012 to pay off my home. This financially cripples me. 
This is an issue I believe we all overlooked which gives me cause for concern because over the next five years I am 
unable to invest or purchase anything of value. This does not seem at all fair to me and again, as I said, I believe we all 
overlooked this fact · 
Darwin may take the approach to pay me $2,500.00 until forever since there is no deadline to pay me the $800,000.00 
should he not pay me the $500,000.00 by September 30. Should this happen then I will be in touch with you as this 
definitely is not a fair decree for me. 
Due to all of the above I would ask that you hold up on closing and discarding my data with your firm until we see what 
happens after the September 30, 2009 deadline. 
I did enjoy wor1<:ing with you and your team. Life has settled down a bit for me and I'm enjoying being back at work with 
Global Travel again. They have me working on a very large group (about 160 plus people - an entire company) for a 
cruise on a new ship January 2009 and the company has asked that I travel with them. Exciting! 
I have noticed Darwin has paid you the $25,000 each month and I certainly hope that this month he paid the final payment 
to you. Thank you for your assistance in that matter. 
Again, I appreciated your teamwork, 
Thank you, 
1 
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STANLEY W. WELSH 
Patricia E. McKay 
25 Horizon Drive 
Boise, lD 83702 
• COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & ATJ'ORNii:YS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208 .344 .7811 
Firm Fax 208.338 .3290 
www.cosholaw.com 
December 18, 2008 
Re: Post Judgment - PatTicia E. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-002 
Case No.: CV DR 0615200 
Dear Patricia: 
Enclosed for your review and file is the letter sent to Ms. Brooks today. I know that you 
are going to determine what assets you believe are in Nevada. I think that before we finalize any 
course of action, we need to know what all assets may be available to satisfy any judgments that 
you obtain. 
Contact me if you have any questions. 
SWW/rfl 
19458-002 Doc.#: 404981 
Very truly yours, 
lJictated by Mr. Welsh and mailed 
without signature in his absence 
to avoid delay 
Stanley W. Welsh 
; • i,. ~- ; . ' 
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C 
STANLEY W. WELSH 
swelshfalcosholaw.com 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNS.ELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Firm fax 208.338.3290 
www.cosholaw.com 
December 18, 2008 
Via fax: 468-4030 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa, JD 83687 
• 
Re: Post Judgment - Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-002 
Case No.: CV DR 0615200 
Dear Kim: 
I reviewed the letter that you sent to Tom Walker on April 23, 2008. Is that the offer that 
you were referring to in our phone conversation? 
As you know, there is $800,000 due. How does Darwin propose to pay that at this time? 
I do not see how the documents show that Darwin has $300,000 due to him from Van Es. Are 
there other documents on this transaction? 
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience to see if we can resolve 
this matter. 
SWW/rfl 
cc: Patricia E. McKay 
19458-002 Doc.#: 404979 
Very truly yours, 
Dictated by Mr. Welsh and mailed 
without signature in his absence 
to avoid delay 
Stanley W. Welsh 
MCKAY2790 
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Stanley W. Welsh 
From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
e 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Monday, December 22, 2008 6:19 PM 
Patricia McKay 
Thomas G. Welker 
RE: 
....... I 
e 
If you have to ask whose interest we were looking out for you need another lawyer. You know that was the best 
agreement we could reached and was better than we and you believed we would have received from a judge. 
From: Pabida McKay [mallto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Mon 12/22/2008 5:25 PM 
To: StanleyW. Welsh 
Subject: RE: 
What do you mean ·They would not agree to any security?" Stan, I was never told that and besides, Who were you 
working for and looking after whose interests... . Sounds like you were looking after Darwin's Interest and not mine by not 
securing the liens. I'm sorry, but I'm not a happy camper. If a lien had been placed, as I was told they were, Lawyers 
would have picked up on it and at least asked you and I some questions and written me a check. We would not be going 
through all this now. 
From: Stanley W. Welsh [mailto:swelsh@Cosholaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 5:02 PM 
To: Pabicla McKay; Thomas G. Walker; Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: 
Tom has responded except with regards to the security question. They would not agree to any security. The only thing 
we could do was to record the judgment. 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 2:59 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker; Stanley W. Welsh; Pam Carson 
Subject: 
l sent the following to Stan this morning but understand he has been in court all day. Pam suggested I send my emails to 
the 3 of you. So here goes again. I am very curious if a conversation has occurred with Kim Brooks after her receiving 
your 'demand' letter. 
Thank you for sending the second letter to Kim Brooks - very well done. 
As you start your discussions with Kim Brooks, Darwin probably needs to be reminded of Item 17, Attorney Fees, of the 
Decree. 
Also, Section 2.1 which we did not mention in the letter •... ... Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence 
Debt directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real Estate Transaction 
closes, or within thirty days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen property, ...... • 
What Is your timellne? 
When do you make the next step and What would that be? (I realize Tom is out of the office until Jan. 7) 
1 
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,When do you cease talking with Kied filing contempt charges against Darwie 
At the end of the divorce proceedings I had asked for liens to be placed on Darwin's property here In Idaho. I un~erstood 
from your office that "recording the Decree" In the various counties (Teton, Ada, Murphy/Owyhee) was the same as a 
Lien. I really do not fully understand why Lawyer did not find the Judgment if a lien was filed In Ada County. I am now 
concerned about Teton, Murphy, and Owyhee counties - were liens filed there so we won't run into the same problem? 
Did your office fail to secure my interests in the Idaho properties Darwin owned? 
One of the items Alliance Title gave me was a "Mortgage, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing which was recorded in 
Ada County 12/1/06 and mentions Darwin McKay as well as the $1,396,800.00. I looked thoroughly through the Status 
file Darwin gave us and he did not Include this. However, his signature is not on it It appears Darwin knew about the 
Insurance and knew he'd be able to collect if Status defaulted. Problem may be: though there are lines for Darwin to 
sign - his signature does not appear. 
I did understand the Decree not being filed in Nevada as we needed a Nevada attorney. To protect my interests in 
Nevada shall I work on obtaining an attorney and having them work on placing liens on those properties between now and 
the first of the year? 
I feel we need to proceed the fastest and direct, hard approach toward Darwin as I cannot afford a hugh attorney bill. 
Why can't we file 'contempt charges• now as we also wait for Kim Brooks to reply? 
I realize Tom will be gone until the 71h. Stan, will you be around working on this? 
Thank you, 
Patty 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taldng any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
!SIG:495030a41827217443I6377! 
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, 
Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
• 
-
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday, December 23, 2008 7:16 AM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Pam Carson 
RE: 
I agree. We did everything we could, Including recording the judgment 
From: Stanley W. Welsh 
Sent: Mon 12{12/2008 6:22 PM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Thomas G. Walker 
SUbject: RE: 
e 
In light of your other email, I am not sure you want us to proceed with this matter. 
From: Patricia McKay [mailtD:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Mon 12/22/2008 5:21 PM 
To: stanleyW. Welsh 
SUbject:. RE: 
Please see below 
From: Stanley W. Welsh [mailtD:sweish@COshoLaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 4:58 PM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Thomas G. Walker 
SUbject: RE: 
• 
We can file when you want. If you want to try to resolve, I would wait at least until after the holidays. We gave them the 
chance to resolve by Issuing the demand letter. Please file as I feel we are wasting time and$$$$. Remember it took 6 
weeks of debating and trying to come to a resolve after the settlement meeting October 20. Then I had to pay an 
additional $20,000.00 which I am still paying on. 
I do not know Kim's schedule. Kim Is In her office until Christmas Eve Day and then In and out until January 5, then back 
to a regular schedule. I called her office and asked what her holiday schedule was without Identifying myself. There is 
no reason for her not to have attempted to contact you. 
You can work on the liens. I will work on the liens for Nevada. Your office was to have placed liens on all Idaho 
properties when I signed the Decree. Did your office secure my Decree by doing so? 
I would like to try to find out as much as we can about all of his properties before we file. Don't attorneys have more 
pull than I about finding out what properties a person has? Should I try to contact the people whom he's buying the 
Murphy property from? I believe the Hulets? 
Thank you, 
Patty 
1 
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From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmclcay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 7:40 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh 
subject: 
Thank you for sending the second letter to Kim Brooks - very well done. 
• 
As you s1art your discussions with Kim Brooks, Darwin probably needs to be reminded of Item 17, Attorney Fees, of the 
Decree. 
Also, Section 2.1 which we did not mention in the letter •...... Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence 
Debt directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real Estate Transaction 
closes, or within thirty days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen property, ...... • 
What is your timeiine? When do you cease talking with Kim and filing contempt charges against Darwin? I feel we need 
to proceed the fastest and direct, hard approach toward Darwin as I cannot afford a hugh attomey biit 
I realize Tom will be gone until the 7tti. Stan, will you be around working on this? And do we know if Kim will be around 
during the holidays to work on this? 
Should I work on filing liens on the Nevada properties? Or, would you folks prefer to work with the attorney in Reno, Gary 
Silverman? 
Thank you, 
Patty 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i} in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
!SIG:49502fcSI82726348334671 ! 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
• e 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Monday, December 22, 2008 4:58 PM 
'Patricia McKay' 
Thomas G. Walker 
RE: 
• e 
We can file when you want. If you want to try to resolve, I would wait at least until after the holidays. 
I do not know Kim's schedule. 
You can work on the liens. 
I would like to try to find out as much as we can about all of his properties before we file. 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 7:40 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: 
Thank you tor sending the second letter to Kim Brooks - very well done. 
As you start your discussions with Kim Brooks, Darwin probably needs to be reminded of Item 17, Attorney Fees. of the 
Decree. 
Also, Section 2.1 which we did not mention in the letter •.... .• Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence 
Debt directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real Estate Transaction 
closes, or within thirty days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen property, ...... • 
What is your timeline? When do you cease talking with Kim and filing contempt charges against Darwin? I feel we need 
to proceed the fastest and direct; hard approach toward Darwin as I cannot afford a hugh attorney bill. 
I realize Tom will be gone until the 7~. Stan, will you be around working on this? And do we know if Kim will be around 
during the holidays to work on this? 
Should I work on filing liens on the Nevada properties? Or, would you folks prefer to work with the attorney in Reno, Gary 
Silverman? 
Thank you, 
Patty 
!S1G:494fa74f264832093919311 ! 
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Stanle W. Welsh 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
••• • 
e 
er 27, 2008 7:52 AM 
Ok I will not do anything else until I hear from you. 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Fri 12/26/2008 3:02 PM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: RE: McKay 
Yes please, thank you. 
From: Stanley w. Welsh [malito:swelsh@Cosholaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 26, 20081:33 PM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Subject: RE: McKay 
• e 
I dictated a contempt affidavit after we spoke. Do you want me to hold on doing anything else? 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Fri 12/26/2008 9:24 AM 
To: Stanley w. Welsh 
Subject: McKay 
I am leaving town for a few days. 
Please do not do anything on my case unless Kim Brooks calls to infonn us they have a check waiting.. The ball is In her 
park since we sent her the demand letter so there Is no need for us to waste $$$$ .. 
I definitely do not want the case re-opened as she requested. 
I plan to be back in town January 5 but will be checking my email for notification Darwin and Kim have a check for us. 
People staying at my home will also be checking my mail. 
Thank you • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
···················································································~·· Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attaclunents for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
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............................................................................. . ......................... , 
.................... , 
.. 
STANLEYW. WELSH 
swelsl@cosholaw.com 
e . e 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & A'M'ORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Finn Fax 208.338.3290 
www.co1hollw.com 
January 8, 2009 
VIA E-MAIL: patmckayibleone.net 
Patricia E. McKay 
25 Horizon Drive 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: Post Judgment - Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-002 
Case No.: CV DR 0615200 
Dear Patricia: 
Enclosed you will find the letter dated January 7, 2009 that I received from Ms. Brooks. 
Pursuant to your prior instruction, we are still holding on any action. I will let you know if I hear 
anything further from Ms. Brooks. 
SWW/rfl 
Enc. 
Very truly yours, 
Dictated by Mr. Welsh and mailed 
without signature in his absence 
to avoid delay 
Stanley W. Welsh 
CH00534 
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BROOKS LAW, P.C. 
Stanley w. Welsh 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9578 
VIA FACSIMILE: 
338-3290 . 
Dear Mr. Wels.h: 
'The l.odcman Hmue 
23 9t11 A~ne Nortn 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
January 7, 2009 
,Re: .lfaXay V • .lfaX&y 
ca.e No. CV DR 0615200 
In response to your letter dated December 18, 2009, Mr. 
McKay is scheduled to meet with me on Friday, January 9, 2009 to 
discuss payment options. · 
Enclosure 
McKay 891 
oma 120m 442-748.9 
Very truly .yours, 
WWWJHBOOICSLAW.COM PAX l20S> 4M-i030 
.... 
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.. 
Robert A. Anderson-ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON,JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 . 
Facsimile: .(208) 344-5510 ./ 
Attorneys for Defendants 
~ - / 
NO·------::=-.ftr-=r--4-.--
A.M ____ F,L~ ;;zs= 
JAN O 6 2011 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By A.GARDEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
\ ) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS 
WALKER IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Thomas Walker, and hereby attests under oath as follows: 
1. I am a Defendant in the above-referenced matter and a partner of Cosho 
Humphrey, LLP ("Cosho Humphrey"), with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho and 
attest to the following matters based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. During the course of Cosho Humphrey's representation of the Plaintiff, I had 
regular contact with the Plaintiff via email, telephone, and office conferences. The Plaintiff was 
ORIGINAL 
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kept fully apprised of what transpired in her divorce proceeding against Mr. McKay. The 
Plaintiff also received prompt responses to any emails and telephone calls which we received. 
3. Prior to the October 20, 2007 mediation, I discussed the mediation with the 
Plaintiff. I informed the Plaintiff that the mediation was voluntary and that she was not obligated 
to accept any settlement proposed by Mr. McKay. I also explained that we could end the 
. ! 
~; mediation at any time. 
(.. ' . 
4. I attended the entire October 20, 2007 mediation, which lasted approximately 9 
hours. At the mediation, Mr. McKay and his counsel were placed in one conference room while 
the Plaintiff and her counsel (me and Stanley Welsh) sat in another conference room. The 
: : mediator, the Honorable Duff McKee, traveled between the two conference rooms to discuss the 
mediation and settlement proposals with the parties. The subject of the mediation was the 
distribution of the property acquired by one or both of them during their marriage 
5. Throughout the mediation, Mr. Welsh and I were available t~ the Plaintiff to 
discuss all aspects of the mediation. In fact, we discussed each facet of the settlement 
negotiations with the Plaintiff, including the pros and cons of settling versus going to trial. We 
also answered numerous questions administered by the Plaintiff regarding Mr. McKay's 
settlement proposals. 
6. The Plaintiff was an active part of the settlement negotiations. Not only did she 
. discuss the negotiations with me and Mr. Welsh, she also discussed the negotiations with Judge 
McKee and presented Judge McKee with questions and comments regarding the settlement 
proposals. 
7. There was downtime during the mediation when Judge McKee was meeting with 
Mr. McKay and his counsel. While Judge McKee met with Mr. McKay, there were times when 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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: . / . 
Mr. Welsh and/or I temporarily stepped out of the conference room and went to ~ur respective 
: ; offiries. However, this did not occur until after we had fully discussed a particular round of 
set_tlement negotiations with the Plaintiff and fully addressed the concerns and/or questions she 
presented. Before _leaving the conference room, Mr. Welsh and I informe~: fu.e Plai1:1tiff that she 
; ·- ~ 
could and should walk the few feet to our offices if she thought of any additional ··questions or 
. ~ : 
.f: co1:1~erns. The Plaintiff came to my office on at least one such occasion. Although, Mr. Welsh 
and I temporarily stepped out of the conference room, we were present in the conference room 
each time Judge McKee returned to discuss the pending settlement negotiations. 
8 .. · During the mediation, Mr. Welsh and I informed the Plaintiff that settling the case 
! : 
! : was optional, not mandatory and, if she did not agree with any proposed settlement, she was not 
obligated to accept the same. We also informed her we could end the mediation at any time if 
she was uncomfortable with the negotiations. We further stated if settlement was not reached, 
we woul~ aggressively pursue the outstanding motion for summary judgment and would happily 
: ·. try her case. 
; : 9. At the mediation, neither Mr. Welsh nor I pressured the Plaintiff to settle her 
divo~ce action. Instead, we fully discussed the pros and cons of settling vers_us going to trial and 
the pros and cons of accepting the settlement terms set forth in the handwritten· settlement 
; ' 
: : agreement which was drafted by Judge McKee ("Handwritten Agreement"). 
10. Judge McKee explained to the Plaintiff, Mr. Welsh, and me that Mr. McKay was 
. unwilling to provide any collateral or security for his payment obligations under the Handwritten 
' . 
Agreement.' . . { dt·: ::7 .~·~ ~ 
'I . 11. At the mediation, the Plaintiff, Mr. Welsh, and I also discussed the facts that Mr. 
McKay did not own the Albrethsen property and, instead, only held a mortgage on the property. 
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. :· . ~ 
.. , 
12. Judge McKee presented the Plaintiff with a copy of the Handwritten Agreement 
and provided her time alone with her counsel (me and Mr. Welsh) to review and discuss the 
same. ~- Welsh and I discussed each provision of the Handwritten Agreement with the 
' ': 
: : Plaintiff. After we addressed all of the Plaintiffs questions, she represented she understood the 
. terms of the Handwritten Agreement and she understood the implications of executing the 
-· 
Handwritten Agreement. The Plaintiff also informed us she understood that, although the terms 
of the Handwritten Agreement were to be incorporated in a final comprehensiJt?: s~ttlement 
• l • ,. 
; : agreement, she was bound by the property distribution set forth in the Handwritten Agreement. 
' . i 
13. At the time she executed the Handwritten Agreement, the Plaintiff represented she 
was voluntarily executing it. 
; . . ' .. 
. 1~. : .. I prepared a draft Property Settlement Agreement ("PSA") afte~ the~Qctqber 20, 
' ' '. • 4, '. ,,, .. 
' 
·: 2007 mediation. My office provided a copy of this draft to the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay's 
:· I • 
" 
, .. co~sel on October 23, 2007. Negotiations ensued regarding the content of the PSA between my 
office and Mr. McKay's counsel. Throughout these negotiations, several drafts of the PSA were 
created. 
·. ! ' 15. The Plaintiff received at least four drafts of the PSA. She provided several 
• 1 • 
comments to me regarding the PSA language and requested changes be made to the same. I 
addressed each of the Plaintiffs comments and shared her requested changes with Mr. McKay's 
counsel. 
. , l 16 . A final draft of the PSA was distributed by me to the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay's 
I • 
counsel on November 19, 2007. This final draft of the PSA was the result of the negotiations 
and agreements reached between Mr. McKay and the Plaintiff. 
• .' • ~ ~ • .. -t, ... ~ • 
: : : ' : . ··:~ ,: : 
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... 
~ : ; :;\ : . 
.. ' 
17:: 
; .: ;: ,; ! : ,; : ,. 
Although I requested, on behalf of the Plaintiff, that Mr:·· McKay 'provide 
. ~ : 
'.~ collateral and/or security for his payment obligations under the PSA, I was informed by_Mr. 
' 
_ ~ · McKay's counsel that Mr. McKay was unwilling to do so. · 
; i • • 
18. Between October 22, 2007 and November 20,. 2007, I had extensive 
{ ~ ' : . 
: ·:;' .. !' 
conversations, via email, telephone, and office conference, with the Plaintiff regarding the PSA. 
.l ' 
' 1 . 
. ~-; Mr office promptly responded to all comments we received from the Plaintiff regarding the 
· same. 
19. On November 20, 2007, I met with the Plaintiff. I presen~ed_ber with a hard copy 
of the final PSA (which I emailed to her on November 19, 2007). I provided the Plaintiff with 
time.to review the PSA and we again discussed the content of the same. I informed the Plaintiff, 
if she was uncomfortable with any aspect of the PSA, we could invoke the arbitration provision 
contained in the Handwritten Agreement. I also informed the Plaintif~ ~~t both she and Mr. 
.. . . . , ~ . 
McKay .were bound by the terms of Handwritten Agreement. In response,·; the Plaintiff 
'" 
:- , represented that she understood and agreed with the PSA terms. At the time she executed the 
PSA, she informed me that she was voluntarily executing it. 
20. · After the trial court entered its Judgment incorporating the PSA on November 29, 
2007, my office recorded the Judgment in several Idaho counties, including _Ada, Murphy, 
' I 
_: O'Y)'hee, and Teton. I asked the Plaintiff if there were additional counties where the Judgment 
• ! . 
sh9uld be recorded, however, she no additional counties. 
' . 
21. · I informed the Plaintiff that she would need to hire Nevada counsel to have the 
Judgment recorded in Nevada as neither Mr. Welsh nor I were licensed to practice in Nev~da and 
' 
, we were unfamiliar with the requirements to record a judgment in Nevada. It was my 
understanding that the Plaintiff was going to contact Nevada counsel regarding the same. 
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. ' 
· l 
J • 
. ' 
22. The Plaintiff contacted me in September 2008 because Mr. McKay had not paid 
sums due under the PSA. At that time, the Plaintiff and I discussed whether ~~ pursue a motion 
i' ''" . .1':.~:.:·.:~~~;·· .. ~:~ 
.. for. contempt or to attempt to collect the sums without court involvement. Because the Plaintiff 
: ~ : ! ; 
stated that she was worried Mr. McKay would stop making his monthly alimony payments if 
further court proceedings were initiated, she wanted to pursue the latter option. The Plaintiff was 
adamant that she did not want to pursue a motion for contempt. As sucl~, we contacted Mr. 
. . ,. 
McKay's counsel and secured a January 2009 meeting to discuss· Mr. McKay's non-payment. A 
I 
few months later the Plaintiff decided that she wanted to pursue a motion for contempt. As such, 
Mr. Welsh began work on the motion for contempt. 
23. During Cosho Humphrey's representation of the Plaintiff, ~ informed the Plaintiff 
. ·: 1 . . 
that the judgment ultimately received in her divorce action (whether via settlement or after trial) 
. l 
: · could be recorded in all the Idaho counties where Mr. McKay owned real property and that 
recording of the same would create a lien on these properties. I did not tell the Plaintiff that 
. . ' ' 
recording a judgment would create a lien on a mortgage. The Plaintiff did not tell me that she 
. . ; .. ! '.:· '. ·, ;:.;· ··'\ .. ·. . . 
mistakenly believed that Mr. McKay's mortgage not constituted real property .. ·::·-;·:. :1• ::, ·, ... 
l . 
. : ; · · .. i : 24. Enclosed as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of correspondence between 
me and the Plaintiff. 
25. Enclosed as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the transcript 
of the Depo.sition of Darwin McKay which I took on September 27, 2007 in the underlying suit. 
; · 26. Enclosed as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the Reporter's Transcription 
of Proceedings for the July 16, 2009 Court Trial before Judge Reardon in McKay v. McKay, Case 
No. CV DR 2006-0015200, in the Magistrate Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
'• 
Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, which I received from the court reporter. ·: · · · · i ' · · · 
. I 
; ; 
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Further your Affiant saith not. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day of January, 2011. 
Notary Publi 
Residing at J,,,,,d~~"--___;;~~~J...bL ___ _ 
My commissio 
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:'l CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ih.iJJday of January, 2011, I served a true and correct 
. copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
. 
l 
• i 
! ' 
' 
'I 
-l 
I 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
I 
.. ' 
~J 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[.,{ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered : · · 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
~ .. 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid . , 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
• 
Thomas G. Walker 
Thursday, October 18, 2007 11 :26 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: McKay - Conversation w/Gene Thurston 
Patty: Have you provided Gene with the latest version of the Community Property Financial 
Statement? If not, you should because we did not rely exclusively on the May 2007 Combined 
Financial Statement of the Companies. I will discuss your comments with Stan and we11 get back to 
you. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@dearwire.net] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2007 9:49 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: McKay - Conversation w/Gene Thurston 
I just visited with Gene Thurston on the phone about this Combined Balance Sheet of May 2007. His thoughts were, 
"something is not correct there because as of 2003 when I was working on all the financing and when the properties were 
valued at $22,000/acre the net worth was $11,000,000.00. 50% of that is yours Patty and technically I feel you are due 
blue sky too. Since Darwin sold the property for over $100,000.00/acre the net should be at least half again the 
$11 ,000,000.00: 
I told Gene I may be lucky to walk away with the house and two million. He said, "No, don't do that - that would not be 
even close to fair. I'll tell you what, if you subpoena my records I'll show all I have and the values as of 2003 and then 
they should add the values of what he sold the land for. My records are very clear and precise: 
Gene said it sounds like Darwin has omitted property and funds on the Balance Sheet assuming it is all his and none of it 
belongs to you or part of the settlement or even part of the business. 
Gene and I ended our conversation with Gene saying, "Patty, this conversation never happened, but I will support you 
with the evidence, just have Tom subpoena me." 
Tom, if things do not work out Saturday and Darwin is not forthright with the values, then I believe if we subpoena Gene's 
records and further take his deposition we could obtain a very similar financial review from him as Neil Salathe did. It 
would just be done under deposition and documents. Or, instead of doing a subpoena, take Gene's deposition asking 
him to bring all his documents. 
Your thoughts please ... . 
1 
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~------·- -·--· ' . .. 
Melissa Wolfe 
• 
e 
From: Thomas G. Walker 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2007 3:57 PM 
To: Patricia McKay; Stanley W. Welsh 
Cc: Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: McKay Subpoena Replies to Come 
-
We will not be able to enforce the subpoenas since a settlement has been reached. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.rJcolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@dearwlre.net] 
sent: Monday, October 22, 20013:59 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker, Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: McKay Subpoena Replies to Come 
Heads up-
Page 1 of 1 
We recently sent subpoenas to Zfons Bank and US Bank for Darwin's records. I would like to still receive the 
responses from the banks, especially Zions. I think it may be critical to know what he is doing since he may be 
requesting new banking or to find out why he ls requesting loans from Zions. We have already made the requests 
and incurred that cost anyway. 
Darwin used our home address as his address with Zions. I just received the notice the bank sent him notifying 
him a subpoena had been issued. 
I question why he is using 25 Horizon Drive and not his business address or his own home address. Something 
is not right here. Perhaps we'll find out when Zions reply to Cosho. 
Thank you. 
10/23/2007 
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················································································-
.······ 
·Pam Carson 
From: Thomas G. Walker 
Sent: 
To: 
Tuesday, October 23, 2007 10:46 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: McKay Settlement Agreement 
I will change the payoff of the credit card debts to November 5th. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@clearwire.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2007 10:49 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: RE: McKay Settlement Agreement 
To avoid Darwin having to pay 18% interest on the credit card ending at $46,327.00 this amount must be received 
by Visa by November 10. If he is able to deposit those funds into my ng account by November 1, I will be able to 
transfer those funds to the card within 5 business days to avoid the finance charges. (The bank requires 5 days to make 
sure the funds clear before I'm allowed to draw the funds out) The same thing will apply to the Bank of America card 
0232 of $22,845.13. This card interest rate Is 2.99% so I'm not as concerned about it 
I just know how Darwin procrastinates on paying so he should be required to pay the additional finance fees if I'm not able 
to pay the $46,327.00 off by November 10. 
Thank you. 
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2007 10:29 AM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: McKay Settlement Agreement 
I will add a provision requiring The Turf Corporation to meet the requirements of COBRA. See below 
for further comments. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
1 
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• 
...............................................................• ...... 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
• 
Thomas G. Walker 
Friday, October 26, 2007 9:57 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: McKay undisclosed item 
There was no deadline on when the documents were to be signed. I provided the documents to 
Darwin's attorneys on Tuesday. We will follow up for a status report on their review today 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP . 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto;patmckav@clearwlre.net] 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2007 9:59 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: McKay undisclosed item 
What's happening? Will we be signing the final official papers today? I thought it all had to be completed in 5 days. 
Dusty from Yarrington called here last night looking for Darwin. I asked a few questions and learned he had built the new 
shop for Darwin in Yarrington - something Darwin did not disclose as property worth at least $100,000.00. I suspect I'll 
continue to discover things like this as time goes on. 
1 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
• 
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday, October 30, 2007 2:45 PM 
Melissa Wolfe 
Stanley W. Welsh; Pam Carson 
FW. McKay Two Building Lots 
Mel: Please print for file and file in Pro Law. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@dearwire.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 1:54 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: McKay Two Building Lots 
............... • 
Thoughts I'd send you my thoughts in case you may be on the phone with opposing counsels negotiating the Property 
Settlement Agreement. I have concerns about the 2 lots as explained below. 
I do not believe there is any good reason for the delay in this signing, other than allowing Darwin additional time to 
renegotiate the Status deal prior to the signing of this property settlement. 
I picked up the Status file from your office so I could review it for clarification of the two building lots. 
In Counter Offer 1, Item 5, of Exhibit 124, it reads: As additional compensation for the procurement and execution of th is 
contract Seller shall retain ownership of two buildable lots with free and clear title in Seller's name. Phase and lots to be 
identified by Seller within 3 days of Preliminary Plat Approval and Seller shall have first right selection of said lots. In this 
sentence •procurement and execution of this contract' refers to the Albrethsen deal Darwin put together. 
In the Property Settlement, Item 1.8 is written in such a way that it sounds like I would loose the two building lots if the 
Status deal falls. If the deal falls Darwin pays me $500,000.00 instead of $800,000.00 but I should not loose the two 
building lots. Status or assigns will still be conveying these two building lots to our estate which in the property settlement 
come to me. The two building lots should perhaps be addressed separately in the property settlement? 
The building lots will each be worth at least $100,000.00 and probably more when all is developed a few years from now. 
I believe Darwin is and/or will do all he can to get out of paying me the full $800,000.00. When dividing $5,000,000.00 by 
30 acres the price is $166,666.00 per acre that Status will walk away from. That's a lot of money for the 30 acres and I 
can see where Status just may walk away. 
I do not want to loose the two lots. 
1 
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...................................................................................... • 
Thank you. 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
• ..................................................................................................................... • 
Patricia McKay [patmckay@clearwire.net] 
Tuesday, October 30, 2007 3:26 PM 
Melissa Wolfe 
RE: McKay vs. McKay 
I have all the items ready to go for the transfer meeting. 
Darwin had already taken the entire notebook of Palace Resorts information to the office last year. I do not have 
anything. 
From: Melissa Wolfe [mailto:mwolfe@CoshoLaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 200712:06 PM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: FW: McKay vs. McKay 
Patty, 
Attached is a copy of a letter Tom received from :Mr. Miller. I will contact them now to see what changes if any 
they have to the proposed order . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
************************************************************************************** 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
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I 
Pam Carson 
-----------------
From: Duff McKee [ddmckee@idacomm.net) 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 20071:16 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson; kim@kbrookslaw.com; 'John Miller' 
Subject RE: McKay v. McKay 
Counsel: 
I would be happy to help. 
I would suggest a telephone conference as soon as convenient to isolate and frame issues, and go from there on a 
procedure. I can be available anytime on Monday, 11/12 or anytime on Wednesday, 11/14 for a telephone 
conference, if one of you can set it up. My telephone equipment Is stone-age, and I have no capabllity to arrange a 
conference call. (If these two earty dates do not work, anytime during the Thanksgiving week of November 19 Is 
available for a telephone conference.) 
I suggest that Tom Walker coordinate this conference call, just to ensure that someone takes the beginning steps. I 
await your advice. 
Cuff McKee 
From: Thomas G. Walker [mallto:twalker@CoshoL..aw.comJ 
Sent: Fr1day, November 09, 2007 11:55 AM 
To: ddmckee@idacomm.net 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam carson; patmd<ay@dearwlre.net; kim@kbrookslaw.com; John Miller 
SUbject: McKay v. McKay 
Importance: High 
Judge McKee: 
It appears we need your assistance in finalizing the documentation and implementation of the 
McKay's property settlement agreement. As you know the substance of the settlement was 
agreed to at the condusion of the mediation session held on October 20th. I have attached the 
latest draft of a "comprehensive" Property Settlement Agreement I provided the first draft of 
this document to Ms. Brooks and Mr. Miller on Tuesday, October 23rd. Ms. Brooks and Mr. 
Miller responded with suggested changes on October 30th. Stan and I then arranged for a 
telephone conference with Ms. Brooks and Mr. Miller to discuss proposed changes and to finalize 
the agreement. The conference call was held on October 31st. I incorporated the changes we 
disaissed into the attached draft and provided a draft to Ms. Brooks and Mr. Miller on October 
31st. 
Although both Stan and I have followed up several times with Ms. Brooks and Mr. Miller, we have 
not been able to conelude the formal documentation and obtain a Stipulated Judgment and 
Decree and Property Settlement Agreement We have been told that "Darwin has issues'' with 
the draft, but we have not been told what those issues are. This matter has been pending for 20 
days since the conclusion of the mediation session. As you know, Patty has on-going debt 
11/9/2007 
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• Page 2 of2 
e e 
• obngatlons that Darwin agreed to service, but so far he has fafled to pay those obligations. 
You will recall that the parties and counsel agreed that you would arbitrate the tenns and 
implementation of the seWement. On behalf of Patty, we are calling on you to do so. I am 
providing a copy of this email to Ms. Brooks and Mr. Miller. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, lLP 
800 Park Blvd., SUite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, IO 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mall: twalker@cosholaw.a>m 
Blog: www.dcotawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual 
or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing ortalcing any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note 
that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of 
viruses. Cosho Humphrey, LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this 
email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other 
person (i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the 
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
11/9/2007 
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L 
Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
......... " 
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday, November 13, 2007 7:31 AM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
FW: McKayv. McKay 
Stan: Do you want to respond to this message? 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog,com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@dearwire,net] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 7:32 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: RE: McKay v. McKay 
• 
My take is that Darwin is stalling for a reason .... perhaps waiting to get his next years financial approval from Sterling Bank 
which is due November 15. Neil Salathe also thought he'd do that after Neil read the letter from Sterling (Neil has quite a 
background with banking policies and use to work for banks.) To get this finalized I think the meeting with the Judge may 
have to be set up and make it happen and not accept Kim/John saying they will sign as they did last week to get the 
meeting cancelled. Obviously that was another stall tactic. Let's not accept whatever Kim Brooks states. She lied about 
Darwin having paid the mortgage and other debts this month so as far as I'm concerned she has no ethics and has not 
been honest with us. 
I did send an email to Kim Brooks stating she had told us •yes· that the mortgage and other debts Darwin agreed to pay 
this month had been paid, when in fact Darwin has not paid anything. Kim Brooks, as an attorney, has no business not 
being honest 
This past 4 weeks has cost me a bunch more money and I do not have it Darwin should have to pay all costs I have 
incurred since 3-4 days after October 20th. I'm not happy with this delay and do not feel I should have to pay for the past 
3 weeks of legal costs - these delays are due to Darwin delaying and he should have to pay. 
Thank you. 
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 6:55 AM 
To: kim@kbrookslaw.com: John Miller 
Cc: kwescott@kbrookslaw.com: Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam carson; Patricia McKay 
Subject: McKay v. McKay 
Kim and/or John: What's the status? 
1 
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Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@coshotaw.com 
Blog: www.rlcolawbloq.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
• 
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Page: 1/2 Date: 11/13/2007 11-·AM 
TO: TomWabr 
FR: Patricia McKay 
OT: November 13, 2007 
Attached Is the most recent Bank of Amerfea credit card November statament The balance Is 
difreram from the amount showing on the settlement Agreement. Tne Settlement balance should 
shoW $22,903.42. I do not knatl If you also need to nots the nane on this account Is Patrfcia E. 
Christensen. I will not be ctum;tnv my name on this account. 
As Yo\l know, I am very concerned the house payments and my c:redlt cards get paid on time by 
Darwin ao my credit rating does not reflect •1ate payments, eto.•. can we add to the Agreement 
a line stating something like... . 
I would also like to ask that the total of 811 the November payments be given to ma in a check 
from DaJwln so I con make the payments via bank transfers ta enable payments are made on 
time for November. 
CH01920 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Patty: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday, November 13, 200712:12 PM 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
McKay v. McKay 
• 
We can't increase the amount of the Bank America card balance at this time. The difference in the 
amount showing on the statement and the Property Settlement Agreement is $58.29, which are the 
finance charges. Under the Property Settlement Agreement, Darwin is responsible for the finance 
charges from and after October 20th, but not before. We do not need to identify the Bank of America 
credit card account name since the credit card account is identified as by the last four digits, i.e., 
I have made the additions you requested requiring Darwin to notify you that he has made the 
monthly deed of trust note and credit card payments on time. I think you can also track these 
payments on the Internet and I advise you to do so. We will work with Darwin's counsel regarding 
the November payments. 
We have been exchanging comments and minor requests for changes with Darwin's counsel this 
morning. I am waiting for some additional language from them regarding the McKay Family assets. 
Then the Property Settlement Agreement should be in final form. As soon as I have it finalized, I will 
email the document to you and Darwin's counsel for final review prior to execution. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LlP 
800 Paric Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalkec@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
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Melissa Wolfe 
From: T-homas G. Walker 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2007 12:15 PM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Mellssa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
Subject: McKay v. McKay 
• 
e 
Page 1 of 1 
Patty: I am writing to confinn the phone conversation that Stan and I had with you this 
morning regarding the status of the documentation of the settlement. As we told you, we 
were not able to agree upon definitive language with John Miller regarding the Status · 
transaction. Toe difficulty rs coming up with language that conforms to the mediated 
agreement and provides you with protection against manipulation of the deal by Darwin. As 
you know, we have made several different proposals over the past several weeks In drafts of 
the comprehensive Property settlement Agreement, but so far Darwin has not agreed to our 
suggested language or provided us with any meaningful counter proposals. We have provided 
you with copies of our drafts. We have also discussed other alternatives with Kim and John, 
but those disa.issiohs have not resulted In acceptable language. John agreed to provide us 
with Darwin's written proposal for paragraph 1.9 either this afternoon or early Monday 
morning. If we don't reach an agreement by Monday, we will tum the matter over to Judge 
McKee. You have agreed that you want to continue with the settlement dlsaJSSions, Including 
submitting the dispute over the agreement's language to Judge McKee. We will keep you 
informed. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, U.P 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker:@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
11/19/2007 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
·······································~ ······ 
Thomas G. Walker 
Monday, November 19, 2007 6:26 AM 
Melissa Wolfe 
FW: McKay Thoughts 
Nov 18 2007.doc; Nov 2007 Est Fin Statement.xis 
-
Please print message and attachment(s) for file and file both in Pro Law. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LlP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-S609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwaiker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@clearwire.net] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 5:52 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: McKay Thoughts 
Good Morning Tom, 
I see your lights are on so you might be there. 
I have given much thought to the situation you folks are dealing with and how I might help with some insight. 
I'm up for the day. I'd appreciate a call after you review the attached. Perhaps with some dialogue we can come up with 
an approach to whatever they submit. or not submit. 
342-7627 
Thank you. 
Patty 
CH 2763 
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Per my conversation with you Friday, you stated there is no way of knowing if in fact Darwin 
has conveyed to John Miller the truth about the requirements Sterling Bank has requested of him. 
You also asked me Friday about the location of the two building lots. Darwin was not honest 
October 20 when he stated he will only receive the lots from the final 30 acres Status will be 
purchasing. Confirmation of where the lots are can be found on page 39 of Darwin's deposition 
taken last March .. Stan asked Darwin "Where are the building lots?" Darwin's reply, "They will 
be part of that 40-acre development." And on lines 8-13 he specifies "one quarter mile east of 
the intersection of South Eagle Road and Lake Hazel Road" which was the Albrethsen land. 
This explains Darwin will not have to loose the two lots and therefore I should not loose them in 
the Settlement if the Status deal fails in March. As we know, the deed for this 40 acre section of 
the contract has already been conveyed to Status. Further, in the Settlement Agreement, it 
should be noted if Darwin receives the lots or funds from the lots in the future that these be mine. 
Since the lots were given to me and if they still exist after March 2008 they should still be given 
tome. 
Due to the problems and lack of forthright information Darwin has not provided us via 
interrogatories, etc. the past year I do not believe Darwin has been honest with either of his 
attorney and therefore information to us via both his attorneys. I find it difficult to believe the 
bank will not allow Darwin to pay off the home, when the 5.1 million is obtained by Status in 
March, since paying 1.5 million (the home off and $800,000 to me) still would enable the bank 
to receive 3.5 million toward the bank notes of 5.3 million (October 9, 2007 letter from Sterling 
Bank). The bank dealing with a possible buy-out should not have anything to do with the 
relationship Darwin has with the bank. 
November 15 was the deadline for the short term extension of the Turf Company's operation's 
revolving line of credit. With this deadline Darwin was no doubt required to submit an updated 
financial statement. During the past year financial statements and other financial documents we 
requested through interrogatories was never submitted to us. I do not understand why we cannot 
request copies through Sterling Bank of this information. Since I am still noted as Guarantor on 
the notes I should be able to see the current financial statement he submitted. I am tempted to 
visit the bank today and inquire. 
I would like to make the following suggestions: 
1. We request to have a second settlement mediation visit with Judge McKee. 
2. Prior to a secondary mediation visit we obtain a copy of the financial statement Darwin 
submitted to Sterling Bank November 15 for the renewal of his Line of Credit for the businesses. 
This financial statement should be presented to Judge McKee. October 20 we verbally accepted 
what Darwin expressed without any documentation from the bank and perhaps we should not 
have done so. 
AND-:-OR 
CH 2764 
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3. We request to have a meeting with the Sterling Bank representatives or take their 
deposition and to view the financial statement Darwin presented to Sterling. Since I am a 
guarantor on the loans I should be able to view this information either with my attorney or 
anyone else; 
The updated financial statement should show the true net value Darwin should have provided us 
and to Judge McKee October 20th. I do not believe Darwin was honest when he expressed to 
Judge McKee the net worth was 2.5 million. Darwin did not provide us anything to substantiate 
the net worth. I have outlined on the attached Excel sheet what I believe to be on a current 
financial statement. (Not all items have been included. I have not entered the accounts 
receivables of the businesses which are probably about $500,000.00.) 
Perhaps in your conversation with John Miller this morning you could suggest we suspect 
Darwin has committed "fraud" since he did not disclose true and honest information of the 
following: 
1. He expressed he would loose the 2 building lots. However, according to his March 
2007 deposition he will not. 
2. He did not include in the net value of the assets the water rights. Those alone are 
worth over $2,000,000.00 and would not decline in this present market. (Darwin told me once 
that he did not disclose the water rights when he divorced Donna) 
3. He was not honest with the true net value of the estate. 
4. We have been informed he sold property recently to Jackie Grant and have proof he 
set up an LLC with her. 
I do not feel we should get hung-up on what Judge Hansen may do regarding the prenuptial. 
Tom did an incredible job on the Memorandum and the Statement of Facts and it is because of 
these items being presented to Miller/Brooks that they were not objectionable to mediation 
settlement talks. Also, during those talks Darwin started out only giving me the house and all 
contents yet we increased that substantially. Darwin knew then the net worth was far more than 
what he initially disclosed and this is why he did not submit written documentation of the net 
worth. 
Now that a month has gone by I have incurred more attorney expenses along with the 
September/October invoice from Hooper Cornell of $3,400.00 which I was not aware of. 
Because of these additional expenses I wish to pursue we try to obtain additional funds to cover 
these expenses. Darwin's game plan is to force me into financial problems. 
CH 2765 
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Estimated Net Worth as of October 2007 
Status Sale March 2008 5, 100.000.00 
Five Acres where Turf Co. 
business is located including This would be a low figure due to the 
buildinqs $40,000/Acre 200,000.00 buildings and being on Eaqle Road 
Darwin did not disclose he had a new 
Yerrington Land- 323 Acres@ shop built on the property and paid cash 
$3,500/Acre includes buildinqs 1,130,500.00 for it - probably over $100,000.00 
Murphy Land 2700 Acres @ 
$1,300/Acre and 3300 Acres@ Darwin's Deposition March 2007 pg. 39-
$1,500/Acre 8,460,000.00 40 
Weiser Land 240 Acres @ 
$2,000/Acre Includes buildings 480,000.00 Pleasure Turf 
On Albrethsen land already deeded to 
Status per March 2007 deposition, page 
Two Building Lots 200,000.00 39 
Teton Reserve Lot 300,000.00 He did not disclose. 
Feb 2006 Fin. Statement & he has 
Equipment & Machinery 2,400,000.00 purchased additional since. 
Water Rights 2,000,000.00 Per financial statement Feb 2006 
On Albrethsen land he purchased but 
retained water rights when he sold to 
Water Riqhts unk Status. 
Total Property Value 15,170,500.00 
Less Sterling Bank Debt -5,300,000.00 November 2007 Bank Letter 
Total Estimated Net Worth 9,870,500.00 I 
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Patricia McKay 
From: 
Sent 
Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com} 
Wednesday, October 01, 2008 06:46 ... 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
SubJec:t: RE: $500,000.00 did not arrive 
Page 1 of2 
Patty: I did not receive word that the $500,000 was received in our office yesterday. We can 
request .that interest be paid monthly, but that is not a requirement of the settlement 
agreement. You may want to consider foreclosing on the general lien created by the judgment that we have recorded. If you want us to proceed with such a lawsuit, we will need 
a signed Legal Representation Agreement and a $10,000 retainer. Let me know if you want to 
proceed with the lawsuit. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ticolawblog.com 
From: Patrfcla McKay [mailto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2008 6:41 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: $500,000.00 did not' arrive 
Good Morning Tom, 
The $500,000.00 did not arrive yesterday and I was home all day to receive It so there are no excuses. However, 
could Kim Brooks or Darwin have delivered the $500,000.00 to your office? 
The Decree states we now go to $800,000.00 plus 6% interest. Can we request that the interest be paid to me on 
a monthly basis effective tpday or does the Interest have to be paid when he is able to pay the $800,000.00? 
VI/hat is the proper approach to take now? 
Thank you, 
Patty 
!S1G:48e37696273019871577910! 
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Patricia McKay 
--·-----------
(, From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@Cosholaw.com] 
( 
Sent: Tuesday, December 16, 2008 06:52 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: Collection on Judgment 
Patty: See comments in red below. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: J;walker@_coshQlaw.co.m 
Blog: M'&...,r!g)Jgwb!Qg&QID 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 8:28 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
subject: RE: Collectlon on Judgment 
Rrst, Stan will call Kim Brooks and see what he can find out. . If you don't receive a satisfactory 
proposal as a result of Stan's conversation with Kim, the next step would likely be to file for 
contempt because Darwin failed to list the Albrethsen property as required by section 1.8.2 of the 
Property Settlement Agreement that was incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of divorce 
filed on November 29, 2007. Are you certain that Darwin did not list the Albrethsen property? 
We cannot obtain a writ of execution at this time because section 1.8.3 makes Darwin's payment 
to you of $800,000, plus interest at 6%, payable within five days of any funds from the sale of 
either the Albrethsen property, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds 
from the sale of the Home Farm may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the 
line of credit for the Turf Corporation). 
Once we can proceed with collection of your judgment, the following comments would apply. 
I'd like to know more about what is going to happen with the •seizing procedure•. Once we seize the properties do I 
have to sell the items to get my money? The sheriff would first seize and sell Darwin's tangible personal 
property (i.e., vehicles, equipment, furniture, etc.) at a public sheriff's sale, which is like an 
auction. Seizure can be accomplished In several different ways, including tagging an item 
indicating it has been seized by the sheriff, disabling a vehicle, sequestering or storing furniture, 
etc. Darwin's stock in various corporations, his member interests in limited liability companies and 
partner interests in partnerships can also be seized and sold at a sheriff's sale. Creditors with 
liens having a priority date prior to the date you recorded your Judgment and Decree will have to 
be paid first out of the proceeds. The list of items to seize could be endless, i.e. land, vehicles, office 
equipment, farm equipment, etc., personal furniture, etc. The more comprehensive the list, the more likely 
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Tom, you tell me what the best method is please. I don't know anything about seizing of property. I am willing to do 
whatever ann-twisting you suggest to hopefully make everything work. I do not want to risk loosing the $800,000.00 · 
he owes me. As noted above, Stan will call Kim and then we11 proceed from there. 
Oh, I also talked with Gene Thurston late today and he told me that today, December 15, was the deadline for Darwin 
to pay $1 .6 million toward the Murphy property (possibly Hulet). Gene said Darwin had approached him a couple 
months ago asking if Gene knew of anyone who would loan him the funds. 
If seizing some property and not all to make our point and/or a stiff letter or something filed with the courts of him 
being in contempt, whatever, plus the 6% interest being paid on a monthly basis immediately while whatever process 
in taking place, Tom, you be my guide. 
I'll await your thoughts, thank you, 
Patty 
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@COShoLaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 4:04 PM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Pam c.arson 
SUbject: Collection on Judgment 
Patty: We can designate certain items of personal property for the sheriff to levy on. can you 
provide a list of personal property items that you would like seized. Once we start the collection 
procedures, I think we11 get Darwin's attention. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Sull:e 790 
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PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholsi.'!'lm 
Blog: www.rJcolaw.bLog.com 
!S1G:4947204c182724008096090! 
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Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual 
or entity to which they are addre~d. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or talcing any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note 
that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of 
viruses. Cosho Humphrey, LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this 
email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other 
person (i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or ammgement or (ii) for the 
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
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Patricia McKay 
'---' From: Patricia McKay [patmckay@cableone.net} 
Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2008 4:01 PM 
To: 'Thomas G. walker'; 'Stanley W. Welsh' 
Subject Letter to Kim Brooks and Darwin 
I'm sorry for the confusion in deciding what to do regarding the $800,000.00 However, this is what I would like 
done ..... 
I would like a letter address to Daiwin's attorney stating: (Of course please feel free to reword properly.) 
Patricia has discovered through court records the Assignment of Mortgage and funds paid to Darwin via Lawyers 
Title Insurance. She also contacted Lawyers Title and verified Darwin was issued a check for funds exceeding 
the necessary amount of funds due her via paragraph 1.8.3. Daiwin received these funds November 7, 2008 or 
shortly thereafter. 
We request the $800,000.00 plus 6% interest from October 1, 2007 due Patricia be Jmidlmmediately since these 
funds were due Patricia 5 days from his receipt of the funds. We also request proof of the date he was issued the 
check from Lawyers Title Insurance. 
Tom and Stan - If you did not inform Kim Brooks of the Lawyer's Insurance check issued to Darwin, I'm sure Kim 
will be very surprised with the content of the letter I wish for you to send. She may even fire Darwin. If she 
doesn't fire Darwin then the two of them will approach us to make some sort of settlement instead of us 
approaching them for the settlement Darwin was wrong in not paying me within 5 days of receiving the funds 
from Lawyers. 
I will hold firm to receive the full amount and I wish to play very HARO BALL I'm not interested in working out 
deals whereby I receive less than what I am due. I already lost two building lots. 
The ace in our pockets will be Sterling Bank will call all notes due immediately if we place liens on his properties 
as there is a clause which does not allow subordinate liens on the properties. And, Darwin knows he'U never get 
another bank to represent him so he is probably sitting on the funds to make sure he has them to pay his monthly 
payments to the bank as well as employee payrolls, etc. Darwin will do anything to keep his farm as that means 
more to him than his children, his marriages, his employees, anyone. 
Thank you. 
MCKAY314 
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Patricia McKay 
·From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Thomas G. Walker [twalker@Cosholaw.com] 
Thursday, December 18, 2008 09:36 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: Please file contempt charges 
We cannot file a motion for contempt until we have gathered the facts outlined in the notes I 
provided you yesterday. Also, remember that I warned you yesterday that if we file a motion for 
contempt, Darwin may discontinue the $2,500 per month alimony payments and may also cease 
making the monthly payments on your home. Gene Thurston told me yesterday that he also 
believed Darwin would cease making these payments if court action in undertaken. 
Consequently, we do not think it is in your best interests to file a motion for contempt unless and 
until settlement negotiations prove unsuccessful. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: tw9JJse~~'Qffi 
Blog: 'NW'JY ... ~w.bLqg,_oo_m 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
sent: Thursday, December 18, 2008 9:22 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker · 
Subject: Please file contempt charges 
I'd like to file contempt charges now and if they want to talk fine but if no charges are filed I think they'll waste my $ 
with nothing but talk and no action. I thought that's why l'ni working on finding all the documents for my October 8, 
2007 Affidavit you gave me yesterday? Remember, Darwin didn't want to talk settlement until contempt charges 
had been filed. Settlement talks happened October 20, the Saturday before the Wednesday court date he was up for 
all the contempt charges. 
Regarding the documents I'm looking for - I cannot find Darwin's two depositions dated September 7, 2007 and 
March 21, 2007. I did find the main book of exhibits. I'm looking for the "Bates Numbers now. 
Thank you. 
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@Cosholaw.com] 
sent: Thursday, December 18, 2008 8:33 AM 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley w. Welsh; Pam carson 
Subject: RE: Tom Walker's Affidavit Oct 18 2007 flied In court 
Notwithstanding the contents of your email below and the earlier email sent by you at about 7:48 
a.m. this morning, I assume from our conversation yesterday that we are to try first to work out 
a settlement of your $800,000, plus interest claim, before taking any court action. Is that 
MCKAY319 
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Patricia McKay 
From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@Cosholaw.com) 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 14:49 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Stanley W. Welsh; Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: 
Patty: 
Pam just told me you called about the email below. I have not had a chance to talk to Stan 
because he has been in court today. I believe he is scheduled to be in court out of town 
tomorrow. So, he may not have time to respond. I understand that you expressed concern that 
we did not include a deadline in the demand letter to Kim Brooks. Under the circumstances and 
considering the intervening holidays, I doubt that a deadline would prompt a quicker response 
from Darwin. I am confused by your recent anxiousness to confront Darwin with a court 
proceeding considering that you have repeatedly said that you did not want to drive him into 
bankruptcy, or cause Sterling Bank to call his loans. I believe your expression was that you "did 
not want to cut off your nose despite your face." We have also discussed the possibility that 
Darwin may discontinue the $2,500 per month alimony payments and may also cease making the 
monthly payments on your home, if you undertake litigation against him. You know that Gene 
Thurston told me he also believed Darwin would cease making these payments if court action in 
undertaken by you. You have told me that you can't survive financially for several months 
( without the monthly alimony and house payments. In fact, you said you are $30,000 "in the 
hole" now. 
( 
Our discussions to date have left me of the opinion that a settlement was better than litigation. 
We have made demand upon Darwin to pay immediately. If he does not, or if he does not make 
an offer that you deem acceptable, then proceeding in court may be the best alternative. 
I have also asked you to complete the timeline information that I emailed you on December 1ih, 
but we have not yet received that information. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LlP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: ~Law.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog,.com 
From: Stanley W. Welsh 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 8:51 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: Fwd: 
MCKAY306 
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Begin forwarded message: 
From: "Patricia McKay" <{2atmc_kay@cableon~.net> 
Date: December 22, 2008 7:39:42 AM MST 
To: "'Stanley W. Welsh'" <swelsh@QilllhoLaw.com> 
Thank you for sending the second letter to Kim Brooks - very wen done. 
As you start your discussions with Kim Brooks, Darwin probably needs to be reminded of Item 17, 
Attorney Fees, of the Decree, 
Also, Section 2.1 which we did not mention in the letter •. •• .. . Darwin shall pay off the full amount of 
Personal Residence Debt directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the 
date the Status Real Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty days of receipt of any funds from the 
sale of either the Albrethsen property, ...... • 
What is your timeline? When do you cease talking with Kim and filing contempt charges against 
Darwin? I feel we need to proceed the fastest and direct, hard approach toward Darwin as I cannot 
afford a hugh attorney bill. 
I realize Tom will be gone until the ?1h. Stan, will you be around working on this? And do we know if 
Kim will be around during the holidays to work on this? 
Should I work on filing liens on the Nevada properties? Or, would you folks prefer to work with the 
attorney in Reno, Gary Silverman? 
Thank you, 
Patty 
!S1G:494fa74f2648320939193 l 1 ! 
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~ DEPOSITIO~ DARWIN McKAY (VOLUME II) r!li 9-27-07 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRJ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRJCIAMcKAY, 
) 
Plaintifi: . ) 
) 
VS. )No. CV DR 0615200 
) 
DARWIN McKAY, 
) 
DcfcndanL } 
) 
DEPOSITION OF DARWIN MCKAY 
VOLUME II 
SEPTEMBER 27, 2007 
BOISE, IDAHO 
DEPOSmON OF DARWIN MCKAY 
Page 115 
1 
2 
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of DARWIN MCKA 3 
was taken by the attorney for the Plaintiff, 
Patricia McKay, at the offices of Cosho, Humphrey, LLP, 
800 Park Boulevard, Boise, Idaho, before Leda Waddle, a 
Court Reporter (Idaho No. 758) and Notary Public in and 
for the County of Ada, State ofldaho, on Thursday, the 
27th of September, 2007, commencing at the hour of9:06 
a.m., in the above-entitled matter; 
APPEARANCES: 
For Plaintiff: COSHO, HUMPHREY, Ll.P 
By: Thomas G. Walker 
800 Parle Boulevard, Ste. 790 
Post Office Box 9S18 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
For Defendant: BROOKS LAW, P.C. 
By: Kimberly D. Brooks 
23 9th A venue North 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
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APPEARANCES CONTINUED 
For Defendant: MILLER & HARR 
By: John Miller 
1401 Shoreline Drive, Ste. 3 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Also Present: Patricia McKay. 
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DEPOSITftoF DARWIN McKAY (VOLUME II) f!N 9-27--07 
renovation work. 1 documents is that you sold the Albrethsen property Quail Hollow, Black Rock in Coeur d'Alene, Idal:o 2 together with the other property that went with that 
Club in Sandpoint 3 transaction, that you sold that at about $130,000 an 
I think that's it. 4 acre, and you just said you sold it for $75,000. Q. Okay. 5 Am I mistaken? 
A. Oh, one more, Palouse Ridge at WSU in Pullma 1. 6 A. No. No, that's what Eric Albrethsen was paid. Q. Okay. I notice that with respect to Teton that 7 He was the man I bought it from. 
you accepted a lot in partial payment for sod. 8 Q. You paid him $75,000; correct? 
A. Wedid. 9 A. No. I'm sony. I think it's $70,000. I don't Q. Okay. And have you accepted any other propert y 10 have the documents. 
with respect to any of these other golf course 11 Q. But it's in that ballpark; correct? 
developments? 12 A. Yes. 
A. No. 13 Q. And the documents will show us. Q. That's the only one where you took an 14 But then you were able to turn around and sell 
exchange? 15 it in very short order? 
A. Yes. 16 A. I sold that one for $120,000. 
Q. And your testimony is. is that with respect to 17 Q. Okay. $120,000 an acre? 
each one of these golf course renovations or 18 A. I did. And with two lots that come with it. 
installations or whatever, they have all been profitable 19 Q. When that land is sold, you got $120,000 an acn 
for the business? 20 for the Albrethsen Farm, plus two lots from Status 
A. I think each one would have to stand on its own. 21 Corporation? 
And I have not done a detailed accounting of each 22 A. It's actually not Status anymore. 
project, you know, and segregated them out 23 Q. What is it called now? Q. But in general, your impression from your 24 A. Union Land. 
earlier testimony, or the impression I took away, is that 25 Q. Okay. 
Page 263 Page 265 
this was helping your bottom line? 1 And how many total acres, then, were sold at 
A. It's definitely helping our bottom line. The 2 $120,000 an acre? 
doors would be closed if it weren't for the golf course 3 A. 40.86. 
business. 4 Q. Okay. 
Q. What about the real estate sales business? 5 That's $4.9 million gross. 
Those are generating a lot of cash now? 6 Now, you also sold some other property, though, 
A. There's nothing right now. 7 at the same time; correct? Q. I'm talking about the sales of real estate that 8 A. About-
you've made or the companies have made over the past 9 Q. To the Union Land Corporation? 
couple years, including the Albrethsen Farm. 10 A. About 28 acres of the home farm. 
A. Let's put it this way. We hope they come 11 Q. And did you sell that also for $120,000? 
through. Those payments are not made yet 12 A. $130,000. 
Q. Okay. Which payments are you referring to? 13 Q. So rm trying to back into this number. 
A. On the Albrethsen Farm. 14 It seemed to me based upon the documents that Q. How much have you been paid thus far? 15 I've looked at earlier that The Turf Company was due a 
A. Enough to pay off the underlying. 16 payment in March of'08 of something on the order of Q. How much was that? 17 $4 million. 
A. Was $75,000 an acre to Eric Albrethsen. 18 You are saying it's 1.8? 
Q. What was the total down payment? 19 A. That's for the Albrethsen Farm. 
A. I don't remember, three and a half million or 20 Q. What's the total payment due in March of '08? 
something like that. About 3.2 went to Eric Albrethsen 21 A. I do not know as I sit here. 
I don't know all the numbers. 22 Q. Have you produced the documents to us that wil Q. How much is left to be paid, and when is it due? 23 show that information? 
A. There's about $1.2 million left to go. 24 A. I believe so. 
Q. Okay. My impression from looking at the 25 Q. With regard to the High Desert Turf acquisition, 
Page 264 Page 266 
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Ms. Kimberly Brooks 
BROOKS LAW 
The Locl<man House 
23 Ninth Avenue North 
Na111pa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 442-7489 FAX (208) 468-4030 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Thursday, July 16, 2009, 9:11 a.m. 
THE COURT: • • • CR 2006-15200, Patricia McKay 
5 vs. Darwin Mcl<ay. Mr. Hess is here with Ms. McKay; 
6 Ms. Brooks is here for Hr. McKay. This was set for the 
7 second day o! trial. I understand that there's been a 
8 resolution reached. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 yes? 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
HS. BROOKS: There. has, Your 
HR. HESS: Yes, 'Yo;,ir Honor. 
TH£ COURT: Ms. Brooka? 
MS. BROOl<S: Thank you, Your 
HS. Patricia Hcll.ly agrees to 
MR. HESS: I •o sorry. 
I'm sorry. Your Honor. 
(Conference bet.ween Counsel.) 
Honor. 
Honor. 
<lhmtss her --
MR. HESS: I'm sorry, Ycur Honor. We have 
21 we have what -- an @-~ail that contains the terins, and 
22 thought mayt-e we could all just follow along with that. 
23 
24 
25 
TH£ COURT: Oh, sure. If you •• • 
MS. BROOKS: Is that my copy? 
MR. HESS: Uh-huh. 
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THE COURT: Sa,vo ld we have it marked as a 
2 joint exhibit? Okay. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 lllinutes? 
9 
10 
11 
12 
(Exhibit No. 1 marked.) 
THE COURT: Do you all need a tew mor• 
MS. BROOKS: Apparently, Your Honor. 
MR. HESS: Yeah. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
Ml\. HESS: Sorry, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: That. s all right. Call us when 
13 you're ready. 
14 MS. BROOKS: Thank you. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
MR. HESS: Thanks. 
(Recess taken . ) 
THE COURT: He left otf, Ms. Brooks? 
MS. BROOKS: Yes, sir. 
I -- I believe that the Judge got a copy of 
22 the e-111ail that's dated Wednesday, July 15th. 
23 THE COURT: And is marked as Exhibit 1 --
24 HS. BROOKS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
5 
25 THE COURT: -- for purposes of reviewing the 
proposed settletllent. 
MS. BROOKS: And we do believe that, as 
listed, l through 9 will be the terms of the aqreement. 
However, No. 7 has a change. And No . 7 will be deleted 
5 in its entirety and replaced with: Darwin will transfer 
6 to Patty 14 weeks of the timeshare of -- at Palace 
1 Resorts, to u,e at her expense. The transfer will 
8 include Patricia contacting Darwin, or one of Darwin's 
9 agents, to obtain the-· the transfer, and she will have 
10 to pay, 1 believe, to Hr. McKay directly. 
11 THE COURT: Is that 14 weeks period or H 
12 weeks ·-
13 MS. BROOKS: She can use up to 14 weeks in 
14 any combination that ahe would like to. 
15 
16 
17 
THE COURT: over what period of time? 
MS. BROOKS: Yeah. I don't --
MR. MCKAY: And also given the availability. 
18 This whole package is tor sale, so . 
19 MS. BROOKS, Can she do it within --
20 MR. HESS: Three years? 
MRS. MCKAY: Yeah. Three years is fine. 
HR. HESS: Yeah, three years. 
MS. BROOKS: From today's date. 
6 
21 
22 
23 
24 MR. HESS: Can we put in a provision that, to 
25 the extent that there• s documentation necessary, Darwin 
7 
8 
would agree to·- Darwin or the company, because I 
2 understand it•s a company asset 
3 MS. BROOKS: Yes. 
MR. HESS: ·- would agree to sign whatever 
5 docu,r.entation is necessary. 
6 HS. BROOKS: Yes. 
7 Your Honor, Darwin McKay, or his co:r.pany, in 
8 behalf -- on behalf of his company, agrees to facilitate 
9 any paperwork necessary to insure that she is transferred 
10 14 weeks. 
11 MR . HCl<AY: Okay . Is there · - is there nill 
12 a time frame we• re dealing with? 
13 HS. BROOKS: Yeah. It's-· it's three years. 
14 MR. MCKAY: So, t •m -- l 'm lim.it~d, l cannot 
15 do anything with this for three years now? 
16 MS . BROOKS: Well, you're going to have to 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
asaign her the option to be able to take those 14 weeks. 
MR . HCl<AY: Out or that package? 
MS . BROOKS: Correct. 
MR. MCKAY : l' ll see if I can do it. 
HS. BROOKS: Your Honor, we also ar.ticipate 
22 paperwork coming forth ntt ing forth these terms. A.~d 
23 Ms. McKay agrees that there shall be a covenant not to 
24 enforce the ori ginal decree, but Mr. McKay agrees there 
25 will be • otipulation to liquidation of a judgment ·- the 
judgment sought. And the judgment is in the a:nount -· I 
2 believe it's set forth in this e-mail in the amount of 
3 $1,223,814.8). 
We also anticipate that part of the 
5 docw:tentation cODling forth will state that the Van Kess 
6 transfer will be • property equdixation, and the 
7 mortgages and the cash payment will be set forth as 
8 alimony in the non-merged integrated contract between the 
9 two parties. 
10 THE COURT: Okay. So, the -- the house 
11 payments will be satisfaction of the requirement under 
12 the decree 
13 HS. BROOKS: Correct. 
THE COURT: -- for alimony? 
HS. BROOKS: Yes. 
MR. MCKAY: Yes. 
14 
1~ 
16 
17 THE COURT: And the other term was regarding 
18 the Van Hess assi9nment was the satisfaction of 
l\< MS. BROOKS: Hell, ur.der a term ·-
20 THE COURT : -- a judqment? 
21 MS. BROOKS: Yes. Satisfaction of a judgment 
22 characterited not as alimony but as a property 
23 e'!Ualizat ion pay,::ent. 
THE COURT: Okay. All right. So, the-· the 
25 $1.2 million judgment is essentially an equalization that 
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had been arrived at by the original decree; right? 
2 MS. BROOKS: Well, in the original decree, 
3 they stated that both ot the -- the first mortgage and 
the second mortgage, so over 500,000 on the first 
5 mortgage, 67,000 on the second 11ortgage, was couched as 
6 alimony payments in the original decree. 
1 THE COURT: Okay. Aho that 
9 
8 
9 
10 
11 
HS. BROOKS: So, we're just keeping that way. 
THE COURT: -- okay. All right. 
12 Your Honor 
MS. BROOKS: Is that it7 
MR. HESS : Just a couple of points, 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR, HESS: -- if 1 .,.y? 
13 
14 
1S 
16 
11 
In paragraph six it talks about the payments 
and when those -- when -- .... 11. when there will be a -- a 
full pay of!, and we reference paragraph five. forgot 
18 to brinq the divorce decree, Your Honor. 
19 
20 
21 
if it• s actually paragraph five in that. 
don't recall 
think the 
the understanding is whatever paraqraph it is. 
MS. BROOKS: The terms are set forth in the 
22 decree --
23 MR. HESS: Yeah. 
24 MS. BROOKS: -- because there's only 
25 para9raph that --
11 
MR. MCKAY: I don't follow it either. 
2 THE COURT:· Essentially, the terms that you 
3 are agreeing to today, which includes an agreement not to 
execute on this judgment, sets forth the terns that 
5 that bind the parties !rom this point forward . so, 
6 I would assume that your -- your proposed order would 
1 include a judgment, and the covenant not to execute 
provided that Mr, McKay complies with all these terms. 
9 MS . BROOKS: Yes. And since it's not 
10 supplanting the decree, then also a covenant not to 
11 execut• on the decree. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 
THE COURT: Not to execute on the property --
HS . BROOKS: Yes. 
THE COURT: -- provisions or the decree --
Ms . BROOKS: ru. 
THE COURT: -- right? 
MR. HESS: Yuh. 
MS. BROOKS: That's my understonding. 
HR. HESS: That's correct, yeah. 
THE COURT: Anything else? 
21 MS. BROOKS: Yes, Your Honor. 
22 Mrs. McKay also agrees that there can be 
23 language stating that she will assist Mr. Hcl<ay in 
24 
25 
refinancing the loan to obtain a lower rate 
{unintelligible) tho the first and second mort9age on 
10 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. HESS: Because there's a procedure that 
is set forth with an accountant as to how that amount 
will be determined. 
Your Honor, I gues, the procedural aspects ot 
6 this, as we discussed in the chal!ll:>ers, I guess what I 
1 understood was that there was going to be a judgment as a 
8 result of this proceeding -- proceedings, and that in 
9 
10 
11 
lieu of any enforcement of that judgment, the parties 
agreed to sut>stitute this agreement. 
THE COIJRT: understood Ms. Brooks to say 
12 that Mr. McKay was stipulating that judgment enter on 
13 Ms. Mcl<ay•s behalf, so you would prevail on your ·- your 
14 11otion !or 
MR, HESS: Right. 15 
16 
17 
THE COURT: -- a liquidated judgment . And I 
understand, from this discussion, that you are proposing 
18 an a9reement on top of that, to satisfy the terlll.9 of that 
19 
20 
21 
judgment by entering into thb agreefflent in lieu of 
enforcinq the judgment independently. 
MR. HESS: That's -- that's correct, 
22 Your Honor. That was my understanding, yes. 
23 MS. BROOKS: 1 didn't follow that. 
24 THE COURT: Yeah. 1 probably could have said 
25 it better. 
the house, if at all possible. we• re not sure that 
2 that• s even going to be ponlble, 
3 THE COURT: Okay. 
MS. BROOl(S: And that each party pays their 
5 own attorney•s teea and costs. 
12 
6 THE COURT: So, Ms. McKay agrees to cooperate 
7 in Mr. McKay's eftorts to refinance the loans, if 
8 that's possible; is that right, Hr. Hess, is that 
9 HR. HESS: That -- that's correct, 
10 Yo~r Honor. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. Anything else? 
(Conterence between Counsel.) 
if 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
MS. BROOKS: In regord to paragraph one --
THE COURT: Right. 
MS. BROOKS: -- on this e-mail, Darwin agre~s 
18 that a.ny payments received here on out, frO!'l today 
19 forward, from the Van Hess contract, he will directly 
20 give to Patricia, who will - - b~cause I don't know how 
:;:i long that paperwcrk's going to take 
22 MR. MESS: Right. That that --
23 MS. BROOKS: - - and so, he he -- so, it's 
24 
25 
not in addition to. Whatever he receives from Van Hess, 
he will give to Patricia . 
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THE COURT: Otay. 
2 HR. HESS: Yeah. And I guess -- I guess th• 
3 way I would propose that is that the -- the $2,500 per 
month continue until that paperwcrk's !inalized, with the 
5 understandin9 that there will not be a double paym,,nt 
6 received. 
1 
9 any --
10 
HS. BROOKS: Correct. Pardon me. 
THE COURT: So, he would get credit ror 
HR. HESS: Yeah. 
11 THE COURT: -- payments made between now and 
12 the time that the tinal paperwork b 
13 
lC 
15 
16 
11 
MR. HESS: That's right. 
THE COURT: -- (unintell i9ible) • 
MR, HESS: That's right. 
HS. BROOKS: Thank you. 
HR. HESS: We just don't want there to bo a 
18 gap or -- or, you know, any delay. 
MS. BROOKS: He's aoreeable to th1t. 
HR. HESS: Yeah. We want -- yeah. 
THE COtlRT1 Okay. Anything else? 
MS. BROOKS: don't believe so, do you? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
HR , HESS: No, Nothing further, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. 
1 terms? 
2 
3 
Ms. McKay, Hr. McKay, it you would each 
HRS. HCKAY: No; 
THE COURT: Do you believe that these ter111s 
4 will resolve the matter that is currently pending? 
5 HRS. MCKAY: Yes, I do. As long as they're 
6 all followed. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Is there anythin9 -- are 
15 
8 there any terms that are set forth on this e-mail, other 
9 than the ones that we've talked about changing, paragraph 
10 seven and the additions with respect to re!in•ncing and 
11 bearin9 their own -- eaeh bearing your own costs, are 
12 there any terms that you don't agree to? 
13 MRS. MCKAY: No. 
14 THE COURT: Is there anything that you 
15 believe ia part of your agreement, in order to resolve 
16 this case, that doesn't appear in -- within these tenn.s? 
17 HRS. MCKAY: No. 
18 THE COURT: Do you believe this is a complete 
19 statement of the agreement that you are rr.aking to resolve 
20 this matter? 
21 HRS. MCKAY: Yes. As long -- with the 
22 additions that we've added. 
23 THE COURT: That -- that we• ve talked about 
24 here --
25 MRS . MCKAY: Yes. 
l stand, raise your right hands, and face my clerk. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(Hr. and Mrs. McKay sworn.) 
THE COURT: Go ahead and have seat•. 
14 
6 Ms . McKay, you're the movant here, I'm going 
7 to start with you. I gather that you have spent a fair 
8 anount of time reviewing this e-mail that I •ve marked as 
9 Exhibit 1 fro11 -- well, it• s entitled at the top 
10 Stephanie c:n..berg, but it's from H•. c:n..berg, to 
11 Hs. Brooks, with a copy to Mr . Hess and a Tiffany Nelson. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Are we looking at the same e-mail? 
MRS. MCKAY : Yeah, yes. 
HR. HESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay, Now, do you think you've 
16 had enough time to review that and talk it over with 
17 Mr. Hess? 
18 HRS. MCKAY: Yes, I do. 
19 THE COURT• Do you under•tand all the tern.a 
20 th•t it sets forth delineatin9 the obligations between 
21 you and Hr. HcXay that will re•ult in the settlement of 
22 the aatter that is currently --
23 HRS. MCKAY: Yes . 
2 4 THE COURT: -- pending? 
25 Do you have any questions about any of those 
2 
3 
TH£ COURT: -- in court? 
HRS. MCICAY: Yes. 
THE CXlORT: Are you willing to be bound by 
the tenaa of this ~greement? 
5 HRS. MCKAY: Yes, I am . 
16 
6 THE COURT: And has anybody threatened you or 
7 coerced you into 9ettin9 you to agree? I -- I appreciate 
that this process has its own sort o! coercive nature to 
9 it, but I mean ha, anybody threatened you or? 
10 HRS . HCAAY: No. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. 
12 Hr. H:Kay, sa1r.e kinds of questions. Have you 
13 hod enough t11:1e to review all the terms that are set 
14 forth in this Exhibit l? 
HR . H~ICAY: Yes. 15 
16 THE COURT: And have YO'J talked to Ms. Brooks 
17 about all the teru as 1r.uch as you believe that you need 
19 to? 
19 HR. H~ICAY: I believe •o . I -- I'm. little 
20 hesit.ant, still, on this timeshare thing. Hy only 
21 concern is -- is that -- first ct all, I have to tell the 
ZZ Court that the pack.age is for sale. 1•ve investigited 
23 trying to sell it in subunits or so:aller uniu 1 can't be 
24 done, has to 90 a1 one full unit . So, when and if that 
25 happens, how do I reserve 14 weeks, that•s my question? 
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I'm not oppo~~~ to providing lf weeks, in any 
2 way, shape, or form, it's just that, When it goes, it 
3 will go. 
THE COURT: So, one ot two things could 
5 happen here. One is -- I mean, it -- if you -- if we 
6 if you enter this agreement and I sign an order adopting 
7 these terms, whatever the value is ct the timeshares is 
8 almost certainly going to be reduced, because it's going 
9 to be -- if you can sell it, subject to a reservation ot 
10 lf weeks to Hs. McKay, it's not going to be worth the 
11 same as it you couldn't - - or it there wasn't the 
12 reservation . 
13 The other possibility is you're not going to 
14 bo able to sell it for 14 -- with 
15 MR. MCKAY: For --
16 THE COURT: with that reservation of 
17 H weeks for three years. 
18 MR, MCKAY: that• s right. So, what this 
19 really needs to say is, is subject to availability. 
20 THE COURT: Well, we may be talking about 
21 different things. Aa I understood tho agreement, or the 
22 proposed agreement, is that you were agreeing to reserve 
23 14 weeks of this timeshare to Ms. McKay, to be usl!d at 
24 her expense at sane point within the next three years . 
25 so, it -- it you enter this agre.,..nt, that 
19 
everybody agrees to things that they might not want to do 
2 otherwise •. 
3 so, I - - I •m not really asking it you want to 
4 do this, I -- I'm a,king if you agree to thi, term by way 
5 of resolving the reat of the case. I gue,s I'm asking 
6 two --
7 
8 
9 
MR. MCKAY: I am not --
THE COURT: questions. 
MR. MCKAY: totally familiar with all 
10 their rules and regulations; I am somewhat hmilbr with 
11 them, enough to know that I am quite limited in Whn I 
12 can do with this thing. 
13 THE COURT: Okay. But -- but is it fair that 
H the -- the two pouibilitie, exist that I talked about 
15 earlier; that you're either going to get to sell it 
16 subject to a reservation of 14 week.s, or you' re not going 
17 to get to sell it subject to the reservation of 14 weeks, 
18 and if that• s the cue, then you' re going to have to 
19 retain it tor three years, or agree with Ms. McKay to 
20 compenute her for the H weeks that she would be giving 
21 up? 
22 MR. MCKAY: Can it be cut to a two year tirne 
23 frame? 
THE COURT: Hell, that was --
MR . MCKAY: Is that -- is that agreeable? 
18 
would be your obligation. And that would mean you would 
2 either have to sell it subject to a reservation, which a 
potential buyer would have to accept 
HR. MCKAY: Uh-huh. 
TH£ COURT: -- of the 14 weeks, or you would 
6 be obligated -- if you couldn't sell it with that 
7 re,ervf.tion, you would be obligated to keep it !or three 
8 yea.rs, or you might reach some agreement with M3. McKay 
9 to compensate her for the 14 weeks. l mean, that -- I'm 
10 not ,ugge,ting that this -- that's part of the agreement. 
11 But I mean, you all can make Whatever agreement, you want 
12 to to modify this aft -- after it's entered, so long as 
13 you both agree. 
H HR. MCKAY: I -- I just have • problefll 
15 with having to throw the timeshare into thia whole thing, 
16 because -- becau,e it canplicf.tes it so much • 
l7 HR. HESS: Po you not agree with this, then 7 
18 MR. MCKAY: I'd do whn I have to do to make 
19 it work, but --
20 HS. BROOKS: Oby. But he's asking you, do 
21 you agree with this? 
22 
23 
24 
happy. 
THE COURT: No settlement make• everybody 
mean, every -- the purpose of the settlement, I 
ouppose -- or -- the purpose of the settlement is to 
25 resolve the case. In order to get to resolution, 
20 
TH£ COURT: -- that wao -- well, t don't 
2 that wun•t the agreement that I heard so tar and that I 
3 talked to Ms. HclCay about. but ••• 
HR. HESS : He -- we understood it wa, that 
5 she hf.d three years to to utilize the 14 weeks. 
6 MS. BROOKS: She's not agreeing to two years. 
HR . MCKAY: (Unintelligible) it go as the way 
8 
9 
10 
it is. 
MS. BROOKS: Okay. 
THE COURT: Okay. So, you -- you don•t --
ll we've had a discussion about that particular term that's 
12 a new paragraph $even, and I'a satisfied that you 
13 understand that the -- what the effect of that paragraph 
14 is. 
15 I'm going t.o ask you once more. do you have 
16 any quest ion.s about any of the other terms that are set 
17 forth --
MR. MCKAY: No. 
THE COURT: -- in the exhibit? 
18 
19 
20 Are there any ot theoe tern:s that you don't 
Zl believe are part of your agre~ment, that you d::n•t 
22 believe you've agreed to? 
23 HR . HCKhY: I'm okay with it. 
24 THE COURT: Is there anything -- are th.re 
25 any terms that you believe are part of your agreement 
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that don't appear in thi• wxhibit? 
HR. HCl<AY: No. 
MS. BROOKS: That we haven't talked about. 
HR. MCKAY: Yeah. 
21 
THE COURT: Noth -- nothing that you haven't 
6 talked about, there aren't any side deal• --
1 HR. MCJCAY: No. 
8 THE COURT: -- that nobody has told me about? 
9 MR. MCKAY: There are no side deala. 
10 THE COURT: Okay. /Ind are you willing to be 
ll bound by the terms ot this sottlement? 
12 MR. MCKAY: Yes. 
13 THE COURT : Has anybody, other than the sort 
14 of natural coercive element of the -- o! the process in 
15 general, has anybody threatened you or otherwise coerced 
16 you into getting you to agree? 
17 MR. MCKAY : No . 
18 THE COURT : All right. 
1' Then, when I receive it, I will sign an order 
20 that incorporates these terms and conditions to the 
21 judgment that I will enter in !avor of Hs. McKay, based 
22 upon the stipulation. 
23 Who's going to prepue it? 
24 MS. BROOKS: I think we're both going to 
25 prepare some of the documents. 
23 
HR. HESS: lie -- we will dismiss the contempt 
2 charge --
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
THE COURT: Okay. 
HR. HESS : 
- - yes. 
THE COURT: I'll do that 
HR. H&SS: Oltay. 
THE COURT: 
-- if you mov• to. 
MR . H&sS: Okay. 
THE COURT: I'll 
HR. H&SS: I'M learning, Your Honor. 
TH! COURT: We all are. I' 11 enter an order 
12 dismissing the contempt charge as part of this global 
13 resolution. 
14 You know, you al 1 have worked rea 1 hard on 
15 this, and I know it's been ditficult for everyone. 
16 appreciate the ti~e that you've put into, that has saved 
17 us all a lot of tiioe and, I expect, you all a lot of 
18 money as well. so, thank you for your efforts in 
19 cooperating and I'll loot forward to getting the order. 
20 HS. BROOKS : Thank you, Your Honor. 
21 MR. HESS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
22 
23 (The proceedings concluded at 9:46 a.m.) 
24 
25 
22 
HR. HESS: Yeah. 
THE COURT: Okay. so, you're -- you're going 
3 to collaborate on it. 
4 HS. BROOKS: We are. 
~ THE COURT: can you get that done within 
6 14 days? 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
HS. BROOKS: Are you --
HR. H&SS: Yes. 
HS. BROOKS: in town? 
HR. HESS: Yes. 
HS. BROOKS: Yes, 
HR. HESS : That should be fine, Your Honor. 
13 THE COURT: All right. Then I will look 
14 forward to seeing that, with both of your signatures on 
15 it approving it u to form and content. 
16 Is there anything else that we need to talk 
17 about? 
18 MR. HESS: No, Your Honor. 
19 
20 a,otions. 
MS. BROOKS: We'll withdraw all other pending 
think there was a -- a request for an extra 
21 ct.y and -- but this should resolve all issues. 
22 THE COURT: /Ind I don't know that we 
23 specifically talked about it, but do I Uke it, Mr. Hess, 
24 that you are also moving to disa1iss the contempt charge 
25 that'• --
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19/8 20/16 
sell (7) 16/23 17/9 17/14 than [2) 15/9 21/13 
18/2 18/6 19/15 19/17 thank [71 4/12 5/14 5/24 
set [BJ 4/6 8/2 8/7 9/21 13/16 23/18 23/20 23/21 
10/3 15/8 16/13 20/16 Thank• [1] 5/15 ita 1 19/11 R aeta [2] 11/4 14/20 that [126) 
1---------------1setting [l] 7/22 that's (17} 5/12 5/22 10/21 
raise [l] 14/1 settlement [6} 6/1 14/21 10/21 11/18 11/19 12/2 12/8 
rate [lJ 11/24 18/22 18/23 18/24 21/11 12/9 13/13 13/15 16/25 17/18 
reach (1) 18/8 aevan (2) 15/10 20/12 18/10 19/18 20/11 22/25 
reached (1) 4/8 shall (1) 7/23 their (3) 12/4 15/11 19/10 
ready [1) 5/13 shape [l} 17/2 them (1) 19/11 
real (l] 23/14 aha (8) 6/9 6/13 6/14 6/19 then (5) 11/10 18/17 19/18 
really [2} 17/~~ 19/3 7/9 11/23 19/20 20/5 21/19 22/13 
REAIU)()N [1] 1/13 She's [1] 20/6 there (22) 4/9 7/11 7/11 7/23 
recall (1) 9/18 •horthand (ll 24/7 7/24 9/16 10/7 11/22 13/5 
receive [1] 21/19 should [31 5/1 22/12 22/21 13/17 15/7 15/8 15/12 15/14 
received (2) 12/18 13/6 aide [2) 21/6 21/9 17/11 20/20 20/24 20/24 21/6 
receives (1) 12/24 siqn (3) 7/4 17/6 21/19 21/9 22/16 22/20 
Recess [l) 5/17 signatures (1) 22/14 there's [4) 4/7 6/25 9/24 
record [1] 24/12 since (1) 11/9 10/2 
recordings (2) 24/8 24/13 air (ll 5/20 thereafter (1) 24/9 
reduced [2] 17/8 24/9 six [1) 9/15 therein (1] 24/8 
reference [1] 9/17 smaller [1] 16/23 these [7) 7/22 11/8 15/3 
refinance (1) 12/7 so [25) 15/16 17/7 20/20 21/20 
reUnancing [2] · 11/24 15/10 some (3) 17/24 18/8 21/25 they (2) 9/3 19/1 
regard (lJ 12/15 somewhat [l] 19/10 they're [1] 15/5 
regarding (1) 8/17 sorry [4} 4/15 4/16 4/20 - thing (3) 16/20 18/15 19/12 
Registered [1} 24/3 5/11 things [3] 17/4 17/21 19/1 
regulation• (1) 19/10 sort [2} 16/8 21/13 think (4) 9/19 14/15 21/24 
replaced [l] 6/5 sought [1] 8/1 22/20 
Reporter [1} 24/4 South (1) 2/5 this [39) 
REPORTER'S (2) 1/11 24/1 specifically (1) 22/23 those (3) 7/17 9/16 14/25 
request (1) 22/20 spent (1) 14/7 thought (1) 4/22 
requirement (1) 8/11 stand (1) 14/1 threatened (3) 16/6 16/9 
reservation (7) 17/9 17/12 start [l] 14/7 21/15 
17/16 18/2 18/7 19/16 19/17 state (4) 1/1 8/5 24/4 24/19 three (10) 6/20 6/21 6/22 
raaerva [2] 16/25 17/22 stated (1) 9/3 7/13 7/15 17/17 17/24 18/7 
residing [1) 24/20 statement [1} 15/19 19/19 20/5 
resolution (3) 4/8 18/25 stating (1) 11/23 through [l] 6/3 
23/13 Stephania [1) 14/10 throw [l] 18/15 
resolve [5) 15/4 15/15 15/19 still (2) 7/11 16/20 Thursday [1) 4/2 
18/25 22/21 stipulating [l] 10/12 TiUany [1] 14/11 
resolving (1) 19/5 stipulation (2] 7/25 21/22 time (10] 6/15 7/12 13/12 
Raaorta (1) 6/7 aubjact [5] 17/9 17/19 18/2 14/8 14/16 16/13 19/22 23/16 
respect (1) 15/ 10 19/16 19/17 23/17 24 /8 
rest (1) 19/5 substitute (1) 10/10 timeshare (4) 6/6 16/20 17/23 
result (2) 10/8 14/21 subunits [1] 16/23 18/15 
retain (1) 19/19 suggesting (1) 18/10 timeshares [1] 17/7 
review (2] 14/16 16/13 Suite [l] 2/5 today [2] 11/3 12/18 
reviewing [2l 5/25 14/8 supervision [1] 24/10 today's Cl] 6/23 
right (16) 5/12 8/24 9/1 9/9 supplanting [11 11/10 told (1) 21/8 
10/15 11/16 12/8 12/16 12/22 suppose (1) 18/24 top (2) 10/18 14/9 
13/13 13/15 13/24 14/1 17/18 aura (2) 4/23 12/1 totally [l] 19/9 
21/18 22/13 Suaan [2] 1/24 24/3 town [l] 22/9 
RPR [l) 1/24 sworn 1 14/3 transcribed [2] 1/24 24/7 i.:ru=le;::;•:....i..::1~-l=-9~/--=l:.::O~-----.IT==-""''-'-...;;..a.:...;; ..... _____ --itranacript (1) 24 /11 
$ 1---------------irRANSCRIPTION [l] 1/11 1---------------itaka (3) 7/17 12/21 22/23 transfer [4] 6/5 6/7 6/9 8/6 
said [3J 10/24 24/12 24/13 taken (l] 5/17 transferred (1) 7/9 
aale [2) 6/18 16/22 talk (2] 14/16 22/16 trial [2] 1/12 4/7 
same [4] 14/12 16/12 17/11 talked (8) 15/9 15/23 16/16 true [l] 24/12 
24/9 19/14 20/3 21/3 21/6 22/23 trying [lJ 16/23 aatiafaction (3) 8/11 8/18 
8/21 talking (1) 17/20 two (6) 8/9 17/4 19/6 19/14 
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U worth [1) 17 /10 
1--~-~--~------1would (16) 6/14 Oh [2) 4/25 18/4 11/6 11/6 13/3 
Oh-huh [2] 4/25 18/4 18/1 18/1 18/1 
under [3) 8/11 8/19 24/9 18/7 19/20 
underat:&nd [5] 4/7 7/2 10/17 y 
14/19 20/13 
7/1 7/4 10/13 
13/8 13/25 
18/3 18/5 
underatanding [4) 9/20 10/22 yeah [16] 5/9 6/16 6/21 6/22 
11/18 13/5 7/13 9/23 10/24 11/17 11/19 
understood [4] 10/7 10/11 13/2 13/10 13/20 13/20 14/13 
17/21 20/4 21/4 22/1 
unintelligible [3) 11/25 year (lJ 19/22 
13/14 20/7 years [11] 6/20 6/21 6/22 
unit (1) 16/24 7/13 7/15 17/17 17/24 18/8 
units (1) 16/23 19/19 20/5 20/6 
until [l] 13/4 yea [28) 
up (2) 6/13 19/21 you (74] 
upon [1] 21/22 you're (9) 5/13 7/16 14/6 
us (2) 5/12 23/17 17/13 19/15 19/16 19/18 22/2 
use [2) 6/7 6/13 22/2 
used (1) 17/23 you've (3) 14/15 20/22 23/16 
t-u __ t_.U_i_z_e_c1_.. 1.__ __ 2_0_1_s _____ --tyour [34 J 
V 
value (1) 17 /7 
Van (4) 8/5 8/18 12/19 12/24 
verbatim [1] 24/12 
want (5) 13/17 13/20 18/11 
19/1 19/3 
waa [13) 4/6 8/17 8/18 9/5 
10/7 10/7 10/12 10/22 19/24 
20/1 20/4 22/20 24/9 
waan•t (2] 17/11 20/2 
way (5] 9/8 13/3 17/2 19/4 
20/7 
we (25] 
We'll (1] 22/19 
we're (4] 7/12 9/8 12/1 
21/24 
we've (4) 15/9 15/22 15/23 
20/11 
!Wedneaday ClJ 5/22 
weeks (17] 6/6 6/11 6/12 6/13 
7/10 7/17 16/25 17/1 17/10 
17/17 17/23 18/5 18/9 19/16 
19/17 19/20 20/5 
well (9) 7/16 8/19 9/2 9/16 
14/9 17/20 19/24 20/1 23/18 
were (3] 17/22 24/6 24/13 
what (7) 4/21 6/15 10/6 
17/18 18/18 19/11 20/13 
whatever (5] 7/4 9/20 12/24 
17/7 18/11 
when (7] 5/12 9/16 9/16 9/16 
16/24 17/2 21/19 
which (2) 11/3 18/2 
who (1) 12/20 
Who's (1] 21/23 
whole (2) 6/18 18/15 
will (24] 6/3 6/4 6/5 6/7 
6/9 7/25 8/~ 8/6 8/7 8/11 
9/16 10/4 11/23 12/19 12/20 
12/25 13/5 14/21 15/4 17/3 
21/19 21/21 22/13 23/1 
willing (2) 16/3 21/10 
withdraw (1) 22/19 
within (4) 6/19 15/16 17/24 
22/5 
I 
I 
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THOMAS G. WALKER 
twa lker@;-cosholaw.com 
wv.'W.r.icola.wblog, corn 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & A'ITO RNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 8 3712 
Telephone 208 .344.7811 
f'irm fax 208.338 .3290 
December 15, 2008 
Patricia E. McKay Via email to: patmckay@cableone.net 
25 Horizon Drive 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: Post Judgment - Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-002 
Case No.: CV DR 0615200 
Dear Patty: 
DIR~:C'r PHONE 
CELL PHON!l 
DIRECT FAX 
208 .639 .5607 
208.869. 1508 
208 .639.5609 
I have reviewed the various assignment forms and the judgment that Darwin obtained 
against Status Corporation on August 22, 2008. I also discussed this matter with Stan Welsh. As 
you know, you received a Judgment and Decree of Divorce against Darwin on November 20, 
2007. We subsequently recorded the judgment in each county that you thought Darwin owned 
real and personal property. By virtue of Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment became a lien 
upon Darwin' s real and personal property. Idaho Code § 10-1011 provides in relevant part as 
follows: 
A transcript or abstract of any judgment or decree of any court of this state . . . the 
enforcement of which has not been stayed as provided by law, if rendered within 
this state, certified by the clerk having custody thereof, may be recorded with the 
recorder of any county of this state, who shall immediately record and docket the 
same as by law provided, and from the time of such recording, and not before, the 
judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the judgment 
debtor in the county, not exempt from execution, owned by him at the time or 
acquired afterwards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien. 
Idaho Code 11-101 provides in relevant part: 
If [a judgment] be against the property of the judgment debtor, it must require the 
sheriff to satisfy the judgment, with interest, out of the personal property of such 
debtor, and if sufficient personal property can not be found, then out of his real 
property; or if the judgment be a lien upon real property, then out of the real 
property belonging to him on the day when the judgment was docketed, or at any 
time thereafter; or if the execution be issued to a county other than the one in 
which the judgment was recovered, on the day when the transcript of the docket 
was filed in the office of the recorder of such county, stating such day, or any time 
thereafter. 
MCKAY3349 
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Ms. Patricia McKay 
December 15, 2008 
Page2 
• • COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Regarding the assignment to Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation, I was able to 
determine that Darwin made a claim against a title insurance policy issued by Lawyers Title with 
regard to the Status Corporation transaction. I could not find out the exact amount of the 
insurance claim payment, but my perception is that it was more than the $800,000 that Darwin 
owes you. 
In any event, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 10-1011, your judgment was recorded before any 
of the assignments that you provided me, including the one to Lawyers Title. Thus, the 
mortgage that Lawyers Title accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your 
judgment. 
We understand that you are reluctant to enforce your judgment to recover the past due 
$800,000, plus interest, that Darwin owes you. However, it is possible that the longer you wait 
the less likely you will be able to recover on your judgment. For instance, Darwin apparently did 
not have any compunction against concealing the Lawyers Title payment from you. Considering 
his past acts, I think you can assume that he will continue to do anything he can to avoid paying 
you. 
You also mentioned that you would consider agreeing to delay your enforcement action, 
if Darwin would commence making monthly interest payments of $4,000. We can extend that 
offer through Darwin' s counsel, Kimberly Brooks, if you want. 
Let me know how you would like to proceed. 
403518.doc 
Very truly yours, 
Isl 
THOMAS G. WALKER 
MCKAY3350 
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Patricia McKay 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com] 
Monday, December 15, 200815:11 
Patricia McKay 
S1anley W. Welsh; Pam Carson 
Subject Lien on real property not personal 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Red 
Patty: My letter contains a technical error. The following sentence Is incorrect: "By virtue of 
Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment became a lien upon Darwin's real and personal 
property." It should have read: "By virtue of Idc1ho Code § 10-1011, your judgment became 
a lien upon Darwin's real property." Although the judgment does not create a lien on his personal property, as noted In my letter, Idaho Code §11-101 requires the sheriff to first 
execute on personal property before he executes on real property. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., SUite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: tw.~~~r@coshol~ 
Blog: www.ric.Qlawblog.com 
************************************************************************************ 
************************************************************** ******************* 
IRS Circular 230 otice: 
Any tax advic contained herein was not intended or written be used, and cannot be used, by any 
other perso i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any saction, plan or arrangement or (ii) 
for the p se of avoiding penalties that. may be imposed under fi 
MCKAY310 
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Patricia McKay 
From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 12:59 
To: Patricia McKay 
Cc: Pam Carson 
Subject: RE: 
Patty: 
See my responses below. I will provide you with my thoughts later today or tomorrow morning. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail : twalker@lcosholaw.com 
Blog: www,ricolawblog,com 
From: Patricia McKay [mailto:patmckay@cableone.net] 
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 12:36 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
subject: 
Hello.Tom, 
I'm not sure if you have my current email address: patmckay@cableone.net Noted. 
Thank you for visiting with me today. The phone number for Bob Rice of Lawyers Title is 389-9105 Ext 3008. 
Address: 1087 w. River, #150, Boise, ID. I placed a call to him and left him a voice mail. 
Your memory is very sharp! I reviewed the Falcon Butte in Murphy file. There is a Jay and Gertrude Hulet Living 
Trust listed. 
I also reviewed the purchase contract when Darwin bought the Albrethsen Farm. The Turf Company, LLC was never 
listed - only L. Darwin McKay. I do not believe Sterling Bank ever knew about this transaction. 
Section 2, 2.1 of the Decree, line 10: ..... "Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence Debt directly 
to the respective mortgage companies within thirty days of the date the Status Real Estate Transaction closes, or 
within 30 days ofreceipt of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen... ... The sale to Status did not 
close. So, this provision is not ~_<;gj)le. 
The balance on the home: $551,240.65 and $67,511.81 most receipt statements, Total: $618,752.46. 
If you need any files I have please let me know and I can delive 
Thank you Tom. 
!S1G:4946b1cfl82722386712797! ?~v ~ 
u 
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A.~· Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
J.~N O 6 2011 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By A.GARDEN 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Robert A. Anderson, of the firm Anderson, Julian, and Hull, LLP, 
attorneys of record for the Defendants, and hereby attests under oath as follows: 
DEPUTY 
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendants and attest to the following 
matters based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Enclosed as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Deposition of Patricia 
McKay taken on November 1, 2010 and the deposition exhibits. 
ORIGINAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -
PAGEl 
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,, 3. Enclosed as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce with attachment (Property Settlement Agreement) as produced by the Plaintiff in the 
current action and as Bates labeled by my office as McKay217-McKay237. 
4. Enclosed as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the Deposition of Bob Rice 
as produced by the Plaintiff in the current action and as Bates labeled by my office as McKayl-
McKay20. 
5. Enclosed as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of the Verified Complaint for 
Foreclosure (without the attached exhibits) filed by Darwin McKay against Status Corporation as 
produced by the Plaintiff in the current action and as Bates labeled by my office as McKay1765-
McKay1774. 
6. Enclosed as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of the August 19, 2008 
Judgment received by Darwin McKay against Status Corporation as produced by the Plaintiff in 
the current action and as Bates labeled by my office as McKay1903-McKay1907 
7. Enclosed as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the Motion for Contempt 
filed by Plaintiff, through attorney Scott Hess, as produced by the Plaintiff in the current action 
and as Bates labeled by my office as McKay962-McKay964. 
8. Enclosed as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Report's 
Transcription of Proceedings for the July 9, 2009 Court Trial before Judge Reardon in McKay v. 
McKay, Case No. CV DR 2006-0015200, in the Magistrate Court of the Fourth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada ("Underlying Action"), which my office 
received from the court reporter. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-
PAGE 2 
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9. Enclosed as Exhibit "H'' is a true and correct copy of the August 19, 2009 
Judgment entered in the Underlying Action as produced by the Plaintiff in the current action and 
as Bates labeled by my office as McKay1334-McKay1336. 
10. Enclosed as Exhibit "I" is a true and correct copy of the Order Settling All Claims 
filed in the Underlying Action as produced by the Plaintiff in the current action and as Bates 
labeled by my office as McKay156-McKay164. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 0'1-h day of January, 2011. 
No~'//) 
Residing at ./3iiiM., flt;; 
My commission expires: / ~ /3 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -
PAGE3 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY t~at on this /o f--;;;.y of January, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUSLAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
p() Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
~ Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
...... ' . 
... . . .': ...... 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -
:· PAGE4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRIC 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADJ 
PATRICIA McKAY, ) 
Plaintiff: ) 
vs. ) Case No. CV OC 09226S9 
THOMAS 0. WALKERandCOSHO ) 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited ) VOLUME I 
liability partnership, ) (Pages 1 through 14 7) 
Defendants. ) 
\ 
DEPOSmON OF PATRICIA E. McKA y 
TAKEN NOVEMBER I, 2010 
REPORTED BY: 
SHERI FOOTE, CSR No. 90, RPR, CRR 
Notary Public 
Page 2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 THE DEPOSITION OF PATRICIA E. McKAY, 1 
2 VOLUME I, was taken on behalf of the Defendants 2 
3 at the offices of Ellis Brown & Shells, 3 
4 Chartered, 707 North 8th Street, Boise, Idaho, 4 
5 commencing at 9:02 a.m. on November I, 2010, 5 
6 before Sheri Foote, Certified Shorthand Reporter 6 
7 and Notary Public within and for the State of 7 
8 Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 8 
9 APPEARANCES: 9 
10 ForthePlaintiff: 10 
11 Ellis Brown & Sheils, Chtcl. 11 
12 BYMR.ALLENB.ELLIS 12 
13 707 North Eighth Street 13 
14 P.O.Box388 14 
15 Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 15 
16 For the Defendants: 16 
1 7 Anderson Julian & Hull, LLP 1 7 
18 BY MR. ROBERT A. ANDERSON 18 
19 250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 19 
20 P.O. Box 7426 20 
21 Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 21 
22 22 
23 ALSO PRESENT: Thomas G. Walker 23 
24 24 
25 25 
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TESTIMONY OF PATRICIA E. McKAY PAGE 
Examination by Mr. Anderson 7 
EXHIBITS 
NO. DESCRIPTION PAGE 
1 - Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum 25 
of Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
2 - Prenuptial Agreement, 7/1/96, With 26 
Attached Schedules 
3 - Patricia's Affidavit Dated October 46 
8, 2007, In Support of Her Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment 
Regarding Abandonment and/or 
Mutual Rescission of the 
Prenuptial Agreement 
4 - Letter From Stanley Welsh to 53 
Kimberly Brooks and John Miller, 
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Settlement 
(Exhibits continued on next page): 
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Attachments 
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1 17 - E-Mail Chain, 10/23/07, Re: McKay 98 1 PATRICIA E. McKAY, 
2 v.McKay 2 first duly swom to tell the truth relating to 
3 18 - E-Mail Chain, 10/23/07 to 102 3 said cause, testified as follows: 
4 10/24/07, Re: McKay v. McKay 4 EXAMINATION 
5 19 -E-Mail Chain, 10/24/07, Re: Two 103 5 QUESTIONS BY MR. ANDERSON: 
6 Building Lots 6 Q. My name is Rob Anderson and this is the 
7 20 - E-Mail Chain, 10/30/07, Re: Patty 108 7 time and place for the taking of your deposition 
8 McKay 342-7627 ASAP Please 8 in the matter you've brought against the law firm 
9 21 - Letter From Stanley Welsh to 108 9 Cosho Humphrey and Mr. Walker. Do you still go 
10 Patricia McKay, 11/1/07, Re: 10 by Patricia McKay? 
11 Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin 11 A. Yes. 
12 McKay 12 Q. All right lfl happen to call you 
13 22-E-Mail Chain, 11/9/07 to 11/10/07, 111 13 "Patricia" or "Ms. McKay," we're okay with that? 
14 Re: McKay Settlement Revisions 14 A. Yes. 
15 23 - Miscellaneous E-Mails; 11/11/07 to 112 15 Q. All right Have you ever bad your 
16 11/12/07, Re: Settlement Problems 16 deposition taken before? 
17 and Status Deal 17 A. Yes. 
18 24 - E-Mail From Patricia McKay to Neil 113 18 Q. How many times? 
19 Salathe, 11/11/07, Re: Settlement 19 A. Twice. 
20 Agreement 20 Q. You have a good ability to answer 
21 25 - E-Mail Chain, 11/15/07 to 116 21 quickly, but I would like to review with you Just 
22 11/16/07, Re: McKay 22 a couple of rules, if possible. If you'll wait 
23 26 - E-Mail Ch~ 11/15/07 to 116 23 until I finish my question before you start your 
24 11/16/07, Re: McKay Final 24 answer, you won't be talking over me, and I'll 
25 Negotiations 25 try to afford you the same courtesy while you're 
Page 6 Page 8 
1 27 - E-Mail Chain, 11/16/07, Re: McKay 116 1 answering. IfI happen to step on the end of 
2 Early Moming Thoughts on the Past 2 your answer because I'm asking another question, 
3 Month 3 I apologize in advance. Ifl do that, just stop 
4 28 - Letter From Stanley Welsh to 116 4 me and I will let you finish, because I want to 
5 Patricia McKay, 11/16/07, Re: 5 allow you the opportunity to say whatever you 
6 Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin 6 think is necessary. 
7 . McKay 7 And if you don't understand one ofmy 
8 29 - E-Mail From Thomas Walker to John 128 8 questions or you need me to rephrase it or repeat 
9 Miller and Kimberly Brooks, 9 it, please ask me to do so. Otherwise I'll 
10 11/19/07, Re: McKay, With 10 assume that you did undentand it and have 
11 Attachment 11 answered truthfully and completely. Do you 
12 30 - Letter From Thomas Walker to 129 12 understand that? 
13 Kimberly Brooks and John Miller, 13 A. Okay, yes. 
14 11/20/07, Re: Patricia E. McKay v. 14 Q. Do you undentand you're also 
15 L. Darwin McKay 15 testifying under the penalty of perjury? 
16 31 - E-Mail From Thomas Walker to John 129 16 A. Yes. 
17 Miller and Kimberly Brooks, 17 Q. Okay. State your full name for the 
18 11/20/07, Re: McKay, With 18 record, please. 
19 Attachments 19 A. Patricia Eleanor McKay. 
20 32 - E-Mail Chain, 12/3/07, Re: McKay 138 20 Q. And how old are you, ma'am? 
21 v.McKay 21 A. 62. 
22 22 Q. And you said that you had been deposed 
23 23 a couple of times. What was the most recent 
24 24 deposition in which yon were engaged? 
25 25 A. The divorce proceedings. 
. 
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1 Q. With Mr. McKay? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And other than that, have you ever been 
4 deposed otherwise? 
5 A. Yes, fighting for custody of my 
6 daughter. 
7 Q. And when was that deposition taken? 
8 A. I believe in 1988. 
9 Q. And to whom were you married at the 
10 time? 
11 A. I wasn't married to him. It was after 
12 the divorce. I was fighting for custody for my 
13 daughter about three years after my divorce from 
14 Douglas Christensen. 
15 Q. Any other times that you were deposed? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. All right. You've brought a lawsuit, 
18 as I mentioned earlier, against my clients. Can 
19 you tell me why you believe they're responsible 
2 0 for whatever situation you think you're in today? 
21 A. Tom Walker told me that the divorce 
2 2 decree created a judgment, was a judgment against 
2 3 Darwin's real property, and Darwin received funds 
2 4 which according to the decree should have been my 
25 funds. 
Page 10 
1 Q. Why should they have been your funds? 
2 A. Because it was funds coming from the 
3 sale of the Albrethsen property. And in the 
4 divorce decree it stated any funds from the sale 
5 of the Albrethsen property, Patricia would be 
6 paid $800,000 plus 6 percent interest and the 
7 home will be paid off. 
8 Q. We'll get into it in some more detail, 
9 but didn't the divorce decree actually say that 
10 upon receipt of any funds there was a trigger, so 
11 to speak, of an obligation by Mr. McKay to pay 
12 you some money? 
13 MR. ELLIS: Objection, the document 
14 speaks for itself and the question seeks a legal 
15 conclusion. 
16 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) What was your 
1 7 understanding? Let me ask you this: Do you have 
18 an understanding that the funds, any funds 
19 received by Mr. McKay regarding the Albrethsen 
2 0 property, were deemed to be yours in the 
21 settlement decree or the PSA, as we'll call it, 
2 2 property settlement agreement? 
2 3 A. That they were to be -
24 MR. ELLIS: Objection to form. 
25 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That they were 
Page 11 
1 yours. 
2 MR. ELLIS: Calls for a legal 
3 conclusion. 
4 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) rm just asking your 
5 understanding. 
6 A. Any funds that Darwin received from the 
7 sale of the Albrethsen property, he was to pay me 
8 $800,000 plus 6 percent interest and the home 
9 paid off. 
10 Q. And as I understand it, he didn't pay' 
11 you any money when he received some money in 
12 conjunction with that transaction; correct? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. And you med a contempt action against 
15 him? 
16 A. Yes, I did. 
1 7 Q. What is it that Mr. Walker did that 
18 resulted In you having to file a contempt action? 
19 Ithought-
2 0 MR. ELLIS: Mr. Walker? 
21 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I'm sorry, let's 
2 2 just start over. As I understand it, Mr. McKay 
2 3 didn't pay you any funds when he received some 
2 4 money in conjunction with the Albrethsen 
2 5 transaction; correct? 
Page 12 
1 A. No, he did not. 
2 Q. Why is it that that was Mr. Walker's or 
3 Cosbo Humphrey's fault that Mr. McKay didn't pay 
4 you? 
5 A. The divorce did not - the divorce 
6 decree was not clear. The writing in the divorce 
7 decree was not clear as to the security. There 
8 was no security in the divorce decree for those 
9 funds. 
10 Q. What do you mean by "security"? 
11 A. The divorce decree should have had the 
12 legal description of the Albrethsen property or 
13 any information on that mortgage note. 
14 Q. Why would that have made Mr. McKay pay 
15 you? 
16 A. The funds probably would not have been 
1 7 paid to me directly by Mr. McKay, they probably 
18 would have come from the title company, because 
19 it would have put the title company on notice of 
2 0 what they paid out 
21 Q. Why would the title company have had to 
22 pay you even ff they were on notice? 
2 3 A. Because it clearly states it would have 
2 4 been a lien on the mortgage note. 
25 Q. A lien on the mortgage note? What do 
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you mean by that? 
. A. Had the property, legal property 
description been in the PSA, that would have put 
the mortgage - or the title company on notice 
that there was funds due me from that piece of .,, 
property. 
Q. What piece of property? 
A. The Albrethsen property. 
Q. Who owned the Albrethsen property? 
A. Darwin and I owned the Albrethsen 
property at the time of divorce. 
Q. The property had been sold. 
A. The property had been sold, yes. 
Q. Towbom? 
A. To Status Corporation. 
Q. Well, then, when you say "a lien on the 
property," what do you mean if it's already been 
sold? 
A. There was a balance owing on the 
property in the form of a mortgage. 
Q. And the lien is good for what? Real 
property? 
A •. Real property. 
Q. But there was no real property; 
correct? It was just a morte:ae:e note? 
Page 14 
1 A. The mortgage was regarded as real 
2 property. 
3 Q. Bywhom? 
4 A. According to Tom Walker and what they 
5 wrote in the divorce decree. 
6 Q. So, you believe the divorce decree 
7 indicates that a mortgage note was in existence 
8 and that a lien could be placed against it? 
9 A. Say that again, please. 
10 MR. ANDERSON: Madam Court Reporter. 
11 (Record read back.) 
12 THE WITNESS: According to the divorce 
13 decree, Tom Walker had expressed to me that the 
14 judgment created a lien against Darwin's real 
15 property, which included the mortgage. 
16 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Well, tell me about 
1 7 that last part, "which included the mortgage." 
1 B Tell me where Mr. Walker told you that. 
19 MR. ELLIS: You mean what geographical 
2 0 location? 
21 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) No, no, the timing 
22 of Mr. Walker's comment. Or are you referring to 
2 3 the property settlement agreement? 
2 4 A. I'm referring to the property 
2 5 settlement agreement. When I went in to sign the 
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property settlement agreement, Tom Walker had 
written in the divorce decree that Mr. McKay had 
a mortgage note on the balance owing on the 
Albrethsen property. And I asked him -
Q. Goahead. 
A. - "What's this mortgage note?" And 
Tom said, expressed to me that he has to have a 
mortgage note on the balance owing on this 
property because he still is due approximately 
$1.4 million. 
Q. Did he say anything else? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. You told me that there was something 
about a lien on a mortgage note, but you haven't 
told me anything about that, so -
A. Tom Walker told me December 1 S of 2008 
after I had discovered the funds had been paid 
out to Darwin, Tom Walker wrote to me and stated 
that the PSA being recorded created a lien 
against all of Darwin's real property. 
Q. Did he tell you that a mortgage note 
was real property? "Yes" or "no"? 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) "Yes" or "no," in 
this conversation? Or did he simply say, "It 
Page 16 
creates a lien against real property"? 
A. The PSA created a lien against all of 
Darwin's real property. 
Q. But Mr. Walker never told you that the 
mortgage note constituted real property; correct? 
A. I would have to say yes, he did. 
Q. Well, tell me ifhe did or not. That's 
what I'm asking. 
MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and 
answered. She just did, Counsel. 
Q. {BY MR. ANDERSON) And I'd like to know 
the exact words that he used. 
A. I cannot recall the exact words. This 
was the end ofNovember of 2007. 
Q. You just said December 15, 2008. Now, 
what are we doing? 
A. You're asking -
MR. ELLIS: Objection. Off the record. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's continue. Can 
you tell me when Mr. Walker told you that the 
property settlement agreement constituted a 
decree on a mortgage note? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. A 
decree on a mortgage note? 
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1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) The property 1 
2 settlement agreement, when did he tell you that 2 
3 it constituted a lien on a mortgage note? 3 
4 MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. Go 4 
5 ahead. 5 
6 THE WITNESS: When did he tell me? 6 
7 Q. (BYMR.ANDERSON) Yes. 7 
8 A. December 1 S, 2008, he sent me an e-mail 8 
9 stating that the property settlement agreement 9 
10 being recorded was a lien against all of Darwin's 10 
11 real property. 11 
12 Q. Has anybody told you thatthat is 12 
13 untrue? 13 
14 A. No. 14 
15 Q. So, why are you complaining aboutthat 15 
16 particular statement, that it constitutes a lien 16 
1 7 on real property, if no one has told you that 17 
18 that's untrue? 18 
19 A. I guess I'm not understanding your 19 
2 0 question. 2 0 
21 Q. Areyoo complainingaboutthestatement 21 
22 by Mr. Walker in which he told you, as you 22 
2 3 reported, that the property settlement agreement 2 3 
2 4 being recorded constitutes a lien on real 2 4 
2 5 property? 2 5 
Page 18 
1 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 1 
2 Are you complaining? 2 
3 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Are you alleging 3 
4 that that's a cause of action that you have 4 
5 against Mr. Walker or his firm? 5 
6 A. I am alleging that I suspect since 6 
7 the legal property description was not, nor was 7 
8 the mortgage, identified in the property 8 
9 settlement agreement - 9 
10 MR. ELLIS: You have to complete your 10 
11 sentence. 11 
12 THE WITNESS: There was - the clarity 12 
13 in the property settlement - there was not full 13 
14 clarity in the property settlement agreement as 14 
15 to the mortgage note. 15 
16 MR.ANDERSON: Let'sgobacktomy 16 
17 question. Could you just read that alone. 17 
18 (Record read back.) 18 
19 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 19 
2 0 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let me make sure 20 
21 it's clear. You've justtold us that Mr. Walker 21 
2 2 told you that if he recorded the property 22 
2 3 settlement agreement it became a lien on real 2 3 
2 4 property which might have been owned by 24 
2 5 Mr. McKay. Am I correct so far? 2 5 
Page 19 
A. Yes. 
Q. And as I undentand your testimony, no 
one has told you that that 15 an incorrect 
statement; is that also correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So, why are you -you keep mentioning 
that Mr. Walker told you that, but if no one has 
told you that it's incorrect, why are you 
bringing it up? 
A. If it created - if the property 
settlement agreement was written as accurately as 
I was infonned that it was at the time of the 
divorce, then the funds would have been paid 
directly to me by Lawyers Title, not through 
Darwin. Lawyers Title would have found the 
obligation that the property settlement agreement 
stated and Lawyers Title would have contacted me. 
Q. And done what? 
MR. ELLIS: Excuse me. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) They would have 
contacted you and what else would have happened? 
A. They would have contacted me to 
question me about the funds and the checks 
probably would have been written out to me. 
Q. That's the basis of your lawsuit 
Page 20 
against Mr. Walker and his firm? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to the 
sarcastic and argumentative and demeaning tone of 
your question. 
MR. ANDERSON: Not at all, Counsel. 
But if you perceived it that way, I don't in any 
way mean to be sarcastic. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I am asking you as 
we sit here today at the outset of your 
deposition if this supposition on your part that 
Lawyers Title would have done something is the 
basis of your lawsuit? 
A. Yes, Lawyers Title expressed to me on 
December 1 S after they saw the divorce decree, 
"Patricia. there's been a mistake made here. I 
recommend you take all of these papers to your 
attorney." 
Q. And in that same conversation, which I 
believe was with Mr. Rice -
A. Yes, Bob Rice. 
Q. - be told you that Lawyers Title bad 
failed to find the divorce decree; correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. So, your supposition is actually a 
two-level supposition; isn't it? First, they bad 
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1 to find the decree. And second, you suppose that 1 
2 they would have called you after reviewing it; 2 
3 would you agree? 3 
4 MR. ELLIS: Agree to what, Counsel? 4 
5 That that's her supposition? 5 
6 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That my reference to 6 
7 a dual supposition ls correct. They first have 7 
8 to fmd it; correct? 8 
9 A. That's correct. 9 
10 Q. And Mr. Rice indicated to you that they 10 
11 had failed to search for It; isn't that also 11 
12 correct? 12 
13 A. I do not recall that 13 
14 Q. You haven't putthat in any reference, 14 
15 any documents? 15 
16 A. I do not recall. I believe I learned 16 
1 7 along the way that - I believe Bob told me at 1 7 
18 the time that he was not aware we were even 18 
19 divorced. 19 
2 0 Q. Because they hadn't searched the 2 0 
21 records; correct? 21 
22 A. That's correct 22 
23 Q. And that would be a necessary first 2 3 
2 4 step before you ever became involved; correct? 2 4 
25 A. Yes. 25 
Page 22 
1 Q. Now, you haven't brought an action 1 
2 against Lawyers Title; have you? 2 
3 A. No. I considered it 3 
4 Q. But you think that they did something 4 
5 wrong by not searching for your divorce decree? 5 
6 MR. ELLIS: Objection, asks for a legal 6 
7 conclusion. 7 
8 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Do you think Lawyers 8 
9 Title did something wrong by not searching for 9 
10 the divorce decree? 10 
11 MR. ELLIS: The same objection. 11 
12 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Unless he tells you 12 
13 not to answer, he's just making a record. 13 
14 A. Oh. No, they explained to me, Bob Rice 14 
15 explained to me that the reason why - he said, 15 
16 "Even ifwe had done a search for the divorce 16 
1 7 decree, it would not have shown up because the 1 7 
18 legal description of the Albrethsen property was 18 
19 not in the divorce decree." 19 
2 0 Q. And was that also in this conversation 2 0 
21 that you had with him? 21 
22 A.Yes,onDecemberlS,2008. 22 
23 Q. All right. Thank you. 23 
2 4 MR. ELLIS: Gentlemen, I do have coffee 2 4 
25 ifyou're interested. 25 
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MR. ANDERSON: Why don't we take just a 
quick break. 
(Recess held.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I have to ask a 
couple of questions at the outset. Have you ever 
had any claims made against you regarding 
veracity? For example, have you ever been 
arrested? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Forwhat? 
A. Falsely accused of - falsely accused 
of grabbing a woman, a renter. 
Q. Okay, some sort of an assault charge? 
A. Yeah. And I did not - go ahead. 
Q. Please finish your thought. 
A. I was innocent We had to prove that I 
was innocent, but at the time my attorney advised 
me that it was going to cost $1,500 to $2,000 to 
fight it And Darwin and I didn't have the funds 
to do so. And so, my attorney also advised, 
"Well, if you just plead guilty, then you'll 
probably just get a slap on your hands because 
you've got a pristine record." So, I pleaded 
guilty. 
Q. But it was an assault charge? 
Page 24 
A. Right. 
Q. Are there any other arrests that have 
been-
A. No. 
Q. - that you've been involved with? 
A. No. 
Q. Have there been any claims fded 
against you in terms of a lawsuit? 
A. No. 
Q. Other than the divorce proceedings that 
you had? 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. All right. Are you currently employed? 
A. No. 
Q. At one point I thought I saw you were 
working for Harm.on Travel or some sort of a 
travel agency. 
A. Hannon Travel and Global Travel on a 
temporary basis. 
Q. And that has come to an end? 
A. Nobody is traveling. Everybody is 
doing everything through the Internet. 
Q. A little bit of background is in order. 
When did you meet Darwin McKay? 
A. February of 1994. 
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1 Q. Before we get too much further Into 1 appropriate changes to this Agreement" on your 
2- your history, I'd like to mark as Exhibit 2 behalf! 
3 No.I- 3 A. Yes. Excuse me. Repeat that 
4 - (Exhibit 1 inarked.} 4 Q. On your behalf! 
5 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Ms. McKay, Exhibit 5 A. Did he what? 
6 No. 1 is a notice for your deposition and I'm 6 Q. I'm reading from the second to the last 
7 interested in the list of Items that have been 7 paragraph, that he had had an opportunity to 
8 set forth on pages 2 and 3. Did you have a 8 request and make appropriate changes to this 
9 chance to review this before your deposition? 9 agreement-
10 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, we've given you 10 A. Yes. 
11 everything, absolutely everything that she has. 11 Q. - on your behalf! 
12 MR. ANDERSON: And that's what I'm 12 A. Yes. 
13 trying to get at Thank you. 13 Q. At the time you signed this agreement, 
14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Have you reviewed 14 did you intend to be bound by it? 
15 this document? 15 A. Yes. 
16 A. Yes, I have. 16 Q. At the time this agreement was signed, 
17 Q. And are you aware of any documents 17 did you consider it to be binding? 
18 which have been requested but not yet turned over 18 A. Yes. 
19 to us? 19 Q. All right. At some point ft appean 
20 A. No. 20 that your relationship with Mr. McKay seemed to 
21 Q. All right. 21 wane and a divorce was contemplated; is that 
22 MR. ELLIS: Is that an exhibit, 22 correct? 
23 Counsel? 23 A. Yes. 
24 MR. ANDERSON: Exhibit No. 1. 24 Q. Prior to that time, had you been made 
25 MR. ELLIS: Thank you. 25 aware in some fashion that he was involved with 
Page 26 Page 28 
1 (Exhibit 2 marked.) 1 some sort of transaction involving the Albrethsen 
2 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 2 2 property? 
3 coincidentally appears to have been Exhibit No. 2 3 A Yes. 
4 in an earlier proceeding. I believe it was in 4 Q. Can you just give us a narrative answer 
5 Darwin McKay's prior deposition in the underlying 5 regarding what you understood prior to the 
6 matter. But do you recognize this particular 6 divorce your husband's dealings regarding the 
7 document as the prenuptial agreement into which 7 Albretbsen property were. 
8 you entered on or about July 1, 1996? 8 A He told me that he was buying and 
9 A. Yes. 9 selling it to the Status Corporation. That was 
10 Q. How long had you known Mr. McKay prior 10 approximately February of 2006. 
11 to signing this document? 11 Q. How did you understand the transaction 
12 A. From February of '94 to the date on 12 was to take place, if you bad that knowledge? 
13 this document 13 A He was going to purchase the property 
14 Q. All right. HI could have you tum to 14 from Eric Albrethsen and sell it to Status 
15 page 2. 15 Corporation in one transaction, basically 
16 A. (Witness complied.) 16 flipping the property, as long as he could get 
17 Q. There are some paragraphs there. And 17 Status Corporation to give him the entire amount 
18 the second one indicates that you were 18 that he would be paying Eric Albrethsen for, i.e. 
19 represented by an attorney and the fourth 19 the downpayment 
20 paragraph indicates that Jim Bevis has reviewed 20 Q. Did you understand that a downpayment 
21 this document on your behalf. Are both of those 21 was received by Darwin McKay from the Status 
22 statements true? 22 Corporation? 
23 A. Yes. 23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And is it also true that your "counsel 24 Q. And he paid that to Mr. Albrethsen? 
25 has had opportunities to request and make 25 A Yes. 
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1 Q. And as a result, at one point he owned 1 
2 the property to the extent that he was able to 2 
3 transfer it to the Status Corporation; is that 3 
4 your understanding? 4 
5 A. Basically, yes. He owned the property 5 
6 and flipped it in on_e day. 6 
7 Q. So, he bought it and he sold it the 7 
8 same day essentially? 8 
9 A. Yes. 9 
1 O Q. All right. So, after he had sold it, 1 0 
11 would you agree that he was no longer the owner 11 
12 of the property? 12 
13 A. That is correct. 13 
14 Q. And as I understood it, his continuing 14 
15 relationship with that transaction, not the 15 
16 property but the transaction, was that Status 16 
1 7 Corporation owed him a residual sum for which he 1 7 
18 obtained a mortgage? 18 
19 A. That is correct. 19 
2 0 Q. All right. So, there was a mortgage 2 0 
21 note in the amount of about $1,396,000; is that 21 
2 2 your understanding? 2 2 
23 A. Yes. 23 
' 2 4 Q. When did you find· out aboutthe 2 4 
2 5 mortgage note? 2 5 
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1 A. I didn't find out about the mortgage 1 
2 note until Tom Walker expressed it in the divorce 2 
3 decree. He mentioned it And I questioned him 3 
4 about it and Tom expressed, "Yes, there's got to 4 
5 be a mortgage note out there because he's still 5 
6 due $1.3 million on that property." 6 
7 Q. At the time you were having that 7 
8 discussion with Mr. Walker, you understood that 8 
9 your husband did not own the Albrethsen property? 9 
10 A. That is correct 10 
11 Q. What was it - and you can be as brief 11 
12 as possible- that made you make the decision to 12 
13 start divorce proceedings against your husband? 13 
14 MR. ELLIS: I will object to that 14 
15 question as not calculated to lead to the 15 
16 discovery of admissible evidence. But Ms. McKay, 16 
1 7 go ahead and answer to the best of your ability. 1 7 
18 THE WI1NESS: There were two pieces of 18 
19 property which Darwin and I had sold and I knew I 19 
2 0 had to sign some papers regarding those two 2 0 
21 pieces of property. I asked Darwin what time 21 
2 2 closing was and he told me, he said, "I 0:00, but 2 2 
2 3 you don't have to be there." And from my 2 3 
2 4 recollection, this is a community property state 2 4 
2 5 and I knew that I would have to sign some papers. 2 5 
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I just agreed with him. I said, "Okay, okay," 
because he was yelling at me. 
And about an hour after the closing 
time, approximately 11 :00 that morning, the title 
company called me and asked me to go down and 
sign some papers. And I asked them, "I don't 
understand. My husband told me I did not have to 
sign anything." And I said, "That's strange." 
She said, the title agent said, "That's 
strange, he brought in a quitclaim deed for you 
to sign." I said, "Really? What is the address 
of that quitclaim deed?" And she said, "It's 
25 Horizon Drive," which happens to be our home. 
And she said, "What is this?" And I 
said, "Well, it happens to be our home." And she 
said, "Oh, are you folks living together?" And I 
said, "Yes." And then she said, "Well, are you 
folks having marital problems?" And I said, 
"Well, I guess we - I didn't think we were, but 
we are now." 
I said, "That property, the home is 
strictly in my name. And if rm not mistaken, if 
I sign a quitclaim deed, I would be giving him 
the home free and clear, yet I get left with the 
mort2a2e debt; is that not correct?" And she 
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said, "Yes." And I said, "Well, rube down to 
pick up the papers but not to sign them." 
MR. ELLIS: Excuse me. Do you remember 
the original question, Pat? 
THE WITNESS: What instigated the 
divorce. 
MR. ELLIS: All right 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Was there a piece of 
property called the Carpenter property? I'm 
trying to see if that might be - you said that 
you had two quitclaim deeds that were involved. 
Do you remember which properties they involved? 
A. No, I don't recall the names. 
Q. Do you recall -
A. They were on - there was two building 
lots that were developed building lots, i.e. the 
utilities and everything had been put in. It was 
in a development on approximately Cloverdale -
between Cloverdale - or off of Cloverdale, 
between Victory and Lalce Hazel. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I can't remember the name of that 
subdivision. 
Q. Do you recall signing a quitclaim deed 
relative to the Albrethsen property? 
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1 A. I signed a statement via - through my 
2 counsel, Jim Bevis. However, Jim had also sent a 
3 letter along with that. 
4 Q. Right. And I don't mean to shorten 
5 that, but let me make sure yon understand my 
6 question. The fact that you signed a quitclaim 
7 deed was further Indication to you that the 
8 Albrethsen property itself had been sold by your 
9 husband; correct? That he no longer owned it and 
10 needed you to sign the quitclaim deed in order to 
11 effectuate that transaction? 
12 A. Okay, you're getting these two 
13 transactions mixed up. We started out with why 
14 the divorce started. 
15 Q. I thought you answered that. 
16 A. I did, but-
1 7 MR. ELLIS: Pat. why don't you let 
18 Counsel ask the question and perhaps that will 
19 assist you in understanding where he's headed. 
2 0 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Do you remember that 
21 you signed a quitclaim deed relative to the 
22 Albrethsen property transaction? 
2 3 A. I did, with a letter stipulating that 
2 4 my interest in the property was secured. 
25 Q. rm not trying to trick you. I 
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1 understand. But did you understand that by . 
2 signing a quitclaim deed, with all of the caveats 
3 and whatever you and your attorney put on it, 
4 that the property itself was being sold? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. You mentioned that there was another 
7 piece of property that your husband said you 
8 didn't need to be involved with but the title 
9 company said that you did in some fashion. Can 
10 you just tell me bow that concluded. 
11 A. There was two pieces of property, two 
12 building lots for homes. 
13 Q. And he said, "I'm going to deal with 
14 these, but you don't need to be involved"? 
15 A. That's correct. And he was wrong in 
16 that manner. He knew that I had to be involved. 
1 7 He knew that I had to go down and sign those 
18 papers. That's why he took in a quitclaim deed 
19 of our personal residence and slipped it in there 
2 0 with the papers, thinking, "Well, ifl slip this 
21 in there, she'll sign it and the house will be 
2 2 mine free and clear." And I asked some 
2 3 questions. 
2 4 Q. I take it you didn't have a very high 
2 5 opinion of him as a result? 
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1 A. Of this matter at that particular time, 
2 no. 
3 Q. With respect to that transaction, I 
4 take it-
s A. May I just clarify something? 
6 Q. Sure. 
7 A. At that time, that did not instigate 
8 the divorce proceedings. 
9 Q. I'm just trying to do kind of some 
10 history here. Something did -
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. - and you went to Mr. Bevis to start 
13 those proceedings? 
14 A. Yes, I did. 
15 Q. Then he was somehow -
16 A. That was several months down the road. 
1 7 Q. No problem. 
18 MR. ELLIS: Counsel. I'm going to step 
19 out a second and get a pot of coffee in here. 
2 0 MR. ANDERSON: Sure. 
21 (Discussion held off the record.) 
22 MR. ANDERSON: Back on the record. 
23 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In keeping with our 
2 4 development of a chronological history here, you 
2 5 went to Mr. Bevis, but I understand that for some 
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1 reason he had to back out of your representation 
2 and you ultimately ended up with Cosho Humphrey; 
3 is that correct? 
4 A. That is correct. 
5 Q. And what was your intent with respect 
6 to the divorce? I'm not asking for a legal 
7 opinion, but just in general, what was it that 
8 you wanted out of the divorce proceedings? 
9 MR. ELLIS: You mean property? 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Property, money, 
11 corporal punishment, I don't know what. But did 
12 you have a goal In mind when you approached Cosho 
13 Humphrey in terms of what you wanted the divorce 
14 to achieve? 
15 A. Approximately 50 percent of the estate. 
16 Q. And the estate consisted in your 
17 opinion of what property or items? 
18 A. Several pieces of property and the 
19 business, the businesses. 
2 0 Q. AU right. 
21 (Discussion held orrthe record.) 
22 MR. ANDERSON: Back on the record. 
23 (Record read back.) 
24 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Did you believe when 
2 5 you were first starting to deal with Cosho 
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1 Humphrey that the Albrethsen property in some way 
2 was part of the estate? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. You understood it had already been sold 
5 to Status Corporation? 
6 A. That is correct. 
7 Q. How could it be part or the estate in 
8 your estimation? 
9 A. At that time I was not aware that the 
10 deed had been transferred. 
11 Q. I thought you had signed a quitclaim 
12 deed several months earlier. 
13 A. rm not a real estate person and -
14 Q. No problem, no problem. 
15 A. I believe it was like a warranty deed 
16 maybe. 1-
17 Q. Okay. I'm just -
18 A. But I also signed a letter, a document 
19 with Jim Bevis that went on to Forrest Goodrum, 
2 0 the attorney handling the transaction. 
21 Q. Regarding the proceeds of the sale? 
2 2 A. Regarding the proceeds. 
23 Q. So, if you were interested in the 
2 4 . proceeds, doesn't that indicate that you 
2 5 understood the property bad been sold but that 
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1 A. I don't understand your question. 
2 Q. Did you want Cosbo Humphrey to try and 
3 develop a good, clear understanding of 
4 Mr. McKay's financial structure? 
5 A. I believe that's the responsibility of 
6 the divorce attorneys, yes. 
7 Q. And do you understand that Cosho 
8 Humphrey pursued various means of obtaining that 
9 kind of information? 
10 A. Repeat that question, please. 
11 Q. Do you understand that Cosho Humphrey 
12 pursued various means of obtaining that kind of 
13 information? 
14 A. rm not sure that they did. 
15 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, at some 
16 appropriate point can we take about a five-minute 
1 7 rcccss, at any time that's suitable to you? 
18 MR. ANDERSON: This would be fine right 
19 now. 
20 {Recess held.) 
21 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Did you receive 
2 2 various updates from Cosbo Humphrey regarding the 
2 3 steps they were taking to develop information 
2 4 regarding the divorce claim you bad filed against 
25 Mr. McKay? 
1 there still might be some settlement or funds 1 
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A. Yes. 
2 that needed to be transferred? 2 
3 A. Yes. 3 
4 Q. All right. So, back to my question. 4 
5 With respect to what you considered to be the 5 
6 estate, did you understand that the Albrethsen 6 
7 property didn't fall within that because it bad 7 
8 been sold? 8 
9 MR. ELLIS: Objection, calls for a 9 
10 legal conclusion. Plus, she's already testified 10 
11 respecting the mortgage. 11 
12 THE WITNESS: I was not aware that the 12 
13 deed had been transferred at that time. 13 
14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Okay. 14 
15 A. I had not- 15 
16 Q. Fair enough. That's all you need to 16 
17 say. 17 
18 So, you engaged Cosho Humphrey and you 18 
19 , wanted to achieve this goal of a 50 percent share 19 
2 0 in whatever constituted the estate, the marital 2 0 
21 estate; correct? 21 
22 A. Yes. 22 
23 Q. All right. Now, in order to get to 23 
2 4 that end, did you make suggestions to Cosho 2 4 
2 5 Humphrey about various areas of inquiry? 2 5 
Q. Did you understand that subpoenas were 
issued by Cosho Humphrey to various financial 
institutions to develop a better understanding of 
Mr. McKay's financial situation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you aware that subpoenas were 
issued to the First Bank of the Northwest, 
Sterling Savings Bank, KeyBank, Home Federal 
Bank, Wells Fargo, Zions Bank, among others? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And were you aware that various amounts 
of financial information were returned as a 
result of those subpoenas? 
A. Various amounts were returned? 
Q. Various types of financial information? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you also aware that the law firm 
Cosho Humphrey sent or propounded, as we say, 
written questions to Mr. McKay asking him about 
various properties that be owned? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you understand that Mr. McKay 
was required under oath to answer those as 
accurately and completely as possible? 
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1 A. Yes. 1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you believe that Mr. McKay was 2 Q. AU right. You uuderstood that there 
3 truthful in his answers that he provided 3 were no guarantees that the judge would determine 
4 regarding the various properties that he owned? 4 that in some fashion the prenuptial agreement had 
5 A. I do not recall. 5 been abandoned by the parties; is that correct? 
6 Q. All right. Do you recall if Mr. McKay 6 A. I was very confident that the prenup 
7 listed the mortgage note as a document involved 7 was null and void and would be deemed so if a 
8 with the sale of the Albrethsen property when he 8 judge had ruled on that. 
9 responded to the interrogatories propounded by 9 Q. That's a good answer, but I need you to 
10 Cosho Humphrey? 10 listen to my question. Now, she's going to read 
11 A. Idonot 11 it back for us. 
12 Q. Do you have any criticism of the manner 12 (Record read back.) 
13 in which Cosho Humphrey went about developing 13 THE WITNESS: I did not understand 
14 information for the divorce claim you have filed? 14 that. 
15 A. Yes,ldo. 15 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Yon thought it was 
16 Q. Can you tell me what criticism you 16 guaranteed that it would be thrown out? 
17 have. 17 A. I was very confident it was going to be 
18 A. They did not identify the mortgage note 18 thrown out 
19 nor the piece of property, nor did they secure my 19 Q. That's not my question. Did anybody 
20 interest of properties and the dollar amount that 20 from Cosho Humphrey guarantee you that yon were 
21 I was to receive in the divorce decree. 21 going to win relative to getting the judge to 
22 Q. I will allow you, I hope, to develop 22 rule that the prenuptial agreement had been 
23 everything you want to tell me as we go through 23 abandoned? 
24 the day here and whenever else we have to ask 24 A. Tom Walker and Stan Welsh had both 
25 questions and e:et answers, but right now rm 25 expressed to me, "We've got them." Those were 
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1 trying to focus you in on one particular aspect 1 the words that Stan would always say, "We've got 
2 of this whole process, and that is: During the 2 them. We've got them. n I was very confident 
3 information gathering stage, I'm trying to find 3 that the prenup was null and void, and so was Tom 
4 out if you have any criticism ofCosho Humphrey? 4 Walker and Stan Welsh. 
5 A. I do not recall. 5 Q. But yon understood that the court had 
6 Q. Well, this is my chance to fmd out 6 to rule that way? 
7 from you these facts. So, if you don't recall, 7 A. No, I did not understand that the court 
8 does that mean that as you sit here today under 8 had to rule on that 
9 oath- 9 Q. You thought it just went away? 
10 A. Are you referring - 10 A. I understood that the prenup went away 
11 Q. Let me finish. Does that mean that you 11 ifwe settled out of court. 
12 cannot tell me any criticisms that you have with 12 Q. That's not my question. And let's 
13 respect to Cosho Humphrey's efforts to gather 13 stick to the question; okay? You understood as 
14 information about Mr. McKay's financial status? 14 you were moving forward in the divorce proceeding 
15 A. You're referring to the time during the 15 that in order for you to recover SO percent of 
16 divorce proceedings? 16 the marital property, the prenuptial agreement 
17 Q. Yes. And if I can give you a little 17 was a hurdle that you had to get over; correct? 
18 bit of guidance, you recall that there was a 18 A. Yes. 
19 motion for summary Judgment rded on your behalf? 19 Q. And-
20 A. Which summary judgment? 20 l'dR. ELLIS: May I say something? In 
21 Q. Let's back up a step. Did you 21 most instances, Pat, in most instances, Counsel 
22 understand that the biggest hurdle you had to 22 is not trying to trap you. So, just go ahead and 
23 achieving a 50 percent share of what you 23 answer to the best of your ability; okay? 
24 considered to be the marital estate was the 24 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
25 prenuptial agreement you had signed back in 1996? 25 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I never try to trap 
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1 anybody. The facts are the facts. That's all I 1 
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they refe~ to the Albretbsen property; is that 
correct? 2 deal with; okay? 2 
3 A. Okay. 3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. If you think one of my questions is 4 Q. And the transaction that had occurred? 
A. Yes. 5 somehow Machiavellian, Just say, "Wait a minute, 5 
6 don't do that," and I'll be glad to try and 6 Q. And did you understand that this 
information had been obtained by virtue of 
questions Cosbo Humphrey asked in interrogatories 
to which Mr. McKay responded? 
7 rephrase it. I told you that at the beginning. 7 
8 I'm just here to get information; all right? 8 
9 A. All right 9 
10 Q. And the information I want right now is 10 A. Yes, as well as information that I gave 
them. 11 your understanding as you went forward In the 11 
12 divorce proceeding that it wasn't automatic that 12 Q. What kind of information did you give 
them? 13 you got 50 percent. You bad to do some things; 13 
14 right?, 14 A. A lot We would have to go through the 
entire document. I worked very, very hard on 
this divorce case. 
15 A. Correct. 15 
16 Q. One of them was you bad to get the 16 
1 7 judge to rule that the prenuptial agreement was 1 7 Q. I've seen a lot of charts and such. 
A. Yes. 18 null and void? 18 
19 A. Yes. 19 Q. Did you also go to the extent of going 
2 0 Q. And that wasn't guaranteed and nobody 2 0 to courthouses to try and find information about 
property that Darwin McKay was involved with? 21 from Cosho Humphrey told you that it was 21 
22 guaranteed; correct? 22 A. Not during the divorce proceedings, no, 
I did not. 2 3 A. That's correct. 2 3 
2 4 Q. All right. So, in order to get the 2 4 Q. Did you provide any of the information 
in paragraphs 173 through 180 or was that all 25 prenuptial a2?eement taken care of, you needed to 25 
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1 file a motion; you understood that? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you understood that that was in the 
4 form of a summary judgment? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And you prepared an affidavit for that 
7 summary judgment; correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. All right. And in that affidavit, you 
1 O discussed the Albretbsen property; didn't you? 
11 MR. ANDERSON: Let's mark it as the 
12 next exhibit. 
13 (Exhibit 3 marked.) 
14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And I'd like you to 
15 tum to page-38. 
16 MR. ANDERSON: Off the record, please. 
17 (Discussion held off the record.) 
18 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 3 bas 
19 been marked for your deposition. Is this the 
2 O first affidavit you can recall signing for the 
21 underlying divorce claim? 
22 A. I don't know that it was the first 
23 affidavit. It was one of the affidavits, yes. 
2 4 Q. And on page 38, as I referenced 
25 earlier, there are paragraphs 173 through 180 and 
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1 developed by Cosho Humphrey in the underlying 
2 agreement? 
3 A. I believe the majority of this was 
4 provided through the sales contract between 
5 Darwin and Status Corporation. However, the item 
6 No. 176, I know that I provided that. 
7 Q. And 176 references- ob, okay, a 
8 financial net worth? 
9 A. Financial statement, yes. And that net 
1 O worth, I believe that that is an incorrect amount 
11 of money. I think the financial statement at the 
12 time stated $24 million something. 
13 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, if you want to 
14 pull that out, it's fine with me. 
15 MR. ANDERSON: I just want to show her. 
16 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In the underlying 
17 divorce action, do you recall that Cosho Humphrey 
18 diligently pursued Mr. McKay in terms of 
19 requiring him to answer the questions that had 
2 0 been submitted In the form of interrogatories and 
21 requests for production of documents and requests 
22 for admissions? 
23 A. Yes, they did. 
24 Q. Do you recall that they filed up to and 
25 perhaps more, three motions to compel? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And you understood that those were 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
motions that were rded because Mr. McKay was not 
responding and they were getting the judge 
involved to force him to respond? 
7 
8 
9 
l'O 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. And on the day that one of 
those motions was going to be heard, March 7, 
2007, Mr. McKay finally responded with some 
information. Do you recall all of those 
circumstances? Does that ring a bell? 
A. March of2007? 
Q. March 7, 2007. 
A. That was his - the taking of his first 
deposition. 
16 Q. No, it wasn't. I think his deposition 
1 7 was on March 21, 2007. But that's not my 
18 question. Do you remember that on March 7, 2007, 
19 . Mr. McKay finally responded with some information 
20 in order not to face a motion to compel? 
21 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, perhaps you can 
2 2 show her the document and it will refresh her 
23 recollection. 
24 MR. ANDERSON: Sure. 
25 THE WI1NESS: May I ask ifthat was 
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1 Darwin's first deposition or the second? 
2 MR. ELLIS: Pat -
3 THE WITNESS: No, I'll have to answer 
4 the question "No." 
5 MR. ELLIS: Okay. 
6 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Do you remember 
7 reviewing Mr. McKay's answen to interrogatories 
8 prepared by Ann Shepard, his attorney, dated 
9 March 7, 2007? And I'm going to show you a 
10 document that has a date for Mr. McKay's 
11 signature. 
12 A. I'm sure I reviewed it 
13 Q. And in those interrogatories, Cosho 
14 Humphrey had requested in interrogatory No.19 
15 information about real property in which the 
16 parties had an ownership interest and a variety 
1 7 of different subparts. Do you remember that 
18 question being asked? 
19 A. I'm sure it was asked, yes. 
2 0 Q. And I'm going to ask you to look at 
21 page 14 and 15 of those responses. Do you recall 
22 this information about the Albretbsen farm being 
2 3 provided by Mr. McKay? (Handing.) 
2 4 A. (Reviewing document.) It appears it 
25 was. 
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1 MR. ELLIS: Do you want it back? 
2 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) One more question: 
3 Do you see on the Ost of documents that 
4 Mr. McKay listed relative to the Albrethsen 
5 transaction any reference to a "mortgage note"? 
6 A. rm scanning this quickly and I do 
7 not -1 do not see reference to a "mortgage 
8 note." 
9 Q. There's a list of documents -
10 A. Oh, I missed that. 
11 Q. - on the next page, page 1S. 
12 A. Well, I just turned the page. So, what 
13 is your question? 
14 MR. ELLIS: Does it reference a 
15 "mortgage" or a "mortgage note"? 
16 THE WITNESS: I don't see the word 
1 7 · "mortgage" on any of this. 
18 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Okay. 
19 A. I do not recall seeing any of that 
2 0 during the divorce proceedings. 
21 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, are you through 
2 2 with this? 
23 MR.ANDERSON: lam. Thankyouvery 
2 4 much. You saved several trees. 
25 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Had there been any 
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1 settlement overtures, settlement offers from 
2 Mr. McKay prior to the filing of the motion for 
3 summary judgment? 
4 A. I don't understand your question. 
5 Q. I'm trying to work through the 
6 proceedings that were involved with your divorce 
7 action against Darwin McKay. You understand 
8 that? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. We've gotten up to the point where you 
11 filed an affidavit in support ofa motion for 
12 summary judgment to try and overcome the 
13 prenuptial agreement. Are you with me? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. All right. Up to that point in time, 
16 approximately October of2007, had there been any 
1 7 settlement offers from Mr. McKay to try and 
18 resolve the case short of going to trial? 
19 A. No. 
2 0 Q. Did you understand that trial bad been 
21 set for January of 2008? 
22 A. Yes. 
2 3 Q. So, with the trial date looming, what 
2 4 did you contemplate was going to happen? 
2 5 A. We were going to trial. 
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1 Q. Did you understand that Mr. Welsh of 
2 Cosho Humphrey suggested to the other side that 
3 they may want to try and settle the case rather 
4 than go to trial? 
5 A. No, I'm not aware of that at all. 
6 Q. All right. 
7 MR. ANDERSON: Let's mark this as the 
8 next exhibit, please. 
9 (Exhibit 4 marked.) 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In that first 
11 paragraph on this October 10, 2007, letter from 
12 Mr. Welsh to Mr. McKay's attorneys, it talks 
13 about the motions that have been faled and his 
14 belief that they could result in a ruling in your 
15 favor. Do you see that? ·· 
16 A. Yes. 
1 7 Q. And as an alternative to proceeding 
18 with the motion, did you see that he had 
19 suggested mediation? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And you're copied; correct? 
2 2 A. Yes, but I don't recall receiving this. 
2 3 Q. Are you saying that you did not receive 
24 it? 
2 5 A. I said I do not recall receiving this. 
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1 Q. But my question is a little bit more 
2 direct than that. I want to make sure that 
3 you're not testifying that this was never sent to 
4 you, as opposed to, "I just don't recall it and I 
5 may have gotten it." Is it the latter? 
6 A. The latter. 
7 Q. Did you speak with Mr. Welsh about 
8 mediation prior to it getting set up? In other 
9 words, did you agree to this concept? 
10 A. I probably spoke with Tom Walker, not 
11 Stan Welsh. 
12 Q. In your discussions with Mr. Walker, 
13 did you have any questions about mediation, if 
14 you can recall? 
15 A. I do not recall. 
16 · Q. Generally do you have a recollection 
1 7 that there was going to be an attempt to resolve 
18 the case short of a hearing and short of trial? 
19 A. Yes, mediation came very, very quickly. 
2 0 Q. And what do you mean by that? 
21 A. Within a week of the scheduled 
2 2 mediation, to my - mediation, it states on this 
2 3 letter the 24th, but mediation was the 20th. 
2 4 Q. So, on October the 10th Mr. Welsh 
2 5 suggested mediation in Exhibit No. 4. 
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1 MR. ANDERSON: Marie this, please. 
2 (Exhibit 5 marked.) 
3 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And now we've marked 
4 Emibit No. 5, which Is an October 18, 2007, 
5 e-mail from Mr. Walker to yourself. Do you 
6 recall receiving this e-mail7 
7 A. I do not recall receiving it. 
8 Obviously I received it. 
9 Q. Became you obviomly generated the 
10 e-mail below discussing -
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. - the concept of mediation and what it 
13 might involve; correct7 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. You wanted to know if Mr. McKee, who it 
16 looks as though he was being selected as the 
1 7 mediator. wH going to make a pronouncement 
18 regarding the prenuptial agreement; correct? 
19 A. Correct. 
2 0 Q. And Mr. Walker explained to you that it 
21 would be a process of negotiations as opposed to 
22 him ruling in some fashion? 
2 3 A. Correct. 
2 4 Q. Had you ever been through a mediation 
2 5 before that for any purpose7 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Had you ever been through any kind of a 
3 negotiadon with anybody over anything prior to 
4 October of2007? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. For example, a contract? Had you ever 
7 negotiated a contract'with anybody in any of the 
8 business dealings that you had had? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And in those negotiations, you had a 
11 position and the other side had a position? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And as you worked towards an agreement, 
14 do you recall having to compromise some of your 
15 positions? 
16 A. Yes. 
1 7 Q. Do you recall that it was not uncommon 
18 for the other side to not agree with some of the 
19 positions you wanted to take? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And as a result, in order to get to a 
22 final agreed-upon document such as a contract, 
2 3 you had to give and the other side had to give a 
24 little? 
25 A. Yes. 
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Q. So, you undentood the process of what 
was going to happen here? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall receiving a draft 
agreement from Mr. Walker that he had sometimes 
used as a way to memorialize what was agreed to 
in a mediation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Around November 19th-13th. 
(Exhibits 6 and 7 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 7 
appears to be a cover e-mail for a document 
entitled "Draft Agreement of Compromise and 
Settlement" and Exhibit No. 6 as far as I can 
tell is that draft. Do you recall receiving 
either of these documents? 
A. (Reviewing documents.) I do not recall 
receiving this document 
Q. Did you undentand that if you engaged 
in the mediation process that a written agreement 
would be the result? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where both parties would have to agree 
on what they agreed to? 
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A. Right 
Q. All right. As you were getting ready 
for the mediation, do you recall receiving advice 
from others regarding bow you should present your 
case and your position? 
A. No. 
(Exhibit 8 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 8 is an 
October 18, 2007, e-mail that I believe was 
written two days before the actual mediation. Do 
you recall the mediation was on October 20, 2007? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in this e-mail on the front of 
Exhibit No. 8, it appean that you're talking to 
a Gene Thurston and he's giving you advice on 
what you should take in terms of positions 
relative to the value of the estate and other 
items; is that correct? 
A. It appears so, yes. 
Q. What was the purpose of going to other 
individuals besides your attorneys? 
A. I don't recall that I went to 
individuals. I'm aware that there were 
individuals in my life who were concerned about 
my welfare and the outcome of the divorce. 
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1 Q. Who would fall into that category of 
2 people-
3 A. Gene Thurston was one of them. 
4 MR. ELLIS: Patty, let him finish. 
5 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let me fmish and it 
6 might help with -
7 A. I'm sorry. 
8 . Q. Is there a category of individuals to 
9 whom you could have gone for advice relative to 
10 the position you wanted to take in mediation? 
11 A. Clarify "category." 
12 Q. Group. 
13 A. Group? 
14 MR. ELLIS: You just want the names of 
15 people? 
16 MR.ANDERSON: Yes. 
1 7 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Who else was out 
18 there besides Mr. Thurston that you could have 
19 gone to for advice about the mediation and the 
2 0 position that you wanted to take? 
21 A. Who else? Gene would have been one of 
22 them. Neil Salathe was another. I don't recall 
2 3 anyone else at this time. 
2 4 Q. Were you talking to any other 
2 5 attorneys, friends that might be attorneys or any 
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1 attorney at this time trying to get perhaps some 
2 feedback or just some friendly advice? 
3 A. No. No. 
4 Q. Did you have attorneys that you could 
5 go to if you thought that you needed to get some 
6 sort of a second opinion? 
7 A. I suppose I could have hired another 
8 attorney, but I had confidence in the attorneys I 
9 had. 
10 Q. And was Mr. Bevis still doing anything 
11 foryou? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Were you utilizing the senices of 
14 another attorney for any particular reason other 
15 than Cosbo Humphrey on the divorce action? 
16 A. No. 
1 7 Q. All right. 
18 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, I have a telephone 
19 call. We'll take about three minutes at your 
2 0 convenience. 
21 MR.ANDERSON: No,thisisagreat 
2 2 time. rve got to take care of a little matter. 
23 (Recess held.) 
24 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) All right. Now, you 
2 5 went to Cosho Humphrey's office for the 
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1 mediation; is that correct? 
2 . A. Yes. 
3 Q. And as I understand it, it was on a 
4 Saturday? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you select Saturday or was that 
7 just something that came up? 
8 A. I was told to be there Saturday. 
9 Q. All right. And prior to the mediation, 
10 did you have any questions of either Tom Walker 
11 or Stan Welsh relative to what might happen or 
12 just the process that you were going to go 
13 through or anything else about mediation? 
14 A. I do not recall. 
15 Q. As you sit here today, can you testify 
16 under oath that Cosho Humphrey - and when I say 
1 7 "Cosho Humphrey," I mean Mr. Walker and/or 
18 Mr. Welsh or anybody else; okay? I'm trying to 
19 be as inclusive as possible. 
2 0 A. (Witness nodding head.) 
21 Q. Would you agree that you do not have 
22 any criticism ofCosho Humphrey in terms of 
2 3 setting up the mediation or in preparing you for 
2 4 the start of the mediation? 
2 5 A. Iagree. 
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1 Q. All right. So, you get into the 
2 mediation. And if you could, c_an you tell me 
3 what you recall about the events that happened? 
4 First of all, maybe just to help you out, can you 
5 tell me where you were located within the office? 
6 A. Judge McKee was to my left. To my 
7 right was I believe Tom Walker. 
8 Q. All right. 
9 A. Across the table was I believe Kim 
10 Brooks. Darwin McKay was next to her. 
11 Q. Keep going. I'm listening. 
12 A. I do not recall if Stan Welsh was in 
13 that office or not And that's all. 
14 Q. And it was a j~int meeting that you're 
15 describing for us? 
16 A. At the time at the beginning of the 
1 7 meeting, yes. 
18 Q. And how long did that joint session 
19 take? 
2 0 A. A half hour maybe, an estimate. 
21 Q. And that was Judge McKee? 
2 2 A. Yeah, he was quite lengthy in the very 
2 3 beginning. 
2 4 Q. And he explained to you the process 
25 that you would be engaging in? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And did you understand that it would be 
3 a back and forth process where offers would be 
4 made, discussed, and responses would be 
5 formulated? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And can you tell me about what time you 
8 started? 
9 A. I believe 8:00 in the morning. 
1 O Q. All right. And did you have a 
11 particular room that you went to after the joint 
12 session? 
13 A. Yes, it was a small office. It wasn't 
14 Tom's office and it wasn't Stan Welsh's office. 
15 It was somebody else's office. 
16 Q. Okay. And did you meet with Mr. Walker 
1 7 and/or Mr. Welsh during the morning after the 
18 joint session broke up? 
19 A. The only time Stan Welsh and Tom Walker 
2 0 were there with me was when the judge was there 
21 withme. 
22 Q. Let's take it through the morning and 
2 3 then I'll get into the afternoon. And I guess I 
2 4 should ask you at the outset: How long did the 
25 entire mediation last? 
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1 A. I don't recall. I believe until around 
2 3:00 in the afternoon. 
3 Q. And you might correct me if I'm wrong, 
4 butdid-
5 A. It may have been about 4:00, because I 
6 remember being home late in the afternoon. 
7 Q. Do you recall Mr. McKee or Judge 
8 McKee's bill being for approximately nine hours? 
9 I might be wrong on that, but -
10 A. I do not recall the bill. 
11 Q. All right. 
12 A. I do recall Stan Welsh, Stan's bill was 
13 around seven or seven and a half and Tom's was 
14 seven or seven and a half. One of them was 
15 seven, one was seven and a half. 
16 Q. Sometimes attorneys don't bill for the 
1 7 entire length or a mediation and I'm trying to 
18 ask you: Do you remember from start to finish 
19 how long the mediation lasted? 
2 0 A. Approximately seven hours. 
21 Q. And in that period of time, you've 
22 described the opening session. After that did 
23 you all break up into separate rooms? 
2 4 A. After that Tom, Stan, and I went into 
2 5 another office and I defmitely remember 
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1 expressing to both Stan and Tom that the judge 1 
2 had not reviewed the abandonment of the - 2 
3 Q. The what? 3 
4 A. The abandonment, this - the judge had 4 
5 not reviewed Exhibit No. 3. 5 
6 Q. The affidavit? 6 
7 A. The affidavit 7 
8 Q. And I presume the motion that went with 8 
9 it? 9 
10 A. Yes. 10 
11 MR. ELLIS: Could you please remember, 11 
12 listen to Counsel's question and only answer his 12 
13 question. 13 
14 THE WI'INESS: Okay. 14 
15 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) All right. So, you 15 
16 had some discussions with your attorneys 16 
1 7 regarding your dismay over Judge McKee's level of 1 7 
18 preparation? 18 
19 A. Correct. 19 
2 0 Q. Now, did you start the negotiations in 2 0 
21 terms of reaching an agreement or did you wait 21 
22 for an offer to come from Darwin McKay? 22 
23. A. I do not recall. 23 
2 4 Q. Do you recall at times that you would 2 4 
2 5 be presented with various points that they were 2 5 
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1 asking you to agree to so that the case could be 1 
2 resolved short of either the bearing on the 2 
3 motion for summary judgment or the actual trial? 3 
4 A. Yes. 4 
5 Q. And how would those be presented to 5 
6 you? Would Judge McKee come back into the room? 6 
7 A. Yes. 7 
8 Q, And when Judge McKee would come back 8 
9 into the room, would you have your attorneys 9 
10 present? 10 
11 A. Then my attorneys came back into the 11 
12 room. They were only present when Judge McKee 12 
13 wasthere. 13 
14 Q. And are you saying thatthat's the case 14 
15 even in the morning? 15 
16 A. Yes. 16 
1 7 Q. Now, this is a Saturday at a law 1 7 
18 office. Was there anybody else around? 18 
19 A. Not that I know 0£ 19 
2 O Q. And where was your office or the 2 0 
21 location that you were in after the joint session 21 
22 relative to Mr. Walker or Mr. WeJsh's office? 22 
23 A. Down the hallway, probably about 23 
24 30 feet. 24 
25 Q. And your door was open? 25 
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A. No, my door was always closed. 
Q. And why was that? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Well-
A. I suspect so I couldn't slip out or 
look in the - Darwin and the opposing counsel 
was in the conference room which was all glass. 
Q. Do you recall Mr, Welsh and Mr. Walker 
indicating to you that if you wanted to discuss 
anything while you were waiting for a response 
from the other side that you were free to come 
down to either one of their offices? 
A. I don't recall that 
Q. You're not a shy person; are you? 
A. I - it depends on the circumstance. 
Q. Let me just ask a hypotbeticaL Let's 
assume that your house was in line of sight of 
your attorney's office and you saw their light 
come on at 6:00 in the morning. You would not 
hesitate to send them an e-mail if you wanted to 
communicate with them; right? 
A. That did happen and they all did the 
same thing. 
MR. ELLIS: Excuse me, answer the 
question. 
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THE Wl1NESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You wouldn't 
hesitate one iota; would you? 
A. No, I did not 
Q. If you wanted to talk to somebody, you 
made sure you got to talk; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when you're sitting in the Cosho 
Humphrey office on October 20, 2007, for this 
mediation, if you wanted to talk about something, 
you would have marched down the hallway to either 
Mr. Welsh's or Mr. Walker's office; correct? 
Nothing stopped you; is that correct? 
A. In fact, I did go down there one time 
and they were not there. 
Q. Nothing stopped you from going back 
down there; correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You had every opportunity la the world 
to talk about anything you wanted during that 
mediation; correct? 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, objection, 
argumentative. Come on, save it for the jury. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) All right. So, I'm 
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1 just trying to understand. When you say, "I was 
2 left alone except when Judge McKee was there," 
3 are you saying that that was a bad thing? 
1 MR. ELLIS: Well, Patricia, I want you 
2 to be honest with Mr. Anderson here. Did your 
3 perception that you were left alone more than you 
4 A. Is it a bad thing to be left alone? 4 should have been adversely impact any aspect of 
5 Q. I'm just saying: Did that affect your 5 the settlement? 
6 case in an adverse way in any way? 6 THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe it did. 
7 A. Perhaps it could have. If you look 7 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Can you relate for 
8 back on it, I think that my attorneys could have 8 me each and every component of the settlement 
9 stayed there with me and said, "Let's talk about 9 that you think resulted from the fact that there 
10 these options that they're giving us." 
11 Q. Well, you bad that opportunity when 
12 they were in the room with you; didn't you? 
10 were times when you did not have an attorney 
11 sitting with you during the mediation? 
13 A. Well, the judge was sitting right there 
14 and everything we said - my attorneys, I did not 
15 feel at that time were looking after my best 
12 A. I feel my attorneys should have covered 
13 with me every piece of property and estate that 
14 we had, to include health insurance, looking 
15 after my best interests after the divorce was 
16 interests in saying, "Wait a minute, Patty, let's 16 settled. 
1 7 think about this, this, and this." My attorneys 1 7 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, could we go off 
18 did not have a list presented to me about all of 
19 the values of the properties, et cetera. I was 
20 onmyown. 
18 the record? 
19 MR.ANDERSON: Sure. 
2 0 (Discussion held off the record.) 
21 Q. Well, you had filled out an affidavit 21 MR. ANDERSON: Back on the record. 
2 2 relative to the list - 22 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Isn't it accurate 
2 3 A. I filled out the affidavit 2 3 that you would have to speculate that because 
2 4 Q. Let me finish. You don't getto talk 2 4 there were periods that you sat alone during the 
25 when I talk and I don't eet to talk when you 2 5 mediation your property settlement with Darwin 
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1 talk. That's just the rule. 1 
2 A. Okay. 2 
3 Q. You knew all aboutthe values of the 3 
4 properties because you had included it in your 4 
5 affidavit; hadn't you? 5 
6 A. I don't recall so, no. 6 
7 Q. Well, we just looked at one of the 7 
8 pages regarding the Albrethsen farm and there was 8 
9 a variety of information including financial 9 
10 information; correct? 10 
11 A. Excuse me, but this affidavit was to 11 
12 deem the prenuptial null and void. It does not 12 
13 include all of the values of the property at the 13 
14 time of the divorce. 14 
15 Q. Let's go back to my original question. 15 
16 Can you tell me in any way.how your claim against 16 
1 7 Darwin McKay was advenely affected by what you 1 7 
18 claim to be periods during which you had no 18 
19 attorney sitting with you during the mediation? 19 
2 O A. Repeat the question. 2 0 
21 (Record read back.) 21 
22 nm WITNESS: The settlement of the 22 
2 3 divorce could have been differently - I - 2 3 
2 4 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, excuse me. 2 4 
25 THE WITNESS: None of this is relevant. 25 
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McKay was less than what you expected it to be? 
A. No, I trusted my attorneys would do the 
proper thing in looking after my best interests 
and all of the properties involved and -
Q. How was - I'm sorry. 
A. And whether it happened to be my health 
insurance, to the transfer of vehicles, to the 
value of all of the properties that we owned, and 
to write up a divorce decree at the end properly. 
Q. And sitting with you would have changed 
all of that? 
A. I have no idea. 
Q. Then you're speculating? 
A. They're the attorneys. I hired them to 
do a job for me. 
Q. Are you speculating, then? 
A. I expect I could be speculating. You 
pay somebody to do ajob, you expect them to do 
the right job for you. 
Q. Did you bring up any of these issues 
during the mediation? Let's start with health 
insurance. Did you ask about that? 
A. I cannot recall that I do not recall 
the issues that were brought up during those very 
tense moments. I do recall that we would be 
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1 there all day and possibly the next day, if we 1 you had "made a terrible mistake," to use your 
2 had to be, in settlement. The very last time 2 term, in terms of settling. I'm not going to go 
3 that Judge McKee came in, he came in and said, 3 into the details right now, but Mr. Welsh wrote 
4 "Well, we'd better wrap it up because opposing 4 to you and said in the second paragraph: "You 
5 counsel is packing up to leave. So, this is our 5 will recall that I said if you do not like the 
6 last session. 11 6 deal, then we could end the session and proceed 
7 Q. And at that point in time what were 7 since we believed we had a good case." 
8 your options as you understood it? 8 Do you see that? 
9 A. That I had to - we had to agree on the 9 A. Yes. 
10 final settlement, the - what we had come to 10 Q. You understood that he was indicating 
11 agree on. 11 that you could proceed to trial? 
12 Q. Well, you undentood that mediation was 12 A. Yes. 
13 voluntary? 13 Q. And are you aware of any e-mail or 
14 A. Yes. 14 letter or communication of any type in which you 
15 Q. It wasn't m~ndated that you reach an 15 got back to Mr. Welsh and said: "I disagree. 
16 agreement; did you understand that? 16 You never told me what you set forth in that 
17 A. I did understand that. However, my 17 second paragraph"? 
18 attorney Stan Welsh told me, "We better settle 18 A. No. 
19 out of court and settle this because the money is 19 MR. ELLIS: I'm sorry, that was Exhibit 
20 going to be all gone by January." 20 No.-
21 MR. ELLIS: Can we take a brief recess, 21 MR. ANDERSON: 9. 
22 Counsel? 22 MR. ELLIS: Thank you. 
23 MR. ANDERSON: Sure. 23 (Exhibit 10 marked.) 
24 (Recess held.) 24 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This is an e-mail 
25 (Record read back.) 25 strin2 on October 19, 2007, the dar before the 
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1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Did your attorneys 1 mediation. In it at the bottom of the first page 
2 indicate to you that you had an option during the 2 Tom Walker told you to bring a book because there 
3 mediation and that was to either settle that day 3 would "likely be a lot of down time between 
4 or proceed to trial? 4 caucus sessions with Judge McKee." 
5 A. Yes. 5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. All right. And at any time did either 6 Q. So, you understood that there would be 
7 Stan Welsh or Tom Walker tell you that that 7 various parts of the mediation, and that would be 
8 option was no longer available? 8 a joint session, sessions with the judge, 
9 A. No. 9 discussions with your counsel over what was being 
10 Q. All right. So, at the end of the day 10 presented; correct? 
11 when Judge McKee came in and said, "They're 11 A. Yes. 
12 packing up. If you want to settle, you've got to 12 Q. All right. Now, when Judge McKee would 
13 do it now," you undentood that you still had the 13 come back in, can you tell me what you recall of 
14 option of getting up, walking out, and telling 14 how the day went in terms of negotiations? What 
15 your attorneys to proceed to trial? 15 points were made first? What did you object to? 
16 A. Yes. 16 What did you offer? 
17 Q. In fact, let me just - we'll mark 17 A. No, I can't. I was - at the beginning 
18 this. 18 of the session it was made clear by opposing 
19 (Exhibit 9 marked.) 19 counsel that the estate was worth around 
20 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 9 is an 20 approximately $4 million, I do not recall. But I 
21 e-mail string that includes an early morning 21 had the amount $2 million in my mind of what I 
22 e-mail from Stan Welsh to yourself at 7:40 in the 22 wanted out of the divorce at that time. During 
23 morning. It's down there at the bottom of the 23 the proceedings we had reached that $2 million 
24 first page. It was in response to your e-mail on 24 amount. 
25 the second page in which you thought that perhaps 25 Q. Tell me how you had reached it. 
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1 A. Well, going back and forth. Darwin was 1 response in greater detail? 
2 to pay off the house, which was approximately 2 A. I do not recall. 
3 $620,000. He was going to give me $100,000 cash 3 Q. In other words, you couldn't testify at 
4 plus 6 percent interest 4 trial that that occurred? 
5 (Cell phone vibrating.) 5 A. No. 
6 THE WITNESS: I left mine in the car 6 Q. Is that correct? 
7 (indicating cell phone.) 7 A. I do not recall. 
8 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) It's my ankle 8 Q. All right. At the end of the day there 
9 bracelet. 
10 A. He was to pay SI 00,000 toward the 
9 were various terms agreed to between the parties; 
10 is that accurate? 
11 attorneys' fees. I can't recall the exact 11 A. Yes. 
12 numbers, but we had basically reached that 
13 $2 million amount. 
12 Q. All right. 
13 (Exhibit 11 marked.) 
14 Q. All right. And in order to reach that 14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 11 is a 
· 15 amount, had there been various offers passed back 
16 and forth? 
15 set of handwritten notes by Judge McKee laying 
16 out the various points that I ondentand were 
17 A. Yes. 1 7 agreed to between you and Darwin McKay. Did yon 
18 Q. And had you discussed each and every 
19 one of those offers with your counsel? 
18 review this handwritten document before signing 
19 it? 
2 0 A. In front of Judge McKee, yes. 20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Are you saying that when Judge McKee 21 Q. Did yon have any questions regarding 
22 would leave the room, you all wouldn't discuss 22 it? 
2 3 your position further? 23 A. Yes. 
2 4 A. Thafs correct. 2 4 Q. Did yon ask those questions of your 
2 5 Q. In mediations. it often occurs that the 25 counsel? 
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1 mediator will come in, tell you what the other 1 
2 side has come up with, and then step out of the 2 
3 room so that you can discuss matten with your 3 
4 counseL Do you recall that happening in this 4 
5 case? 5 
6 A. No. 6 
7 Q. Are you sure? 7 
8 A. I do not recall. That may have 8 
9 happened a couple of times. 9 
10 Q. Okay. 10 
11 A. I do not recall. 11 
12 Q. And do you recall discussing your 12 
13 response to the offer that had just come in in 13 
14 front ofJudge McKee? 14 
15 A. Yes. 15 
16 Q. All right. Were there times when you 16 
1 7 wanted to discuss it more? 1 7 
18 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 18 
19 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let me rephrase. 19 
2 0 Were there times before Judge McKee was sent back 2 0 
21 to the other side with whatever response you all 21 
22 had come up with that you felt like you needed to 22 
2 3 discussa portion - 2 3 
2 4 A. I do not recall. 2 4 
2 5 Q. Let me finish. - a portion of the 2 5 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Did yon receive answen? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To your satisfaction? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So, you signed this agreement 
voluntarily? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you understood that you didn't need 
to, it wasn't required of you to do that? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. At the time that this agreement was 
being hammered out, did you have some concerns, 
some anxiety that the Court might not agree with 
the motion that bad been filed relative to 
voiding the prenuptial agreement? 
A. Did I have anxiety? 
Q. Right, that there was a level of 
uncertainty associated with it, let me put it 
thatway? 
A. That the Court would not agree with the 
abandonment of the prenup? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No. 
Q. So, that didn't factor into you 
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agreeing to this settlement? 1 
. A. No. 2 
Q. All right. At that time, at the time 3 
the settlement was placed in front of you or had 4 
been worked out, were you worried that even if 5 
the prenuptial agreement was deemed abandoned, 6 
that the values of the properties or the 7 
encumbrances on the various properties might not 8 
be as favorable as you anticipated? 9 
A. That's correct 10 
Q. And at the time you were entering into 11 
this agreement, were you concerned that if you 12 
went to trial, your husband might spend some or 13 
the money that he still had available? 14 
A. That's· correct. 15 
- Q. And that's something you were concerned 16 
about without having to be told it by any- 1 7 
A. Yes. 18 
Q. - attomey; correct? 19 
A. Yes. 20 
MR. ELLIS: Pat, let Mr. Anderson 21 
finish his question. It makes it easier. 22 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In addition to him 23 
squandering money between October 20th and the 2 4 
January of2008 trial date, were you also 2 5 
!?age 82 
concerned that be might file for bankruptcy? 1 
A. Yes. 2 
Q. In fact, bad he threatened to me 3 
bankruptcy? 4 
A. I do not recall. 5 
Q. Had he threatened that yon would not 6 
ever receive anything from him? 7 
A. Yes. 8 
Q. And was that a concern that you bad 9 
banging over yon as you were trying to decide 10 
whether or not to settle on October 20, 2007, or 11 
proceed to trial? 12 
A. Yes. 13 
Q. And as a result of those various 14 
uncertainties and concerns that you had, is it 15 
accurate to state that yon determined that 16 
settlement was an appropriate course of action to 1 7 
take? 18 
A. Yes. 19 
Q. AU right. And were you satisfied with 2 0 
the framework of that settlement as set forth in 21 
Exhibit No.11? 22 
A. Yes. 23 
Q. Did you undentand that a written 2 4 
agreement would be prepared that laid out this 2 5 
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framework in more complete detail? 
A. Yes. 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, do you have the 
original Exhibit No. 11? 
MR. ANDERSON: She does. 
MR. ELLIS: I notice some handwriting 
on yours that I don't have. That's your personal 
notes? 
MR. ANDERSON: Right. 
MR. ELLIS: Okay. 
MR. ANDERSON: I write all over my 
stuff. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's go back to 
Exhibit No. 9. It was introduced a moment ago. 
You wrote on the second page an e-mail at 6:44 in 
the moming and you say: "I feel I've just made 
a terrible mistake." And you say down in the 
first paragraph: "I feel we should have added 
everything up before we signed." What were you 
referring to? 
A. All of the properties. 
Q. Well, yon had dealt with Mr. Thunton 
and Mr. Salatbe regarding financial issues; 
hadn't you? 
A. No. 
!?age 84 
Q. We saw a reference to Mr. Thurston. 
Was that not in relation to any of the 
properties? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
A. It may have been. yes. I do not know. 
I don't recall. 
Q. Which one is it here? Tell me what -
A. I do not recall. 
Q. So, when you say: "We should have 
added up all of the properties," are you saying 
that when you went into the mediation, you didn't 
have an idea of what you thought the marital 
estate was worth? 
A. That's correct 
Q. Where did yon come up with the 
S4 million, S4.S million you mentioned a moment 
ago? 
A. That was expressed to all of us at the 
time we went into the mediation with Judge McKee. 
Q. Bywbom? 
A. Judge - by Kim Brooks, Darwin's 
attorney. 
Q. She said that it was 4.S? 
A. Yes, it was roughly. I didn't say 4.5. 
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Estimated 4.5. 1 
. Q. And you didn't have any idea what the 2 
properties were worth? 3 
A. At that time - the economy had been 4 
tanking. You have to understand in November of 5 
'07, the economy was tanking big time and 6 
depreciation of values of properties were going 7 
down very, very fast 8 
Q. So, it would be hard for anybody to 9 
accurately determine on any given day what 10 
various properties were worth? 11 
A. Perhaps, yes. 12 
Q. But you say: "lthink we should have 13 
added everything up before we signed." I'm just 14 
trying to figure out if you're criticizing Cosho 15 
Humphrey? 16 
A. No, I'm not 1 7 
Q. All right. The second paragraph says: 18 
"Because no land was given to me as 19 
collateral" - I'll stop there. Did you 2 0 
understand that your attorneys bad tried to get 21 
you some security for the amounts Darwin McKay 22 
said he would pay you, but that he had absolutely 23 
refused to do so? 2 4 
A. No, I did not know that 2 5 
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Q. Well, when you wrote this the next 1 
morning, you obviously understood that no land 2 
had been given as collateraL 3 
A. Correct. 4 
Q. And you were part of the negotiations; 5 
correct? 6 
A. That's correct. 7 
Q. So, yon understood as a result of the 8 
negotiations Darwin McKay refused to give yon any 9 
collateral for the obligations he assumed under 10 
this agreement; is that correct? 11 
A. I was told by my attorneys that the 12 
divorce decree is ajudgment against- a lien 13 
against all of Darwin's property, real property. 14 
Q. Okay, let's leave that to theside. I 15 
have your statement right here, I promise. But 16 
in terms of the negotiations with Darwin McKay- 17 
let's go back to Es:hibit No. 11, the handwritten 18 
notes from Judge McKee - you understood that he 19 
was going to pay you $800,000 out of some 2 0 
proceeds if the Status deal closed; correct? 21 
A. CorrecL 22 
Q. All right. He used the term 23 
"completed" in Man:h of2008. 2 4 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, where is that in 25 
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the-
MR. ANDERSON: Paragraph 6, page 2. 
MR. ELLIS: Thank you. 
MR. ANDERSON: You bet. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) So, he bad obligated 
himself to pay you $800,000 out oftbe proceeds. 
Did you understand at that point in time that you 
did not have a direct interest in those proceeds 
directly from Status? 
MR. ELLIS: If- go ahead. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That it was your 
husband, soon to be ex-husband, who would have to 
pay you once Status paid him? 
A. It was my understanding from any funds 
from the sale ofthe Status Corporation, any 
sales from the Albrethsen property. It was my 
understanding that any funds, if Status did not 
close, that I would still receive funds. 
Q. From Darwin McKay; correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Was it also clear to you that nowhere 
in the agreement you reached with Darwin McKay 
that he granted you an interest in Status's 
payment? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection, the PSA speaks 
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for itsel£ 
THE WITNESS: The divorce decree is a 
lien against Darwin's real property. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Ma'am, I'm just 
trying to ask you your understanding at the time 
of the settlement, October 20, 2007. Did you 
understand that the only way you would be paid is 
if Darwin paid you, and that he had not agreed to 
allow Status to pay you? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and 
answered. 
THE WITNESS: It's my understanding 
that the way the divorce decree was going to be 
written up, that the divorce decree, once 
recorded, would be a lien against all Danvin's 
real property, which would include everything, 
that I didn't need to worry about what you're 
trying to zero me in on here. The divorce decree 
states in several areas, any funds from the sale 
of the Status Corporation. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And I'm just trying 
to make sore I understand what you knew at the 
time. With respect to those funds, any funds, 
I'll use yoar term, "any funds," yoa understood 
that Darwin had to pay them once he got them and 
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1 that he would not agree to allow you to have an 1 
2 interest in Status paying them to you? That's 2 
3 all I'm asking. You undentood the mechanism by 3 
4 which the funds would flow and that was from 4 
5 Darwin; correct? 5 
6 A. Any funds? 6 
7 Q. Right. 7 
8 A. No, I did not know how the funds were 8 
9 going to come about. 9 
10 Q. But you knew that Status didn't pay 10 
11 them directly to you, you knew that Darwin had to 11 
12 pay them? That's all I'm asking. 12 
13 MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and 13 
14 answered. She said she doesn't know. 14 
15 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I don't know if 15 
16 that's exactly been the answer. 16 
17 THE WITNESS: No. in any land 1 7 
18 transaction. the divorce decree was - it was 18 
19 recorded. Everybody would know that Darwin owes 19 
2 0 me X number of dollars from, as written in the . 2 O 
21 divorce decree, whether it be a title company or 21 
22 Darwin or an attorney or anyone. 22 
23 MR. ANDERSON: I'm going to have her 23 
· 2 4 read back my question. 2 4 
2 5 (Record read back.) 2 5 
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1 MR. ELLIS: The same objection. 1 
2 THE WI1NESS: As with any transaction 2 
3 that goes through a title company, the title is 3 
4 on - the title company is on notice through a 4 
5 divorce decree. according to my attorneys, that .s 
6 the divorce decree once it was recorded would be 6 
7 a lien on Darwin's real property, which any funds 7 
8 from Status Corporation would be real property. 8 
9 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You know, no 9 
10 offense, I know you have a mantra that you want 10 
11 to tell me about why you think this case is such 11 
12 as it is, but I have a question that I have 12 
13 pending. And frankly, you telling me what you 13 
14 think liens do and what title companies do is 14 
15 irrelevant 15 
16 I'm going to have her repeat the 16 
1 7 question one more time. Please listen and see if 1 7 
18 you can answer. And if you could, justleave 18 
19 out - I've got it in my head what your position 19 
2 0 is in this case, but right now I'm asking you 2 0 
21 some specific questions. 21 
22 MR. ANDERSON: Please reread that same 22 
2 3 question. 2 3 
2 4 (Record read back.) 2 4 
2 5 MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 2 5 
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TIIE WITNESS: Asked and answered. 
Q, (BY MR. ANDERSON) You don't get to 
tell ,91e that; okay? And I'll take this to the 
judge if you take that position because this is a 
very important question. 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, ru object on the 
basis it calls for a legal conclusion. 
MR. ANDERSON: No, it doesn't. It's 
her understanding as she sat there at the end of 
the mediation. 
TIIE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You understood that? 
A. I understood that Status would not be 
paying me directly. 
Q. All right. Now, is it your position in 
this lawsuit that between October 20th and the 
execution or the property settlement agreement, 
or the PSA as we've shortened it to, you did not 
have any communications with Cosho Humphrey 
relative to the process or developing the 
document you actually signed? 
A I had very little communication with 
them. 
Q. What communication do you recall? 
A They were having a difficult time 
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writing it up because Darwin was changing his 
mind and those various things. 
Q. Do you recall receiving drafts of 
various agreements along the way in that month 
period? 
A. The first draft I received was around I 
think the 18th ofNovember. 
Q. Which would be two days before you 
actually executed it? 
A. No, I think it was executed around the 
20th; wasn't it? 
Q. 18 - I said two days later. 
A. Well, between the 20th and the 27th, 
whenever it was recorded. I don't recall the 
exact date that I signed it It may have been 
around the 13th of November I received the -
I've got it written down someplace. 
Q. What do you have written down? 
A. That I received the first draft, when I 
received the first draft. It was around the 
13th, I think, of - it was about three weeks 
after the - after the mediation. 
Q. Was that the first time you had had any 
communication after the mediation? 
A. No, I think I recall asking him, 
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1 "What's happening?" 1 
2 . Q. Did you receive replies? 2 
3 A. Yes, they expressed they were having a 3 
4 difficult time with the wording of the divorce 4 
5 decree. 5 
6 Q. I was trying to save some time to see 6 
7 if maybe you recall this, but I guess we're going 7 
8 to have to go through this. All right, the 8 
9 mediation was on a Saturday, October 20, 2007. 9 
10 Do you recall when you first received notice that 10 
11 Cosho Humphrey was working on the development or 11 
12 a formal document regarding that settlement? 12 
13 A. No. 13 
14 {Exht'bit 12 marked.) 14 
15 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 12 is a 15 
16 document dated October 22, 2007. It was sent to 16 
1 7 you from Tom Walker. Did that indicate to you 1 7 
18 that they were already working on a draft? 18 
19 A. Yes, October 22nd was Monday. They 19 
2 0 were consistent at working on the draft 2 0 
21 throughout the next several weeks. 21 
22 Q. And you were kept advised of that? 22 
2 3 A. I was kept advised that they were 23 
2 4 working on it, but r did not know the - 2 4 
25 Q. What it included? 2 5 
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A. Yes. 
Q. - on a draft? 
A. Yes. 
THE COURT REPORTER: Please wait till 
he's done with the question before you answer. 
THE Wl'INESS: Yes. 
MR. ANDERSON: Put in four yes's. 
MR. ELLIS: Sorry, Sheri. 
(Exhibit 14 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This Is an e-mail 
from Tom Walker to Darwin's attorneys. I don't 
know if you've ever seen this. But did you 
understand that by Tuesday the 23rd of October 
they were providing a draft? 
A. Yes. 
(Exhibit 15 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This e-mail string 
appears to start on Tuesday, October 23rd, on the 
second and third pages where you were asking some 
questiom about tax consequences. Do you see 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you recall receiving a response 
from Tom Walker that same day? 
A. Yes. 
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1 A. Pardon me? 1 Q. Were you satisfied with his response? 
2 Q. You didn't know what was going on with 
3 it? 
4 A. I knew they were working on it. I knew 
5 they were having difficulties with the wording, 
6 that's all. 
7 Q. Were you. providing input? 
8 A. You can't provide input if you don't 
9 know what the wording is. 
10 (Exhibit 13 marked.) 
11 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 13 is an 
12 e-mail from the same day that we mentioned in the 
13 last exhibit, Monday, October 22nd, and it looks 
14 like you responded about credit cards and 
15 provided information to Mr. Walker so that it 
16 could go into the draft. Would you agree? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. In fact, you said I faxed you stuff and 
19 he said I haven't even received anything from 
2 0 you. And I presume you all got that worked oat? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Would yoa agree that Cosho Humphrey 
23 was-
24 A. Yes. 
2 5 Q. - working diligently-
2 A. According to this e-mail, yes. 
3 (Exhibit 16 marked.) 
4 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 16 is an 
5 October 23, 2007, cover e-mail and draft property 
6 settlement agreement from Mr. Walker to Kimberly 
7 Brooks. And do you see your name on the "cc" 
8 line? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. This Is two working days after the 
11 mediation; would you agree? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Would you also agree that you received 
14 the initial draft for review? 
15 A. According to this, yes. 
16 Q. Do you recall this? 
17 A. No,Idonot. 
18 Q. Are you saying it didn't happen? 
19 A. No, I'm not saying that. 
2 0 Q. All right. So, given this, does this 
21 refresh your memory in some way that perhaps you 
22 were kept in the loop on almost a dally basis 
2 3 regarding the etTortl -
24 A. Yes. 
25 MR. ELLIS: Excuse me, Pat, you have to 
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1 let him finish. 
2 . Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) - regarding the 
3 efforts of Cosho Humphrey to work out the formal 
4 agreement with Darwin McKay? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Now, in this partlcular document 
7 there's a paragraph 1.8 of the draft which talks 
8 about payments and such. And I presume if you 
9 bad received this you would have reviewed it; 
10 correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. You were quite interested in how all of 
13 this was going to come out; correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And did you understand that your 
16 attorneys were making efforts to incorporate 
1 7 protections for you regarding the Status 
18 transaction or the Albrethsen transaction? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. They were attempting to incorporate 
21 provisions that protected you from Darwin McKay 
2 2 changing the terms of that agreement so that if. 
2 3 it did close, you would get your funds; correct? 
2 4 A. Correct. 
25 Q. And do you see anywhere in here that 
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1 the basic concept that we discussed from the 
2 handwritten notes from the day of the mediation 
3 bad been changed? And what I'm asking is this: 
4 Do you see in here anything that indicates that 
5 anyone other than Darwin McKay was supposed to 
6 pay you money when certain events happened? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. All right. In other words, you 
9 understood that that was the underlying premise 
10 of the settlement; correct? · 
11 A. Yes. 
12 (Discussion held off the record.) 
13 (Exhibit 17 marked.) 
14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) All right. Exhibit 
15 No. 17 is an e-mail string from October 23rd and 
16 it's a follow-on from the previous e-mail which 
1 7 provided you with a copy of the fint draft of 
18 the formal property settlement agreement. You 
19 respond there in the middle of the first page: 
20 "All looks good, Tom." And then you say: "Can I 
21 place a lien with the title company on the Status 
2 2 Corp closure so the $800,000 are paid to me by 
2 3 them?" And he said: "Our plan is to record the 
2 4 Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then 
25 becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and 
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1 personal property." Do you see that at the very 
2 top? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And do you recall that Mr. Walker wrote 
5 you either that day or the next day and said that 
6 the reference to personal property was incorrect 
7 and it was just on real property that a lien 
8 would be created? 
9 l\1R. ELLIS: Off the record. 
10 (Discussion held off the record.) 
11 (Record read back.) 
12 THE WITNESS: No. 
13 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And can you tell me 
14 what you meant by: "Can I place a lien with the 
15 · title company"? 
16 A. A lien on all Darwin's property. 
1 7 Q. Real property? 
18 A. Real property. 
19 Q. All right. And Mr. Walker responded 
2 0 with a means for doing that; correct? 
21 A. Yes, he states: "Our plan is to record 
22 the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then 
2 3 becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and 
2 4 personal property." 
25 Q. So, let's just focus on real property. 
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1 Were you satisfied with Mr. Walker's response? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. All right. And bas anyone told you 
4 that a lien was not created relative to any real 
5 property actually owned by Darwin McKay by virtue 
6 of recording the final property settlement 
7 agreement? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. You then say, in essence, that the 
10 $800,000 should be paid to you by them. And rm 
11 curious, who do you mean by "them"? 
12 A. I state: "However, can I place a 
13 lien"-
14 MR. ELLIS: Excuse me, you don't have 
15 to read. Just try to respond to his question. 
16 THE WI1NESS: Okay. 
1 7 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This might be a 
18 little disjointed. Let me read the sentence. 
19 You write on October 23rd: "Can I place a lien 
2 0 with the title company on the Status Corp closure 
21 so the S800,000 are paid to me by them?" And who 
22 was "them"? 
23 A. Thetitlccompany. 
2 4 Q. What title company were you referring 
25 to? 
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1 A. Whatever title company would be used 1 MR. ANDERSON: All right. 
2 for the closing of the property. 2 (Exhibit 19 marked.) 
3 Q. Now, that was not part of the 3 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) On October 24th, 
4 negotiations on October 20, 2007; is that 4 three working days after the mediation was 
5 correct? We've established that, I believe. 5 concluded, you wrote to Tom Walker at 7:05 in the 
6 A. Correct. 6 morning and you say: "I forgot to ask about the 
7 Q. You understood that Status was not 7 two building lots in paragraph 1.5." And I 
8 going to pay you directly. And that's why I went 8 presume ifwe go back to Exhibit No. 16 - and I 
9 through that whole exercise, because I wanted to 9 presumed wrong. That particular version does not 
10 make sure where you were coming from. 10 refer to the two lots. By October 24th, do you 
11 A. I understood that. 11 recall if you had received an additional draft? 
12 Q. So, perhaps were you making a 12 A. No. 
13 suggestion that the terms of the agreed-to 13 Q. Do you know what paragraph 1.5 you were 
14 settlement be changed? 14 referring to? 
15 A I probably was, yes. 15 A. It must be regarding the two building 
16 Q. And Mr. Walker came back and told you 16 lots. 
17 that he had a way to use the divorce decree, 17 Q. What was your understanding of the two 
18 which incorporates the property settlement 18 lots? What knowledge did you have of them as the 
19 agreement, as I understand it, so that a lien 19 mediation was underway on October 20th? 
20 could be created that would apply to all real 20 A. Darwin was to receive two building lots 
21 property? 21 from the sale of the contract - or the sale of 
22 A. That's correct. 22 the Albrethsen property. 
23 Q. All right. 23 Q. In paragraph 6 of Judge McKee's 
24 A.· That's what it states, the recording of 24 handwritten notes marked as Exhibit No. 11, it 
25 the decree. 25 says: "If Status (Union Development) real estate 
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1 (Exhibit 18 marked.) 1 transaction is completed in March of 2008, 
2 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No.18 is a 2 husband will pay wife $800,000 out of proceeds 
3 continuation of that e-mail string and as you see 3 and convey the two designated reserved lots to be 
4 at the bottom of page 1, there's the e-mail from 4 created under said deaL" 
5 Tom Walker to you and it talks about the lien. 5 A. Correct. 
6 Are you with me so far? 6 Q. Did you realize on October 20, 2007, 
7 A. Yes. 7 that those lots did not exist? 
8 Q. All right. And above that your reply 8 A. I do not recall. 
9 states: "Okay, I understand." Is that accurate 9 Q. Well, again, I mentioned Judge McKee's 
10 in terms of your position on October 23, 2007? 10 notes and it says: "To be created." 
11 A. Yes. 11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. All right. You understood that nobody 12 Q. Did you understand that -
13 was going to try and change the terms of the 13 A. They hadn't been plotted yet 
14 agreement you had reached on October 20, 2007? 14 Q. So, if the transaction had been 
15 A. Correct. 15 completed, there was I take it a plan for Status 
16 Q. All right. 16 to actually develop the land and plot or plat the 
17 MR. ANDERSON: And I'll put this on the 17 area so that lots could be created? 
18 record: Given the fact that we're going to break 18 A. Yes. 
19 here in a bit, I'm going to skip a couple of 19 Q. And once that occurred, there were two 
20 documents just to touch on some points. 20 that you were supposed to receive? 
21 MR. ELLIS: Okay. 21 A. Yes. 
22 MR. ANDERSON: And then I just don't 22 Q. Did you understand that those two lots 
23 want to surprise you later ifl go back and run 23 or the existence or those two lots were 
24 through them. 24 contingent upon those various steps occurring? 
25 MR. ELLIS: That's fine. 25 A. Yes. 
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Q. And you were Just concerned in your 1 
e-mail of October 24 that once Status closed - 2 
no, if Status didn't close and the land was sold 3 
to somebody else, it didn't matter whatever 4 
happened with the new developer, you would get 5 
some lots out of it? 6 
A.Yes. 7 
Q. And Mr. Walker replied that that was 8 
not part of the settlement; is that correct? 9 
A. That "was not part of the mediated 10 
settlement" 11 
Q. Right. I just wanted to make sure that 12 
you undentood you were requesting your attorneys 13 
to add additional provisions to the settlement 14 
that bad already been reached; would you agree? 15 
A. Yes. 16 
Q. And Darwin never guaranteed you that a 
subdivision would be created; is that accurate? 
A. No. 
Q. It's not accurate? Or you agree? 
A. Status already had the deed to the 
property. 
MR. ELLIS: Excuse me, could you read 
that question back. And listen to the question 
and answer it if you can. 
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17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
(Record read back.) 1 
MR. ANDERSON: Let me repeat the 2 
question. 3 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In the settlement 4 
negotiations on October 20, 2007, Darwin McKay 5 
never specifically promised you two lots; 6 
correct? It's paragraph 6 on the handwritten 7 
notes, Exhibit No. 11. 8 
A. (Reviewing document.) It's my 9 
understanding by this that I would receive the 10 
two building lots. 11 
Q. If certain things happened; correct? 12 
A. No. 13 
Q. All right. 14 
A. It states - 15 
Q. Hold on. Let me get my Exhibit No. 11 16 
out so I can track with you. All right, go 1 7 
ahead. 18 
A. It states: "If Status real estate 19 
transaction is completed in March of 2008, 2 O 
husband will pay wife $800,000 out of proceeds 21 
and convey the two designated reserved lots to be 2 2 
created under said deal." 2 3 
Q. Doesn't that indicate to you that one, 2 4 
the deal has to be completed and two, the 25 
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property has to be platted? 
A. Yes. However, this refers to the 
Albrethsen deal. And the Albrethsen deal had 
been completed. The deed had transferred. 
Q. But the transaction hadn't been 
completed as of October of2007; had it? 
A. No, it had not. 
Q. There were still some monies to be 
paid? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And there's an "if'' at the front of 
that paragraph; isn't there? 
A. That's referring to the entire 75 
acres. 
Q. But in October of 2007 those lots did 
not exist anywhere on this planet; is that 
correct? 
A. That's correct 
Q. And certain things had to take place 
before they ever came into being? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your husband, Darwin McKay, never 
promised you that all of those things would 
happen in this agreement; correct? 
A. Correct. 
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(Exhibit 20 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This is an 
October 30, 2007, e-mail from younelf to both 
Tom Walker and Stan Welsh and you say: "I have 
just learned some incredible disturbing news of 
which you are not going to appreciate." And then 
I find nothing else in any of the documents that 
explains what that was. Do you recall what it 
was? 
A. No, I don't 
Q. Do you recall having meetings with Tom 
Walker and Stan Welsh in the period between 
October 20th and the signing of the final 
property settlement agreement? 
A. No. 
(Exhibit 21 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 21 is a 
November of2007 letter from Stan Welsh to you 
sent via e-mail, and in the second paragraph he 
references a meeting. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that refresh your memory that 
perhaps you were having meetings with your 
attorneys during this period of time, during the 
period of time between the mediation and the 
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1 rmal execution of the PSA? 
2 . A. I do not recall a meeting in person. 
3 Q. In the third paragraph Mr. Welsh says: 
4 "It has been my practice that if a client makes 
5 an agreement, I will not stay in the case if they 
6 are going to try and get out of the agreement 
7 that was made." Do you remember that comment 
8 being made to you? 
9 A. In this letter, yes. I recall 
10 receiving this letter. 
11 Q. Did you understand that perhaps you 
12 were giving the impression to Mr. Welsh and 
13 Mr. Walker that you were trying to change the 
14 terms of what bad been agreed to on October 20, 
'15 2007? 
16 A. No. 
1 7 Q. Were you trying to change the terms? 
18 A. I had some concerns about the wording 
.19 of the decree. 
2 0 Q. Do you remember that as time drug on, 
21 Stan Welsh and Tom Walker indicated to Darwin 
22 McKay's attorneys that if they did not agree on 
2 3 the terms to be used, that they were going to go 
2 4 back to Judge McKee and have him decide it for 
25 them? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Did you think that that was a good 
3 thing on their part? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you understand that as a result of 
6 that threat, there was a final agreement 
7 ultimately agreed to by Darwin McKay? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And would you agree that now that I've 
10 shown you these various documents, you had been 
11 provided each and every draft and had been 
12 provided the opportunity to comment on each and 
13 every draft of the agreement? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Which-
16 A. Idon't-
1 7 Q. Let me finish. Which ones had you not 
18 been allowed to comment on? 
19 A. All of them except the one that you 
2 O showed me here. 
21 Q. I'm not sure I follow. 
22 A. You asked me about each and every 
2 3 draft. The only draft I received was this one -
2 4 MR. ELLIS: The exhibit number? 
25 THE WITNESS: Exhibit No. 16. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Okay, And what's 
2 the date of that? October 22nd? 
3 A. 23rd. 
4 Q. October 23rd. All right. So, are you 
5 taking the position that you don't recall any 
6 other drafts being provided to you between 
7 October 23rd and the date of signing the final 
8 version? 
9 A. There was one other draft that I 
10 received in November, I think around the 13th. 
11 Q. All right. . 
12 (Exhibit 22 marked.) 
13 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 22 is a 
14 November 9th e.mail that you sent to Tom Walker 
15 and Stan Welsh. And you say: "I received the 
16 e-mail you sent to Judge McKee along with the 
1 7 revised Property Settlement Agreement. This is 
18 the first time I've seen this revised edition." 
19 . A. Correct. 
2 0 Q. And you made some comments; correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
2 2 Q. All right. Did you feel that you bad 
2 3 an adequate opportunity to review that document? 
24 A. Yes. 
2 5 Q. Do you feel that you had an adequate 
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1 opportunity to espress any concerns that you had? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And did you feel that you had expressed 
4 those concerns to your counsel? 
5 A. Yes, in this document 
6 Q. All right. And did they respond? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 (Exhibit 23 marked.) 
9 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This is a 
10 November 12, 2007, e-mail from Tom Walker to you 
11 which responds in the body of your November 11, 
12 2007, e-mail to the comments you make in that 
13 particular e-mail Do you recall receiving it? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And do you see at various points that 
16 Mr. Walker indicates that he's going to convey 
1 7 your concerns and conditions and comments on to 
18 Darwin's counsel? 
19 A. Yes. 
2 0 Q. And did yoa understand that that was 
21 all that they could do because they could not 
22 force Darwin to agree to esactly what you wanted? 
2 3 A. Correct. 
2 4 Q. And that the option to do so would be 
25 to allow Judge McKee to rule oa any disputes that 
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1 the parties couldn't resolve amongst themselves? 
2 . A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you undentood that they bad 
4 already activated that safety valve by contacting 
5 Judge McKee? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. So, you understood that it was an 
8 option that you bad available to you if you 
9 didn't like the terms that were being proposed? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. All right. 
12 (Exhibit 24 marked.) 
13 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 24 is a 
14 November 11, 2007, e-mail you sent to I think 
15 it's NeilSalathe. 
16 A. Yes. 
1 7 Q. And we got this from your file. It's 
18 obviously not something you sent to Tom Walker or 
19 . Stan Welsh; correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Did you consider Mr. Salatbe to be 
2 2 someone that you could seek counsel with 
2 3 regarding the terms of the settlement? 
24 A. Yes. 
2 5 Q. And you indicate in there that you 
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1 wanted him to review an attached e-mail you 
2 wanted to send to Stan Welsh; correct? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And it says: "Please focus on the 
5 paragraphs regarding the $800,000 or $500,000." 
6 And you say: "It appears to me that they have 
7 written the agreement so Darwin can basically get 
8 around paying me any of these funds and I'm very 
9 concerned about this." Did I read that 
10 accurately? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. What was it that you felt allowed 
13 Darwin to get around paying you any of the funds? 
14 A. There didn't seem to be any security in 
15 the decree for those funds for me. 
16 Q. What security bad you required on 
1 7 October 20, 2007, prior to agreeing to settle 
18 with Darwin McKay? 
19 A. I was uncomfortable with the fact that 
2 0 there was no collateral and I just had to accept 
21 the words from my attorneys that, "Once the 
22 divorce decree is recorded, then the divorce 
2 3 decree puts a lien on all Darwin's property. 11 
2 4 Q. Let me ask you this: In terms of that 
25 lien being placed on all of his property, what 
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1 did you understand it would be used for? 
2 A. Security for everything in the divorce 
3 decree. 
4 Q. And I'm not asking you as an attorney 
5 or a real estate professional, but let's assume 
6 that a lien was created on the real property. 
7 How did you understand that would help you? 
8 MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
9 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You get to answer. 
10 A. The divorce decree was a judgment 
11 against all of Darwin's real and- real 
12 property. 
13 Q. And once it's recorded it becomes a 
14 lien on the property. But what did you 
15 understand to be the next step? How would that 
16 lien ever come to your aid? 
1 7 MR. ELLIS: Objection to the extent it 
1 B calls for a legal conclusion. 
19 THE WITNESS: Correct. 
2 0 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I'm just trying to 
21 figure out why you keep telling me that it 
22 created a lien. How did you understand that that 
23 was beneficial ti> you? 
24 MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered, calls 
25 for a legal conclusion. 
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1 THE WITNESS: I guess even back then I 
2 realized that ifl learned anything of Darwin 
3 spending the money or receiving any funds, that I 
4 knew I would be back with legal counsel to assist 
5 me. 
6 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) So, in other words, 
7 you understood the lien would be beneficial if 
8 Darwin breached the terms of the property 
9 settlement agreement? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. lfhe refused to pay you, in other 
12 words? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. That was a mechanism or a tool that you 
15 had to come after him if be did not follow the 
16 original terms regarding payment; correct? 
1 7 A. Correct, yes. 
18 Q. Okay, that wasn't so hard. All right. 
19 (Exhibit 25 marked.) 
2 0 MR. ANDERSON: Let's mark these next. 
21 (Exhibits 26, 27, and 28 marked.) 
2 2 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Before we start this 
2 3 series, did yoa undentand based upon comments 
2 4 made at the mediation by Darwin McKay's counsel 
2 5 or from any other source that one of the reasons 
I 29 (Pages 113 to 116) 
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1 that Mr. McKay was not willing to grant you any 1 insist you read that, but I think he's looking 
2 security in any property was that it was 2 for an answer as opposed to a recitation of what 
3 encumbered by bank loans and other debt? 3 the document says. 
4 A. Yes. 4 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I'm just trying to 
5 Q. Now, Exhibit No. 2S is an e-mail string S undentand your mindset. 
6 starting on November ts, 2007, and you wrote it 6 A. My mindset was that if the Status deal 
7 at 3:35 in the morning - 7 did not go through and closed in March of 2008, 
8 MR. WALKER: No, that's p.m. 8 Darwin then owed me $5~0,000 instead of $800,000. 
9 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) 3:35 p.m. I ···9 ··-· ·-·· Q. Did you· - sorry. 
10 apologize. 10 A. I obviously - so, therefore I would 
11 A. It would have been unlikely. 11 lose $300,000. 
12 MR. ELLIS: He's thrown off by your 12 Q. Do you recall that as the drafts were 
13 earlier e-mails, very early. 13 passed back and forth, that your attorneys 
14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) There was an e-mail 14 suggested a means to incentivize Darwin McKay to 
15 I believe you received sometime on November 15th 
16 that says: "We are going to try to work out the 
15 pay $500,000 at an earlier point in time, by 
16 March of2008? 
1 7 final language on the Status Corporation issue 1 7 A. No, I don't recall that. 
18 tomorrow morning. Will you be available to sigu 
19 ifwe get it done?" Do you see that? 
18 Q. Did you undentand that if he didn't 
19 pay the $500,000 by March of 2008, be would then 
20 A. Yes. 2 0 owe $800,000 at 6 percent interest? 
21 Q. And then you wrote: "It would be nice 21 A. That was the incentive right there. 
22 to have a couple boon notice." 22 Q. Right, that he could get out of itfor 
23 A. Yes. 23 a cheaper amount, a less expensive amount ifhe 
2 4 Q. Were you chiding Cosho Humphrey at that 2 4 paid sooner? 
2 5 time in terms of notice or something along that 25 A. Yes. 
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1 line? I mean, did you mean that in a sarcastic 1 
2 way? 2 
3 A. No, not at all. And you'll read the 3 
4 next sentence, it says: "'Thank you for all your 4 
5 work." 5 
6 Q. Okay, fair enough. On November 15th at 6 
7 7:54 p.m. you also wrote in Exhibit No. 26 an 7 
8 e-mail to Tom Walker, and in the second paragraph 8 
9 you say: "I have tried to be quiet these past 9 
10 couple of weeks." Then you say that you want 10 
11 them to go the extra mile for you. And then in 11 
12 the fourth full paragraph you talk about changing 12 
13 the terms to get something called Palace Resorts, 13 
14 which I understood was some sort of a time share, 14 
15 and in the third paragraph you talk about the 15 
16 Status deaL So, can you just tell me what you 16 
17 recall about this period of time, November 15, 17 
18 2007? 18 
19 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 19 
2 0 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) What were you trying 2 0 
21 to e:s:press to your attorneys at this time? 21 
22 A. It's self-explanatory. The paragraph 22 
2 3 reads: ''Therefore, I would like to suggest 2 3 
24 that"- 24 
2 5 MR. ELLIS: Excuse me, and Counsel can 2 5 
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Q. And you agreed to that; didn't you? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. You thought that tbatwas a good idea; 
didn't you? 
A. Yes, it-yes. 
Q. If he paid? 
A. If he paid. 
Q. You would have your money; right? 
A. Right. 
Q. So, your attorneys were doing a good 
job for you; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the fourth paragraph, the big one on 
the front page of Exhibit No. 26, you say: "If 
the Status deal falls through, then why can I not 
have one half of the 30 acres in return?" How 
did you think you had a potential for obtaining 
any of the property? 
A. I do not know. 
Q. You were just kind of tossing out 
ideas? 
A. Yes, I was tossing out ideas. 
Q. You undentood the property had already 
been sold? 
A. Not the 30 acres. 
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1 Q. And the 30 acres are the farm home? 1 reviewing what the overall estate worth was." 
2 A. The 30 acres was the home farm. 2 How do you think you all having a 
3 Q. The home farm? 3 better understanding of the worth of the estate 
4 A. That he still owns, yes. 4 would have changed Darwin's bottom line? 
5 Q. But that was the one that was indebted 5 A. I don't know. This is too long ago. 
6 to the bank and the bank had certain conditions 6 Q. So, in other words, it may not have? 
7 on bow any proceeds could be spent? 7 A. It may not have. 
8 A. That is correct 8 Q. And then in Exhibit No. 28, Mr. Welsh 
9 Q. Let's go to Exhibit No. 28. This would 9 replied to all of these e-mails we've just looked 
10 be Stan Welsb's reply to you. We do have a 2:43 10 at. Did you understand that you got as much time 
11 in the morning. Exhibit No. 27, can you go to 11 as you wanted, as he says in bis second 
12 the second page of Exhibit No. 27. 12 paragraph? 
13 A. (Witness complied.) 13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And in your first paragraph you say: 14 Q. And therefore you could have reviewed 
15 "No place in the Status February 21, 2006, 15 . the final agreement any number of hours or days 
16 contract does it say if they do not complete the 16 or whatever time yon wanted to take? 
17 deal March of2008 that Darwin will not receive 17 A. Yes. 
18 the two lots." 18 Q. And in the last paragraph on that first 
19 Was it your impression that if Status 19 page he says: "You state that you have tried to 
20 didn't follow through and pay everything that it 20 keep quiet the last couple of weeks." And be 
21 owed that Darwin still got the two lots? 21 says: "You know that you have also provided 
22 A. Absolutely. 22 substantial input over the last several weeks." 
23 Q. And you read that from the Status 23 You're not denying that; are you? 
24 agreement or the sale agreement? 24 A. No. 
25 A. No, everyone knew that the deed had 25 Q. And in fact, if an1body reviewed the 
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1 already transferred. Where the two building lots 1 couple inches of documents that went back and 
2 were to be was on the Albrethsen property. 2 forth between October 20th and November 16th, it 
3 Q. But if Status didn't carry through and 3 might not support the argument that you had tried 
4 pay off the remainder of what it owed, it 4 to keep quiet; would it? 
5 wouldn't get the opportunity to develop the land; 5 A. Probably not 
6 correct? 6 Q. Okay. 
7 A. That'snotcorrect 7 A. I believe at the time I was - I felt 
8 Q. Well, if they defaulted- 8 like I was out of the loop because I was not -
9 A. They defaulted on the entire deal. 9 was not involved in the wording of the decree. 
10 They didn't default on the Albrethsen portion. 10 Q. Well, if you were provided with each 
11 The Albrethsen deed had already been transferred 11 draft-
12 to Status. They already had it free and clear. 12 A. No, I was not provided with each draft. 
13 Q. Have you ever filed an action against 13 Q. If you're provided a draft, which we 
14 Status for not developing the property so you 14 know that you were, and you bad an opportunity to 
15 could get two lots? 15 comment to your attorneys on that wonting and 
16 A. No. 16 then they replied, "We will pass these along to 
17 Q. Well, isn't that what you're saying, 17 the other side," isn't that the process that you 
18 that Status owes you two lots? 18 wanted to engage in? 
19 A. According to this, yes. 19 A. That is, but you're stating to me that 
20 Q. Well, why - okay. 20 I was provided a draft of each copy and you are 
21 A. I don't know who owns the property now. 21 wrong, Mr. Anderson. 
22 Q. All right. The last page, the top 22 Q. Can you tell me one copy you didn't get 
23 paragraph, this is where you said: "I was left 23 to review? 
24 by myself every time Judge McKee was not with 24 A. All of the e.mails between - the 
25 us." And you said: "We could have been 25 e-mails that were actually being passed between 
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1 Tom Walker and Kim Brooks to come up with the 
2 wording that was - that the PSA's ended up with. 
3 Q. Well, It ended up with certain language 
4 based on an evolution of various drafts; right? 
5 A. Various drafts that I did not see. 
6 Q. When you say you didn't see them -
7 A. I did not see -
8 Q. Let me rmish my question, please. Are 
9 you saying you didn't - can you tell me one 
10 draft you didn't see? 
11 A. No, I can't 
12 Q. Well, then, why are you saying it? 
13 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, just an objection. 
14 That's unfair. If she didn't get them, how can 
15 she recount to you what she didn't see? 
16 MR. ANDERSON: That's exactly my point, 
1 7 Counselor. Thank you. 
18 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You're making an 
19 allegation that there's drafts that you did not 
2 0 ever see. We've produced everything In this 
21 case. You can go to Kim Brooks and subpoena her 
22 records. I don't know if you've done that or 
2 3 not. You can go to Mr. Miller and subpoena bis 
2 4 records. Have you done that? 
25 A •. No. 
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1 Q. Then as you sit here today, can you 
2 tell me that there's any draft of the property 
3 settlement - · 
4 A. I do not recall. 
5 Q. You'vegottowait. Youhavetowait. 
6 Is there any draft you can say, "Aha, I was never 
7 provided an opportunity to comment on the 
8 language ofa particular draft"? 
9 A. I do not recall. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 MR. ELLIS: You've chased itto the 
12 ground, Counsel. 
13 MR. ANDERSON: Thanks. 
14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In the last page of 
15 Mr. Welsb's November 16, 2007, letter he 
16 basically disputes your contention that you were 
1 7 left alone and left adrift and didn't have any 
18 guidance during the mediation. You've read that; 
19 haven'tyou? 
2 O A. (Reviewing document) I have read 
21 this, yes. 
22 Q. And he wrote: "You know full well that 
2 3 we reviewed" -
24 MR. ELLIS: I'm sorry, Counsel, where 
25 areyou? 
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1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) The last full 
2 paragraph there at the bottom. It says: "Now 
3 you state that we could have done a better job of 
4 negotiating on October 20th." In other words, 
5 Mr. Welsh thought you were accusing him of not 
6 negotiating well. Did you undentand that was 
7 something that somebody could gather from your 
8 comments? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And he responds; doesn't he? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. He says: "We discussed every proposal 
13 from them and every proposal that you made in 
14 extensive detaiL" Do you see that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you ever write back to him and say: 
17 "You're wrong, Mr. Welsh, we did not"? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. He says: "You bad all of the time you 
2 0 wanted." Did you ever write back to him and say: 
21 "That is Incorrect"? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. He says: "We reviewed" - and he's 
2 4 talking about the overall estate worth. "We 
2 5 reviewed that In detail and we bad extensive 
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1 documentation.on your position of the estate 
2 worth." Do you recall disputing that? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Do you recall disputing anything that 
5 Mr. Welsh said in this paragraph? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. All right. I'm going to skip some 
8 stuffbere. 
9 (Exhibit 29 marked.) 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 29 is an 
11 e-mail from Tom Walker to Mr. McKay's attorneys 
12 and you're copied. Do you see that? 
13 A. (Reviewing document.) 
14 Q. Go ahead and take a look at it if you 
15 need to. 
16 A. (Witness complied.) 
1 7 Q. My rant question - and feel free to 
18 look at the whole thing, but on the front page it 
19 says that you're copied; correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And it says at the bottom of that 
22 little intro paragraph that: "I am providing a 
23 copy to Patty for her review." Do you see that? 
24 A. Yes. 
2 5 Q. Do you recall receiving a copy for your . 
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1 review? 
2 . A. Yes. 
3 MR. ELLIS: Excuse me, Counsel, is it 
4 your representation that this is the final draft? 
5 MR. ANDERSON: I don't know. 
6 MR. ELLIS: Okay. 
7 THE WITNESS: It appears -
8 MR. ANDERSON: As I sit here right now, 
9 it may be. We've got means of checking that. 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In any event, do yon 
11 recall requesting any changes from this language? 
12 A. No. 
13 (Exhibits 30 and 31 marked.) 
14 (Discussion held off the record.) 
15 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Okay, on 
16 November 20, 2007, Mr. Walker wrote to 
1 7 Mr. McKay's counsel and said that you had signed 
18 the stipulation and property settlement 
19 agreement. That's Exhibit No. 30. And then 
2 0 Exhibit No. 31 is an e-mail from Mr. Walker to 
21 counsel attaching what appean to be the same 
22 letter as well as the stipulation for entry of 
2 3 judgment and decree of divorce which you bad 
2 4 signed and the property settlement agreement that 
25 was merged into the judgment and decree of 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
divorce. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you follow all of that? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. All right. Do you recall at the end of 
this process whereby the October 20, 2007, 
mediation agreement was transformed into a 
written formal agreement, that you bad any 
concerns or- let's leave it at concerns, that 
you had oot had an opportunity to fully evaluate 
what you were about to sign? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you express that to either 
Mr. Walker or Mr. Welsh? 
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1 note. 
2 A. It wasn't much of a discussion because 
3 he had to go into another meeting and he just 
4 told me to read through the entire document and 
5 sign it, which I did. And he just - he assured 
6 me that everything would be tine, that once it's 
7 recorded, then it would be· a lien against 
8 Darwin's property and whether - whether the 
9 paragraph regarding him selling the Albretbsen 
10 property was there or not, it didn't matter. 
11 Q. Do you remember my question? I said: 
12 What was the substance of the conversation? 
13 A. I just got through telling you what it 
14 was. 
15 Q. No, you told me there wasn't much of 
16 one. And so, I'm going to ask you to go back 
1 7 because presumably you brought up something, but 
18 you haven't told me what it was. That's the part 
19 oftbe conversation rm particularly interested 
2 0 in. So, ifwe can go back to square one, can you 
21 please tell me what conversation you recall with 
22 Mr. Walker relative to the mortgage note, as you 
23 call it, issue. 
2 4 A. I did tell you. I said, "In the event 
25 ofa breach, Darwin" -
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
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MR. ELLIS: Excuse me. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) If you're referring 
to a particular paragraph, direct us there and 
we'll look at it. 
A. Okay, paragraph 1.8. 
Q. You're on page 4? 
A. Page4. 
Q. Of Exhibit No. 31. All right. Now, 
what part of 1.8 are you looking at? 
A. The very last sentence. · 
Q. Of that first paragraph? 
A. Yes. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes, Mr. Walker. 15 
Q. And it says: "In the event of breach, 
Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage 
on that portion of the land referred to prior to 
the sale to Status Corporation as 'Albrethsen 's 
Farm."' 
Q. And when did that take place? 16 
A. In his office when I signed this. 1 7 
Q. What did you say? 18 
A. I had some questions regarding the 19 
mortgage note and I also had some questions, the. 2 0 
fact that Darwin could not - could not put the 21 
property up for sale because he didn't have 22 
the - he didn't own it. 2 3 
Q. Tell me what discussion transpired 2 4 
between you and Mr. Walker regarding the mortgage 2 5 
So, tell me what - I mean, was this 
the first time you bad seen the term 
"mortgage" -
A. Yes. 
Q. - lo this agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wasn't it In the document that you had 
received on November the 19th for review? 
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1 A. It may have been, yes. 
2 Q. So, tell me what question you bad, if 
3 it was a question, relative to this -
4 A. "Tell me about the mortgage note." 
5 Q. And what did Mr. Walker say in 
6 response? 
7 A. "Darwin must have a mortgage on it 
8 because he's still due $1.4 million." 
9 Q. So, is that the totality of the 
10 conversation regarding the mortgage note? 
11 A. Yes, and I said, "So, am I secure in 
12 that?" And he said, "Yes, the whole - once this 
13 is recorded, then the mortgage note, this is part 
14 of his real property. That's why I put that in 
· 15 there." 
16 Q. Now, you're under oath; remember? 
1 7 A. That's why Tom Walker put this in 
18 there. 
19 Q. No, I'm telling you, you're under oath, 
2 0 remember that? 
21 A. Yes. 
2 2 Q. So, are you telling me as you sit here 
2 3 answering my question that Tom Walker told you 
2 4 that the mortgage note was real property? 
2 5 A. No, but a mortgage is real property. 
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1 that might result in some funds being received by 
2 Mr. McKay; correct? 
3 A. I don't recall him saying that, but 
4 that's what he's insinuating to me, yes. 
5 Q. And if Mr. McKay then received some 
6 funds, he had an obligation to pay you? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. AU right. So, are you saying that 
9 it's a bad thing -
10 A. No. 
11 Q. You've gotto wait. - for Mr. Walker 
12 to have included that language in 1.8? 
13 A. Actually, I - as I recall, I 
14 complimented him on putting that in there and 
15 picking up on that. 
16 Q. He didn't say that if Darwin forecloses 
1 7 on a mortgage that you automatically get your 
18 money, though; did he? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. You understood tbatifDarwin 
21 foreclosed on a mortgage note, be still bad a 
2 2 separate obligation to pay you some of it? 
23 A. Yes. 
2 4 Q. And if be didn't pay you some of it, 
2 5 did you understand that you had the tool of 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q. So, you assumed that? 1 
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filing a contempt action against him? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 2 
Q. 'All right. And if you remember, I'm 3 
only- don't talk, please, while I'm trying to 4 
get this out because I might not be able to get 5 
it all out. Then I'll let you talk all you want, 6 
I promise. 7 
What I'm trying to figure out from you 8 
is what you can testify to about what Mr. Walker 9 
or Mr. Welsh said to you; okay? 10 
A. Regarding this? 11 
Q. Well, regarding this whole transaction 12 
and this whole representation. But for right now 13 
we're talking about paragraph 1.8. And I see a . 14 
sentence that says: "Darwin may also be able to 15 
foreclose a mortgage." Now, what did you ask 16 
specifically about that sentence, if that's 1 7 
indeed what you're trying to impart to us? 18 
A. I expressed interest in seeing the 19 
mortgage. I said, "What's this mortgage?" 2 O 
Q. What did he say? 21 
A. "Darwin must have a mortgage on that 22 
property because he's still due about 2 3 
$1.4 million on it." 24 
Q. And if be foreclosed on a mortgage, 2 5 
A. Correct. 
Q. And neither Mr. Walker nor Mr. Welsh 
ever told you that any other framework of 
recovering against your husband existed; correct? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and 
answered. 
THE WI'INESS: That is correct. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) All right. Did you 
ask any other questions? 
A. Yes, I expressed that they wrote in 
here on 1.8.2, page 4: "He," meaning Darwin, "He 
shall" - "If Status Corporation breaches and 
Darwin cannot pay the $500,000 by April 30th, he 
shall list the Albrethsen property that was 
included in the Status Corporation Real Estate 
Transaction for sale and shall pay Patricia by 
cash, certified check of wire transfer $500,000 
within five days" -
nm COURT REPORTER: Please read that 
more slowly. 
MR. ELLIS: Come on, Patty. You don't 
have to read it Just answer the question. 
nm WITNESS: I'm sorry. I expressed 
to Tom Walker that Darwin didn't own the 
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1 Albrethsen property. The deed had already been 
2 transferred. So, how could he list it for sale? 
3 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) What did Mr, Walker 
4 say? 
5 A. I don't recall. I don't recall. 
6 Q. Did you refuse to sign the agreement 
7 because it bad that language in it? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Did you ask any other questions? 
10 A. Not that I recall. 
11 Q. All right. So, you bad a full 
12 opportunity to review it and formulate any 
13 questions that you felt were appropriate? 
14 A. Yes. 
· 15 Q. And you were able to ask those 
16 questions and receive responses? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And those responses wen, satisfactory 
19 to you to the point that you agreed to sign the 
2 0 document? 
21 A. The way he answered the questions, yes. 
22 Q. And do you recall how he answered the 
23 questions? 
24 A. No, I do not. 
25 Q. All right. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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(Exhibit 32 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit No. 32 .is a 
December 3, 2007, exchange of e-mails between you 
and Mr. Welsh or his office. And did you realize 
that the decree or divorce was being recorded in 
three counties, Ada, Owyhee, and Teton, along 
with the property settlement agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And they ask if you thought they should 
record in any other counties, and did you ever 
respond? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did you respond? 
A. That it needed to be recorded in Lyon 
County, Nevada. 
Q. And did you receive a response from 
1 
2 
3 
A. No. 
Q. You went ahead and did it? 
A. Yes. 
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4 Q. So, the property settlement agreement 
5 was filed in Lyon County as well? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. All right. Were there any other 
8 counties that you thought they should have 
9 recorded it in? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Do you recall Mr. Welsh indicating to 
12 you -well, let me do this in chronological 
13 order. When the due dates for payment occurred, 
14 did your husband, your ex-husband, pay you any 
15 money under the terms of the property settlement 
16 agreement? 
1 7 MR. ELLIS: With respect to the Status 
18 proceeds? 
19 MR. ANDERSON: Yes. 
2 0 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Either the $500,000 
21 or the $800,000. 
22 A. No, he did not. 
2 3 Q. And did you consult with Cosho Humphrey 
2 4 when those payments were not made? 
25 A. Yes. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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Q. And did they indicate to you that they 
would be willing to me a contempt motion to 
force your husband, your ex-husband, to follow 
the terms of the property settlement agreement? 
A. You're referring to December of when? 
Q. 2008. 
A. Yes, they did. 
Q. And somewhere I read that you disputed 
that the Cosbo Humphrey firm had ever engaged in 
any work relative to a contempt motion. Do you 
recall that they actually did do some work before 
you stopped them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. They had actually prepared 
an affidavit for you, but you instructed them not 
to do anything with it; correct? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Cosho Humphrey regarding that request or comment? 1 7 A. I instructed them not to do anything 
prior to them preparing the affidavit. A. Yes. 18 
Q. What was that? 
A. "We do not work in Nevada. You can do 
that." 
Q. Well, you could hire an attorney to do 
that. 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Because it required an attorney? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. All right. Well, when you were working 
with counsel from Cosho Humphrey in terms of the 
property settlement agreement and its terms, did 
you ever contemplate that Darwin McKay would 
receive money from a title company because it bad 
made a mistake and placed two parties in a first 
position relative to the Albrethsen farm? Was 
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that a thought that you had at that time? 
. A. At what time? I don't know what time 
you're talking about. Are you talking about 
before the divorce was - during the divorce 
proceedings? You're talking about December of 
'08? 
Q. When the property settlement agreement 
was being fmallzed, did you ever think that 
Mr. McKay would somehow receive funds via payment 
directly from a title company because it bad made 
a mistake in terms of putting two parties in a 
first position? 
A At the time that the property 
settlement agreement was being made, no. 
Q. And you didil'fknow that that could 
even occur until you actually found out that it 
had occurred? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Let's wrap up for the day by me asking 
you: After Mr. McKay failed to follow the terms 
of the property settlement agreement and pay you 
any money, you retained new counsel and filed a 
contempt motion; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And that actually went to trial? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And did the judge rule on your contempt 
3 motion? 
4 A. We settled out of court. 
5 Q. All right. And in filing the contempt 
6 motion, were you seeking to enforce the property 
7 settlement agreement that you had signed on 
8 November 20, 2007? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. All right. And you settled out of 
11 court for what we'll call the new property 
12 settlement agreement; correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And is it accurate to state that you 
15 have also agreed not to enforce certain portions 
16 of that agreement if Mr. McKay continues to make 
1 7 certain payments? 
18 A. That is correct. 
19 Q. So, if you could, can you tell me how 
2 0 you have been harmed by the actions of Cosho 
21 Humphrey as opposed to the failure of Mr. McKay 
22 to follow the terms of the original property 
2 3 settlement agreement? 
2 4 A. I have not received the $800,000 cash 
2 5 plus the 6 percent interest since October of 
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1 2008. 
2 Q. Ifl could stop you right there, isn't 
3 that doe to the fact that Mr. McKay decided not 
4 to payyoo? 
5 A. That is correct. 
6 Q. And why is it, then, that you blame his 
7 · decision not to pay you on Cosho Humphrey? 
8 A. Because the divorce decree was a 
9 judgment against Darwin's real property and the 
10 payment Darwin received was on the mortgage, 
11 which was mentioned in the divorce decree. The 
12 mortgage was on the Albrethsen property. 
13 Q. I have to tell you, I heard what you 
14 said, butl have no idea what you said. I don't 
15 follow it. Let me just see if I can ask you 
16 again. Mr. McKay refused to pay you when he 
1 7 received some money; correct? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Cosho Humphrey had nothing to do with 
2 0 him making that decision; correct? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. I mean, they didn't conspire with him, 
23 they didn't advise him in any respect. He made 
2 4 that decision on his own, correct, not to pay 
25 you? 
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1 A. The divorce -
2 Q. Just answer that question. 
3 MR. ELLIS: Excuse me. Patricia, we're 
4 going to be here for another five hours unless 
5 you listen to his question and answer his 
6 question. 
7 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Cosbo Humphrey had 
8 nothing to do with Darwin McKay refusing to pay 
9 you when he got some proceeds from the title 
10 company; is that correct? 
11 A. 1-
12 Q. It's just a "yes" or "no." 
13 A. Repeat the question. 
14 Q. Certainly. Would you agree that Cosho 
15 Humphrey had nothing to do with Darwin McKay 
16 refusing to pay you when he received some funds 
1 7 from the title company? 
18 A, No. 
19 Q. Okay, tell me exactly what actions they 
20 had relative to that decision by Darwin McKay, if 
21 any. 
22 A. Darwin McKay would not have gotten that 
2 3 money. The divorce decree was a lien against 
2 4 that property, the mortgage note. 
25 Q. You said two things, "a lien against 
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1 that property, the mortgage note." 
2 . A. The property settlement agreement was a 
3 judgment against Darwin's real property. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. It was a judgment against the mortgage. 
6 MR. ELLIS: Patty, did Cosho Humphrey 
7 have anything to do with Darwin's decision not to 
8 pay you money? 
9 THE WI1NESS: No. 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Okay. 
11 A. rmsorry. 
12 MR. ANDERSON: Let's stop for the day 
13 right there. Thank you. We'll reschedule. 
14 (Deposition adjourned at 12:52 p.m.) 
15 (Signature requested.) 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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Roben A. Anderson- (SB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street. Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, fdaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
~ 
WI 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFfHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY. LLP. a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF PLAINTIFF 
PATRICIA MCKAY 
TO: THE ABOVE-ENTITLED PLAINTIFF and her attorneys of record: 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants will truce testimony on oral 
examination of Patricia McKay before a court reponer and notnry public with the finn of 
M & M Court Reponing Service, Inc., commencing on Monday, November 1, 2010, at 9 
o'clock a.m., and continuing thereafter from day to day until such time as the trucing of the 
deposition may be adjourned, at the offices of ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED, 
707 North 81b Street, Boise, Idaho 83701, at which time and place you are notified to appear 
and take such pnrt in the examination as you may deem proper. 
pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
This deposition shall be taken 
f''DEPOsmoN 
•.· EXHi&tr ~ 
-~ 
-
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You arc further notified that Defendants request the deponent to bring with her to the 
deposition the originnls or true and correct copies of the foUowing to the extent such documents 
were not already produced during the discovery process in this matter: 
1. Any and nll statements obtained from persons with knowledge of the allegations 
contained in your Complaint. 
2. Copies of any and nll communication between you and/or your representatives 
and the Defendants. 
3. Copies of any ruid all documents related to the settlement of the Motion for 
Contempt including. but not limited, copies of all pleadings filed ~ the Motion for Contempt1• 
action and copies of any and all communication between you and/or your counsel and Darwin 
McKay and/or Mr. McKay's counsel. 
4. Copies of any and nll communication between you and/or your representatives 
and Darwin McKay from January 2007 to the present. 
5. Copies of any and all payments received by you or your agents from Darwin 
McKay or his agents from November 29. 2007 to the present. 
6. Copies of any and all payments made by Darwin McKay on your behalf from 
November 29. 2007 to the presenL 
7. Copies of any and nll communication between you and Scott Hess and/or any 
other employee or representative of Holland & Han, LLP regarding the matters at issue in your 
Complaint and/or regarding the Motion for Contempt. 
8. Ench nnd every record, document or other item of physicnl evidence in the 
possession, custody or control of Plaintiff, not previously produced to the Defendants in the 
1 The phrase "Motion for Contempt'' shall refer to the Motion for Contempt filed by the 
Plaintiff against Darwin McKay on January 30, 2009 in the underlying action. 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF PLAINTIFF PA TRICIA MCKAY· l 
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current action that in any way penains to Plaintifr s claims in this matter of which Plaintiff 
intends to introduce as an exhibit at the trial herein. 
9. Copies of any and all documents requested in the Defendants' First Set of 
Discovery Requests to Plaintiff which you have not yet produced to the Defendants in the current 
action. 
DATED this \3'°t"day of August, 2010. 
ANDERSON. JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By-\,,,,L.lp,-=~.:..-::..:::.....1..~w...J~-z-i:::.:.....1.-..--
Ro 
Y e A. Dunbar. Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF PLAINTIFF PATRICIA MCKAY -3 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAO..ING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of August. 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record. by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 Nonh glh Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise. Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa. Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
M&M Court Reporting Service 
421 West Franklin Street 
P.O.Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83707-2636 
Telephone: (208) 345-9611 
Facsimile: (208) 345-8800 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ J Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
rfJ Facsimile 
[ ] 
[ J 
[ ] 
~ 
[ J 
[ ] 
~ 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
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PnE-NtJP'HAL AGRB!MEN'l' 
_, THIS AG~, . made and entered into this ~ day of 
Ju.).µ , 1~96, bebleen DARWIN MCXAY (hereinafter r . 
~PrQspective Husband•) ~d PATRICIA CBRI~SEN~ (herein~fter 
•Prospective Wife•). 
WITNESS B 'r H: 
WHEREAS, the parties contempl~te marriage under the laws of 
<.9 the State of Idaho; and 
(-'• 
WHEREAS, in consideration of the ma.rriage contract between 
them and in order t~ promote~ long-lasting and ht.U:mOnious mar-
.r.iage, t~e parties now desire to define their respective property 
rights in the event of a dissolution of their marriage or their 
entl:y into a legal separation. and 
WHEREAS, each party has consented and agreed that after 
their marriage, the other pAJ:ty shall have the sole and absolute 
control of his or -her assets, property and estate, whenever 
acquired, and may freely dispose of the s~e by gift, sale, 
t;estmnentm:y ~sposition or othexwise, free of any claim to or 
rights in the same of the other, e.sccept as may be otherwise 
provided for by this Agreement; and 
EXHIBll'NG.~ 
PRE-NUPTIAL AGREEM:EN'r - 1 DATE, __ _ 
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WHEREAS, each. party has made full disclosure to the other 
puty of bis or her present separate property interests and 
sources of income, including all assets and liabilities (but 
excluding as liabilities any current normal bills and charges and 
acci:ued in~~e or_proP.~~ t~es) of ~.si~fi~~ce,.schedule~ 
··of· which are attached ·hereto as ·schedule A for· Prospective Bus- • 
band and. Schedule B for Prospective ·wife, both of which Schedules 
are inco:cporated herein by r~ference: and 
~EAS, each party has been represented by an attorney of 
his or her own choosing, or has been advi:1ed of and fully under-
c e stands his or her.,right. to consult with an attomey of his or her 
choosing and each party having therefore sought and obtained 
whatever legal advice each wished in connection with each provi-
sion Qf this Agreement:: and 
WHEREAS, the Pre-Nuptial Agreement has been prepared by 
I'enl.and MUnther Bom:c1man, Chartered, and Penland MuntheJ:" 
Boaraman, Chartered, has represented only Prospective Husband; 
and 
WHEREAS, the Pre-Nuptial Agreement has been reviewed by 
James A. Bevis, attorney for the Prospective Wife, and said 
. counsel has bad opportunities to request and make appropriate 
changes to this Agreement on behalf of his client • 
. ::., : NOW, 'l'HEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals az:i.d 1e of the mutual p::omises and agreements contained he:r:ein, and ia. 
PRE-NUPTIAL AG1U£EMENT • 2 
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consideration of the marriage·contemplated by the parties, the 
parties agree as follows: 
1.00 FUll Disclggµrc,. Each party hereby declares that. he 
or she has made a full disclosure to the other party of his or 
her present: ~eparate property interests, . sow:ces of income .and 
liah:l.1it:!es, 0SS above .rec:ited zmc1' as s~t: forth 'on the at:ta~hed 
schedules. Each party hereby acknowledges that ~e or she has 
ascert~ined mtd weighed all o~ the facts, conditions and circum-
stances, whether past, present or future, likely to influence the 
j~dgment of each herein; that all matters set forth herein have 
;tit been fully and satisfactorily explained to each party; that each 
party has given due consideration t:o the matters set forth herein 
and clearly understands and consents to all of the provisions 
hereof; and that each is entering into this Agreement freely and 
voluntarily, with full knowledge of all pertinent facts and after 
consultation with and advice from, or the right to do :;ro, an 
attorney of his or her own choice. 
2.00 Release of Marital Rights of Prospective Wife. Pro-
.. . 
spective Wife hereby waives, releases and renounces, under the 
' laws o£ any jw:isdictian that: may be applicable, all right and 
interest, statutory or othemse, including, but not limited0 to, 
. 
~ower,.widow•s allowance, statutory allo~ce, intestate succes~ 
sion, right of election to take against the will of the Prospec-
CH00290 
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tive Husband, quasi-comnunity property rights, hamestead allow~ 
.. 
ance, exempt property, family allowance and all other rights . of.· 
any.nature whatsoever in the property or estate of Prospecti~ 
Husband which she might acquire as the wife; widow, heir at law 
or next of kin of Prospective Husband, in his. property~ owned by . . · 
Mm ~t: the th\~ .0£ t:~;, · ~iag~. · or aequi.red· ~ him in' an:. indi- ·. ~ · ·. 
-··:.-.-----· ---···-·· -· 
vidual capacity.~here~r. or as may be devised or.inherited by 
. ----·-----
him or his share of any community property acquired thereaftei:, 
and in his estate upon his death. 
J.oo. Release of Marital Rights of Prospective Husband. (9 Prospective Husband hereby waives, releases and renounces, under 
the laws of any jurisdiction that may be applicable, all right 
and interest, statutory or otherwise, including, but not limi~ed 
to, courtesy, widower's allowance, statutory allowance, intestate 
successJon, right of election to take against the will of Pro-
spective Wife, quasi-community pro~erty rights, homestead allow-
ance, exempt property, family allowance and all other rights of 
any nature whatsoever in the property or estate of Prospective 
Wife, which he might acquire as the husband, widower, heir al: law 
or next of kin of Prospective Wife, in her property. owned by her 
at the time of this mauiage, or acquired by her in an individual 
capacity thereafter, or as may be devised or inherited by her or 
as may be devised or inherited by him or her share of any 
PRE-NUPTIAL AGREEMEN'l' - 4 
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community property acquired thereafter, and in her estate upon · 
her death. \ 
4.00 separate Property. Each party shall separately retain 
all rights and have complete control of his or her own property 
~c:h .is liste¢l in Sf:hed~les .P.. & . B respe~tively. ~ch par,ty · 
· ·s~ll. ai'eo ret:a~· a.1.1 .dgh~s and -~~e eompl~te inclivi~~ ··cc;,nt:rol · 
over all rents, issues, profits and increases on said property as 
listed in Schedules A & B. 
Ie is understood that all ll!ages, earnings or other income. 
new or hereafter earned or acquired by each of the parties shall 
!~ be the separate property of the prospective spouse who earns or 
acquires said wages, eamings or other income, subject to the 
provisions of Section 4.01.. Each party shall have the absolute. 
and unrestricted right ta enjoy, manage, dispose of or otherwise 
deal with such separate property at all times during his or her 
lifetime and upon his or her death, free from any claims tha.,t: 
may be made by the other party by .reason of their muriage, f;!.nd. 
with the same effect as if no marriage had taken 'place. The 
parties specifically agree that the rents, issues, profits. 
capital gains or other earnings or increases on their separate 
property or proceeds from any disposition thereof constitute the 
separate property of the person owning such property and that: 
such prope1:ty and its rents, issues, profits, capital gains or' 
PRE-NUPTIAL AGREEMEN'l' - S 
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other eamings or increases or proceeds are not: community proper-
ty. The foregoing shall apply to all pi:cperty now owned by 
either of the parties ~ property which may be inherited .or 
devised. to them and to al.l property which may hereaft:er be 
separately ac:qui:ed by either of them, in an,y manner wh,atsoever. 
• • • • • • 'lo • • .• I 
4'. 01 CQjmnunity :,una,. · 'l'h"a parties agree that t:hey · will'· ·· · 
maintain a community fund for the puxpose cf sharing household 
expenses and meeting other expenses er accumulating assets. 'It. 
is understood that only these separate funds placed in the 
community fund or assets purchased from the proce·eds of said 
community fund ,.shall become the community property of the 
parties. Any assets acquired on a joint credit card will be 
community property, Nothing herein · prevents the parties from 
agreeing in writing that an asset is community p:r:operty. All 
other property of the parties shall remain the separate property 
of the parties as designated in Section 4.00. 
4. 02 community Property. The p_arties agre·e that those 
items listed in Schedule C, which have already been acquired, 
will be considered community property. 
4 • 03 · Xncom.e Taxes. It is hereby agreed the paJ:ties may 
file their income taxes with the state and federal governments 
either jointly or separately, whichever is most advantageous to 
the individual party. Should the parties file joiftly, the 
l?RE-NUP'rIAL AGREEMEN'l' - 6 
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amount of income tax clue or returned shall be prorated by the 
parties acco~ to each party's respective income. 
s.oo waiver of Right to Act as Fiduciary. Each party 
waives and renounc;es the r!,ght to act as personal representative, 
~an, conE_lerya~or c;,r ~tee of _the . es!=ata o~ the oth~ 
~art;y: i:>rovidad'; ~waver: ~t neither' party :shall. be clis~-
fied by this waiver to seJ:Ve and act as personal representative. 
guardian, conservator or trustee of the other• s estate if so• 
designated or .nominated by the other. 
6 • oo Transfers Between t;he i'ort;ies • Notwithstanding the 
. e . provisions of this Agreement, either party shall have the right. 
to transfer or convey to the other any property or interest 
therein which may be: lawfully conveyed or transferred during his 
or her lifetime, or by will or otherwise upon death.. and neither 
party intends for this Agreement to limit or restrict in any way 
the right and power to receive any such ·transfer or conveyance 
from the other. 
7. oo Nei;essary pgc;ument;s. Each party slull.l, upon the 
request of the other, execute, acknowledge and deliver any addi-
tional instJ:t1!!1ents that may be :easonably required to carry out 
the intention of this Agreement, including such instrument as may 
~~ required by the laws of any jurisdiction, now in· effect or 
hereafter enacted, which may affect the prop~:ty rights of the 
CH00294 
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parties as between themselves ar others, and if either party 
. desires to sell. mortgage or in any way deal with his , oz: he1: 
property. or'a:ay part. there~f. the other agrees to join in saicl 
deed, mortgage or agreement without any consideration other than 
the. covenants herein referred to. ,, . 
when.and if·the marriage now contemplated by the parties in fac~ 
takes place. 
9 • 00 Entire Agreement. This Agnemant: contains the entire 
understanding of the parties and no representations or promises !e have been made exc:ept as contaiaec! herein. This Agreement may 
not be tei:minated, amended or supplemented except by an instru-
ment in writing expressly referring to this Agreement and signed 
by both parties. 
10.00 Binding Bffect This Agreement shall bind and inure to 
the benefit of the parties.and their respective legal representa-
tives, successors. heirs, grantees and assigns. 
11.00 Severabilit;y. :If any provision of this Agreement oz: 
any right waived or :r:etained by it shall for any reason be in-
. 
valid or uneJ:lforcaable, the other poreions of this Ag:eement: 
shall nevez-theless ~ontinue in full force and effect. 
12.00 Cont;rall;lnq Law. This Agreement has been executed in 
the State of · Idaho and its provisions shall ba canstrue4 and 
PRE-NUPTIAL AGREEMEN'r - 8 
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enforced in accordance with the laws of that: State even though 
one or both of the· pm:ties may now be or hereafter become domi-
ciled in another jurisdiction.. 
. ... 
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IN WITNESS WHBBBOP, the parties have executed and 
aclmowledged this' Agreement the day and Yem:' first above written. 
STA'tE OF :CDAHO 
County of '-At/~ 
.... 
) 
~ ~1«.-
PA'l'R:ECIA CHRISTEHSBH, 
Prospective Wife 
. . ... 
... •
) ss. 
) 
,I_ On this/ / s./- da~ of Y.~- , 1996, before me, 
~IS+tn(Tlif[{tjflf!.,. , t unde:r:signed, a Nota.:y Public 
in and far the State of Idaho, personally appeared PA'l'RICIA 
CHRISTENSEN and DARWIN MCKAY, known to me to be the pe:r:sons whose 
names are subsc:r:ibed to the within inst:ument, and acknowledged. 
. to me that they executed the same. 
IN WJ:'l'NESS WHEREOF, X have hereunto set my hand aucl affixed 
my official sea1, the day and year in this certificate first 
· above written. 
NOT Tom.1c&u1~ 
Re iding att  
My Commission. Expires( J1'9 
(SO.Ia) 
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. .:J~I, P-
. · SCSBDUloB ";'" · j> r~(I / / 
separate Property of Prospeatiye ffl,tsband ¥ . ~ 
ASSETS 
tease Purebasa_Equipment 199§ 
1 - 1990 Kenworth tiay Call Tr~ctor SN ___ _ 
,,.1 - 1990 Kenworth Day Cab Tractor SN ___ _ 
..-,1 - 1994 'l'urf Vacuum · 
""1 Northwest Rototiller 
c.-i. Gasboy Fuel Management System 
V"4 Weseern Irrigation Wheel Lines 
v.l. - 1986 Volvo White TJ:Uck 
v1. - 1984 Volvo White 'rrtlck .,... 
~ Utility Flatbed Trailers 27 ft. 
v1 Spyder Forklift 
vi. Care Field Forklift 
p2 Spyder Forklifts 
"""'l Komatsu Yard Forklift 
"'1. - 1989 John Deere Tractor 
11*'V1 
22,000.00 
22,000.00 
a,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,200.00 
15,600.00 
16,000.00 
12,000.00 
10,500.00 
12,000.00 
u,000.00 
15,000.00 
4,000.00 
;otal Lease · 
Payout · 
29,260.00 
29,260.00 
.10,640.00 
10,640.00 
10,906.00 
20,748.00 
21,280.QO 
15,960.00 
13,965.00 
15,960.00 
18,620.00 
19,950.00 
5,320.00 
Model 2350 w/LOader 14,750.00 ·19,617.00 
,-'2 New Spyder Forklifts 54,000.00 71,820.00 
"1 Ford FlSO Pickup, Ford Motor Lease :tt': 
Nominal Value (subject to fair market buyout ~ °ZJ~J., ,,,;,,;1to ~~ 
at end of tem.) .rr-~~ 'Y &;farm Land owned or Under contract 
"'1{o Acres SWl/4 of SW1/4, T3N, Rl.E, B.M., 
known as Home FarJll 
40 acres S'.11/4 of SB'}-/4, ~· RlE, B.M., 
known as Hiatt Farm Sol G 
+ + + + +_ + + + + + 
+ + + + + ~ 
ooo=>ooo 
o :::> o o o o o g o o o o o o· 
. • .. • occc oo 
::,::,ooo::,Q • •.,, aoa 0 
:Joco 0 coo::,:,••• • 
. :, 0 0 Q W ~ ~ O.Q Q O Q QO::,:, 0 
" .. "' .. " ... .:,«no::, ln':)in 
N N CD ;;a = U\ ~ " " .. ,. f:; Q -~ 0 O 
N C\I ... C\I O N -:t in _; .: .. ,. 
- ... - ............ 'Ct\O 
.. . . .... 
... "' '"" C\I 
-z.., D.1tFV?J -~ aP" 
~-o~!, 
240,000.00 
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..J .,&. • r" .... .f 
1- 0•00 * 
0•00 * 
113,300. o·o + 
15•733•00 + 
210>350•00 + 
211 •595•00 ... 
i':3 21•390•00 + 34-• 30-0 • 00 + 
7•21 l•O.O + 
19•755•00 + 
628•00 + 
3, 4,12•0.o + 
• 271180•00 + 
3•006•08. ~ 
62•387•'10 
12•230•00 
13•760•00 + 
206•0.8 + 
472 •0-0 + 
1 ,00·9 •O'O ... 
79,400 •O.G + 
a;1,;26·00 ,jl 
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SCHEDULE •A• - (C~INOED) 
LXABJLifflS 
Ford Motor Credit - Ford Tractor 
Associates - Walking Floor Flatbed 
M&I Leasing - Various Parm Items 
Key Bank capitol Note 
Key Bank 'l'eJ:m Note 
t,ashingtori Federal - ponna' s House· 
'rcM Joint Venture · · ·· · · · · 
Charles Hiatt -'Blatt Fa%lll 
D. J. McKay 
Key Bank Fam Oper~ting Line 
, 
PRB-NUP'rIAL AGRBEMENT • 12 
\ .. 
4,UG.00 
8,400.00 
2,200.00 
75,000.00 
325,000.00 
140,000.00 
-l.·a·o1,oo 
p95, 00'0.00 
100,000.00 
285,000.00 
CH00300 
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. ·ru;szTS - SCHEDULE A e 
01/17JS6 · 
,.... THE TURF COMPANY EQUIPMENT UST AS OF 12131~5 
QTY 
_DESCRleJION 
fABM EQUIPMENT 
1 1H MCDEl.886 TRACTCR WICAS & DUALS 
1 1H MODE!.1068 TRACTOR WlDUAL8 326101720039257 
1 IH MODEL806TRACTORWJtJEWTA&ENGtN1! 
1 1H ·t.10DEL!44 KYDRO TRACTOR UP14917 (NEW ENGINE) 
~ SCHAFER 10- Off SET DISC ffi•10780 
~ WHIT1! 253.20' TANDE!I DISC 
&Y · l<ING 1:V C!iJSEt.PLOWWIGAUGE WHEELS . 
. ~ ACE1~GROUNDHOGWJ3PT • • 
~ NORTHWEST W ROTOT11.L..S fflS1.445.CJUl3237 
..1- 3PT CrTCHl!R MCDEL eoow 
4- .4 SEC110N Sffl:1. HARROWWJ3PT MELROWCAMISR 
4-" SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 1a-3 SECTIQM 
II("' OLD OLIVER GRAJM DRlU.. #S.1-2324 
lY E% FLOW SPREADER 
y" EVERSMAN MODE!!. 4512 LAND PLANE 1l'X45' fl0022 
+ 18' TRlPLE K · .• 
8 PORT.ASLE MOTOR~µ HTSO RADl0S@400.00 ea. 
A~ 100 GALLON FUEL TANK W/PUMP 
- &V 500 GALLON FUEL TANKW/STAND 
,r 280 GALLON FUEL TANK W/STAND 
.- HARLEYROCKP~KER . 
4- HOME BUILT HYDRAUUC WOOD SPUTTEit 
.,...- HYDRAUUC DUMP MACHINERY rnAILER· 
~ 3PT HYDRAUL'C CHERRY PICK!R CRANE 
1 7• X 41' GRAIN AUGER W/&iP 3 PHASI: MOTOR 
1 S- X 20' GRAIN AUGER WJMOTOR 1.5 .HP, 100 VOLT 
~ AUGER MOTOR 1HP1 110 VOLT 
do--. EDWARD'S TRACTOR MOUNT FORJ<UFTflf681140 
1 MOTOROLA SASE UNIT · 
1 MC MODEl..675 GRAIN DRYER 
~ STAINLESS ST!ELSPREA.DeR Utur. WALK BEHIND 
l,Y DUAL FRONT LOADER 
1 OLIVER 55 TRACTOR SJJ. z:.g79-51a 
1 3PT BOX SCRAPER 
1 CORRUGA110NWJMARKERS 
V" SCOOPMOSILE FRONT-END °t'OADER 
~ HARLEY ROCK WlNDROWER 
0..- MELROE SPRAY COUPE MODEL 220 SPRAYER2208188-87 
Y TERRA-GATOR I FERTILIZER SPREADER i68381 UNIT714 
If' PORTASL!SCALES .. . 
~ ec---" TERRA-GATOR B FERTILIZER SPREADER·PAULIDAHO 
TOTALFANAEQU~MENT 
1 
VALUE 
12,000.00 
8,000.00 
5,SJ(l.00 
4,200.00 
2,500.00 
2.QOO.OO 
1,500.00 
·2,400.00 
3,0G0.00 
S00.00 
400.DO 
3SJ.OO 
3SO.OO 
40.00 
2,400.00 
1,600.00 
3-200,00 
200.00 
200.00 
1SJ.OO 
5,000.00 
200.00 
2,S>O.OO 
600.00 
1,4CO.OO 
1S>.OO 
. 75.00 
300.00 
4!50.00 
8,000.00 
150.CO 
1,200.(JO 
1,!00.00 
250.00 
2!0.00 
7,000.00 
s.soo.oo 
12,000.00 
9,000.00 
3,815.00 
2,500.00 
$113,3..10.00 ~ 
~ 
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(. OFFJce l;QUIPMENT fMERIPIAN & REffO) 
· . d-'" STEEL DESKS (I 50.00 ea.(8 Mel1dlmt, 2 Reno) . 
· V 2-DRAWER FILE CABINET Cl 55.00 a 
~ 4-DRAWER FILE CABINET (2Meddlan, 1 Reno) 
a,- 4-DAAWER F1RE PROOF LEGALSIZI! FtLE CABINET 
1 CANON COPIERW/8TAND 
-r' WOOD STORAGE CAStNETS 
0.-- OFrlCI! COMBINATION NC& HEATING UNITS 
&-- PHONES & SWITCHING EQU1PM!HT 
II.' DISPLAYTASLES@50.00e& 
~ WALLMAPS, LAMJNATSD 030.GQ ea. 
L1-" WOOD BOOKCASE · . 
tY CALCULATORS p.oGea. 
,r' 3 DRAWER l'IIJS CAB1NET 
~ OWM:L QWM fJ~.00 oa. 
.-,- ~ECZUIT.ARY TABLE 
2 WOODE.'4 CCC. CHAIRS Q 10.00 ea. 
1 VERSAUNK FOR FAX HOOK UP 
2 FAA.MACHINES 
1 EPSON PRINTER 
1 HP INK ,JET LAS~ PR!NTER 
1 PAHASONIC PRJHTiR . 
A 4-" 5 DRAWER FRONT OPENING F1U: CABINET 
W i:""' OFFICE DMDERS ' 
MlSC. COMPUTER SOFlWARE 
,...-- VACUUM CU:ANER 
2 COMPAQ 486 DESKTOP COMPUTER 
1 sas 486-66 COMPUTER 
1 XEROX 620.Ma'iORYWrura.ll TYP5'mlTER 
tV AIR CONDITION!:R 
4- TRADE SKOW DISPLAY EQUJPMENT 
O"" WOOD DESKS WISIDE UNITS @200.00 ea. 
4- METAL SIDE OPENING FU CABINET 
~ STORAGECABmET4DRAWER.4DOOR 
9- BROWN OFF1CE CHAIRS 
..-,..- TIME CLOCK 
~ SMALL REfR1Gi:AATOR 
~ MICROWAVE OWN 
1 PICNIC TABU: WI BENCHES . 
f.2-"" SMALL WOODEN CASINETS (Break Rcom) 
3 PLASllC PORTABLE FIL! CARRIERS 
. · ~ EASEL 
v' . SCAL!S & SEED SALES BINS 
TOTALOFFJCIEQUIPMEHT 
2. 
e 
.. 
-400.00 
220.00 
240.00 
100.00 
700.00 
225.00 
1,200.00 
Z.U,0.00 
100.00 
90.00 
10.00 
210.00 
60.00 
180.00 
ao.oo 
20.00 
250.00 
700.00 
300.00 
300.00 
100.00 
200.00 
50.00 
800.00 
50.00 
1,735.00 
1,488.00 
290.00 
382.00 
800.00 
600.00 
200.00 
300.00 
75.00 
350.00 
100.QO 
75.00 
75.00 
60.00 
70.00 
50..00 
150.00 
$1S.733.00 
CH00302 
000192
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( ·- sop EQUIPMENT 
1 PALLETTRAILER 
~ 6' SOD ROLLER 
,r'° FORD MODEL A610 TRACTOR 
e-""' .6' WATIR FILLED RO~ep50.00 ea. 
I("' 1980 MF 245 DIESEL TRACTOR 
WJMQDEL3A314896 8CD HARVEma fr JACOBSEN SELF PROPEi.LiD 
7 GANG MOWERfl'10.1623WH . 
Hr' SPYDER PORKIJPTS 
,<° FORKUPTTRAILER 
.-r- JAC088EH 8ELF-PROPEUED 7 GANG MOWER. RED 
• 1-•. PRIHCETON IIOD!l..180 SE!.f PROPE!J.ED TURF CUTTER 
· 1 . ACE 100 GALLON SPRAl/!!R WlBCOMS, 3 PT • . 
-4-" HOME BUU..T PIPE HAULING TiWU:R 
-i- eruLUbN TURF SEl!l)ER MODEL SST-144-01.12' WIDTH 
_j., INTEJUIATIONAL Ft.AJLMOWER -170 
-t-" MOTTVERT!CAL CUT MOWER 
1 HUSTI.eR ROTARY MOWER 72,.WIDTii 
.-4- TURF NET LAYING UHrT 17' WID5 
-+a MASSEY FERGUSON 2-45 TAACTOR W/JURJ; 11RJ:S 
1 DVHA P.AK'l:R:9G"ROL1.ER . 
I~ REEFERUNrTS , 
~ 1980 MF 245 DIESEL TR. ii9A304859 \VIBROWERA3A HAR WA-"" WORTHINGTON ROTARY MOWER S.H. 233 
~ GREAT PLAJNa OWRSE=DeR, 1r WIDE #5421 
~ RACIOFORHARVESTER.11 &2 
1 JA~OBSEH PTO POWERED 12• SWE:PER 
R""" GOLF CARTWJCHARGSR .• 
~, PERKINS 4 CYUNDER DIESEL ENGINE FOR MOWER 
~ SHOP MADE HYDROSTAT&C ROTARY MOWE.~ 
..Y- JAW-TYPE ROCK CRUSHER 
1 REVERSE TINE TILLER 
1 NUUES MOWER ROTARY 
1 BROWER 7 GANG PTO REEi.MOWER 
e 
1 BROWER, GANG PTO R!!l. P.1QWER {MADE FROM PARTS) 
~ HYSTER .FORKUFr PROPANE POWERED REHO 
if"'" 1994 HONDA 4 X 2 FOURWHEE!..ER MOCEL.300 cc 
V 185 cc HONDA THREEWH5L5t 
4"' 200 cc HONDA n!Re WHl:EL=R 
~ HESTot, STACKHAND 
V'° SPYDER PORKUPT 
TOTAL SOD EQUIPMENT 
3 
·•. 
450.00 
700.00 
S.000.00 
~00 
22,000..00 
1,000.00 
50,000.00 
500.00 
3,000.00 
'2,000.00. 
800..00 
5JO.OO 
2,!00..00 
~.00 
5>0.00 
2,S00.00 
1.200.00 
6,300.00 
7,'500.00 
7,400.00 
11aooo.oo 
2,000.00 
4.000.00 
800.00 
. 2,000.00 
250.00 
2,500.00 
30.,500.00 
1,500.00 
2,400.00 
9,S00.00 
5,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,800.00 
3,000.Q? 
6!0.00 
650.00 
4,000.00 
$210.350.00 
CH00303 
000193
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YIHJCU!S 
1 197) WPKJN 40' FLA'TBED TRAILER 
1 1979 CHEVY LUV PICKUP ICLN14'9831371'4, YELLOW 
1 1995 FORD 112 TON PICKUP t1FTDP15C88NB41B45 REHO 
4- 1995 FORD 1/2TON PICKUPtlFTDF15Y1SNA79399 
...- 19M GMC21'2TONTRUCKl1GQG7DIF2EY51W852 
1 1917 CHEVY .UN PICKUP; WHffl! ICLN1488209781-
1 DCDGERAMPAGEl1B74WI~ . 
. K'" 11r PULL TRAILER WIHARSH HCIST1 81DES 
·•. & ROU.OVER TARP IID00824t . : 
~ .15' GCUTliTRAVEL 'TRAIL!R8Jf.15110507BX. 
1 1997 F'Olm RAHQIR PICKUP i1PftMA&HUm787i 
1 1970 FORD 2 TON TRK'. f. C7C1EVJ6399 
1 1!382 V.W. PICKUP t1W<S017XCVO;S718 
1 1977 PETcRBILT CABOVER 18854JP 
~ 1977 All.CY 42' FLATBED ffl190 
a1"' 1980 TRANsCRAFTTRAILER, 369 FLAT DECK fl'C18238 
Q" SHOPBUILT2AXLESEMID0LLY 
. ';.,J!t"' 1 1990 PET!RBILTCON'JEH'l'tOa.\L TRUCK ID2993SOGL 
. .,,. SINGLE AXLE DCLLV. · 
J¥"" 29' SINGLE AXll: PUU. UllUTY TRA1LERS l6LaoG2.S89003 
,.,- 40' SEMI TRAILER TO BE MCDIF1ED #669225-9031 
&t" 1982 DODGE 112 TON 4-WD PICKUP #239088 
1. 1962 IH PICKUP FROM SALVAGE FIXED UP i1SB29-4344A 
&.t"" 1973 IH 3 AXLE CONVEHTIONAL TRACTCRf43747CYB15201 
+' ·.19771'RAJ1Ma81LEFLATBED~4ZiPS034S 
• _., "1967 BROWN FLATBED TRAILER40'JS673610 
....- 1971 BROWN FLATBED TRAILER36'1S715323 
-4"9 UGHTWE!Glff TRAILER TO c,;.RRY.HUSTLERMOWER 
1 1980 U'ffl.rT'f REEFER TRAIL!R42' 
1 TRANSMISSION 15 SPE!D SALV. WREC'.<a> 77 IH 
1 R!:AR..aJDS PWS HOUSING SALV. WRECKED 77 IH 
~ TRANSMSSSION 10 SD. 8AJ.V~ FROM 1984 WHnB TRUCK 
~ REAR-1:ND SAJ.V. FROf.t 1984 WHITE TRUC".< 
~ 26' TA."IDBIAXL! FLATBED DELNERYTRAILERt55917 
1 1984 VOLVO WHITE 3AXLETRACTOR IG3EU088288 
V 1988 VOLVO WHni: 3AXLE1RACTORCONVENTIONAL 
• .,,,.J;:,.Y' 5TH WHl!EL L!FnNG HOIST CALLAHAN 
·• 1977 J.1ACI< 3 AXLE TRACTORWJµ86LST34274 
TOTAL VEHICL!S 
4 
. . . 
---
. 
2.!Q0.00 
700.00 
15,000.00--
1S.C,OO.OO 
9a34UO 
40o.GO 
1.SOC,.OO 
· . .~.000.00 
1,000.00 
2,GGOOO 
1,000.00 
1,800.00 
14,500.00 
a.soo.oo 
4,000.00 
.\100.00 
4'0,000.00 
· 1.200.00 
8,000.00 
1,000.00 
3.000.~ 
600.00 
7;500.00 
.S.500.00 
.2.5QOJIO 
2.0CJ0.00 
250.00 
3.000.00 
1,000.00 
2,000.00 
1,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,800.00 
18,500.00 
18,000.00 
6,500.00 
4,000.00 
$211,595.00 ~ 
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: • T e 
m:l9f_ :gUIPM§N'I ( .k'° AIR ~OMPRl!SSOR . 
V JENNY STEAM Ct.SANER. PRESSURE WASHER 
A"" MEiTAL curnNQ BANQSAW 
U.-- OXV AC&'tYLENB WELDER & TANK if/ NEW LINCOLN AC.CC~ WI CARRIER 
V" H.D.1q11 DAILL 
~ MILWAUXEE SAWZALL 
I(" CRILL PRESS. 15" FLOOR MOOS. 
K FLOOA GRINDl!R 
+" SHOP r'RSSS 
V. PARTS WASHER 
• -~ 5HOP VACUUM 
V HAAO ORINCEII 
I GAS FIJRNACE . 
V WELDING TAB~S & VISE 
11a·. 
... 
A"' MEiAL AACK . 
.,.,....- UNCClN INDUSTRW. VVIR& FEm WE!.DEn CCMPLETS 
4-- FLOOR JACK STOW 
a- AIR IMPACT. 1" 
.a-"" 4" GRiNDER 
,· .._J,- FREQUENCY STABILIZER• 
.- l'RANSrdlSSION JACK 
,,...- 600tiORQUEWRENCH 
..+- HYDftc.UUC HOS& PRESS 
-t- ENG!Ni: STAND 
-t- CATeR?ILLAR ENCINS ADJUSTING TOOLS 
....- POR1'..t:3L!: WELDER 
-r" Z TON Fl.OCR JACK 
;.i-- PAU...1:1" JACK 
-f- WASTE OIL BURNER 
-?'" 2SO GALLON WASTI! OL TANKS .,. 
t SILVER EAGLEPRESSUREWASHER 
...... AIR.ARC 
-r TOOL aox AND TOOLS 
..,r BULK OIL TANKS 
. .....- AJR~~s~ 
. .._ SULK on .. )J.AND PUMPS 
MISC:. SHOP AW-WALS 
-t- DRILL PA.eSS VISE 
,- AJR CONDmONER " . 
-1- SHOP F1.00RHEAVV DUTY GRINDER 
. et- Born.a JACKS 
CHC.PSAW 
...r JACJ< !?TJJIIDS 
? E:<~.AL·2T FAH 
TOiALSHOPEQUIPMENr 
s 
1,aao.ca 
1.moo 
600.00 
300.00 
i.000.00 
· iQ0.00 
125.00 
sao.oo 
100.00 
200,00 
200,0J 
'.1~.tO . 
85,00 
250.00 
200.00 
100.00 
2.SOO.CO 
:!C0.00 
200,00 
so.co • 
300,00 
350.00 
600,00 
400.00 
1!0.00 
600.00 
930,00 
100.CO 
250.00 
750.00 
'4QO.OO 
2,000.00 
200.00 
1,500.00 
seo.oo 
100.00 
150.00 
AOO.CO 
100.00 
em.oo 
300.00 
350.00 
200.00 
300,00 
sco.oa 
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llUUOATlON EQUIPMENT 
. 
TCM-BU'RNBTl'-HOMEiARM-AL~ •• n'HSEN: WHEEL1JNES. 
' 1240· 
1260' 
10401 
1080' 
1oso· 
124<. 
920' 
1220' 
1080' 
720' 
. 760" 
• 4:• • 
WHEELLINE COMP~"'TB TELESCOPE 
WHEELLINE COMPLETE TELBSCOPB 
WHEELLINE COMPLETBTELESCOPB 
WHEELLINE COMPLETE TEIJ!SCOPB 
I WHEELLINE COMPLETE TELESCOPE 
I WHEELLINE COMPLETE TEIJ:SCOPE 
I WHEELLINECOMPLETB TELESCOPE • 
'WHEELLINE COMPLETE TELESCOPIC" 
WHEELLINE COMPLETE T.EI:.ESCOPIC 
··- . WHEELLINE COMPIEIE HOSE CONNECIOR. . 
WE'.EEIUNE COMPtnE HOSE CONNECTOR. 
S 3,600.00 
3,600.00 
3,600.00 
3,100.00 
3.200.00 
3,IS00.00 
2.;700.00 
3,S00.00 
3.200.00 
. 2.000.00 
2,100,go · 
$34,300.QO 
1.;.: X40' H & L C.ENTEll RISER. 6,149.00 , 
3 X20' H & Lem RISER 8S.OO 
• RL END PLUG 27.00 
4 • RL END PLUGS 40.00 
4 " H&L END PLUGS 24.00 
5 • H&LEND PLUGS 38.00 
8 XJ TJNlVERSAL V~VE OPENER S20.QO 
6 XJ RAIN FOR RENT VAL VE OPENERS lS0.00 
2 XJXJ UNIVERSAL VAL VE OPENERS 60.00 
I XJXJ t.J"NIVERSAL VAL VE OPENERS 30.00 
6 ":ELUSHING END PLUGS (WHEELLINES} 90,00 
.. . S7,213.00 
TC~l-BURNE1T-HOME FAlt.'4-STUWNO-ALBIUrniSEN: MAINLINE 
3SO' 
960' 
560' 
2so· 
lSO' 
90' 
IS' 
lOT. ' 
1800' 
300' 
500' 
2so· 
ISO' 
250' 
10' 
S' 
XSO MAINLINEjU. W/V 
X40 MAINLINE RL W/V 
X40 l'i!AINLIN.E RL W/OV 
X20 MAINLINE WN 
XJO MAINLINE W/OV 
XJO k'iGLED MAINLINE 
XIS M . \Im.INE RL 
XlO ~L-m.1.INE ~ 
: ·o MAINLINE Rt 
, XSO M.\00.INE H .!: L 
OM~'ERL 
. x:zo M.-UNI.INE Bl. 
. xso M.i\lNLINE 1U. - . 
: X50 ~LiUN?.1Ni H&L 
XlO ~!.i\D,,'LJ?i"E F..1!. 
X5 MA~'t.INE ff..&L 
6 
998.00 
2.736.00 
1,596.00 
198.00 
428.QO 
256.00 
41.00 
29.00 
4,230.00 
705.00 
1,17S.OO 
. 6S8.QO 
172.00 
288.00 
12.00 
6.00 
• 
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TCM-BURNETr-HOME FAR.~-sTIRLINO-ALBRETBSEN: MAil':tlNE(CONT) 
660' 
300' 
1000' 
S~HONTIJB.EINVENIORY 
100 
400 
83 
.. 
,J 
/4• SIPHON TUBE 
825.00 
1,800.00 
3.000,00 
S 19,755.00 
·: . .. 1 · .. s. . 
• SIPHON TUBE 
U4• SIPHONTUBE 
112• SIPHON -roBE 
II SIPHO?,J TUB.E . 
• SIPHON :1:tJBE 
ONCRETE DlTCH TINS 
100.00 400.oo· 
83.00 
3.00 
~.00 
. s.oo 
6 
170 
SlO 
JOO 
390 
i 
l 
2 
3 
I 
l 
lOxlO. 30• SPACIN0@1SO 
Sx30 • 30" SPACING· PLASTIC@l.50 
6lCJO • 3011 SPACING@ 1.65 
8x30 .. 30" SPACING· ALUM.@2.05 
1011 - 90 DEGREE ELBOW 
8"ENDPLUG 
6~ENDPLUO 
8" 90 DEGREE ELBOWS 
6" 90 DEGREE.ELBOW. 
811 TEE 
...J!!..Qg 
$628.00 
615.00 
1.215.00 
495.00 
799.00 
40.00 
17.00 
lG.00 
90.00 
20.00 
~ 
$3,412.00 
FA.IL\.lPUMPS 
lOHP . 
lSHP 
30HP 
30HP 
2S Ht' 
ISHP 
25HP 
2SHP 
25HP 
I 
l 
1. 
.. 
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP-PA&."'ffiL.TIMER.:.HOOK-UP 
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP-PANEL-TIMER-HOOK-UP 
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP-P&'IEI.·TIMER-HOOIC-UP 
CENTRiruGALPUMP-PANEL-TIMER.-HOQK .. UP 
MOTOR. SHAFr-TURBtNE PUMP MOTOR.& SHAFr 
CORNELL CENTRlFUGAL P~·PANEL-SUCTION 
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP-P.~'D:I.-TIMER. 
SUBMEP.SIBLS Pt!MP-PANEL-TIMEB. 
.SUBMERSIBLE PUMP-P .A.7'i:EI.-PLACED BY 
'BOISE R..\.L"iCH GOLF 
:3 PHASE RECTIFIER. 25,.60 HP . 
·HONDA INJECTION"PUMP S.S HP 
'BtmBLB SCREEN 
3,000.00 
1,000.00 
3,500.00 
2.000.00 
1,000.00 
680.00 
3.S00.00 
3,S00.00 
4,S00.00-
3,000.CiO 
7SO.OO 
, 750.00 
• 
'.9 $27r~s~.oo 
7 
... 
-~ 
CH00307 
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0 liOME FARM: lv.CISC. PAR.TS 
.. ·.. . ~ . 
• 'P ., • 
• 1 · •BL · · 
,·e l l 
l 
1 
3 
3 
2 
l 
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
. . • . l 
· 6,. RL 45 DEGREE EI.SOW 
• H&L 90 DEGJEE 'ELBOW 
; 6• H&L 4S DEORE ELBOW 
I s• H&L 90 DEGREE ELBOW 
4• H&L 90 DEOllEE ELBOWS 
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separote Prope;:tv of PrQapec:tlvo Wife 
A$$S'l'S 
Home at ?33 North 14th 
1991 Ford Explorer 
Dining - Oak Dining bu:ffet and tables 
Dining (6) c:llahs 
· · · Lenox c:hina set/8 
· CJ:ystal & Sterling s'ilver 
Stereo and TV 
Bedroom set 
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All items in home at 733 N. 14th (below) 
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Stanley W. Welsh (ISO No. 1964) 
Thomu G. Walker(ISB No. 1856) 
Cosbo Humpflrcy, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Sqlte 790 
P. 0. Dol 9518 
Boise. Idaho 83107-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208)869-1508 
Direct Faeslmlle: (208) 639-5609 
. .-.. ·--- .. NO----~ti,,.,..~--,uo -
A.II- a,, --
OCT O g 2007 
J. DAVID NAV"nnv, Clerk 
BJLAMES 
OEPUTY 
E-mail: nrebh@fflhoJaw.com; twaHm@cosbotaw.com 
Attomeys ror Plalatll?Plltricfa McKay 
IN THE DISTRlcr COUR.T OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIA McKAY. 
Plaintiff. 
v. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 061S200 
PATRICIA'S AFFIDAVIT DATED 
OCTOBERS. 2007 IN SUPPORT OF HER 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT REGARDING 
ABANDONMENT AND/OR MUTUAL 
RESCISSION OF THE PRE-NUPTIAL 
AGREEMENT 
Patricia E. McKay. Being first duly swom upon oath. deposes and says: 
l. I am 1he Plaintiff' in the above-entitled matter and make this Affidavit based upon 
my own personal knowledge. 
PA TRIC(A 'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF ··oePosmoN .. 
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2. From and after October 1997 I was the custodian of records of the regularly 
conducted activity of our businesses and real estate investments, including The Turf Company. a 
proprietorship, The Turf Company, LLC, The Turf Corporation, Turfco Transportation, Inc., 
Pleasure T~ LLC, nnd Turf Corporation of Nevada, Inc. The business records referred to in 
this affidavit and attached hereto were made at or near the time by, or from information 
transmitted by, a person with knowledge. and were kept in the course of regularly conducted 
business and investment activities. and it was the regular practice of our business and investment 
activities to make such memorand~ reports, records, or data compilations. In addition, I have 
prepared summaries and compilations of certain of these business and investment records and 
these summaries and compilations arc referred to in this affidavit and attached as exhibits. I 
certify that the business and investment records and the summaries and compilations are true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. . . 
THE MARRIAGE PRE-NUPTIAL AGREEMENT 
3. Darwin and I met through mutual friends in Februmy of l 99S and became 
engaged in May of 1996. 
4. Darwin asked me to sign a prenuptial agreement a few weeks prior to the planned 
wedding.' 
1 See also Transcript of the Deposition ofL Darwin McKay dared September 27, 2007 ( .. Darwin's September 27. 
2007depo.'')at 127:16-21. 
PATRICIA •s AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT Of 
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S. Darwin's attorney, Forrest Goodrum ("Mr. Goodrumj, prepared a draft Pre-
Nuptial Agreement.2 
6. I was presented with a draft of the Pre-Nuptial Agreement on July l, 1996, one 
day before we were scheduled to leave for the B~as to be married. 3 
7. I was not provided with a draft of the proposed Pre-Nuptial Agreement prior to 
July I, 1996."' 
8. Darwin and I met with Mr. Goodrum on July 1, 1996. 5 
9. l asked attorney, James Bevis, to review the draft Pre-Nuptial AgrecmenL 
10. Darwin and I signed the Pre-Nuptial Agreement on Ju[y I, 1996 ("Pre-Nuptial 
Agrcement'').6 
11. Schedule A attached to the Pre-Nuptial Agreement purports to describe Darwin's 
separate property and dcbts;7 however, as noted in paragraphs 213-218 below, all of Darwin's 
property and debts were not correctly listed.1 
12. Schedule B attached to the Pre-Nuptial Agreement describes all of my separate 
property and debts as of July I, 1996. '* 
z Sec also Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 128:7-9-
3 See also Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 127:7-23. 
'rd. 
'See also Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 127:24-25; 128: 1-6. 
• Pre-Nuptial Agreement Deposhion Exhibit 33 (Bares Nos. PLOOOOI-PL00023) attached hereto. 
7 Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 132-139 and Deposition Exhibit 33, Schedule A (Bates Nos. PLOOOIO-
PL00021). 
1 Sec pamgraphs 25-28 below; Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. At 132·139. 
' Deposition Exhibit 33, Schedule B (Bates No. PL00022). 
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13. Schedule C attached to the Pre-Nuptial Agreement describes the propeny and 
debts that we agreed would be community propeny from and after July 1. 1996.10 This property 
consisted of a personal residence located at 76 Horizon Drive. Boise. Idaho that we agreed to 
purchase on May 13, 1996, nearly two months before our marriage on July 6, 1996.11 Darwin 
and I closed on the purchase of this home on June 19. 1996. I contributed $27,383.66 to the 
down payment. However, as noted in paragraphs 132-134 below, we stripped out our 
contributed equity through several refinancing loans and invested those funds in ottt 
businesscs.12 
14. I· was not provided with any documentation supporting the "values" of the 
property owned and the debts owed by Darwin as of July 1, 1996. 
IS. I conducted an analysis of relevant records and prepared a schedule of our assets 
and liabilities as of July 6, 1996, the date of marriage, from the schedules attached to the Pre-
Nuptial Agreement This analysis reports that I had-a net worth of $161,000 and Darwin had a 
net wonh ofSl99,847.13 However. as noted in paragraphs 213 below. Darwin oveistated the 
10 Deposition Exhibit 33, Schedule C (Bates No. PL000:?3). 
" Deposition Exhibit 33, Schedule C (Bares No. PL00023). 
12 Re~ccs to the .. Business", ·business", "Businesses", "businesses", .. The Turf Company", the "Company", 
include all related eruities, e.g. Tho Turf Company, a proprietorship, The Turf Company, LLC, The Turr 
Corporation, Turf'co Transporwlon, Jnc .. Pfcasun: Turf. LLC, and Turflands. LLC. See Organizaalon Chart anachc:d 
as Deposition E:dtibic77. 
u Exhibit A attached hereto. 
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number of acres in the Home Farm at 40 acres, which should have been 35.31 acres because 4.69 
acres were awarded to Donna McKay in a 1994 divorce.14 This reduced his asset values by 
$28,140. Also, Darwin understated the value of his liabilities by $9,762.17 for pre-marital credit 
card debt and $14,524.92 for his son's college loans. further reducing his net worth.15 In 
addition, Darwin failed to report a $45,000 liability associated with a vehicle commonly referred 
to as the Smithmobile.16 Thus, Darwin's net worth asof July 6, 1996, was only $107.419.91.17 
16. Mr. Goodrum advised us that we each needed to maintain separate personal 
checking accounts.11 
17. Mr. Goodrum also explained that Darwin and I should establish a joint checking 
account into which we would each deposit funds to pay our personal community expenses. 
18. Our joint checking account was established at U.S. Bank on June 26, 1996. 
19. Mr. Goodrum also advised us that we should not commingle our separate assets 
and funds uni~ we wanted to transmute our assets and funds into community property.19 
20. As of July I, 1996, I already had a personal checking account established at First 
Security Bank under lhe name of Patricia E. Christensen, with a balance of$4,344.6J.20 
21. As of July 1 t 1996, Darwin did not have a personal checking account. 
" See Stipulated Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered on December 27. 1994 in the case of Darwin McKay vs. 
Donna McKay. Ada County Case No CV.IJ4.00261(8ales Nos. PL00026- PL00037) attached 10 Patricia's Rule 
44(d) Request for Judicial Notice of the record of other proceedings in an Idaho Court; Darwin's September 27, 
2007 depo. at 132-139 and Deposition Exhibit No. 36 (Bates Nos. PL 00026- PL00037). 
" See paragraphs 24-26 below and footnote refemiccs therein. 
1
• See also Darwin•s September 27, 2007 dc:po. ac 132·139. 
11 See Exhlbll A (Bares No. 431-432) anached hereto. 
11 See also Darwin's September 27, :ZOO? dc:po. at 154:11-16. 
19 See also Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 156:1-5. 
10 Exhibit B (Bares No, PL00038). 
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22. Prior to July I, I 996, o.nd thereafter until sometime during 2006, Darwin usc:d 
various checking accounts belonging to The Turf Company at Key Bank, Zions Bank, Wells 
Fargo Bank. and Sterling Bank to pay his pem,nal expenses and the expenses of the community. 
I could not access any of The Turf Company's computerized accounting records for the period 
July 1996 through December 1997 because The Turf Company was then using a now obsolete 
version of an accounting program known as "One-Write". Since January 1998, The Turf 
Company's accounting has been kept on QuickBooks. Consequently, exhibits of records that 
are available date back to 1998. 
23. Darwin did not set up a separate personal checking account until on or about 
September I, 2004, when he received an installment inheritance distribution from the estate of 
his father, D. J. McKay.21 
24. Despite having opened a separate personal checking account at First Bank of the 
Northwest, Darwin continued to pay· personal and community expenses with draws from The 
Turf Corporation. 
2S. During December 19%,22 I discovered that not all of Darwin's premarital debts 
were disclosed on Schedule A.u In particular, Darwin had failed to disclose that he owed 
$9,762.17 on three credit cards he was required to pay pursuant to the Stipulated Judgment and 
31 Exhibit C hereto containing an accounting of recerpu and disbursements of Darwin's inheritance. 
~ Sec racts below regarding Patric:ia's contributions or labor to the businesses commencing at parasraph 51. 
33 Sec also Darwia's Septmbcr 27, 2007 depo. at 132-139. 
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Decree of Divorce entered on December 27, 1994 in the case of Darwin McKay vs. Donna 
McKay, Case No CV-94-00261 }~ 
26. In addition. Darwin failed to disclose that he had incurred liability for three loans 
in the combined amount of $14,524.92 nttributable to his son's college education, which he 
asked me to pay. l! 
27. Darwin also failed to disclose a debt on the so-called Smithmobile in the 
approximate amount of $40,000. 
28. As noted in my reconciliation of the assets and liabilities that we each had as of 
the date of marriage, my net worth wns $161,000 and Darwin's was only $107,419.91.26 So, I 
actually brought more net asset value to the marriage than Darwin. 
THE BUSINESSES 
29. Prior to the marriage and through December 3 I, 1999, the turf business was 
operated as a proprietorship known as The Turf Company. From and after the early fall of 1996, 
this proprietorship was owned and operated by Darwin and me. 27 
30. On May 12, 1999, a Certificate of Assumed Business Name was filed for The 
1
~ Sec also. paragraph 4(11) of the Stipulllted 1udgmcnt and Decree ofDivon:e entered on December 27, 1994 in the 
case of Darwin McKay vs. Donna McKay, Ada County Case No CV-94.00261(Bates Nos. PL00026- PL00037) 
attached to Patricia's Rule 44(d) Request for Judicial Notice of the record of olhcr proceedings in an Idaho Court. 
?J Sec also, paragraph 4(b) (Bates No. PLOOOl9) or lhe Stipulated Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered on 
December 27, 1994 in the case of Darwin McKay vs. Donna McKay, Ada County Case No CV-94-0026J(Bates 
Nos. PL00026 - PL00037) anached to Patricia's Rule 44(d) Request for Judicial Notice of the record of asher 
~eedfngs In an Idaho Court; see also Deposition Exhibit 39 ro Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at I 32-139, 
Exhibit A (Bates Nos. 431-432) attached hereto. 
n See alto. Schedule F, Fann 1040, for 1996, 1997, 1998 and 1999, alUIChed hereto as E.'thibils D-1 lhrougb D-4 
(Bates Nos. 433-440). 
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Turf Company listing Darwin and me as the individuals doing business under the asswned 
name.:.?• 
31. Although The Turf Company, LLC was fonned and the Articles of Organization 
were filed with the Secretary of State on July 3, 1996,29 no business was actually conducted by 
th~ limited liability company until January I, 2000.30 
32. The Articles of Organization for The Turf Company, LLC listed Darwin as the 
· registered agent. The Articles also listed The Turf Corporation as the manager of The Turf 
Company. LLC.31 
33. The Turf Company, LLC actually commenced doing business with the transfer of 
real propeny effective January I, 2000. Thereafter, The Turf Company, LLC leased the real 
propenyto The Turf Corporation for use in the corporation's busincss.32 
34. The Annual Re)lorts for The Turf Company. LLC filed with the Idaho Secretary 
of State and signed by Darwin listed Darwin as President and me as Secretary for 1996 through 
?a Sec also, Certificate of Assumed Business Name for The Turf Company dated May ll. 1999 anached hereto as 
Deposition Exhibit 40 (Bates No. PLOOOS I): sec also, Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 172-173. 
?t Sec also. Articles of0rganil.8lion for The Turf Company, LLC dated July 3, 1995 attached hereto as Deposition 
Exhibit 4 t (Bates No. 00052). 
,~ Sec also, Fonn 106S for 2000 through 2005, attached hereto as Exhibits 83 through 87 (Bates Nos. 380-389). 
'
1 Deposition Exhibit 41 anached hereto. 
n See also. Fonn I 065 for 2000 ntcd by The Turf Company setting forth the assets conveyed into the limited 
liability company atuchcd as Dfpositfon Exhibit 21: see also Transferor's Statc:mcnt Under Regs. § l.3Sl•3(a) 
accompanying Patricia and Darwin's Fonn I 040 for 2000, attached hereto as E."1ibit K (Bates Nos. 454-455). 
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2005.33 During 2006, Darwin arbitrarily removed me from the Annual Report tiled with the 
Idaho Secretary of State without my knowledge or consent. 34 
35. The Articles of Incorporation for The Turf Corporation were filed on July 3, 
1996.3' 
36. Although The Turf Corporation was fanned and the Articles of Incorporation 
were filed with the Secretary of State on July 3, l 996, no business was actually conducted by the 
corpo~tion until January l, 2000.J6 As stated in the Transferor's Statement under Regs.§ 1.351· 
3(a), Darwin and I transferred the operating assets of The Turf Company, a proprietorship, to 
The Turf Corporation having an asset fair market value ofSl67,807, less the fair market value of 
the proprietorship's liabilities ofSS 1,643, resulting in a fair market equity value of$ I 16,164.37 
37. The Annual Reports for The Turf Corporation filed with the Idaho Secretary of 
State and signed by Darwin listed Darwin as President and me as Secretary for 1996 through 
200S.38 During 2006, Darwin arbitrarily removed me from the Annual Report filed with the 
Idaho Secretary of State without my knowledge or conscnL39 
n See also. Annual Reports for The Turf Company for 1996-2005, attached hereto as Deposition Exhibit 42 (Bales 
Nos. PLOOOSl- PL00061. 
J,I See. Annual Report Fonn for The Turf Company for 2006 attached hm10 as Deposition Exhibit 43 (Bates No. 
PL00062). 
35 See also, Ankles of Incorporation for The Turf Corporation dated July 3, 1996 attached hereto as Deposition 
Exhibit 44 (Bates Nos. PL00063 - PL00066). 
36 Sec also, Transferor's Statement Under Regs. § l.l.51-J(a) accompanying Palricia and Darwin's Fonn 1040 for· 
2000. attached hereto u Exhibit K (Bates Nos. 454-4.55). 
J7 /d. 
:sa See Annual Rcpons for The Turf Corporation for 1996-200.5, attached hen:ta as Deposition Exhibit 4S (Bates 
Nos. PL00067 - PJ.0007S), 
J9 See Annual Repent Form for The Turf Corporation for 1996 attached hereto as Exhibit 46 (Bates No. PL00076). 
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38. The Articles of Incorporation for Turf co Transportation, Inc were filed on July 3, 
1996.40 
39. Although Turf co Transportation. Inc. and the Articles of Incorporation were filed 
with the Secretary of State on July 3, 1996, no business was actually conducted by the 
corporation until January 1, 2000:0 As stared in the Transferor's Statement under Regs.§ t.351-
J(a), Darwin and I transferred the trucking assets of The Turf Company. a proprietorship, to 
Turfco Transportation, Inc. having an asset fair market value of $30,832, less the fair market 
value of the proprietorship's liabilities of $0, resulting in a fuir market equity value of $30,832.42 
40. The Annual Reports for Turfco Transportation, Inc. filed with the Idaho Secretary 
of State and signed by Darwin listed Darwin as President and me as Secretary for 1996 through 
200S.43 During 2006, Darwin arbitrarily removed me from the Annual Report filed with the 
ldaho Secretary of State without my knowledge or consent."" 
41. On November 13, 2000, Articles of Organization were filed for Pleasure Turf, 
L.L.C. I was listed as the registered agent. 45 
o&0 See Anlcles of lncorporarlon f~ Turfco Transportation. Im:. dated July 3, 1996 attached hereto as Deposition 
Exhibit 47 (Bates Nos. Pl.00077 - PL00079). 
~• See Transferor's Statement Under Regs.§ l.3St-3(a) accompanying Patricia and Darwin's Fann 1040 for 2000, 
ait1ched hereto as E.'thibit K (Bates Nos. 454-4SS). 
u Id. 
u See Annual Reports fOC" Turfco Transportation. Inc. for 1996-2005, attached hc:reto as Deposition Exhibit 47 
iBates Nos. PLOOOSO - PL00088). 
• Sae AMual Report Fonns for Turf'co Transportation, Inc. for 2006 attached hereto as Deposition Exhibit 47 
(Bates No. PL00089). 
~, See Articles o(Organiza&ion for Pleasure Turf, L.LC. dated November 13, 2000 attached hereto as Deposition 
Exhibit 48 (Bates No. PL00090): 
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42. The Articles of Organizalion for Pleasure Turf. L.LC. reported that it was a 
member managed limited liability company. I signed the Articles as secretary and Darwin 
signed as president '16 
43. The Turf Corporation of Nevada, Inc. was organized on August 23, 2000, for the 
purpose of acquiring the assets and business of High Desert Turf in Yerington. NV. This 
corporation conducts its business as High Desert Turf.~7 
44. The Articles of Organi7Jltion for Turflands, LLC was filed with the Idaho 
Secretary of State on August 11, 2006.41 
4S. An organization chart of our businesses is attached to this affidavit as Deposition 
Exhibit 77.49 
MANAGEMENT OF THE BUSINESSES 
46. Shortly after our marriage on July 6, 1996, Darwin and I commenced sharing 
management of The Turf Company, a proprietorship/0 
47. Commencing on January 1, 2000, when The Turf Corporation, Inc. undertook 
operations of the turf business. Darwin and I shared management ofThe TurfCorporation.51 
a Id. 
47 See Articles or Incorporation ror The Turf Company of Nevada dared August 23,2000 attached hmto as 
Deposition E:dtlbit 49 (Bates Nos. P100092- PLDD094). 
4 Sec Articles of Organization for Turilands dated August 11. 2006 attached hereto as Deposition Exhlbia 50 (Bates 
No. Pl.00091), 
"' See also Darwin's September 27, 2007 dcpo. at 282-214. 
'
0 see also, Affidavit of Nell SaJathe, dated October 3, 2007ar1134-JS: see also Darwin's September 27, 2007 
dcpo. a 144-146. 
SI See also, Affidavit of Nell Salathe, dated October 3, 20071111134-35. 
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48. I served as Secretary of The Turf Company, LLC nnd The Turf Corporation mid 
Darwin served as president from 1996 through 2005. n During 2006, Darwin arbitrarily removed 
me from the Annual Repons filed with the Idaho Secretmy of State without my knowledge or 
consent.53 
49. Throughout the years. I developed and implemented many innovative plans to run 
the businesses more cfliciently.'4 
SO. For example, I developed and implemented (a) field charts for The Turf 
Corporation's Boise operation and High Desert Turf, (b) Excel flow charts for recording of semi-
truck mileages for preparation of quarterly IFTA and various State fuel/road taxes. (c) office 
procedure manuals, (d) company employee manual, (e) various business fonns that greatly 
improved financial and operational controls within the businesses, (t) magnetic wall boards for 
scheduling of deliveries. and (g) a system for scheduling repair of equipment and wall charts for 
the mechanics.55 
MY CONTRIBUTIONS OF LABOR TO THE BUSINESSES 
51. Within a month of our marriage on July 6, 1996, Darwin and I discussed the 
possibility that the bookkeeper for The Turf Compnny may be embezzling money from the 
business. I suggested that Darwin and I review the records after hours when the bookkeeper was 
gone. We reviewed invoices each night for several nights and discovered 20 percent of the 
!? Sec n:fcrcnccs in footnotes 32-42, above. 
n See references in footnotes 37 and 42 above. 
5
• See also, Affidavit ort<. Eugene Thursron. daced August lei, 2007 ac n 12·1S: see also. Affidavit orNeil Salathe, 
dated October J. 2007 at 1, 26-28; see also, Job Description attached hereto as Deposition E.'thlbit SI (Bates Nos. 
PL0009S-PL 00098}; see also Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo.as 191:13•17. 
55 Id. 
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invoices during the previous 12 months were missing, along with the funds. There was no way 
of knowing how much money was actually missing since the invoices were gone. 
52. During _September l 996 Darwin approached the bookkeeper and asked where she 
kept the invoices. She became quite belligerent and quit. I assisted Danvin in finding another 
bookkeeper, Judy Bums. who was hired mid.October 1996. 
,J. On September 30. 1997, Judy Bums resigned her position as the bookkeeper for 
The Turf Company to return to her previous job with the State of Idaho. 
54. When Judy Bums resigned Darwin told me that the business could not afford to 
hire a bookkeeper and it would be helpful if I would work with him in the businesses. He told 
me that we could make more money ifl worked with him. 
SS. Prior to July 1996 and ending Man:h 1998, I continued to work on a commission 
basis as a travel agent for Hannon Travel. 
56. Since The Turf Company was struggling financially during 1997, Darwin and I 
decided to put off hiring a full time bookkeeper. 
S7. Therefore, I took bookkeeping classes at Boise State University that included 
instruction in using QuickBooks. 
58. In October 1997, I began working at The Turf Company as 11 bookkeeper. 
59. Darwin and I decided that I would work at Hannon Travel in the mornings and 
then at The Turf Company starting shortly after noon and working on into the night so I could 
learn all facets of the business and handle bookkeeping and administration. 
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60. Darwin and l decided that we would make a decision in the spring of J 998 
whether I would work full time in the business or go back to work Cull time at Hannon Travel. 
61. I never returned to work full time as a travel agent after March 1998. Rather I 
worked tirelessly for the next nine years with Darwin to build our businesses and real estate 
holdings together. 
62. I did not receive a paycheck as compensation for my work during 1996, 1997, 
1998, 1999, 0~ 2000.56 
63. On my 50111 birthday, March 26, 1998, Darwin was getting a table down from an 
~pper ledge at the business for a surprise birthday party for me. The steel pallet fell with Darwin 
on it, 12 feet to the cement floor. Danvin's ankle was crushed, his head cut, and collar bone 
broken. I rushed him to the hospital with another injured person. Darwin was in surgery for six 
to seven hours. The surgeon removed bone from below the knee in an attempt to rebuild the 
ankle and placed seven or eight pins through his leg to try to save the ankle. Darwin was in a 
wheelchair for a couple months and could not drive at all. Thus, he required my full time 
attention. Due to his accident, I left Hannon Travel pennanently to co-manage, own and operate 
the businesses and real estate investments with Darwin. 
· 64. From the day I began work at The Turf Company, October I, 1997, I handled the 
bookkeeping, bank account reconciliations, accounts payables and receivables, invoicing, 
" See Exhibit E allached hereto for an ac:counling of Net Take.Home Pay for Darwin and Patricia during lhe years 
1999 thnlugh 2006; Darwtn•s September 27, 2007 dcpo. At 191·19.S. 
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payroll, front office phones. order talcing. sales and distribution of trucking for the businesses.57 
65. Because Darwin and I were working 14 to 16 hours a day, six and one-half days a 
week, 1 set up a kitchen in The Turf Company's office so I could prepare our meals on the 
business premises.51 
66. 1 received my first paycheck for my work in the turf business from The Turf 
Corporation on January IS, 2001.59 
67. Darwin and I purchased the Yano Fann in Weiser, Idaho and High Desert Turf in 
Yerington, Nevada in September of 2000.60 I then began handling all the accounting for The 
Turf Corporation, which had taken over the Boise operations and High Desert Turf. LLC. Each 
company did practically the same doJlar volume. Due to the amount of paperwork and 
confidentiality, I moved into a windowless eight foot by eight foot room that could be locked. 
This small room was my office until I came up with a plan to have an office built above 
Darwin's office during the Spring and Summer of 2001. 
68. During 1998 and through 2004, the work load was incredible. Darwin and I 
would arrive at the office very early each morning around 6:00 a.m. and would work until after 
51 Sec Affidavit of K. Eugene Thurston. CPA dated August 16, 2007 nt 1 13; Affidavit of Neil Salathe, dated 
October 3, 2007 at 1 28; see also Administrative Assistant to CEO Job Description attached hereto as Deposition 
Exhibit SI (Bares Nos. PL00095 - PL 00098). 
51 See also Transcrip1 of Darwin's deposition taken on March 21, 2007 ( .. Darwin's March 21, 2007 depo.j al pgs. 
84and85. 
59 See also, Exhibit E anached herero for an accounlins of Net Take-Home Pay ror Darwin and Palricia during the 
r.,ears 1999 through 2006. 
See paragraphs 148-197 below regarding the details ofthm purchases and related financing. 
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10:00 p.m. to get everything done. This work schedule persisted until we hired Debbie Mason 
on July 15, 2002 as a bookkeeper. 
69. Darwin's expertise was in growing sod. but he was not a proficient manager. In 
fact, he was very careless in financial manngement and was a poor personnel manager.61 
Fortunately for the businessc!, my skills ~re in financial and personnel managemenL 62 So, 
Darwin and I proved to be a successful team in building a very successful business enterprise and 
real estate investment portfolio.63 
70. In March of 2001, Darwin agreed to become involved with Jeff Kem in a business 
. 
known as Southwest Greens, an artificial turf business to be operated by Mr. Kem in Dallas, 
Texas. The results of the business opemtions were reported on our Form 1040, Schedule C, 
commencing in 2001. I handled t}le accounting for this business. 61 
71. Right away we staned losing money in the Southwest Greens venture.65 By 
January of 2003 I became adamant that the relationship with Mr. Kem be tcnninatcd. 66 
" Darwin's incompetence in financial matter is confinned by his reckless investment of more that $200,000 in 
Ncvnda Granite Industries. Inc.. d.b.a.. Ciranitc Transformations, a business started by his son, Brian. See transcript 
of deposition of Brian McKay taken on August 17. 2007 at 38 • 47; see also additional facts below at 11 82·91 
regarding Nevada Granita Industries. Inc. 
'
1 Sec also Affidavit of Neil Salathe, dated October l. 2007 at 1121-29; sec also. Affidavit of K. Eugene Thurston. 
CPA. dated August 16, 2007,at113. 
6J See also Affidavit of K. Eugene Thurston dated August 16, 2007at11 12 throusb 15; see also Affidavit of Neil 
Salathe, dated October 3. 2007 at 121-29, 
.,. See Patricia and Darwfn•s Fonn 1040, Schedule c. for 2001, 2002 and 2003 attached hereto as Exhibits Fl·Fl 
1:3aces Nos. 441-449). 
See also Darwin•s September 27, 2007 depo. at 196-201, 
66 Sec also Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 200-201. 
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Southwest Greens had consumed approximately $150,000 of our funds and there was no end in 
sighL67 
72. · Against my advice, Danvin hnd never entered into a written agreement with Mr. 
Kem. Due to the added expense of Southwest Greens. Darwin and I had numerous tense 
conversations. during which I stressed to Darwin that we needed to relieve ourselves of the 
tlnam:1111 burden of Southwest Greens. During the summer of 2003 I insisted that the 
relationship with Mr. Kem be tenninated because we could not afford tho continuing drain on 
our financial resources. which weie very limited because in December of 2002 Wells Fargo 
Bank called all of our notes due and refused to extend the line of credit. 61 
73. On February 8, 200S, Darwin and I received a notice from the Internal Revenue 
Serviced that their 2002 tax returns were being audited. in particular that portion of the return 
dealing with Sowhwest Greens. The IRS set up a deficiency of $75,867.00.69 I spent two to 
three months preparing for the audit and was able to reduce the proposed tax deficiency to 
approximately $3,000.00. 70 
74. In January 2003 Darwin hired Michael Vasil to be The Turf Company's business 
manager, without my knowledge or consent. Darwin's careless decision proved to be a disaster. 
Not only did Darwin agree to pay Mr. Vasil far more than his credentials and experience 
67 Sec Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 198-199. 
61 See also Affidavit of K. Eugene Thurston dated August 16, 2007 at n 7 lhrough IO. 
69 See Deposldon Exhlbil S2 (Bates Nos. PL00293 - PI0000302 attached hereto. 
10 See also Darwin's September 27, 2007 dcpo. at 201-202. 
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warranted, Mr. Vasil undertook to make improvident changes with regard to the financial 
controls that I had implemented. 
75. Vasil was able to entice Darwin into giving him over $22.000.00 in community 
funds for Vasil to invest in various pmpenies.71 I was not happy about these investments and 
despite my repented requests, Darwin refused to obtain a written contract with Vasil that required 
proof of tile investments Vasil was aHegedly making with our money. 72 
76. Darwin and I belonged to a group of business men and women, known as The 
Excell Group. who shared their business experiences and advice. I sought the group's advice 
and they recommended that I hire a private investigator to have Vasil checked out. I did so and 
soon discovered that Vasil had a history as a con artist. who had taken well over one million 
dollars from various people in the Treasure Valley. 73 
77. I shared this infonnation with Darwin, but he refused to believe me until I 
provided him with written proof. 
78. By June of2003 I had finally convinced Danvin that Vasil was not perfonning his 
primary task of seeking out a new banking relationship to replace Wells Fargo Banlc. 74 
79. After much cajoling by me Darwin finally agreed with me and Vasil was fired in 
June 2003. 
71 See also Darwin's September 27. 2007 dcpo. at 202-205; see also. statement signed by Vasil c:onfinnlng his 
receipt of'the Mc:Kay"s money attached hereto as Deposition Exhlblc .53 (Bates No. PLOOl24), 
n Darwin's September 27, 2007 dcpo. ai 202-205 • 
.,, Id.. 
"Id.. 
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80. I was also able to gather proof of Vasil's theft of our community funds. Vasil was 
subsequently sentenced to 18 months injail for grand theft.7' 
81. From March 1998 until November 200S, and except for Vasil's short-tenn 
interference:, J managed the banking and financial documents for the turf business and related 
business ventures?; 
82, During late 2004, Brian McKay, Darwin's son, approached Danvin to help him 
start a franchise business operating under the trade name Granite Transfonnations. 77 
83. Although I was opposed to this venture because Brian had not demonstrated that 
he was capable of running a business, Darwin committed to make an investment in a new 
corporation to be: known as Nevada Oranite Industries, lnc.71 
84. Brian attempted to put together a business plan, but even Darwin could tell it was 
woefully inadequate. Darwin asked me to rework the business plan, which I did. 79 
85. Darwin and Brian excluded me from the management of Nevada Oranitc 
Industries. ao 
15 Sec Judgment of Conviction in The State of Jdaho v. Michael George Vasil Ada County Case No. H0400S70 
flied on August 4, :?OOS, Deposition Exhibit No. 54 (Bates Nos. PLOOJlj - PL 00130) attached to Panicia's Ruic 
44(d) Request for Judfcial Notice of the record of other proccedini;s In an Idaho Court. 
76 See AdministrBtive Assistant to CEO Job Description attached as Deposition Exhibit SI (Bates Nos. PL00095 -
PL00098), 
77 See also, Transcript of Deposition of Brian McKay taken on August 17, 2007 at pp. 17 -21; Darwin's September 
27,2007depo.at 212-217. 
71 See also, Transcript ofDeposirlon of Brian McKay taken on Augusz 17, 2007 at pp. 17 -?I; Darwin's September 
27,2007 dcpo. a!?ll•ll7. 
79 See also Darwin's September 27, 2007 dcpo. at 217. 
80 Sec also, Transcript of Deposition of Brian McKay taken on Aususa 17, 2007 at pp. SO • .511; Dlnlln's September 
27. 2007 depo. at l 17. 
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86. During his deposition. Brian had. ·to admit to being an abject failure as a 
businessman, which confinned my advice that Darwin ignored.81 
87. lt is quite telling that Brian thought I was "a pain in the ass0 and so he also 
ignored my advice.81 The opemting results of Nevada Granite Industries would likely have been 
very different had Brian and Darwin heeded my advice and not excluded me from the 
management of Nevada Granite Industries. They certainly needed me to impose some financial 
discipline. 
88. Obviously Darwin did not control Brian's undisciplined mismanagement of 
Nevada Granite Industries that led to a total loss of the investor's money of $443,250, including 
$87,000 Darwin states he invested from this separate property inheritance account. In addition. 
the $90,642.07 of the Albrethsen fann sale proceeds, which wen: community funds, that Darwin 
loaned to Nevada Granite Industries is lost. 83 
89. Darwin also loaned Nevada Granite Industries $22,000 (source of funds unknown 
at this time) on February 7, 2007.84 
90. The foregoing is not the extent of Brian and Darwin's mismanagement of Nevada 
Granite Industries. Brian testified that it would take a capital injection of $250,000 to pay off 
current and past due accounts payable. So, the total losses attributable to the Nevada Granite 
Industries disaster equal more than $890,000. 85 
11 See also Transcript of Deposition of Brian McKay taken on August 17, :?007 at pp. 72 and 73. 
u See also, Transcript or Deposition or Brian McKay taken on August 17, 2007 a& SI, 
u See also. Transcript of Deposition of Brian McKay taken on August I 7, 2007 at pp. 72 -73. 
"See also, Transcript or Deposition of Brian McKay taken on August 17, 2007 at p. 44, 
u Sec ulso. Transcript or Deposition of Brian McKay taken on AuQust 17, 2007 at pp. 7l and 73. 
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91. The Nevada Granite Industries' episode provides substantial proof that Darwin 
Jacks the financial management skills nec:cssary to h11vc turned around his near bankrupt 
condition that existed in 1996 without my management expertise and discipline. 
PATRICIA'S CONTRIBUTIONS OF CASH TO THE BUSINESSES 
92. During December 1996, approximately six months into the marriage, Darwin 
asked me to pay off $24.287.09 of his pre-marital debt consisting of credit wd debt ofS9,762.l 7 
and his son's college loans in the amount of Sl4,S24.92.16 Darwin was required to pay these 
obligations by the Stipulated Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered in his divorce from 
Donna. 17 I paid these debts because Darwin infonned me that neither he nor the business could 
afford to pay them. 
93. During our initial discussion about the credit card and college Joan debts, I 
suggested to Darwin that he could obtain new credit cards and transfer the debt to them. Darwin 
then infonncd me that he could not obtain any credit cllrds because his credit was so bad. 
- · '1:)arwin's creditworthiness. did not improve over time as indicated by his credit score of only 574 
as of March 12, 2004." 
16 Sec also, Transcript of Dq,osilion of Brilll1 McKay taken on August 17, 2007 at SB: 3-13 and Deposition Exhibits 
14 and IS thereto. 
17 Sec also Stipulated Judgmenr and Decree of Divorce entered on December 27, 1994 in the case of Darwin McKay 
vs. Donna McKay, Ada County Case No CV-94-00261(Bates Nos. PL00026- PL00037) attached to Patricia's Ruic 
44(d) Request for Judicial Notice of the record of other proceedings in an Idaho Court. 
11 Sec also, TransUnlon Consumer Credit Scon: of S74 dated March 12, 2004 (Deposition Exhibit SS at Bares No. 
PLOOIJ I); letter ltom AT&.T Universal Business Card dated March IS. 1999 (Deposillon Exhibit SS at Bates No. 
PLOOl32), the Bank One Visa Platinum credit card (Deposition Exhibit SS at Bates No. PLOOl34). nnd the 
Independent Business MBNA Pllllinum Plus MasterCard mdit card (Deposition Exhibit SS at Bares No. PLOOIJJ), 
attached hereto; as confinned by Darwin's September 27. 2007 depo. at20S·206. 
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94. I agreed to take out three credit cards in my name alone to pay off the_ pre-
marriage credit can:l debt because Darwin told me that he did not have to pay Donna any alimony 
after December 31, 1996 so he would give the monthly amount of $3,150.00 to payoff the credit 
cards to which the balances were transfetrcd within four to five months. 89 1 therefore agreed. 
9S. I paid off the credit cards by balance transfers during April and May. 1997. 
96. During the next six months my credit cards did not get paid off and I was only 
able to make the minimum payments because Darwin did not provide me with the $3, l 50.00 per 
month as he had agreed. 
97. In the meanwhile, unbeknownst to me, Darwin continued to pay DoMa $3,000.00 
to $4,500.00 extra each month in addition to his $1,400.00 monthly alimony obligation. 90 
98. I learned of these payments during the Spring of 1997 when I was informed of the 
payments to Donna by Judy Bums, the bookkeeper for The Turf Company. 
99. Darwin continued to make monthly payments in addition to the required alimony 
to Donna until about March. 1998, despite my persistent objections. 
100. Not only had Darwin breached his agreement with me that he would provide the 
monthly amounts necessary to pay off the transferred balances credit card debt over four to five 
months, the diversion of funds to Donna worked a tremendous hardship on the business as the 
business was not able to keep up with its accounts payable obligations. 
89 Darwin misrepresented his alimony obligations to me. Under the Stipulated Judgment and Dec:RC of Divorce 
entered on December 27. 1994, Darwin was required to pay DoMa SJ.150.00 per month until December JI, 1996. 
At that time the alimony amoum was to be reduced to S 1.400.00 per month. Sec Sdpulatcd Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce at 1 6. 
90 Darwin•s September 27, 2007 dcpo. at 162-163. 
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101. Because of the cash flow problffllS being experienced by The Turf Company, on 
October 14, 1997, the first month I worked full time in the business, I contributed $7,500.00 of 
my separate property funds to cover The Turf Company's payroU.91 1 made this contribution 
based upon Darwin's continuing representations to me that we were 50/50 owners of the 
business.92 
l 02. I continued throughout the marriage to support the businesses and real estate 
investments because Darwin repeatedly represented to me that we owned the businesses and real 
estate on an equal, .. 50/SO", basis. So, I was willing to use my resources. despite the contrary 
advice of Forrest Goodrum and Neil Salathe. to help build the businesses and real estate portfolio 
for our mutual benefit. This was in accord with our agreement that anything we worked on 
together and accumulated during our marriage would be community property owned equally by 
each of us. 
103. lt is particularly noteworthy that Darwin testified under oath in open court on 
February S, 2001 during the trial of McKay v. Boise Project Board of Control, Ada County Case 
No. CV OC 9902599, that he and I owned turf businesses together. His testimony was as 
follows: 
Q And how are you employed? 
A Self-employed. 
Q ln what business? 
A Turf grass, sod production. 
Q And what is the name of your company? 
91 See Deposition Exhibit S6 (Bates No. PLOOl40) attached hereto; Darwin's September 27. :?007 depo. a& 218. 
9z See also Darwin's Seplember27, :?007 depo. at 308-312; Affidavit orNeil Salathe. dated October 3, 2007 at,, 
34 and JS Affidavit orK. Eugene Thurston dated August 16 :?007 as 112. 
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A The Turf company. 
Q Is the Turf Company a corporation? 
A It is now. It was not at that time. . 
Q And in 1997 The Turf Company was a dba? 
A ltwas 
... , 
! 
Q Who are the current shareholders of The Turf Company? 
A Patricia and myself.93 
MY CONTRIBUTIONS OF CREDIT TO THE BUSINESSES 
104. On January IS, 1998 our community home located at 76 Horizon Drive was 
refinanced to obtain ~dditional funds for the business.ru We obtained $30,000.00 and contributed 
it to The TurfCompany.95 
105. Our tax returns reflect that Danvin and 1 owned The Turf Company, LLC as 
SO/SO owners, up until the eve of the filing of divorcc.96 
106. During his deposition taken August 22, 2007, Dave Stewart, CPA, testified 
truthfully that each year that he prepared the tax returns for The Turf Company, LLC he met with 
Darwin and me and went over the returns, including the Schedules K-1 that reported· to the 
Internal Revenue Service, under penalties of perjury, that Darwin and I each owned SO percent of 
the capttal and profits of The Turf Company, LLC. Mr. Stewart also testified that Darwin did 
not request that Mr. Stewan make any changes to these tax retums.97 I relied on these tax returns 
as documenting our agreement that we owned the busincssc:s and real estate on a 50/50 basis. 
4J Transcript of Trial in McKay v. Boutt Pro}et:l Board o/Conrrol, Ada County Case No. CV OC 9902599. 34: 9-
20. See Ccrtifbtlon of Stacy A. Heinz, CSR No. 683 dated September 13. 2007 attached as Deposition Exhibit 57 
LB ares Nos. PL003 I 8- PL 00320): scealso Carwin•s September 27. 2007 dcpo. at 219-220. 
See Deposition Exhibit 51 (Bates No. PLOOl42) anaclled hereto; Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at IS6-158. 9, Id. 
91 See tax returns roryean 2000 through 2005 attached hcmo as Deposition E:chibits 21 lhrough 25. 
97 Transcript of the Deposition Dave Stewart dated AupU. 2007 at pp. SB -61; Deposition Exhibira 21 • 25, 
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107. Mr. Stewart also testified that he prepared Statements of Financial Condition for 
us. As with the tax returns, Darwin and l met with Mr. Stewart each year and reviewed these 
Statements. Darwin did not request that Mr. Stewart make any changes to these Statements of 
Financial Condition and l relied on these Statements as documenting our agreement that we 
owned lhe businesses and real estate on a 50150 basis.91 
IOS. Each of our Statements of Financial Condition for years ended December 31, 
2002 through December 31, 2004 contains the following representation: 
L. Darwin and Patricia E. McKay are the sole owners of companla engaged in 
the growing, harvesting, marketing and transport of premium turfgrass sod. 
[Emphasis added.)99 
109. However, without any justification, DaJWin required Mr. Stewart to change our 
Statement of Financial Condition for the year ended December 31, 2005 to reflect that Darwin 
owned l 00 pen:ent of the member interests in The Turf Company, LLC.100 
110. During Marcll of 2001, Darwin and l decided to change banks from Key Bank to 
Zion's Bank. Darwin and l both signed the Zion's Bank loan documents.101 
111. During December 2002, Darwin learned from Eric Rumple, a Wells Fargo Special 
Accounts Department representative, that management of Wells Fargo Bank, which was then 
91 Transcript of the Deposition Dave Stewart dated August 22. 2007 al pp. S8 - 68; Deposition Exhibits 26 - 28 
attached hereto. 
99 See Deposition Exhibit 26 at Note O on page 4, Deposition Exhibit 27 at Note Don page 6, Deposition E.'dlibit 27 
at Note D on page 6, and Deposition E'<hibir 28 al Nore D on page 7. 
,no Transcript of the Deposition Dave Stewmt dated August 22, 2007 at pp. 67- 68: Deposition Exhibit 29 attllcltcd 
hereto. 
101 Sec Deposition Exhibit No. 60 (Bates Nos. PLOOl61 -PLOOl64) attached hereto;Darwin's September 27, 2007 
dcpo. at 230.231. 
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McKays' principal bank. wanted to tenninatc its banking relationship with The Turf Corporation 
and our related entitics.102 
112. We were given a couple of reasons for Wells Fargo's decision not to continue a 
lending relationship with us: (1) the businesses had failed to maintain the financial ratios 
required by the loan agreements, and (2) Welts Fargo Bank's management had decided to reduce 
its agricultural lending exposure.103 
113. Despite my constant efforts to maintain rISCal discipline in our businesses, 1 was 
not always able to persuade Darwin to follow my advice. Darwin allowed The Turf Corporation 
to violate its financial ratio loan covenants. Consequently, Eric Rumple infonncd us that Wells 
Fargo was calling all of our loans as due and payable. 
114. It took two years for us to fmd another bank. We moved our accounts from Wells 
Fargo to Sterling Bank in January of 2005. 
J 15. During the spring of2003 I met with K. Eugene Thurston, CPA in Dave Stewart's 
office. At the time, Dave Stewart was the CPA for our businesses.1°' At the time I was meeting 
with Mr. Stewart to inform him not to give any infonnation to Mr. Vasil regarding any business 
financial affairs without Darwin or me present. 
101 See also Darwin's Scpkmber 27, 2007 depo. at 253-254. 
•OJ See also, Affidavit oflC. Eugene Thurston dated Augun 16, 2007 at 117 and 8. 
,cu See also, Affidavit ofK. Eugene Thuman, dated August 16, 2007 at 11 J and 4, 
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116. When I learned of Mr. Thurston's professional expertise in assisting businesses 
with financial problems, I asked him to review the financial records for our businesses to sec if 
he could assist us in finding a new banking relationship.105 
117. Mr. Thurston worked as a consultant for us from the summer of 2003 until 
January 200S when Sterling Bank agreed to become our principal bank.106 
118. During these two years. 2003 and 2004, Wells Fargo refused to assist us with any 
line of credit funm.107 
119. Therefore, during January of 2003, Darwin and I refinanced our community 
residence again and borrowed $60,000 on a "home line of credit", which we invested in the 
businesses. We had planned to use the equity in our home to fmance a remodeling project for 
our SO-year old home. Despite our agreement, Darwin instructed our bookkeeper to book the 
$60,000.00 contribution as a "Capital Investment" and not a loaDp so lhc funds could not be 
repaid to the community without adverse tax consequences. 
120. Between May 1999 and September 2003 we contributed additional community 
funds to the businesses totaling $236,250.00.101 
121. Also during 2003 and 2004 I maxed out all nine of my credit cards to fund the 
needs of our businesses and real estate investments. Darwin paid $71,628.72 of these charges 
with a portion of his inheritance. However, unb1ce the funds contributed to The Turf Corporation 
•
05 See also, Affldavia ofK. Eugene Thunton, dated August 16, :!007 at f 4, 
1116 See also. Affidavit of IC. Eugene Thurston. dated August 16, 2007 uf 6. 
107 See also. Affldavia ofK. Eugene Thurston. dated August 16, :!007 111 f 10. 
IOI See Deposition Exhibic No. S9 (Bates Nos. PLOO 147 - PLOO I S6) attached hereto. 
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from our home equity line of credit. Darwin had the bookkeeper book the $71,628.72 ns a loan 
so he could later repay himself: 
122. Specifically. from 2003 through 2004, I was personally liable for nine (9) credit 
cards that were used extensively to operate our businesses and support real estale acquisitions 
and operations.109 
123. Between 1997 and 2006 more than $864,000.00 was charged on my credit cards 
to pay our business and real estate expc:nses.110 During 2003 and 2004, when our businesses did 
not have a line of credit from Wells Fargo Bank, over S330.S8S.OO was charged on my credit 
cards to keep the businesses and n:al estate investments afloat because the cash Oow from 
business sales was needed to cover the businesses' payroll and necessary expenses.111 
124. Our businesses would not have survived without the funds obtained through my 
credit.112 
12S. As 1 noted above, Darwin was not able to obtain credit canfs or loans because of 
his own poor credit history.113 For example, a credit report from TransUnion Consumer Credit 
dated March 12, 2004 shows Darwin's credit score to be 574.114 
l-09 See also spreadsheet prepared by me documenting these ttansactions attached hereto as Exhibit O (Bates Nos. PL 
16S•PL 166). 
110 Id. 
Ill Id 
m Sec also AffidlrJit of Nell Salathe dated October 3, 2007 at 122. 
1
" See paragraphs 92 and 93 above and footnote references thereto. 
"~see also. TransUnlon Consumer Credi& Score of 574 dated March 12. 2004 (Deposition Exhibir 55 at Bates No. 
PLOOl31): letter from AT&T Universal Business Card dated March IS, 1999 (Deposition Exhibit 55 at Bates No. 
PLOOl32), the Bank One Visa Pla1inum credit card(Deposilion Exhibit 5S at Bates No. PLOOl34). and 1he 
Independent Business MBNA Platinum Plus MasterCard credit card (Deposition Exhibit SS at Bates No. PLOOl33). 
attached hereto; as confinned by Darwin•s September 27. 2007 depo. at 205-?06. 
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126. Because cash flow continued to be extremely tight, on August 3, 2004 we 
obtnined a short tenn loan with the assistance of K. Eugene Thurston from Charley Wood for 
$32S.000.00.115 
127. fn April 200S, Darwin wtd I refinanced our Boise home again, receiving an 
additional $29,300.00 which went toward home expenses. Sl0,000 of this went into Darwin's 
personal account to reimburse him for $ I 0,000 he had contributed to the home funds fiom his 
inheritance. 
MY CONTRIBUTIONS OF CASH, CREDIT AND 
LABOR TO OUR OTHER COMMUNITY PROPERTY 
128. By agreeing to file our tax returns as Married Individuals Filing Jointly. l 
contributed the amounts 1 would have otherwise received in federal and state income tax refunds 
for 1996 and 1997 had l filed as a Married Individual Filing Separately and reported my income 
from employment by Hannon Travel. 
129. Up until April 1998, my paychecks from Hannon Travel were used to fund 
community expenses. 
130. In order to pun:hase our present community residence at 2S Horizon DrivC:, 
Darwin told me that I would have to sell my separate property rental home at 733 North 14111, 
Boise, ID. At the time I sold my rental property, on June 17, 1999 to R. Gay Milligan and 
Sheila K. Milligan-Trounson, 1 thought the equity from 76 Horizon Drive would also all be 
applied toward the down payment of 25 Horizon Drive. It wasn't until loan papers were being 
'" See also Affidavit ofK. Eugene Thumon, CPA, dated August 16, 2007 at 1 11. 
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drawn up for the closing that Darwin infonned me additional funds were needed for our 
businesses. The cash-out equity financing of the home at 76 Horizon Drive of $92,138.74 was 
disburstd as follows: $30,301.80 was used to pay off the Key Bank home tine of credit lo~ 
which had been contributed to the businesses in Jnnwuy 1998; the balance of $61,851.94 was 
disbursed to us and deposited in our community checking account. Darwin then drew a check on 
the community's account of$20,000.00 payable to The Turf Company.116 
131. To recap, when I sold my rental home at 733 North 14111, all of my equity of 
$43,062.84 was invested in 2S Hori2on Drive. At the time 25 Horizon Drive was purchased, the 
only equity in the community home was the $43,062.84 in net sale proceeds from the sale of my 
rental propeny. The purchase of the residence at 2S Horizon Drive closed on June 28, 1999. 
132. After the purchase of our community residence at 2S Horizon Drive on June 28, 
1999, real estate prices in the North End of Boise where the residence is located rose rapidly. As 
the home increased in value Darwin and I refinanced the home several times between 2000 and 
200S to remodel the home and contribute additional funds in the amount of $274,450 to our 
businesses and real estate investments. This amount is in addition to the $30,000.00 we 
contributed during January 1998 and $6,000.00 we contributed during the spring of 1999. The 
businesses have not paid us back either the principal ofSJl l,450 or interest.117 
133. The additional financial burden of the ever increasing home loans, the proceeds of 
which were contributed to the businesses has been substantial over the years. At present the 
111 See Deposition Exhibit 62 (Bates Nos. PLOO 187 - PLOO 189), 
117 See Accounting of htvestment or Home Loans in Businesses attached hereto as Exhibit H (Baics Nos. PL 4SO). 
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home Joan payments exceed $3,700.00 per month. We had been repaying these loans with 
compensation from our cmpl~ymcnt.111 
134. The funds contributed by us to our businesses and real estate investments as 
described above were not recorded as loons but mther capital investment since Darwin did not 
want the business financial records to show additional debt because this would hinder finding 
new bank financing. especially during the years of 2003 and 2004 after Wells Fargo Bank had 
called all the business notes due. 
l3S. lo December of 2000, Darwin and I bought a home in Gold Canyon, Arizona. I 
painted all the walls, made valances for all the windows, bedroom drapes and bedspreads to 
match, installed about 1,500 feet of ti,e on the patio and front walkway and made the home into a 
real showplace. We allowed customers and employees to use the home. The house was on the 
golf course and was a very relaxing place to visit. 
136. During September 2003, community funds in the amount ofS7,000.00 were used 
to purchase a truck and 5111 wheel trailer for use in our busincsses.119 
137. On March I, 2004, Darwin wrote a check drawn on the community bank account 
to the State of Idaho in the amount ofS2,348.S0 to license the businesses' local semi-trucks.120 
138. In November of 2005, I began work on a comprehensive remodeling project of 
our home located at 25 Horizon Drive consisting of moving the kitchen from one location of the 
111 Sec Deposition Exhibit 63 (Bates Nos. PLOOl90- PLOl91) attached hereto. The monthly payments on the lirst 
and second loans vary each month because the interest rate Is adjusted on lhe second loan on a monthly basis. 
11• Sec copy or check no. 61r68 drawn on 1be community checking account attached u Exhibit Z (Bates No. PL 
(10456). 
,:o Sec copy of check no. 7111 dnlwn on the communicy checking account attached as Exhibit Z (Bares No. PL 
00456). 
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home to nnother. During the project I managed all the constn1ction 311d worked along side of the 
contractors.121 
139. This project was undertaken by me pursuant to my agreement with Darwin to 
work full time on the remodeling of our community residence during the winter of 200S-2006 
while the turf business was slow. Also, we had hired a business manager in June 200S to assist 
with the businesses. Our agreement was that I would return to working in the businesses in the 
spring of 2006. 
140. Darwin used my absence from the business to facilitate his plan to engage in real 
estate transactio~ including the purchase and sale of the Albrcthsen Farm. without revealing 
them to me.122 
141. Unfortunately for me, my plans to return to the businesses were derailed by my 
doctor's discovery of a grapefruit-sized tumor on my ovary. Surgery was perfonned 10 days 
later followed by a six-month recovery period. 
142. The combination of Darwin's unfaithfulness with his attempts to exclude me from 
our businesses and real estate investments and his implementation of a plan to cheat me out of 
my fair share of our property sent me into an emotional crisis. 
143. The stress of these events injured my health and inhibited my healing process. 
144. Although I filed for divorce on August 21, 2006, I discovered that Darwin had 
121 See Deposition Exhibit 64 (Bates No. Pl.00192) auachcd hereto. 
•llsee also 11 141•197 herein describing the various real estate transacalons. 
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been planning for a divorce for months before August 21'~. This plan is revealed in his own 
handwritten notes, Deposition Exhibit 92, that 1 discovered. 123 
145. In these notes dating back to 2004 and in his deposition testimony, Danvin 
admitted that he was concealing his plans from me.12-1 
t 46. In addition, Darwin had retained Ann Shepard as his divorce counsel as early as 
July Zl, Z006 as evidenced by a check in the amount of S2.S00.00 for Ms. Shepard's retainer.125 
147. My review of the: banking records produced by Darwin revc:al he hired Barbara 
Jacobson, a private investigator in Februmy 2007. presumably in a futile effon to discovery some 
"dirt" on me.126 1 later learned that the thrust of her investigation was into an alleged affair 
between me and a man in Washington State more than 2S years ago. Darwin paid Ms. Jacobson 
additional fees on July 16, 2007.127 
OUR ACQUISITIONS AND SALES OF REAL PROPERTY 
148. On November 2, 1999, Darwin and I purchased the Dansereau Fann in Boise, 
..... ;;; . . . . 
Idaho consisting of 40 acres for approximately $6,000 per acre. 
149. l located the opportunity to purchase the Dansereau Fann. Darwin resisted 
purchasing the property but relented following my explanation of the tremendous opportunity 
this property presented to our businesses and real estate investments. As it turned out the 
,n See Exhibit 92 attached hereto; Darwin's September27,2007 depo. at pp. 310 -313. 
,u Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 312: 11 -20. 
12
" See al$O Exhibit J (Bates No. PL4.5 I) attached hereto. 
u, Sec also chcdc payable ro Jacobson Investigations, Exhibit J (Bates No. PIA.52) attached hereto. 
117 See also check register entry to Jacobson Investigations. Exhibit J (Bares No. PL. 453) anached hereto. 
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acquisition of dte Dansereau Farm provided us with the crilical asset that allowed us to avoid a 
foreclosure by Wells Fargo. 
150. On September 11, 2000, we ngrecd to pun:hase dte Yano Fann in Weiser, 
ldaho.128 
t 5 I. On September 15, 2000, we agreed to purchase High Desert Turf of Nevada in 
Yerington, Nevada. 129 
152. On September IS, 2000, Darwin and I signed loan documents with Zion's Bank to 
provide the financing for the purchases of the Yano Fann and High Desert Turf.130 
JS3. During March 2001, we purchased. optioned and leased a total of 377 acres from 
Joseph E. and Laurel D. Roderick and Douglas R. and S. JoAnn Roderick (living trusts).131 
154. On or about May, 2003, Darwin sold 20 acres of the Dansereau Fann widtout my 
approval to Skyline Development for approximately $20,000 per acre. The net sale proceeds 
were paid to Wells Fargo BanJc since Wells Fargo Bank had called all the notes due and payable 
in full. 
I 55. In April 2005 Darwin showed me a condominium complex in Reno. We decided 
to sell the Phoenix home and buy the Reno condo so we would have a place of our own to stay 
since I was providing management and administrative assistance to the Reno operation.132 
•n Sec also Darwin's September 27, 2007 dcpo. at 184-186. 
129 See Deposition Exhibit No. 66 (Bates Nos. PL00196- PL00216) attached herem; see also Da,win's September 
27, 2007 depo. at 239-241. 
130 See Deposition Exhibit No. 60 (PLOOJ61- PLOOl154) anachedhereto. 
131 See Deposition Exhibit No. 6S (Bates Nos. PLOOl93- PL00194) attached hereto. 
132 See also Deposition Exhibit 67 (Bares No. PL00217) and Deposition Exhibit No. 68 (Bates No. PL00218) 
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156. In approximately February 2006 we sold the remaining 20 acres of the Dansereau 
Fann for $100,000.00 per acn: for a net profit of approximately $1.800,000.00. 
157. On April 18, 200S, the Phoenix home was sold within three days of its listing for 
the full asking price of $31 S,000.00 resulting in a profit of approximately S 179,080. 
158. A 1031 tax deferred exchange was implemented and $139,060.62 was invested as 
the down payment on the purchase of Condominium Unit, Lot 1404, Fleur De Lis Phase I, 
Washoe County, NV, bearing a common address of 9900 Wilbur May Parkway #1402. Reno, 
NV 89521 (the "Reno Condo").133 
IS9. The proceeds ofa note secun:d by a deed of trust that I signed alone in the amount 
of$3S2,482.7S was used to pay the balance of the pun:hase price. The record title to the Reno 
condominium was placed in my name only because Darwin's credit rating was not acceptable to 
the mongage company.134 
160. The remaining balance in the 1031 exchange account of $40,000.00 was to be 
invested in a home building lot purcltased from Skyline Development at cost. Skyline 
Development had agreed to our advantageous purchase of two building lots as part of the 
contract for their purchase of the first 20 acres of Dansereau property •135 
161. From March 200S until October 2005 [ traveled to Reno often, spending about SO 
percent of my time there managing and administering the High Desert Turf business. 
133 See Exhibit X, Statement of Exchange. 
,:u See Deposition Exhibit 68 (Bates No. PL00218) 
13
' See Exhibit W, Lener from Skyline Developrmnl 
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162. During June 200S, Darwin hired Robert K. Johnson to be The Turf Company's 
business mnnnger. 
163. In March 2006, Darwin and I met with Mr, Johnson regnrding the purchase and 
sale of real pmpeny and other significant decisions affecting our businesses and real estate 
developments. 
164. A portion of the discussion during the March meeting involved the sale of 20 
acres of the Dansereau Fann for a profit of $1.8 million. I wanted a portion of the profits to be 
applied to our personal residence debt since Darwin had told me in previous years that when the 
Dansereau Fann sold our home loans would be paid ofT. 
165. The disposition of the remaining 20 acres of Dansereau Farm was closed on 
March IS, 2006 for total consideration ofS2.058,761.00. A cash payment ofSl,SOJ,761.00 was 
received on March 15, 2006 and SSSS,000 in value was received in a section 1031 tax deferred 
exchange of a portion of the Roderick fann.136 We reali7.ed a gain of $1,864,132 on this 
transaction.137 Although a cash payment of more than S 1,500,000 was received and taken control 
of by Darwin, he did not apply any of the cash proceeds to reduce the debt on our personal 
residence as he had agreed to do. 
166. When Skyline Development purchased the Dansereau Property it agreed to allow 
us to purchase two home building lots at Skyline's cost, which was approximately $40.000.00 
per lot. 
136
' See Draft 2006 Fonn 1040 prepared for Darwin at Fonn 8824, Bates Nos. 0001199 and 0001200 attached as 
ExhibitL 
u, Id. 
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167. As noted above, when the Phoenix home was sold $40,000.00 of the profit was 
held in the I 031 exchange account to purchase one of the lots in the Skyline DevelopmcnL 
168. Darwin and I had many discussions of what to do with the two lots. Darwin 
suggested that since I enjoyed designing homes that I be the general contractor and build two 
homes and sell them. Another suggestion was that we give a lot to each of our respective 
children, Brian McKay and Beth Marshall. 
169. The lots more than doubled in value in less than a year. 
170. Without my knowledge or consent and contnuy to our discussions, Darwin sold 
one of the lots. Darwin used a portion of the sale proceeds from this first lot to pay for the 
second lot and the 1031 funds from the Phoenix house sale were not used, which resulted in an 
income tax liability on the $40,000 in gain from the sale of the Phoenix property. 
171. At the time the second lot was scheduled to close, the title company required my 
signature on the closing papers even though title to the lot was vested in The Turf Company, 
LLC. By this time it was apparent to me that Darwin was scheming to wrongfully treat these 
funds as his separate propc:ny. 
172. When Darwin went to the title company to sign the closing papem for the lot 
sales, he provided the title company with a quitclaim deed for me to sign for the residence at 25 
Horizon Drive. Title to the residence was in my name only because the mortgage lenders would 
not make the loan to Darwin and me together because of Darwin's poor crediL 
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173. On January 31, 2006, Darwin entered into an agreement with Eric Albrr:thsen to 
purchase 40.86 acres of real property at a price of S7S,OOO per acre.131 
174. Darwin and Eric entered into a formal written agreement on February 13, 2006.139 
Closing was originally scheduled to occur on March 27. 2006. 140 
17S. The contract rcquin:d a $10,000 earnest money deposit.141 
176. On February 23, 2006, Darwin submitted a financial statement to from First Bank 
of the Northwest showing our net worth at $20,5S6,109.00.'42 
177. On February 24, 2006, Darwin and Albrethsen agreed to an extension of the 
closing date to April J. 2006. m 
178. In order to obtain funds to pay the earnest money. Darwin took out an unsecured 
loan with First Bank of the Northwest in the amount of $30.000 on February 23. 2006.144 
179. Darwin paid the St0.000 earnest money payment to Albrethsen from the loan 
proceeds on February 23, 2006.145 
180. On March 24, 2006, Danvin issued a cashier's check to Eric Albrcthsen in the 
amollllt of$2S,OOO for the additional earnest money.146 
u, sec Exhibit M (Bates No 5252) attached hereto. 
n, See Exhibit No. N (Bates Nos. S2'3·5257) anached hereto. 
•~ Sec Exhibit N (Bates No. 52'4) attached hereto. 
"' See Exhibit N (Bates NoJ253) attached hereto. 
,u Darwin•s March 21, 2007 at pg. 13 and Deposition Exhibit I; Darwin•s September 27. 2007 dcpo. at 248 and 
Deposition Exhibit 72 (Bates Nos. PL00234 - PL 00236). 
m Sec Exhibit No. 0 (Bates No 52'8) attached hereto. 
m Sec Exhibit No. P (Bates Nos. 5263-5264 attl!ched hereto. 
"' See Exhibit No. N (Bates No. 5257) aitached hereto. 
"' Sec Exhibit Q, (Bates No. S260) attached hereto. 
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· 181. The SS,000 in additional earnest money was· provided by The Turf Company •. 
LLC. 
182. The loan was taken out and the proceeds were disbursed during our marriage. 
183. During the process of acquiring the 40.86 acres from Albrethscn. Darwin was in 
negotiations with Status Corporation of Idaho ("Status Corp.j regarding a simultaneous sale of 
the property to Status Corp. for approximately SI 30,000 per acre. Darwin went to great lengths 
and expended a great deal of community effort and labor in order to "flip .. the property. 
184. Additionally, as part of the real estate transaction with Status Corp .. Darwin also 
sold 30 acres owned by The Turf Company. LLC for approximately $120,000 per acrc.147 As 
noted elsewhere in this affidavit, The Turf Company. LLC is owned equally by Darwin and me. 
185. The original purchase and sale agreement between Darwin DJ1d Status Corp was 
entered into on February 16, 2006.t41 
186. Thereafter, the parties to the ttansaction exchanged multiple offers. counteroffe13 
and addendums before fmally agreeing on the final terms of the sale.149 
187. Simultaneously with the purchase of the Albrethsen property from Eric 
Albrethscn on April 3, 2006, Darwin closed on the sale of the property to the Status Corp. for 
$8,821,800.150 
188. We both signed Warranty Deeds to Status Corp.151 
147 See Exhibit No. R (Bates Nos. S2S I-.S30S) attached hereto, 
, ... See Exhibit No. R (Bates Nos. S2&1-S305) attached hereto. 
•~ See Exhibit No. R (Bates Nos. S28l·S3o.5) anachcd hereto. 
1'° Sec Exhibit No. V (Bares Nos. 53S2-5353) attached hereto. 
151 See E.viibit No. S attached hereto. 
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189. 1 specifically asserted my rights in the sale proceeds and my attorney, James A. 
Bevis confinned in a letter that I was not waiving any community interest in the sale proceeds.152 
190. Darwin took possession of the $3,750,000 in proceeds. We are scheduled to 
receive the remaining funds in the amount ofSS,071,800 on or before Mlll'Ch 30, 2008.153 
191. Darwin has maintained complete control over the SJ,750,000 received from 
Statwl Corp. and has refused to share any of it with me. 
192. Further, Darwin has taken the position that all of the proceeds from the sale of the 
Albrethsen property and The Turf Company, LLC's property to Status Corp. arc his sole and 
separate property because he obtained the loan for the earnest money in his name only. •st 
193. Darwin tried to close the sale of Albn:thscn Fann and The Turf Company's 30 
acres without my signature. However, the title company required my signature and the entire 
transaction was then disclosed to me. 
194. My position is that the sale proceeds are community property because (1) the 
Albrethsen property was acquired during marriage and The Turf Company, LLC's property was 
transmuted to community property during marriag~ (2) the $30,000 in loan proceeds were 
community because the loan was taken ou! during our rnamage, and (3) I did not waive and/or 
tmnsf er her interest in the subject properties or debt.155 
"
2 See Exhibits T (Bares No. 5279) and U (Bates No. Pl. 419-423) and attadled hereto, May 251 2006 fetter from 
James A. Bevis written upon my instnK:tions response from Skip Speny. 
u, See Exhibit No. V (Bates No. S352) attached hereto. 
is. Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 263•256 and l9S·296. . 
155 See Exhibit No. T (Bala No. S279) attached hereto for letter ftom James A, Bevis dated May l.S, 1006 and 
Exhibit No. U response thereto. 
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195. On May 9, 2007, The Turf Company, LLC acquired fee simple title to Lot 16, 
Block 2, Red Fox Amended Phase I for Teton Reserve Planned Unit Development in partial 
consideration for the sale of approximately 1,574,500 square feet (37+/- acres) turf for the Teton 
Reserve Golf Course. The deed from Teton Valley Golf Associates, LP, an Idaho limited 
partnership, to The Turf Company, an Idaho limited liability company, was recorded May 9, 
2007 as Instrument number l 87452. uo 
196. Based upon my conversations during April 2007 with Michael McCarthy, an 
attorney and a principal of Teton Valley Golf Associates, LP, I have detennined that the fair 
market value ofL<!t 16 as of April 2007 was not less than $400,000. 
197. On August 28, 2007 the Reno Condominium located at 9900 Wilbur May 
Parkway # 1402, Reno, NV was sold. Through counsel, Darwin agreed to retain the net sales 
proceeds in an escrow account pending resolution of the property issues in this case. Contrary to 
that agreement, Darwin has appropriated the net sale proceeds to his own use and bene6L 157 
1st See Deposition Exhibit No. 76 (Bales No, PL00292) attadtcd hereto. 
157 See Deposition Exhibit No. a I (Bales Nos. PLOOJOJ - PLOOJ 17) attached hereto. 
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DARWIN'S REPRESENTATIONS AND ADMISSIONS 
REGARDING MY CONTRIBUTIONS 
198. Shortly after our marriage on July 6, 1996. Darwin infonncd me that we could 
make more money if we worked together because we would eliminate overhead and payroll costs 
associated with the employees l would replace. 
199. At or about the same lime as the previous representation was made to me, Darwin 
infonned me that The Turf Company was a SO/SO business from then on since we were manicd 
and I should contribute all 1 could to the business. 151 
200. Commencing in the fall of t 997, Darwin encouraged me to leave my position 
with Hannon Travel Darwin made statements like: "We can make mon:: money if you work for 
the business and not the travel industry." 
20 I. Darwin also told me that "This is our business and our retirement." 
202. When The Turf Company, LLC became operational on January l, 2000, Darwin 
told me "You and I an:: the "LLC', therefore, we need to sign quitclaim deeds for everything to 
go into the LLC." 
203. From and after 2000 through 2004, a period of five reporting years, The Turf 
Company, LLC issued Schedules K·l to Darwin and me reporting 50/50 percent ownership of 
capital and profits.159 
191 Affidavit of Neil Safathc. dated October J, 2007 at n 34 and 35: Darwin's September 27, 2007 d~. a& ISi. 
u, See Deposillon Exhibirs 13 - 87 attached hereto. 
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204. Late in 2003. Danvin wrote a document entitled '"History of The Turf 
Company".160 This document was prepan:d by Darwin for K. Eugene Thurston to use in his 
efforts to obtain a new banking relationship for us. 
205. Darwin's .. History of The Turf Company contains the following 
acknowledgments and admissions by Darwin regarding my contributions to the success of the 
business: 
In 1996 I married Patricia Christensen. an experienced and accomplished travel 
agent with Hannon Travel in Boise. Spring. 1998, Patricia joined me in the 
operation of The Turf Company, bringing a wealth of experience in office 
management and dealing with tough issues in a swift manner.16 
••• 
In 2001 Boise Capital Youth Soccer, a semi-pro training club for teenagers 
approached Patricia and myself about assisting with development of some 
pennanent fields. They wen: interested in purchasing ground if possible and have 
us seed and irrigate, then maintain the turf for their play and usage. These 
discussions soon developed into a sale potential for 20 acres of our pmduction 
fields at a very good pricing of $20,000 per acre. We then developed a planting 
and maintenance agreement which requires us to prepare, plant an grow the turf. 
Capital Youth Soccer can play on the field while it is developing root strength. 
Then we can harvest half of the field leaving them the other half while we prepare 
an reseed the first half. Once the field is again ready for play we can harvest the 
second half and reseed. The bottom line is we have sold the land at development 
pricing yet we continue to produce on the land with a ten-year written agreement. 
Capital Youth Soccer has first class fields always - with no expense of seeding 
and growing or maintenance cosL This is a win/win situation for both entities.162 
••• 
The business opportunities of The Turf Company and High Desert Turf are not 
limited to turf grass sod production and marketing alone. A goodly portion of our 
1'° See Deposition Exhibit 73 (Bates Nos. PL00241 - PLOD26S) attached hereto. 
"' See, Deposilion Exhibit 73 (Bates Nos. 0241.olCSS) (or The History of die Turf Company at pg. I (Bates No.· 
PL00l41) anached hereto. 
111 /d. at pg. J (Bates No. PL00243). 
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business po1ential comes in the purchase of (and for twf production in areas 
adjacent to urban areas. Step two is to produce turf grass which theoretically 
should support interest and principle payments. During this time we clean up the 
land and make it appear very attractive. As development approaches we sen the 
land at development prices and again purchase low cost land outward from 
development and repeat the cycle. During the past IO years we have purchased 
two 40-acrc parcels of land. The most recent purchase was four years ago. We 
currently have sold or have under option a total of 60 acres, all of it selling for 
three to IO times the price we purchased il for. Fourty (sic) acres of land was 
optioned for sale to Skyline Development 18 months ago for $22,000 per actCS 
(sic). Twenty acres was (sic) sold to Boise Capital Soccer one year ago for 
$20,000 per acre. Land values have continued to rise very rapidly in this mes, 
much fester than we could have anticipated. We continue to retain ownership of 
SS acres not committed with values reaching $35,000 or more per acre. (My 
parents, who own 160 acres adjacent to our land, recently sold ISO acres at a 
selling price of $40.000.00 per acre.) 163 
••• 
Over the past years, as company activity has grown, we have continued to operate 
our management, sales, and accollllting offices out of the same cramped and 
crowded quarters - all in one office. This past summer Patricia took 
responsibility as our construction manager to create a new sales office and 
separate accounting office upstairs away from the general public and traffic. This 
cost was minimal with the building already in place. All we needed to do was 
install a ceiling/floor and a few walls. She then attended a few auctions for 
discollllted furniture and equipment. The results are very rewarding based on the 
new look our company has projected to our customers. Why. we even have a new 
farm kitty called "Turfcat" to put a smile on customer's faces and have children 
enjoy.'64 
206, Darwin admitted in his Man:h 21, 2007 deposition that I " ••• did work long 
hours. Many times there 6:00 or 7:00 in the morning. and not leaving until on some occasions 
I 0:00 or 11 o'clock at night."165 
"' Id, at pg. 4 (Bates No. PL00244), 
1
"' Id. at pg. 6 (Bates No. PL00246). 
1
" Darwin's Man:h ll, 1007 depo. at pp. 84 and 8!, 
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207. By Memorandum dated January 18, 2006, Darwin wrote that I" .•. would end her 
involvement in all company operations on December 31, 200S."166 This memorandum was 
prepared without my knowledge or consent. Notably, however, Darwin once again recognized 
my ownership interest in the businesses and her "valuable contributionsn to them.167 
DARWIN ATTEMPTS TO RENEGE ON HIS REPRESENTATIONS 
AND ADMISSIONS REGARDING MY CONTRIBUTIONS 
208. On.March 13, 2006, Danvin told me to get ajob, that I had no retirement, and I 
did not have any inte~ in any of our businesses or real estate investments. He also informed 
me that he did not want me to return to the business after the remodeling of our community 
residence was completed. 
209. Darwin had found another woman. Leah Bachtel, and seeks in this divorce 
proceeding to deprive me of my fair share of the successful businesses and real estate portfolio 
that we built together. I found love notes from Ms. Bachtel, which revealed Darwin's 
unfaithfulness.161 
210. In addition, I found handwritten notes by Darwin expressing his plan to conceal 
his relationship with Leah from me so as to hold the marriage together for four to six months 
while he completed his deceitful plans to cheat me out of my fair share of the businesses and real 
estate investments that we had built together during maniage.169 
166 See Deposition Exhibit 74 (Bares No. PLOD275) attached hereio. 
1
" See Deposition Exhibit 74 (Bares No. PL0027.5). 
161 See Deposilion E."lhibit93; seealso. Darwin's March 21, 2007 at pgs. 106-109. 
1
" See Deposition Exhibit 92 attached hereto, 
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211. During the spring of 2006, Darwin instructed Dave Stewart, our CPA. to change 
the 2005 taxes to include a Schedule C reporting him as the sole owner of The Turf Company, 
LLC instead of tiling Schedules K-1 as we had done the five previous years. 
212. Darwin did not share his instructions to Mr. Stewart with me to change the tax 
reporting.170 I only found out about the change in tax reporting by asking questions when I went 
in to sign the final tax papers during the summer of 2006. I therefore refused to sign the 2005 
tax 'returns because they falsely reported the ownership of The Turf Company. 
DARWIN'S MISREPRESENTATIONS ON "SCHEDULE A" REGARDING THE 
IDENTITY AND VALUE OF HIS SEPARATE PROPERTY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
213. As I have previously testified above, shortly after I began working full time at 
The Turf Company in October 1997. and while familiarizing myself with the business. I 
discovered that approximately five acres ~f the fony acres identified as "Home Farm", had been 
awarded to Darwin's ex-wife, Donna. in the Stipulated Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered 
on December 27, 1994 in the case of Darwin McKay vs. Donna McKay, Case No CV-94-
00261.171 1 also found that the "values" of the Lease Purchase Equipment had not been totally 
paid out as indicated on the Pre-Nuptial schedules. 
214. In addition, I discovered while making the lease payments on the equipment that 
the value of the equipment identified on Schedule A as "Lease Purchase Equipment" was grossly 
overstated. 
170 Transcript of Deposition of David Stewan dated August ll. 2007 a& 69. 
171 See also. Deposition Exhibit 36 at paraa,aph 7 or the Stipulated Judgment and Decree or Divorce entered on 
December 27, 1994 in 1hc case or Danvin McKay vs. Donna McKay. Ada County Case No CV·94-00261(Bates 
Nos. PL00026 - PL00037) attached to Patricia's Rufe 44(d) Request for Judicial Nodcc of the r=ord of other 
procecdinp In an Idaho Court. 
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2 IS. As noted above. Darwin did not disclose on Schedule A to the Pre-Nuptial 
Agreement the credit card debt the Stipulated Judgment and Decree of Divorce required him to 
pay.172 This debt equaled at lenst $9,762.17 as ofJuly 1. 1996.173 
216. In addition, Darwin did not disclose on Schedule A to the Pre-Nuptial Agreement 
Brain McKay's college loan debt the Stipulated Judgment and Decree of Divorce required him to 
pay. m This debt consisted of two loans owed to Gorl2.3ga University that equaled at least 
$14,524.92 as of July l, 1996.17' 
217. Darwin did not disclose a $40,000 debt associated with the so-called 
Smithmobile. 
218. Importantly, Darwin did not disclose on Schedule: A his obligation to pay his ex• 
. 
wif~ Donna. alimony for a period of 14 years in the amount of $1,400.00 for the 14-year period, 
plus $1,750.00 for the fmt two years.176 In this regard the Stipulated Judgment and Decree: of 
Divorce states: If defendant does not re-marry, die or enter into a relationship characteristic of 
marriage, the total alimony award to the defendant shall be $277,200.00.''m 
172 Sec paragniphs I J-25 nbove and footnote references thereto. 
173 Sec paragraph 25 above and footnote reference ~ 
17
~ See parasraphs IS and 25 above and fOOlnote ref~ lherelo. 
m Id. 
176 Sett. Dcposlclon Exhibit 36 at paragraph 6 or the Stipulated Judgmeni and Decree of Divon:a entered on 
December 27, 1994 In the case of Darwin McKay vs. Donna McKay, Ada County Case No CV-94-00261(Bares 
Nos. PL00026 - PL00037) attached to Patricia's Rule 44(d) Request for Judicial Notice or the record of other 
Droceedings in an Idaho Cou,t; Darwin's September 27, 2007 depo. at 135-136. 
ln Id. 
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·COMMINGLY OF ASSETS AND FUNDS 
219. Notwithstanding Mr. Ooodrum's advice of July I, 1996 and Neil Salathe's advice 
dilling his two and one-half years of work for us, Darwin and I commingled our separate 
property with our community property as is detailed in my testimony above.171 
220. I perfonned an analysis of some of our transactions and prepared a Flow Chan 
summarizing the commineling that has occurred between 1996 and 2005. That Flow Chart is 
attached as Exhibit Y.179 
DATED: October 9, 2007. 
~cl~ PAiiciAE.MciiY 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 8111 October 2007. 
(?~K. CL_.. 
NotaryPu~o 
Residing at /c.,) 0 ~ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 5/3 //2-010 
178 Darwin's September 27. 2007 depo at 139-151 , 
179 See Exhibit Y, Flaw Chan inparcd by me &om die parties" records (Bates Nos. PL 424- PL 430). 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of October 2007 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served upon: 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa. ID 83687 
John Miller 
Miller & Harr 
Attorneys at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive, Suite 3 
Boi~ Idaho 83702 
~· 
I 41•••t 
.. . . 
. . 
•.. ~ . 
, .. , . . 
6- ···•:• •••• 
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' . ' 9 COSHO HUMP~Y, LLPfl 
STANLEYW. WELSH 
mJ1ll@smbp1g.com 
COUNSELORS & ATl'ORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Ba 9518 83707•9518 
600 Pule Blfd., SUite 790 
a-. Idaho 83'712 
Tdephone 208.344.7811 
Firm fax 208.339.3290 
October 10, 2007 
Kimberly D. Brooks Fax to: 468-4030 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. No.Ith 
Nampa. ID 83687 
JohnA.Millcr Faxto: 331-6618 
Millcr&Harr 
1401 Shon:linc Dr. Suite #3 
Bo~ID83702 
Re: Patricia E. McKay v. L Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 194S8-001 
Case No.: CV DR 061S200 
Dear Kim and John: 
As you know, we recently filed three motions and suppotting documentution on beha)f of Patty 
McKay: (1) Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, (2) Renewed Motion for an Award of Costs and 
Attorney Fees pursuant to ldaho Codo §§ 32-704(3) and 32-705, and (3) Motion for Contempt. We 
believe the evidence and law we have provided in support of Patty's positions an, adequate to obtaiJJ 
orders and judgments in Patty's favor on all issues, except valuation of the as.ms and liabilities, which is 
left to an agreed upon settlement or ddemlinntion at trial. Consequently, we think it is mare likely than 
not that Judge Hamen will find and conclude that all of tho property is community property, except that 
which Darwin can trace to his inheritance. 
·-·-·- .. -- .. ·-· -- ___ .... _, ____ _ 
Considering the foregoing. we suggest that wa engage Senior Judge Ron S1u1ling to act as a 
mediator in this matter. PaUy's Renewed Motion for an Award of Costs and AUomey Fees pursuant to 
Idaho Code §§ 32-704(3) and 32-705, and Motion for Contempt are set for hearing on October 24, 2007. 
Thus. we would like to have a mediation session before October 24111• If your client is willing to 
participate in a mediation session, we may be able to scttlo most if not all of the issues and save tho 
parties 1hc time and expense of continuing this litigation. Pie~ call or write and let us know what 
Darwin's position is on engaging in mediation with a goal of settling this case as soon as possible. 
cc: Patricia It McKay 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sdnt: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Thursday, October 18, 2007 9:09 AM 
Patrlcfa McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: McKay Saturday quick question. 
Based on my experience with Judge McKee, he wlll give each side his view of the strengths and 
weaknesses of each party's case. I think he wlll tell us whether our theories of the case have merit. 
As we told you yesterday, we probably will not engage In direct negotiations with Darwin and his 
counsel. Typically the negotiations will be conducted through Judge McKee. This process has been 
an effective settlement vehicle In the past. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, lLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, 10 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
e-mail: twa!ker@cosho)aw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawbJog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [mallto;patmdsay@deatw1re.net] 
Sent: Thursday, Octcber 18, 2007 9:10 AM 
To: Thomas G, Walker 
SUbject: McKay Saturday quk:k question. · 
Satun:fay - WIii Judge McKee express If the prenuptial is valid or not valid prior to settlement discussions? 
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S11nley W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
ThomuG. Walkcr(ISBNo.1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P. 0. Boir 9518 
Boise. Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (108) 639-5607 
Ceo phone: (108) 86!MS08 
Direct Faaimile: (108) 639-5609 
£.maU: swebh@co1hol1w.com; twallcer@rosholaw.com 
Attorneys ror Plalntlff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURmJUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA E. McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
v. 
AGREEMENT OF COMPROMISE AND 
SETl'LEMENT 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
THIS DOCUMENT SHAU NOT BE FILED 
wrm THE COURT 
This Agreement of Compromise and Settlement ("Agreement") is made and entered into 
this 2olh day of October 2007 by and between Patricia E. McKay, Plaintiff ("Patricia•'), and L. 
Darwin McKay, Defendant ("Darwinj. Patricia and Darwin are sometimes individually referred 
to as a "Party" or collectively referred to as the "Parties". This Agreement is binding and 
enforceable upon the terms stated herein. notwithstanding the fact that additional documentation 
is required to cany out tha terms of this Agreement. 
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1. Community Property. The Parties have attached a Community Property 
Financial Statement that they agree sets forth the Parties' community property and the agreed-
upon values for their community property. 
2. Full Disclosure. Each Party reprcsc:nts to the other that full disclosure of all 
community assets and community liabilities, of which he or she is aware, bas been made. 
3. Allocation of Property to Particia. Darwin agrees to transfer by good and 
sufficient deed, bill of sal~ assignment and/or other necessary docwnent of conveyance all of his 
right, title and interest in and to the property set forth in the column entitled "To Patricia" to 
Patricia as her sole and separate property, and does hereby forever waive any and all rights 
thereto. 
4. Allocation of Property to Darwin. Patricia agrees to transfer by good and 
sufficient deed, bill of sale. assignment and/or other necessary document of conveyance all of her 
right, title and interest in and to the property set forth in the column entitled "To Darwin" to 
Darwin as his sole and separate propeny. and does hereby forever waive any and all rights 
thereto. 
5. Payment by Darwin. Darwin shall pay to Patricia, on or before March 31, 2008, 
the sum of -------- {S ______ ..00) as an equalization payment 
("Equalization Payment''). 
6, CollateraL In order to secure payment of the Equalization Payment and Darwin's 
other obligations heteUD.dcr, Darwin shall grant to Pa~cia by good and sufficient mortgage, deed 
of trust, security agreement, collateral assignment and/or other necessary document of security a 
collatCial security interest in and to each and eveiy item of property set forth in the column 
entitled "To Darwin". Patricia's counsel will pn:pare the collateral security documents. Darwin 
and his counsel shall have five (S) business days from the date the collateral security documents 
are presented to Darwin's counsel to review and request commercially reasonable changes in said 
collateral security documents. Darwin shall deliver fully executed collateral security documents 
in recordable form within ten (10) business days from the date the execution originals of the 
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collateral security documents are presented to Darwin's counsel. Darwin consents to the 
recording and/or filing of the collateral security deocuments as may be RCCCSS8J'Y to perfect 
Patricia's security interest in the collateral. 
7. Support Payments from Darwin to Patricia. Commencing on November I, 
2007 and continuing until the Equali7.ation Payment is paid in full, Darwin shall pay Patricia on 
or before the first day of each consecutive month the sum of ($__J. 
8. Disposition of Property. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement and the 
collateral security interests granted by Darwin to Patricia, each of the Parties hereto may in any 
way dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, real or personal; and the Parties hereto, 
each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the rcspc:ctivc heirs. legal representatives, 
executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waives any right of election which he or she 
may have or hereafter acquire regarding the estate of the other, or any right to take against any 
last will and testament of the other, whether heretofore or hereafter executed, or as may now or 
hereafter be provided for in any Jaw of the State of Idaho or any other state or territory of the 
United States or any foreign country, and hereby renounces and releases all interest, right or 
claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or by virtue of the 
Jaws of any state or country. 
9. Fair and Equitable Division. The Parties agree that the division of community 
property and Equali7.ation Payment provided for in this Agreement is fair and equitable. 
10. Payment of Debts by Darwin and Release of Patricia from all Debts. 
10.1. Commencing November I, 2007 Darwin shall timely make all payments 
on the first and second deed of trust notes encumbering the Parties' community residence located 
at 2S Horizon Dr., Boise Idaho. 
10.2. On or before November 1, 2007, Darwin shall pay Patricia's attomey fees 
and costs owed to Cosho Hmnphrey, LLP •1 
1 As of October IS, 2007, fees and casis owed to Cosho Humphrey equaled $96,006.03. 
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l 0.3. On or before December l, 2007, Darwin shall payoff Patricia's credit card 
debt.2 
10.4. On or before December 31, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and 
expense releases of Patricia from all liability from all debts whether such debts are owed to 
banks, vendors, and/or other creditoIS fur whom Patricia may have liability for any reason, 
including but not limited to Patricia's execution of notes. personal guarantees or collateral 
security documents that she delivered during the Parties' mmriage. 
10.S. · On or before March 31,_2008, Darwin shall pay off the fiISt and second 
deed of trust notes encumbering the residence located at 2S Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho granted 
to Patricia so that she will have and hold said property free and clear of all encumbrances. 
11. Payment of Accounting Fees and Income Tues by Darwin. Darwin shall pay 
for the preparation of state and federal income tax returns for the Parties for 200S and 2006. The 
Parties agree to file said tax returns under the filing status resulting in the lowest state and federal 
income taxes. The Parties agree to cooperate with the accountant as necessmy to complete the 
filing of such returns. Darwin shall pay all state and federal income taxes, interest and penalties, 
if any. 
12. Separate Property/ Income After Ei:ecution of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agree that from and after the d_ate of the signing of this Agreement, any and all 
property or income acquired or earned by either Party hereto shall be the separate property of the 
party who has acquired or earned it and the other party shall have no claim thereon. The parties 
agree that any income earned by either party after the date of the signing of this Agreement shall 
be the separate property of the party earning the income, and any income on separate property 
shall be separate property from and after the date of the signing of this AgrecmenL 
13. Debts after E~ecutlon of Agreement. The Parties agree that from and after the 
date of the signing of this Agreement, any debts incumd by either party hereto shall be the 
2 As of September 30, 2007, the credit card debt equaled approximately $75,000.00. 
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septlr.lte debt of the Party incurring the debt and shall not be a community debt. The Parties 
hen:to agree not to incur any debt for which the other Party may be liable. 
14. MuCual Release of Claims. For good and valuable consideration passing 
between the Parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their heirs, representatives, agents, employees, successors, 
executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns. release the other Party and his heirs. 
representatives, agents, employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogccs and assigns, 
and each· Party shall release, indemnify and hold harmless the other Party from any and all 
claims, liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any way connected with their marriage, 
including but not limited to all claims set forth in or comprehended by that certain litigation 
identified in the caption above. The tenn claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or unknown. a Party may have against the other Party as a result 
of their marriage and the litigation identified above. 
ts. Entry of Decree or Divorce. The Parties agree that five (S) days fiom the 
execution of this AgRCD1ent of Compromise and Settlement. they will execute a stipulation for 
entry of a Decree of Divorce to be filed with the Court. 
16. No Undue Influence. The Parties agree that they have entered into this 
Agreement without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
like c:ause. 
17. Further Performance. The Parties agree to execute all additional documents and 
take such further steps as shall be required to effectuate and carry out the perfonnancc of this 
Agreement. 
18. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever. except by further agreement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
19. Time of Performaoce. TIDle of perfonnance is of the essence of this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT OF COMPROMISE AND SETILEMENT 
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20. Advice of CounseL The Parties stipulate that they have been represented by 
counsel and are familiar with the tenns, conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
21. Attorney Fees. In the event of any controversy, claim, or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of the other documents related 
hereto, or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs. damages, and expenses. including reasonable attorney's 
and paralegal's fees inamcd by the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attorney and paralegal fees include those 
incurred as a result of bankruptcy, or on appeal. 
22. Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay one-half and Patricia shall pay one-half of 
all fees and expenses of mediation. 
23. No Merger In Decree. This Agreement shall NOT be merged with any decree or 
judgment, except as the Court may approve. If the Court approves this Agreement, it will 
continue as a separate agreement and may be separately enforced by either Party hereto. 
24. Binding Agreement. This agreement is binding upon the heirs, successors and 
assigns of the parties hereto. 
25. DismissaL Upon execution of the implementing documents and payment of the 
Equali7.ation Payment as provided above, this lawsuit shall be dismissed with prejudice and 
without any award of costs or attorney fees to any Party, except as provided in the attached 
Community Property Financial StatcmenL 
26. Free and Voluntary Ac:L Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against the other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and release by him or her, arc by his or her free and voluntary act; and (b) that no 
promise, agreement, statement or representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
upon. 
27. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted in acconiance with the Jaws 
and statutes of the State ofldaho. 
AGREEMENT OF COMPROMISE AND SETFLEMENT 
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28. Notices. Any notice required or permitted to be given under this Agreement and 
release shall be deemed given if sent to a Party by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the 
address set forth in paragraph l or to such other nddress as the Parties shall .from time to time 
notify the others. 
29. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agreement shall be 
determined invalid, void or otherwise tmenfurceable. the remaining provisions shall remain in 
full force and effect. and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that the remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
30. Execution of Counterparts. Duplicate copies of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties and their counsel and copies of this Agreement signed, collectively, 
by all Parties and their cOW1Sel shall be considered as a single, fully executed original document. 
31. Waiver. Failure of a Party, or any of them, to exercise his rights upon any default 
of the other Party shall not be construed as the waiver of the right to insist upon full perfonnance 
of all the tenns and conditions of this settlement agreement and release, or of the right to exercise 
any other right contained in this settlement agreement and release. 
32. Time. Tune is declared to be of the essence to this Agreement. 
33. Warranty. TIIE UNDERSIGNED PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
THROUGH THEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT THEY HA VE READ 
THE FOREGOINO SETILEMENT AGREEMENT AND MU'IUAL RELEASE AND TIJAT 
THEY FULL YUNDERSTAND THE TERMS AND CONDmONS SET FORTH HEREIN. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the date set forth above. 
PATRICIA E. McKAY 
Approved as to fonn and content: 
AGREEMENT OP COMPROMISE AND SET11.EMBNT 
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• I 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
By __________ _ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for PatriciaE. McKay 
L. DARWIN McKAY 
Approved as to fonn and content: 
BROOKS LAW, P .C. 
By __________ _ 
. Kimberly D. Brooks 
Attorneys for L Darwin McKay 
MIUER. & HARR 
By __________ _ 
JohnA.MJllcr 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
AGREEMENT OP COMPROMISE AND SETn.EMENT 
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. . 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On October 20, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notmy public in and for said co1D1ty 
and state, personally appeared Patricia E. McKay, known to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,.1 have bcrcunto set my band and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at-----------
Commission Expires --------
Ou October 20, 2007, before me, the lllldersigncd, a notary public in and for said county 
and state, personally appeared L. Darwin McKay, known to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
AGREEMENT OF COMPROMISE AND smn.EMENT 
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Pam Carson 
From~ 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Thursday, October 18, 2007 9:11 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; MeUssa Wolfe; Pam Carsen 
McKay 
278358.doc; 2nee9.x1s 
Hlgh 
Patty: Attached Is a draft Agreement of Compromise and Settlement and a revised Community 
Property Financial Statement 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800 Parf< Blvd., Suite 790 
P0Box9S18 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208·639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@coshotaw.com 
Blog: mvw.rtcolawbJog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
1 
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Pam Carson 
From, 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Thursday, October 18, 2007 10:53 AM 
stanley W. Welsh 
Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
FW: McKay- Conversation w/Gene Thurston 
Stan: See below. Let's discuss. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, IO 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker:@coshotaw.com 
Blog: www.ricotawbtog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
Fram: Patricia McKay rma11to;patmdcay®e1earwire.netJ 
sent: Thursday, October 1s, 20019:49 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: McKay • O:mversatfon w/Gene Thurston 
I just visited with Gene Thurston on the phone about this Combined Balance Sheet of May 2007. His thoughts were, 
•something Is not correct there because as of 2003 when I was working an all the financing and when the properties were 
valued at $22,000/acre the net worth was $11,000,000.00. 50% af that is yours patty and technicany J feel you are due 
blue sky tao. Since Darwin sold the property for aver $100,000.00/acre the net should be at least half again the 
s11,ooo,ooo.oo: 
I told Gene I may be lucky to walk ~y with the house and two million. He said, ·No, don't do that-that would not be 
even close to fair. I'll teU you what, if you subpoena my records 111 show all I have and the values as of 2003 and Uien 
they should add the values of what he sold the land for. My records are very clear and precise: 
Gene said it sounds like Darwin has omitted property and funds on the Balance Sheet assumfng It is all his and none of it 
belongs to you or part of th.a settlement or even part of the business. 
Gene and I ended our conversation with Gene saying, "Patty, this conversation never happened, but I wiQ support you 
With the evidence, just have Tom subpoena me: 
Tom, If things do not work out Saturday and Darwin is not forthright with the values, then I belfeve if we subpoena Gene's 
records and further take his deposition we could obtain a very similar tlnancfaJ review from him as Nell Salathe did. It 
would Just be done under deposition and documents. or, instead af doing a subpoena, take Gene's deposition asking 
him to bring au his documents. 
Your thoughts please .... 
DEPOSfflON~ 
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• Stanley W. Welsh 
---·----·-···-·· . .,. __ ,_ ... ____________________ _ 
From: Staneoy W. lsh 
Sent: S , 21, 2007 10:21 AM 
· To: P 
cc: Th • Walker 
SubJtc.t: RE: McKay Settlement 
Patty, I know you wUI make the best of lhls transition. 
Many yea,s ago my then senior partner told me that a bad setUement Is better than a good trial I know you know 
first had what can happen In lhe trial process. Your last experience was to obtain a great result at trial and then 
the Supreme Court took '1Nrlt the award. 
If your 600n to ex does nal rmd someone new to manage his money, he probably will ftnd a way to lose most of 
what ha hM within a shcrt time. 
From: Pabida McKay [mallto:patmckay@dearwfre.net] 
Sent: Sun 10/21/2.007 9:10 AM 
To: stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: RE: MtKay Settlement 
Thank you Stan for your prompl reply. In fact. for all the prompt replies throughout this case. I appreciate your 
concem and what you will do ta protect what we obtained. No, I did not hear lhe 2.5 figure but l can understand it 
with all the spending he has done over the past couple years. As much as he has given to his son and x-wife, he 
will probably continue~ which may do both hrs business and his son's business In. 
I need to adjust ta this new phase of life I'm entering. I've always been a suNlvor. I will be looking for some work, 
preferably part time if you hear of anyone needing someone -1 am excellent In an office and you know by now a 
few of my business abilities. The sermon today on Hour of Power by Robert Schular Is "Walking In Your Own 
ShoeS- and was dltected to me at this Ume in my life. 
Thank you again. 
From: Stanley W. Welsh [malltD:swelsh@Coshal.aw.ccm] 
Sent: SUnday, October 21, 2007 7:40 AM 
To: Pab1cla McKay: lhomas G. Walker 
Subject: RE: McKay Settlement 
Darwin claimed that his total net worth was 2.5 mmron. I do not think he said 4.5. We wUI write up Ule document In 
the rorm ot a jUdgment We will provide for as much security as we c:an. We will also try ta limit his abDity ta Just 
change the deal with Stratus. 
You will recall that I saJd if you do not like the deal, then we could end the session and prcc:eed since we believed 
we had a good case. Regardless., you would have lhe mJc of what lhfs market does. 
I underataod that yau did not think you could sell the Palace Resorts. 
From: Patrrcra McKay [malltD:patmdcay@clearwrre.netJ · DEP0Sffl0N~ 
· ~BIT~ 
10/22/2007 r, ~ c:.. Ka>1 
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Serit: 5un 10/21/2007 6:44 AM 
• To: Stanley W. Welsh; lhomas G. Walker 
Subject: PN: McKay Settlement 
Helb Stan and Tom. 
Pagc2of3 
I have not been to sleep at an and I feel I have just mads a terrible mistake. I do not feel DSIWin was fair In the 
negoUations at all and I guess I really need to place the blame on myself. I am writing this because I do not know 
what you can do about where I stand In an this other than you'll probably ten me I have to accept It all I feel we 
should have added everything up before we signed. Hera are some of my concems and perhaps you can have 
those covered In the written agreement you'll be preparing. 
Because no land was given lo me as colfaleraJ and Darwin has full control ovar it and the Slalus deal he can 
cancel lhe deal wllh Status and have H rewritten. In doing so he can tell us lhe deal fell thl'CU9h and he would 
only have to pay me the $500,000.00 and I would loose the 2 lots. This wm then bring the total setUement to me 
down to $1,478,500.00.00. This is not even close to 50% of the 4.5 million they expressed and as we au ag,eect. 
we felt Darwin was not accurate with stating the net worth.: . 
I do not feel Judge McGee even read the documents we sent him as he was not awara of several Items that wera 
brought up and he would have been had he read the Statement of Facts. I also feel he rushed us by expressing 
lo us when ha came back before our last session wllh him and expressed, "They are packing up to go over 
there.• From lhat point on I felt very rushed end was thinking clearly. 
Since you'R be wrlUng up the final setuement contract anct there are a few things l'Ve thought about lhat need lo 
ba covered In ll Mainly, the mcutgage Darwfn will ba paying needs to specify that rt Is what we both have known 
to be the mortgage during our marriage lo include taxes and Insurance. 
I would also like to have them return the orlglnal educaUon and employment history documents Darwin removed 
from the home as wall as th!t canstructlon file folder which has lhe building receipts In it as I'll need those in the 
future should I sell the home. 
Again, I was wrong in not adding. up the final settlement I was also wrong In not talking the Palace Resorts as I 
probably could have done something with thal 
Thank you. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it arc confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to which they arc addressed. If you arc not the intended :recipient you arc notified 
that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the 
email. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email arc solely those of the author and 
not necessarily those of Cosbo Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check lhis email and any 
attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey. LLP accepts no liability for any damage 
caused by any virus transmitted by this emaiL 
IRS Circular230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained hmin was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
SubJact: 
FYI. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Thomas G. Walker 
Friday, October 19, 2007 7:51 AM 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
FW:McKay 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@coshotaw.com 
Blog: www.rfcoJawbtog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasswaJker.com 
Fram: Patricia McKay [mailto;patmckay@dearwtce,oetl 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2007 7:49 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: RE: McKay 
Thank you for all the hard work and patience you, Stan, and your staff have shown toward mtt. I can only pray that Judge 
McKee has read and understood aD fn the Memorandum as well as the Statement of Facts and has compassion. 
See you at 9:30. 
From: Thomas G. Walker [maJlto:twaJJ<er@Cosholaw.com1 
Sent: Friday, Oct:ober 19, 2007 7:26 AM 
To: Patrlda McKay 
Cc Stanley W. Welsh; Mellssa Wolfe; Pam c.arson 
Subject: McKay 
Patty: Bring a book or something to read tomorrow. There will likely be a lot of down time between 
caucus sessions with Judge McKee. See you at 9:30 a.m. at the front door of our building. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, l1P 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639·5607 
Direct fax: 208-639·5609 
E-mail: twalker@msholaw,cpm 
Blog: www.r1co1awb!og.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwaJker.com 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing m: taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received .this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no Uability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used. and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaetion, plan or emmgcmcnt or (ii) for the purpo~ of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Thomas G. Walt<er 
Monday, October 22, 2007 8:22 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolre; Pam Carson 
McKay 
Patty: We're working on the Judgment and Decree of Divorce and Property Settlement Please fax 
or email me your most current credit card statements for the cards that Darwin will be paying off. If 
you can download the stat.ements and unbilled actlVity from the credlt cards' web sites that would be 
best. Also, fax or email me the most recent flrst aod second mortgage statements, or if you can 
download the most recent Information from the lenders' web sites that would be good too. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, U.P 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-S607 
Direct fax: 208·639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
erog: www.rlcofawb!og.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Monday, October 22, 2007 9:57 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: McKay CrCards and Mortgages 
I haven't yet recelVed any faxes from you this morning. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosha Humphrey, UP 
800 Parle Blvd., Suite 790 
POBox9518 
Bo(se, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thoma59W!ker.oom 
From: Patrlda McKay [manto;patmckay@dearwJre.net] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2007 9:44 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
SUbject: McKay OCards and Mortgages 
I have three credit cards with balances: 
Chase Visa ending 2116 
Chase Visa ending 0853 
Bank America 0232 
$46,327.00 
$ 2,076.17 
$22,845.13 
Mortgage on home ls with World Savings $ 556,324.34 
Second mortgage is Countrywide $ 67,490.49 This is at 10.625% Interest. dally rnterest rate of 
0.02911 % 20 days in October would be $393.00. 
Do you calculate the amount due for October through the 20fll or for the entire month since Darwin may not get it paid until 
November 1..., If he does not get it paid until November 1 then the monthly interest payment for October would be 
$609.03 plus the $67,490.49. I am faxing you the Countrywide statement for last month to show the Interest rate. 
I have faxed you the above credit card statements (3) which I took off the Internet this morning as you requested. The 
World Savings statement Is the most current for the next payment due. 
I receive the World Savings monthly statement around the 15.,. of each month for the next month. What is the best way 
for Darwin to receive this notice In the future and for me to know for sure when he makes the payment. It Is critical to me 
that I know the payment has been made so as to protect my credit rating. 
Thank you Tom for all the hard work you've done for me. I have enjoyed working with yolL 
DEPOSmON a 
EXHIBIT~ 
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Pam Carson 
From: Thomas G. Walker 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2007 7:24 AM 
To; 
Cc: 
Kimberly Brooks (klm@kbrookslaw.com): JOhnmlffer@bolselaw.net 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
Subject: McKay Y. McKay 
Kim and John: We plan on providing you with drafts of the following documents later today: 
Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Divorce, Judgment and Decree of Divorce, and 
Property Settlement Agreement. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800 Park Blvd., Suib! 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@coshotaw.com 
Blog: www.r1co1awblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
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;r~x}hi1irf(i, .. \(,;< . · '. · . : . . · . · · · · . ·. : ,f ~P@>le~wfth the IRS due to.W'.f,o Claimed or 'l<lhatever the alimony regarding·· elr.dacree t don't believe it was awered. · · t~/\ .i:,1·,f}.. }:;. ;' ··.': ' . • 
.. ' .. , 
: SiWe~i'.ntAg~r?·· Under Item 8 regarding the taxes I see Darwin. pays fo~ i.'. . .•.. •• i 
.~a,,ij<(~OQ?'.!"# ~Iv~ a.nr and all tax re~ncts. . If ~e house is not ~Id off March!April \ . :-.. f ;j,1 . . . paj,;f,ots.~~Juture ~es. after ~007 since he IS g9lng to be paying the mortg.. l ,'.· ·.·::{ \,\tt .. ~i~write:loffpe;t,aps.,, lf I am ableto take the tax write-off of the ,nortg89•· ,.· ,· }:=.),)},. .. "~ditfori.al incentive for him paying off the house ASAP. · · • < · · : . : : ;.: 'i\Ui:~J J0J7fJt~:?r~r· ..~\·_··.;:·--,t}J:·/_: .· .. . : .. :·-· . · · . ., .. .: · · - - ·. · • - ~ -. .-- "' \ -·:;:_·:_~::1:·tr}~\::r? ;W.~~ Wfl.~t receive the saoo,000.90? Again, referring to Darwin's previous divorce.'.' ·. ·· , <,};c--~.1,~idnqtha-v:,:~j)ay,taxesonthefundsshereceived; .. . . ·. . . . . . . _ ,. ~· ~ ,.: ;·_: . 
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• 
I'd prefer not to find myself stuck to pay taxes on that much money, If there rs a way In whether It Is stated as property 
seWement or anmony. Perhaps this needs to be covered In the Agreement so we do not have to converse later. All I'd 
need to do Is show this Agreement to the CPA 111 be using. 
The vehicle transfers where not covered In this Agreement Darwin has the motorhome and I am to receive It When he 
took It to the business to store he was to make sure It was winterized. He needs to return it to me In working condition 
throughout · If he did not winterize It then repairs will need to be made to the water system due to freezing and pipes 
breaking. Can we please Include •return of the motorhome to Patrfcfa In exceffent working condition as It was when he 
stored it 
I also need to have the ·House construction folder With receipts, etc.· returned to me. They were given this as a reply to 
one of the lntenogatorles. I need to have this returned to have proof Of the constructfon and f mprovements done on the 
home for when/if I sell the home. 
This Is all I could find at the present I'll read It through again In a couple hours to see If anything else pops up. 
Thank you. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you arc notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taldng any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
-.) opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey. 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Hmnphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding p~ties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday. October 23, 200712:49 PM 
Kimberly Brooks (kim@kbrookslaw.com); johnmlller@bolsetaw.net 
Stanley w. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson; Patricia McKay 
McKay Y. McKay 
279217.doc; 279198.doc; 279194_2.doc 
Kim and John: Attached are drafts of the following documents: Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and 
Decree of orvorce, Judgment and Decree of Divorce, and Property sewement Agreement. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P0Box9S18 
BolSe, ID 83707·9518 
Direct phone: 208·639-5607 
Dfrect fax: 208-639·5609 
E-mail: twalker@CQSholaw.com 
Blog: www.r1co1awblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
oePosmoN~ 
EXHIBIT~ I b:) .::::'-
1 
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Stanley w. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomae. Walkcr(ISBNo. 1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Parle Blvd.,Sufte 790 
P.O. Boit 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9511 
Direct Phone: (108) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (108) 869-1508 
Dime Facsimile: (108) 639-5609 
E-mail: swelsh@cg,hotaw.com; twslker@eosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plalntfff Patrlcla McKay 
INTBE DISTRicr COURT OF THE FOURTH JtJDICIAL DISl'Rlcr OF 
TUE STATE OFIDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
Plaintiff Patricia E. McKay ("Patricia''), by and through her coW1SCI, Stanley W. Welsh 
of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, and L. Darwin McKay C'Danvin"), by and through his counsel, 
Kimberly D. Brooks of Brooks Law, P.C. and John A. Miller of Miller and Harr. do hereby 
stipulate that the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, including the incorporated Property 
Settlement Agreement submitted herewith may be entered by the Court. 
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
279217 
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Dated: October_. 2007. 
Approved: 
CO~HO HUMPHREY, LLP 
BY. __________ _ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for Patricia E. McKay 
Dated: October_, 2007. 
Approved: 
BROOKS L~W, P.C. 
By __________ _ 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Attorneys for L. Danvin McKay 
MILLER& HARR 
BY. __________ _ 
John A. Miller 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
PATRICIA E. McKAY 
L. DARWIN McKAY 
STIPULATION FOR£NTR.YOF JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
279217 
Pagc2 
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Stanley W. Welsh (JSB No. 1964) 
Thomu G. Walter(ISBNo.1856) 
Cosbo Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Div~ Suite 790 
P.O. Bo:19518 
Bobe, Idaho 83707-9518 
Dlred Phone: (208) 639-5601 
CeU phone: (l08) 869-15011 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5'09 
E-maU: swdsh@soshobw,com; hJ!lker@coshol•w.com 
Attomeys for PlalntlfTPatrieia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FoURm JUDICIAL DISl'Rlcr 011' 
THE STATE OF IDADO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
Based upon the Stipulation of the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUOOED 
AND DECREED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: The Plaintiff ("Patriciaj and the Defendant (''Darwin") were 
married on July 6, 1996 in Nassau, Jsland of the Bahamas. Patricia and Darwin are granted a 
divon:e from one another on the grounds of irreconcilable differences. Each is restored to the 
status of a single person. 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
279191 
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2. PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT: The Property Settlement 
Agreement dated October 20, 2007 attached hereto as. Exhibit A is approved by this Court and is 
merged with and incorporated into this Judgment and Decree of Divorce. 
DATED: October__, 2007. 
JUDOMBNT AND DECREB OP DIVORCE 
219191 
MAGISTRATE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_ day of October 2007 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Judgment and Decree of Divorce was served upon: 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Parle Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83712 
P.O. Box 9Sl8 
Boise, ID 83707-9S18 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
John A. Miller 
Miller&Hm 
Attorneys at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive. Suite 3 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
JUDGMBNT AM> DECREE OF DIVORCE 
219191 
D 
D 
B 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
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Stanley W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomu G. Walker (ISB No.1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P. 0. Box 9511 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (205) 639-5609 
Exhibit A 
E-mail: swelsh@g,!holaw.eom: twtlJcer@eosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Pllllntllf Patrfda McKay 
INTHE DISTRICT COURT OP THE FoURmJUDJCIAL DISTRICT OP 
THE STATE OPIDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
****** 
PA~CIAE. McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
MERGED WITH AND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into this 20th day 
of October 2007 by and between Patricia E. McKay, Plaintiff ("Patricia" or "Plaintiff"), and L 
Darwin McKay, Defendant ("Darwin" or "Defendant'1· Patricia and Darwin arc sometimes 
individually referred to as a "Party'' or collectively referred to as the "Parties". This Agreement 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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is binding and enforceable upon the terms stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documentation is required to carry out the terms of this Agreement 
t. Community Property. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community property: 
1.1. Subjec:t to the provisions of paragraph 2,1 below, Patricia siulll receive the 
personal residence located at 2S Horizon Drive, Boise. Idaho and all personal property and 
:furniture contained therein ("Personal Residence") free and clear of all encumbrances. Darwin 
shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient quit claim deed 
and quit claim bill of sale all of his right, title and interest in and to the Personal Residence, 
including all personal property and furniture. 
1.2. Patricia shall receive the Box Office Productions stock free and clear of all 
encumbrances. Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and 
sufficient assignment separate from stock certificate all of his right, title and intetest in and to the 
Box Office Productions stock. 
1.3. Patricia shall receive her IRA account. Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as 
her sole and separate property by good and sufficient assignment all of bis right, title and interest 
in and to Patricia's IRA account 
1.4. Patricia shall receive the vehicle in her possession and the motor home. 
Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient bill of 
PROPER.TY SETIUMENT AGREEMENT 
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sale and cndorccment on the respective Certificates of Title all of his right, title and interest in 
and Patricia's vehicle and the motorhome. 
l.S. Darwin will retum the Personal Residence construction folder and its 
contents to Patricia for her tax records. 
1.6. Darwin will eauso The Turf' Corporodon, or a.ffillate3, to provide Patrlcill 
with her rights under COBRA. 
1.7. Darwin shall pay to Patricia $100,000.00 in four equal consecutive 
monthly installments of $25,000.00 each commencing on January 2, 2008 and thereafter on or 
before the 2nd day of February, March and April, 2008. The Parties acknowledge that the 
$100,000.00 amount was based upon a portion of Patricia's attorneys' fees and litigation 
expenses. In accordance with Idaho Code§ 32-704(3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin 
directly to Cosho Humphrey, LLP, who may enforce this portion of the Judgment in its own 
name; provided, however, Patricia may pay Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior to any such installment 
in which case, the payment or payments shall be paid to Patricia. 
1.8. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000.00, in immediately available funds, 
within five (S) days of the date the Status Corporation, or assigns, real estate transaction closes 
("Status Real Estate Transaction;. The Parties acknowledge that the Status Real Estate 
Transaction is scheduled to close on or befon: March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently pursue 
the closing and shall not do anything to interfer with or delay the closing. Darwin shall not 
renegotiate any of the terms or conditions of the the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement 
PROPERlY SEITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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and Receipt for Earnest Money dated Februaiy 21, 2006, as modified and amended by Addenda 
numbered I· through 6 (collectively referred to as the "Purchase and Sale Agreement), or acceept 
any changes thereto, without Patricia's express written consent, which consent may only be given 
after she has had not less than five (5) busin~ days to consider any changed tenns or conditions. 
In adition to the: $800,000.00 payment dcsc:rlbcd above, Darwin :shDll c:onvcy to Patricia the two 
(2) lots included in the consideration being paid by Status Corporation, or assigns, as part of the 
Status Real Estate Transaction. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
March 30, 2008, Daiwin shall diligently pursue all available legal and equitable remedies to 
enforce the terms and conditions of Purchase and Sale Agreement or recover damages. If 
Darwin's good faith efforts to enforce all available legal and equitable remedies fail, Darwin 
shall pay Patricia $500,000.00 in immediately available funds on or before September lO, 2008. 
2. Community Debb. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community debts: 
2.1. Commencing on November I, 2007 and continuing thereafter as provided 
in this paragraph, Darwin shall pay Patricia as property equalization payments an amount equal 
to the rc:spective monthly payments of principal, interest, property taxes and insmance required 
by the first and second priorly debts encumbering the Personal Residence ("Personal Residence 
Debt''). The payments required under this paragiaph shall terminate when Darwin pays off the 
Personal Residence Debl Danvin shall payoff the Personal Residence Debt within five (S) days 
of the date the Status Real Estate Transaction closes. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails 
PROPER.1Y SBTl1..EMBNT AGREEMENT 
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to close on or before March 30, 2008, Darwin shall diligently pursue all available legal and 
equitable remedies to enforce the terms and conditions of Purchase and Sale Agreement or 
recover damages. If Darwin's good faith efforts to enforce all available legal and equitable 
remedies fail, Darwin shall continue to timely pay the monthly payments provided for herein 
until the Personal Rcsidcru:e Debt is t\dly paid, but 1n miy event, Darwin slmll p11yoff' the 
Personal Residence Debt on or before October 20, 2012 Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia 
shall have the right to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which case, the Personal 
Residence Debt would likely be paid off out of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal 
Residence, Darwin shall pay directly to Patricia as a property equalization payment the unpaid 
principal balance of the Personal Residence Debt, plus interest accruing at the same rates called 
for in the first and second loan docwncnts as follows: 
2.1.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction closes, Darwin shall pay off 
the full amount of the Personal Residence Debt to Patricia, within five (S) days of the date the 
Status Real Estate T~tion closes. 
2.1.2. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
Man:h 30, 2008, Darwin shall diligently pursue all available legal and equitable remedies to 
enforce the terms and conditions of Purchase and Sale Agreement or recover damages. If 
Darwin's good faith efforts to enforce all available legal and equitable remedies fail, Darwin 
shall continue to timely pay to Patricia monthly property equalization payments equal to the 
principal and interest that would have been due under the loan docwnents evidencing the 
PROPER.1Y Ssm.EMBNT AGREEMENT 
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Personal Residence Debt until the amount is fully paid, but in any event, Darwin shall pay all 
such principal and accrued interest to Patricia on or before October 20, 2012. 
2.2. On or before November S, 2007 Darwin shall pay to Patricia as property 
equalization payments the following credit card debt amounts: 
2.2.1. Chaso Visa ending in 2116 
2.2.2. Chase Visa ending in 0853 
2.23. Bank of America ending in 0232 
$46,327.00 
2,076.17 
22,845.13 
$71,248.30 
3. Additional Payments from Darwin to Patricia. Commencing on November 1, 
2007 and continuing until the Status Real Estate Transaction closes, Darwin shall, on or before 
the first day of each consecutive month, pay Patricia the sum of $2,500.00. 
4. Full Disclosure. Each Party represents to the other 1hat full disclosure of all 
community assets and community liabilities, of which he or she is aware, has been made. 
s. Allocation of Property to Damin. Except as expressly provided herein, Patricia 
agrees to transfer by good and sufficient quit claim deed, quit claim bill of sale, quit claim 
assignment and/or other necessary quit claim document of conveyance all of her right, title and 
interest to Danvin in and to all of the community property, as his sole and separate property. 
6. Disposition of Property. Subject to the provisions of this AgICC111cnt, each of the 
Parties hereto may dispose of his or her propeny of whatever nature, real or personal; and the 
Parties hen:to, each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the respective heirs, legal 
• 
representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waives any right of election 
which he or she may have or hereafter acquire regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
PROPERTYSETlt.EMENTAGREEMENT 
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take against any last will and testament of the other. whether heretofore or hereafter executed. or 
as may now or hereafter be provided for in any Jaw of the State of Idaho or any other state or 
territory of the United States or any foreign country, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtuo of the lnws of any :state or country. 
. 7. Release of Patricia from all Debts and Personal Guarantees. On or before 
December 1, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and expense written releases of Patricia 
from liability for all debts whether such debts are owed to banks, vendors, and/or other creditors 
for whom Patricia may have liability for any reason. including but not limited to Patricia's 
execution of notes, personal guarantees or collateral security docwnents that she delivered during 
the Parties' marriage. 
8. Payment of Accounting Fees and Income Taxes by Darwin. Darwin shall pay 
for the preparation of state and federal income tax returns and/or amended returns for the Parties 
for 200S, 2006 and 2007. The Parties agree to file said tax returns under the filing status 
resulting in the lowest state and federal income taxes. The Parties agree to cooperate with the 
accountant as necessmy to complete the filing of such returns. Darwin shall pay all state and 
federal income taxes, interest and penalties, if any, for all years prior to January I, 2008 and 
Darwin shall be entitled to all tax reftmds, if any. 
9. Separate Property / Income Alter Execution of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agree that from and after the date of the signing of this Agreement, any and all 
PROPER.TY Sffl'LEMBNT AOREBMENT 
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property or income acquired or earned by either Party hereto shall be the separate property of the 
Party who has acquired or earned it, any income on separate property shall be separate property 
and the other Party shall have no claim on any separate property income or earnings. 
10. Debts after Execution of Agreement. The Parties agree that from and after the 
date of the signing of this Agrccmcnt, any debts incum:d by either Party hereto shall be the 
separate debt of the Party incurring the debt and shall not be a community debt. The Parties 
hereto agree not to incur any debt for which the other Party may be liable. 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good and valuable consideration passing 
between the Parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their heirs. repxcsentatives, agents, employees, successors, 
e.i:tecutors, administrators, subrogees and assigns. release the other Party and his or her heirs, 
representatives, agents, employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, 
and each Party shall release, indemnify and hold harmless the other Party .from any and all 
claims, liabilities or obJigations arising out of or in any way connected with their marriage, 
including but not limited to all claims set forth in or comprehended by that ccttain litigation 
identified in the caption above. The tenn claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or unknown. a Party may have against the other Party as a result 
of their marriage and the litigation identified above. 
PROPER.'IY SETl'LEMENT AGREEMENT 
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12. Entry or Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (S) business 
days from the execution of this Property Settlement Agreemen~ they will execute a stipuJation 
for entry of a Judgment and Decree of Divon:c to be filed with the Court. 
13. Merger with and into Judgment and Decree. This Agreement shall be merged 
with and into the Judgment and Dcctee of Divorce. 
14. No Undue Influence. The Parties agree that they have entered into this 
Agreement without undue influence or ~ud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
' 
like cause. 
15. Further Performance. The Parties agree to execute all additional documents and 
talce such further steps as shall be required to effectuate and carry out the performance of this 
Agreement. 
16. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by further agreement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
17. Cooperative Effort. The parties acknowledge that this Agreement is the result of 
a cooperative effort between them and their independent counsel, and that in the event of any 
dispute over the meaning or effect of any provision herein, the rule of intctpretation of 
ambiguous terms against the drafting party shall have no application. 
18. Advice of CoumeL The Parties stipulate that they have been represented by 
counsel and are familiar with the tenns, conditions and effect of this AgreemenL 
PROPER.TY SETTLBMENT AGREEMENT 
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19. Attorney Fees. In the event of any controversy, claim. or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of the other documents related 
hereto, or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attorney's 
and pmulegal's fees incurred by the pn:vaHing party, whether or not such controvcay or claim is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attomey and paralegal fees include those 
incwred as a result of bankruptcy, or on appeal. 
20. Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay one-half and Patricia shall pay one-half of 
all fees and expenses of mediation. 
21. Binding Agreement. This Agreement is binding upon the heirs, successors and 
assigns of the Parties. 
22. Free and Voluntary Act. Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against the other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and release by him or her, are by his or her free and voluntaiy act; and (b) that no 
promise, agicement, statement or representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
upon. 
23. Choice of Law. This Agreemem shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws 
and statutes of the State ofldaho. 
24. Notices. All notices and demands required or permitted under this Agreement 
shall be in writing, containing the infonnation required by this Agreement to be communicated to 
PROPER.TY SB'ITLEMENT AGREEMENr 
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any person, personally delivered to such person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, or by 
reputable overnight air courier service (e.g., Federal Express or United Parcel Service) to such 
person at the last known address of such person. The earlier of the date of personal delivery or 
two business days following the date of mailing or the date of delivery to the air courier thereof, 
a.s the case ma;y be, shall 1:,c, deemed the date of rcc~pt of notic.c, unJ~:s proof of untimely 
delivery or non-delivery is provided by the addressee. The sender shall bear the risk of untimely 
delivery and non-delivery. 
25. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agreement shall be 
determined invalid, void or otherwise unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in 
full fon:e and effect, and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that the remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
26, Execution of Counterparts. Duplicate copies of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties and their counsel and copies of this Agreement signed, collectively, 
by all Parties and their counsel shall be considered as a single, fully executed original document. 
27. Waiver. Failure of a Party, or any of them, to exen:ise his or her rights upon any 
default of the other Party shall not be construed as the waiver of the right to insist upon full 
performance of all the tenns and conditions of this Agreement, or of the right to exercise any 
other right contained in this AgreemenL 
PROPER.TY Sm'LEMENT AOREEMEm' 
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28. Time Time is of the essence of this Agreement and each and all of its provisions 
in which performance is a factor.· · 
29. Warranty. THE UNDERSIONED PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
nm.ouou nIEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT TIIAT 1'HEY HAVE READ 
nm FOREGOING AOREEMENT AND THAT THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND THE TBRM5 
AND CONDITIONS SBT FORTII HEREIN. 
The remainder of lhi~ page was inlenlionally left blank. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the date set forth above. 
Approved as to form and content 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
By __________ _ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for Patricia E. McKay 
Approved as to form and content: 
BROOKS LAW, P .C. 
BY. __________ _ 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Attorneys for L. Danvin McKay 
MILLER&HARR 
By~~---------~ 
John A. Miller 
Attorneys for L Daiwin McKay 
PROPERTY SETI'LEMENT AOREEMENT 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On October_, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notmy public in and for said county 
and state, personally appeared Patricia E. McKay. known to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hcteUntO set my hand and rlffixcd my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
NOTARY PUBUC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at -----------
Commission Expires --------
On October_, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notmy public in and for said county 
and state, personally appeared L Darwin McKay, known to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my ofi'"icial seal. the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PROPER'IY SETI1.EMENT AGREEMENT 
2'nl9'-2 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residingat ----------
Commission Expires --------
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Pam Carson 
Fram: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday, October 23, 2007 4:21 PM 
Patricia McKay 
Stankrj W. Welsh; Meflssa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: McKayv. McKay 
Our plan Is to record the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal 
property. We don't want to emphasize this aspect of the settlement So, we don't want to say anything until after the 
judge signs the Judgment and Decree. 
From: Patrfcfa McKay [ma1tto;patmd(ay@dearw1re.net] 
Sent: Tue 10/]3f2JJ07 4:15 PM 
To: lhomas G. walker 
Subject: RE: McKay v. McKay 
All looks good Tam. However, can I place a lien with the tftle company on the Stabls Corp closure so the $800,000.00 are 
paid to me by them? This Is what we had to do when property sold that DaMa had so the funds would come to us 
Instead of thru Donna 
Thank you. 
From: Thomas G. Walker [maflto;twaJkec@Coshotaw.com.1 
sent: Tuesday, Od:ober 23, 2007 12:49 PM 
To: klrn@kbrooksfaw,com; Johnmlller@lbQlselaw,net 
Cc Stanley w. Welsh; MeUssa Wolfe; Pam carson; Pabida McKay 
SUbject: McKay v. McKay 
Kim and John: Attached are drafts of the following dOaJments: Stipulation for Enby of Judgment and 
Decree of Divorce, Judgment and Deaee of Divorce, and Property Settlement Agreement. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Parle Blvd., Suite 790 
P0Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208'"639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.r1co!awb1<>9.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: . 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
1 
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copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in cm>r please notify the sender and delete the email. Please: note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not neccssarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or mangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. 
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Pain Carson 
Fram: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Wednesday, October 24, 2007 5:38 AM 
Patricia McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: Mcl<ayv. McKay . -·-·--... ~ .... ~-,-.-
Patty: Paragraph 2.1.2 only applies If the residence Is sold and the mortgage debts are paid off out 
9f the safe proceeds. Consequently, you would not be paying any real property taxes or Insurance on 
the sold property. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Btvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 · 
Boise, ID 83707·9518 
Direct phone: 208-639~5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
erog: www.rtco1awblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
Fram: Patricia McKay [malltD:patmckay@dearwfre.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, OdDber 23, 2007 8:07 PM 
To: lltomas G. Walker 
Subject: RE: McKay v. McKay 
Ok, I Understand. 
I have a problem with Item 2 Community Debts. 2. 1 Darwin shall pay Patricia as property equalizatkm payments an 
amount equal to the respective monthly payments of principal, Interest, property taxes and insurance required...... (this Is 
fine) However, under 2. 1.2. it states an the fifth line. "Darwin shafl continue to timely pay Patricia monthly property 
equalization payments equal to the principal and interest that would have been due under the loan documents •••• : the 
property taxes and f nsurance required is missing, It would only be fair he continues ta pay the taxes and insurance since 
payment ta me would be redUced by $300,000.00. By him having to continue to pay the property taxes and Insurance will 
give him Incentive to pay off the home, atheJW!se, he has lm:entive not to close the deal with Status as he retains 
$300,000.00 plus the 2 lots and doesn't have to pay the taxes and Insurance. He also has a good deal because the 
mortg{lge Is fixed at 7%. There are no Incentives for him ta pay the mortgage off earty. Besides. he is getting the tax 
refunds for 2005, 2008, and 2007. 
Thankyau. 
Fram: Thomas G. Walker [mailtD:Lwalker@CGsholaw.axn] 
Sent: Tuesday, Octaber 23, 2007 4:21 PM 
To: Patrtda McKay 
Cc: stanley w. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam carson 
Subject: RE: McKay v. McKay 
1 
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o·ur plan Is to f8COrd the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then becomes a Uen on an of Darwin's real and personal 
property. We don't want to emphasize this aspect of the settlemenL So, we don't want to say anything until after the 
fudge signs the Judgment and Decree. 
From: Pabida Md<ay [maUto:patmckay@dearwtre.net) 
Sent: Tue 10(23f2.007 4:15 PM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
SUbject: RE: McKay v. McKay 
All looks goad Tom. However, can I place a llen with the tlUe company on the Status Corp closure so the $800,000.00 are 
paid to me by them? This Is what we had to do when property sold that Donna had so the funds wcukl come to us 
instead ofthru Donna. 
Thank you. 
Fram: Themas G. Walker [mallto:twalker@Coshol.aw.c:om) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2007 12:49 PM 
Ta: ldm@kbrookslaw.com; johnmiller@bolselaw.net 
Cc: Stanley w. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam carson; Patrlda McKay 
Subject: McKay v. McKay 
l<Jm and John: Attached are drafts of the following documents: Stipulation for Enby of Judgment and 
Decree of Divorce, Judgment and Deaee of Divorce, and Property Settlement Agreement. 
Thomas G. Walker 
C.OSho Humphrey, UP 
800 Park Bfvd., Suite 790 
POBox9518 
Boise, m 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twatker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.rtco!awbtog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwatker.com 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they arc addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you arc notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is sttictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email arc solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Hwnphrcy, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Casho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
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(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax Jaw • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they arc addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting. marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties that may be imposed wuler federal tax law. 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject 
Thomas G. Walker 
. Wednesday, October 24, 2007 7:03 AM 
Patricf a McKay 
Stanley W. Welsh; Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
RE: 2 Building lots 
Such an addition was not part of the mediated settlement 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, l1P 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P0Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208--639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mall: twaJker@QlSholaw.com 
arag: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwa!ker.com 
From: Pab'fcla McKay fmallb;>;patmckay@dearwJre.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, Ocb:Jber 24, 2007 7:05 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: 2 Bulldlng lots 
Sony, I forgot to ask about the 2 bulldlng lots In paragraph 1.5. Can we cover those In case Status does not dose by 
adding a sentence ....... 
"Should Status not close and Darwin sells the land to another developer he Is to obtain two lots with the new pun;hase 
contract. ~ two lots will be offered to Patrfcia by the developer when property has been plotted. The developer is ta 
give P~cla first choice of the available lots.• · ,. ' · ~ 
1 
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Pam Carson 
From: Thomas G. Wslker 
Sent: 
To: 
Tuesday, October 30, 2007 2:43 PM 
Melissa Wolfe 
Cc: Pam Carson 
Subject: FW: Patty McKay 342-7627 ASAP please 
Please print for file and file In Pro Law. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, U.P 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E·mall: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.com 
From: Patricia McKay [maHto:patmckay@dearwire.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 2:18 PM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh; Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: Patty McKay 342-7627 "5/JJ> please 
I have Just learned some Incredible disturbing news of which you are not going to appreciate. Please can me ASAP 
preferable as a conference call so I can talk with both of you. 
Thankyou. 
1 
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STANLEYW. WEL9H 
mJol@calhDlllP,CQpl 
COtJNSELORS & ATl'ORNEY9 A'f LA.VI 
PO Bmc 9519 83707-9518 
800 Pldr: Blvd.. Sulle '190 
Bo110. rd.l!lo 8371:1 
Telephone 208.344.78U 
Ftml Ca 208.338.3290 
November 1, 2007 
VIA E-MAU.: patmckay@clearwirc.llCl/~ 
Patricia E. McKay 
2S Horimn Drive 
Boise. ID 8370'2 
Re: Patricia B. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-001 
Case No.: CV DR 061S200 
DearPatty: 
l know tha1 you are getting advice from several other individuals. Those individuals are 
not paying your bills. I do not doubt that they mean well. I expect that they would not guaranty 
a result to you if there was no agreement now. 
I did not think that there was any doubt in our meeting that you are well aware of the fact 
that we had much greater numbers 1han were being used for settlement purposes. A lot of that 
had to do with the risk of going forward. Obviously, the other side knew there was a risk 
because of everything that we had prcscntcd. You will recall that prior to our settlement 
meeting. there had never been any olfcr from Mr. McKay's attorney for any settlement. It bad 
been the position of your husband that essentially everything was his except for the home. 
I believe that then, is an agreement and that the other side could sue you to enforce the 
agteemcnt. However, someone may disagree and think that you can get out of the agreement. It 
has been my pmcticc that if a client makes an agreement, I will not stay in the ca.so if they are 
going to try to get out of the agreement that was made. That was the pmpose of the comment 
that I made. ltobviously was not because I mn in any way angry or upset with you. 
Settling cases is usually more difficult than simply going to trial. 
1 do want only the best for you and appreciate yom comments about the good wmk that 
you think we have done in this matter. We are trying to get the best possible language fur you in 
a final document. 
SWW/dl 
111451-QOl Doc.1:2112291 
Veiytndy yams, 
Dlclcl t,y Mr. We&II 1111 llllilcd 
willunil&ipatml ID bil abxia 
llnvald delay 
Stanley W. Welsh 
· CH01935 
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From: 
Sont: 10, 2007 7:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: -~-, 
Patty, See below for rrr, comments: 
From: Patricia McKay [malltD:patmclcay@clwwlre.net] 
sent: fn 11/9/2007 7:37 PM 
To: lhomas G. Walker; Stanley W. Welsh 
subJect: McKay settlement Revrslons 
I received the e-mail you sent to Judge McKee along with the revised Property Settlement Agreement with the 
changes made from Iha original This is Iha first time I've seen this revised edition. 
I have a problem Iha following objections: 
1.1 I do not want Darwin to have Power of Attorney on my homa. There is no reason ror him to have this for 
the "benefit or Dalwln to allow him access to rnrormatian regarding both the 1d and 2.r11 mortgage: I know 
Darwin very well as he has always laken the approach, ·since I am payrng the bTils It belongs to ma.• 
This Is how he handled the Reno condominium even though It was strictly In my name. If he wants Power 
of Attorney for the purpose of making the payments, the Invoices come lo me In plenty of Ume for ma lo 
forward to him _ror payment I kno\! Darwin very wen and he wHI use.this home as collateral for whatever. 
The house Is already In my name only so why should another quitclaim deed bet necess.uy?/n asked for 
the deed so then, Is never a questlcn by some true company when you sell the property. He will not have 
a power of attorney on your homeJ// 
1.4 lha matorl\ome should be dellvered to ma prior to signing this agreement Why should he have until -
December 1 la deliver It to me?m do not see a problem with Iha December 1 dats. I expect he wants la 
make sunt thera la an agreement before ha delivers. Do you really want more money spent debating this . .. 
lssue?I// He already has the use of the vehicles I still held the tides to so why should he hofd en la the 
motorhoma? The mo!Orhome shoUld be returned lo me In working condltfon. He has had It for the past 
14 months and should have taken care or It so the water system has not frozen and been damaged. I do 
not know If ha look precautions by having It winterized last year or If he has dona so this year. If he has 
not then by waiUng unlll December the entire system could be damaged and he should have It repaired. 
There Is no reason why the transfer of any/aD belongings cannot be done prier to the signing of this 
Settlement I do nol want him to have conln>I over my ilems nor Is there any reason for him la hold these 
Items since they belong to me. Then, Is no reason to cause additional attorney fees by transferring tllles, 
elc. at a later date other than the data of signing, therefore, all vehicJes and personal property Items 
should be delivered to their respective owners prior lo signing dale. Afterall, Da,win's had the past three 
weeks to do so. 
1.5 The Personal Residence conslruclion folder and lls contents should be retumed la ma at the slgnfng of 
these papers. Then, is no reason for Darwin lo retain this folder- not even ror any tax reasons. They 
told us October 20 they would get the folder lo us. Darwin said he did not knew where it was. The way 
Darwin wanls It l'lt not receive the raider until summerlfaH 2008 which Is when he'll do his 2007 taxes. ·By 
than the folder will be lost either by Brooks, MIier, or DarwinJ/1 do not see why ycu cannot both have a 
copyJI 
1.1 O At the medfaUon talks October 20, Iha house and all contents were given ta me. Now ha wants the 
bookcase and cabinet In the too! room. Gosh, thars fine but what about the Items I requested to ba 
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returned to me thatwera mine prior to our marriage. I did not recetve an Oak 3 % root by 6 foot dining room tabla 
which he took to the Reno business nor did I receive two blUe velvet Drexall Heritage chairs, nor some of 
my personal Items from the Reno condominium (11pecl1lcaBy my sewing Items whlcll caMOt be replaced). 
He claims he does not know where the furniture Is. How Is ha going to compensate me for Items ha losl 
or wen, stclen?ln am not sure about the value of these items. Let me know If you want to have me argue 
these Issues. It wHI certainly delay a resolution. 
2.2 At the mediation talks lt was agreed the credit cards would be paid off. "Paid off'" to me means Just that-
paid In ruu, not over a six-month period cf time. Due to Iha delay over the past three weeks th9 Bank of 
Amerfc:a credit card ending 0232 ls now at $22,903.42. If WO muat accept that he PB'/ the credit cmds 
off over time then we need to be more specific ttmt an lntereat charges by the respective credit card 
companies be paid by Dmwln at whatever Interest rate the credit card Qffl\Panles charge. There should 
also be fee, such as $250.00 per month or $500.00 per month due to ma If he Is late In making the 
payments as this will affect my credit rating, FICO scoresJJJ agree that ha has to be responsible for an. 
Interest and charges. I do not think It Is reasonable to ask far a monthly payment to you. 
8. It Is my understanding ·a11mony-1 wil have to dalm and pay laxes en whereas •maintenance• I do not pay 
taxes. Item• as Judge McKee wrote at:ates maintenance.. I do not want lo pay taxes an the allmonyJ/Our 
statute Idaho Code Section 32-704 uses the word maintenance. The Internal Revenue Cada Section uses 
the word alimony. The two words mean the same. I belleva the lnlent was that lhese payments would be 
taxable to you. 
Tam, perhaps you can enlighten me on the tax Issues as to what will ba best for me. l'O accept your advise. 
I'm sorry If l'm maklng suggesllcns to this settlement at this date but this Is the first time I've seen the revised sent 
to opposing. 
Thank you. 
1 l/12/2007 
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t\~ini:~ ~io have Power of At_tomcy for my home. swi' bas. alieady address this _afuf _ ~ ·' 
,.\ ( ~ .. ;, ··~~~:~~~-.::; , , ,:. - ; . : · ,· . -· ·. _. -__ -· .. -. · .'- · :.· ,. ,::-~.;1t;ttE~ 
'. '· ·,,_;(~lfit.~IJR!il.:d ~all right fol'. Darwin to deliver the motorhome to me ~t\vie~~~)ll!'. .  
~·· ~J-1«!g.~~l~tbis_approach..· I strongly !el all vducles should be in1h~ possm.i~-df:3: C . 
_.., :'owilertmd the construction file folder should be delivered to m~ at the 1imcl sign;thl'.J;,_+es 
·:,~WWtitui1~Hicas1 yolll"dtllCffllswith Miller and Brooa nprdbig rhe m()tor home · · .. . :··~ 
. ~~~ '.}W,~ -._,~JK.ated 111, eoutnacUoo bJader that you d,lh·tml ~o our offlcei. ·• : ; '. . · ·, ;. : ·; _·._ 
--~;i1:J,t;,f lat~wel nmr picked iC . up. Wt will as~ Miller· ud Brooks wJaerher· . :'.·,. ·> :~: '::.':'--
: ,}~·rt,~~i,e_tbe doc~a,ients in th·, blade~ ~opiecl . ~ and b~s.attoim:Y;_havt.':){tf:~{ 
. .. . to.~ ;diey,dq not know.where the construction file folder 1s though 1t was :'. · · ''.' , 0,·':;.-
-,,,,. Jdon1'.Mll{~lie$ tojntem,gatories I answered.'. This· is a large folder with-·, . .. ., : .. 
, ;•,:fe~~P.i~ 9fpaper ranging from invoices .to Phms: folder .being abo~. 3 . ..•• 
':~~!!iey dfl'1ot~.where they put the fil~ how wtll Darwh1 be able to find ,t a year : . '. 
,,~  lie:~ his ,2007~cs~ How will the file be found then?·_: Right now Kim Brooks ·~ ; · 
'· :v!) it· ~-her ~ori along with all the _other da1- we sent to her in reply to the.· 
~g~! f.Ji[~liJt . . . . . .· . . . . .· . . oe=.w£:: 
.. :.-:·,\..];\ "!.:( 
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. - . ~ ·/.'~- .· 
··' . ~- :,. -~ :-, ' 
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Patricia McKay 
From: Patricia McKay (patmckay@clearwlte.net1 
sent: Sunday, November 11, 2007 6:02 AM 
To: 1Pl@joistpOckefflner.com' 
Subject: Settlement Agreement 
Hello Nell, 
I think I am being vambozzeled? 
As I mentioned to you In our meeting, Stan does not want to make any changes to the agreement as per the 
mediation talks of Odcber 20. However, Frfday.kecelved a copy of the new agreement which has been given to 
opposing for finalization in which it Includes many new changes opposing have made. I believe Stan and Brooks 
and MIiier (not sum If Tom was Involved) may have had a conference call to decide on these changes but I was 
not given a copy before they forwarded It on to BrookS. I received a copy via them copying me of an emall they 
wem sanding to Judge McKee with the new agreement I was rather surprised at some of the changes and sent 
Stan an email with quesHons but felt I got the "brushoff" by his reply. 
I have been up since 2 AM writing the attached. I will edit it down so as not to be so strong against Stan and his 
representation. But then again, maybe I should leave as is. 
The purpose of me writing you is to ask you lo read this attached ema~ I~ lo send to Stan. Please focus on 
the paragraphs regarding the ssoo.000.00 or $500.ooo.oo fmm the sale of the property to status. Jt appears to 
me they have written the agreement so PaJWio can basJcaUy get around paying me any of these funds and I am 
very concerned about this. 
I would appreciate your thoughts on this and perhaps set up a meeting with Tom and/or stan regarding this. I 
realize you do not have a copy of tha agreement Judge McKee wrote up of the mediation talk results. I will deliver 
a copy of the hand written notes of Judge McKee as well as a copy of the most recent agreement to you this 
morning and place on your dootstep mat or mailbox, if your mailbox is attached to your house by your front door. 
Stan Is pushing for a signing on Moriday but I am not comfortable. 
I should be home all day today. Home.: 342-7627 or Ceo: 559-7583 
Thank you. 
Patty 
·MCKAY31S 
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Stanley W. Welsh 
From: 
e 
Thomas G. Walker 
Sent: 
To: 
Friday, November 18, 2007 5:35 AM 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Subject: 
FY:C. 
Thomas o. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
FW:Mcl<ay 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO BOX 9518 
Boise, :ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct rax, 208•639-5609 
a-ma~l. twallcerilcoaholaw.coaa 
Blog: www.ricolawhlog.com 
RICO web site: www.thcmasgwalJcer.c:om 
-----Original Mesaage-----
FrOlll: PatMcKayQclea:r:wire.net [mailto:PatMcltayQClearwire.netJ 
sent: Thuroday, November 15, 2007 3:35 PM 
To: Themas G. Walker 
Subject: Re: McKay 
lt would nice to have a couple hours notice. Please call me on my cell 
559-7583. 
Thank you fo:s: all your work. Patty 
Quoting "Themas G. Walker• ctwalke:rGCoshoLav.com>: 
> 
> 
> Patty: we are going to t:z:y to work out the final lang'Uage on the 
> Status· Co:i:poration issue tomorrow m.o~ng. 'Ifill. you be available to 
> sign if we get it done? We would like to be able to ca.ll. you so you 
> can run ever to our office. Let me know. 
> 
> Thomas G. Walker 
> 
> Coaho Humphrey, LLP 
> 
> 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
> 
> PO Box 9S18 
> 
> Boise, ID 83707-9518 
> 
> Direct phone: 208-&39-S607 
> 
> Direct fax: 208•&39•5609 
> 
> E-mail: mailto1twalkedcosholaw.ccm 
> 
> Blog: http://www.rlcolawblog.com 
> 
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> RICO web oite: http://~omasgwalker.com e 
> 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
> Confidentiality Notice: 
> This email and any tileo tranamitted with it are confidential and 
> intended solely for the use oe the individual or entity to which they 
> are addressed. If you are not: the intended recipient ycu are notified 
> that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in 
> reliance on the contents cf this information is strictly prohibited. 
> If you have re~eived this email in error please notify the sender and 
> delete the email. Please ncte that any views or opinions presented in 
> this email are solely t:hase of the author and not necessarily those 
> of Cosha Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any 
> attachments for the presence of vb:uaes. cosho Hwnphrey, LLP accepts 
> no liability for aoy damage caused by any virus transmitted by this 
> email. 
> IRS Circ::ular 230 5otice: 
> Ally tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be 
> used, and cannot be used, by aey other person (i) in promoting, 
> marketing or rcc0111111cndin9 ori.y trcuusllction, plan or a.rrangemenc or 
> (ii) :tor the ~sa of avoiding pcnal.1:ics tlmc may be imposed under 
·>federal.tax law. 
> 
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Melissa Wolfe 
Fram: Thomas G. Walker 
Sent: Friday. November 18, 2007 5:36 AM 
To: Stanley W. Welsh 
Cc: Melissa Wolfe; Pam Carson 
Subject: FW: McKay Final Negctlatlons 
FYI. 
Toomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, IJJF ' 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO BalC9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twall<ec@CQShoJaw.mm 
Blog: www.rloolawbtog.com 
RICO web site: www.thoma!i!JWi3lker,com 
From: Patrfda Md<ay [mailtD:patmckay@clearwire.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2007 7:54 PH 
To: 'Thomas G. Walker : · 
subject: McKay Anal Negotiations 
Pago 1 of2 
As the weeks have.past by since October 201t1. it Is apparent Darwin Is bying to do anything he possibly can to 
delay and/or change the agreement to his benefit I know how Darwin thinks and how he operates. 
I have tried to be quiet these past couple weeks but please, I've hfred the best attomeys In town and rd like yau to 
really go the extra mile for me now. 
You mentioned you wm be going into talks tomomm regarding the Status deal. This is the big Ucket Item In which 
I may loose as much, If not more, than $500,000.00 and an to Daiwin's gain. I do not think this Is fair at aD and 
you can best believe Darwin will do everything within his power (under the table) lo keep this from me. 
Therefore, I would Ilka to suggest that a dause be entered that If the Status deal does not go through that In place 
of me loosing the 2 lots and lhe $300,000.00 Darwin shauld retum to me Palace Resorts. This rs Uto cnly Item 
you have to negotiate on since he Is unwilling to glvo any land sf nee he needs it as collateral with the tlanks. 
However, if the S!alus deal falls lhrough then why can I net have one half of the 30 acres In return? Daiwln said 
lhat the acreage was only worth $30,000.00 so 15 acres would be worth $450,000.00 which is fess than 
$500,000.00. I strongly feel that I am the one to loose even with acceptin!J Palace Resorts which ts worth 
probably about $50,000.00. Darwin will In tum receive the land back and he will also receive Ute two lots from 
Status when they do the development of the lands they already have pmhased (60 acres). Here again, there Is 
no reason why I should have to give up the two lots If the Status deal falls. If it falls, Darwin gets ~rs 30 acres 
back and I should receive the two lots he will obtain which wlU be worth at least $100,000.00 per rot There is not 
reason why I should loose the two tots as they are not connected with the final payoff Man:h 30 - th91 are 
Included In the entire contract of February, 2008 so whether Status pays Man:h 30 or walk the McKay estate still 
obtains two lets. This Is very clear In the February 21, 2008 contract. 
I realize you may say that I agreed to an an October 2011 but I also was under the Impression all was gofng to be 
resolved within a week of October 20111. This past month has been very stressful lo me and has cost me 
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thousands of doUers mge due to the increased attcmey expenses Darwin has caused my attorneys lo charge 
due to the additional work. These additlonal expanses he has caused me to incur will have to come out of my 
settlement and that has been one of his goals over the past 4 weeks. No fair again. October 20111 I feel the 
attcmays and Judge McKee should have placed a deadline on the final wnlten settrement when all was to be 
finaflY signed and all this completed. This has not been fair to me as I do not have the funds for these expenses. 
Stan, I undemand what you expressed to ma aboUt not making any changes after October 20. But wait a minute 
here •••• look what I am about ta loose._. $500,000.00 and I would think that with all opposing has been tryitg to 
change and has succeeded I am asking you to go to bat and do scrna countering lnatead of Just gMng In. This 
cfNorce has cost way over $100.000.00 and I should be able to have some final discussions and Inputs Into the 
final decisions -why am I not being Included? Good grief I caMot even get the mctorhome delivered prior to 
signing but he gets to have all his Items. Again, not fair, and I'd like you to really put on your debating gloves. 
Darwin and his attorneys have not been honest this past month to Include Kim Brooks lnfcnnlng us that the 
mortgages had been paid when In fai.t they had not. I will be calUng World Savings tomorrow morning to verify if 
the mortgage payment was made today. 
Thankyou. 
11/16'2007 
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Stanley W. Walsh 
From: Thomas G. Walker 
Sent: Friday. November 16, 2007 5:41 AM 
To: Stanley W. We1Sh 
Cc: Melissa Wolfe; Pam CaJSon 
Subject: FW: McKay early morning thoughts on the past month. 
FVI. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800·Park Blvd., SUite 790 
POBox9518 
BOtse, ID 83707·9518 
Direct phone: 208-639--5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twaJker@cosholaw.gm 
Blog: www.ricofawblQg.com 
RICD web site: YJWW.tbProasgwalker,com 
Page 1 of2 
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From: Patricia McKay [mallto:patmclcay@dearwlre.net] 
Sent: Frklay, November 16, 2007 2:43 AM 
To: Thomas G. Walker 
Subject: McKay early morning thoughts on the past month. 
Since I camlQt sleep I feel I should let you folks know my thoughts as they pertain to your last mediation talks with 
opposing. Here are my final comments: 
· 1. Again, In reference to the Status deal- No place rn the Status February 21, 2006 contract does It say 
if they do not complete the deal March 2008 that DaJWin will not receive the two lots. If Status does 
not pay March 2008 Darwin still obtains the two lots since Status holds free and crear 60 aa-es of. 
which the two lots wUI be given. I should not have to loose the two lots In September. 
2. I Just reviewed my invoice of October 24, from Casho Humphrey and it was $111,339.59 however I 
noticed the time for Welsh and Walker for October 20 was not on this. Before entering your talks 
today I would like you to add up what I owe Cosho Humphrey as of today. The doUars added since 
the $111,339.59 are the dollars Darwin has caused me to Incur due lo the delay over Iha past month. 
This Is not fair and these dalJar amounts should be part of your negotlalions today • 
. 3. The Palace Resorts item should be mine if I have to loose the $300,000.00 In September. But 
again, I should not have.to loose the two lots. 
4. Darwin was to have given me all my personal belongings several weeks before October 20 but he 
did not and I am to accept that-this Is not ralr. He still has two blue velvet Drexal Heritage c:hafrs 
and an Oak dining roam table which I know for a fact Is at the Reno business gffjce as it was taken 
there to use. He also has personal sewing items which are 35 years old and cannot be replaced. 
This rs not fair. 
5. At the October 20 meeting I was given all contents In the house yet new I'm !old that when Dmwln 
drops off the motorhome by December 1 I am to give him a bookshelf and cabinet In the tooJ roam. 
Seems he can continue to pick up Hems but I cannot have Hems returned to me. 
11/16/2007 
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Perhaps we could have done a better fob negotiating on October 20. I was left b'f myself every time Judge 
McKee was not with us. During this time we could .have been reviewing what the overall estate worth was as Ldo 
not believe Darwin was honest fn expressing It was only worth 2.5 mRllon. During the initial discussion with Judge 
McKee al the conference table he said we would go around the room and each of us would be able le make 
comments but then Kfm Brooks wanted a break and the general conference never convened. I was placed In an 
office and left there only to have meetings with you and the Judge. There never was a time when the 3 of us 
seriously debated the overal settlement during the limes Judge McKee was with opposing. was I charged for the 
entire day by both attorneys? WhUe Judge McKee was with us I'm sure Darwin was debating Issues with his 
attorneys - they dkfn't leave him alone - they continued their negotiations with him. I feel I may not have been 
treated fairly on that day. · 
So now it's time for the final negoUatlons and I wouldn't be su,prised If Darwin will be present with one of the 
attorneys during these final talks today. But I reel I am not going le be able to exprass rrr, feelings. I am having 
to accept whatever Is decided upon. 
Please go get 'em! Darwin told my sister last January that he was not going to give me a dime In a divorce and 
he's trying his bed to use up in attorney fees what I will have. 
Please do your best today. I'll be on my col phone 559-7593. 
11/16/2007 
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
STANLEY W. WELSH 
sm:J~ho]aw,com 
COUNSELORS & A'M'ORNRYS AT LAW 
PO Bax 9518 83701•9518 
800 Pule Blvd.. SUltc 790 
Babe, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Finn f4x 208.338.3290 
November 16, 2007 
Via c,.mail: patmckay@clearwire.net 
Patricia E. McKay 
25 Horizon Drive 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: PatriciaB. McKayv. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.; 19458-001 
Case No.: CV DR OISIS200 
Dear Patty: 
DIR!CI' 'PHDlfl 201.639.5604 
DIRECI' PAX 70ll.639.56Q6 
I have reviewed your last several e-mails. The last e-mails were sent at 7:54 p.m. 
yesterday and 2:43 a.m. today. In one of your e-mails you addressed a question to me but neither 
of the e-mails were addressed to.me. I will respond to all ofyourcomments: 
Your e-mail of yesterday said that it would be nice for you to have a couple of hours 
notice before you actually sign. You can take whatever time you want. We will simply let you 
know if the other side agrees. We will certainly try not to intenupt your schedule. 
You have provided a variety of reasons why you think this matter is delayed. In my 
experience, a person delays because they arc not sure they want the deal. If Darwin thought he 
had a great deal. I think that he would have signed this immediately. 
I am sure that Mr. McKay is trying to do nnything that he can to change the agreement. 
The agreement terms arc complicated and we arc trying to include every tenn that we can to 
protect your interest Mr. McKay is also dealing with two separate law firms and I do not know 
whether those two Jaw fmns arc able to communicate on n daily basis. 
You state that you have tried to keep quiet the last couple of weeks. You know that you 
have also provided substantial input over the last several weeks. You state that you have hired 
the best attomeys in town and you want us to go the extra mile for you. Throughout this case, 
we have responded to phone calls, e-mails. and other communications with very little delay. I 
think that there has never been a day that phone calls have not been returned or e-mails have not 
been responded to within a very short period of time. This is all despite the fact that we an, not 
being paid. Your concerns these last sc:vetal weeks have been about you paying your bills. I do 
not recall you commenting one time about our bill being paid. We con discuss Palace Resorts. 
They proposed that you take the Palace Resorts as part of the deal. You stated that you did not 
want it because it had no value and may cost you money. That was your decision. I perhaps put 
1945S.OOJ .Doc.1::ZSiOOI 
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too much weight on your knowledge. You had indicated that' you did have a great deal of 
Jmowlcdge because you were intimately involved in all aspects of this community over this 
marriage. 
There have been increased attorney fees. Some of the additional attorney fees have been 
for responding to nwncrous e-mail communications from you. I do not know how many total e-
mails we have received from you since October 20111• You obviously have the right to provide 
any input you can and we have responded to each and every communication fiom you. 
Apparently you are critical of us and of Judge McKee for not placing some deadline. 
What if there was a deadline? If you want to stop all communication on this and not sign the 
document, please let me know immediately. 
You can have all of the input you want into these documents. You have been included 
nnd you have provided input on all documents. You state that the divorce has cost over 
$1000000. Weare owcdaver$100.000. 
You state that they have changed the deal and continue to negotiate. Now you want us to 
change the negotiation and ask for Palace Resorts and additional fees that you have incurred. 
We will propose what you want proposed but this is obviously going to result in additional 
delays. 
Now you state that we could have done a better job of negotiating on October 20111• You 
state that you wen: left alone. We discussed every proposal .from them and every proposal that 
you made in extensive detail. You had all of the time you wanted. You state that we could have 
reviewed the overall estate worth. You know full well that we reviewed that in detail and we had 
extensive documentation on your position of the estate worth. It docs not matter what he stated. 
The issue is whether or not you settle this case. I told you several times at the end of the day that 
you could just stop the negotiation then and not settle. lt wns you who insisted that we stay late 
on Saturday to finish the discussion and reach an agrcemcnL Now you state that you were not 
treated fairly. My initial reaction to that comment was to file a motion to withdraw. I am not 
sure that I can do that at this momenL We have no idea what was being discussed by Darwin 
and his attorneys. 
You do not have to accept whatever is decided. Again. please notify us immediately if 
you want us to continue to tly to resolve this matter or if you want to cease all discussiom. 
Very truly yours, 
Dlcwed by Mr. Welsll aad mall~ 
IYillloaS sign&lme ill his Illa= 
ID mid dell)' 
Stanley W. Welsh 
SWW/rfl 
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Pam Carson 
Fram: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Monday, November 19, 2007 12:31 PM 
'Jahn Millet'; klm@kbrookslaw.com 
Stanley W. Welsh; Merissa Wolfe; kwesc:ott@kbrookslaw.com; Patricia McKay 
McKay 
286998_2.DOC 
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John and Kim: Attached is the revised Property Settlement Agreement containing the language 
suggested by John and accepted by Darwin regarding the Status Real Estate Transaction. I have 
also changed such other proVislons as I thought necessary to Incorporate John's suggested changes 
into the agreement I am providing a copy to Patty for her review. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., surte 790 
PO Box9518 
Bofse, ID 83707·9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.mm 
mag: www.r1co1awb1oq,CX>PJ 
RICO web site: www.thomasgwalker.mm 
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Stanley W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker(ISB No.18S6) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P.O. Box 9Sl8 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 86~· 1508 
Direct Fae!imile: (208) 6J9 .. S609 
Exhibit A 
E-mail: swelsh@cosholaw.com; twalker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE D1STR1cr COURT OF THE FOURTII JUDICIAL D1STR1cr OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
. MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIA E. McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
PROPER1Y SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
MERGED WITH AND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement {"Agreement'') is made and entered into this 20th day 
of October 2007 by and between Patricia E. McKay, Plaintiff ("Patricia" or "Plainti.tl"), and L. 
Darwin McKay, Defendant ("Darwin'' or "Defendant,,). Patricia and Darwin are sometimes 
PROPERlY SBTrLBMENT AGREEMENT 
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individually referred to as a "Party" or collectively referred to as the "Parties". This Agreement 
is binding and enforceable upon the tenns stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documentation is required to carry out the tenns of this AgreemenL 
1. Community Property. The Parties agree to lhe following settlement of their 
community property: 
1.1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2.1 below, Patricia shall receive the 
personal residence located at 25 Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho ("Personal Residence") free and 
clear of all encumbrances. Patricia shall furthermore receive all personal property and furniture 
contained therein . Patricia shall execute such written consent as may be required by the lenders 
to ·allow Darwin access to infonnation regarding the 1st and 2nd deed of trust notes. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient quit claim deed and 
quit claim bill of sale all of his right, title and interest in and to the Personal Residence, including 
all personal property and furniture. 
1.2. Patricia shall receive the Box Office Productions stock. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient assignment separate 
from stock certificate all of his right, title and interest in and to the Box Office Productions stock. 
Patricia shall cause the assignment fonn to be delivered to Darwin through counsel as soon as 
possible for Darwin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her counsel. 
1.3. Patricia shall receive her IRA account 
PROPER.TY SBTILEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.4. Patricia shall receive the 1995 Mercedes S-500 vehicle in her possession 
and the 1980's motor home, currently located at the farm. Darwin shall deliver the motorhome to 
Patricia on or before December 1, 2007. Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate 
property by good and sufficient bill of sale and endorsement on the respective Certificates of 
TrtJe all of his riglu. title and interest in and Patricia's 199S Mercedes S-SOO and the 1980's 
motorhome. Patricia shall cause the assignments fonns to be delivered to Darwin through 
counsel as soon as possible for Darwin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her cowiscl. 
1.5. Darwin may at bis expense have the contents of the Personal Residence 
construction folder copied if necessary for preparation of the amended tax returns for 2005 and 
2006 and for the 2007 tax return. Patricia. shall retain the original of the Personal Residence 
construction folder. 
1.6. Darwin shall pay to Patricia $100,000.00 in four equal consecutive 
monthly installments of $25,000.00 on or before January 15, 2008 and on or before the 151h day 
' ~ 
of February, March and April, 2008. The Parties acknowledge that the $100,000.00 amount was 
based upon a portion of Patricia's attorneys' fees and litigation expenses. In accordance with 
Idaho Code § 32-704(3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin directly to Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP, who may enforce this portion of the Judgment in its own name; provided, however, Patricia 
may pay Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior to any such installment in which case, the payment or 
payments shall be paid directly to Patricia by Cosho Humphrey, LLP. 
PROPERTYSETI'LEMENTAGRBEMENT 
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1.7. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000, in cash, by wire transfer or certified 
check, within five (5) days of payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real 
Estate Transaction"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to Patricia 
in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part 
of the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The parties acknowledge that the Status Real 
Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently 
pursue the closing and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay the closing. 
1.8, The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion of the land that had been 
referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as the "Home Farm." In the event of breach, 
Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior to 
the sale to Status Corporation as "Albrethsen's Fann." 
1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
March 30, 2008, Darwin shall pay Pa1ricia $500,000 as soon as he is able to do without violating 
the lending tenns and conditions of the bank holding the line of credit for the Turf Corporation. 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by April 30, 2008, he shall 
list the Albrethsen property that was included in the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction 
for sale and shall pay Patricia by cash, certified check of wire transfer $500,000 within five (S) 
days of receipt or closing on a sale. 
PROPER.lY SETJ'LEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.8.3. Provided further that if following a breac~ Darwin in not able to 
pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2008, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 plus interest at the 
rate of 6% payable within five {S) days of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen 
property funds, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of fimds from the sale of 
the H9me Farm may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line of credit for 
the Turf Corporation) by cash. certified check. or by wire transfer. 
1.9. Darwin shall be awarded the 2000 XJ8L Jaguar vehicle; 1973 5th wheel 
camp trailer; 1990 Ford pick-up truck; and 1994 Chrysler LHS. Dmwin shall furthennore be 
entitled to pick up his separate property birch cabinet and birch bookcase located in the tool room 
of the Personal Residence. Upon delivery of the motorhome to Patricia, Darwin shall pick up the 
empty bookcase and cabineL Danvin shall be awarded all separate and community property 
interests (if any) in the following: 
a. The Turf Corporation; 
b. The Turf Company ofNevada, Inc.; 
c. Pleasure Turf, LLC; 
d. The Turf Company, LLC; 
e. Turfland, LLC; 
f. Notes Receivables for Turf Company; 
g. Investment in Nevada Granite Industries; 
h. Palace Resorts Time Share; 
PROPER.TY SBTl'LEMENT AOREEMENT 
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i. Proceeds from sale of Albrcthsen; 
j. Personal effects and furnishings in Darwin's possession; and 
k. McKay family investments and interests. 
2. Community Debts. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community debts: 
2.1. Commencing November 2007 and continuing thereafter as provided in this 
paragraph, Darwin shall pay Patricia's 151 and 2nd deed of trust note payments, including property 
taxes and insurance, as required by the lender(s), encumbering the Personal Residence ("Personal 
Residence Debt'') as and for maintenance or alimony for Patricia. Darwin shall timely pay both 
I st and 2nd deed of trust note payments directly to the respective mortgage companies. Patricia 
will provide Darwin via fax or email the 1st and 2nd deed of trust note monthly statements within 
five days of when Patricia receives them. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or 
email that be has made the respective 15t and 2"4 deed of trust note monthly payments in a timely 
manner. The payments required under this paragraph shall tcmtlnate when Darwin pays off the 
Personal Residence Debt. Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence Debt 
directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real 
Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty (30) days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either 
the Albrethsen property, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from 
the sale of the Home Farm may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line 
of credit for the Turf Corporation), but in any event, Darwin shall payoff the Personal Residence 
PROPERTY SETILEMENT AGREEMENT 
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Debt on or before October 20, 2012. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have the right 
to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which case. the Personal Residence Debt would 
likely be paid off out of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal Residence, Darwin shall 
pay directly to Patricia as a property equalization payment the unpaid principal balance of the 
Personal Residence Deb~ plus interest accruing at the respective rotes caJled for in the first and 
second loan docwnents, in monthly ~ta~lments to _and including payment in full of the Personal 
Residence Debt. The Parties agree that Kevin Crane, CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such 
other accountant as the Parties shall designate, will provide the appropriate calculations of the 
remaining balance and accruing interest and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promissory note 
to Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such promissory note shall include a right 
of prepaymenL As of October 20, 2007, the unpaid principal balance of the 1st deed of trust note 
(World Savings Loan No. is $556,324.34 and interest is accruing from and after 
October 20, 2007 at the rate provided in the 1st deed of trust note. As of October 20, 2007, the 
Wlpaid principal balance of the 2nd deed of trust note (Countiywide Loan No. s 
$67,490.49 and interest is accruing from and after October 20, 2007 at the variable rate provided 
in the 2nd deed of trust note. Darwin shall pay each of these notes, including interest accruing 
from and after October 20, 2007 until each note is paid in full. 
2.2 Darwin shall pay off the two Chase Visa credit cards and Bank of America 
credit card as property equalization payments as follows: 
Chase Visa ending in 2116 
PROPER.TY SETI'LEMENT AGREEMENT 
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Chase Visa ending in 0853 
Bank of America ending in 0232 
2,076.17 
22,845.13 
$71,248.30 
Darwin shall pay the $71,248.30, plus interest as follows: 
November 2007: 
December 2007: 
January 2008: 
February 2008: 
March2008 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
atttibutable to the UI ,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66,. plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
Darwin shall pay all payments listed above in a timely manner such that no late 
fees are incUJTCd. The November 2007 payment shall pay the Chase VLSa ending in 0853 in full 
and shall then apply $6,086.75 to the Chase Visa ending in 2116 and $6,086.75 to the Bank of 
America ending in 0232. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fux or email that he has 
made the respective credit card payments in a timely manner. 
Patricia shall be responsible for a11 charges, interest, finance charges. and fees 
attributable to charges made by her after October 20, 2007. Patricia shall be responsible for all 
other credit card debt in her name alone or charged by Patricia without Darwin's knowledge. 
2.3 Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay one-haJf and Patricia shall pay 
one-half of all fees and expenses of mediation. 
PROPERTY SB'ITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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3. . Alimony/ Maintenance Payments from Darwin to Patricia. Commencing 
November 2007 and continuing until Patricia is paid $800,000.00 or $500,000.00 as provided 
above, Darwin shall pay Patricia each month the sum of $2,500.00 as and for 
alimony/maintenance. All liability for alimony shall cease upon payment of the $800,000.00 or 
$500,000.00 as provided above. 
4. Full Disclosure. Each Party represents to the other that full disclosure of all 
community assets and community liabilities, of which he or she is aware, has been made. 
5. Allocation of Property to Darwin. Except as expressly provided herein, Patricia 
agrees to transfer by good and sufficient quit claim deed, quit claim bill of sale, quit claim 
assignment and/or other necessary quit claim document of conveyance all of her right, title and 
interest to Darwin in and to all of the community property awarded to Darwin herein, as bis sole 
and separate property. Patricia shall retum the notebook containing all of the Palace Resorts 
Information, including but not limited to Palace Premier Certificates; Palace Premier Golf' 
Passes; Premier Gold Membership; and Palace Premier / RCI Certificates. Patricia shall 
specifically sign over title to the 1994 Chrysler; 1990 Ford Pick-up and 1973 5th Wheel Camp 
Trailer. Darwin shall cause said transfers to be delivered to Patricia though counsel as soon as 
possible, except for the 1990 pickup, for which title is in Patricia's possession and shall be 
produced as soon as possible. Patricia shall further sign the Palace Premier Change of 
Ownership, which shall be delivered to Patricia through counsel. 
PROPERTY SB'ITLEMENT AORSEMENT 
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6. Disposition of Property. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each of the 
Parties hereto may dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, real or personal; and the 
Parties hereto. each for himself and hersel~ respectively, and for the respective heirs, legal 
representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waive any right of election 
which he or she may have or hereafter ac;quire regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
ta.Jee against any last will and testament of the other, whether heretofore or hereafter executed, or 
as may now or hereafter be provided for in any law of the State of Idaho or any other state or 
territory of the United States or any foreign country, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country, and each Party shall sign any document necessary to 
release bis or her interest to the other Party or any other document necessmy to transfer any title 
or release any interest necesarry to cany out the intent of this paragraph. 
7. Release of Patricia from all Debts and Personal Guarantees. On or before 
December 1, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and expense written releases of Patricia 
ftom liability for all debts whether such debts arc owed to banks, vendors, and/or other creditors 
for whom Patricia may have liability for any reason, including but not limited to Patricia's 
execution of notes, personal guarantees or collateral security documents that she delivered during 
the Parties' marriage. Darwin shall provide Patricia with a true, correct and complete copy of 
each such release on or before December I, 2007. 
PROPERTYSETFLEMENTAOREEMENT 
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8. Payment of Accounting Fees and Income Taxes by Danvin. Darwin shall pay 
for the preparation of state and federal income tax returns and/or amended returns for the Parties 
for 2005, 2006 and 2007. The Parties agree to file said tax returns under the filing status 
resulting in the lowest state and federal income taxes. The Parties agree to cooperate with Kevin 
Crane, or any other accountant as Darwin deems necessary to complete the filing of such returns. 
Danvin shall pay all state and federal income taxes, interest and penalties, if any, for all years 
prior to Janway 1, 2008 and Darwin shall be entitled to all tax refunds, if any. Patricia shall be 
entiteld to claim the interest paid on the deed of trust notes encumbering the Personal Residence 
and Darwin shall claim the monies paid towards the deed of trust note payments as alimony to 
Patricia. Darwin shall further claim all $2,500.00 payments to Patricia pursuant to paragraph 3 
herein as alimony. 
9. Separate Property/ Income After Execution of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agree that from and after. the date of this Agreement, any and all property or income 
acquired or earned by either Party hereto shall be the separate property of the Party who has 
acquired or earned it, any income on separate property shall be separate property and the other 
Party shall have no claim on any separate property income or earnings. Beginning tax year 2008 
and all years thereon. the parties shall each file separately. Neither party shall include in their 
income any income earned by the other after December 31, 2007. Nor shall either party claim a 
credit or deduction for expenditures made by the other after December 31, 2007. Any tax 
PROPERTY SE'ITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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liability arising from income after December 31, 2007 shall be paid and assumed according to 
their respective separate returns. 
10. Debts after Execution of Agreement. The Parties agree that from and after 
October 20, 2007, any debts incurred by either Party hereto shall be the separate debt of the Party 
incurring the debt and shall not be a community debt. The Parties hereto agree not to incur any 
debt for which the other Party may be liable. 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good and valuable consideration passing 
between the Parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their heirs, representatives, agents, employees, successors, 
executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, release the other Party and his or her heirs, 
representatives, agents. employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogecs and assigns, 
and each Party shall release, indemnify and hold hannless the other Party from. any and aJl 
claims, liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any way connected with their marriage, 
including but not limited to all claims set forth in or comprehended by that certain litigation 
identified in the caption above. The term claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or unknown, a Party may have against the other Party as a result 
of their marriage and the litigation identified above. 
12. Entry of Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (S) business 
days from the exceution of this Property Settlement Agreement, they will exceute a stipulation 
for entry of a Judgment and Decree of Divorce to be filed with the Court. 
PllOPER1Y SB1TLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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tt. Merger with and into Judgment and Decree. Except for paragraphs regarding 
alimony, this Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. 
With respect to alimony, the payment provisions herein shall be deemed integrated contracts 
between the Parties with no jurisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. 
12. No Undue lnflaeocc. The Parties agree that they have entcl'cd inlo this 
Agreement without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
like cause. 
13. Further Performance. The Parties agree to execute all additional documents 
within 14 days of presentation of each such document and take such further steps as shall be 
required to effectuate and caay out the perfonnance of this Agreement 
14. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by further agreement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
15. Cooperative Effort. The parties aclmowledge that this Agreement is the result of 
a cooperative effort between them and their independent counsel, and that in the event of any 
dispute over the meaning or effect of any provision herein, the rule of interpretation of 
ambiguous terms against the drafting party shall have no application. 
16. Advice of Counsel The Parties stipulate that they have been represented by 
counsel and are familiar with the terms, conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
PROPERTY SfflLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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17. Attorney Fees. In the event of any controversy, claim, or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of the other documents related 
hereto, or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs, damag~ and expenses, including reasonable attorney's 
and paralegal's fees incum:d by the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attorney and paralegal fees include those 
incurred as a result of bankruptcy, or on appeal. 
18. Binding Agreement. This Agreement is binding upon the heirs, successors and 
assigns of the Parties. 
19. Free and Voluntary Aet. Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against the other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and release by him or her, are by his or her free and voluntary act; and (b) that no 
promise, agrcemen~ statement or representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
upon. 
20. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws 
and statutes of the State ofldaho. 
21. Notices. All notices and demands required or permitted under this Agreement 
shall be in writing, containing the infonnation required by this Agreement to be communicated to 
any person, personally delivered to such person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, or by 
reputable overnight air courier service (e.g., Federal Express or United Parcel Service) to such 
PROPERTY S£1TLEMENT AGREEMBNT 
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person at the last known address of such person. The earlier of the date of personal delivery or 
two business days following the date of mailing or the date of delivery to the air courier thereof, 
as the case may be, shall be deemed the date of receipt of notice, tmless proof of untimely 
delivery or non-deliveiy is provided by the addressee. The sender shall bear the risk of untimely 
delivery and non-delivery. 
22. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agre~ment shall be 
determined invalid, void or otherwise unenforceable, the ICmaining provisions shall remain in 
full force and effect, and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that the remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
23. Execution or Counterpnrts. Duplicate copies of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties and their counsel and copies of this Agreement signed, collectively, 
by all Parties and their counsel shall be considered as a single, fully executed original document. 
24. Waiver. Failure of a Party, or any of them, to exercise his or her rights upon any 
default of the other Party shall not be construed as the waiver of the right to insist upon full 
perfonnance of all the tenns and conditions of this Agreement, or of the right to exercise any 
other right contained in this Agreement. 
25. Time. Time is oftbe essence of this Agreement and each and all ofits provisions 
in which perfonnance is a factor. 
PROPER1YSBTTLEMENTAGREEMENT 
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26. Warranty. THE UNDERSIGNED PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
THROUGH THEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT TIIEY HA VE READ 
nIE FOREGOING AGREEMENT AND TIIAT THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND THE TERMS 
AND CONDmONS SET FORTII HEREIN. 
The remainder o[thls page wa.r Intentionally left blank. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the date set forth above. 
Approved as to form and content: 
CosHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
BY.~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for Patricia E. McKay 
Approved as to fonn and content: 
BROOKSLAW,P.C. 
By~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Kimberly D. Brooks _ 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
MILLER & HARR 
By~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
John A. Miller 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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'!. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On November_, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared Patricia B. McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at-----------
Commission Expires --------
On November_, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notmy public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared L Darwin McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN Wl1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto· set my hand and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PROPER.TY SE'ITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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ecosHO HUMPHREY, LLP e 
fflOMAS O. WALKER 
COUNSELORS &ATl'ORNEYSATIAW 
PO Dax 9518 83707-9518 
800 Patll.Bl1d., Salte 790 
Bolae. ldaho 831UI 
Tciet,haae 208.344.781 t 
Firm fax 208.338.3290 
November 20, 2007 
Kimberly D. Brooks Via email to: kim@kbrookslaw.com 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa. ID 83687 
John A. Miller Via email to: johomillcr@boiscla.w.net 
Miller&:Hm 
1401 Shoreline Dr. Suite#3 
Boise, ID 8370~ 
Re: Patricia E. McKay v. L Danvin McKay 
CH File No.: 194S8-001 
Case No.: CV DR 061S200 
Dear Kim and John: 
Patty and Stan have signed the Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement. Attached 
is a copy of those documents and the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. Patty has also signed off 
on the Certificates of Title to the vehicles to be retained by Darwin. I have the Certificates of 
Title for the Mercedes and the motor home that Darwin needs to sign. I also have a billing from 
the Idaho State Tax Commission in the amount of $1,360.97, dated November 9, 2007 and a 
billing from Harris & Company, P.A. The taxes and accounting bill are Darwin's responsibility 
under the Property Settlement Agreement. I also have the Palace Premier Ownczship Change 
Request that Patty has signed. She does not have the binder :referred to in the agreement. She 
recalls Darwin taldng it from the residence some time ago. 
I would like to ha.ve the foregoing documents delivered to John's office this moming so 
be and Darwin can sign the Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement Hopefully, John 
will be able to obtain Kim's signature and return the fully executed Stipulation, Property 
Settlement Agreement and Judgment and Decree of Divorce to me for filing with the Court 
today. Please give me a call and Jet mo know whether I can have our runner tnlcc the foregoing 
documents to John's office. ~
Very I yours, 
~ 
MAS G. WALKER. 
cc: Patricia B. McKay 
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Pam Carson 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 
Thomas G. Walker 
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 9:41' AM 
'John Miller'; kim@kbrookslaw.com 
Stanley W. Welsh; MeUssa Wolfe; Pam carson; kwescott@kbrookslaw.com; Patricia McKay 
McKay 
Correspondence from Thomas Walker.pdf; McKay v Mcl<ay.pdf 
High 
John and Kim: See attached fetter and Stipulation for Entry of Judgment and Decree of Divorce, 
Judgment and Decree and Property Settlement Agreement Patty and Stan have signed the 
Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement As noted In my transmittal letter, I would llke to 
have the foregoing doruments delivered to John's office this morning so he and Darwin can sign the 
Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement Hopefully, John will be able to obtaf n Kim's 
signature and return the fully executed Stf pulatlon, Property Settlement Agreement and Judgment 
and Decree of Divorce to me for fifing with the Court today. Please give me a call and let me know 
whether I can have our runner take the foregoing documents to John's office. 
Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey, UP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
PO Box9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Direct phone: 208-639-5607 
Direct fax: 208-639-5609 
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com 
Blog: www.rtcolawbtog.com 
RICO web site: www.thomaS9WJker.com 
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'tllOMAS O. WALKER 
COSHO HUMPBBEY1' LLP 
COUHS!LORS &ATl'ORNBYSATL\Vl 
P0Ba95l8 8370'7-9S18 
800 PIiie m.d., SUltl 790 
Bofle, ldl!ul 83712 
Tdephmso ~.7811 
Fttm ta 208.338.3290 
November 20, 2007 
Kimberly D. Brooks Via emailto:kim@ldm,qkslaw,c:om 
Bzuoks Law. P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa. m 83687 
John A. Mi1Icr Via email to: iohmniUer@boJselaw.net 
Millcr&Hmr 
1401 Shoreline Dr. SUitc: #3 
Boise, m 83702 
Re: Patricia B. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH Jrde No.: 194Sl-001 
Caso No.: CV DR. 0615200 
Deir Kim and1olm: 
Patty and Stan have signed the Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement. Attached 
is a copy of those documents and the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. Patty has also signed off 
on the Certificates of Title to the vehicles to be retained by Darwin. I have the Cemficates of 
nt1e for tho Mercedes and the motor home that Daiwin needs to sign. I also have a billing from 
the Idaho State Tax Commission in the amount of Sl,360.97, dated November 9. 2007 and a 
billing from Harris & Company. P.A. The taxes and m:cauntina bill am Dmwin's iespomibilit;y 
under the Property Sealemmt .Agieement. I also have tho Palace Pre:mh:r Ownmlaip Change 
Request tbat Patty has sigm:d. Sho does not have the binder m'mcd to in the agmemcnt. She 
m:a1ls Darwin taking it from the JeSidence some time ago. 
I would like to havo the foiegaing docmnents delivered to John's office this moming so 
he and Darwin can sign the Stipulation and Property Settlemm Agreement. Hopefully, John 
will be able to obtain Kim's signature and return the fully executed Stipulation, Property 
Settlement Agreement and Judgment and Decree of Divozce to me for filing with the Court 
today. Please give me a call and let me know whether I cm have our tuDl1el' take the foregoing 
documents to Jofin•s office. 
cc: Patricia B. McKay 
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Stanley W. Wel,h (ISB No. 1964) 
Tkomu G. Walker(ISBNo. 1856) 
Coslo H11111phfty, I.LP 
800 Parle Blvd., Salte 190 
P. 0. Bas: 9519 
Boise. Iduo 83107-9518 
Dind Phone: (108) 639-5607 
Cell pbona ('1011) 869-1508 
Dlftd F'aC!Slmlfe: ('1011) 639-5Sf$ 
:&mau: syrehJt@mhollw.com; t,nlker@eosbol!w.eom 
INTBE DISIRICTCOUllT OPTBEFOURTB.ltJDICIALDJSTlUcrOP 
TBE STATE 01' IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBB COtJNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATEDMSION 
PATRICIAMcICAY, 
Plaintut 
v. 
DARWIN McKAY. 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 061S200 
STIPULA110NFORENTRYOF 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
Plaintiff Patricia B. McKay f'Patricia"). by and through her counsel, Stanley W. Welsh 
of Cosho Humphrey, LLP. and L Darwin McKay ("Darwin"), by and tbmugh his counsel, 
Kimberly D. Brooks of Brooks Law, P.C. and John A. Miller of Miller and Hmr, do hereby 
stipulate 1hat the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, inc!uding the incotparated P.ropert.y 
Settlement Agreement submitted herewith may be: entered by the Court. 
STIPULATION FOR.BNTR.Y OP JUDGMENT AND DECREB OP DIVORCB 
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Dated: November 20, 2007. 
Approvc:d: 
COSHO HUMPHRBY~ LLP 
BY.k:~ 
Stanley w. Welsh 
Attorneys for Pamcia B. McKay 
Dated: November_, 2007. 
BR.OOKSLAW,P.C. 
BY, _________ _ 
Kimbcdy D. Brooks 
Attomeys ~r L Darwin McKay 
MILLER &HARR. 
B1. ___________ _ 
John A. Miller 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
L. DARWIN McKAY 
STIPULATION FOR. :ENTR.Y OP JUDOMENT AND DECREE OP DIVOllCB 
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Staaley W. Welsh (ISB No. 196') 
Tbomu C. Wall:a-(ISBNo.1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Pule Blvd.. Snlte '790 
P. 0. Box 9518 
Bobo, ld .. o 83707-9518 
Direct Plume: (208) Qf-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 86'-1508 
Direct Facsimlle: (208) 639-5'09 
E-mail: p-elsh@eosboJm.com; twalker@cClstlplffl,eom 
Attanleys tor PlalatUl'l'lltrfda MdCa)' 
IN TBEDJsnucr COURT OJ!TIIEFoURTIIJuDICLU.DISIRICr OF 
TBK STATEOFIDAIIO, IN AND FoRTBECOtJNTYOll" ADA 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
PATRICIA.McKAY, 
v. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
Based upon the Stipulation of the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED 
.AND DECREED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: The Plaintiff ("Patricia") and the Defendant ("Darwin") were 
maaied on July 6, 1996 in Nassau, 1slancl of the Bahamas. Patricia and Darwin are gmntcd a 
. divorce ftom one another on the pounds of imconcilable differences. Each is restored to the 
status of a single person. 
JUDGMENT AM> DECREBOF DlVORCB 
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2 PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT: Except for paragraphs in tho 
Property Settlement Agreement dated October 20, 2007 regmding alimony, the Property 
Settlement Agreement shall be meigcd with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divoico. With 
respect to alimony. the payment pro~sions therein shall bo deemed integrated contracts between 
the Parties with no jurisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. 'Illa Property Settlement 
Agrccmcnt dated October 20, 2007 attachc:d hcicto as Exlu1Jit A is appiovw by this Court and. 
except as noted above. is JllClied with and incorporated into this Judgment and Decree of 
Divotce. 
DATED: November --.J 2007. 
ltJDOMENT AND DECREE OP DIVORCE 
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CERTIFICATE OP SERVICE 
I HBRBBY CERTIFY that on the_ day ofNovember2007 a true and conect copy of 
the foregoing Judgment and Decree of Divorc::c was served upon: 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise. ID 83712 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise.ID 83707-9Sl8 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
. Nam~ ID 83687 
John A. Miller 
Miller & Harr 
.Aitomeya at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive. Suite 3 
Boise. Idaho 83702 
JUDGMENT ANDDECRS!OP DlVOR.CB 
ffllH.daa 
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B 
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B 
D 
D 
D 
B 
D 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
B-mail: 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile · 
B-mail: 
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Stanle)' W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker(ISB No.1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P.O.Bu9Sl8 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
DI.net l'laoac; (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (108) 86'-1508 
Dlnct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
EmlbftA 
E-mail: swelsh@co1bolaw.eom; twa1ker@co1holaw.com 
Attorneys for Plalntffl'Patrlda McKay 
IN TIIEDISl'RICT COURT 0F1'HE FOURTH JtJDICIALDISTRICT OP 
TIIB STATE OPIDABO,IN AND FOR THE Commr Op ADA 
MAGISTRATEDMslON 
PATRICIA E. McKAY, 
v. 
L. DARWIN McKAY. 
Ddcndant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR. 061S200 
PROPERTYSETl'LEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
MERGED WITHAND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into this 2olh day 
of October 2007 by and betwl:en Patricia B. McKay, Plamtift' ("Patricia" or 11Plalntifl"), and L 
Darwin McKay, De&:ndant ("Darwin" or "Defendant"), Patricia and Darwin am sometimes 
PROPER.TY SBTI'LEMENT AOREEMENT 
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individually i:d"etted to as a "Party" or collectively refeued 10 as the "Parties". This Agiccment 
is binding and enforceable upon the tenns stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documentation is required to caay out the terms of this Agicement. 
1, Comm.unity Property. The Parties ~ to the following settlement of their 
community pmporty: 
1.1. Subject to the pmVisions of paragraph 2.1 below. Patricia shall receive the 
personal residence located at 2S Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho f'Personal Residence") uco and 
clear of all encumbrances. Patricia shall fi.uthmmoz:e receive all personal property and fumitwe 
contained therein. Patricia shall execute such written consent as may be requm:d by the lenders 
to allow Darwin access to infonnation regarding the 111 and 2.m deed of trust notes. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient quit claim deed and 
quit claim bill of sale all of his right, title and interest in and to the Personal Residence, including 
all pcrsollal pmperty and ~ture.. 
12. Patricia shall receive the Box Office Productions stock. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient assignment separate 
from stock certificatD all of his right, title and interest in and to the Box Office Pmductions stock. 
Patricia shall cause the assignment fonn to be delivered to Darwin through counsel as soon as 
possible for Darwin's execution and delivc:sy to Patricia through her counseL 
1.3. Patricia shall receive her .IRA account. 
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1.4. Patricia shall receive the 199S Mercecw S-SOO vehicle in her possession 
and the 1980's motor home, cummtly located at the farm. Darwin shall deliver the motorhome to 
Patricia on or before December 1, 2007. Darwin shall uamfi:r to Patricia as her sole and separate 
property by good and sufficient bill of sale and endorsement on the respective Certificates of 
Tltlo all of bis right, titlo and interest in and Patricia's 1995 Mcrccdc3 S-SOO and the 1980's 
motorhomc. Patricia shall cause the assignments fom15 to be delivered to Darwin through 
counsel as soon as possible for Darwin's execution amt delivezy to Patricia through her COUDScl. 
1.S. Darwin may e.t his expense have the contents of the Personal Residtmce 
construction folder copied if necessary for preparation of the amendi:d tax retums for 200S and 
2006 end for the 2007 1Dx retum. Patricia shall retain the original of the Personal Residence 
construction folder. 
1.6. Darwin .. • pay· to Patricia Sl00,000.00 in four equal consccutivo 
~f:f.~;oiJ~oo,'"' or bdate Jmmmy IS, 2008 and on or belixe lho 15"' day 
of February, March and April,_2008. The Parties aclmowledge that the $100~000.00 amount was 
based upon a portion of Patricia's attorneys• fees and litigation expenses. In accordance with 
Idaho Code § 32· 704{3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin directly to Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP, who may enforce this portion of the Judgment in its own name; provided, however, Patricia 
may pay Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior to 3rrJ such installmi:nt in which case, the payment or 
payments shall be paid dim:tly to Patricia by Cosho Humphrey, LLP. 
PROPERTY SB'M'LEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.7. Darwin shell pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wue transfer or certified 
chec:k, within fiw (S) days of payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real 
Emte Transadion"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to Patricia 
in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status Coiporatioo, or its assigns, ta Darwin as part 
of the Statm Coq,oration Real Estate Tr.msactiOD. The parties acknowledge that the Status Real 
Estate Tramaction is scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently 
pursue the closing and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay the closing. 
1.8. The parties aclcnowledge that if Status Corpmation or its assign.s breach.es 
tho Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion of the land that had been 
refm1ed to prior to the sale to Status CoipOration. as the "Home Fann." In. the event of breach. 
Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mmtgage Oil that portion of the land mi:lml to prior to 
the_sale to Status Colpomtion as "Albrethsen'sFa:rm." 
1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
March 30. 2008, Darwin shall pay Pmricla $500,000 as soon as be is able to do without violating 
the lending tams and conditions of the bank holding the line of credit for the Turf Corporation. 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it as.,igns mches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by April 30, 2008, he shall 
list the Albrethsen property that was included in the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction 
for sale and shall pay Patricia t,y cash. certified check af wm, transfer SS00,000 within five (5) 
days of receipt or closing on a sale. 
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1.8.3. Provided finther that if following a breach. Darwin is not able to 
pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2008, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 plus interest at the 
rate of 6% payable wi1hin five (5) days of any funds from the salo of either the Al1nethscm 
property funds, the Home Fann property or both (provided that payment of funds from the sale of 
the Homo Fmm may only bo made to tho cxtmt allowed by the bank holding the line of c:rc:clit for 
the Turf Corporation) by cash, certified check, or by wire transfer. 
1.9. Darwin shall be awarded the 2000 XJ8L Jaguar vehicle; 1973 st' wheel 
camp trailer; 1990 Ford pick-up truck; and 1994 Cluysler LHS. Darwin shall fmthennoro be 
entitled to pick up his separate properly birch cabinet and bhch bookcase located in the tool room 
of the Personal Residence. Upon delivery of the motorhonie to Patricia, Darwin shall pick up the 
empty bookcase and cabinet. Darwin shall be awarded all separate and communit1 property 
inteles1s (if any) in the following: 
a. The Twf Cozporation; 
b. The Tmf Company ofNevada, Inc.; 
c. Plcasme Turf; LLC; 
d. The Turf Company, LLC: 
e. Turfland. LLC; 
£ Notes Receivables for Turf Company; 
g. Investment in Nevada Granite Industrles; 
h. Palace Resorts Tame Share; 
PR.OPEi.TY SB'ITLEMENT AOREEMENT 
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i. Proceeds from sale of Albtcthsen; 
j. Personal efti:cts and fumisbiDgs in Darwin's possession; and 
k. McKay family investmcnfs and intctests. 
2. Community Debts. Tho Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
commumt;y debts: 
2.1. Commmlcing November 2007 and continuing du:Ieafter as provided in this 
paragraph, Darwin shall pay Patricia's 111 and 2a4 deed of trust note payments, includingpraperty 
taxes and insumnce, as requiml by the l=der(s). cacumbering the Personal Residence ("Pemonal 
Residence Debt") as and for maintenance or alimony for Patricia. Darwin shall timely pay both 
151 and 21111 deed of trust note payments dilCdly to the respective mortgage companies. Patricia 
'Will provide Darwin via fax or email 1he 111 and 214 deed of trust note monthly statements within 
fiw days of when Patricia receives them. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or 
email that he has made the respective t*' and 2111t deed of trust note monthly payments in a timely 
manner. The· payments required under this pmagnph shall tmninate when Darwin pays off' the 
Personal Residence Debt. Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence Debt 
dirc:ctly to the rcspcctive mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real 
Estate Transaction closes. or within thirty {30) days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either 
the Albrethsen property, the Home Fmm property or both (provided that payment of fimds uom 
the sale of the Home Fann may only be made to the extent allowed by 1he bank holding the line 
of credit for the Turf Cmporation). but in any event. Darwin shall payoff the Personal Residence 
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Debt on or before October 20, 2012. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have 1he right 
to sell the Personal Residence at mry time; in which case, the Personal Residcm:o Debt would 
likely be paid off out of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Petsonal Residence, Darwin shall 
pay directly to Patricia as a property equalization payment the unpaid principal balance of the 
Personal Residence Debt, plus interest accruing at the respcclive rates called for in tho first and 
sc:c:ond loan documents, in monthly mstalJrnems to and including payment in fi1ll of the Personal 
Residence Debt. The Parties agree that Kevin Crane, CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such 
other eccountant as the Parties shall desi~ will provide the appn>priata calculations of the 
remaining balanco and accruing interest and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promissory note 
to Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such promissoiy note shall mclude a right 
of prepayment. As of October 20, 20071 the unpaid principal balance of the 111 deed of tzust note 
(World Savings Loan No. is S5S6,324.34 and int=st is accming .from and after 
October 201 2007 at tile rate provided in the 111 deed ~ftmst note. As of Octobe.r 20, 2007, the 
unpaid principal balance of the 2nd deed of trust note (Commywide Loan No. is 
$67,490.49 and interest is accruing fiom and after October 20, 2007 at the variable rate provided 
in the ~ deed of trust note. Darwin shall pay eacl1 of these notes, including interest accruing 
from and after October 20, 2007 until each note is paid in full. 
2.2 Darwin shall pay off the two Chase VISa credit emus and Bank of America 
credit card as propclty equalization payments as fbllows: 
Chase VISa ending in 2116 
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.. 
Chase Visa ending in 0853 
Bank of America ending in 0232 
2.076.17 
22,845.13 
S71,,248.30 
Dmwin shall pay the $71,248.30, plus inmest as follows: 
November 2007: 
December 2007: 
Janwuy 2008: 
Febnwy 2008: 
Mmeh2008 
$14,249.661 plus bm:rcst on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus imerest on the mipaid balance 
attnlrutable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus intetest on the unpaid balance 
attn'butablc to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.661 plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attn1>utablc to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the UJJPaid balance 
attn'butable to the $71,248.30; 
Darwin shall pay all payments listed above in a timely manner such that no late 
fees m:e incurred. The November 2007 payment shall pay the Chase Visa ending in 0853 in full 
and shall then apply $6,086.75 to the Chase Vm ending in 2116 and $6,086.75 to the Bank of 
. America ending in 0232. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or email that he has 
ma.de the re.,pcctive credit card payments in a timely manner. 
Patricia shall be responsible for all charges. interest, finance charges, and fees 
attributable to charges made by• after October 20, 2007. Patricia shall be responsible for all 
other credit card debt in her name alone or charged by Patricia without Darwin's bowledge. 
23 Mediation Expense.. Darwin shall pay one-balf and Patricia shall pay 
one-half of all fees and expenses of mediation. 
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3, Alimony/ Maintenance Payments from Danrill to Patrfda. Commencing 
November 2007 and con1inuing until Patricia is paid $800.000.00 or $500,000.00 as provided 
above, Daiwin shall pay Patricia each month the sum of $2,500.00 as and for 
alimony/maintmanco. All liability for alimony shall cease upon payment of tho $800,000.00 or 
4. Foll Disclomre. Each Party repteSeDts to the other that full disclosure of all 
community assets and COJ1UDUDity liabilities. of which he or she is awmo. has been made. 
5. Anocatioa of Property to Darwin. Except as expressly provided herein, Patricia 
agrees to transfer by good and sufficient quit claim deed. quit claim bill of sale. quit claim 
asmgnmcnt aud/or other nccessmy quit claim document of conveyance all of her right. title and 
in1m'cst to Datwin in. and to all of the community property awarded to Darwin herein. as his sole 
and separate property. Patricia shall .return the notebook containing all of the Palace Resorts 
Inronnation. mcluding but not limited to Palace Premier CertiJic:atcsi Palace PIClllier Golf 
Passes; Premier Gold Membership; and P~ Pnmuer / RCI Certificates. Patricia shall 
specifically sign over title to the 1994 Cluyslei; 1990 Ford Pick-up and 1973 5th Wheel Camp 
Trailer. Darwin shall cause said 1ransfers to be delivered to Patricia though counsel as soon as 
po$S1Dlc, except for the 1990 pickup, for which tide is in Patricia's possession and shall be 
produced as soon as possible. Patricia shall further sign the Palace Premier Change of 
Ownership. which shall be delivered to Patdcia through counsel. 
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6. Disposition of Property. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement. each of tho 
Parties hereto may dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, Ital or personali and the 
Parties hereto, each for himself and ~ respcctiwly,, and for the respective hen, legal 
representatives, executon and administrators and assigns, hereby waive any right of election 
which ho or a may have or heseaftcr acquire ICgmdios the estatl:I of tho other, or my right to 
talcc against any last will and testament of the other, whether heretofore or h~ ~-or 
as may now or hereafter be provided for in any law of 1hc State of Idaho or any other state or 
teaitmy of the United States or any foreign countly, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otheiwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country, and each Party shall sign any docmnent necessary to 
zeleaso hJs or her interest to the other Party or any other document necessary to 1raDSfer any title 
or~lease any interest necesany10 cmy out the intent of this paragmpb. 
·1. Release of Patrida from all Debts and Personal Gwmmteu. On or before 
December 1, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and expense written releases of Patricia 
from liability for all debts whether such debts arc owed 10 banks, vendors, andlor other c:recliton 
for whom Patncia may have liability for any :reason, including but not limited to Pmricia's 
execution of notes, personal guaranteQ or collatc:ral SC1:Urity documents that she delivered during 
the Parties' marriage. Danvin shall provide Pabicia with a true, conect and complete copy of 
each such release on or before December 1, 2007. 
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8. Payment of AccoUlltlng Fees and Income Tues by Damln. Darwin shall pay 
for tha preparation of state and federal income tax tctums and/or amended tctums for the Parties 
for 2005. 2006 and 2007. The Parties ap:e to file said tax ldllDlS under the filing status 
resulting in the lowest state and federal income taxes. Tru, Parties agreo to cooperate with Kevin 
Crane, or any other ar::countant as Darwin deans necessmy to complete the filing of such returns. 
Dmwin shall pay all state and federal income ~ interest and penalties, if any, for all years 
prior to January 1. 2008 and Darwin shall be entitled to all tax refunds, if any. Patricia shall be 
entiteld to claim the interest paid on the deed of trust notes encumbering the Personal Residence 
and Darwin shall claim the monies paid towards the deed of trust note payments as alimony to 
Patricia. Darwin shall further claim all $2,SOO.OO paymcntS to Patricia pursuant to paragraph 3 
herein as alimony. 
9. Separate Property/ Income After Eucutioa of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agice that fi'om and after the date of 1his Agreement. my and all property or income 
acquiml or eamed by either Party hereto shall be the separate propc:rty of the Party who has 
acquired or earned ifs any mcome on separate property shall be separate property and the other 
Party shall have no claim on any separate property income or earnings. Beginning tax year 2008 
and all yem tbczcon, the parties shall each file separately. Neither party shall include in their 
income any income earned by the other after December 31, 2007. Nor shall either party claim a 
CICdit or deduction for expendituru made by the other after December 31, 2007. Any tax 
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liability arising from im:ome after December 31, 2007 shall be paid and assumed according to 
their n:spective separate returns. 
10. Debts after Exeeutioa of Agram.mt. Tho Parties agree that :from and after 
October 20, 2007, any debts incuned by either Party hereto shall be the scpa!8te debt of the Party 
imaming tho debt and sblall nat be a community debt. 1ho PartiC3 b=eto agn:c not to incur any 
debt for which the other Party may be liable. 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good and valuablo consideration passing 
between the Patties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their hms, representatives agems. emplo)'ees. successors, 
executnrs, admhdstrators. subrogees and assigns, release the other Party end his or her heirs, 
representatives, agent!. employees, successon,, executcrs, administrators, suhrogees and assigns, 
and each Party shall release, indemnify end hold harmless thr: other Party ftom any and all 
claims, liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any way connected with their man:fage. 
Including but not limited to all claf ms set forth in or comprehended by that certain litigation 
identified in tho caption above. The term claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or unknown. a Party may have against the other Party as a result 
of their mmiage and the litigation identified above. 
12, Entry of Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (S) business 
days from 1he execution of this Property Settlement Agreement, they will execute a stipulation 
for entJy ota Judgment and Decree ofDivozce to be filed with 1he Court. 
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1L Merger with and into Judgment and Decree. Except for paragraphs iegmdins 
alimony, this Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. 
With ?CSpCCt to alimony, the payment provisions ~ shall be deemed integrated contracts 
bi:tween tho Parties with DO jurisdiction coofcrred upon this Court to modify. 
12.. No Undue lalJaence. T&o Parties agree, that they have entered into this 
Agreement without undue influence or ftaud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
like cause. 
13. Further Perfol'JllllDce. The Parties agree to execute all additional documents 
within 14 days of presentation of each such document and take such :further steps as shall be 
,:cquilcd to effectuate and carry out the performance of this Agi=nent.. 
14. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by further agteement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
15. Cooperative Effort. Tho parties acknowledge that this As=mcnt is the ICSUlt of 
a coopen.tive effort between them and their independent counsel, and that in the event of any 
dispute over th&, meaning or eff'cct of any provision haem, the rule of intmptetation of 
ambiguous tenns against the drafting party shall have DO application. 
16. Advice of CoUDScL Tho Parties stipuJate that they have been represented by 
counsel and am famlllar with the tams, conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
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17. Attorney Fees. rn the event of any controversy, claim, or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of 1he other documents related 
hereto, or arising fi:om the breach of any provision~ the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive fiom the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attmncy's 
mm pamlegal"s fCQ mcum:d. by tho pcvoiling panr, whether or not sud! con1roversy or clmm is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attomey and paralegal fees include those 
incum:d as a result of bankruptcy, or on appeal. 
18. Binding Agreement. 'Ibis Agieement is binding upon the heirs, successors and 
assigns of 1he Parties. 
19. Free and Voluntary Ad. Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against die other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and relt.a.1e by him or her, are by his or her free and voluntmy act; and (b) 1bat no 
promise, agreement, statement or.representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
. 
upon. 
20. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be intapmed in accordance with the laws 
and statutes of the State of Idaho. 
21. Notices. All notices and demands required or permitted under this Agreement 
shall be in writing, containing the information requhcd by this Agreement to be communicated to 
any person, personally delivered to such person or sent by certified mall. postage prepaid, Of by 
reputable ovemight air courier service (~.~. Federal Express or United Parcel Semce) to such 
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person at the last known address of such person. The earlier of the date of pmonal delivery or 
two business days following the date of malling or the date of deliveiy to the air courier thereo( 
as the c:asc may be. shall be deemed du: date of receipt of notice. unless proof of tmtimcly 
delivery or non-delivezy is provided by tho addressee. Tim sender shall bear the rlak of untimely 
c:1elivCI)' and non-dcllvczy. 
22. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agreement shall be 
dctenuim:d invalid, void or otherwise uncnfmceable, the remaining pn,visions shall remain in 
full force and effect, and shall in no way ha affemd, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that 1he n:maining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
23. Execution of Counterparts. Duplicate copie.! of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties Bild their counsel and copies of this Agreement signed, collectively. 
by all Parties and their counsel shall be c:onsidexecl as a single, fully executed original document. 
24. Waiver. Faillll'D of a Party, or any of them. to ex=cisc his or her rights upon any 
defimlt of the other Party shall not be construed as tho waiver of the right to insist upon full 
perfonnance of all the terms and conditions of this Agreement, or of the right to exercise any 
othr:r right contained in this Agreement 
25. Time. T'uno is of the essence of this Agreement and each and all ofits provisions 
in whicb perfcmnance is a factor. 
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26. Warranty. nm UNDER.SIONBD PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
mROUGH THEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT THEY HA VE READ 
THBFOREGOING AGREEMENT~ THAT THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND nm TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS SErFORTIIHBREIN. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the dato set forth above. 
Approved as to form mid content: 
como HUMl'HRHY, u.r 
BY. µt::.)u~ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attomeys for Patricia B. McKay 
Approved as to fonn and content: 
BROOKSI.AW,P.C. 
BY.___,..~~~~~~~~~ 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Attomeys for L Darwin McKay 
MILLER. &.HARK 
BY, _________ _ 
John A. Miller 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
LDARWlNMcKAY 
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STAm OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
CoUDty of Ada ) 
On November~ 2007. bmom me. the undmigned, a notmy public in and for said 
county and state, perscmally appeared Patricia B. McKay. known to mo to be the pmon whose 
name is subscribed 1D the witbm instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
STATB OP IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On November ___, 2007. befaxe me. tho undersigned. a notary public in and· for said 
coUDty and state, pemonally appeared L Darwin McKay, known to ma to be the person wbosa 
name is subscn'bed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WlTNBSS WHBRBOF, l have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBUC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at----------
CommissionExpires -------
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Pam Carson 
From: stanrev w. Welsh 
Sent: Monday, December03, 200712:37 PM 
To: Pam Carson; 'Patricia McKay' 
Cc: Thomas G. Walker; Melissa Wotre 
SubJcict: RE: McKay v. McKay 
Patty, Let us knew If vou think we should record anv oUter counUes. 
From: Pam carson 
sent: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:37 PM 
To: Pabfda McKay • 
Cc Thomas G. Walker; stanley W. Welsh; Melfssa Wolfe 
Subject: McKay v. McKay 
Patty: 
. 
' 
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Attached Is the Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered November 29, 2007. We will be obtaining three certified 
copies oftl'le Decree with attached Exhlblt A (Property Settlement Agreement) forrecon:llng rn Ada County, · 
Owyhee County and Teton County. If you have any questions, please advise. 
Pamekie4l. CarJorl/ · 
Para!cgal 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Parle Blvd., Suite 790 
P.O. Box9Sl8 
Boise. Idaho 83707•9518 
Finn Phone: (208) 344-7811 
Dir= Phone: (208) 639-S630 
DirectF~: (208) 639-S631 
email: pc;arson@mbolow.cmn 
\ 
12/3/2007 
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·ease No. CV DR 0615200 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
_· Based· upon tmt Stipulation of the parti~ IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED 
marriccfon July ~;}996 in Nassau, Island of the Babarn• Pauicia am1 Darwin are granted a 
.di~-fr,t>m one another on tho grounds ofimconcilablo differences. Each is restored to the 
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IN Tm: D1STR1crC0UllT ornmFomm1J'uo1cw.DIS'l1Ucr0lr 
TD STAT& OPIDAB<>,INAND FoB TBs COUNTY 01' ADA 
PATRICIA E. McKAY. 
Pl~ 
v~ · 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
PROPERTY SETrLEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
MIUlGED wrrB AND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE 01.l' 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement("' Agreement'") L1 made ·and entered into tfm 20* day 
of October 2007 by and 1>etw=l Patricia B. McKay, Plaintiif ("Patricia" or "Plaintifl"). and L 
Da1Win MeKay, Defendant ("Darwin" or "Defendant"). Patricia and Darwin m: sometimes 
PROPBRlY SETn.EMENT AOREEMENT 
216991.) · 
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:· _. ... ~ . ' . 
·-.: '_'•·::'.'comzn~~~·:·C:\c;. '. ~;. . 
::£ :•· 
. '.; ... , · · · 1.1. Subject to the provisions of pamgmph 2.1 below, Patricia shall receive the · 
. ~~;~dence located at 2S Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho ("Penonal Resideacd') free and 
,: '): clear of aU encumbrances. Patricia shall furtbamoie receive all personal pmperty and tbmituro · 
· '.'; contBiJlcd therein • Patricia shall e:xecute such written consem as may bo required by the Ienden 
to allow Darwin access 10 fnfomwion regarding tho 1st and -r deed of trust notes. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and sepamte property by good and sufficient quit claim deed and 
quit claim bill of salo all of bis right, title and imcrcst in and to the Pmonal Residence, iocb1ding 
1.2. Patricia shall receive the Box· Office Productions stock. Darwin shall 
tramfe:r to Patricia es her sole and separate property by good and .sufficient assignment separate 
. · · fium stock certi.ficate all of his risht, title and intt.rest in and to the Box Office Productions stock. 
. Patricia shall cause the assignment form to bi: delivered to Darwin through counsel as soon as 
possible for Dalwin's c:xcc:ulion and dcllvcey to Patricia through her coumel. 
1.3.. Patricia shall receive her JRA account. 
PROPER.1Y SETTLEMENT AGREEMPNI' 
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-···-·-·. -·--··-· .. ·· ._·····---·-· .... ----.. - - . . - -.. : . .. . . 
··:··,··,..-··:,,11,•:;•1,;t-.-" "b ·· • .~i(~-~~f~t:.~.r dlo ... ~s-SOO ~~7~f:~~~ ' · L 
· ·, .. · and theJ98Cfj nio1or ~ c:um:ntly located at the -firm Dlirwin shall deliver the motorhomoto};: \. . ,;'<· ( ' ,.,.\',,:., 
,,': ?:':-.-~f.:··· -c-.-~~ \.j~:i~Lr'~;~-\::~;~:/~··· )j{~i~,;=-~-~;~-'.~~;~~};;,.~:-.:~·,: ',. > ?' . ·; j)P~~'ir' :·: :·: ....... , .. _·;:'."··'-~~r.;~~: . :,i· ,· ;:,,_ -~ :~::-·· . ,. . _i:(~:_:~:\y:r7~;~::·:· , · ·' ·,~- •/t·.it) 
·~
_ •.•.-.· .... ·.·_ ... ·.~ .  -~-·-
1
_~_ ·~ -~ ·~iJiJ 
" V •'-Y "'M, ,:,~f. -",." • 
Title all : of bis right; titlo and iniaest ~ and Patricia's 199S Meicedes S-SOO and the 1980's i;< ..... • ;;:·;; ~- . - . • ,>~:: ·,.··. . " . __ ,._,_ ·;,.·~~_. ; ··. . - .. . . _. .., ¥ ...... ~:----~::·. ·;;,·~.=~: ;, ' . 
. .. 
-;.~ .>' -:- r; . 
.•. ~unsel as soon u possil>Jo for Darwbt's e:xecutfoll and delivay to Palrlcia through hs coumeL ,, ·. 
: .. ·~ -~ -
1.s-.;:, ... Duwin may at his expense have the contNU of the Permnal Residence 
··construction folder copied· if necessary for preparation of the amended tax n:tuma fur 2005 and 
construction :to~ 
1.6. Darwin shall par to Patricia Stoo.000.00 in four equal consec:utivc ~~ :~ UrncatJ of $25,000.00 on or befim: JaDDII)' ts. 2008 and on or befom the lsit' day 
· '''c;iFelm.my, Mmch and Aprll. 2008. Tho Parties acknowledge that the $100,000.00 amount wu 
. based upon a portion. of Patricia's attorneys' fi:es and litigation expemes. In accordance with 
. Idaho Code f 32-704(3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin dirccd.y to Cosho Humphrey, 
··.:/ .· 
LLP,who may en1bn:e this portion of the Jmfgment in its ovm name; provided, however, Patricia 
may pay Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior u, any such instal1mi:nt in which case, tho payment or 
'. :j/,,::. paymems shall be paid .directly to Patricia by Cosho Humfluey, LLP. 
,; /~~ ,,. :,. ~- . 
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- , .· . , . . . , .·eag;r;,;,, ::: .. { ,,,,.. . ?~.-:,'.~.-~.).· .. :.'..:_;_·:~ .. :: .. :~_··,·,.,_:'_::.:/;_)_.,~::,..:~~~~~.~.:~,:.?,.'.:_J,::,_.;.·,·,· -·. :<~J/~:::t~~~!>~;. . __ ., __ ,~ __ _.?jj~~r::. -:-__ ·,_: .... -~;:"~~;;~ ~~ ·.: ~ /~~ -.... :~~~::r:w-r;. -~-
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·· '·EstatD;Txamaction")i~ In ~ Darwin shall convey au his right; title: and intere.1t to Patricia,;· 
... :.w;;:~;.,;;;;,~:'·.,;,;·:i,;~'~.;·~-~--6>'t~ '.'~ :;~·~:~;~~~~ ; l:i~:'ass1sas; ~ .~ i~ ~ '-. 
'", ·:•· >·<>rtlii·~,e~1isCotp>ndicm Ibl Estma,1i'ansaction.; Thopmtics ~cdgo M 11io·s~ Rall,, 
:. '.·( &tata.Tnmsacti~ i& scheduled to close on or bc:forc Mardi 30, 2008. -~ shall diligently . . 
. . -;:~ ~::loshla ~ ahallnotdo ~ to inlcrfcrc with or delay the do~ . : . . · .... 
•'(• :• ' ·,. 
. 
, i.s;: · ::·Tho parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns bzeacba : 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion oftbe land that had been . 
.. rcfclred to prior to tho salo to Status Colporadon u tho ''Home Pmm.~ In the event of breach, 
... ' '"). .. . 
. 
Darwin may also bo able to foxeclo.sc: a mmt:gaae on that portion of the land referred to prior to 
~- . . 
1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Tramaction fails to close on or before 
..... March 30,; 2008, Darwin sball pay Patlicia $500,000 as soon as he ls able to do without violating 
. 1bo lending terms and conditions of the bank holdingtha line of aedit for tho Turf Corporation. 
. . 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Scatus Cmporation or it assigns breaches 
the Purcha8o and Sala Agrecmem and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by Apiil 30, 2008, be shall 
. . . . . . 
tho AlbletbseD pmperty that was included in the Status Corporation Real &tam Transaction 
.' ., ' 
for sale and shall pay Patricia by cash, certified check of wire tiansfer $500,000 within five (5) 
· · · days of receipt or closing on a sale. 
PROPBRTY SBTn.EMENT AGREEMENT Page4 
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a. Tho Tod' Coq,omtion; 
b. The Turf Company of Nevada, Inc.; 
c. Pleasure~ UC; 
d. The'l'ud'Company,LLC; 
e. TurfJand, ILC; 
£ Notes Receivables for Tud'Compeny; 
g. . Investment in Nevada Granite Industries; 
h. PaJace Resorts Time Shme; 
{ · 
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t .,:,· 
:; I 
Rcsidenco Debt") as and for maiutenmce or alimony 1br Patricia. Darwin shall timely pay both 
11t and 21111 'deed of trust notcpaymenu directly to tbc respcdivc mortgage compani.e& Patricia 
··.,,"~ ,~de Darwin via fax or email tho 1• and im deed of trust note monthly statrm,:nta within 
five -~-of• Patri.cia receives 1bem. Each mcmth Duwin shall notify Pamcia via fax or 
_ email that he has made the respective 1• and 2• dcccl of trust note montbly payments in a timely 
mamicr. The paymcms required under this paragraph ahall tmniuate whm Darwin pay3 oft'the 
Personal• Rmidcnca Debt. Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Re.,idenco Debt 
directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status R=d ' j• 
Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty (30) days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either 
' ,· the·AlbrethllCll property; tho Home Fmm property or both (pi'ovidcd that payment of t\mds ftom 
the sale of tho Homo Farm may only be made to the extmit allowed by the bank holding the line 
.. _ of cmtit for thc,Turf Corpomtion), but in any event. Darwin shall payoff the Personal Residence 
-~ ··,::~ 
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-- ResidmJco Debt. Tho Parties agree that Kovin Crane, CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot semi. sudi _ 
. -~~the Parties shall designafe, will provide the appsopriate calculadom of the 
mnairnna ba1anco and accruing interest and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promis.,cny note 
to Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such promissoey nota ahall lncludo a right 
of pzepa~· As of October 20, 2007, the unpaid principal balance of the 111 deed of trust JJOm_ 
' (World Savings-Loan No~ is $556,324.34 and intaest is acaulng fiom and after 
. ' October 20, 2007 at the rate provided in 11m 1tt deed of trust note. As of October 20, 2007, the 
-. unpaid principal ba]ano, of the 2°"' deed of trust noo:: (Countrywide Loan No. Is 
/,, $67,490~49 and fnm.at ts accrulng from and atler October 20, 2ocr, at the variable rate provided 
'''' ··1n 1he 't" deed of trust note. Darwin shall pay each of these notes, including intc:rest accming 
fmm and after Octobel.'20, 2007 until each note is paid in fbll. 
2.2 Darwin shall pay off the two Chase Vm credit cards and Bank of America 
-credit c_:md as property equalization payments as mllows: 
Chase Visa ending in 2116_ 
_ PROPBR.TY SB'ITLEMBNT AGREBMBNT 
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$46,327.00 
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··-·-··· .. ····--········""" .. · .·· .. ·:--:-·· . ·-.--······"""- . ," . ·-.---·--.. ·-.. -- .- ... " ___ .... ________ ____________________________ _ 
,, :·· 
.. 
.r: .·'" 
·•. 
2: 
'!~/~r~~..:·c: 
..... , -.~'.·.~~;.:~ .. -~ '',:':·;.: ~. 
~~,pay;~ .. S71~0,plus im,ezata follows:;;.. ,tr[f,,;·,t, 
- . · .... ·" '",,;L',. -. $14.249.~~-~onthcUDplidbalance~f' 
attdbmahla to the $71,248.30; ·· , 
. December 2007: $14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance : 
attributable to tho $71,248.30; . . 
;,:,Jmmary 2008: $14,249.66, plus intmest on the unpaid balanco. : 
aUn1rulablc to the $71,248.30; 
February 2008: · Sl 4,249.66, plus hltme.1t on the 'UDplid balance ·· : 
attrlbutablcto the $71,248.30; 
March 2008 $14,249.66, plus intmcst on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
. Darwin shall pay all paymen!3 listed above in a timely maimer such that DO late 
fees am iacmred. The November 2007 payment shall pay tho Chase Vm ending m 0853 in tbll ,,,, " 
and~ thm apply $6,086.7S to the Chase Visa ending in 2116 and $6,086.75 to the Banlt of 
• ·•. '~· "' •. t 
. · America ending in 0232,· F.ach month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or email that lie bas 
· • .. . made the respective cmiit card payments in a timely manner. 
·. Patricia shall be responsible for all clmgcs, interest, finance charges, ml fees 
< attributable to c:hargcs mado by her after Odobcr 20, 2007. Patricia shall be re.,ponmole for all 
...... ~ aedit ~ _debt in her name alone or chargm by Patricia without Darwin's knowledgo. 
2.3 Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay OM-half and Patricia shall pay 
one-half of all fees and expenses of mediation. 
. '' PROPEi.TY SBTil.EMENT AGREEMENT 
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.. ~;;:,r ' hll. Dlldosan.;, F.acb. Party repieseum to tho other that full clisctosme of a11 
~rnimity BSSCi8 ~ community Uabilitles, of which ho or &he ui aware, bas been made. 
·, ::~~~;i;,~ µ ~f~apcrty to Danrfn. &cept as expresaty provided herein, Patricia 
,;y,~ "to 'Cransfi=,r .by good and sufficient quit claim deed, quit claim bill of sale, quit claim 
, .. ~ ,;L :',,;. L:,,i;:( interest to Darwin in 811d to all of tho community poperty awmded to Darwin h=n, as bis solo 
~".~. :i~~~~\~f ~: :,~;::;:;_:~.,,.. . .. . 
. 
· and separato property~ Patricia shall retum the notebook ('.()ntafning all of the Palace Rcaort.s 
. . Inf'onnation, · including but not limited to Palace Premier Certificates; Palace Premier Oolf 
< >," ,i , i·i ,\ Pas.,es; ~ · Gold Membmhip; and Palaco Prmniet I RCI Certificates. Pamcia shall 
.. specifically sign ova: title to tho 1994 Chlysles; 1990 Fmd Pick-up and 1973 S°' Wheel Camp 
. Trailer., Darwin shall cause said transfers to bo delivered to Patricia though counsel u soon as 
• ~ :. A,:,:~ 
posn"ble, .except for the 1990 pickup, for which title is in Patricia's possession and shall be 
produced as soon as pos.,iblc. Patricia shall further sign the Palace Pmnicr Chango of 
Ownership; which shall be delivered to Patricia through coumel. 
PROPER.TY SBTJ'LEMENT AGREEMENT 
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;,blGJi,Jlo or. ·~ -lla'YCQr ~ --rcgmling the '~of the ~or my right to'.,:,:', 
' 
. 
. 
·. tab against any last wJll and u:stameot of the other. whether hmetofme or 1mreafter executrid. or ·. 
r 
·.;.: 
· .as may now or heu:aftcr ba provided fur in any law of tho State of Idaho or any other s1am or• 
. ~i~~'i>f thct_ United S- or any fbrdgn country. and beEeby ICDO&meel and rclcascl all · 
·. ·hltetest, right OI'. c!aim'.that he or she now has or might otbi:rwiso have agaimt the other. under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country. and each Party shall sign any documcnl mcesse1y to 
.:· > rdcase bis or her intmest to the other Party or my other docurneot ncccssary 1D 1raDSfer any title 
or re1easo any intercat nccesan:y to cmy out the iJJtcDt of this paragraph. 
7/ · Release of Patrfda from all Debts and Pcnonal Gwuutees. On or before 
December 1, 2007. Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost ml expense writtm releases of Patricia . 
. from liability for all debts whether such debts are owed to banb. vendors, and/or other creditors 
ror·whom Patricia may have liability for any reason. inclnding bat not limited to Patricia's 
execution of notes, personal guaraot=s or collateral security dotto I MIis that she dclivCEed during, 
',,.:,:·the Pard~' mmriage. Darwin shall provide Patricia with a true, com:ct and complete copy of 
eadi such re1easo on or before December l, 2007. 
PROPERTY SET1l.BMENT AGREEMENT Page 10 
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.· '~tita:Jt ~ ~ _intaat paid on the deed of tiust notes encumbering tm Personal Residence ,. 
·fl·"~~:.,. \•' ' . ' 
.;. and. Darwin; sball·cwm the monies paid towards the ·deed of trust note payments as alimony to 
_. . . Patricia.:Darwin. shall further claim· all $2,500.00 paymems to Patricia pmswmt to pamgrapb 3 
' laeinmi'alim()ny.~ ,? . 
· 9~1{' ;. Separate Pn,perty / Income After EDcutloa of Agrcemeat. Tho Parties hcteto 
stipulate and agree that from and aftl!r the date of this Agreement, any and all property or income 
acqui= or .?fflCd by either Party lu=to shall be tho sepaudD property of the Party who has 
··acquhecl or earned it, any UJCODJe on separate property shall bo ~ property and tbe other · 
Party shall have no claim on'any sq,ame property income or earniD8ll Bcgmuins tax yeu 2008 
and allyeara thacon, the parties shall each file separately. Nei11u:r party shall include in their 
income any income earned by the other after December 31, 2007. Nor shall eitm- party claim a 
credit or: deduction for expenditures made by the other afta' December 31, 2007. Any tax 
PROPERTY SETrLBMBNT AGREEMENT 
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A ... , • 
L 
._,. ~ •• " ' • ;• •:· :-:'~;:.,.:,i:;,v, '· .. ' : • : ' "" . ' ' • 
. .: :~ ;\\;~.o.:~(:·'.\_:;~~.JO?-_;? ... · ·: .. ",<~~~t;.-.~~·'..~.-.i~.:i.;~~.1~~::f ... _=:.:. ,. ·.)~i~~::., ...... c·,.. · .... ;.~;;L;1;!,.:x:z;1~~ ~l\~;t,;;;=, ~~· . 
llibillty arising,~~;!~~ ~:,·'.~~1~'2007 . 
... , . ,;i~~ .. :_ ·.;:: ' 
····.·., ...... .,· 
· ' ~ ,~·:;;;~~; t:'.:f /'~·;: ;. /~ ·:v" 
1 :1 :: ~;;;:;~·' ·. • ~~ 
·,'"'' debt for wbich the otha Party may bo liable. 
n?:'.··.':.~·::· ... 
. . :i._:{,: . . ;.:.,. 1L ~ ;', ~lul Rdcm· of ClafmL. For good and • valuable cciusidmdlon passing :· .. , · 
· · · ;:• ~~;;: the ~ .: the J:eCdpt and suffidency· of which is adalowledgcd by each Party, tmr ·: 
·· _- Parties:~ mr:tlJemselws aJld for their hem.· repteSeDtatiws, agents.· employees, succesaon, 
ex~· adrnftrlatraton, subrogees and assigns; ie!ease tba other Party and his or her hmm; 
:,,~ . . .,,.. ' . 
, .. t;J:' ; •. 
. . ,;,~agents,~ sucassom, em:utms, administndms, subrogees and assigns; 
. :?~?:: ./! .~}1;,.,·:;,. • . . ~ 
· , ~ --,~; ~ : shall rel~ mdemrrify and hold Jwmless tho other Party from my and all 
:·r~._ .. ··:)1c:.:i;::::,. 
: ~ ·. liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any 'WII)' connec1z:d with their mm:riage, . 
including. but. not limited to all claims set forth in or comptehmded by that certain litigation 
idemiW in the , caption above. The tam claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or miknown. a Party may have against the otbflr Party as a result 
., 
· .. of their mmrlago and the litigation identified above. 
12.·, . Entry of Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (S) business 
.... · days from the executioJl of this Property Settlement As=mem, they will execute a stipulation · 
.. _::,,(} for entry of a Judgment and Decree of Divorce to be filed with the Court 
"·,- PROPE1l1Y S6TI1.EMENT AGREEMENT 
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-~--:-.----,-----·· --·----·- - ------ .---- .------- ., ---. ------·- ·.: - . 
~--~i~~ '. :.~~~-'. -,-~. ~:.~-f\I .. ·;.;.x~::: 
. }i~i~,,:~r;r:z--umlaelalhmc ar bud .. -.. .. -...--.. b ~ -
. ~--- : ~~-
·.,:-:-·:·=h·::·-~'· -;. 
withm 1 4 days of. presentation of each such document and tab such further steps as shall be 
required to effi:ctuare and cmy out the performance of this Agreement . 
... 
. . 
.Ameadment&. Thia Agreement may not be emended, modified, altmd or 
15. Cooperative Effort. Tho parties aeknowlcdgc that this Agreement is the n:salt of 
a cooperatm: effort between them and their imq,mdent counsel, and that in tho event of eny 
. disput&,;cmr-tho .meaning or cfl'cct of any prcmsioD hm'ciD, the rule of intt:tp.etalian of 
.. "' ? :· · ambiguous terms against 1he dmfting party shall haw no application. 
16.> . Advice of CollDld. The Parties stipulate that they have been ieprcscnted by 
counsel and me :fimrlllar with the terms, conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
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----------- ------. -- . - .. : - --_-- ' 
... ,;,. , .. 
:=::,=:~ -~_'.,~~f?::·· ,;,-.' f:i'.~~,:j. : ~-~/}•t;~;~~~~]~'(> ~' ., 
:'., ,,;:; ,~, ~= • 
. \ . '.:<;:,~~~?(:'.." .· .. \:;.i: · >.;.:<·;: • 1~;~·t1 · .. ~, }r)~~t~,,.>. ~~1/\~;=:si,/tt:tJt: ::.. . . -~=,·=~- • •. A~- · '· ;. 
;, ··•::)::!;~: :. ·:','.:':'. _:: i]1J[j{i:;i111;\j: 1::~t~;i::_,1,,:,::;1 •· ., ·: ... :·· •· i:1:;;,;: •• :;1:I i:.i'.f '.:-::.·•;;:.::: ___ :-
· -.: , •. -····. ~ .:,,.. . - ,r' ·. ·=;:=\ •. l~~~r::: 
·· .,:.\:r~t,--,:. 
-::'(:·:'- ' ;·~'-' ;;::···::· =· 
: hereto, or arising mm~ breadi of any provision hmm( the prevailing party will~.~ to ·:' 
' . . . : ,. ... . .... . " . . . . . ~- ..... ., ·" 
, ~t,,<~ ~ 'A~-)~: y ~-~' ~. ,/ ~-· y A' <'I,,~ :·~<X ~ , ' ~ <, 
receive from the other party all costs; -damages; 1111d c:xpc:nseli including reasoaablo attorneys 
•ccc::;:c,Co.'•'''"'/.S<C,,·.:;,;:0,:;,,:,c,"~ ., .. :,._,:;,.: .... , ".,'., ' ','''·C'',,;,,;,·, •··,,,,; .. ,,;_ ..... ,,:.,,_, ..... ,· ' ,,,/ .. , .,·: .• ; •.• ; ,.,,,;; '.--.-->,,. ,·. ' ' -
( 
~,,fees~ b)'tbo pn,vaillns party, whether cir not sucbco~~claim. is -i''' 
litigated or,~secutccUo judgment.: Court costs and attmmy and paralegal fees iDcludo those ;, 
__ : 18. ~ ~ Apeemmt. This Agreement is binding upon the hein, successors and 
. assigns of the Parties~ . 
19. ,. - Free and Volantu)' Act. Each Party tbrtbt:r acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
bis or her claims alleged against tho other in this litlsmon BDd tho execwon and dc1ivay of this . 
Agieemcnl and release by him or her, are by bis or her fieo and voluntmy act; and (b) that no 
20. · Choice of Law. This Agrmmmt shall be i:u1mi-tb:d in acc:on1anco with the laws 
and statutes of the Stl1e ofldaho. 
2L ·. Notieel. All notices and demands requiled or pemli1tcd under this AgieemaJt 
·., ·, 
shall be in writing; containing tha infQfflUltic,n iequiml by this Agreement to be commmiicated 1D 
'. any pemon. personally delivered to such person or smt by certified mail, postage prepaid. or by 
reputable ovemigbt air courier scrrice (e.g., Federal Express or Unltm Pm:el Service) to such 
PROPER.TY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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:· '· .:fbllifon:o imd'effiict,'_and·'.shall in no way bo affi:cted, impmd or invalidmd. ·n la undeatoocl 
·~.~;.:'.~ .. /:.. . .: ·~-- .. .. 
.· . 
"''-•',•·'.";.,,.,, . 't'._; :,., ... ,.,·.:~~~;- . ' ·. . ·:.,;- '- -.;~:t\l~:.:f", .. J -· :=~ /, 
. 
·· .· thil the,,rr:rnaining pmvisfons shall be constnxd in a manner most closely approximating the· 
• · · intmlion of the~: 
. ¥-; : •, Eumtloa of Onmterpara. Duplicafe copies of this Agreement may be signed 
: . ii:"1/~;..i;:; C-··r ·· ..• ' 
by one or·~ ~ of tho Parties and their coamcl and c:opics of this Agieemmt signed, collectively, . 
. ,- ;:~·all Parties and their counsel shall be comideral as a single. fully executed original document. 
24.;,i_c Watver. Failure of a Party, or any of them. to exm:isc bis or her rigbls upon any 
~ ,of the o1ber Party shall not be construed as the Wliver of the right to .insist upon full 
other right contained in 1his Agreemcm. 
.. ,,.25. ,,, , 11me.· Tune is of the es.,ence of this Agrccm.eat and earh and all of its provisions 
in wh:fch performance is a factor. 
PapJS 
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·----- .. · 
·--- -----.. ·-----·---·----- -· 
'\" 
. . . . \ ... 
c: 
·_i,[]li),iii:,t-
~ jl~ ,'.:. ,_·.~ -~ .• :.. _::_;_._·,:_:_~.·.: ef 
-~•:/.<,":--•· -·· .:-. .- ~·, '' 
.·:JJ);\;!;(,i+:,:::·:nmFOREOOJNOAOREPMENI''AND.mATnmYFUILYUNDERSTAND.THB·TERMS · 
, ,, > . ~, , ~r~·· i\r.:f\f·'j/t!' 
.,;i\';),\,::.,;.::::t:··AND coNDmONs,s~ ;FORm HEREIN.\,· 
. '>.~ .\\;~ :;,· ,~: ,'.<:'~?·'··. 
· ..:>~ .:,~ --~ . :~~:/ 
~-.;:~~~-;~: ... -,~" ,;: ·;~ -::: 
:;-,~· ., 
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·----··--------------····-·-·--
. -··· .:~~~~\ ,>:-., ,. ::;/r~: :;. ~-J~;~;:~µ,::;h,~-· -; ··· 
;{t\Sta.nlcy W. Welsh. , '" _ 
,,/. · Attmm,ya fm,.Palricia RMcK.ay · 
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;, )t:· ,,,;}S'fATB OFiDAH<i( }:: ' . 
. ·-?'. \(:~ of ~~ .. :·::;:":'.1~'.;'.:.,,, 
,,;; :,;,:~ ~~~~~B;Md(q, ... , .. .,.- publlc. md for:said\:L to mo t.o bo the person whose ' 
motbatabcexec:~tho.~ ~·y· · naam is.Sllbscribed to the within iDmumcnt aadadmowledged 
""' , _,_ ·'~•i:' 'C --~ .. 
) 
) ss. 
) 
.. . .. . On Nov~ 2007, bc:fine me, the undarsigncd. a notary public in ami fbr said 
·•·  ·county and statD, pmonally appeared L Darwin McKay, tmwn to me to be tba pmon whoso 
name is subscribed to the within instmment and acknowledged t.o me that he execmd the same. 
IN wrrNBSS WHEREOF, I haw hereunto set my hand and affixed my o:fficlal seal. the 
same day and year in this certificate first above writtm. 
.,. . '' 
.. · .. 
NOTARYPUB~ RJDAifo 
Residing at \ ~ 
Commission Expires 9 -I 4-g. 
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DEPOSITION OF BOB RICE 
June 8, 2009 
Boise, Idaho 
Susan L. Sims, CSR No. 739 
A_ssocIATED 
... REPORTING, INC. 
COPY 
= 
-
-.. 
000391
. . . . ' ' . ... ~ 
:/ ''.:WJ;{. BE IT:1I! REMEMBERED{•,:that> thei,, epos£tion-tof BOB · RICEiii'. {{.. . , :'a\',1t;:,k:::i:,I,,,, 'b··. - t:d;;h:;i/\:;:;; /:trn'fit;\);':11,,}?:;,1,;j(;,,f\\1;: i' ';;;);,hi!Jt.:: .. · _
1
t'" '( :faiJ; ::·f,,fc:t;tlf } . '? f ··':.:. --··' . 
. ;,,,, wa5:,.:,ta en2 y ,;,;1: e "·a torn~y , ora :, t . e,;;, P aint-1:__ .~t,, the .. 
·NO .;; f 7,J9,}~;:·and:fNotar'y';;,'·Public.Jtin:,and::, for:, thes. County;:•·o f ·,,. · 
, Ada·,\ State'"''Of'" Idaho;··, .. on:, MonJ'·~;-; th~·'.: ·ath day· of: :,:Ju~;,;·::;?trt 
J 2009, ~"c~mmencing at the hour of 9: 35 a.m. ', in th;::· 
~bove-entitled ·matter. 
APPEARANCES: 
the Plaintiff: 
the Defendant: 
HOLLAND & HART, LLP 
By: Scott D. Bess, Esq. 
Stephanie Omsbergf Esq. 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208)343-8869 
sdhess@hollandhart.com 
BROOKS LAW, PC 
By: Kim.ber1y D. Brooks, Esq. 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
·· Telephone: (208) 442-7489 
Facsimile: (208)468-4030 
kim@kbrookslaw.com 
present: Patricia McKay 
000392
- -------- -··-·--· 
----.··---
·· ···- -.-:-··-
·c 
,.:'''.}'·1·-· 
,~::.·:1·;;/~ifo'clEE'ii1~-ds ':'"1,:;ii/1#.;,t ··· L • 1c • Fol-1daho;ll@;w;,..n;~~ 
.. r:~ ... ~~::~~::;·~ ~:·J'1'c.1~;; ir~~;f ~:ttf t!t::z~;; .. · 
.. :~: :. S";: truth;,thewhole truth ·and nothingJ>utthc'tnltli;'tt/L · · : • St tQ 2009 . . So for almost five years. . . • ...... • < ·.. ••· ..... ·. . • < .
.;- . ;: ,)~~;~~m)\.; ---~ -.. 
.. "' ' .. '\ :·:, ~-; ·:r. .. 
: ."~~.; 
r· . 
. ;·· i.,· ·, .. . .. .. 
:'. ·.~: ··=~,!.'(, ' ~:-?:~( - +/;',· i> 
, ::::_· [ ·'· is ' + A, ' rm'employed by West:c6re Land·Titl~~;;1,• ;;: ··- '.t•· ·15@:' Q', Do you recall a ~tion involving ··· 
lEi;., lrisuranceCompany .. · ,·""-'":':".,''-,·• ..... _ '-''"'''"'', . 16 '-DarwinMcKay? .:,:,; 
, '';: .. , 17 Q .. 'Andhowlonghave'youbeenso • 17 A Yes. .. . ''':'· CC("\'" 
· [ ; : i.s ·:~·employed? · ··. ; · 18 Q Since you left the employment of -; . 
L; ,.:. 19,::: ·A'.,.-cSince February of2009. 19 LandAmerica Financial Group. have you had any .. 
2 of, Q And where.were you employed prior to 2 o involvement with regard to Darwin McKay or 
j~i'' 21. yourcllll'Ctrtemployrncnt? . , 21 PatriciaMcKay? (i \\'t \ 22,,,,.;:;:·A Prior.to the currentemploymen~ I 22 A No. 
i 3Ji was.with LandAmerica Fmancial Group primarily; 23 Q . Have you had the opportunity to review 
T ', ' . . 2 4/ however~ LandAmerica was purchased by - or the C 2 4 , any documents -
: .... :.:: i··~-f: 25. _subsidiaries I work_ .. f1. or were purchased by· 25 A No. 
-· ' •' Page 4 Page 6 
l-·
: :ct ','1Fidelity National Financial Group in. I think, 
. ·._:,·· ~ - .t.· 2-> ~~ber of 2008.; · .. . 
:: :·,,,,. ,.,:;,;· '. 3 · -, : MS; BROOKS: Scott, before we get into 
;,: {" , . ,. 4 \, the meat and potatoes, can we agree to reserve 
.: . . ; '·. :, s :robiections for trial? ;: ... · ' 
~ ,; 'J 
. 6 ·t ':' . MR. HESS: Oh, sure; That's fine. 
,. 7 ·' MS: BROOKS: GreaL 
. a·· Q · (BY MR" HESS) So you indicated that 
i' 9 •/'you worlced for subsidiaries of LandAmerica 
1 O'.c Financial Group? .·· -
.: (· 11'! A . Primarily the underwriting 
·:; L} 12 ' subsidiaries; which would be Commonwealth Land 
. . .. . 13 .· Title Insurance Company. 
,14 ·· ,:' Q okay: 
-L" :15;;,i A- And Lawyers.Title Insurance 
H\:i· Corporatioru:, 1, ; , ·•. , • 
'11; .;:. QEAndwasthatemploymenthereinBoisc? · 
18: · · Ai Yes . . 
19·: · . Q ,, And what was your position with the 
2 O subsidiaries of land.America Financial Group? 
21. ,. ·• A / At the time that Ileft; I was state 
•· 22. COllllSCl;', 
23,;/~·> Q. · Estate counsel? 
2 4") : ? A State counsel, s-t-a-t-e. 
·i ~:); .. r: Q' For the state of Idaho? Page 5 
1 Q - regarding that transaction? 
2 A No . 
3 Q What rd like to do is I have a 
4 binder. And this is a binder of all - we did a 
5 request for production to LandAmerica -
6 A Okay. 
7 Q - requesting all documentation 
8 relating to the transaction. 
9 A Uh-huh. 
1 a Q And all of that documentation is in 
11 the binder. I would have gotten it to you 
12 sooner, but we just got it late on Friday. 
13 A That's fine. 
14 Q So that's a bit unfortunate. Yotire 
15 certainly free to look through everything. We've 
16 tried to tab it so that it will be easier to 
1 7 refer to in the deposition. There is, I will 
18 indicate, there's an e-mail under tab No. 8 that 
19 seems to be· a summa,y of what was involved. Do 
2 O you see that e-mail? 
21 A Yes. 
2 2 Q · And rd like you to review the e-mail, 
2 3 but do you recall preparing this e-mail? 
24 A No, I don't 
2 5 Q The e-mail is directed to Dwight 
Page 7 
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- ---- i-0-,1- 2-, -20_1. ~-- -To_z_·_ -1 o_1_3_2_j:_ ..... _ ,:-3-,s-,-5:--6'--- -------------------- e (jD002/002 
:: ~\::~kkA~::~:~~~;~n,J.,< . 
_' 3 counsel furLandAmenc:a_rmanclal Group:'-h,:I:foi;t~i;:;"' .- 4 - Q Arid where was he kicated?, . ·: · si\·.:, .. k f· Seattl~:Washingt.(ni\, _''.. 1'.":l:,;;;,;.:.·.rnrt 
,_ -~:·\t,,~\;··.~:·,,~~-~~;~ -,~ :~1'.r · :> ·..'.'::'.''.~':1;:1~;:\:: 
a· ,__ Q-t Theie's another name on this e-mail . . : . .. 9 · that'received the cc, addressed to Kelly Mann? . - -1 0 ' - A:!8 'lJli:.bulL - --
. 
~--· '}\:~. ·,~ :, 
'. . ,.•:.,.-· =~:·' 
., .. ;•:··. 
\·~_'.:L_,.··~· 
" ... ¥·, • 
• ' 
' • 
,!~I ;;~~;t:;kx,· 
. s ..• ,_ Anyway, the disbursal as made by the~·-· 
,. 6'''.: officer; there:wasn't sufficient escrow·: . ' . : .,. 7';\ instructions in the file to support her disbursal;<' a ,,,, of thO!IC funds;:,;." , , . · . ., _. 
_. 9 :,(;:;: Q ',"''And so what was the result of that? t<t: 10 ·, What was the conscquencer:< 11 · "' Q_'):Atthatthne, Novmiberof2006;'what. : 
-'''•,:.;1,,,,-,:,,,;,..,,_,., ·t~ .:,;wasflt=!~t~ ;~i~'.· · 
.. -. -, 1 L , ·· A , The consequence of~ wu I think;,.,. 
14 ::, Tramnation T'rtle' & Escrow branch here in Boise.• 15,)Y Q· ·· Okay. ,/ :: . . •, . 
.16 H'.>, A· ru back tip for a mim~.: The time'· 17 . ·_ this e-mail WU writtca, LandAmerica Financial 
·1 s ' Group had three title insurance underwriters -19 ' Lawyers. Commonwealth and then Transruwon Trtle 20 Insurance _Company .. _·But they.were merged-2 l Transnatfon was merged into Lawyers sometime in , 22 ·.' 2007~ lbelieve;, ' 
23 · .· Q Okay.O:lll.ere'sanothernamclisted 2 4 ~ Jaclc, is it Leaverton? -· 25 ·· :A •LeavcrtorL· 
· Qf ~ , 
A ,;C(Jb-hub. ,, . · 
Q L'And who was Mr. Leaverton? 
-::4 > A At this time; 1acic Leaverton was state :· 5 , COWlSel. the position I had when I terminated my 
,'. 6 · · employment with LandAmerica: Jack Leaverton 
' 7 < retired in October of 2008; 
' a·.,. · Q Okay. Whydon't you take a minute to 
, 9 ,, review this c-maiL.L 
'iot, , A Okay; 
11\;'.' Q Now. after having reviewed that e-mail 12:' dated November 21, 2006, doe.1 that mist stall 13,'.; in refreshing your recollection regarding this 14 transaction?> 
15:C;,:: A Yes. 
16:C' ' Q Okay. 
, 1v ··. - A Yes. 
18'';, Q Afterthatreview, what can you 
· 19'· recall; I guess. besides what's in this e-mail or 2 o _ to supplement what's in the e-mail? Explain to 21 ' me your recollection ofwharhappened here. 22 . A:' My recollccdon, and this is basic:ally 23. derived from this e-mail. is that the escrow 
Page B 
2 4 officer at the time- and I can't remember who 
~5 · the escrow officer WU - didn't adeqµate)y 
Page 9 
12'" the B, who fronted the money, Bingo Jnveatmenu,;,;,,;"· 13 ... it was my opinion at that time that we possibly -· .. ::;;7,:c;; 14 would have some- "we• being Tnmsnation ntJe &:~t':;· 15 Escrow- would have some liabilit;y to Bingos· -16 lnvestmems because of our disbursal of those 1 7 fimds without adequate instruction.,. . 18 Q Wu it your understanding. based upon · 19 this e-mail, that Bingo Investments; as a result 2 o. of fronting that money. anticipatccl having a 21 first po.,ition with regard to the subject ~ · 22 property? 
. 
2 3 A Could you.. as~ or read back the 
· 2 4 · que.sticn.. · 
2 5 (Record read by reporter.) 
1 Tim WITNESS: I don't know what Bingo 2 Investments anticipated. 3 Q (BY MR. HESS) Okay. Let's look at 4 this e-mai~ down towards the bottom. In fact, 5 · the final full paragraph.. 
6 A Uh-huh. 
7 Q It says the first transaction was A to 8 BtoC? 
. 
9 A Uh-bub. 
10 Q Doyouseethat? 
11 A Yep. 
12 Q Soifwegoupabowwherethe 13 entities me identified, that wouJd indicate that 14 the fimtransaction was from the original owner 15 to Darwin McKay? 
16 A Uh-huh. 
17 Q Then from Darwin McKay to Status C«p. 18 A CoJTCCt. 
19 Q Is that correct? And if you look at 2 o the next two senr.cnccs, one says, "The Escrow 21 Officerdispmecl (sic) that money" -and I 2 2 think the money is referring to the prior 2 3 pmgraph ofS3.2 million, "to B who gave it to A 2 4 to complete B's purchase from A. II , 
2 5 A Correct. 
000394
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I.~ n,o~~I~-~~~~~ -~ ... . 
. 3 , ;' , Q-£ Do you recaUthat that's what 
. 4 ; occurred? ··: .,. . · · •.. 
) 5, ·; · A\, I have no recollection. 
t6}l::;f· Q;c Okay.<>.Ultimately, do you know what 
;' 7 : · happened with regard to this transaction? 
: ~ ' A .•iiYCS; ·. . 
··g'" 1 • Q,-;, Okay··, 
10 ;;; ·· · · ~ .. K.; ·.· But n~t in great detail~ .
. ,11'.[.:.,, Q:' All right.'.:,.··.·· 
.12:< :":, A • My recollection of what happened 
13·', was- and ldo not recall at what point Darwin 
14 ' transferred the property to Status Corp. 
,1s;r ..... Q}i Okay. 
·16.ii\{,tA:f· But rm sure there's a deed within 
· 17, ... these documents that will provide that .·· . 
18 · · infonnation; . I do recall that Transnation 
19' . insured both the owner carry back from Status to 
2 OJ\! parwin. They issued a lender's policy of title 
21!'1'.irisurance to DaIWin insuring his loan in first 
22?'positioru.,Andthen also they insured a loan from 
2 3;,: Bingo to .... I believe it's BTC. 
2 4ii>F ' Q/ Uh-huh. . . . 
2 s+:: . · A . In ~ position as well. So we were 
1 say it was a result of that having - or him 
2 refusing to comply with the indemnity. But · 
3 Darwin McKay did make a claim on his title 
Page 14 
4 insurance policy, I believe it was Darwin. rm a · 
5 little fuzzy, because I didn't handle claims. 
6 But the end result was Lawyers Title Insurance 
7 Company purchased Darwin McKay's note. -. 
8 Q Okay. 
9 A From Mr. McKay. 
l O Q Okay. And did that then result in 
11 Bingo Investments having the first position with · 
12 regard to the property? 
13 A No. And I hesitated mainly because 
14 you still have the same situation where you 
15 had - Darwin's note would still be in first 
16 position and Bingo would be in second. The 
1 7 difference is when Lawyers owns that note, 
18 they're not going to foreclose or seek to enforce 
19 its priority. 
20 Q Okay. 
21 A So for all practical purposes, Bingo 
2 2 would be in first at that time. But legally, 
2 3 they probably would not be. 
2 4 Q Okay. So I guess to summarize, if I 
2 5 understand what you're testifying to, the title Page 15 
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__ , ______ ,,.--·---------- ------
.. ·. •.:, . . · , 
- Bob Ric~i::'.r:: 
· ... ·''·''!"·,::: . 
. ;: i~_'l: r(l~co~.:;r~~'~La~~-TitI;i~~~t:~ .. :-.:':':-- _--- -•21,_'·:,f_,_---·-_{ Lose: l'ml~I~.·--s_ku-cpo··-;li;_~ •. ~_:b-·ut~ieaa., c·_,_11laim:.~lairn0°-.bvi•'.rifao:;us::'.~l{ _:_~_:u-_a.·:;;:_. __ l.,.:,-_ i,,:,_._:_._-:\,:,._i __; ___ ; __ ,::.:. ·.~_: . .. ' '· :; 2 titleinsurance-tot\1V0separale~ Well;llll;,\. /;;f;}f'\' ' •' WU C.UUQ: -~ 
~- ... ,_., \ 3 · ' individual; Darwin McKay; and ·an entity, Birig0.c:? /' -: -3,;;j filed either by Darwin or by'::;;. I believe it's,.; , -- -4 , on the: same piece of property guaranteeing that;, ., , 4 ,)'. Bingo.: And the ultimate result of that was'itr L. . 5 both.of those, the irulividual and the entity, " , - 5::±.Lawyers'ri:eeded to remedy the situation by \ 6 would be in first position? · ~, .. \/i~l)· .. ;:;;:. ·- . 6tJ basicallypmcbasing one of the loans to protect 
.. 7 A ". Thattheloans.thoseindividtialifor(-.:.·:::,:;::··· · T ','theotheroneF:<- ·1 ;'·•·t·, ':-' . --._·+,·-8-'.' that entity made would be in fusfpositiorui . . ·r:., .. · ,./L ':_ 8 '}·": Q Okay; Nowt correct me if I'm wrong; ·:: 9 _ Q)::o~y-\ Andthendoyo~·~thatthe~\(/t: ;L · : 9::: but.U:atitl~insurance~i~tw~!iitjiL 1 o !0811 !h,at])arwm McKay had wi)lt ~tatus,. . , . •/;< •. :.•\ ,.:;. :.1 o1,; policies of msurance on the same·p1ec:e ot) ;r ,E • 1 1'-' 'Corporation went into'defaillt7:·1mt::''.'' . 11;;' property and graritll firstposi1ion _!O each of the: 
.i~->;t:;1; ~·ij;~:;;~r:t:.~~t.,~!t~t: .. :ii\::/ndit~~~:". ,;:-:_ .••. . -;r_ .- <' :,;\;)t -
14: .. (,. A '.,I_coul4 preswne it did,; but I don't , l 4/F -Q:::::.;. there's no problem.with that; ,,_:, " 
· 15:dcnow,{;-i. '\\\:'{· .,., ... ;,,... · 1S'-'.unlessthere'sadefault? I guess what rm : ,_, 
_16 · ::;: Qi:-, Okay,; Would you look at what's under • - 16 i getting at, docs there not have to be some event l 7l• tab33:::,,:· ,_,, .. ,;,,:,, > - --- ·· ,, ·--· 17 that would trigger a claim? ·-18.j'.>:k A .. Uh-hwi;. 
- - 18 A That is correct 
_19-tt' .Q. And tab 33 is a verified complaint - 19 Q Okay. So this complaint in paragraph: 20:(filed by L Darwin McKay, Turf Company, LLC, 20 6- not paragraph 6. Wei~ paragraph S of the · 2 t y Hulet Fann Management Limited Partnership as the 21 complaint, which is tab No. 33, paragraph 5 2 2c' plaintiffs against Status Corporation. another 2 2 indicates that Status Corp. delivered a 2 3 ·- UC,_ \Vhich I guess just to shorten it I'll call 2 3 promissory note to Darwin McKay in the amount of 2 4 .: the Hazel Lake, I.LC; against Bingo and against 2 4 $1.396 million. 
· 2 5 , Wells Fargo Foothill, Inc. Do you see the 2 5 A Uh-huh. Page 16 
i}}, verified co;~laiirt? · 
.2.''. N Yes, I do. -. _ 
'.' 3 f/,r, ,,. Q And Count One is"entitled 
,4 ·· "Foreclosure.~ -And it sets forth certain of the 
5 · underlying-facts-:. Would you review Count One, 
6 . which is paragraphs 1 through 12 of the 
: 7' · ·complaint? -" 
0 "' A Okay. 
,, . 91,;,; ;;, Q ,:. Okay~ .. And is this the allegations 
10::\that are contained in paragraphs 1 through 12? i 1}ooes that 'again refre.ffl yotD' recollection a bit 
,12'. astowhatoccurred?. ·· 
·13 · 'A No,I-no,itdoesnot No.· 
14 >:, Q ---· Okay. What I was trying to get at is 
1 Si you indicated that there was at some point a 
16:\ payment made by the title company to Darwin? 
-1 r ,t _,,. A' · Correct , , 
:18 '.:,,;,J Q '·' Olcay. Anddoyouknowwbythat 
19 ' payment was made? 
20 · · A Notdircctly, butlcaninferwhyit 
21 was made;: - , 
22,r,1;(,_,, Q 'i' Okay:"'', ....... . 
23;,,,/ A;I My understanding was that Darwin tiled 
2 4:' -a claim on his lender's title insurance policy-
25 ~ let me back up. _ 
Page 17 
1 Q And is it your understanding that's 
2 the promissory note that was subject to the title 
3 insurance? 
4 A A note is not subject to title 
insurance. 
Q Okay. 
Page 18 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A The mortgage or deed of trust that 
secures that note would be the insured mortgage 
under a lender's title insurance policy. 
Q Okay. I did misspeak. Let's go to 
paragraph 6. 
Paragraph 6 indi~ that Status 
Corporation delivered to Darwin McKay the 
mortgage? 
A Correct. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Q And so that would be the mortgage that 
you were just referring to? 
A That is correct 
Q That would be the mortgage that was 
insured by the title company? 
A Yes. 
2 2 Q And then paragraph 7 of the complaint 
2 3 indicates that Status Corp. has made no payments 2 4 on the balance due; is that correct? 
25 · A I have no independent knowledge if 
Page 19 
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· Bob Rice:•:.:::,, 
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~ 
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1 • ~!r~~s~~if t~i!:~;~:ii~: :~r~~=~1~~'. > 
·:: l_:
1
\: ... 6·,t- Corp.owes Darwin McKay the sum of ~1 '.204 million;," .. ·· .,. 6, . that entity is now sunplyrefeaed to a
s , .. " : •.. . ..... ,.· ... ,,./, . 
t~I;f S~~~~~!:~:$~~':'"r~ iF~~~~~~;?il~~~:~ 
11 ,, .· . Q .. Then paragraph 12 mdicates that .. ,, < . . ,,,.. A, . And that entity 1s,wholly owned ~ was ,,. . "i'f'·:' 
12·'!1 following additional Defendants.claim, or mayA''. ·:' · .;.:· .. ·.·." ~ 2I wholly.owned·at the time:of all this stuff by-/.·; .. ·. · · :1\o,j}'.{ 
.·g~ ~~1[~~:~;,::t~~,, ni~e;.;~; .. ; ~t' ····t~:'' 
t r >:·/ Q-'i:And the documentation refened is · 17 '.' Q Okay: • ' . . .. . .. 
18 '.'; attached under tab 3L Do you recall this . 18 A And then TransnationTitle In
surance . , 
19 complaint? ,.Was a copy_ofthis complaint provided 19 Company was the actual insurer who in
sured these, . 
2 o. : to you? , · ')''.: , :.: ·· . · · 2 O title insurance policies. ' 
. 21')> , 'N : I don't'recalt:\ , . ' . . 21 Q Okay. /. 
·, ·f~-h:t: ,,22 ,f·' Q:;,, Okay •. ·.·. ~o~dyoulookatdocument. • 22_ A. So ~ynnJ?arling was the title manager ••· 
."; ::;. 23F underta1>34,,, This 1s a letter dated July 24, 23 forTransnation T1t1e & Escrow • 
. . , z:4,;.2008toTransnationTitlcfromAvatarFinancial 24 Q Okay. Thislctter-andlshouldask 
;'? l~f:' 25'":'Group. " Page 20 25 you, Bill Reetz, what was his position? 
'.SJ}~, .. , A, .. ,< '·,~,,r .· ·· - ' , 
... ' -·, · · 1'· .. ,.... ··A·, ... Okay.·· , .. ,, 
, [ \ ' ; 2 , > ,, · Q 1,, Do you recall that document? 
:: ,, -::,r :;:. .:(:-r.:-···~:'.:~:;,~~~~~!~~ that this 
... :. ( : ,• ; 5 :: dociment in the second paragraph indicates that 
· ,, l1:ii;,. , § .'- Transnation i~ a ti~e policy to ~ingo, and 
· · , · ·; .:,7 at least according to this letter; the title 
· · 8 ': · policy reflected that Bingo's rriortgagc was a 
· 9 .. fmt lien position? 
10, .,[(;;:,,A ... Correct. . . . . 
11; .' ;,,. · Q . Would':)•ou tum to the next document, 
12::: document under tab 35. This is a letter dated 
· 13 :: July 24; 2008 to Bill Reet7., R-e-c-t-z, at 
14vTransnation from Lynn Darling~ 
,15.,:t'':, A,,., Uh-huh;·,;,, 
16}, ;,_, Q:: Have you seen this document before? 
11 .. "A ,: No . . ,,. 
,",(· ~;,: '18/ -> ·Q:-~~(Who is LyM Darling? 
. : [ : , 19 \';a;;;,; A' Lynn·Darling is the- I don't !mow 
20,,: her exact title, but she's the title manager at 
21·;, Transnation Title & Escrow. ·· 
22,i . Q> Located here in Boise? 
23 A:\Yeah.' Do you want me to go over all 
2 4 · · the entities irivolved here? 
~5 f' · Q •· Yeah, sure; ·· Page 21 
Page 22 
1 A Bill Reetz was the claim center 
2 manager in Seattle, Washington. And they handled 
3 claims for all the LandAmerica brands. 
4 Q Okay. Do you recall having any 
5 conversation with Mr. Reetz regarding this claim? 
6 A Yes. 
7 Q Do you have specific recollection of 
8 any particular conversation? 
9 A The only - and I don't remember the 
1 o specifics of the conversation, but I remember the 
11 result of the conversation, Mr. Reetz sent me 
12 basically the documents through which Transnation 
13 Title Insurance Company purchased the loan from 
14 DarwinMcKay. 
15 Q Okay. Ifwelookatthedocument 
16 under tab 35, the second sentence says, "We have 
l 7 issued to Forrest Goodrum. our insured Lender, 
18 Darwin McKay's attorney, a Litigation Guarantee. 
19 on a property that due to a closing error, also 
2 O has another mortgage that is in an insured first 
21 mortgage positiqn." 
22 A Uh-huh. 
2 3 Q Would it be accurate to say that that 
2 4 one sentence pretty much sets forth what the 
2 5 problem was, there was fll'St position issued to Page 23 
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' a 5 ) - " If you look the document lJlc1dei: tab a . . 8 ,\Well; the heading says LandAmerica Lawyers Trtle:.: .. · r~·ff 
' 9 . does this appear.to be'aclaim? hi~.l'm .. , '· 9\:datedN6vember3rd; 2008:'. 'Ahdit'saddresscd to . .bit 1 o., looking at the last p~" Andifsays,f:;:,:, .• .,_ . · .. , _ J.Pf Forrest Goodnun and it's sent by,y~ IL,.· 
_. _, .. ..:. 1l "Your pi:ompt response acknowlcdging_this ctaim.•;:j' S! t fjt~ 'cmrec:t? . : : . ' T ,: "'' -
··": g::ii~E.~;.~jJ~~:]1! ~~ ~;!f.~eff£~t 
16~,:; A,,d would-that's what:itlooks like: .'.::-::::: 16· .,,:;· Q . Could you ~a minute-and review the : 17;: to me based on thisletter, yes/ · , <:/) · · 1 r document under tab 38. ' '.;·· · · · ·· 
18-0: .. 'Q ' Wouldyoulookat.thedocumentt.mder 18 A Okay. . :> 19 f tab 36. This is a letter dated July 25th, 2008 19 Q Okay. And do you recall this 2. a from Muntlier Goodrum Speny to Lynn Darling. 2 o correspondence, receiving a copy of this ': 
rJtj 
::.,~;{1\ 
21; A : Uh-h1.n:r·,', . · 21 correspondence? · 
22. MS. BROOKS:·•F.xcuseme; . 22 A Yes. 
23 -·; (Break taken from 10:07ini. to 10:11 a.m.) 23 Q Okay. Describe for me generally what 24 _ . . . MR;' HESS( Let's go back on the 24 is happening as reflected in this correspondence? 25 ·· record:>i, "· . 25 A Basically, what is happening is Page 24 
L- ., Q: (BY MR; HESS) We were talking about 
· 2 : .. the document under tab 36. ' And I understand, 
· 3 > you've had tlie chance to review that? 
4.. A y ··Li '<·i 
·. es ...... ,.,;,, . 
5 -: : Q· Does thatappearto be a letter in the 
·'· 6t nature of a: claim by the law firm that was 
.,.?j~J·.repr:esenting Darwin McKay? 
, 8.it") ;;:·A ; It could be characterized as a notice 
,'.. g";-:: of claim:·. If l received this letter in my 
i iJi position; I probably_ would forward it to our 
11, claim center to let them make the determination 
12, ,of whether. or not they determined it was a claim 
13 ornot 
14'.Jt····· Q" · Okay. Looking at the second 
1~t paragraph, the last sentence of the second 
16 paragraph says, "Your company has outstanding two 
17 ·. separate policies,which insure the first lien 
18:'°'P,OSition of two different mortgages on the same 
19 property." :. 
20 ,,.,".'A ,. Correct. 
21 . : Q And then the next sentence in the next 
22,, paragraph says, "!request that you advise me 
2 l ,E what position yoW" company intends to ta1ce in 
· 2 4 · . this· matter." ·· 
· 
2 5 A · Correct 
'6 '.'(°Pages,:_24: to::_ 27.),, 
· -· --- , · ·-·: · :r:i~~~~r~~.,...,. 
Page 25 
1 Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation made the 
2 decision to purchase Darwin Mc.Kay's note to 
3 resolve these claims or- claim or claims, 
Page 26 
4 however you want to characteri7.e them. And these 
5 are the terms upon which we're settling the 
6 lawsuit 
7 Q Okay. 
8 A Or settling the claim. I should say. 
9 I misspoke. 
1 o Q It indicates that Lawyers Title, and 
11 correct me if that's the wrong entity, Lawyers 
12 Title will send to Mr. Goodrum the sum of 
13 $1,288,019.10? 
14 A That's correct. 
15 Q And the second paragraph indicates 
16 that "The funds represent consideration to be 
17 paid to~ Darwin McKay for the assignment of a 
18 certain promissocy note and mortgage ( described 
19 more fully below} by McKay to Lawyers Title 
2 o Insurance Corporation," and it continues with the 
21 description of Lawyers Title? 
22 A Correct. 
23 Q At the bottom of the first page of the 
2 4 · Jetter under tab 38, there are four different 
2 5 things that it appears must be complied with 
Page 27 
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. ·· l ' th '. furids :. .. ;dis~' d?1""" 4 ' ·. • ;l ·. wit66iif~wse; air~fmy ri;~ title'arld·{ \):,,i;( .\ 
:·~~'  ~' ~~'~iii.t::;.,;, ;~;=~=~:~=~'~,,,, . 
,.,,~'; original.note that was dated November 28~ 2006. ;i .. __ .. . 4 '• successor by merger to,Transnation. Title. / · ' C / · ' 
I.. .·\ :'._• irl the amourit_ofS_~,396,~0~that was·en_~ _irit_?_,i:t_t_:;:_;_·;_:, _· 5 ·,; Insurance Company." Did.I read that'corrcctly? . . 6 · between Status Corporation ofldaho, as maker, Y>·"'· , ·.,, ·;: G;,;,,;( :. A YesH!,,;,1.),,, . , ,' . 
--- :: - 'i 7;'. and Darwin McKay;.as payee; mustbe endorsed to·' ... :;: 7 ' ·•;·!,): Q( So this documentwould'accomplisii'oni;, 
·. 8 the order of Lawyers Title.; Is that what that ":,,, . , 8 · .. of the requirements thaiwas set forth in the.t/: .. _· .. 
't~;~1I:~,~~~lrJSfa!~ ~,,:~i~~;;. ~-·~r~,~:~umen1 . 9, . 
12· Mr; McKay can receive the i\mds;'hemust endorse· 12 tab 41.:Jbisappears to be a letterdated.-: ./';<,;_ -· ·-· 
11,. over the pro~ory note to the order of Lawyers __ -- __ . __ 13 October IO. 2008/ .lbere's only one page·- we - ,·· ·' . 
14,•'·Title? " · '-:~, • _ , f:i, , · /- - ··.:;;;,_,,,,,_, 1 .4 "only have one page of this document' I'm not/\.[ 
1511;<;?; 'k '· Correct·"' ;.: \,;: . · · ,.,. :;\,,/ ,, . 1 s·;:. surewhy. we don't have thetemaindcrt but that'S:> , 
16 '' Q{ Okay,:, Second paragraph indicates that "' . l 6 wbat was provided to us. , .. " .. , .: "' · ·· " ,, 
17' he must provide the original mortgage, security, 17 · A Okay. . 
·1 a" agreement and fixture tiling also dated 18 . Q It appears that this is the document 
[' . ,i 9-i,November 28th, 2006, that secured repayment of.: ' 19 where the attorney for Darwin McKay sets forth:,. 
·-' 20.'. thenote? '.' \' (:,\ ''· · · · , 20 thefinancialdcmandsurrotmdingtheclaim? · 
,, r, -· ~~f ':''.· ~ ·,,~:;~hon,page2ofthat ~~ -,- ~ g11o!':tappearaccurate? 
C h::_> 2.3 · Novembcr3; 2008 letter states that Mr. McKay · 2 3 ·A That would appear accurate. 
, · · '· ~ 4., ,must provide a fully executed assignment of 2 4 Q Would you look at the document under 
. r··' 25''} ro~gage;s~~agreem~andfixturefilingPage 28 25 tab47? Page .30 
·: .·: ~ . · 1 f signed by Mr. McKay; is that correct? 
- [ ;. . 2 · A.; .• Correct. ·.·'-: · ''· · · --
?~~:)1 ~::: 3: . Q:i:( So that. would indicate that in 
· i. .,,,4 .. ·. exchange for the funds; Mr; McKay is assigning 
l~,, __ ,s :,: the mortgage; security agreement and fixture ... : ·, . ,--6 Y · filing interest that he had with regard to the -J t· subject property; is that correct? 
a·,>: A Correct,.; .. · 
·· · ' 9 :' Q:;;: And the fourth paragraph indicates 
10) that a release must be obtained from Hulet Fann 
· 11:; Management Limited Partnership?. 
.12,::'f. ' A"' Correct. -:, · 
·13,,f/ Q:... Would.you look arthe docwnent llllder 
14,'fab39? ·; - - . ',, - -
f\'i'\ '151.i,l:,(,. A: ... Yes., · _ , -- - . 
-- I , : , 16},fJ Q Do you~ receiving a copy of the 
.. -- 1 r · affidavit ofloss note and endorsement and 
i . 
I... 
10; transfet ofiiote?-'t,:;·· .. , 
19'i -·i .-1' A ' Yes. - . 
2 o, \ .. :' Ql' And this document, does it appear that 
2 l:/. thiidocument is signed by Mr. McKay? 
2 2i · . k d t would appear so. 
23,· .. : Q if And paragraph 4 states;,IIFor good and 
2 4 valuablr/considcration, the receipt of which is 
i,- _ ___ _ 25 hereby ackno_wledged, I endorse and transfer 
' 1 
!:,_,·,;, 
· [ ;··: .,_,., 
Page 29 
1 A Okay. 
2 Q And this appear.;' to be a letter dated 
3 November 7, 2008 from you on behalf ofLawym. 
4 Title Insurance Corporation to Forrest Goodrum? 
5 A Correct. 
6 Q And what is the substance? 
7 A The substance of this letter is to 
8 acknowledge that I had received the documentation . 
9 referenced by Mr. lietz in his November 3rd 
1 O letter that's Exhibit 44. I had received the 
11 documentation or the equivalent that satisfied 
12 . our concern.,. And that I was authorizing 
13 Mr. Goodrum to disbW"SC the money he had in his 
14 trust account to Mr. McKay. 
15 Q Okay. So based upon this review of 
16 documentation, is it your \lllderstanding that the 
1 7 property that was subject to this dispute was 
18 owned by an individual and an entity that in the 
19 very first e-mail we looked at was called A, 
2 O before any of these transactions occurred? 
21 A Yeah, I think it was owned by farmer 
2 2 Joe, who's, yeah, party A.. 
2 3 Q Do you remember the name Albrason? 
24 A No. 
25 Q Okay. So it was owned by individual Page 31 
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Bob• RI~"' : · · · .•. McKay '" MtKav,:[j!)I/1 
·'~~· ~.s ~;:;~~7~ ~~::·,/,:·:~·" ;t·~.1~~~~ · ·· :~1:~ 
4 ' A~~: That'smyunderstandingycsJi'.[L:,s:;;,, .. , ,; 4., AC:,Okay~,,,.:\; ,,. ;;,,p ,,;;:;/\ ••. ;,, ;:;;r:;; , 
, 5· · Q}YitisthcnsoldbyDarwinMcKaytoi:!,,,,. 5, .. · Q .f:'Andthisis.ajudgmentanddccrecof;'.;\/ .. :. · , .. r·~: , 
'! 6<' Status Corporation, corrcct'ltit:' ._, . . .. ,;fa,t/>',,.. .. 6·)\Ji,divorce that;was entered into between Patricfa1~.". ·> ;; .. :,, ,.1 .. :F.'.'·.l.· 
, 7 A That is my understmding;-yes;:~ " ·: ... ·,r,, c.c: ·• 7 ''"' McKay as plaintiff arid Darwin McKay·as·dcfendanti•""'' · 
.... ;r~1h~ !:,~r-~1;;;,i:1r~~~~~~;~}· ··· · .·, 
12\ ong<>ingorthe ~ additional ·. ···. ,."• 12 if A 11 Ipossiblyha~ldon'tknowfor 13}:'\.,A Correct·(ft: , [ /~·:. : .,;,,:, 13,·.sure . . Atonepoint,PatriciaMcKay,cametomyf. 
14\ }"; Q There is a default inthe payment by\ 14: ''office while I was still at LandAmerica and , , , _ . 
15 Status Corporation: and 'a lawsuit is .:.:::. &,,.<•L . . .1 s:c:'showcd me a myriad of document!':' And I believe ,;~, ' 
16/ foreclosure action is. begun? .·. · 16 this may have been one of them: .. · · .. • 
17t;+:,A • Correct '.;.. · · · · . 17 · Q · AtanytimeprfortoNovember7,2008;" ,,,, 
18. · \ ·" Q It is determined that two different - 18 which is the date you approved the disbursement;- ' 
19::, that title policies had been issued to two · 19 have you seen this judgment lll1d decree of 
20\ different individuals or entities guaranteeing 20 divorce? 
·2 H those individuals or entities first position on 21 A No. 
· 22? the property? · ·· · · · 22 Q As part of the underwriting proc~ 
23;/\.;', A Correct; ,; 23 prior to issuing a policy of title insurance, if . 
24\ ,\rQ: And those two;oneofthose·,;. 24 a parcel of property was owned by either Patricia 
25t individuals was Darwin McKay, the other 25 McKay or Darwin McKay at the time the 
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. 1:: • individual was Bingo? 
·· 2 :". ' A Correct • . 1 underwriting is perfonned, would this document 2 have been located? 
,h :i1(.. ,;Q ·:The title-insurance company made a 
. 4 :"' decision to essentially purchase Darwin McKay's 
· ' Js,;,,, interest in the property represented by his 
:' 6'{ mortgage so that they could insure that Bingo 
•• .. 7 ,'. , actually had the first position? 
' . 8 ,. · . A Yeah. Yes, Lawyers made the decision 
t 9.{ to purchase the note and deed of trust held by 
' To ' Darwin McKay. 
·,11· Q ( And in exchange for that purchase, 
3 A Only if it would have been recorded 
4 with the county recorder. 
5 Q ORay. Let's assume this document is, 
6 in fact, recorded. 
7 A Okay. 
8 Q Would it then be located? 
9 A It should be located, yes. 
10 Q Do you know, was a full title search 
11 done at any time prior to November 7, 2008 in 
· 12. Darwin McKay was paid the sum of - well, 
.13 whatever it-was, $1.28 million or approximately? 
14 · k : That is correct 
12 order to support the payment that was being made 
13 to Darwin McKay? 
15 ·, Q Whatever that dollar amount was? 
· 16 / .; A Yes, that is correct 
17 ,,, .. l'v1R HESS~ Okay. Could I have this 
i's ' marked as Exhibit 1. · · 
·1!f '\. (Deposition Exhibit No. 1 was marked.) 
2 ot: ",: .. Q "' (BY MR:;; HESS) Now, Mr. Rice, again 
2 r ·. looking at Exhl"bit 4 7, you approved a 
. 2 2 disbursement of funds on November 7, 2008; is 
2 3 that cotTCCt? . 
2 4t,, " A" That is correct.! 25:;;;,~. · · Q ;, · rm showing you what fve had marked 
.· Page 33 
14 A When Lawyers purchased the note and 
15 deed of trust? 
16 Q Yes. 
1 7 A Or the note and mortgage, I have no -
18 I do not know. 
19 Q Now, you indicated that you had a 
2 0 conversation with Patricia McKay at sometime 
21 apparently after November 7, 20087 
2 2 A I don't recall when it was but, yes, I 
2 3 did have a conversation with her. 
2 4 Q Okay. Do you recall the substance of 
25 that conversation? 
. ., .. ,.~~= .. , r : :,,:.{:~.,;.- : ~·~~ ,, . . ·~: ·,x:\ :~, .. "~1";:,~~;r 
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"'''t,::1'.r;1;;,;;;: .. June 8,"_20091 . 
~;\;,;<;),.·'! ···,~,,~(·:~.,'.~/. " .. ,. ' ' ,~\:;;,· •'. ':1~::==.1 - -~:?f:~~:~{t~~~fr::-.::, .... ~~~-;:.' -,~~~1~~:~~\M•=-~ . ''" ... ~ ~~ ~-:. '~·~:,:~~;:·.·A:~- t X" .~,;;xrx~ ,_ .. :;·.: ,c: .. , ... ,.,.,,,,_,. 
r · -~Fi ,: .· A'' Vaguely; .Wnatr~ now·aftcr: ' .. /;;:i:,; . '. l <, Darwin McKay.also was entitl~ to re
cciNC.!W!>' ,-.,., ..••. ; .. 
I •,'' . 2°:" seeing,this judgm~ and decree of divorceJ·:~?iJf: y . . · 2;·;: lots, from a proposecf subdivisiofi;
11)o" you'J11:ye; ·, ., ••.. ,v • •. 
; '.', · 3/ "think she made' trie' aware of.this documentation;o;,;.;;r::-. . 3''. ani recollection of that'l · . 
: , :·; '> 
. . . ·' 4 ,, . And specificalliJ'.beUeve tliere's a provision in,,,~'.,l,'.,/: . . ... 4 .· 'A:i): Non~}' . ,. - - ' . •. ,;i;f :;t\ I'f . 
. 'I< !~~e~I~l~~:i~r;:~u~lK!~ti:ct~~~l~'~-,. 
,.,, ,,,,,es,••.:c· 10,i transaction Was limited to,ftie ~ front end andf ': 1 <>.\ transaction :'!"here Lawyers,Title has taken an :':.? ,: o'i, . i: C 
.. , • rt s:!' . i, r .. then just having Darwin" p~ vide ~ with theY':t/ · 11( assi~·of all. of Darwin McKay's iirterest;}vho ,, . 
.. I c: . . ·12.;;• docwnentations pursuant to the terms that they;,:,, · 12 ''.' has the entitlement to thosetwo lots?, .... · .. · ·' 
:? . 131'." had negotiated with OW' claims cowiseL · <)L· . 13 ??: A Well; based on the documents .i'welJJ;ti.. 
14 ,:,,,.;,, Q... Okay. ; _ . '.'" ' '·'\/''; ,. . .cJ > , 14\liLawyers Title just received Darwin's interest. in It · 
. 151(\·'A> And I think I alscf said. and I believe,·'••,;,, · • · 15' ,. the mortgage and note;: So two security ~ a r'
;> .. 
1iii tmsnow, the actual real property records and,•.. 16 ;• security instrument:, So basicallythey
are•:i:\; 
. ·.··· .. ·1.1 ·;_ kind of the chain of events therc "gives us a very 1 T just-at this point, t.awyersTitle Insurance
;(: , 
f.1'':, . 18, __ -.good.. . idea or de.scripti ..on of. th. e chain. of events 18 Corporation is just a note holder and a secured ,, 
.. ['?' 19}? and .what happened·;-" .. ' . .. . · 19 party pursuant to that note., . 
. - , .·, 2Q:f· 'Q:; Okay. , · O;· . , • .. 20 · Sowhoownsthosetwolots,lwould 
·· · 
0, .,.,_·· .. 21_r.'_·.:·_ "°':"A/? And that's basical·ly····· m
y recollection ._· 21 have no idea.. .And I don't even know if those two ·· 
,,, ,, ,2 2/, of what happened, of my .conversation with. . 2 2 lots were pledged as se
cwity for the note that ' 
Y· 23;;, Patricia. · • :. 1 : • • 23 Lawyers is now the holder ot: 
, '.}?: · 2.4\'. Q Okay~ Haveyouhadconversationwith 24. Q Okay~ Would you look at tab 14
. 
, _ , G:fi-' , ~~: , anyone else since that~ since your Page 3 6 2 5 A Yes •. 
'F . conversation with Patricia McKay regarding this 
2 issue? ; I guess I ought to say this issue has to 
3. do with the impact of the judgment and decree of 
·4, .. divorce ori the Darwin McKay Status transaction, 
.i 5 . •· Darwin McKay Status Lawyers Title transaction. 
6 - .' A .: No, I have not· Well, other than with . 
:
1 7 your law firm." · ·· · 
1 Q And it's, oh, the first few pages are 
2 the memorandum of contract. 
3 A Okay. 
4 Q And it's Exhl"bit A to the memorandum 
5 of contract. But I think it's five pages in, the 
6 actual real property purchase and sale agreement 
7 exists. 
• 8 Q Right. _ : !J_/ ''' · · 9 :_ < A · Setting up the deposition. 
1 o . MIL HESS: Can we take a break for a 
8 A Okay . 
9 Q This appears to be the real property 
1 O purchase and sale agreement that was entered into 
I . 
i_;. 
I -
! 
, . .. ' 
l 
_. I 
\ j • 
I 
I · 1 · 
t. .. 
11 · minute. . 
12,,. . MS. BROOKS: Sme. 
13 (Break taken from 10:29 a.m. to 10:33 a.m.) 
14 , MR..HESS: . What I would like to do is 
1st mark the binder as Exhibit 2. 
_16\ . (Deposition Exhibit No. 2 was marked.) 
· 1 7·. L; Q ·. (BY MR HESS) · Mr. Rice, rm not going 
18 · ·· to paw through the documents to ask you this 
19.; question, .but rm going to ask you to accept an 
2 O · assumption that rm making or an understanding 
21-.<' that rm making. .~. " .· · 
223 . · A .. Okay; . -
23?{),, Q>.It's my understanding that as part of 
.2 4"{ the transaction between Darwin McKay and Status 
25.: _Corporation, that included the mortgage, that Page 37 
11 between Status Corporation and Dmwin McKay dated 
12 November 28, 2006. · 
13 A It would appear to be, yes. 
14 Q Okay. And if you look tm.der paragraph 
15 l.3.1, it's entitled "Conveyance ofLots." Do 
16 you see that? 
1 7 A I see it, yes. . 
18 Q Okay. And that paragraph does 
19 indicate that "At the time of conveyance Buyer 
20 shall provide to Seller ALTA Owners' Policies for 
21 the fair market value of the lots." 
2 2 A Yes, it does do that, uh-huh. 
23 Q And if you look at paragraph 1.4, it 
2 4 says note and mortgage. And it says, All amounts 
2 5 due tmder the Promissory Note shall be secwed by Page 39 
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4 ';,.' ,,,,;;:a>-,:;;'.!;/ -. ' ,,, ' . 
_. 5 '., I; BOB RICE, beingfirst~y.S\Wm_onmyoath,' 
6 depos~ and say;;,,. ~ ·, ': .... , -::T'. :; ::--. •; ':,.: : 
. 8':c+ :,: ; A "' l don't know. • Can I'aska • . ··r;;;,t.. B 0• deposition taken the 8th day ofiime; 2009 "consisting- · · 
: '9 :,,, ;: Q,-i;isun,~ ". . ',J;;r:, > )_} '. tJ:::;i;::-;;;: :·: gi of~esrium~ 1 to 43, incl~.iye; that ha~ rea,rifb:; _ 
1 O ,,; . A " Where m hereJs the title _ .. _ _ _  .. -._,,;;;,:,; .:ca:, ,l Or. tho said deposition and know tho contents thereof;: .. H\;"i"', , 
-- i 1' "policy, that Transnation issued,to D~-McKay;J,'.'' .. '_ · 1 r ''· i:hat the questions contained therein were propoundcd- fi:; i . -
12 · the lenders policy?, ,;;,., - _ . : · - · //'.:J::,·L- _,,, '"' :·:"t1t 121:'.to me; that the answera--tcuaidq_ucstions were given"·· 
.~i 1r g~;~~f t:~~;.~ii_\;~!~ ·lr·;=3;~!f:;~,;;:~,:=~· 
:t 7;.._:_:_",i''"''.A'>' Let ___ -,-_ me b_-ack tlp-::" A.nd thereaso_nl ask· ',,,.-,, .. 18 -- . ''" . --- "---, -BOB RICE _ -:. . ...... . 
:_10,i; forthat wasifl'could see the property ---- 19 Subsa-Ibedandswom to before me this ::.·-' day;-Ii:)( ·:· 
) .9}, description on~ po,licy, I would know what 2 o of 2009, at Idaho.'.!/;,/ . ; . 
20i• I:.awyers acquirecb _ . . 21 
21/t' Q})!Okay;:}And so the bottom lino is the 22 
2 2· real estate transaction contemplates that Darwin , 23 Notmy Public for Idaho 
23 McKaywill receive two lots ofhis choice. And 
·24 ..;,, you don't know _~ •·s, result~fthe subsequent 
25\ transactions, the transactions that occurred 
~- '·' i . .,_. , . ~ 
'f _'i\'after November 28, 2006, after the date of the 
2 :; _ real estate purchase and sale agreement, you 
3 --"don't know what's happened to the issue with 
_ { 4 ... regardto those two lots? -- -
' ' ?5,:. . , A,i Nofno.d don't even know if these 
· !: 6 ,:,. two lots are the same two lots that were the 
le:T it' subject of the complaint, the mortgage 
- a, -foreclosure complaint that was filed by Forrest 
' 9> GoodnmL -
10 Q , And there's also, you may or may not 
1 i · beware of this, in the judgment decree of 
Page 40 
121\ divorce, Darwin McKay was obligated to transfer 
; '13'.'' those two lots to Patrici~ Okay? 
14,:L A Okay. I didn't know that. 
15, · __ . .. MR. HESS: . That's all the questions 1 
_16 , have;\ · . 
24 
25 
Residing at Idaho. 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICA1E 
1 STATEOFIDAHO ) ) ss. 
2 COUNTY OF ADA ) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
I, Susan L Sims. Certified Shorthand Reporter - -
and Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do 
hereby certify: 
That prior to being examined, the witness named 
in the faegoing deposition was by me duly sworn to 
testify to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but . 
the truth; 
That said deposition was taken down by me in 
shorthand at the time and place therein named and 
thereafter rcduccd to typewriting under my direction, 
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full, 
true and verbatim record of said deposition. 
I further certify that I have no interest in the 
event of the action. 
Page 42 
_17};i,: • ,,;,·MS; BROOKS: Okay. No questions. 
-la·:,;;: - ~HESS: We'veagreedthatexhibit 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Wl1NESS my hand and seal this 19th day of June, 
2009. 
19' No. 1 will actually be attached to the 
·20 transcript We are not attaching Exhibit 2 since 
2 b we already all have it and it's not necessary. 
22-" (The deposition concluded at 10:41 a.m.) 
23 ,. __ ,, (Signature was requested.) 
24 '-·;; .- .. -
25 ,,, 
l'age 41 
22 
23 
SUSAN L. SIMS 
CSR and Notary Public in 
and for the State ofldaho. 
24 My commission expires: October 21, 2010 
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I further certify that I have no interest in the· 
event of the action. 
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:. :::'.':',:;;::,': ;,::j~;;\: !Y'::( ::;j,i~::~;fi:~,.:.,; A~ :~·~aimit&,: . .. , .. ,.",;;,:::1··::: .: "· . 
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... . 
{ .: 
ornm STATE or IDAHO,lN AND roR nm COUNTY OF ADA 
Pbmtifl's, : . . . 
S'L\TOS CORPORAnON OF IDAHO, o 
Idaho carpontioD; L201-11D lfaZl!l Lib, 
.. . . . I.LC, l1fda BTC:X,LLC, a WuhiDglall 
I.imiSed UahDity Company, BINGO 
.INVESTMEN'l'8, LLC, WELLS FARGO 
. · FOOTBILL,INC. a Califmma Corpondian 
as administrative aa=t for the Jendmpmaam 
to the tmn and Seimity Agieemmt, 
De!dldants. 
CASENO. GV oc 0813374. fJ. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT'. 
Fee Category. A•l 
FDblg Fee: $8l00 
COMP.8 NOW, L. Darwin Mr.Kay (Mc:KAy) Hulet Fazm Mauagi:meat IJmited 
Putntnhip (Hulet) md Turf~ UC (Turf Company), thit above-named Plaimiffs, and 
for Quseof action against 1he Defcndams, COMPLAIN AND AUEGB as follows: 
~ ,- . - _..,.. 
.. . 
iL - · 
. 
~ ~ 
000412
, ,.·: .. ,c ,;,,,, 
e 
PJamtiffMcK.a:yresidesinAdaCounty. Jdaho.,fa, 
;:;c' i ~;rj;" ~Turf~~~-~-~~ ~ ':~ :~~ ~ted Iialn1itycompaDT -
. -- i~-~ ,~~·:f~~~a~_:iri·~·~~~:lda.-.:- -, ·-
-. A~«·;,A, .' . :.· ..•. -.-~ ·'"-~t;; ''~: ·-.· --· ':'" •,:,~·~c:r:•· ,Y, y:; I' •VY>' ' , . •:,,-,. 
, l. · PhmrtiffHulet is a valid and emting Idabolimitedpartnersbjp.withitsprincipal 
·ii ·- .: (: :; .. ,;~- ,• •. ., ': • v.·.: ', • _ . • • ' • ·····: ., 
,pJaco ofbusinesa in Canyon County, Idaho~ 
.. ' < 4. i- ·· That at all times herein mentioned. Defendant Statl1a Corp. was and aow Is a 
corporation ,duly mganlud ~d existulg under tho Jaws of the State of Idaho aud is transacmJg 
business la Ad& County, Idaho • . 
S. , -' That on or about tM 21.* day of No~ 2006, Dchdant Stams Corp. did 
execum and deliver ti, Plaintiff McKay a Pro:mmol]' Note, a. copy of which is~ b=to as 
, 
, 
, _Fxhibit •A• and is, by this Rfcrem:e; mcozporated'J~erein as if set forth in full, in the, face amomt 
.. •. of Sl,396,800.00, due and payable Much 30, 2008. That said ,Promissoty Noie is subject to 
interest thereon after the duo date at 'Im ta'le of 1 <>'-' pet amnm. 
6. That on or about the 28111 'day of November 2006, Defendants Status Carp. 
exccatod and doliverccl 10 PlaiaDff McKay hcn:il1 a Mortgage secmmg tho JJIIYD*ll oNhe 
· , priocfpaJ and interest of tho aba'fo.descn'bcd Promissory Note. Said Mortgage was iea,rded 
, A , I 
' November 30, 2006, as fmttumcnt No. l 06187071, records of Ada Cowrty, Stato of Ida1m, ancl 
the property subjcct10 said mortpgc.ismoreparticularlydescn'bcd as.follows, lo-wit: 
" ,. : A p~ of.land being a portion of tho South half of the Southwest 
quart.er of Section 33. Township 3 North. Range 1 Bast, Boise 
Meridian. Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as . 
follows: 
COMPLAINT FOR MOiTGAGX FORECLOSUim • l 
,,<,,:,PLTF00394 ,;r/'" , 
MCKAY 1766i1 
, I 
, .. , . , " ' ,, . .• '_,.' .• ., . . __ _____ ____ , _ ___J 
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·-----· . --. --.. ·--·---·--.·. ------- .--·-----------.... _,_,, ___ :: .... . 
. . .. 
. , 
'~ i::·-: /\~;.. . . . :,:,":-~::,;{~:) :~ ;:~) ;? i/~:· 
. :, /] :::i: . ,., ..> .. ;;::~ .::;:-·, ,.:·,~~,-~=::; _. ·,.. ' 
. :.::-~:,;)_,:; ...... ,/;~:;J~Jt~;~~~:t)~¥:'-> 
: ... ' · .. , ·.··.· 
" '" -~ ,,~ ' 
·, :~~.: :~~~t~~\1;~; ;,·, · 
,. ,· ':-::;'.;:i:;i:~ilf~=:f!~=::~!~~·~3";~~t ,,, 
:<· ·. /, :c;;;,;,,:; NOitb 89"42'4rEastf 1;66915 feet along the South lineoftheili· : ·· , , 
·· ··'"' J;::~,,~1!ra~E.6~,=~~~_;r:1:; 
, ,. Along said appruximato =nlerlim u fi>llo~ t1umco ' .\ · .. :>: '.: ·: .. . . . 
~=:!;·~!:~~:::;::: == :=:=~~j;~:]:i~]B['.'.;; '.,;::;,;1J'.;i; 
Nerti£ OS°SS~,West. 431;.53 f'eet'to a point OD 1ho Nrndi'i.ine oft)''';,i•: 
the South half of said Southwest quarter; tbente ... 
' leavingnld approximate.centerline '. ' 
. North 89°S4'26"East. 1,661.37 feet along said North Imo to tbo< · ' 
~ortheastcomet'ofsaid Southhalf(cs l/16 comm,; thei;icc 
. South 00' 05'31" West. J,329. 12 feet 1o the Southeast comer of 
· :. · said South half (South quarter cciatc.r); tbem:o . 
·· ' ., South 89'41.' 48' .. ' West, 981.9Sfeet along the South lhicof said . 
. , . South half to 1he REAL POINT OF BP.GINNING of tms 
descripdon; .· 
A copy of~ Mortgage b attached hcicto as Bxlu'bit "B• IIJld is, by Ibis ref'~ · 
;:· : 7. c:, ·· . That Defendants. Sta1us Corp. has/have made no paymm11 on the babmce. due and 
· ·· O\\ling or ~d note; that demand bas ~ made for payment of said balance owing puzsnant to 
,1he terms th~ which demand has bt.cn°refuscd. 
· 8. That the sum now due mid owing by Def~ Statua Coip. to Plaintiff Mc.Kay 
Is tho sum of SJ,204,140.00, together~ IICCilUDg intmSl in tho amount of $334.48 pc: diem 
fi:omMaa:'131, 200s. until the date Judgment is~· 
; 9. That by reason oftbD forc8l)ing. Defendants Stams Corp. is ~ted to Ptalntiffin 
the said sum of $1,204,140.00, plus accndng interest; reasonable auomey fees, plus_ the costs of 
PLTF0039Si:C:,.: 1 
''·\·i-- j 
.. . · o. ... · L!\1CKAY~767] 
.. .. " . ......... """-·'· _ .. __ _ _ ___ .: .. . . -·- ·.:,, • ..... . ... -... .... :: . .. •·· l 
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~·- t 
. ·. . . . 
12. lbo following DefendlllllS claim, Qf m:q claim ,omo !Ille.rest in the real pxopcr1f · 
!bs..t ii this subject of this action, bat the m=est of said De~ arc infi:riar and ~1o 
the interest of P~being mrcelosecl herein; · 
a) UOS--1 lD Ha2zl lake, U..C, fomierly known as BTC; ~ a Washmgton 
Limited IJabiliv Ounpanr. 
b) Bmgo 1nvestmcDts, II.C; and 
c) Wella Fargo FoothilJ. IDc., a Olifumia CmJ,otatiO!l as~ agent for tha 
lenders pur.suant to ilia Loan and Secarlty Agreement. 
COUNTTWO 
SLANDER OF'Jn'LR 
13. p!ainiifrs rcl~es and incmpozates paragraphs I through 12 ht.rein by~ . 
14. On or about Navcmbcr 21, 2006, Mcl{ay, Tuif Company and Status Corp. entered 
into a certain Can1ract of Pmma.,e and Sale (tho Aglffll1eni) which. provided, in pertinmt pmfi 
that Status Coiparation would purchase and Turf Company would sell in accoroanco with the 
~ of the Agr=ncm, ctltaiD real property identified as Parcel 2 In tha Agreement (Pmtel 2). 
CONfLUNT 10llNOBl'GAGB FOIUtCLOSURX- 4 
;_: 
PL TF00396:',L,,: 
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·:1:.·· 
.. ".-,:.~ ·: .•.. 
", ~~~:Jl~~t:::. 
,;~;;':~ ,·,·,:;,i 
::.:·v: /~~~t};::.:;:::t\t( . 
... :r~~~t~~~~~~ im~:·.~··:.· . 
. : ,. ,::•:•~;,.' A· parcel of land: sitm1ed. iii & porliou of:c thlf' $ollth· half of 
.. :~.- South~?quarlai of: tho} Southwest · qusrti:i,i of Section 
· .>)1:rni:);,:¥);, T~:3,Nortb. ,Rqe•. 1 J~astf ~~~:Meri.diu. Ada <:o~1•1::,:: ,· 
. , . . '.' · :; ''. Idaho, as shown on.Record ofSurvey.No; 4SJJ~-rtcorded February '. . 
· · • ·_ ;..c ... ::·, z ,r1999 .. Instrument No. 990101s0 ror:LJ:narwin Mcltii1;:a io: .. 
...... · . :·:,~A~asfollaws;.:,i;;;·:'.:·'·+:;~:,;:(; . thi:;;;;i;;;.··, 
B~itth~S!Jllthvmit ~ ofSection 33; ~ ];':i!:~;i;';~[j';i,: ,:,·· . 
North 00"00'00" East 1338.06 feot 1D a 5/8 inch ~ marking 
89uth 1/16 comer commou to Sccdcms 32 and33~ theacao - - · ' :, 
. · Along ~ -Nartbc:.IJ 1ir» of said , Saulb half .of tbt: Southwmt:·· . 
. quartet · . . •; 
North 89D 54'18" East 99243 feet to a point marling tho cederline. 
, . of tho TmMilo Crec:t; 1hcacc 
"-,:,~,;;;,,..Alongsaidcmteztinothefollowingeo~ .. 
· ?O South S&-5B'00"Easl431.5S:feet~ a point; thcDco · 
.· ;;•\ ( : South 4S"ll'OD"' Bast 744.00 Ccetto a point; then=:- .. . · 
South 12"03'30-Easr 389.10 feet to a~ inch rcbari tmmm . 
. , . Leaving said c:emr:rlinn mi a1oog the SouthcrlJ line of tho said · 
. Southwestqaarter; . . 
SOllth 89•4214B"West 1669.75 feet to tmPOINTOP· 
BEGINNING. 
. EXCEPllNo THBREFRDu the ron• described land· u 
. shown a.r Parcel Bon said Record of SUMf, 
Begi!JJJq at 1ha SIJlJlhweat comer of Section 33, ~ 
· Along the WestcrJy lino of the saids~ quarter 
North00"00'00"·East326.06fcetto an Yainch.tebar. tbenco 
Sou1h 48"49'33" East 170.96 != tu a~ inch rebar; lh=nco 
North 89"42'48" East 139.97 feet to a~ Ind\ rebm; tbccca 
North 00"00'00" Easti2B.OI feet to a~ io,;:hrebar. thenct 
North 89'42' 48,, East449.84 feet to ·a~ inch rebar. tb=:c 
South 00'00'00'" East 340.87· feeC tu a~ inch rebar; thcacs 
. Alq the Southt:dy lino of the said Southwest quarter · 
South 89°42'48"' West 718.SO feet to the POINT OP BEGINNING. 
16. On November JO. 2006, the parties caused to be tceordcd a certain memmandum 
.•, of Contract.as 1mtraimnt No. 0600042290, re~.or<h. of Ada County, Idaho· (}4~ of · 
Contract), a true copy of 'Mlioh i, attached as Bxluoit "D" and incorpo1*1 herein. 
COMPLAINTFORMOll.TGAGB l!OREC.OSORB-S 
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, , 
.,.,. ~.,.,.,,:-x::: ''" .. 
/S: <:•• •• \::)/f'./~ •:. • >.::> ~;~·-; ;~.,:· ••• • 
,, .,·,:_;A:_~,:~::~<~~;r; ._, ~" ·-· · -: -< 1~:;~~r:~~-t~{ y - • ·::\)~~:~';: ;:{::;:;;~~::::;~:i;;;: .. 
• :- ~. , ' z;c~; >.~'.':': -::::~,~:.> .,. ·; • ... ,; ,:· .. ~ ' .,.,v,, 'j..Y~ -•y,1' •ec,;:rr•:, ~~ J;'t~,'~;: :• •'., 
. :.::<_}?~:,:;:?; <;~\_:::~·:-~ ";;:~~::: ~- . ·, ;·,: '.:~~1~;~!~~f ~j~~( :~~~~~~-~~.:~_·),-.. 
. · .. ·: . . . ,. ' . . '\\.::.1~;);;:!~:<~~ ---~: . .. -~ . ·;-: ~:g~-:~: -·:f;~,-- ·· .. :·· . . · ·:. 
-·~tr/?~\}!~}?~~d/~\:1 .- ~::: . .. . -:)f~~~i~~~~(~(i:\\~.- .. :"' .· .. ·· ·>·::-~-?~r:~ ':._ .. ~//i~/-. 
":"·-·-.... ···::;..'.::;:;;~~~t;_,:.···;<"'1:!/!:j\(Jit1::J,11,;\": < '+:i;,<,t· t';;\.;: ·:0-: · :--.. --.. , · : .. ,,, .,..1:,_, ... 
" . ··:: .• ,: ~ ~; ·-~;?.~ . 
· .. :.,/:\,~:,~~,'-~~t- ,<( :l; 
' • . ; -~·- ..... . : . • :;(;~;; ,·.~ ,x· ·: ' ...• ,_-,: :;· ·.=-:; ":,7:,:~',:·:::.::r~~r:~: 1~~:~~,c-·. ·:. . ..... ~ ~.~ ,.-.. . : :'· .... ",>. ... ·,==~~--':~ ,,~ .:=;~,n i==: /i::i::~;.yt · ... ::~><-:-~ =~·;''···· '.~': :~~; :,~;:; -~· ·. " . 
2Q08;1henextfollowing lniiinessday;'-A tme copy of Iha Notice letter is a.ttacbed 111.&ln'bit"B"'C:' 
. ..... . . ..... ::.,···:· 
.. · .. 
~orporated berein(tho N'• LeUer). 
__ 19. · _. Plaintuli uppeazcd·far closing in -~ceotdancewitb tho Notice Jeucr. D~ 
S~Q,ip. failed to appem. thc:rcby brm:bmg tlle_ta:ms of the Agieemmt. · 
20.. By lcttc:r d*1 June 9, 2008 (tba · Second Notice Letter). PIIIU11ifrs notified .. / 
Defendmlt Status Corp. in pmincnt part · 
"YOU Jmo breached fhe Agieemcnt benaa the parti.cs...and Yo1l 
are hereby ootified 1hat ,our bieacb J'C$Ults in a cmcellatiau of all 
obligations of tbe Tmf Company, I.LC, to sell P~ 1 to )'01l iu 
accordmco with the tams of tho Agreement." 
A true copy of the Second Notice I.c!ter is attach= as Exhll>it "P and incoipotatcd b=iD. 
21: The Second Notice Letter aiiso made the following demand: 
. . . 
"As you are awm, a Mmmrandum ·of. COmnc:t respeetfng tho 
Agrecmcut bctwecia tho partf Cl has been reconfed in the Ada . 
County Idaho, Recotdcr's Office on Dca:mbcr 21, 2006. as 
DocumeitNo. 1061881_46. ~ a result of your fa:i1uns to perforin 
under the terms of the Agreement, fbis recording constitutes ~ 
stander of the title of the Turf ~ompany. ILC, to Pan:cl 2. To cura 
tbia slmdcr of title amreaaid, dmland is ~ made that you 
'. C%ec:Ufe and rctinn the enclosed Release of AD Liens and Claims to 
the undersigned." 
22 Defendant S1atus Carp. has failed ml ~ to execute and retum 1be Release of 
all Liens and Claims a.s demanded by Plaintiff's or otherwise act to release or cancel lbe rccotded 
COMPLAINT FOR MORTGAGE FOllCLOSURB • 6 
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.·. ·( ·· 
•. . . ,~_ ... . 
. ,. 
} 
---_ --· e 
--- ---.-
:::i~,~~;1::::;:;,i;~ff;;;~'.:i~,:.:: '.\¥ernotmlumof~ -~.~ ;,~,~~-~ '.~~~~-·~~~~~:~~,~~?-··;.[ . . ·:~ .. ,;3;:;!: : · .. :: 
. ;j~'::~i~"~c:rn;:~;~~;:; ,: .:~his~~,~~,~~~:;::·~~ ~;~-~~f~s ~ 'm:mecli~:· '·''''·::;.'.;'.;;:'.; "' ... :;;! 
· .. ·.;_,. :~,_.,:;;'. ··,, :+: ~:~~'.~,~~~~ll·~~~~in~~~-~:~-~.-,,.,.i': .. ~~~;ii~t~~i,;. ·,: . 
·.. . .. ~ 
·-- - ¥h. ,. • , • 
1
r ..: ·· · ·;~~·.-<~t· .. ,.,., .. 
.;/~:,j~~1~~::ti~~~~~~ic::•>, ,-:· ,.]:,~:~~:\<> /:·- COUNT THREJC:~- =:·:::-· ~; , .. 
'./\.:'/ . ' ; .·· ... ., ... . . 
'" ' ..... ;~..:::.' ~:::-,,.. . ' '< .'..: ·.:. " . :' .:· 
.·. ·, i"'i=,~r:1:it' . :: ?1'.f'A'ITORNffl ~ ;(. 
~m~ ~~and ~ ~;;~ 1 tl)rougb22 heteiD by refelmce. · 
, ', ~ 
24. , . By reason of tho acts ind omissions oftlic Defendant, Sflllls ~ u aforesaid 
. Plaintiff's have been compelled to main the services ofMunther Goodrum ~. Oitd.. t~ bring ·· 
. . 
this action and haw incmred ittomey fees. lf fhil matter is UDCODtcsted, Pwntifti ara cutifled to 
. . 
. 
, , h::, l2·J2J. 1.R.C.P. S4 (d)(iJ and I.R.c.P. S4(e)(I). 
... ,'/·'·,;:. 
. } 
PRAYERFOR~ 
J • That thePlaimiffMcKay have Judgment against D~ Stum Corp. for the 
p~ $UID ofSl,204.J 40.00, together wiUi in1ct'eSt accroiDg theredn at.a rate ~$334.48 pm' 
diem ftom March 31, 2008, IIZltil th8 date judgmeat is mered; togetherwith the further sum of 
. $3,280.00 u and for the cost of a mortgage forcclosum report as·a cost aftms ~rec~ sait; 
Piaintim Mt:Xq's costs and disbmsementJ h=n; and g==al relief · 
2. . Thal Plab:ttiffa' Mortgage be decJam:l to be a valid _and existing ~en. subj~ only 
to the_ Um Cortaxes levied~ assessed against said pr:emiscs.· and~ Plaintiffs' M~ 
COMPL&INT FORHORTGAGB FOUCLOSURB-7 
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'· 
·1·,1~~ · ·' 
·~ .. /;·· . ~L} .:· : :.::;• .. :: ·-~~it ,·.~,.: ·~, ... 
· ·~ · · -'.:~::·:t;~~j~f ft ;,;;Hf~~~J\~\>_::~ -:. -
·:,.>'.;;>·. '., ;, ' . . ·•;'"'/"/etc'::'.,_ 
.:;~~t: ..r :,>·;.· -~. ,-~---·\~-r::;,:,.. ., . -~,,~~-: ··. 
"*·'~;;~:;i;rtf::~~~~i;: . 
. ··• ~ses and eveij:~d each put fhereo[ .'. " · 
' . ,•; .,:.~ :~~~~;~~~·ii>r~~~e~r's~d~~led~P.~:w:~· . . 
. ~:s ·~f this ~lafut. by the ~ff of.Ada~~·· Idaho.· acconfing to the ~ ·of the Stam of,,i:-, ·? 
· > • 'i. Idaho mf the practice ~f fhli Court; that the ~ of said sale be applied to tho payment or 
tax.es assessed agllimi said property, and thereafter to said sums found due to Platnti1fs Ullde:r the 
· Prominoiy N~ · and Mcntgagc; and that plaintifiii have I.udgment and e:icecusio11 agaiml 
· ,. , . · Defendant Status Corp. fur any de6d.enc:y 'Wbidl may remain sftcr applying all proceeds~ the 
1- 1: ... ~ •• 
,,,··· e · 
· ..-····. .l:~ 
, '. .· 
. sale of the real property descn'bc;d ~ and that in tho eveDt all sums duo am oydng 1D 
Plaintiffs '1ave bem paid fiom t&e proceeds oftbe sale of safd teal property. tbat the aRrage. if · 
Bo/• be paid to Defmdant.. 
:· · 4. That Piainti.ff'a or any otbez pmon may become a purchaser ~ the sale or said 
real property, that Plaintiffs be allowed tu mate a crcdi1 bid at the ~ In .an amount not. 
cx:ceedfng the judgmem, Including accruing interest, costs and attome)"s fees, and the Sheriff' 
shall execnte ~ deed to said pmchaser to the said real property accardmg to Jaw; that the· 
purcliasc-:r be let ~ the possession af said prc:mts~ upon· the prodactfoa. of the Sheriffs Deed_ 
them'ore; and that title of said pmchaser of the real property be quieted 8~ any and all claims. 
of each mf ~ Defendant, and agaimt each am ~er/ other pcaon claimmg by. through«· 
under them, or any of th~ 
COMl'L..\lNT FOR.MORTGAGE FOllCLOStll\K. B 
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. . . 
., 
-~.:})~-~~;~6J., ·_ .. ~;-' -~··  r:: 
,:.";;,:.:,,• , ' ;'.t~~ ' 
. ~~g 1iamageii ag&U!l.t -Status Caip.c; in' DlVOl\ ~ Plaintif~'i:~ .. Company. ".· .: •. ; _ . 
,.~~~!. •:,·:,: •: ~- > A' y , : •• • /;c/• .: .:,r·:~..:: ,,:,• 0 ', • •• '._,_:_.,- -,:_-_-_,_:._.-_·.'_-.'_-.-_·;·.·_-- ·-:·",.';_, __ ,_.<•,· ,_-._ ,-,·. • ___ · ___ --, _: __ . · ___ '.--~A<~. • 0 ~- '.)!./>:;~l~~f • 
:; · :·,:,_ ...,. •· .. ,·~r~t.r :·--~s-- :~ ·:\}~~-:~-~- ·_._-- }~_t::_·'._~_-t_·_-_ ,_--:~_: .. _ ,_ 
·;~, .- ;: ~~fo/~~i~~r:,::/ {: -. : ;·:bitt··_.: ,_.,· ·'.·.:·., : -~><' <- ·: .. '. :, .>,··· . 
. ··· ~ ,; ;•·- '-~ '.~:::•t. 
· · ,.: ;;,.:~: 7. :f:'~~ Awardlng-·,:easonah!eatk!meY fem andcosts·to Plaindffir against.Defendant ,::{ : . 
• < 
•:. 
S4(d)(J} ~LR.t.P; S4(e)(I); : 
8. For suc:hfin1berrdicfu·fhe Courtsbll dee:mjustandflq_Uitablounilcrtho facts 
DAll!uthls 1i~ dayaf~200L 
-MUNJ"BER ~DR.UM SPERRY~ CHAR.IERE> 
··,:.. , . , 
PLTF~0401 ':}-
MCKAY 1773 
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------------------------.. ------.. --------------------··- , --------.---·- ' --- ·----- ' __ ------------ - __ ----- -------------------------_ -- _------- ----_.---------
- - -
___ . _ Thatyour.Affiantisan mdividual 'and mmb« of PlaintiffTmfCompany;I.LC;; and u ,u, 
·; "'~is per.ionally fimuliarwith thcmattc:rsstatcd herein. - - - - --- - ' ---
That your Afliant has rm t1io fmgulng Verified Complaint. mows the ecmlalts thmot -
and_ based upon ms~ pmso.nal Jmowledge mid beliet; f?elievea tho same to be 1rUe mid-~ 
_- DATED tbir ~day o! July200S. 
. STATBOFIDAHO .) 
=~ 
Coumy of Ada · ) . · 
·. _ On this~ ofiuly2008. ~me me a NotmyPnblic in and for~ state, · . -
. pemmlly appcen:d L Darwin McKay peisonaily known 1D me to bathe pc:mD ~ name is 
subsalbed 1D the within instrument, and ~edged to me that be ~ tha smno.. 
~~~ -~ 
NrrffJl.YPUBllCFORJDAl!~-· · 
Rcsidingat: ~-'<'~ . 
My Commission Expires: , c? - 13 ~ ;l.O lJ 
C:01\U'LAJNT FOR MORTGAGE 1l'O.RECL0SURB • 10 
PLTFC>0402)'.i::·:' -. _:_: 
MCKAY1774-':/ 
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•, 
. L. DARWJN·McKA.y, TtJRF COMP.ANY, 
.. : ; LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability company, and 
.. '·::· BVLETFARMMANAGEMENT 
.. LlMlTED PARTNERSBIP, anJ'dam.·· 
. ' .. Limited Partnasbip,, ' 
., _, ,~r,~c . 
:.·· l~- . 
' ~--, 
PlaiDtifJII;:: 
STATUS CORPORA'l10N OJPIDAHO, a 
Idaho corporation, UOS-1 m Buel Lab, 
: LLC, f/k/a DTCX, I.LC, a Wubingtaa 
" ... · Limited Liability Company, BINGO 
. INVF81'MENTS, I.LC, WELI8 PARGO 
· FOOT.BILL, JN~ a CaJi1bmia Coipomticm 
u adminimative agc:m mrtho 1eadas pmsuani 
to tho Loan and Security Agreemnt. 
CASE NO. CV OC 0813374 '-i't 
JUDGMENT AGAJNBI' DDENJ>ANTS' ( . 
STATUS CORPORA'l10N OJ'IDAJI0,0• 
J.281.1 m Jme1 Lab, u.c, I/Id• BTCX, 
I.LC, ad WELLS PARGO F00'1'DILL. 
INC. 
~ Status Corporation of Idaho. I.208-1 m Hazel Lake, I.LC, !Na BTCS. U.C. 
and. Wells Fargo Foothill. Inc., having been regul,dy sc:rved with proces.t and not havmg 
answered witbm the timo allowm tbmtbxa by Jaw, and ddinlth&ving bcCD emm:d. 
EXHIBIT ...... ~-$ 
. MCKAY 1903.;. 
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··-· e e 
. ~r;.,, .. ::_-./~!'.: \/::'.\. 
·c. ,. ;· ..... - · 
·. : ::: ;.; . ;~;'-;~;.1 :.:_::=~ :·:·. ;:,· ·- ··:. .. ' . 
-~ /;.- ·• = ·- ··: .:~/?}<.-.- .· ... -~~v· 
·:".''i1tr::~j~~'~:~r~5!~~1t:~a:3=~··. 
'.~~,.~~,*.~ ,~ :4.~,~~~2:;~:i,~i~r:~~:;.: · .. ·
.... r';,/"/' De1iult that Defemimis Status ColpQl'8licin o£IdilioH.2C>1·UD Hml ~~MB~-.:-:· 
·· ;"''"·~·~·,~~~~~~:.~~;::.;;.;";~r~ ~~~=±::::J:!f 
.,!'.l~~~'7o!:m~~~--=;:.:.:~·,:·o~'. .. 
·. ,,.;,;:_·-.j~-~j~!,s,~:r.'•~~;;~~-~~-~ ~-~ ~lb~¥~ :~ 
· r 't· :.,::::··-:;~··~- •. ,. :·,,~·.:,~:·· -!--~": ·::·n_"' ·< · =.··/::~ ... .,,, .. 
· · '· Idaho in the sum:af.$1~7,457.30 (phis pt"ejudgment:~ of $334.48 ~ 1/12/08 mdil tb1p t: 
.. ,., ....... ,,,, .. 
"dalis jud•is cntezed) together~ intemt t!itnon at tu lepl me of7.625% !mn tho dare . 
2/:}' Turf Company, U.C. is awarded jlldgmmt apimt Defi::ncfaat Status Coqmmion . 
· of Idaho, cfeclering that the Memorandum of Comract mcmded as Imtrument No. 0600042290, 
.i=ords of Ada County. Idaho. is of no force and effect u it pertains 1D Parcel 2 and n is hmby 
; 
ord=d that Did Memorandmn of Contnctbe cancelled ftmn tho public secotd. 
. ·-~---, ,~··; 
Parcel 2 is mme pctic:ularly descnoed u follows: 
A parcel of land ·situated in a portion of tho SOU!h half of the 
Southwm quamr of the Southwest quarter of Section 33, 
Towmhip 3 North. Range 1 East, Boise Meddian, Ada County. 
Idaho, as shown on Reconl of Sum,y No. 4531, recorded Febr:umy 
2, 1999 as Instrummt No. 9901016'2 tor L Duwin McKay as 
Parcel A described u follOWI: 
Beginning attbo Southwest com«of Section 33; thms:o 
Nonh 00°00'00"" But 1338.06 feet tu a 5/8 inch rcbar marking tho 
South 1/16 coma-common to Sediom 32 and 33, then= 
Alcmg the Nortbaiy line of said South half of. tho Somhv.at 
quarter 
North 89" 54'18" But 992.43 feet to a poialmamng1flo oenttdine 
· of the Ten Mile Cleek; thence 
Alcmg said ce:me:rlia.c the following comes: 
South 58°58'00"' East 43 J .S5 fcc:t to a point; th=oc 
JVDGMENT-l'AGB2 
. PLTFO<l652 · · . 
... 
MCKAY1904 · 
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. ~ , --·- . ·,-. ---------- ·. e 
, . : .~. ~r . 
. ·'· 
' l. ·. · Plamtiff MclCay is awarded judgment against Defmlanll Status Corporation of 
. Idaho, I.208-1 m Hazd Lab:. I.LC, f/Wa BTCS. UC, mi Wells Fargo Foothill. me.. d.ccJaring 
that PJahm1F Mcltay"a mm1pie is a valid and edslmg lien on Pared 1 subject to tho lim for 
, mes levied ml assessed agamst said premises, that PlamtiffMcK.ay's Mmtpgo be fan:closed, 
; .. ,, 
that . Defendant Status Coipandion of Idaho, either as =ant, em:umbrances, mcrtppe, 
·' purcbascr. or otherwise be barred and forec1mcd of all risbt title er claim upon or in said 
premises and every part thcreo( that the inteiests of Dcfcudmzts t.208-1 m H.ezcl Lake. I.LC, 
formerly known as BTOC, I.LC, and Wells Fargo Foo1hills, Jnc., arc inf~ar and subordinam to 
.: tho · immst of Plaintiff McKay being fon:c:Joscd hcr:ciD. 
Paxa:11 is more particularly descn"bed u follows: 
A parcel of land being a portion of the South half of the Southwest 
quamr of Section 33, Township 3 North. Range 1 F.ast, Boise 
Mmdhm. Ada County, Idaho, more pattic:uJady descn"bc:d as 
follows: 
JUI>GMIMT-l»AGB3 
PLTF00653 :,,. 
MCKAY,1905 ·, 
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------· .. -. ---- . .e 
------- .· 
.· .. );,, :;~;i~:•·:;:.,'.;i;;:::·::_"··:, 'eommcmci~.; tbo,So~:~ . of Sec:tlon·33.:.Towadlip"i ;.:,."- . ,. 
','\·:·;,i,i"t_s\('.;:]t:,t;i:'1'':t Ncxtbi ~ -1 '!- Boise Meridian; tb:mco~;;:,:, , °' .. . i .. , • " '"l;,\ii,,n: :·· :• 
.. '''> , .. • '"" Nardi Jgt4~48 Bast.· l1669;7S'1eetaloqfhe Southllnooftbo,;_, , .·. .. 
:,,. ''fo,.· ::~{ , SouthhalfofthtlSouthwestquamrofsudSectiim331Dapamtonv_:f:i 
... /' .. '" theappoxhuafec,e:,mt!inoof!~Mile~ 1"-~PO~;;· •. 
... 0c,,,,;·,~d'~ :;::~i~r:~:5=l£=€'r:.==:':i~·;,:., 
.'':"J]\t: '):'flt North 4S-13'00'!.West,744.00 feet to a point; tbmco-.:· ·. .::·. .. 
;7:-::.,i;t., North0&-S8~00"W~431.53feetto.apomt'oathoNorthlineofi; 
. it , ·'. ?•:: ·: . tbc South half of said Soulbwcst quarttr, 1hmco,~[' ,; · 
,._ .,.,,.,:e-,, . ••.• _);!.·.::: .. -~;j:':1~:;::·••:.'.~!~;:;;;;;;;;~;ii;:;~;~:r=~·;:=6=,~ -~Nmthlino _ ~ ·-tbo·· .... 
,.._ .,:,,;.;:•• . Northeastc:omcr ofsaicl Sou1hbalf(~• l/16 comer)i 1hezx:e, , · .· . . ... 
_._ .. ,, ·'· '•"·"''''"'· '· .. "',,H . South 000 OS"l t • West; 1,329; 12 feet to tho Somheut comer of 1fi'. ·;:,,: .. , . 
,,, .. saidSouthhalf'(Soothquartercomer);thence•,, . , 
South Sgt42'4S- West. 981.95 feet along the South Ima of aid · · 
South half to tho REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of1his 
description. 
DATEDtlm /f//!J dayof Aagust2008. 
TIMOTHY HANSEN 
District Comt Iadge 
~,· ~ , :. :~.• .,x:;.: .: 
PLTF00654t''.:;: 
MCKAY, 1906-''.fi 
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, ·; ·-; 
.--.. - --- - ---·- ---·-·· - --- -· 
. '. 
WelhFargo F~ me. 
. · _ r/o Coiporation Semc:o Company 
. ,- 1401 Shorelina Drive, Suite 2, 
Boise; lD 83702 
. DmkJi: I . O'Neill 
· ·. 1'ro1Jt Jones Gledhill Pnmman. P.A. 
P. 0 ; Box 1097 
Boise, Idaho 83701·1097 
borney,for Bingo lmut1nml8, UC 
donelll@t4alaw.CQlff 
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., .. ·, 
.. 
· .. 
'·: ~-~; .:· :;. . 
.. :;;; NQ._···----=-~---
.... A»-·_ .. ---fll.lD...iPM :.' 
· ·::::· :;'-'.'-:i;;'.i,ir<,JANJ,·o· 2009;11,,;: · · 
\iir JitiA~b NAVA~R6; ~ ~/\ ' 
;;, ~~ .,...,,, 
. ''':"·i··:,,<s-:~"o~) ... ,. 
.~: ~ 
::: > .. Attorneys for PlaintiffPatriciaMcICayr ..... 
' § ,,,;-.... ·-.: . ·'';. ·.. ',?i;·::':.::'· 
. ,~>=~~>'..: ,',;~:; 
.. . '·).~.·.~~.":.~_.:,,:_::. . .. i~i:\V~-... ·i~~:·_, 
- . ';--~-~;1!!~::~.1.'.~~;5'~1 : ,: 
IN.,TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF'THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISI'RICT. OF .. 
, ... · . .-.,; 
· .. ;:·•,,.THE STATE:OF IDAHO, JN'AND FORTHE COUNTY OF ADA 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Defendant · 
MAGIS'I'.RATE DIVISION 
****** 
) Case No. CV DR 0615200 
) 
) MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
) 
) 
) Filing Fee: $76.00 · 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
). 
) 
________________ ) 
. COMES NOW, the Plairitifl: Patricia McKay, by and through her attorneys of reco~ 
.... :· Holland & Hart LLP; and moves the Court for an Order as follows: 
000429
···-----·---· .. --·-· - . ----- -- -- e - --·· 
~-· .,;., 
· ./-;\:}:;\. This moti~n is based upon the Affidavits of Patricia McKay, filed concurrently herewith; 
""';~ , .. ·. .. ' . . ., . . .... ' 
~!i1aj ~ 'j'~ '~y of January 2009~~~ ' 
-~/\'./_,;. 
·,,·: 
'\'./J:'.\' 
HOLLAND & HART UP 
By, .;c-.--_..;;_-=--1,.--.-::;.._ _______ _ 
tt D. Hess, of the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
•.·. MOTION FOR CONTEMPT- 2 
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CQPV NO·----,,.,..~----i,L1:,:, AM ___ __.-.M,~-~~ 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, C rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE,FOURTH JUDICIAL DMRlffll NIXON 
OEi'UIY 
IN THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA McKAY, ) 
) Case No. 
Plaintiff, ) CVDR-2006-15200 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
DARWIN McKAY, ) 
(COPY) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE MICHAEL J. REARDON 
JUDGE OF THE MAGISTRATE COURT 
(Sitting without a Jury) 
Boise, Idaho 
July 9, 2009 
TRANSCRIPT OF AUDIOT APED PROCEEDINGS 
RE: MOTIONS 
~~~ 
Q)urt Beport1n& Lm 
Lo:i A. PUl•Uer, CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR 
Licenaed io Zdaho, Wull.t.agton , 17ub 
?76 Zaat: l\iTWraide Drivw 
SuJ.u 200 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
WlfW.q:aacow:uepcrt:ing.com 
J!:"'!IUlii: ~t.iaaqna@-D.CCIIII 
Telephone: 208.484.6309 
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APPEARANCES 
FOR THE PLAINTIFF: 
Mr. Scott D. Hess 
Attorney at Law 
HOLLAND & BART LLP 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
FOR THE DEFENDANT: 
Ms. Kimberly D. Brooks 
Attorney at Law 
BROOKS LAW P.C. 
The Lockman House 
23 9th Avenue North 
Namp, Idaho 83687 
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54 (Pages 198 to 201) 
Page 198 
1 A. I do recall reviewing those loan doc:umenu. 
Page200 t 
I the bull may bYC. there wu • difl'ermce wllether ft wu 
2 And I do recall reviewing the loan covenants. 
3 Q. Batu f011 CesdOcd today, do yoa know wllet•er 
4 or aot that If Mr. McKay woald lane made a paymcat, 
S would tut have violated the lendlag tcnm ortlie 
6 baak! 
7 A. Payment with the proceeds fiom the Albrethsen 
8 Farm sale would not have violated the loan covenants set 
9 forth in the doc:umcnts 11m I ~ 
10 Q. Wbt docameab dJd yoa review to be able to 
11 make tliat coaduioa'l' 
12 A. Well, I reviewed basically all of the documems 
13 that Mr. McKay and these various entities and Mrs. McKay 
14 entered Into over lbe course of their ten-year 
IS marriage. 
16 Q. Old you ffliew any documnts u receat u 100'1, 
17 late 2006? 
2 a .,.ymcat oa die salt ortbe Albrctbsell property versa 
3 tbe sale of the Home Farmt 
4 A. Comet. 
S MR. HESS: NOlhing tiJrthcr. 
6 1llE COURT: Anythins else? 
7 RECROSS.EXAMINATION 
8 BY MS. BROOKS: 
9 Q. Areyot1awareohayofthdebtndottllat 
IO tll! Tuf Compaay held at tbe tbae tllat Mr. McKay 
11 reaiYed funds from the lilfe compaay? 
12 A. I recall seeing tho loan covenanu and the 
13 ratio requimnc:nts. I don't recall what they wen: at 
14 this moment. 
15 Q. Md yoa doa't recall wlaat Ck ndoe ofdlc 
16 actual-aot die lCl'III COYCIWICS, but wbar were tile 
17 actual nlios of the Tarf Compaay at tile time that the 
18 A. Yes. 18 paymeatfromthetitlecompanywurecelved'l' 
19 Q. And dJd you ever talk to .. ,. repmcatatlve or 19 A. I didn't follow the question. 
20 tbe bank tbat bolds the Hae or credit ror the Tllrf 20 Q. The loan requlns a cercaia nlio ar debt; 
21 Corpontia? 21 cornet! 
22 A. I may have, but I don't specifically recall. 22 A. That is debc to equity or loan to valuo. There 
23 Q. So yoa are blSinnoar oplaioa today and you 23 wm: several different ratios. 
24 testimony that tile payment woald not have violated tbe 24 Q. Aad so yoa l'fflewed fa cbe lo•• docwments wbat 
25 lead1111 terms based apoa your owa aaalysls oftbe 25 tile baak rcqalred tllose ntios to be; ript'l' 
Page201 
~ 
Page 199 
I lendlnz: docamenb? 
2 A. Const. 2 
A. Comet. i 
Q. Butyoa don't know what tile Tarf Company's ~ 
~ 3 Q. Notlrom any statement or conversation wfdu 
4 npraaitadnoftbebaak'l' 
S A. As I said, I don't m:all having• convmation 
6 with rqx=wives of the bank, but I could have. 
7 MS. BROOKS: Nothing further. 
8 THECOURT: Anythingonthlt? 
9 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
10 BY MR. HESS: 
11 Q, Yoa Indicated- I beUne youreflldicatlJII 
12 iA yoar testimony tut yoar aadmtaltdin1 and review or 
13 tbe loaa documcua indkated that a paymeat rrom tile 
14 Albretlsea pro~rty wold not violate tlle loaa 
IS COYeDHtl'l' 
16 A. Concct. 
17 Q, Do I aadentaad tbat comedy? 
3 ntfos adUalJy were? 
4 A. Well, I did at the time. I did the analysis 
S and determined that it would not breach the loan 
6 covenants. 
7 Q. And that wu based on documentation that 
8 Patricia pn to you? 
9 A. Well - and that it was produced by Mr. McKay 
IO during cfJSCOVery. 
11 Q. Daring the divorce pruccedillp? 
12 A. Yes. ma'am. 
13 Q. WhfcJa wu • faDyearpriorto Mr. McKay 
14 receiving die proceeds Crom the title company? 
15 A. The divorce~ was entered in late 2007. 
16 and I believe he rcc:civcd the proceeds approximately a 
17 year later; that's correct. 
18 A. Yes,youdo. 18 MS. BROOKS: Thank you. Nothing filnher. 
THE COURT: Anything else, Mr. Hess? 
MR. HESS: Nothing fiuther. 
19 Q, AU rf&bL Do yoabave die nme eoaclasiaa 19 
20 wftb reprd to a pa,mat bad It beta made wldl reprd Co 20 
21 tbeuleortbeRomeFarm? 
22 A, I think a payment. we would have had to have 
23 the consent of the blnlc IO rec:eive proceeds from the 
24 sate of the Home Fann, because ii was coUaterallmt. 
25 Q. So dlen Is a -wkb repnl to,., obJecdam 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2.S 
1lfE COURT: Can Mr. Walker be excused? 
MS. BROOKS: Yes. 
TifE WITNESS: 11wllc you. Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Yo11 are ftee to go. 
Mr.Hess. 
CASE NO. CVDR-2006-15200 
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Pagc202 Page204 ~ 
I MR. HESS: Yes, Your Honor. We call Patricia I them each time. 
2 McKay. 2 Could you please have a first set? No? 
3 MS. BROOKS: Your Honor.as we go into the 3 THECOURT: Yeah.youcanhaveafirsuetnext 
4 (inaudible). I have been in contact with my witnesses. 4 Thursday. but beyond that. I don't have a first set 
S and I ha\'e unavailability, witnesses that arc S available until Decffllbcr. 
: 
6 unavailable to testify tomonow. I'm not sure what to 6 MS. BROOKS: Oh, Ood. 
7 do about that. 7 THE COURT: Yeah, exactly. 
8 I have one witness that's here that is going to 8 MS. BROOKS: Your Honor, could we take Thursday 
9 be out until 2: IS tomonow afternoon. And my other 9 and-
IO two - my expert witnesses have problems for tomorrow. I 0 1lfE COURT: The 16th? 
II THE COURT: How about next Thursday? 11 MS. BROOKS: Yeah. Just kind of with the 
12 
13 
14 
MS. BROOKS: I will try. 
THE COURT: Are yO\D' witnesses here? 
MS. BROOKS: One is. 
I 5 TIIE COURT: Ctn we take them out of order? 
16 MS. BROOKS: I wouldn't be able to finish her 
17 byS:00. 
18 THE COURT: Is the one that you are going to 
19 have the most trouble with here? Well -
20 MS. BROOKS: The trial next Thursday I don't 
21 think will go very long. Maybe ·we could start it at 
22 like I 0:00. 
23 THE COURT: Oh. okay. 
24 MS. BROOKS: Would that be possible? 
25 THE COURT: How about 10:30? 
12 understanding that I may have an issue. I don't want to 
13 lose the date. but at the same time I don't wmrt to 
14 leave the cowt astray either. 
15 nlECOURT: rnsctit(orthol6111atl0:30, 
16 And if the other matter clocffl't resolve, then -1 mean. 
17 I don't know what- the 24th is the only second set l 
18 have available until we get 10 the third week In 
19 September. 
20 Now, if you like. I'll set It for 16th. And r 
21 will tell you that on the 24th, that that case involves 
22 Matt Stoppcllo and Sheppard. who are generally pretty 
23 reasonable folks. And I would guess that there is a is 
24 pretty good chance that that case is going to resolve. 
25 rryou want to set It for the 16th and between 
• 
. 
~ 
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I MR. HESS: Okay. 
2 MS. BROOKS: Perhaps that's not the best thing 
3 to do. then. 
4 1llE COURT: Why? 
S MS. BROOKS: May l come up? 
6 1llE COURT: Sure, you may. You can approach as 
7 well, if you'd like. 
8 That's next lbUJSday is the problem; right? 
9 MS. BROOKS: The 16th? 
10 1HECOURT: Yeah. Andtomorrowwehavc 
11 issues - ifwc took your wilness now, how long would it 
12 take. do you e,cped? 
13 MS. BROOKS: I expect - about two and a half 
14 boun, two hours. 
IS 1llECOURT: Oh. 
16 MS. BROOKS: And I need lo call my two expcns, 
17 because they wen, having issues. They were going to ay 
18 and wortc on them. 
19 1HE COURT: Issues fortomom,w? 
20 MS. BROOKS: Yes. 
21 1HE COUR.T: Well, l i:aught a break next 
22 Thursday and lhais why I've goc the day open. I've got 
23 a second set scheduled for the 24th. 
24 MS. BROOKS: Your Honor, we have to pay 1hese 
I now and then, either/or both of you talk lo 
2 Mr. Stoppello and Ms. Sheppard and see if their case is 
3 resolved, you can move It to the 24th and you can have a 
4 first set then. 
S MS. BROOKS: We're just going to try to work 
6 out the 16th. 
7 ntECOURT: Okay. 16th. All righL 
8 Your direc:t, Ms. McKay, Mr. Hess, will that 
9 takemorcthan4S minutes? 
10 MR. HESS: I think it may, Your Honor. You 
11 know, I don't want to waste 45 minutes. but in light of 
12 what's occurred today, it may make some sense to give me 
13 a little time to talJc to her, and we could probably 
14 shorten it down come the 16th. I'll do it either way 
IS youwant. 
16 THE COURT: Well, I'm not interested in 
17 breaking panly through, because my experience is that 
18 just adds 20 minutes to somebody's testimony to n:view 
19 it. 
20 And ifwe do It on the 16th, Ms. Brooks, are we 
21 going to stan- whallimc are we going to start? I 
22 said 10:30. Is that what you are talking about or-
23 MS. BROOKS: We're going to talk to the judge 
24 and by ID get it n:solved SO 10:00. 
~ 
) 
25 witnesses to be here. the two. Mr. Mc:Kay hu to pay 2.5 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Evm bcfbre that date, I ' 
• • • ••• -• • •ro •• • I • ' • •• • - • • - o• •• 
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I would say 10:00. 
• 2 THE COURT: Okay. Let's start at I 0:00 on the ~ 
3 16th. I would encourage everyone to streamline their ~ 
4 questioning. because ifwe don't get it that day, ifs a ~ 
s long time before we get another date. ~ 
6 MS. BROOKS: Your Honor? ; 
7 THE COURT: Yes. 
I 
8 MS. BROOKS: lfl'm able to completely resolve 
9 it prior to, may we notify the Court and maybe start at ; 
10 9:001 
11 1lfE COURT: Yes. 
12 MS. BROOKS: Thank you. 
13 THE COURT: Just keep in touch with Mr. Hess. 
14 MS. BROOKS: We'll do. 
IS THE COURT: So we'll tentatively start at 10:00 
16 unless we here from you, but if we hear from you, we'll 
17 start at 9:00. 
18 MS. BROOKS: Thank you. I . 
19 THE COURT: Can we talk about anything else? 
20 MS. BROOKS: I don't believe so. l 
21 • Your Honor, because I didn't label my exhibits : 
22 as exhibits, would you like me to go ahead and submit ! 
23 that with the exhibits. ' 
24 THE COURT: That would be helpful r\ 
2S MS. BROOKS: Great. Thank YOtL ; 
Page207 
; 
i. 
I THE COURT: I have to say, I don't think I've ~ 2 ever listened to an entire day of testimony, six 
' 3 witnesses, and all of them lawyers. And I hope I never ' ; 
4 do it again. l 
s We'll be in recess. ~ 
6 (Whereupon, the foregoing audiotaped 1 
7 proceedings were adjourned.) i 
8 ••• 
9 
10 ~ 
11 
12 . 
13 C. 
. 
14 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF:.'.,>-:;, 
· .:·,. . > 
. . 
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. . . . """' ~- . 
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) 
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_______________ ) 
This Matter came before the Court upon the Motion of the Plaintiff, Patricia McKay, 
reques1tirig that the Court enforce the Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered on November 29, 
.. 2007 by liquidating the amount of the Judgment. 
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• PATlUC:tA' McltAY/ ' 
,, , Defendant. -
e 
) ,:, CASB ' NO., · CV DR•' 0615200 -
) 
) 
) ,?, 
) ORDBR.. RBGIJU)INQ SB'l'TLBMKNT OP ALL 
> ·cLA:IMS 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
tf\i/1[)1:\1,_ .. TBJ:S MATTER., having coma before the Court on the 15tta day of 
' ,::;;[:J:'.c{}/~~iy/ 2009, · Defendant . DARWllf HcD.Y with his attorney of record, ltim 
·· srooks1< Plaintiff PATRIC::IA MclCAY appearing with her attorney of 
·record, , Scott- D. Hess, the parties having reached an agreement and 
pi'iicingthair stipulation on the record in open Court, the Court 
therein, ~T rs HBREBY ORDBRBI> aa followa1 
SBTTLBMBNT OP ALL CLAIMS • PAGB l 
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~ - . . (~' . 
'. ·,.,.~~:<·;· 
:- .. ~-?~t>~:::.:~~-. ·: • : ,·,:~,-. ,' ·,•··••,, V , :,:, '· 
. ·,: ,:. ~:· . 
. i;::;t;\;;; .1tfa)i::~~?~ch-?Ti>;m6~Clr,'o~-~ :¥;:·Pl~iht~~-~;~. PA~f11.·:r .. · 
•',: ' =?~~~,; ·''.'~-<~,,; • <n~-' 'y I :~~ ~ ~~:;•~ :~;,y,t ~>, \~f~1~' ·:--:~<:<~!-:\~~~~/'.·":,~ I ~ ,,?, ~~:~'f ,-:::·h ·~·:, :., ~ < 
MCUY; agreea·\·to . di8miH: he~'. cl'aima;:contained·: in;· her Motion:: t 
li~;~: ;"~~n~i'.tfTi;d 01/·3;,~o~-anct-Motion\ fo~ ·i!;~:;:t·~'ii~~ :: · ·: 
<f ~!K]~,:t!tl:~:ir~Ir~:i;~.jti:£I::r t · .. 
, ,~~~~~;::: . ~ ,it~~\t/;· ?~~:'j~t:·~-- .. ,. ·;~:~~t: ,):\?~t ~~:=-:L;~~;::.. ' '.~~:~:tr~~~(~~~; .. ... ~, yriE,;t~.:~~.,\ .. •. _, -: -x~-,~, , .. , 
covenanti::and,; agrae,,not·. tO'i at.tempt::1· toL enforce _any;(tens:: of .. that.>; ·· ........ . 
;, .... :;
08/J::~;i~t;J!;l:~~:t~::::::6~~~:.::~~if i!~ir: 
·:;;)L,,< financ,~a.1- ' provia;i.c:,ns>; of . the Judgment and · Decree', filed , 
,/r,::.:. .. -.-· - .. _,. ;·.::::~>: 
:. •','.J'_]t:11/29/07·J•\ftspecifioaliy'· paragraphs: l. 7 '. through and, including :<'; 
: ---· ' , x·:.>i::,. ,::·,.::·;· A< 
_:_;;::t_:i>ara~~~h:,j_ ;·-.-;: 3_ • DAllwni · , McDY_' 8 :. monthly obligation .· to,.· 
'S\~:,~::·~tt ;.,.:, -~-=;.:·, .... - - ,/1 :1,' . .' ·V~i JC' J ,._? :r 
·;;liI/t{Pld~tiffi PATRICll McDY' in -the amount:· of twenty five hundred:, 
. : ·=>: !~ .:: ::·· : -,, ,. ~. ··~ , , .. , 
.-.. ·--::;.( ·.·.·\W ',· 
'C:::ft!"'cfullars# ($2SOOf Oo); i shall cease as of July 15, 2009. Other'· 
. ·.:-, ·-,,~. . '. . . . . ' 
.than aa r liated .- in: thia Settlement Agreement, Defendant DARWIN 
,:}(tt icu.~/fr''shall . · have ' no further · financial obligations-.. ,. to 
·. j,i'.)1;:'(P.l°;l~tiff ; , PATRJ:Cll. McKAY. 
'\ ~\{;:' :~t<,~~-- ~!'.. . . 
· 2 ~,. • TBRMS OP' SB'l"l'LBMENT / AGRBBMBNT s 
a. ·. · Van EB1 Defendant, DARWIN McllY, shall 
·.,::'.'.' tr~fe~ .and convey all interest in that certain note known as 
.,,the ,, "Van Ba , Receivable• to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY. Defendant 
, c.:·tf DAR.WIN: McllY' •hall make all. effort• to aec:ure a first poai tion 
·;/'.cy;, 1nsurancei policy/ Aa of date of transfer (9/15/09), Defendant 
- PAGB :Z 
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( ,• 
b ~ " CASHiii Defendant·, .c JlllWIH'McllY ' ahall, make a cash 
.· . -~~J?t}::., :::..'I~~:'· :~: -~,.; .~A • ·:... ~ . ;•· ~;· •• ·,'.·_·· ,i_. ··· ~'--·· . 
payme~t;\~ f ;_ thirty;• seven\ thouamid. two. hundred . ninety ::. dollar a_:::::· . 
' t wenty aixcenta ($37,290.26) to . Plaintiff PA'l'RXC:tA McXAYf 
':.o.,A.'</\\ ·'.i' 
.,~(:'. ' 
w;th'\,thej{~irat· payment,. of eighteen thousand six hundred , forty ~ 
............ ,. · five~dollara . and. thirteen cents. ($18,545.13) payable- no later.·· 
than.°9/15/09 and the second payment of eighteen thousand six 
. hundred:: forty five dollars and thirteen cents ($18,645.13) 
later than 9/15/101 
a ·. PAYMENTa · Defendant, DARWJ:N McKAY shall make a 
cash payment to Plaintiff PATRJ:CIA McXAY in the amount of one 
.. ,j.'._}t, hundred thouaand doll.ara ($100,000.00) payable no later than 
. s/1/12; 
d. MORTGAGBS1 Defendant DARW:tN MclCAY shall 
the first mortgage, including property taxes 
and . insurance , attached to Plaintiff PATR.J:CIA McKAY'S 
residence inthe, approximate · amount of five hundred titty six 
ORDER REGARDING' SETTLEMENT OP ALL CLAIMS - PAGB 3 
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•········ .. ·-- . . .- .. -.--·- .--·----. ---.------------···· ·-···-· ·· ---------- , -··--------., . -··--·--···--·· ......... __ _ 
i .. ·:.: I. _,:·.· 
·,, 
.. ·,: ~, .. ~~:·, ·· , ·'"' 
~ : ,, .. -~ . . . . : : 
.:· :~~:~~:ij~fb:,· . ~.-,,~,~, h : .. 
. . •;;\:..:··:thous~ci:'.·. ~~;~ ,;_hun~~d -J~~~;;: ~~u~:: d~l~: ~:.: and .. th!r~:. four"::·:):e;;{ 
·<-'<>;Jfoi,if,;>:;;,H(i+•t)?;;i,i\ti'.;f > · ,;:;;:.->.,,;;,. . . .. ":;r <ttt;1:;;;tf1'i': · -: ·· · ·-.·-• . •.,'.:?t'i:;+:;\ ,. i:{:1:;;:i:)it:e;i\:r": ''j,,,i;(,{.11f:"· : ·... . ....... , ........ ········ ., .... , 
.. ,,,..,.,.,,,,,,,,+r' , .,t,r·•-.,>;t, c:ents,,, ($556,,- 324",34) ,. Defendant,, DARmN. McltAY , ahall, continua -to ,-,.-. 
3B• .·. ::~~ 1r~~~~~~ 
·· ···''' f~\1%'. '. h~d.!edtninaty dollars · and\ forty nine; ceZ1ta, · 
>··;:,tJt .. ·• ;. ..·· Sai~:: :G~::,~::;J~~:ii: br£?~:t!f J~~J.:;:~:~:~~=:~~{~-;~i:t ~< Said<'!: .. 
-- -·,·;:\:::;:·;:~i~t!t~~~"~::'.;::;;;::~. ~~~~r than tha · d~a date set:: ~~rf:,: ~''· 
1- ,:::,-,-?'~~-=~~!-:: ~':r.~-,-?~~:::. j~B,,, . ,,~ ~- ,, ·, ::.~:f::~~::~ ::;-~:r:. ·:<?:'. 
-·-•-,,,,(, ther mortgagarstatements~•· Defendant' -DARWIN'. MclCAY ,shall pay,both<., .. 
full no later: than 8/1/14. If 
said residence, payments shall 
c:'ontinue>directly to Plaintiff PATRJ:Cll McltAY pursuant to the 
i' tema,-herein • . Plaintiff. Patricia McJCay agrees to cooperate in 
Mr . Mcltay•a ·. efforts, if any, to refinance the mortgage 
loan(a). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have 
~---
:::r::;\)rj,j;'r~ght to sell the Personal Residence at any time, in which 
,, . . ' 
• case- the, Peraonai Residence Debt would likely be paid off out 
of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal 
Residence, Darwin shall pay clirectly to Patricia the unpaid 
balance of the Personal Residence Debt, plus 
in monthly installments to 
, andi including payment in full no later than 8/1/2014 of the 
Personal Residence Debt. The parties agree that Xevin Crane, 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OP ALL CLAIMS - PAGB 4 
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... ;, 
· -. ,. ;. ; 
.·· .. · .·:,.,· . ;, .. ,,:·i•·;~~;)jl)i,t~:::;·if .•. ·~ ·~i:,:.~;,t : ;:::~i n~ot'·-~~·;e:::.:;,!~1d~i: •. :~~:~!~:::··iccounta~t;:"~~]i1'. ::.::::::;;;:;·,,· :······::.1:(,::;;:j['.)_:i:;f_• .. ·_:i. 
< > .: •• ,;: ':•; .. '·' '"" " " J ::,~:,•,.~,:,.-;v~\_,~,. ~ .. ' , :··~·':,~ ... ··,.,~~: .. ~~:,.:,,·, ,,,,,,,,,,, OH < ,··• •A';- ••,•::~('""':: . ,C 
-·-:i::ij[J/!:;·•~~~:;; 1>ai~i~~·.;;·::-:;:~~i\i;t;*;;·i~if';•It:f 1{i)j'.,·;;;_;id_~);···~~~~:,·~~pro~~'1''~~:;;:.········:,: ··-·· .. ;iii;;;;)(;·::-.,·"· ··• ·"· ,:;i• 
··• "-''i'i:~· .. ':~:'.'.}1:~,\··::<~~/. ): ~'~ . <~~i};/(~·-= ':· ·~g. r 
'"''···""'1',,.c,.• .. ,lculationa· .of; th•;, remaining1r baJ.anc:'e,, ancl, ,accruing:, intereat~-/·. r. 
anc:l';~ri ~;, ~-~ i~:!~J~;~ t:E; ancl:·i: ·ii:er:t:a t J;~~aao; ;;: ~ote to:,:· .,''.'· 
., .. ,,,;:,.;:t;)1:;,(t;,!,~,:~-~c.i~;i,:f·~ttti~~ii;i~i.ii~1\f ;tl~11i::p~~:; r11:•·~~i.iga~~~~--~.;•.,. ~r·::, ·~~;:c;-i:,.;;::· .. ,},,\,,;:,;,,·.•-_;·, 
. :"'));:. promisaory note \ allall[ include a i-ight·,ot, prepayment·;.:.):·,,; 
., ,. i1,,:',i:·< <, ·" •. \: .. ::•;::-: :it,c:}it~t,: : trrv·:;:::: . ··. . . ::\}t'.t;t/;:",.: ·:·t\)1f ,, . . -:-':11:1:if ,;;1,ht>i'Jf ij:l;::\;;:: ., . 
, ·,": e .:.: :.4 AL:rMOHY1' All' payments· herein, whether · to -· the :: 
''''.':,''':.,:w:.c;,:;;;;i::,;:;,;;,,,;,,:,, • '', • ·: , • ··~~·.•• :,iii,A " .. k • ::: ... , < ~~; ~- ,, ... • '·,~/ > , y • 
moi-~g~~e :. c::ompanie~/J;: Pldut:iJ:f . PA'l'JU:C:IA . Mc:JtAY· clirec:tly, _&ball 
·· ·be conaideredt and deemed aa alimony paid. by Defendant: DAllillN ij·':' · .'., 
McKAY. The tranafer of. the Van. Ba reaeivable shal:L not· be . 
•• alimony to Plaintiff PATIUC:U.McllYJ 
f. TIME SHAU1 Defendant DAR.WIN McllY shall offer . 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY the option of exercising up to 
fourteen , (14) weeks of a time share with Palace Resorts at 
Plaintiff PATRJ:CIA McKAY'S expense of approximately $1500.00 
to0if, $l600.00' per week. Said U weeks may be used in any 
combination, Patricia ahal1 make her requeat(a) in writing and 
Da~n aha11 respond to Patricia's requeat(a) in writing 
within five days, via e-mail or US postal Service. Patriaia 
shall pre-pay with verified funds prior to final reservations 
offered to Defendant 
MclCAY shall be paid by Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY. 
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·. n; 
· :.:r:··:.. . ~,,n,..~,r~- :·· 
.,,,··,·,ifi'i.,,: ,,,,:t,ij\~;: :s.:~¥J:~::1r::::i ti~~:!r~tGif -~Yt·~>·f' 
. : ~· .'./-. . .. ·, .. ~ ~- - ,. ' .. ' ,. ~ ·,.·· .. :y .. ::r .:~;;~:'t > .:, • ··:;t,._;·r ' 
?•P.~~ .;~;·~;~~-.~,~ ;:;t~:i'7ure·:::t~!~ ,.:;1·a1~~.!fi~:: .. ~~TRI,:~'.r~~y -''1~:'.'.':.::•,••-: 
tranaferred ' fourt:ee~/ (14>;;;; weeka •. ,; P1abit:[ff . · PATllC:tA'·· McltA'lt:o 
'\·:;:::ii~ ?.;c'li:J:;;;,t~:.;it~!!u:!::7:•;o:::::1tlt~.::::72~~:!if.Z'' 
.,., .•.. ·· shall\ ~~r e ·. t1ut?>r1ght ,; : ~:" ;,i~~:·-1,: l::rn~~~~;~;~~:\ .1~::!~fth:~, 
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3. COVENANT NOT TO KllC!OTBa The terms outlined above 
contain the entire agreement of the parties and each party 
stipulates and agrees that said terms ma.y be reduced to a 
judgment in the amount of $1,223, BU. 83. which has been 
entered. aa of August 19, 200S>. Plaintiff PATRICIA McltAY hereby 
aovenanta not to execute upon the August 19, 2009 Judgment aa 
long as Defendant DARWIN McKAY is not in defau1t of the Order 
.. herein. Upon default, Plaintiff PATRICIA McllY may execute 
·· · upon:· the Judgment entered August 19, 2009 to the extent it has 
not . been satisfied aa of the date of the breach. 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, 
Robert A. Anderson, of the firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submits this 
Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion"): 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In her Complaint, the Plaintiff asserts a claim for attorney malpractice against the 
'·. 
Defendants. As is set forth in further detail below, the Plaintiffs claim fails as a matter of law, 
and the Defendants are entitled to summary judgment, because she cannot establish that the 
Defendants breached any duty owed to her or that any alleged breach was the proximate cause 
her alleged damages. Additionally, the Plaintiffs claim fails because the Plaintiff does not have 
a valid claim for damages. 
ORIGINAL 
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II. UNDISPUTED STATEMENT OF FACTS 
McKay Divorce 
1. The Plaintiff and Darwin McKay ("Mr. McKay'') executed a Prenuptial 
Agreement on or about July 1, 1996. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment ("Counsel Aff."), filed concurrently herewith, Ex. A, at p. 26:1-9, Ex. 2. 
2. On or about August 21, 2006, the Plaintiff filed for divorce from Mr. McKay in 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 in the Magistrate Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Ada (hereinafter "Underlying Action"). 
3. In November 2006, the Plaintiff retained the Defendants to represent her in her 
previously filed divorce action against Mr. McKay. See Affidavit of Stanley Welsh in Support of 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Welsh Aff."), filed concurrently herewith, ,r,r 2-3. 
4. Subsequently, the Defendants served several sets of discovery upon Mr. McKay 
seeking information regarding, inter alia, his finances, property ownership, businesses, and real 
estate transactions. See id., ,r 5. The Defendants further filed at least three motions to compel 
against Mr. McKay due to his failure to provide complete responses to the discovery served in 
the underlying action. See id. 
5. On October 9, 2007, the Defendants filed a motion for partial summary judgment 
against Mr. McKay on behalf of the Plaintiff. See id, ,r 6. In this motion, the Defendants sought 
a ruling invalidating the Prenuptial Agreement between the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay. See id. 
This motion was supported by, inter alia, a memorandum and an executed affidavit of Patricia 
McKay. See id.; See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 26:1-9; Ex. 3. The motion was set for hearing on 
December 12, 2007. See Welsh Aff., ,r 6. 
6. After the motion for partial summary judgment was filed, the Plaintiff and Mr. 
McKay agreed to mediate the Underlying Action. See id., ,r 7. The mediation was scheduled for 
and did occur on Saturday, October 20, 2007 beginning at 9:30 a.m. See id. 
7. Defendant Tom Walker and Stanley Welsh, a partner at Defendant Cosho 
Humphrey, represented the Plaintiff at the mediation. See id., ,I8; Affidavit of Thomas Walker in 
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Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Walker Aff."), filed concurrently 
herewith, ,r 4. The Plaintiff also attended the mediation which lasted approximately 9 hours. See 
id., ,r 4. 
8. Throughout the mediation, the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay negotiated the 
distribution of the property acquired by one or both of them during their marriage. See id. The 
Plaintiff was actively involved in the negotiations. See id., ,r 6; Welsh Aff., ,r 8; Counsel Aff., 
Ex. A at p. 86:5-7. 
9. During the mediation, Messrs. Walker and Welsh informed the Plaintiff that 
settlement was not required or necessary and that, if she chose to end the mediation, they would 
aggressively pursue the motion for summary judgment and would try her case in January 2008. 
See Walker Aff., ,r 8; Welsh Aff., ,r 11; Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 74:1-16. 
10. Throughout the mediation, Messrs. Walker and Welsh were available to the 
Plaintiff to answer questions and to discuss the negotiations. See Walker Aff., ,r 7; Welsh Aff., ,r 
10; Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 79:21-80:5. 
11. At the October 20, 2007 mediation, the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay entered into a 
handwritten settlement agreement which was drafted by the mediator, Judge Duff McKee 
(hereinafter "Handwritten Agreement"). See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 79:14-20, Ex.11. The 
Plaintiff was an active part of the negotiations which lead to the creation of the Handwritten 
Agreement and she voluntarily entered into the Handwritten Agreement. See id., Ex. A, at 80:6-
11; 86:5-7. Prior to executing the Handwritten Agreement, the Plaintiff had questions about it 
which she discussed with the Defendants. See id., Ex. A, at 79:21-80:5. According to the 
Plaintiff, the Defendants answered all of her questions to her satisfaction. See id. Messrs. 
Walker and Welsh also informed the Plaintiff, if she was uncomfortable with the terms of the 
Handwritten Agreement, she could decline to execute it and they could end the mediation. See 
Welsh Aff., ,r 11; Walker Aff., ,r 8. At the time of execution, the Plaintiff reviewed the 
Handwritten Agreement and was satisfied with the framework of it. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 
82:20-23. 
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12. As testified by the Plaintiff, she chose to settle with Mr. McKay due to the 
following independent concerns she had on October 20, 2007: (1) even if the prenuptial 
agreement was ruled abandoned by the trial court, the values and encumbrances on the properties 
at issue in the Underlying Action would not be as favorable to her as she anticipated; (2) Mr. 
McKay might spend the money he had available before the case went to trial in January 2008; 
and (3) Mr. McKay might file for bankruptcy prior to the January 2008 trial date. See id., Ex. A, 
at 81:3-82:19. 
13. The Plaintiff executed the Handwritten Agreement even though she was fully 
aware that (1) Mr. McKay no longer owned the Albrethsen property1; (2) she was not receiving 
an interest of any kind in the Albrethsen property; (3) Mr. McKay was not providing any land as 
collateral; and ( 4) Mr. McKay was not willing to provide any security in any property as his real 
property was encumbered by bank loans and other debt. See id., Ex. A, at 86:1-4, 116:22-117:4; 
Welsh Aff., ,r 12; Walker Aff., ,r ,r10, 11. 
14. The Handwritten Agreement was intended to resolve all of the property 
distribution issues between the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11. 
Id. 
15. Per the Handwritten Agreement, the Plaintiff agreed to the following provisions: 
1) Wife will receive home of parties, free and clear of all encumbrances and all 
furnishings and contents therein. Husband to mall all payments on 1st and 2nd 
mortgages, and to arrange for release of same, upon settlement of Status ( or 
Union Development) real estate deal (March of 2008) or within 60 months 
thereafter if the deal fails. 
6) If Status (Union Development) real estate transaction is completed in March of 
2008, Husband will pay wife $800,000 . . . of proceeds, and convey the 2 
designated reserved lots to be created under said deal. If the deal falls, Husband 
will pay wife $500,000 within§ months. 
1 As is explained in Paragraphs 27-28, the "Albrethsen property" is real property which 
was purchased and sold by Mr. McKay during his marriage to the Plaintiff. As a part of the sale, 
Mr. McKay held a mortgage. As stated below in Paragraph 22, per the Property Settlement 
Agreement, which was incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce between the 
Plaintiff and Mr. McKay, payment of this mortgage or Mr. McKay's receipt of proceeds from the 
sale of the Albrethsen property constituted triggering events for when certain of Mr. McKay's 
payment obligations to the Plaintiff became due. 
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16. Per the Handwritten Agreement, the Defendants, on behalf of the Plaintiff, 
prepared a draft property settlement agreement which was based upon the agreed-upon 
provisions set forth in the Handwritten Agreement. See Walker Aff., ,r 14. On October 23, 
2007, the Defendants forwarded this draft to the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay's counsel. See id.; 
Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 16. 
17. The Plaintiff provided input regarding the various drafts of the property 
settlement agreement which were prepared by the Defendants and/or edited by Mr. McKay's 
counsel. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Exs. 15, 17-19, 21-23, 26-28; Welsh Aff., Ex. A; Walker 
Aff., ,r,r 15, 18-19 and Ex. A 
18. The Plaintiff was provided with a copy of the final Property Settlement 
Agreement (hereinafter "PSA") on or about November 19, 2007. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 
29; Walker Aff., ,r 14. The PSA incorporated the terms of the Handwritten Agreement. See 
Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Exs. 11, 29. The Plaintiff had a full opportunity to review the PSA and to 
formulate and ask any questions she had with regard to the same. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 
137: 11-21. The Plaintiff received answers to her questions and was satisfied with the answers 
she received. See id. 
19. On November 20, 2007, the Plaintiff voluntarily executed the PSA. See Counsel 
Aff., Ex. A at 137: 11-14; Walker Aff., ,r 19. 
20. The PSA was incorporated as Exhibit "A" of the Stipulation for Judgment and 
Decree of Divorce which was filed on November 28, 2007. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. 
21. On November 29, 2007, the trial court executed the Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce which incorporated the PSA as Exhibit "A". See id. 
22. According to the PSA, the parties agreed that Mr. McKay would pay the Plaintiff 
certain sums if certain triggering events occurred. Specifically, the PSA set forth the following: 
1.7. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash ... within five (5) days of 
payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real Estate 
Transaction"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to 
Patricia in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status Corporation, or its 
assigns, to Darwin as part of the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction ... 
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1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before March 30, 
2008, Darwin shall pay Patricia $500,000 as soon as he is able to ... 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it assigns breaches the 
Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by April 30, 
2008, he shall ... pay Patricia ... $500,000 within five (5) days ofreceipt or closing 
on a sale. 
1.8.3. Provided further that if following a breach, Darwin is not able to pay 
Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2008, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 plus 
interest at the rate of 6% payable within five (5) days of any funds from the sale 
of either the Albrethsen property funds, the Home Farm property or both ... 
23. The Defendants recorded a complete copy of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce 
(including the PSA) in the following Idaho counties: Ada, Murphy, Owyhee, and Teton. See 
Walker Aff., ,r 20. The Defendants informed the Plaintiff of these recordings and requested 
whether the Judgment and Decree of Divorce should be recorded in any other Idaho county. See 
Counsel Aff., Ex. A at p. 138:2-12 and Ex. 32. The Plaintiff did not provide the Defendants with 
the identity of any other Idaho county. See id. at p. 138:2-139:10; Walker Aff., ,r 20. 
24. Because the Defendants were not licensed to practice law in Nevada and were 
unfamiliar with the recording requirements in Nevada, the Defendants advised the Plaintiff to 
retain a Nevada attorney to record the Judgment and Decree of Divorce in any Nevada counties 
where Mr. McKay owned property. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at p. 138:2-139:10; Walker Aff., ,r 
21. The Plaintiff recorded the Judgment and Decree of Divorce in Lyon County, Nevada. See 
Counsel Aff., Ex. A at p. 138:2-139:10. 
25. During Cosho Humphrey's representation of the Plaintiff, the Defendants 
explained that any judgment received, whether via settlement or trial, could be recorded in the 
counties where Mr. McKay owned real property and the recording of the same would act as a 
lien against such real property. See Walker Aff., Ex. A and ,r 23; Counsel Aff., Ex. 18; Welsh 
Aff., Ex. A. Messrs. Walker and Welsh never told the Plaintiff that recording the judgment 
would act as a lien against a mortgage held by Mr. McKay or that a mortgage constitutes real 
property. See Walker Aff., ,r 23; Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 133:22-134:2. 
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26. On April 15, 2008, the Defendants filed a Notice of Withdrawal as the Plaintiff's 
counsel ofrecord. See Welsh Aff., ,r 15. 
Albrethsen Transaction 
27. Prior to the divorce between the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay, Mr. McKay purchased 
and sold real property commonly known as the "Albrethsen property". See Counsel Aff., Ex. A 
at Ex. 3, ,r,r 173, 183, 185-187; Counsel Aff., Ex. D. 
28. Mr. McKay sold the Albrethsen property to Status Corporation in exchange for a 
down payment and a mortgage of $1,396,800. See Counsel Aff., Ex. D at ,r 5. 
29. At some unknown time, Mr. McKay obtained title msurance for the 
aforementioned mortgage. See Counsel Aff., Ex.Cat 12:11-19, 19:12-21. 
30. As a part of the transaction between Mr. McKay and the Status Corporation, the 
Status Corporation also agreed to provide Mr. McKay with two lots of his choice once the 
Albrethsen property was platted for a subdivision. See Walker Aff., Ex. B at 265:18-266:8; 
Counsel Aff., Ex. B at ,r 1. 7. 
31. According to Mr. McKay, Status Corporation did not pay him monies due under 
the mortgage. See Counsel Aff., Ex. D. As such, on July 18, 2008, Mr. McKay filed a Verified 
Complaint for Foreclosure against Status Corporation. See id. 
32. As a result of his suit against Status Corporation, on August 19, 2008, Mr. McKay 
secured a Judgment for $1,257,457.30 plus pre-judgment and post-judgment interest. See 
Counsel Aff., Ex. E. 
33. Due to the title company securing first position to Mr. McKay and another entity, 
in November 2008, the title company paid Mr. McKay $1,288,019.10 and Mr. McKay assigned 
the Judgment he received against Status Corporation to the title company. See Counsel Aff., Ex. 
Cat 33:3-16. 
34. As admitted by the Plaintiff, the title insurance company did not perform a search 
of any index prior to paying Mr. McKay the proceeds of his title insurance. See Counsel Aff., 
Ex. A at 20:18-21:22. 
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Post Divorce Proceedings 
35. In September 2008, the Plaintiff contacted the Defendants regarding Mr. McKay's 
failure to pay monies as set forth in Paragraphs 1.7 and 1.8 of the PSA. See Walker Aff., 122; 
Welsh Aff., 116. · 
36. The Defendants advised the Plaintiff that Mr. McKay's failure to comply with the 
PSA requirements provided her with a basis to file a motion for contempt against him. See 
Walker Aff., 1 22. Per the Plaintiffs request, the Defendants did not pursue a motion for 
contempt; instead, the Defendants ·contacted Mr. McKay's counsel in an effort to resolve the 
non-payment issues. See id.; Walker Aff., Ex. A; Welsh Aff., Ex. A. The Defendants also 
secured a meeting with Mr. McKay's counsel for January 2009. See id. 
37. At the Plaintiffs subsequent request to pursue a motion for contempt, the 
Defendants began preparing a motion for contempt. See id.; Welsh Aff., 1 16. 
38. On December 27, 2008, the Plaintiff requested that the Defendants stop working 
on her case, including stopping their work on the motion for contempt. See Welsh Aff., 1 17 and 
Ex. A. The Defendants complied with this request. See id., 117. 
39. At some unknown time, the Plaintiff retained Scott Hess of Hawley Troxell to 
represent her in a contempt action again~t Mr. McKay. See id., 118. The Defendants became 
aware of this representation at the end of January 2009 when they received a draft Substitution of 
Counsel from Mr. Hess. See id. The Defendants executed the Substitution of Counsel as 
requested. See id. 
40. On or about January 30, 2009, the Plaintiff, through Mr. Hess, filed a Motion for 
Contempt against Mr. McKay. See Counsel Aff., Ex. F. 
41. The Motion for Contempt trial began on July 9, 2009. See id. , Ex. G. On July 9, 
2009, the Plaintiff, through Mr. Hess, called several witnesses, including Defendant Walker. See 
id. The trial was not completed on July 9, 2009 and was, instead, continued to July 16, 2009. 
See id.; Walker Aff. Ex. C. The Plaintiff was expected to testify on the July 16, 2009 trial date. 
See Counsel Aff., Ex. G. 
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42. At some point between July 9, 2009 and July 16, 2009, the Plaintiff entered into a 
new settlement agreement with Mr. McKay. See Walker Aff., Ex. C. This new settlement 
agreement was intended to replace the PSA. See id.; Counsel Aff., Ex. I. 
43. On July 16, 2009, the court questioned the Plaintiff regarding the new settlement 
agreement. See Walker Aff., Ex. C at 14:6-16:11. The Plaintiff informed that court that she 
voluntarily entered into the new settlement agreement and that she agreed with each of terms of 
the new settlement agreement. See id. 
44. The new settlement agreement was memorialized in an Order Regarding 
Settlement of All Claims which was executed by the Plaintiff and approved and entered by the 
trial court. See Counsel Aff., Ex. I. Pursuant to the Order Regarding Settlement of All Claims, 
the Plaintiff agreed to dismiss the motion for contempt claims; "agree[ d] not to attempt to 
enforce any term of that Judgment and Decree of Divorce filed 11/29/07."; and agree[d] that the 
Order Regarding Settlement of All Claims "supplants all unfulfilled financial provisions of the 
Judgment and Decree filed 11/29/07, specifically paragraphs 1.7 through and including 
paragraph 1.8.2." See id., at ,r 1. 
45. As a part of the Order Regarding Settlement of All Claims, the Plaintiff agreed to 
waive any attorney fees which she could have collected from Mr. McKay in the contempt 
proceedings. See id., at ,r 4. 
46. On August 19, 2009, the trial court also entered Judgment. See Counsel Aff., Ex. 
H. Per the Order Regarding Settlement of All Claims, the Plaintiff agreed "not to execute the 
August 19, 2009 Judgment as long as Defendant DARWIN MCKAY is not in default of the 
Order herein." See Counsel Aff., Ex. I at ,r 3. 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review. 
Summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 56. 
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Generally, in determining whether there is a genuine issue as to any material fact, a court 
must construe facts in favor of the non-moving party. Pratt v. State Tax Commission, 920 P .2d 
400, 128 Idaho 883 (1996). However, when "the defendant moves for summary judgment on the 
basis that no genuine issue of material fact exists with regard to an element of the plaintiffs case, 
the plaintiff must establish the existence of an issue of fact regarding that element." Zimmerman 
v. Volkswagen of America, Inc., 920 P.2d 67, 70, 128 Idaho 851 (1996) reh 'g denied. The non-
moving party's failure to establish an essential element of its case "renders all other facts 
immaterial" and "requires the entry of summary judgment". Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952, 842 
P.2d 288 (Ct. App. 1992) (internal citations omitted). 
To withstand a motion for summary judgment, "[t]he plaintiff must do more than present 
a scintilla of evidence, and merely raising the 'slightest doubt' as to the facts is not sufficient to 
create a genuine issue." Id; Edwards v. Conchemco, Inc., 111 Idaho 851, 853 (Ct. App. 1986). 
Furthermore, "the party opposing the motion may not merely rest on the allegations contained in 
the pleadings; rather, evidence by way of affidavit or deposition must be produced to contradict 
the assertions of the moving party." Ambrose v. Buhl Joint School District No. 412, 126 Idaho 
581, 584 (Ct. App. 1995) quoting Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc., 123 Idaho 937 
(1993). 
B. The Plaintiff's Attorney Malpractice Claim Fails as a Matter of Law. 
The Plaintiff claims that the Defendants committed legal malpractice m their 
representation of her. Under Idaho law, to establish a claim for legal malpractice against the 
Defendants, the Plaintiff must prove that: (1) an attorney-client relationship existed; (2) the 
Defendants had a duty to the Plaintiff; (3) the Defendants breached the duty it owed to the 
Plaintiff; and (4) the Defendants' failure to perform the duty was the proximate cause of the 
damages suffered by the Plaintiff. See e.g. Marias v. Marano, 120 Idaho 11, 13, 813 P.2d 350 
(1991). The Plaintiff must also establish that she would have had "some chance of success" in 
the underlying action but for the Defendants' actions. See e.g. Lamb v. Manweiler, 129 Idaho 
269,272,923 P.2d 976, 979 (1996). 
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A~ is explained in further detail below, the Plaintiffs claims fail as she cannot establish 
(1) any duty which was breached by the Defendants; (2) that any alleged breach was the 
proximate cause her alleged damages; and (3) a valid claim for damages. Additionally, the 
Plaintiff cannot establish that she would have had some chance of success of obtaining money 
from her ex-husband, but for the Defendants' alleged malpractice. 
1. The Defendants Did Not Breach any Legal Duty Owed to the Plaintiff. 
Whether the Defendants owed the Plaintiff any duties is a question of law. Harrigfeld v. 
Hancock, 140 Idaho 134, 138, 90 P.3d 884, 888 (2004). Generally, Idaho courts require that "an 
attorney [] act with that degree of care, skill, diligence and knowledge commonly possessed and 
exercised by a reasonable, careful and prudent lawyer." See Sun Valley Potatoes v. Rosholt, 133 
Idaho 1, 5 (1999). The Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct require, inter alia, that an attorney 
act with competence, diligence, and zeal and that an attorney communicate with its client. See 
Idaho R. Prof. Conduct 1.1, 1.3, 1.4. "A lawyer is not bound, however, to press for every 
advantage that might be realized for a client." See Idaho R. Prof. Conduct 1.3, comment 1. 
In her Complaint, the Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants breached a duty owed to her 
by: (1) recommending that she enter into the PSA; (2) drafting the PSA in such a way that it did 
not contain a legal description of the Albrethsen property, did not contain an instrument number 
for the mortgage Mr. McKay held on the Albrethsen property, did not specifically identify her 
interest in the mortgage note held by Mr. McKay, and did not provide a collateral security 
interest; and (3) providing inaccurate legal advice with regard to the affect of a judgment lien. 
As is explained in further detail below, the Plaintiff cannot establish any of the breaches she 
alleges. 
a. The Defendants did not Breach any Duty by Allegedly Recommending 
that Plaintiff Execute the PSA. 
The Plaintiff claims that the Defendants breached some unidentified duty owed to the 
Plaintiff by allegedly recommending that she execute the PSA. Because the Plaintiff has not 
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identified what duty she was owed which were allegedly breached by the Insured, her claim fails 
as a matter oflaw. 
The Plaintiffs claim also fails as the Defendants did not breach any duty owed to her by 
allegedly recommending that she execute the PSA. To establish such a breach, the Plaintiff must 
present evidence that the Defendants' alleged recommendation was incompetent. See e.g. 
Ziegelheim v. Apollo, 607 A.2d 1298, 1306 (NJ. 1992) ("attorneys who pursue reasonable 
strategies in handling their cases and who render reasonable advice to their clients cannot be held 
liable for the failure of their strategies or for any unprofitable outcomes that result because their 
clients took their advice. The law demands that attorneys handle their cases with knowledge, 
skill, and diligence, but it does not demand that they be perfect or infallible, and it does not 
demand that they always secure optimum outcomes for their clients"). There exists no evidence 
to support such a finding. Additionally, contrary to the Plaintiffs allegation, the Plaintiff 
admittedly executed the PSA only after she had reviewed the same and agreed to the terms 
contained therein. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 137: 11-14; Walker Aff., ,r 19. 
Importantly, before any draft of the PSA was even created, the Plaintiff had already 
obligated herself to certain settlement conditions. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11. These 
conditions were outlined in the hand-written agreement drafted by the mediator, the Honorable 
Duff McKee, which was then executed by the Plaintiff, Mr. McKay, the parties' counsel, and the 
mediator at the October 20, 2007 mediation. See id. The Plaintiff admittedly participated in the 
negotiations which were the basis for the hand-written agreement. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 
80:6-11; 86:5-7; Walker Aff. ,r 6; Welsh Aff., ,r 8. During this negotiation stage, the Defendants 
also discussed with the Plaintiff the pros and cons of settling versus the pros and cons of going to 
trial. See Walker Aff., ,r,r 5, 7; Welsh Aff., ,r 9. The Defendants also answered all of the 
Plaintiffs questions regarding the settlement negotiations and hand-written agreement to the 
Plaintiffs satisfaction. See id.; Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 79:21-80:5. 
Prior to executing the hand-written agreement, the Plaintiff was aware that it was 
binding. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 27:16-18. She also read, understood, and voluntarily agreed 
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' 
to the terms contained therein. See id. at 80:6-11, 82:20-23, 86:5-7; Welsh Aff., i!14; Walker 
Aff., ,r13. The Plaintiff admitted that she was satisfied with the framework of the handwritten 
agreement prior to signing the same. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 82:20-23. The Plaintiff was 
further aware and agreed that the terms contained in the hand-written agreement would be 
incorporated into a final settlement agreement between her and Mr. McKay and that, if the 
parties could not agree upon the terms of this final settlement agreement, the PSA, such terms 
would be arbitrated before Judge McKee. See id., Ex. A at 82:24-83:2 and Ex. 11. 
Before the Plaintiff executed the hand-written agreement, the Plaintiff was advised by the 
Defendants that settlement was not required and that they would prosecute her case at trial if she 
was uncomfortable with the settlement agreement. See Welsh Aff., ,r 11; Walker Aff., ,r,r 8, 11; 
Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 80:9-11. However, as the Plaintiff explained in her deposition, she 
voluntarily settled based upon concerns she had if the case proceeded to trial. See Counsel Aff., 
Ex. A, at 81:3-82:19. 
Within three days of the mediation, the Defendants provided the Plaintiff with an initial 
draft of the PSA. See id., Ex. A at Ex. 16; Walker Aff., ,r 14. Thereafter, the Defendants 
provided the Plaintiff with at least three additional drafts of the PSA. See Walker Aff., ,r15. 
' 
Upon receipt of such drafts, the Plaintiff provided substantial input regarding the language 
contained therein. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Exs. 15, 17-19, 21-23, 26-28; Welsh Aff., Ex. A; 
Walker Aff., ,r,r 15, 18-19 and Ex. A. Importantly, the Defendants did not blindly or 
incompetently recommend that the Plaintiff execute the PSA. Instead, prior to her execution of 
the PSA, the Defendants informed the Plaintiff that, if she was uncomfortable with the language 
contained therein, they would invoke the arbitration provision contained in the hand-written 
settlement agreement on her behalf. See Walker Aff., ,r 19. Rather than invoking the provision, 
' 
the Plaintiff voluntarily executed the PSA. See id.; Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 137: 11-14. As 
admitted by the Plaintiff, before she signed the PSA, she personally read, understood, and 
voluntarily agreed to the terms contained therein. See id. Importantly, had the Plaintiff opted to 
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I 
arbitrate the PSA language, pursuant to the hand-written agreement, any arbitrated PSA would 
have been binding upon her. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11. 
As the aforementioned undisputed facts establish, the Defendants did not negligently 
recommend that the Plaintiff settle her case, execute the hand-written agreement, or execute the 
PSA. Instead, the Defendants advised the Plaintiff of her options. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 
79:21-80:5. See Walker Aff., ,r,r 5, 7; Welsh Aff., ,r 9. The Plaintiff only executed the PSA after 
she provided substantial input regarding the terms contained therein, thoroughly reviewed the 
PSA, and voluntarily agreed to all terms contained therein. See Walker Aff., ,r 19; Counsel Aff., 
Ex. A at 137: 11-14. Accordingly, there exists no question of fact regarding the Defendants 
competent representation of the Plaintiff during the settlement negotiations. 
b. The Defendants Did Not Breach Any Duty in Drafting the.PSA. 
At the outset, it is noteworthy to mention that the language contained in the PSA was 
the result of extended negotiations between the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay and the PSA language 
only includes terms which were mutually acceptable by both parties. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 
Ex. 11; Counsel Aff., Ex. B; Walker Aff., ,r 16. While the Defendants proposed certain language 
which was favorable to the Plaintiff, this language was subject to review and acceptance by Mr. 
McKay and his counsel. See id.. It is axiomatic that the Defendants, as non-parties to the PSA, 
did not have the authority to include language which was unacceptable to either the Plaintiff or 
Mr. McKay. As such, the Plaintiffs allegation that the Defendants negligently drafted the 
settlement negotiations fails as a matter of law. Likewise, the Plaintiff's claims fail because, as 
she admitted, she read, understood, and voluntarily agreed to the PSA, as written and negotiated 
by herself and Mr. McKay, prior to executing the same. See Walker Aff., ,r,r 6. 15, 18, 19; 
Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 86:5-7, 137: 11-14; Welsh Aff., ,r 8. Furthermore, an attorney cannot be 
held liable because he was "not successful in persuading an opposing party to accept certain 
terms". See e.g. Ziegelheim, 607 A.2d at 1306. 
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i i. The Defendants Had No Duty to Include the Property Description 
or Mortgage Instrument Number in the PSA or to Specify the 
Plaintiff's Alleged Interest in the Mortgage in the PSA. 
In her Complaint, the Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants had a duty to include a 
property description for the Albrethsen property in the PSA and a duty to include the mortgage 
instrument number for the mortgage Mr. McKay held on the Albrethsen property in the PSA. In 
her Complaint, it appears the Plaintiff is alleging that this duty arises under both LC. § 32-918 
and/or the common law. Contrary to such allegations, the Defendants had no legal duty to 
include a property description and/or a mortgage instrument number in the PSA. • 
First, LC. § 32-918 did not create such a duty. In fact, LC. § 32-198 does not even apply. 
The pertinent text of LC. §32-918 reads as follows: 
(1) When such contract [a marriage settlement] is acknowledged or proved, it 
must be recorded in the office of the recorder of every county in which any real 
estate may be situated which is granted or affected by such contract. 
(2) (a) A summary of the contract may be recorded in lieu of the contract, under 
this chapter or the laws of this state, if the requirements of this section are 
substantially met. 
(b) A summary of the contract shall be signed and acknowledged by all parties to 
the original contract. The summary of the contract shall clearly state: 
(iv) A description of the interest or interests in real property created by 
the contract; and 
(v) The legal description of the property. 
(emphasis added). A plain reading of LC. § 32-918 establishes that it only applies where real 
property or interests in the same are granted or created by the marriage settlement. 
In the current action, a plain reading of the PSA establishes that it did not create, grant, or 
affect any legal interest with regard to the Albrethsen property or with regard to the mortgage 
attached to the Albrethsen property. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. The very terms of the PSA 
confirmed that any interest in the mortgage remained the sole property of Mr. McKay. See id. 
Also, Mr. McKay did not hold any interest in the property at the time of mediation because he 
had previously transferred title to the mortgagee. See id., Ex. A at 29:10-13; Walker Aff., ,r 11. 
Therefore, there was no real property interest to address in the PSA. As such, LC. § 32-918 
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does not require that the PSA contain either a legal description of the Albrethsen property or a 
mortgage instrument number for the mortgage Mr. McKay held on the Albrethsen property. 
Similarly, there is no common law duty in Idaho obligating the Defendants to include 
such information in the PSA. There exists no Idaho case law requiring the inclusion of such 
information in a document which does not create or otherwise modify a party's interests in real 
property or in a mortgage note associated with the real property. 
For these reasons, the Defendants did not have a legal duty to ensure that a property 
description and/or mortgage instrument number was contained in the PSA.2 Accordingly, the 
failure for such to be included in the PSA should not constitute negligence on the part of the 
Defendants. 
Likewise, the Defendants did not have a legal duty to include the language in the PSA 
which specifically identified the Plaintiffs alleged interest in the Albrethsen mortgage. Such a 
claim lacks merit as neither the parties' negotiations nor the PSA provided the Plaintiff with an 
interest in the mortgage note held by Mr. McKay. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11; Ex. B 
(pursuant to the plain terms of the PSA, the proceeds from the mortgage note are Mr. McKay's 
separate property). Instead, the PSA only provided that Mr. McKay's receipt of proceeds under 
the mortgage note triggered his duty to pay certain sums to the Plaintiff. See id., Ex.Bat ,r,r 1.7-
1.8.3. Prior to executing the hand-written agreement and the PSA, the Plaintiff was aware that 
the PSA did not obligate the Albrethsen mortgagee to pay her directly and that she was not being 
paid any sums pursuant to the mortgage note. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 86:5-20, 91:13-14. 
The Plaintiff further understood that, per the parties' agreement, Mr. McKay's receipt of 
mortgage note proceeds triggered his obligation to pay her certain sums. See id. at 86:5-20, 
91:13-14; 135:16-23. 
2 Importantly, even if such a duty existed, it was impossible for the Defendants to comply 
with this duty. The content of the PSA was a direct result of the negotiations between the 
Plaintiff and Mr. McKay. While the Defendants could advise the Plaintiff about language which 
was in her best interests to include, the Defendants could not include language in the PSA which 
was not approved by both the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay. 
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Of additional importance is the fact that, because the PSA did not assign or transfer any . 
interest in the Albrethsen property or mortgage note, the enforceability of the PSA did not 
require the inclusion of the legal description of the Albrethsen property, the instrument number 
of the recorded mortgage or the Plaintiffs alleged interest in the mortgage. See id., Ex. B. The 
PSA clearly set forth Mr. McKay's obligations to pay the Plaintiff certain sums. See id. Any 
failure of Mr. McKay to pay the Plaintiff sums due under the PSA was enforceable through a · 
motion for contempt in civil court, a step which Plaintiff ultimately availed herself of. 
ii. The Defendants Had No Duty to Include a Collateral Security 
Interest in the PSA. 
Contrary to the Plaintiffs allegations, the Defendants had no legal duty to include a 
collateral security interest in the PSA as the Defendants had no duty and, in fact, had no . 
authority to include language in the PSA which was not approved by both Mr. McKay and the 
Plaintiff. As previously explained, the PSA was the product of negotiations between Mr. McKay 
and the Plaintiff and was based upon the hand-written agreement which was executed by both 
Mr. McKay and the Plaintiff. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11; Counsel Aff., Ex. B; Walker 
Aff. at ,r,r 14, 16. At mediation and before entering the hand-written agreement, the Plaintiff was · 
aware that no collateral security interest was being offered by Mr. McKay. See Counsel Aff., 
Ex. A, at 86:1-4, 116:22-117:4; Welsh Aff., ,r 12; Walker Aff., ,r ,r10, 11. The Plaintiff was 
further aware that Mr. McKay was unwilling to provide any security in any property as his 
property was encumbered by bank loans and other debt. See id. With this knowledge, the 
Plaintiff still voluntarily executed the binding hand-written agreement and the PSA. See Counsel 
Aff., Ex. A at 137: 11-14; Counsel Aff., Ex. B; Walker Aff., ,r 19. 
c. Defendants Did Not Breach Any Duty by Providing Inaccurate Legal 
Advice. 
In her Complaint, the Plaintiff asserts that the Defendants provided her with inaccurate 
information regarding the effect of recording the PSA because they allegedly informed her that 
recording the PSA would create a lien against the mortgage note held by Mr. McKay. To the 
contrary, the Defendants correctly explained the law as set forth in I.C. § 10-1110. As the 
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Plaintiff testified, the Defendants informed her that recording the PSA provided her with a lien 
against any real property Mr. McKay owned. See Walker Aff., ,r 23 and Ex. A; Counsel Aff., 
Ex. A at 17:8-11, 130:24-131:10 and Ex. 18; Welsh Aff., Ex. A. At her deposition, the Plaintiff 
admitted that the Defendants did not inform her that the mortgage constituted real property; 
instead, she simply mistakenly assumed such to be the case. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 133:22-
134:2. The Plaintiff did not inform the Defendants of this assumption. See id.; Walker Aff., ,r23. 
Based upon the aforementioned; there exists no genuine issue of fact regarding whether 
the Defendants violated any legal duty owed to the Plaintiff. To the contrary, the undisputed 
facts establish that the Defendants did not breach any duty. Accordingly, the Plaintiffs attorney 
malpractice claims should fail as a matter oflaw. 
2. The Defendants' Alleged Breaches Are Not the Proximate Cause of the 
Plaintiff's Damages. 
Idaho courts have routinely held, "[e]ven when an attorney is negligent, that breach of 
duty may not be a proximate cause of the resulting damage to the client." City of McCall v. 
Buxton, 146 Idaho 656, 662-63 (Idaho 2009) (citing Marias v. Marano, 120 Idaho 11, 13 
(1991)). "Proximate cause consists of two factors, cause in fact and legal 
responsibility ... without proximate cause there is no liability for negligence." Marias, 120 Idaho 
at 13. Proximate cause will exist where the Insured's breach was "a substantial factor in 
bringing about the injury, loss or damage. It is not a proximate cause if the injury, loss or 
damage likely would have occurred anyway." IDJI 2.30.1. "There may be one or more 
proximate causes of an injury." IDJI 2.30.2. 
To establish her attorney malpractice claim, the Plaintiff must prove that the alleged 
breaches she attributes to the Insured were a proximate cause of her failure to receive payment of 
the sums set forth in the PSA. As explained below, the Plaintiff cannot make such a showing. 
a. The Defendants' Alleged Malpractice was Not a Proximate Cause of the 
Title Company's Actions. 
First, the title company would have paid Mr. McKay whether or not the aforementioned 
missing information (Albrethsen property description, record number for the Albrethsen 
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mortgage, and language mistakenly stating that the Plaintiff had an interest in the mortgage) was 
included in the PSA. According to the Plaintiff, had such language been included, the title 
company would have been aware of her alleged interest in the mortgage and would have paid the 
title insurance proceeds to her directly. Contrary to this argument, as the Plaintiff is aware, the 
title insurance was unaware of the PSA and did not search any indexes prior to paying the title 
insurance proceeds to Mr. McKay. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 20:18-21:22; Ex. Cat 34:17-21. 
As such, even if the missing language was included, the title insurance company would not have 
become aware of the PSA or the Plaintiffs purported interest in the mortgage note. 
Additionally, even had the title insurance company performed an index search and 
located the PSA, there exists no law in Idaho which would have required the title insurance 
company to pay monies to the Plaintiff. As previously explained, the PSA did not provide the 
Plaintiff with any interest in the Albrethsen property or the mortgage note held by Mr. McKay. 
See id., Ex. B. Additionally, as the Plaintiff was aware, the PSA did not provide her with any 
secured collateral interest in the Albrethsen property or otherwise. See id.; Counsel Aff., Ex. A, 
at 86:1-4, 116:22-117:4; Welsh Aff., ,r 12; Walker Aff., ,r ,r10, 11 
b. The Defendants' Alleged Malpractice was Not a Proximate Cause of Mr. 
McKay's Failure to Pay the Plaintiff. 
Next, even if the Defendants had incorrectly informed the Plaintiff regarding the effect of 
recording the PSA (which they did not), such an alleged breach was not a proximate cause of Mr. 
McKay's failure to pay the Plaintiff sums due under the PSA. As the statutory scheme sets forth, 
recording a judgment provides an avenue for a plaintiff to recover the sums due under a 
judgment; it does not somehow automatically require a defendant to pay a judgment. See e.g. 
LC. § 10-1110. Pursuant to LC. § 10-1110, any judgment entered in Idaho can be recorded in 
any county where the party against whom the judgment was entered owns property. The 
judgment then becomes a lien on the property in that particular county. LC. § 10-1110. If the 
judgment is not satisfied, then the party who records the judgment may take steps towards 
enforcing the judgment, which include foreclosing the lien. Id. 
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For these reasons, there exists no genuine issue of fact regarding whether the Defendants' 
alleged breaches were a proximate cause of the damages the Plaintiff allegedly incurred as a 
result of not receiving sum due and owing to her under the PSA. 
c. The Plaintiff's Alleged Damages Were the Result of a Intervening or 
Superseding Cause. 
Notably, even if it could be said that the Defendants' alleged breaches were a proximate 
cause of the Plaintiffs asserted damages, the Plaintiffs attorney malpractice claim must still fail 
as the Plaintiffs alleged damages were caused by an intervening or superseding cause. An 
intervening or superseding cause involves "an act of a third person or other force which by its 
intervention prevents the actor from being liable for harm to another which his antecedent 
negligence is a substantial factor in bringing about." See e.g. Mica Mobile Sales & Leasing v. 
Skyline Corp., 97 Idaho 408, 546 P.2d 54 (1975) (citations omitted). In determining whether an 
intervening act was a superseding cause of harm to another, Idaho state courts consider the 
following guidelines: 
(a) the fact that its intervention brings about harm different in kind from that 
which would otherwise have resulted from the actor's negligence; 
(b) the fact that its operation or the consequences thereof appear after the event to 
, be extraordinary rather than normal in view of the circumstances existing at 
the time of its operation; 
( c) the fact that the intervening force is operating independently of any situation 
created by the actor's negligence, or, on the other hand, is or is not a normal 
result of such a situation; 
( d) the fact that the operation of the intervening force is due to a third person's act 
or to his failure to act; 
( e) the fact that the intervening force is due to an act of a third person which is 
wrongful toward the other and as such subjects the third person to liability to 
him· 
' 
(f) the degree of culpability of a wrongful act of a third person which sets the 
intervening force in motion. 
See e.g. id. ( citations omitted). 
In the current action, Mr. McKay's intentional default under the terms of the PSA 
constitutes a superseding and intervening action. It is axiomatic that the PSA was a valid and 
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enforceable document which required Mr. McKay to pay the Plaintiff certain sums upon his 
receipt of proceeds from the sale of the Albrethsen transaction. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. Such 
proceeds include the sums Mr. McKay could have received under the Albrethsen mortgage note 
and the title insurance proceeds he received. See id. However, despite the unambiguous nature 
of the PSA, Mr. McKay intentionally did not pay the sums he owed the Plaintiff after he received 
the title insurance proceeds. See id., Ex. A at 11:21-12:1, 143:2-5, 143:13-18. As the Plaintiff 
admitted, in doing so, Mr. McKay's default is not attributable to the Defendants as Mr. McKay 
was not acting at the direction of the Defendants when he breached his obligations under the 
PSA. See id. at 143:6-9. Furthermore, Mr. McKay's PSA default (failure to make payments due 
under the PSA) was not a foreseeable result or consequence of any failure to include the 
Albrethsen property description or the mortgage instrument number in the PSA. For these 
reasons, there exists no genuine issue of material fact regarding the existence of a superseding 
and intervening cause which precludes Plaintiffs recovery against the Defendants. 
3. The Plaintifrs Claims are Barred Because She Has No Legally Cognizable 
Damages. 
The Plaintiff is not entitled to recover the damages she alleges. In Idaho, the measure of 
damages available to a Plaintiff in an attorney malpractice action "is the difference between the 
client's actual recovery and the recovery which should have been obtained but for the attorney's 
malpractice". See e.g. Sohn v. Foley, 125 Idaho 168, 172 (Ct. App. 1994). 
In her Complaint, the Plaintiff claims that, as a result of the Insured's alleged negligence, 
she suffered the following damages: (1) a failure to receive $800,000 as recited in the PSA; (2) a 
failure to receive the benefit of Mr. McKay "pay[ing] off her personal residence debt ($621,054) 
from the proceeds of the Status Corporation mortgage as required by the PSA"; and (3) the 
mitigation costs, including attorney fees, she incurred in her attempt to enforce her rights under 
the PSA. However, as explained below, the Plaintiff is not entitled to recover any of these 
damages. 
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First, there is no difference between what the Plaintiff could have actually recovered had 
she prosecuted a contempt action against Mr. McKay for his failure to comply with the PSA and 
the recovery the Plaintiff could have obtained but for the Defendants' alleged malpractice. For 
the Plaintiff to recover any of the damages she requests, she must establish that the Defendants' 
alleged negligence somehow precluded her from recovering the aforementioned sums. See e.g. 
Sohn, 125 Idaho at 172. Such is not the case. The PSA was an unambiguous, valid, and legally 
enforceable agreement between Mr. McKay and the Plaintiff. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. Even 
without the information which the Plaintiff claims should have been contained in the PSA, the 
Plaintiff was entitled to collect all of the aforementioned sums requested by the Plaintiff. See id. 
The alleged negligence on the part of the Defendants simply does not affect the amounts which 
the Plaintiff could have collected from Mr. McKay in a contempt action. 
Recovery of the Plaintiffs requested damages is also barred as the Plaintiff failed to 
mitigate her damages. See e.g. IDJI 9.14 ("A person who has been damaged must exercise 
ordinary care to minimize the damage and prevent further damage. Any loss that results from a 
failure to exercise such care cannot be recovered."). Pursuant to the PSA, the Plaintiff was 
entitled to receive the damages she alleges against the Defendants from Mr. McKay. See 
Counsel Aff., Ex. B. This includes recovery of any costs and attorney fees the Plaintiff incurred 
in attempting to enforce her rights under the PSA. While the Plaintiff initially filed a contempt 
action against Mr. McKay to collect these sums, she failed to fully prosecute the same. See 
I 
Counsel Aff., Ex. F; Walker Aff., Ex. C. Instead, the Plaintiff voluntarily agreed to enter into a 
second settlement agreement. See Walker Aff., Ex. C; Counsel Aff., Ex. I. In doing so, the 
Plaintiff waived her right to collect any sums which Mr. McKay was obligated to pay under the 
PSA, including fees and costs she incurred in the contempt action. See Counsel Aff., Ex. I at ,r 4. 
By voluntarily waiving her right to obtain such sums which the PSA legally obligated Mr. 
McKay to pay, the Plaintiff failed to mitigate the damages she alleges against the Defendants. 
See e.g. IDJI 9.14 (the Plaintiff has a duty to mitigate her damages). As this waiver and failure 
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to mitigate encompass all of the damages the Plaintiff is attempting to collect against the Insured, 
the Plaintiff is now barred and estopped from collecting the same from the Defendants. 
4. The PlaintifPs Claims are Barred Because She Cannot Establish That, but for 
the Defendants' Alleged Breaches, She Would have Obtained the Payments 
Required under the PSA. 
Finally, the Plaintiffs attorney malpractice claim fails because she cannot establish that · 
she would have had "some chance of success" in the underlying action but for the Defendants' 
actions. See e.g. Lamb v. Manweiler, 129 Idaho 269, 272, 923 P.2d 976, 979 (1996). More 
specifically, the Plaintiffs claim fails because she _cannot prove that she would have had some 
chance of success of obtaining the money due under the PSA, but for the Defendants' alleged 
malpractice. As explained above, there simply exists no evidence to support such a claim. First, 
there exists no evidence to support a finding that Mr. McKay would have complied with the PSA 
and paid the Plaintiff the sums due under Paragraphs 17-1.8.3 had the PSA been drafted as 
suggested by the Plaintiff in her Complaint. Likewise, there is no evidence available to support 
an assertion that, had the PSA been drafted as suggested by the Plaintiff, the title company would 
have paid its insurance proceeds directly to the Plaintiff. To the contrary, the evidence 
establishes that the title company was unaware of the PSA at the time it paid the insurance 
proceeds and that it did not search any indexes prior to paying the proceeds to Mr. McKay. As 
such, even if the missing language was included, the title insurance company would not have 
become aware of the PSA or the Plaintiffs purported interest in the mortgage note. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
As there exist no genuine issues of material fact regarding the non-existence of breaches 
of duty, causation, or legally cognizable damages, the Defendants respectfully request that this 
Court grant their Motion in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the Defendants. 
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DATED this G:,~fJanuary, 2011. 
By: 
---~--------+------Robe rt A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
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Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ] 
[A 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
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U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
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Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PORTIONS OF DEFENDANTS' "UNDISPUTED STATEMENT 
OF FACTS" ARE NOT ACCURATE 
1. False assertion that plaintiff was "aware" that "she was not receiving an interest of 
any kind in the Albrethsen property"(undisputed fact, para. 13): First, defendants have three versions 
of the property settlement agreement attached to the Anderson affidavit. The actual Property 
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Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is attached to the affidavit of Allen B. Ellis as Exhibit I. 
Secondly, the Agreement, unlike one of the bogus agreements accompanying the Anderson 
affidavit, makes it very clear that the $800,000 to be paid to plaintiff wife was to come from the pay-
off by Status Corporation of the mortgage involved in its purchase of the Albrethsen property. 
a. "In the event of breach [by Status], Darwin may also be able to 
foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior 
to the sale to Status Corporation as..."Albrethsen's Farm" (para 
1.8 of the Agreement). 
b. "Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash by wire transfer or 
certified check within five (5) days of payment by the Status 
Corporation, or its assigns" (para. 1. 7). 
Exhibit I to Ellis Affidavit 
Tha~ is, the Agreement made it explicitly clear that the $800,000 owed by Mr. McKay under 
the Agreement was to come from the sale proceeds of the Albrethsen property which was secured by 
a mortgage. Unfortunately, defendants failed to put anything in place to protect against Mr. McKay's 
default in remitting to plaintiff McKay her portion of the Status' sale proceeds. 
Plaintiff wife was not made aware of the mortgage until it was first referenced in the last draft 
of the Agreement which was ultimately executed (Exhibit I). As testified by plaintiff in her 
deposition: 
THE WITNESS: According to the divorce decree, Tom Walker had 
expressed to me that the judgment created a lien against Darwin's real 
property, which included the mortgage. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Well, tell me about that last part, "which 
included the mortgage." Tell me where Mr. Walker told you that. 
MR. ELLIS: You mean what geographical location? 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) No, no the timing of Mr. Walker's 
comment. Or are you referring to the property settlement agreement? 
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A. I'm referring to the property settlement agreement. When I went in 
to sign the property settlement agreement, Tom Walker had written in 
the divorce decree that Mr. McKay had a mortgage note on the balance 
owing on the Albrethsen property. And I asked him --
Q. Go ahead. 
A. -"What's this mortgage note?" And Tom said, expressed to me that 
he has to have a mortgage note on the balance owing on this property 
because he still is due approximately 1.4 million. 
Q. Did he say anything else? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. You told me that there was something about a lien on a mortgage 
note, but you haven't told me anything about that, so --
A. Tom Walker told me December 15 of 2008 after I discovered the 
funds had been paid out to Darwin, Tom Walker wrote to me and stated 
that the PSA being recorded created a lien against all of Darwin's real 
property. 
Exhibit 3 to Ellis affidavit, p 14, L 12- p 15, L 20 
However, defendants were aware of the mortgage as early as March, 2007, seven months prior 
to execution of the Agreement. See post-settlement memorandum by Mr. McKay's attorney; Exhibit 
4, p. 5. 
Patricia McKay and her counsel were fully aware of the provisions of 
the Status Contract, as the contract was provided to Patricia March 07, 
2007 in discovery seven months prior to the entry of the Decree. (Bates 
#02121, specifically #02134 wherein it specifically states, "Title 
Insurance was issued for this property on 6 April 2006 in the name of 
L. Darwin McKay, a married man as his sole and separate property."). 
2. False assertion that "Mr. McKay was not willing to provide any security in any property 
as his real property was encumbered by bank loans and other debt" (undisputed fact, para. 13). As 
noted above, Mr. McKay was the mortgagee on a mortgage acquired during the marriage. Defendants' 
"undisputed fact" erroneously recites that Mr. McKay had no interest in real property which he could 
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offer as security to plaintiff. In fact, as mortgagee (holder of an interest in real property) to the 
Albrethsen property, Mr. McKay was in a position to provide security for his debt to plaintiff. 
As testified by plaintiff in her deposition: "I didn't find out about the mortgage note until Tom 
Walker expressed it in the divorce decree .... And I questioned him about it and Tom expressed, 
"Yes, there's got to be a mortgage note out there because he's still due $1.3 million on [the Status] 
property." (Exhibit 3 to Ellis affidavit, p. 30, LL 1-6). 
Unfortunately, defendants failed to secure for plaintiff an interest in the Albrethsen mortgage, 
or, alternatively, advise her that she was in an unsecured position. Rather, they advised her that by 
recording the judgment of divorce the mortgage automatically became "subject to the lien of 
[plaintiffs] judgment". See Exhibit 2 to Ellis affidavit, p. 2. 
3. The defendants informed the plaintiff that the Agreement had been recorded 
( undisputed fact, para. 23 ); however, they erroneously advised her that, by this recording, her judgment 
against Mr. McKay "became a lien upon Darwin's real and personal property". See Exhibit 2 to the 
Ellis affidavit. Clearly, defendants believed that merely recording the divorce decree (with the 
Agreement attached) would protect plaintiff. It did not do so. 
4. False assertion that "Messrs. Walker and Welsh never told the plaintiff that recording 
the judgment would act as a lien against a mortgage held by Mr. McKay or that a mortgage constitutes 
real property" (Walker affidavit, p. 6, para. 23). As corroborated by plaintiffs affidavit, Mr. Walker 
actually advised plaintiff as follows: 
In any event, pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment was 
recorde.d before any of the assignments that you provided me, including 
the one to Lawyers Title. Thus, the mortgage that Lawyers Title 
accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your judgment 
( emphasis added). 
Exhibit 2 to Ellis affidavit, p. 2 (Walker letter to plaintiff dated December 15, 2008) 
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Notwithstanding Mr. Walker's advice, Mr. McKay received $1,288,019.10, in November, 
' 
2008, free and clear of any lien claim by plaintiff and in breach of the Agreement requiring he pay 
$800,000 of the proceeds to her. See defendants' "Undisputed Statement of Facts", para. 33. 
ARGUMENT 
Preliminary note: As presently constituted, defendants' arguments are, in essence two-fold: 
(1) Mr. McKay would not have given plaintiff the security that defendants erroneously represented 
to plaintiff that she had; and (2) that the statute governing the recordation of marriage settlements 
(LC.§ 32-918) would not give plaintiff the protection that she claims. As noted below, these 
arguments present genuine issues of material fact and summary judgment is not appropriate. 
However, defendants' motion fails to consider a third scenario. As set forth in plaintiffs 
affidavit, she obviously would not have signed the Agreement had she known it failed to give her 
security for Mr. McKay's obligations under the Agreement. With this knowledge and in the event Mr. 
McKay would not have acceded to her reasonable request for security, the matter would have gone to 
trial. Recording a lis pendens would forestall disbursement of the Status sale proceeds. At trial, the 
McKay marital estate would be distributed in accordance with the community property laws of the 
State of Idaho or in accordance with the pre-nuptial agreement, which defendants contend had been 
abandoned. 
IN ADVISING PLAINTIFF THE RECORDED AGREEMENT SUBJECTED THE 
STATUS MORTGAGE TO THE "LIEN OF HER JUDGMENT", DEFENDANT 
\VALKER BREACHED A LEGAL DUTY OWED TO THE PLAINTIFF 
In his affidavit, defendant Walker states: "I did not tell the plaintiff that recording a judgment 
would create a lien on a mortgage". See Walker affidavit, para. 23. Yet plaintiff testified in her 
deposition as follows: 
Q. So, you believe the divorce decree indicates that a mortgage note 
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was in existence and that a lien could be placed against it? 
A. According to the divorce decree, Tom Walker has expressed to me 
that the judgment created a lien against Darwin's real property which 
included the mortgage. ' 
Exhibit 3 to Ellis affidavit, p. 14, LL 6-15. 
In Exhibit 2, a December 15, 2008, letter to plaintiff, Mr. Walker reiterate~ his erroneous 
belief that the divorce judgment was a lien on the mortgage. 
In any event, pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment was 
recorded before any of the assignments that you provided me, including 
the one to Lawyers Title. Thus, the mortgage that Lawyers Title 
accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your judgment 
Exhibit 2, p. 2 ( emphasis added). 
Defendants are simply wrong by asserting that they "correctly explained the law" to plaintiff 
(Defendants' brief, p. 18). Defendants now apparently concede the Agreement provided no security 
to plaintiff as a creditor in the Agreement. 
According to plaintiffs expert, Bryan D. Smith, failure to advise plaintiff that she had no 
secured position in the Agreement was an omission which fell below the standard of care. It would 
} 
follow, as Mr. Smith notes, that an affirmative representation to plaintiff that she had a secured 
position vis-a-vis the mortgage proceeds, e.g., Exhibit 2, would be a more egregious departure from 
the standard of care. Mr Smith opines 
Protections which, if agreeable to Mr. McKay, should have been 
undertaken to secure plaintiffs status as a creditor in the Property 
Settlement Agreement. 
1. Provided a legal description of the Albrethsen Property in the 
PSA; 
2. Provided an explanation that the Albrethsen Property was 
subject to a closing scheduled for March 30, 2008 and that Mr. 
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McKay would pay Mrs. McKay $800,000 from the proceeds he 
received on this sale 
3. Included an explanation that Mr. McKay further would pay 
Mrs. McKay from the proceeds he received on the sale in an 
amount to pay in full the balance of Mrs. McKay's mortgage on 
her personal residence; 
4. Identifying in the PSA the then existing balance and further 
identified where notice could be sent to obtain the balance owed 
on that mortgage; 
5 Identifying in the PSA Mr. McKay's mortgage and referenced 
Mr. McKay's recorded mortgage on the Albrethsen Property by 
the county document identification number on the recorded 
mortgage; 
6. Following the procedures set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-
918 and summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it 
even easier for a third party to take notice of Mrs. McKay's 
interest; 
7. Sending the closing agent on the Albrethsen Property the 
relevant documents informing the closing agent of Mrs. 
McKay's interest in the sale provided Mr. Walker knew the 
name of the closing agent. 
Smith affidavit, pp. 2, 3. 
Expert Smith further opines, in the event Mr. McKay would not agree to secure his obligations 
in the Agreement, defendants had a duty to inform plaintiff of that fact. Smith affidavit, pp. 4, 5. 
Failure to do so breached the applicable standard of care. 
As plaintiff McKay testifies in her affidavit, had she been aware she was not in a secured 
position, she would not have entered into the Agreement. 
Had I been made aware that the Agreement would not give me a 
secured status or that recordation of the Agreement would not constitute 
a lien on the mortgage, I would not have executed the Agreement. I 
would have continued to demand that Mr. McKay give me a secured 
status in the Agreement. Failing that security, I would have proceeded 
to trial. 
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Plaintiffs affidavit, p. 2. 
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE CONTRADICTING PLAINTIFF'S ASSERTION THAT 
SHE WOULD NOT HA VE SIGNED THE AGREEMENT HAD SHE BEEN 
ADVISED THAT IT PLACED HER IN AN UNSECURED POSITION AS 
RESPECTS HER HUSBAND'S OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE AGREEMENT 
Proximate causation exists as a matter of law: In the complaint, plaintiff alleges 
"[n]otwithstanding defendants' representations to plaintiff that recordation of the PSA would create 
a lien on the community's interest in real property, the PSA did not have such lien effect " 
(Complaint, para. VIII(c)). 
Defendants' "representations" to this effect are undisputed, i.e., Exhibit 2, p. 2: "the mortgage 
should be subject to the lien of your judgment". It must be conceded that a mortgagee, such as Mr. 
McKay, does have an interest in real property. See Ogden v. Griffith, _Idaho_, 236 P.3d 1239 
(2010), holding that an agreement involving the creation of a deed of trust is governed by the statute 
of frauds which requires that agreements dealing with an "interest in real property" be in writing. 
Idaho Code §9-503. 
Plaintiff testifies in her affidavit she would not have signed the Agreement had her unsecured 
position been disclosed to her or had she not been advised that recordation of the Agreement put her 
in a secured position. 
At the very least, proximate cause issues presents genuine issues of material fact not amenable 
to summary adjudication. In Millsaps v. Kaufold, 653 S.E.2d 344 (Ga. App. 2007), plaintiff wife 
alleged that her attorney failed to take steps to protect various assets of the community estate. The trial 
court entered summary judgment for defendant attorney, holding that there was insufficient evidence 
of proximate causation. The appellate court reversed, holding that a genuine issue of material fact 
existed: 
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. . . Kaufold [ defendant attorney] argues that Millsaps [plaintiff 
wife] cannot show that the outcome of her divorce action would have 
been different but for Kaufold' s errors since there is evidence, including 
the former husband's affidavit, that former husband would not have 
entered into any settlement agreement other than that which resolved 
the divorce action. . . . While evidence that an ex-husband would 
not have entered into a different settlement may have precluded a 
showing of damages in the fraud action in Hopkinson [Hopkinson v. 
Labovitz, 589 S.E.2nd 255 (2003)], under the facts of the instant case, 
such evidence simply creates a genuine issue of material fact as to 
whether the outcome of the underlying divorce action would have been 
different but for the attorney's alleged errors in failing to protect 
various assets. 
Here Millsap's showing that Kaufold's alleged errors proximately 
caused damage to her is not based on mere speculation or conjecture, 
but is based on evidence sufficient to create a jury issue to survive 
summary judgment. 
Id, 653 S.E.2nd at 346 .. 
In Reed v. Mitchell & Timbanard, 903 P .2d 621 (Ariz. App. 1995), defendant attorneys 
allegedly failed to list all plaintiff/wife's security in the decree or, alternatively, failed to execute 
security documents as attachments to the decree. Defendant attorneys argued that it is speculation 
whether the court would have signed such a judgment. In reversing the entry of summary judgment, 
the appellate court observed that "[a]t most, the defendants' arguments raise questions of fact 
regarding whether Reed [plaintiff wife] has actually suffered a loss as the result of the defendants' 
alleged negligence and her possible contributory negligence or failure to mitigate her damages. Id., 
903 P.2d 626. 
Summary of proximate causation analysis. As in Reed and Millsaps, the existence and 
amount of plaintiffs damages present factual issues not appropriately resolved in summary judgment 
proceedings. In her affidavit, plaintiff testified she would not have executed the Agreement had she 
been made aware of her unsecured status. In the context of her refusal to execute the Agreement 
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(Exhibit 1 ), the jury will be charged with determining whether the evidence supports one of three 
scenarios: ( 1) plaintiffs husband would have given her the secured status she expected and deserved; 
(2) her husband would not have agreed to secure her interest, and the marital estate would be 
distributed in accordance with the community property laws of the State ofldaho; or (3) plaintiffs 
husband would not have agreed to secure her interest, and the marital estate would be distributed in 
accordance with the pre-nuptial agreement. 
BECAUSE MR. MCKA Y'S DEFAULT WAS THE VERY EVIL WHICH PLAINTIFF'S 
SECURED STATUS WAS INTENDED TO PREVENT, HIS DEFAULT DOES NOT 
CONSTITUTE A SUPERSEDING OR INTERVENING CAUSE 
Defendants' "superseding cause" argument fails for two independent reasons: (1) the injury 
which plaintiff encountered, i.e., Mr. McKay's default, was the very injury which plaintiffs secured 
status was intended to prevent; and (2) the viability of the doctrine of superseding cause as a defense 
does not rest upon the innocence of the defendant in initiating that cause, i.e., that defendants did not 
instigate Mr. McKay's default is a red herring. 
The prerequisites to a cause being a "superseding" cause are set forth in Mico Mobile Sales 
v. Skyline Corp., 97 Idaho 408,546 P.2d 54 (1975) cited at page 20 of defendants' brief. One element 
is "the fact that its intervention brings about harm different in kind from that which would otherwise 
have resulted from the actor's negligence". Id., 97 Idaho at 412. In the case at bench, the purported 
"superseding cause", i.e. Mr. McKay's default, is the same adverse event concerning which 
defendants' alleged conduct failed to insulate her. Moreover, defendant's must concede Mr. McKay's 
potential default was a foreseeable event, i.e., defendants' recorded the decree and Agreement and 
advised the plaintiff that lien was created (Exhibit 2, p. 2). 
In Sharp v. W H Moore, Inc., 118 Idaho 297, 796 P.2d 506 (1990), an employee who was 
raped in an office building brought a negligence action against the security contractor, among others. 
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In responding to the assertion that the criminal conduct was a superseding cause, the Supreme Court 
observed as follows: 
Defendants also argue that the occurrence of criminal activity is an 
intervening, superseding force that breaks the chain of causation 
potentially binding defendants to liability. While this is a superficially 
pleasing statement of a general rule, it has no applicability under the 
circumstances of this case. Here the precise hazard to be guarded 
against was criminal activity. 
Id, 118 Idaho at 302 (emphasis added) 
Likewise here: "the precise hazard to be guarded against" was Mr. McKay's default which 
hazard would have been neutralized had plaintiff been placed in a secured position OR had the absence 
of that security been made known to her before she signed the Agreement. 
GIVEN MR. MCKAY'S IMPECUNIOUS CONDITION, DEFENDANTS FAILURE 
TO SECURE PLAINTIFF'S INTEREST IN THE MORTGAGE PROCEEDS 
HAS CAUSED HER FINANCIAL LOSS 
It is undisputed that Mr. McKay was paid $4,921,800 in the Status transaction, i.e. he was owed 
another $3.9 million but that money was never paid because Status declared bankruptcy. 
Darwin was to receive $4,921,800.00 for Parcel 1 (Albrethsen). Status 
paid $3,250,000.00 up front, which Darwin paid to Eric Albrethsen for 
the initial purchase price. The balance of the entire purchase price was 
to be paid by Status in two interim payments of $275,000 and $250,000 
and the balance of $5,046,800.00 was to be paid at closing on or before 
March 30, 2008. Status made one interim payment of $275,000 and 
Darwin therefore took a mortgage in the amount of $1,396,800.00 
which Land America Transnation Title Company mistakenly insured 
two first mortgages. One of the insured first mortgages was to Darwin 
McKay for $1,396,800.00. Darwin McKay was thus paid a total of 
$4,921,800.00 for his interest in parcel 1 (Albrethsen) which was 
awarded to Darwin as his sole and separate property pursuant to page 
6 of the Decree. The remaining $3. 9 million, which Patricia McKay 
was to be paid from, will likely never come to fruition as Status has 
filed for bankruptcy protection. 
Exhibit 4 to Ellis Affidavit, page 5, 6 (emphasis added). 
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The highlighted portion of the above quote also underscores in what fashion plaintiff has been 
financially injured by the failure to secure her position. 
Darwin McKay's actions post-divorce constitute self-inflicted poverty. 
It is further anticipated that Darwin will plead poverty to the Court. In 
essence Darwin wants the Court to look only at his current economic 
situation, and the financial status of his business entities and the 
condition of the current real estate market to make a determination as 
to whether the Motion to Liquidate the Agreement should be granted. 
The current economic state of Darwin and his business entities arise 
from actions that Darwin took during the pendency of the divorce and 
subsequent to the divorce for which Patricia has no responsibility. 
Darwin's action during the pendency of the divorce and subsequent to 
the divorce are the events that precipitate his now alleged inability to 
pay. The actions that Darwin took include, but are not limited to, 
taking out an additional $780,000.00 line of credit with Great Basin 
Bank; taking out a $100,000 line of credit with Zion Bank; numerous 
investments in Granite Transformations; and a $240,000.00 personal 
loan with Sterling Bank. 
Exhibit 5 to Ellis Affidavit, page 9. 
Given Mr. McKay's conduct post-divorce, plaintiff has suffered real financial loss as an 
unsecured creditor in the Agreement. 
THE EXTENT OF PLAINTIFFS' DAMAGES ARISING FROM HER STATUS 
AS AN UNSECURED CREDITOR PRESENTS GENUINE ISSUES OF FACT 
NOT AMENABLE TO SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
Plaintiff's post-decree efforts to collect her monetary entitlement under the Agreement may be 
viewed as mitigation efforts. Whether plaintiff has acted reasonably in this regard presents factual 
issues for jury consideration. See IDJI 932 and Davis v. First Interstate Bank, 115 Idaho 169, 170, 765 
P.2d 680 (1988). 
CONCLUSION 
Contrary to defendants' "Undisputed Statement of Facts" (paragraph 25), defendant Walker 
did advise plaintiff that the Status "mortgage . . . should be subject to the lien of [her] judgment". 
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See Exhibit 2. Plaintiff would not have executed the Agreement had she been made aware that her 
status as creditor in the Agreement was unsecured. See plaintiffs affidavit. 
Absent settlement, plaintiff, according to her affidavit testimony, would have proceeded to trial, 
with a lis pendens in place to prevent Mr. McKay from dissipating the Status sale proceeds. 
Plaintiff has suffered a financial loss due to her status as an unsecured creditor in the 
Agreement and Mr. McKay's impoverished condition. His default was the contingency which her 
secured status was intended to deflect. Hence, that default does not constitute a superseding cause 
neutralizing the impact of defendants' negligence. 
Whether plaintiffs post-decree conduct was reasonable raises mitigation issues not amenable 
to summary adjudication. 
Dated this 20th day of January, 2011. 
Allen B. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20th day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 
U.S. Mail 
_X _ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile at 
344-5510 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAND. SMITH 
I, Bryan D. Smith, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
1. I make this affidavit upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
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testify to the matters set forth herein. I hold the opinions set forth herein with a reasonable degree 
of legal certainty. 
2. Qualifications: I obtained a Juris Doctorate degree from the McGeorge School of 
Law, at the University of Pacific, in 1989 and have been actively practicing law since then. I am 
licensed to practice law in the Courts of Idaho, the United States District Court for the District of 
Idaho, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. I have also been licensed to 
practice law in the Courts ofldaho and the United States Eastern District of California. A substantial 
portion of my practice has been devoted to civil litigation and I have represented both husbands and 
wives in numerous divorce cases. I charge $185 per hour for my services as an expert, which is the 
same rate that I generally charge in my practice. I have not been an expert before. 
3. Documents reviewed: 
a. Draft complaint; 
b. October 28, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
c. November 2, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
d. November 4, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
e. November 5, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
f. November 5, 2009 email from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
g. November 5, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to AVen B. Ellis; 
h. November 17, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Bryan D. Smith; 
I. November 29, 2007 Judgment and Decree of Divorce with attached 
J. Property Settlement Agreement; and 
k. July 1, 1996 Pre-Nuptial Agreement. 
1. December 15, 2008, letter from Mr. Walker to plaintiff. 
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4. Factual background: From my review of the above-documents, I understand that 
while Mr. and Mrs. McKay were married, but before they were divorced, Mr. McKay ac·quired real 
property that he immediately sold for a profit of about $2 million. This property is known as the 
• 
"Albrethsen Property." The closing on the "Albrethsen Property" was scheduled for March 30, 
2008-about four months after the court entered the Judgment and Decree of Divorce with an 
attached Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) on November 29, 2007. The PSA contemplates that 
Mr. McKay would pay $800,000 of the pro,ceeds from the Albrethsen Property sale to Mrs. McKay. 
The PSA further contemplates that Mr. McKay would use proceeds from the Albrethsen Property 
sale to pay off in full the mortgage on Mrs. McKay's personal residence. The PSA was recorded in' 
the county where the Albrethsen Property was located. 
As it turned out, Mr. McKay discovered that a mortgage he held was not in first position; 
accordingly, the title company paid him at least $1,288,091.10. However, Mr. McKay did not pay 
Mrs. McKay the $800,000 from the proceeds as contemplated in the PSA nor did he use any of the 
proceeds to pay the balance of Mrs. McKay's personal residence in the amount of $488,019.10. And 
the title company paying Mr. McKay apparently did not take any steps to pay Mrs. McKay although 
Mr. Walker informed Mrs. McKay that the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, including the attached 
PSA, would be a lien in each county in which it was recorded on real property that she thought Mr. 
McKay owned. 
5. Issue presented: These facts raise the question of whether Mrs. McKay's lawyer, 
Thomas G. Walker, bears any responsibility for Mrs. McKay's failing to receive the $1,288,091.10 
as the PSA contemplates. Specifically, did Mr. Walker's conduct in the way he prepared the PSA 
or in advising Mrs. McKay in connection with the PSA fall below the standard of care resulting in 
damages to Mrs. McKay? 
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6. Protections which, if agreeable to Mr. McKay, should have been undertaken to 
secure plaintiffs status ~s a creditor in the Property Settlement Agreement. 
1. Provided a legal description of the Albrethsen Property in the PSA; 
2. Provided an explanation that the Albrethsen Property was subject to a closing 
scheduled for March 30, 2008 and that Mr. McKay would pay Mrs. McKay 
$800,000 from the proceeds he received on this sale 
3. Included an explanation that Mr. McKay further would pay Mrs. McKay from 
the proceeds he received on the sale in an amount to pay in full the balance 
of Mrs. McKay's mortgage on her personal residence; 
4. Identifying in the PSA the then existing balance and further identified where 
notice could be sent to obtain the balance owed on that mortgage; 
5 Identifying in the PSA Mr. McKay's mortgage and referenced Mr. McKay's 
recorded mortgage on the Albrethsen Property by the county document 
identification number on the recorded mortgage; 
6. Following the procedures set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 and 
summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it even easier for a third 
party to take notice of Mrs. McKay's interest; 
7. Sending the closing agent on the Albrethsen Property the relevant documents 
informing the closing agent of Mrs. McKay's interest in the sale provided Mr. 
Walker knew the name of the closing agent. 
7. Standard of care to be observed in the event Mr. McKay would not agree to provide 
plaintiff with a secured position with respect to the Property Settlement Agreement: If Mr. McKay 
had rejected Mr. Walker's structuring the PSA as identified in paragraph ( 6) above, then Mr. Walker 
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should have informed Mrs. McKay that without structuring the PSA in accordance with paragraph 
(5), Mrs. McKay would not be protected and, therefore, risked not being paid when Mr. McKay 
received the Albrethsen sales proceeds. At that point a lis pendens should have been recorded 
1:11-akip.g a public record of plaintiff's interest in the mortgage. According to Exlu'bit 2 to the Ellis 
affidavit in these sum.mazy judgment proceedings, not only did Mr. Walker fail to advise Mrs. 
McKay that she lacked a secured position, Mr. Walker erroneously advised her that the divorce 
judgment~ which incorporated the PSA, constituted a lien on the mortgage proceeds. 
8 . Conclusion: Based upon the acts and omissions of Mr. Walker, as set forth in 
. paragraphs (6) and (7), above, Mr. Walker failed to conform to the standard of care applicable to 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I.HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day ofJanuary, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Allen B. 
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ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
FILED :09P 
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JAN 2 0 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
ByLARAAMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
V. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
I, Allen B. Ellis, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am the attorney for the plaintiff in the herein matter and make this affidavit upon 
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my own personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained here. 
2. Attached hereto as an exhibits are true and correct copies of the following: 
Document Exhibit No. 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce and Property Settlement Agreement . . . . . . . . 1 
Walker letter to plaintiff dated December 15, 2008 ....................... 2 
Excerpts of Patricia McKay deposition dated November 1, 2008 ............ 3 
Pre-Trial Memorandum of Pacts/History of Case dated July 1, 2009 ......... 4 
Pre-Trial Brief dated July 2, 2009 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
AllenB~ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SUBSCRJBED AND SWORN To before me this 201h day of January, 2011. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 201h day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Allen B. Ellis 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 3 
U.S. Mail 
_X_ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile at 
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, ORIGINAL ::a·.q~~JEI. NOV 2 9 2007 
J. OAVIO NAVARRO, Clerk 
ByJ, EARLE 
DEPIJTY 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 63.00 21 Stanley W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
BOISE IOAHO 12/04/07 03:53 PM 
~:f :~e~~~ittesr OF Ill I Ill lJlflll 111/1 II/ 11111111/111111 
Cosho Humphrey 107161154 
P. O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
E-mail: swelsh@cosholaw.com; twalker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 06 I 5200 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
Based upon the Stipulation of the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED 
AND DECREED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: The Plaintiff ("Patricia") and the Defendant ("Darwin") were 
married on July 6, 1996 in Nassau, Island of the Bahamas. Patricia and Darwin are granted a 
divorce from one another on the grounds of irreconcilable differences. Each is restored to the 
status of a single person. 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
279198.doc 
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2. PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT: Except for paragraphs in the 
Property Settlement Agreement dated October 20, 2007 regarding alimony, the Property 
Settlement Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. With 
respect to alimony, the payment provisions therein shall be deemed integrated contracts between 
the Parties with no jurisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. The Property Settlement 
Agreement dated October 20, 2007 attached hereto as Exhibit A is approved by this Court and, 
except as noted above, is, merged with and incorporated into this Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce. 
DATED: November 2~ 2007. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the'3!; of November 2007 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Judgment and Decree of Divorce was served upon: 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
'Boise, ID 83712 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
John A Miller 
Miller & Harr 
Attorneys at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive, Suite 3 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
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Stanley W. Welsh (ISB No.1964) 
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P. 0. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
Exhibit A 
E-mail: swelsh@cosholaw.com; twalker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIAE. McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
MERGED WITH AND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement (''Agreement") is made ·and entered into this 20th day 
of October 2007 by and between Patricia E. McKay, Plaintiff ("Patricia" or "Plaintiff'), and L. 
Darwin McKay, Defendant ("Darwin" or "Defendant"). Patricia and Darwin are sometimes 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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individually referred to as a "Party" or collectively referred to as the "Parties". This Agreement 
is binding and enforceable upon the terms stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documentation is required to carry out the terms of this Agreement. 
1. Community Property. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community property: 
1.1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2.1 below, Patricia shall receive the 
personal residence located at 25 Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho ("Personal Residence") free and 
clear of all encumbrances. Patricia shall furthermore receive all personal property and furniture 
contained therein . Patricia shall execute such written consent as may be required by the lenders 
to allow Darwin access to information regarding the 1st and 2nd deed of trust notes. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient quit claim deed and 
quit claim bill of sale all of his right, title and interest in and to the Personal Residence, including 
all personal property and furniture. 
1.2. Patricia shall receive the Box Office Productions stock. Darwin shall 
transfer ~o Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient assignment separate 
from stock certificate all of his right, title and interest in and to the Box Office Productions stock. 
Patricia shall cause the assignment form to be delivered to Darwin through counsel as soon as 
possible for Darwin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her counsel. 
1.3. Patricia shall receive her IRA account. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.4. Patricia shall receive the 1995 Mercedes S-500 vehicle in her possession 
and the 1980' s motor home, currently located at the farm. Darwin shall deliver the motorhome to 
Patricia on or before December 1, 2007. Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate 
property by good and sufficient bill of sale and endorsement on the respective Certificates of 
Title all of his right, title and interest in and Patricia's 1995 Mercedes S-500 and the 1980's 
motorhome. Patricia shall cause the assignments forms to be delivered to Darwin through 
counsel as soon as possible for Darwin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her counsel. 
1.5. Darwin may at his expense have the contents of the Personal Residence 
construction folder copied if necessary for preparation of the amended tax returns for 2005 and 
2006 and for the 2007 tax return. Patricia shall retain the original of the Personal Residence 
construction folder. 
1.6. Darwin shall pay to Patricia $100,000.00 in four equal consecutive 
· monthly installments of $25,000.00 on or before January 15, 2008 and on or before the lfh day 
of February, March and April, 2008. The Parties acknowledge that the $100,000.00 amount was 
based upon a portion of Patricia's attorneys' fees and litigation expenses. In accordance with 
Idaho Code § 32-704(3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin directly to Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP, who may enforce this portion of the Judgment in its own name; provided, however, Patricia 
may pay' Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior to any such installment in which case, the payment or 
payments shall be paid directly to Patricia by Cosho Humphrey, LLP. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.7. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or certified 
check, within five (5) days of payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real 
Estate Transaction"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to Patricia 
in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part 
of the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The parties acknowledge that the Status Real 
Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently 
pursue the closing and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay .the closing. 
1.8. The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion of the land that had been 
referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as the "Home Farm." In the event of breach, 
Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior to 
the sale to Status Corporation as "Albrethsen's Fann." 
1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
March 30, 2008, Darwin shall pay Patricia $500,000 as soon as he is able to do without violating 
the lending tenns and conditions oqhe bank holding the line of credit for the Turf Corporation. 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by April 30, 2008, he shall 
list the Albrethsen property that was included in the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction 
for sale and shall pay Patricia by cash, certified check of wire transfer $500,000 within five (5) 
days of receipt or closing on a sale. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.8.3. Provided further that if following a breach, Darwin is not able to 
pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2_908, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 plus interest at the 
rate of 6% payable within five (5) days of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen 
property funds, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from the sale of 
the Home Farm may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line of credit for 
the Turf Corporation) by cash, certified check, or by wire transfer. 
1.9. Darwin shall be awarded the 2000 XJ8L Jaguar vehicle; 1973 5th wheel 
camp trailer; 1990 Ford pick-up truck; and 1994 C~sler LHS. Darwin shall furthermore be 
entitled to pick up his separate property birch cabinet and birch bookcase located in the tool room 
of the Personal Residence. Upon delivery of the motorhome to Patricia, Darwin shall pick up the 
' 
empty bookcase and cabinet. Darwin shall be awarded all separate and community property 
interests (if any) in the following: 
a. The Turf Corporation; 
b. The Turf Company of Nevada, Inc.; 
c. Pleasure Turf, LLC; 
d. The Turf Company, LLC; 
e. Turfland, LLC; 
f. Notes Receivables for Turf Company; 
g. Investment in Nevada Granite Industries; 
h. Palace Resorts Time Share; 
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i. Proceeds from sale of Albrethsen; 
J. Personal effects and furnishings in Darwin's possession; and 
k. McKay family investments and interests. 
2. Community Debts. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community debts: 
2.1. Commencing November 2007 and continuing thereafter as provided in this 
paragraph, Darwin shall pay Patricia's 1st and 2nd deed of trust note payments, including property 
truces and insurance, as required by the lender(s), encumbering the Personal Residence ("Personal 
Residence Debt") as and for maintenance or alimony for Patricia. Darwin shall timely pay both 
1st and 2nd deed of trust note payments directly to the respective mortgage companies. Patricia 
will provide Darwin via fax or email the 1st and 2"11 deed of trust note monthly statements within 
five days of when Patricia receives them. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or 
~mail that he has made the respective 151 and 2nd deed of trust note monthly payments in a timely 
manner.· The payments required under this paragraph shall terminate when Darwin pays off the 
Personal Residence Debt. Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence Debt 
directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real 
Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty (3 0) days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either 
the Albrethsen property, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from 
the sale of the Home Farm may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line 
of credit for the Turf Corporation), but in any event, Darwin shall payoff the Personal Residence 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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Debt on or before October 20, 2012. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have the right 
to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which case, the Personal Residence Debt would 
likely be paid off out of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal Residence, Darwin shall 
pay directly to Patricia as a property equalization payment the unpaid principal balance of the 
Personal Residence Debt, plus interest accruing at the respective rates called for in the first and 
second loan documents, in monthly installments to and including payment in full of the Personal 
Residence Debt. The Parties agree that Kevin Crane, CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such 
other accountant as the Parties shall designate, will provide the appropriate calculations of the 
remaining balance and accruing interest and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promissory note 
to Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such promissory note shall include a right 
of prepayment. As of October 20, 2007, the unpaid principal balance of the 1st deed of trust note 
(World Savings Loan No. is $556,324.34 and interest is accruing from and after 
October 20, 2007 at the rate provided in the 1st deed of trust note. As of October 20, 2007, the 
unpaid principal balance of the 2nd deed of trust note (Countrywide Loan No  is 
$67,490.49 and interest is accruing from and after October 20, 2007 at the variable rate provided 
in the 2~d deed of trust note. Darwin shall pay each of these notes, including interest accruing 
from and after October 20, 2007 until each note is paid in full. 
2.2 Darwin shall pay off the two Chase Visa credit cards and Bank of America 
credit card as property equalization payments as follows: 
Chase Visa ending in 2116 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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Chase Visa ending in 0853 
Bank of America ending in 0232 
2,076.17 
22.845.13 
$71,248.30 
Darwin shall pay the $71,248.30, plus interest as follows: 
November 2007: 
December 2007: 
January 2008: 
February 2008: 
March2008 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; · 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; . 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
Darwin shall pay all payments listed above in a timely manner such that no late 
fees are incurred. The November 2007 payment shall pay the Chase Visa ending in 0853 in full 
and shall then apply $6,086.75 to the Chase Visa ending in 2116 and $6,086.75 to the Bank of 
America ending in 0232. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or email that he has 
made the respective credit card payments in a timely manner. 
Patricia shall be responsible for all charges, interest, finance charges, and fees 
attributable to charges made by her after October 20, 2007. Patricia shall be responsible for all 
other credit card debt in her name alone or charged by Patricia without Darwin's knowledge. 
2.3 Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay one-half and Patricia shall pay 
one-half of all fees and expenses of mediation. 
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3. Alimony/ Maintenance Payments from Darwin to Patricia. Commencing 
November 2007 and continuing m1til Patricia is paid $800,000.00 or $500,000.00 as provided 
above, Darwin shall pay Patricia each month the sum of $2,500.00 · as and for 
alimony/maintenance. All liability for alimony shall cease upon payment of the $800,000.00 or 
$500,000.00 as provided above. 
4. Full Disclosure. Each Party represents to the other that full disclosure of all 
community assets and community liabilities, of which he or she is aware, has been made. 
5. Allocation of Property to Darwin. Except as expressly provided herein, Patricia 
agrees to transfer by good and sufficient quit claim deed, quit claim bill of sale, quit claim 
assignment and/or other necessary quit claim document of conveyance all of her right, title and 
interest to Darwin in and to all of the community property awarded to Darwin herein, as his sole 
and separate property. Patricia shall return the notebook containing all of the Palace Resorts 
Information, including but not limited to Palace Premier Certificates; Palace Premier Golf 
Passes; Premier Gold Membership; and Palace Premier / RCI Certificates. Patricia shall 
specifically sign over title to the 1994 Chrysler; 1990 Ford Pick-up and 1973 5th Wheel Camp 
Trailer. Darwin shall cause said transfers to be delivered to Patricia though counsel as soon as 
possible, except for the 1990 pickup, for which title is in Patricia's possession and shall be 
produced as soon as possible. Patricia shall further sign the Palace Premier Change of 
_Ownership, which shall be delivered to Patricia through counsel. 
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6. Disposition of Property. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each of the 
Parties hereto may dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, real or personal; and the 
Parties hereto, each for himself and her3elf, respectively, and for 'the respective heirs, legal 
representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waive any right of election 
which he or she may have or hereafter acquire regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
take against any last will and testament of the other, whether heretofore or hereafter executed, or 
as may now or hereafter be provided for in any law of the State of Idaho or any other state or 
territory of the United States or any foreign country, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country, and each Party shall sign any document necessary to 
release his or her interest to the other Party or any other document necessary to transfer any title 
or release any interest necesarry to carry out the intent of this paragraph. 
7. Release of Patricia from all Debts and Personal Guarantees. On or before 
December 1, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and expense written releases of Patricia 
from liability for all debts whether such debts are owed to banks, vendors, and/or other creditors 
for whom Patricia may have liability for any reason, including but not limited to Patricia's 
execution of notes, personal guarantees or collateral security documents that she delivered during 
the Parti~s' marriage. Darwin shall provide Patricia with a true, correct and complete copy of 
each such release on or before December I, 2007. 
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8~ Payment of Accounting Fees and Income Taxes by Darwin. Darwin shall pay 
for the preparation of state and federal income tax returns and/or amended returns for the Parties 
for 2005, 2006 and 2007. The Parties agree to file said tax returns under the filing status 
resulting in the lowest state and federal income taxes. The Parties agree to cooperate with Kevin 
Crane, or any other accountant as Darwin deems necessary to complete the filing of such returns. 
Darwin shall pay all state and federal income taxes, interest and penalties, if any, for all years 
prior to January 1, 2008 and Darwin shall be entitled to all tax refunds, if any. Patricia shall be 
entiteld to claim the interest paid on the deed of trust notes encumbering the Personal Residence 
and Darwin shall claim the monies paid towards the deed of trust note payments as alimony to 
Patricia. Darwin shall further claim all $2,500.00 payments to Patricia pursuant to paragraph 3 
herein as alimony. 
9. Separate Property / Income After Execution of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agree that from and after the date of this Agreement, any and all property or income 
acquired or earned by either Party hereto shall be the separate property of the Party who has 
acquired or earned it, any income on separate property shall be separate property and the other 
Party shall have no claim on any separate property income or earnings. Beginning tax year 2008 
and all years thereon, the parties shall each file separately. Neither party shall include in their 
income any income earned by the other after December 31, 2007. Nor shall either party claim a 
credit or deduction for expenditures made by the other after December 31, 2007. Any tax 
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liability arising from income after December 31, 2007 shall be paid and assumed according to 
their respective separate returns. 
IO. Debts after Execution of Agreement. The Parties agree that from and after 
October 20, 2007, any debts incurred by either Party hereto shall be the separate debt of the Party 
incurring the debt and shall not be a community debt. The Parties hereto agree not to incur any 
debt for which the other Party may be liable. 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good and valuable consideration passing 
between the Parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their heirs, representatives, agents, employees, successors, 
executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, release the other Party and his or her heirs, 
representatives, agents, employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, 
and each Party shall release, indemnify and hold harmless the other Party from any and all 
claims, liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any way connected with their marriage, 
including but not limited to all claims set forth in or comprehended by that certain litigation 
identified in the caption above. The term claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or unknown, a Party may have against the other Party as a result 
of their marriage and the litigation identified above. 
12. Entry of Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (S) business 
days from the execution of this Property Settlement Agreement, they will execute a stipulation 
for entry of a Judgment and Decree of Divorce to be filed with the Court. 
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11. Merger with and into Judgment and Decree. Except for paragraphs regarding 
alimony, this Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. 
With respect to alimony, the payment provisions herein shall be deemed integrated contracts 
between the Parties with no jmisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. 
12. No Undue Influence. The Parties agree that they have entered into this 
Agreement without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
like cause. 
13. Further Performance. The Parties agree to execute all additional documents 
' 
within 14 days of presentation of each such document and take such further steps as ~hall be 
required to effectuate and carry out the performance of this Agreement. 
14. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by further agreement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
15. Cooperative Effort. The parties acknowledge that this Agreement is the result of 
a cooperative effort between them and their independent counsel, and that in the event of any 
dispute over the meaning or effect of any provision herein, the rule of interpretation of 
ambiguous tenns agains~ the drafting party· shall have no application. 
16. Advice of Counsel. The Parties stipulate that they have been represented by 
counsel and are familiar with the terms, conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
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17. Attorney Fees. In the event of any controversy, claim, or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of the other documents related 
hereto, or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attorney's 
and paralegal's fees incurred by the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attorney and paralegal fees include those 
incurred as a result of bankruptcy, or on appeal. 
18. Binding Agreement. This Agreement is binding upon the heirs, successors and 
assigns of the Parties. 
19. Free and Voluntary Act. Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against the other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and release by him or her, are by his or her free and voluntary act; and (b) that no 
promise, agreement, statement or representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
upon. 
20. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws 
and statutes of the State ofldaho. 
21. Notices. All notices and demands required or permitted under this Agreement 
shall be in writing, containing the information required by this Agreement to be communicated to 
any person, personally delivered to such person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, or by 
reputable overnight air courier service (e.g., Federal Express or United Parcel Service) to such 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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person. at the last known address of such person. The earlier of the date of personal delivery or 
two business days following the date of mailing or the date of delivery to the air courier thereof, 
as the case may be, shall be deemed the date of receipt of notice, unless proof of untimely 
delivery or non-delivery is provided by the addressee. The. sender shall bear the risk of untimely 
delivery and non-delivery. 
22. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agreement shall be 
determined invalid, void or otherwise unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in 
full force and effect, and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that the remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
23. Execution of Counterparts. Duplicate copies of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties and their counsel and copies of this Agreement signed, collectively, 
by all Parties and their counsel shall be considered as a single, fully executed original document. 
24. Waiver. Failure of a Party, or any of them, to exercise his or her rights upon any 
default of the other Party shall not be construed as the waiver of the right to insist upon full 
performance of all the terms and conditions of this Agreement, or of the right to exercise any 
other right contained in this Agreement. 
25. Time. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and each and all of its provisions 
in which performance is a factor. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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26. Warranty. THE UNDERSIGNED PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
THROUGH THEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT THEY HAVE READ 
THE FOREGOING AGREEMENT AND THAT THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND THE TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH HEREIN. 
The remainder of this page was intentionally left blank 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the date set forth above. 
Approved as to fonn and content: 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
By ~tv~ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for Patricia E. McKay 
Approved as to form and content: 
BROOKSLAW,P.C. 
By~~-~ 
"erlyD.Brooks .,. 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
MILLER & HARR 
By~~ Jo J\. Miller 
A: ~eys forL. Darwin McKay 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada · ) 
On November fa, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared Patricia E. McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set 
same day and year m,tm,s certificate first above writt 
...... ,.. ..,, 
,.. w "l ,, 
...... (J, n A"~·,,~ 
. .: .. 't-~ ,.. .. ~~ ........ 
' ~ . 
:tl O~~RY ."fl\ 
:::::~ \ i 
. .... • ... •' i . • .-. , v : : . '\; . 
-:. it\ PU~\, l.S? 1 ~ . . ..... ~ ~ ~ •• •• "I: ,: 
.. ,.... .s-.:• ......... ..,,~ .... ~ 
"•• "'4Th 0~ ,, .. 
,,, ............... .. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Residing at --=--.c,1..~..t.:.-1'---+----
Commission Expires __,~-==-+----
On November.JO, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared L. Darwin McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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THOMAS G. WALKER 
f\\"flfh,'I}(!J.O!-.HCJlFJV .\.OJYJ 
•.\\n\· :ieoh.-1.\, blng con\ 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Firm fax 208.338.3290 
December 15, 2008 
Patricia E. McKay Via emailto:py1tmcka)'.@£ableone net 
25 Horizon Drive 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: Post Judgment - Patricia E. McKay v. L. Darwin McKay 
CH File No.: 19458-002 
Case No.: CV DR 0615200 
Dear Patty: 
DIRECT PHONE 208.639.5607 
CELL PHONE 208.869.1508 
DIRECT FAX 208.639.5609 
I have reviewed the various assignment forms and the judgment that Darwin obtained 
against Status Corporation on August 22, 2008. I also discussed this matter with Stan Welsh. As 
you know, you received· a Judgment and Decree of Divorce against Darwin on November 20, 
2007. We subsequently recorded the judgment in each county that you thought Darwin owned 
real and personal property. By virtue of Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment became a lien 
upon Darwin's real and personal property. Idaho Code § 10-1011 provides in relevant part as 
follows: 
A transcript or abstract of any judgment or decree of any court of this state ... the 
enforcement of which has not been stayed as provided by law, if rendered within 
this state, certified by the clerk having custody thereof, may be recorded with the 
recorder of any county of this state, who shall immediately record and docket the 
same as by law provided, and from the time of such recording, and not before, the 
·judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the judgment 
debtor in the county, not exempt from execution, owned by him at the time or . 
acquired afterwards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien. 
Idaho Code 11-101 provides in relevant part: 
If [ a judgment] be against the property of the judgment debtor, it must require the 
sheriff to satisfy the judgment, with interest, out of the personal property of such · 
debtor, and if sufficient personal property can not be found, then out of his real 
property; or if the judgment be a lien upon real property, then out of the real 
property belonging to him on the day when the judgment was docketed, or at any 
time thereafter; or if the execution be issued to a county other than the one in 
which the judgment was recovered, on the day when the transcript of the docket 
was filed in the office of the recorder of such county, stating such day, or any time 
thereafter. 
EXHIBIT2 
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Ms. Patricia McKay 
December 15, 2008 
Page2 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
Regarding the assignment to Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation, I was able to 
detennine that Darwin made a claim against a title insurance policy issued by Lawyers Title with 
regard to the Status Corporation transaction. I could not find out the exact amount of the 
insurance claim payment, but my perception is that it was more than the $800-,000. that Darwin 
owes you. 
In any event, pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment was recorded before any 
of the assignments that you provided me, including the one to Lawyers Title. Thus, the 
mortgage that Lawyers Title accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your 
judgment. 
. We understand that you are reluctant to enforce your judgment to recover the past due 
$800,000, plus interest, that Darwin owes you. However, it is possible that the longer you wait 
the less likely you will be able to recover on your judgment. For instance, Darwin apparently did 
not have any compunction against concealing the Lawyers Title payment from you. Considering 
his past acts, I think you can assume that he will continue to do anything he can to avoid paying 
you. 
You also mentioned that you would consider agreeing to delay your enforcement action, 
if Darwin would commence making monthly interest payments of $4,000. We can extend that 
offer through Darwin's counsel, Kimberly Brooks, if you want. 
403518.doc 
Let me know how you would like to proceed. 
Very truly yours, 
Isl 
THOMAS G. WALKER 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT 1 THE DEPOSITION OF PATRICIA E. McKAY, 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
2 VOLUME I, was taken on behalf of the Defendants 
3 at the offices of Ellis Brown & Sheils, PA TRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. . ) Case No. CV OC 0922659 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO ) 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited ) VOLUME[ 
liability partnership, ) (Pages l through 14 7) 
Defendants. ) 
DEPOSmON OF PATRICIA E. McKA y 
TAKEN NOVEMBER 1, 2010 
REPORTED BY: 
SHERI FOOTE, CSR No. 90, RPR, CRR 
Notary Public 
(208)345-9611 
4 Chartered, 707 North 8th Street, Boise, Idaho, 
5 commencing at 9:02 a.m. Qn November 1, 2010, 
6 before Sheri Foote, Certified Shorthand Reporter 
7 and Notary Public within and for the State of 
8 Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 
9 APPEARANCES: 
10 For the Plaintiff: 
11 Ellis Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
12 BY MR. ALLEN B. ELLIS 
13 707 North Eighth Street 
14 P.O.Box388 
15 Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
16 For the Defendants: 
1 7 Anderson Julian & Hull, LLP 
18 
;1.9 
I 
20 
' 
BY MR. ROBERT A. ANDERSON 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
21 Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
~2 
i 
? 3 ALSO PRESENT: Thomas G. Walker· 
24 
' 
I 
25 
Page 2 
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1 you mean by that? ·1 A. The mortgage was regarded as real 
2 A. Had the property, legal property 2 property. 
3 description been in the PSA, that would have put 3 Q. Bywhom? 
4 the mortgage ~e company on notice 4 A. According to Tom Walker and what they 
~ 
5 
_-..;;;<, 
that there ~funds due me from that piece of :5 wrote in the divorce decree. 
6 property. •6 Q. So, you believe the divorce decree 
7 Q. Whi~.t piece of property? i7 indicates that a mortgage note was in existence 
8 A. The Albrethsen property. .8 and that a lien could be placed against it? 
I 
9 Q. Who owned the Albrethsen property? :9 A. Say that again, please. i 
0 A. Darwin and I owned the Albrethsen 11.0 MR. ANDERSON: Madam Court Reporter. 
1 property at the time of divorce. 11.1 (Record read back.) 
' 
2 Q. The property had been sold. R2 THE WITNESS: According to the divorce 
3 A. The property had been sold, yes. 13 decree, Tom Walker had expressed to me that the 
4 Q. Towhom? 14 judgment created a lien against Darwin's real 
5 A. To Status Corporation. 15 property, which included the mortgage. 
: 
6 Q. Well, then, when you say "a lien on the n. 6 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Well, tell me about 
7 property," what do you mean if it's already been 17 that last part, "which included the mortgage." 
8 sold? 18 Tell me where Mr. Walker told you that. 
9 A. There was a balance owing on the 19 MR. ELLIS: You mean what geographical 
>Q property in the form of a mortgage. 20 location? 
.81 Q. And the lien is good for what? Real 21 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) No, no, the timing 
- 22 of Mr. Walker's comment. Or are you referring to 
~2 property? 
~3 A. Real property. 23 the property settlement agreement? 
>4 Q. But there was no real property; 24 A. rm referring t~ the property 
' 
~5 correct? It was just a mortgage note? 25 settlement agreement. When I went in to sign' the 
Page 13' Page 14 
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1 property settlement agreement, Tom Walker had 
2 written in the divorce decree that Mr. McKay had 
3 a mortgage note on the balance owing on the 
4 Albrethsen property. And I asked him --
5 Q. Goahead. 
6 A. -- "What's this mortgage note?" And 
7 Tom said, expressed to me that he has to have a 
8 mortgage note on the balance owing on this 
9 property because he still is due approximately 
0 $1.4 million. 
1 Q. Did he say anything else? 
2 A. I don't recall. 
3 Q. You told me that there was something 
L4 about a lien on a mortgage note, but you haven't 
5 told me anything about that, so --
6 A. Tom Walker told me December 15 of2008 
7 after I had discovered the funds had been paid 
8 out to Darwin, Tom Walker wrote to me and stated 
9 that the PSA being recorded created a lien 
~ 0 against all of Darwin's real property. 
'1 Q. Did he tell you that a mortgage note 
e 2 was real property? "Yes" or "no"? 
.MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
24 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) "Yes" or "no," in 
Z 5 this conversation? Or did he simply say, "It 
1 creates a lien against real property"? 
2 A. The PSA created a lien against all of, 
3 Darwin's real property. 
4 Q. But Mr. Walker never told you that the 
5 mortgage note constituted real property; correct? 
6 A. I would have to say yes, he did. 
7 Q. Weli tell me ifhe did or not. That's 
8 what rm asking. 
·9 MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and 
10 answered. She just did, Counsel. 
Il.1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And rd like to know 
11.2 the exact words that he used. 
13 A. I cannot recall the exact words. This 
l4 was the end of November of 2007. 
15 Q. You just said December 15, 2008. Now, 
16 what are we doing? 
17 A. You're asking -
1.8 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Off the record. 
l 9 (Discussion held off the record.) 
20 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's continue. Can 
21 you tell me when Mr. Vv'.'alker told you that the 
2 2 property settlement agreement constituted a 
.2 3 decree on a mortgage note? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. A 
? 5 decree on a mortgage note? 
l 
I 
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1 Q. And as a result, at one point he owned 1 A. I didn't find out about the mortgage 
2 the property to the extent that he was able to 2 note until Tom Walker expressed it in the divorce 
3 transfer it to the Status Corporation;· is that .3 decree. He mentioned it. And I questioned him 
4 your understanding? 4 about it and Tom expressed, "Yes, there's got to 
5 A. Basically, yes. He owned the property 5 be a mortgage note out there because he's still 
6 and flipped it in one day. 6 due $1.3 million on that property." 
7 Q. So, he bought it and he sold it the 17 Q. At the time you were having that 
8 same day essentially? ·8 discussion with Mr. Walker, you understood that 
: 
9 A. Yes. :9 your husband did not own the Albrethsen property? 
0 Q. All right. So, after he had sold it, Il.O A. That is correct. ; 
I 
1 would you agree that he was no longer the owner 11 Q. What was it -- and you can be as brief 
I 
2 of the property? 12 as possible -- that made you make the decision to 
3 A. That is correct. ~3 start divorce proceedings against your husband? 
4 Q. And as I understood it, his continuing 14 MR. ELLIS: I will object to that 
5 relationship with that transaction, not the 11.5 question as not calculated to lead to the 
6 property but the transaction, was that Status 16 discovery of admissible evidence. But Ms. McKay, 
7 Corporation owed him a residual sum for which he t7 go ahead and answer to the best of your ability. 
8 obtained a mortgage? 11. 8 THE WITNESS: There were two pieces of 
; 
9 A. That is correct. ~9 property which Darwin and I had sold and I knew I 
0 Q. All right. So, there was a mortgage 20 had to sign some papers regarding those two 
1 note in the amount of about $1,396,000; is that 21 pieces of property. I asked Darwin what time 
2 your understanding? ?2 closing was and he told me, he said, "10:00, but 
: 
3 A. Yes. ?3 you don't have to be there." And from my 
Q. When did you find out about the 24 recollection, this is a community property state 
mortgage note? 
25 and I knew that I would have to sign some papers. 
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BROOKS LAW, P.C. 
KIMBERLY D. BROOKS - ISB #5968 
TESSA J. BENNETT - ISB #7424 
The Lockluan House 
23 9~ Avenue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Telephone: (208) 442-7489 
Faosimi1e: (208) 468-4030 
Email: Kim@kbrookslaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE Sl'ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCRAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Defendant. 
--------------------·----
) Case No. CV DR 0615200 
) 
) PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM OF 
) FACTS/ HISTORY OF CASE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, Defendant, OARWIN MCKAY, by and through hie 
attorney of record and submits his Pre-Trial Memorandum of Facts/ 
History of Case to assist the Court at Trial July 09, 2009 in this 
matter. 
SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
Two parcels of land are the eubject of this liti.gation and the 
sale contemplated between Defendant Darwin McKay and Status 
Corporation. Parcel. 1 is referred to ae "A1brethsen" and Pa:r:cel 2 
is :referred to as "Home Fann". Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a 
PIU:-TRIAL MEMORANDUM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
MCKAY 891 
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drawing created by Richard W. Mollerup wbioh describes the subject 
properties according to the legal description of each property, 
Attached as Exhibit C is a timeline of ownership for the two 
properties . 
1. Albrethsen: Parcel 1 was purchased by Mr. McKay from Eri.c 
Albrethsen pursuant to a Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
Agreement dated February 13, 2006. (Bates Stamp 02306). The 
sale ciosed April 06, 2006 and title was conveyed by Warranty 
Deed recorded on the same date. The initial purchase price of 
Parcel 1 Darwin McKay paid from Eric Albrethsen as of April 
06, 2006 was $75,000 an acre for a total of $3,051,000.00. 
Patricia McKay executed a Warranty Deed as of May 05, 2006 
quitclaiming all of her interest in parcel 1 as of May 05, 
2006. (Bates Stamp 02378). Darwin McKay then entered into a 
.Real Estate Purchase and SaJ.e Agreement with Status. 
Corporation dated November 28, 2006 which inc1uded ParceJ.s 1 
and 2 for a tota1 sales price of $8,821,800.00. Parcel 2, as 
further detailed be1ow, was included in this total price as 
wel1. Of the $8,821,800.00 total sales price, $4,921,800.00 
was allocated to Parcel l. Darwin and Patricia McKay warGI 
divorced as of November 29, 2007, a fuli year following the 
sale of the two parcels to Status . Page 6, paragraph 1.9(i) 
of tha Judgment and Decree assigns the proceeds from sale of 
Albrethsen, aiso known as Parcell, to DA~win McKay aa his 
PRE-'l'RZAL M£MORANDt.1W OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
MCKAY 891 
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sole and separate property. Thus, $4,921,800.00 from the Real 
Estate Purchase and saie Agreement is Darwin McKay's sole and 
separate property. 
2 . Home Farm.: Parcel 2 has been in Darwin McKay' s family for 
yea:rs. Darwin purchased the 40 acres known as "Home Farm" in 
1971, and· was in fact listed in the pre-nuptial agreement 
between the parties dated July 01, 1996. Page 11 of the pre-
nuptial agreement lists the "Farm land owned or under 
contract, 40 acres ... known as Home Farm" as the separate 
3. 
·property of prospective husband. (Bates Stamp 02201). 
Future Sale of Albrethsen: On November 30, 2006, one year 
prior to entry of Judgment and Decree, a Warranty Deed was 
recorded conveying parcel 1 (Albrethsen) to status 
Co:rporation. Again, Patricia McKay executed the war~anty deed 
for the purpose of quitclaiming any interest she had in the 
property. {Bates Stamp 02378) A year 1ater, the Judgment and 
Decree was entered, which required Darwin to list the 
Albrethsen property for sale upon Status Corp.'s default. As 
Darwin had a1ready transferre~ ownership interest in Parcel 1 
{Alb.rethsen) as of November 30, 2006, Paragraph 1. 8. 2 was 
.impossible. Darwin owned only Parcel 2 {Home Farm) and did not 
own title to Paroel l (Alhrethsen). Darwin owned a lien in the 
form of a second mortgage on Parcell. There was also a first 
mortgage on Parcel 1 owned b:y a WelJ.s Fargo entity called 
PRE-TRIAL MEMORJ\NDUM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
MCKAY 891 
PAGE 3 of 11 
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Avatar. Darwin's real estate attorney, Forrest Goodrum 
negotiated an insurance poli.ey in the Status Contract of 
ll/29/06 which insured Darwin's mortgage in first position. 
Therefore, the time frame of paragraph 1.8.2 of the Judgment 
and Decree was also impo'ssible. Whil.e Darwin had the right to 
foreclose the mortgage on Albrethsen, it was necessary for 
Darwin to take judicial action, which he timely pursued and 
obtained a judgment as of August 19, 2008. (Bates Stamp 02115) 
Once Darwin obtained judgment against Status, the property 
could have been sold at a Sheriff's aaie. However, pursuant to 
Id.a.ho Statute, a sheriff's deed is not issued to the 
-successful bidder unti1 the expiration of a one-year 
redemption period. Therefore the earliest Darwin could have 
acquired title to parcel l (Albrethsen) is sometime in the 
fall. 0£ 2009. That is, Darwin could have obtained titl.e if 
ther9 had not been two (2) first position mortgages. In the 
normal method of foreclosure, for Darwin to foreclose on his 
Parcel 1 mortgage, Darwin would have had to pay the underlying 
_mortgage of $3,750,000.00. Si.nee the Titl.e Company made a 
mistake, thay ended up purchasing Darwin's mortgage, so there 
was never a foreclosure. Regardless, Darwin could not have 
abided by the time line of paragraph 1.8.2 or 1.8.3 of the 
~ecree, as it was not possible to obtain title to Al.brethsen 
to sel.l by Saptember 30, 2008. Due to the title company's 
PRE-TRIAL MEMORAND'UM OF rACTS/HXSTOaY OF CABE 
MCKAY 891 
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4. 
error in is suing two first mortgage policies, toe title 
company obtained Darwin's interest in Albrethsen and two {2) 
a 
first mortgages still exist at this time. No one is sure who 
owns title to Albrethsen, as Status filed bankruptcy and the 
title is still in flux. (Sea deposition of Bob rice, page 38, 
lines 13-23). Patricia McKay and her counsel were fully aware 
of the provisions of the Status Contract, as the contract was 
provided to Patricia March 07, 2007 in discove:ry seven months 
prior to entry of the Decree. (Bates #02121, speci£ically 
#02134 wherein it specifically states, "Title Insurance was 
issued for this property on 6 April 2006 in the name of L. 
Darwin McKay, a married man as his sole and separate 
property.") 
Albrethsen funds: Pursuant to the Decree, page 6, paragraph 
1. 9 (i) , Darwin ia awarded all proceeds from the sale of 
Albrethsen. There is only one Albrethsen property and that is 
parcel 1 which is included in the Real Estate Purchase and 
Sale Agreement with Status. Darwin was to receive 
$4,921,800.00 for Parcel 1 (Albrethsan) . Status . paid 
$3,250,000.00 up front, which Darwin paid to Eric Albrethsen 
for the initial purchase price. The balance of the entire 
purchase price was to be paid by Status in two interim 
payments of $275,000 and $250,000 and the balance of 
$5,046,800.00 was to be paid at clos~ng on or before Ma~ch 30, 
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM OF FACTS/HXSTORY OF CASE 
MCKAY 891 
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2008. Status made one interim·payment of $2?5,000 and Darwin· 
therefore took a mortgage in the amount of $1,396,800.00 which 
Land America Transnation Title company mistakenly insured two 
first mortgages. One of the insured first mortgages was to 
Darwin Mcl<ay for $1,396,800.00. Darwin McRay was thus paid a 
total of $4,921,800.00 for his interest in parcel l 
(Albrethsen) which was awarded to Darwin as his sole and 
separate property pursuant to page 6 of the Dacree. The 
remaining $3.9 mi1lion, which Patricia McKay wae to be paid 
from, will likely never come to fruition as Status has filed 
for bankruptcy protection. 
5. Future Sa1e of Home Farm: (Parcel 2) was at all times Darwin 
McKay's sole and separate property from the pre-nuptial 
agreement. However, parcel 2 co~ld not be sold at this time 
in tha real estate market, as land sales have fal.len so 
drastically. Sterling Bank holds the Home Farm as security in 
funding for Turf Company. The Purchase Sale Agreement with 
Status valued the Home Farm at $130,000 an acre. A recent 
appraisal ordered by Sterling Bank to verify its security 
position appraised the Home Farm at $35,000 an acre. Home Farm 
has continued to fall in value. The land fell short of 
providi.ng adequate security for Steriing Bank and Turf Company 
had to pay extra funds of over $40,000.00 in December 2008 to 
reduce the debt load of the company to qualify for a 
PRE-TRIAL MEMORJ\NDOM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
. MCKAY 8511 
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6. 
continuing line of credit. The property is 100% secured by 
Sterling Bank. Pursuant to the Appraisal ordered.by Sterling 
Savings Bank dated 9/20/08 (Bates Stamp #02400) the value of 
the 1and has decreased by at least $95,000 an acre. It is 
unlikely that the land could be sold at all in this deflated 
market. 
Payments to Patricia McKay: Darwin McKay has paid at least an 
equal division of the marital estate at the time of entry of 
decree. The following are payments to Patricia from Darwin: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
attorneys fees and cash: 
Patricia's credit cards: 
21 months maintenance: 
(with no scheduled ending 
date) 
1st mortgage: 
2nd mortgage: 
property tax: 
Homeowners insurance: 
Total : 
,$100,000.00 
$ 71,248.30 
$ 52,500.00 
$556,324.34 
$ 67,490.49 
$ 7,301.23 
$ 1,575.00 
$856,439.36 
ffad the status deal come to fruition with another 
$3,900,000.00 so that Darwin could pay off Patricia's house 
mortgage of over $500,000.00, Patricia's second mortgage of over 
$67,000.00 and give Patricia another $500,000.00, both parties 
-
wou1d have been i~ ~ good financial position. As it is, Darwin 
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McKay does not cash flow on a monthly basis. Both parties took a 
chance on a deal c1osing; the deal failed and Patricia needs to 
absorb some loss as well. Each party took a business risk and the 
gamble fell through. To require Darwin to pay Patricia from funds 
he never received, would result in a windfall to Patricia; and 
would bankrupt Darwin. 
7. Breakdown of obligations: 
1. 7: Darwin shall. pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire 
t:rans:fer or certi:fied check, w.ithin five (5) days 0£ payment by the 
Status Corporation, or its assigns, ( "Stat:us Real Estat:e 
Trans a ct.ion") 
* Darwin never received payment from Status Corporation 
nor any of its assigns . Status Corporation never assigned its 
rights or intereet in Land America Title Company. 
In addition, ·Darwin sha1l convey al.l. his right, tit:le and 
interest to Patricia in and to the two (2) 1ots to be conveyed by 
Status Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part or the Status 
Co.zporation Reai Estate Transaction. 
*The two lots never came to fruition, as the platting 
process was stopped. There was an initial drawing of the proposed 
1ots, but no platt wa5 ever recorded. No iots exist. 
1.8: Paragraph 1.8 does not require Darwin to do anything; it 
is simply a factuai paragraph. 
PRE-TRIAL MEMORJUlt>UM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
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1.8.1: I£ the Status Real Estate Transaction.fails to close on 
or before March 30, 2008, Darwin sha1l pay Patricia $500,000 as 
soon as is Bb1e to do so without vio1ating the lendi.ng terms and 
conditions of the bank hol.ding the 1ine of credit for the Turf 
Corporation. 
*The Status Real. Estate Transaction failed to cl.ose 
before March 30, 2008 and Darwin was not able to pay Patricia any 
amount of money without violating the l.oan covenants of the bank. 
Therefore, the analysis moves on to the next paragraph. 
1. 8. 2: Provided .further that if Status Co.x:poration or it (SIC) 
assigns breaches the Purchase Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay 
$500,000 by Apri1 30, 2008, he shall 1ist the A.lbrethsen property 
t:hat was included in the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction 
£or sale and shall pay Patricia by cash, certified check 0£ (SIC) 
wire transfer $500,000.00 within rive (5) days 0£ receipt. or 
c1osing on a sale. 
itoarwin was not able to pay Patricia $500,000 by April. 
30, 2~08 and for the reasons listed above, was not abl.e to liet the 
Albrethsen property for sale. Therefore, the analysis moves on to 
the next paragraph. 
1.8.3: Provided further, that i£ :foll.owing a breach., Darwin is 
not able to pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2008, he shail 
PRE-~R:tAL MEMORANDUM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
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pay Patricia $800,000 pl.us interest at t:he rate of· 6% payable 
within fi.ve (5) days 0£ any :funds ;from t.he sal.e 0£ either the 
' Al..bretbse.n property funds, the Home Faz:m. property or both (prov:i.ded 
t:hat payment: 0£ :funds £rom ~he sa1e of t:he Home Farm may on1y be 
made to t:he extent allowed by the bank holding the l.ine 0£ credit 
£or the Tur£ Corporation) by cash, cert:ified check, or by wire 
trans:fer. 
*For reasons listed above, Darwin could not pay Patricia 
$500,00.00 by September 30, 2008. The paragraph of 1.8.3 does not 
require Darwin to sell the Home Farm, only to pay out Patricia if 
it does sell, at some future unspeci£ied date. For reasons listed 
above, Darwin cannot sell the Albrethsen property. Darwin cannot 
sell the Bome Farm at this point in this economy as Sterling Bank 
holds the entire property for collateral on the lines of credit. 
8. Conclusion: Neither party contemplated that Status would 
default and file bankruptcy. Each party took ~ chance that the 
$3,250,000.00 would be paid out and Patricia would gain $500,000.00 
in cash and a home free and clear of all encwnbrances. It is all 
Darwin can do at this time to keep up with the $2500.00 monthly 
maintenance and mortgage payments on Patricia's home. As neither 
party, contemplated a total breach by Status, there is no ending 
" date for Patricia's maintenance nor is there a reasonable time line 
for payments on the mortgages for Patricia's home. 
PRB-TR:IAI., MEMORANDUM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
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DATED this day of July, 2009. 
---
BROOKS LAW, 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,¢ . 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the r day of July, 2009, I caused 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by 
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
SCO'l'T HESS 
Holland & Hart, LLP 
101 s. Capitol Blvd. 
Suite l.400 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, ID 83701 
208-343-8869 
PRE-TRIAL MEHORANOtlM OF FACTS/HISTORY OF CASE 
MCRI\Y 891 
Hand Del.ivery 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission 
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Scott D. Hess, ISB #2897 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
sdhess@hollandhart.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
· Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
) Case No. CV DR 0615200 
) 
) 
) PRETRIAL BRIEF 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Patricia McKay, by and through her attorneys ofrecord, 
Holland & Hart LLP, and submits this Pretrial Brief. 
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SUMMARY OF FACTS 
, On November 28, 2007, the Court filed the Judgment and Decree of Divorce in the 
Divorce proceeding between Patricia McKay (hereinafter "Patricia") and Darwin McKay 
(hereinafter "Darwin") as Darwin. The Property Settlement Agreement that had been signed by 
both Patricia and Darwin was merged into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. Darwin McKay , 
has actual personal knowledge of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce and the terms and 
requirements of the property settlement incorporated and merged into the Judgment and Decree 
of Divorce. 
Prior to the Divorce, Darwin or entities he controlled arranged for the purchase of real 
property designated as the Albrethsen property. At the same time that the purchase of the 
Albrethsen property was arranged by Darwin, he had also arranged to sell the Albrethsen 
property to Status Corporation. However, Darwin did not have the funds in order to 
consummate the transaction for the purchase of the Albrethsen property, and therefore required 
that Status Corporation pay to him $3,000,000 that he could provide to the seller of the 
Albrethsen property. In exchange, Status Corporation demanded receipt of the Deed to the 
Albrethsen property. Status Corporation also bought adjoining land designated between the 
parties as the "Home Farm." 
Pursuant to Paragraph 1. 7 of the Property Settlement Agreement, Darwin agreed as 
follows: 
"Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or 
certified check, within five (5) days of payment by the Status 
Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real Estate Transaction"). In 
addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to 
Patricia in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status 
Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part of the Status 
Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The parties acknowledge 
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that the Status Real Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or 
before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently pursue the closing 
and shall not d~ anything to interfere with or delay the closing." 
Pursuant to Paragraph 1.8 of the Property Settlement Agreement, Darwin agreed as 
follows: 
"The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns 
breaches the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title 
to that portion of the land that had been referred to prior to the sale 
to Status Corporation as the "Home Farm". In the event of 
breach, Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that 
portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to St~tus 
Corporation as "Albrethsen's Farm." 
On or about December 12, 2008, Patricia reviewed Court documents at the Ada County 
Courthouse and discovered for the first time that Darwin had been awarded a Judgment dated 
August 19, 2008, in a separate lawsuit to which she had no notice, for the balance owed him 
from Status Corporation since Status Corporation had defaulted on the purchase of the 
Albrethsen property. 
Included within the Court documents referenced above, was a copy of the Mortgage Note 
which Darwin had secured from Status Corporation, dated November 28, 2006, in the amount of 
$1,396,800. Darwin did not disclose this Mortgage Note during the course of the Divorce 
Proceedings. 
The Mortgage Note was created at the request of Darwin since he was still owed 
$1,396,800 upon the sale of the Albrethsen property to Status Corporation after Status 
Corporation had paid Darwin $3,000,000 in order to allow him to purchase the Albrethsen 
property. 
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Status Corporation defaulted on their financing arrangements with Darwin regarding the 
purchase of the Albrethsen property and the Home Farm they were purchasing from Darwin and 
such default resulted in the Entry of Judgment. 
Lawy~rs Title Insurance Corporation assured first position on the property to both 
Darwin ( or entities which he fully controlled) and to another entity. Subsequent to the Default 
Judgment entered against Status Corporation, Darwin assigned that Judgment to Lawyers Title 
Insurance Company. 
As a result of their Title Guarantee, Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation paid certain 
sums of money to Darwin McKay in exchange for the Assignment of Judgment. On or about 
December 12, 2008, Patricia was advised that a payment had been made by Lawyers Title to 
Darwin, but I was not told the amount. 
The amount paid to Darwin McKay from Lawyers Title was approximately $1,300,000 as 
that was the amount that remained owing to Darwin by Status Corporation as a result of the 
property transaction. 
ARGUMENT 
A. THE PROPERTY SETTLEMENT ENTERED INTO BY THE PARTIES 
WAS NOT A BUSINESS TRANSACTION BY WHICH THE PARTIES 
ALLOCATED RISK. 
The language of the Divorce Decree and Settlement Agreement (hereinafter 
"Agreement") clearly demonstrates that the parties intended the terms of this Agreement to be 
final, binding and not subject to modification. The Agreement states: "This Agreement is 
binding and enforceable upon the terms stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documentation is required to carry out the terms of this Agreement." Agreement, p. 1. 
Additionally, the Agreement provides for a mutual release of all claims arising out of the divorce 
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which also demonstrates the complete and binding nature of the Agreement. That provision 
reads: 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good and valuable 
consideration passing between the Parties, the receipt and 
sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the Parties 
each for themselves and for their heirs, representatives, agents, 
employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogees, and 
assigns, release the other Party and his or her heirs, representatives, 
agents, employees, successors, executors, administrators, 
subrogees, and assigns, and each Party shall release, indemnify 
and hold harmless the other Party from any and all claims, 
liabilities, or obligations arising out of or in any way connected 
with their marriage, including but not limited to all claims set forth 
in or comprehended by that certain litigation i_denti:fied in the 
caption above. The term claims shall include any and all claims 
and counterclaims, whether known or unknown, a Party may have 
against the other Party as a result of their marriage and the 
litigation identified above. 
Agreement, p. 12. 
The intent of the parties is clear from the above cited sections that this Agreement be 
binding and not subject to further modification or adjudication. Both Patricia and Darwin 
intended that this Agreement be a final, binding resolution to the marriage that that the property 
was to be disposed of pursuant to this Agreement. 
Additionally, it is established law in Idaho that divisions of property in a divorce decree, 
if not appealed by the parties, "are final, res judicata, and no jurisdiction exists to modify the 
property provisions .... " Fix v. Fix, 125 Idaho 372, 376, 870 P.2d 1331, 1335 (Idaho App. 1993) 
(quoting Ross v. Ross, 117 Idaho 548, 552, 789 P.2d 1139, 1143 (Idaho 1990)); see McBride v. 
McBride, 112 Idaho 959, 961, 739 P.2d 258, 269 (1987); Lowe v. Lowe, 92 Idaho 208, 210, 440 
P.2d 141, 143 (1968). Darwin did not appeal the property division in the Agreement entered into 
by the parties and ordered by the Court. 
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It is anticipated that Darwin will argue that he is not financially able to complete 
performance under the Agreement or that the parties assumed risk regarding the sale of the 
Status property and its affect on the distribution of property. Any such argument by Darwin is an 
attempt to reopen the property settlement provided in the Agreement and therefore in 
contradiction to the well established law in Idaho regarding the finality of these decisions and the 
clear intentions of the parties evidence in the Agreement. The Court is precluded from reopening 
the property division of the McKay divorce and Darwin is bound by the terms of the decree he 
~ntered into at the time of divorce. Any suggestion by Darwin that by entering into the 
Agreement that Patricia was assuming the risk of non-payment is absurd and patently false. An 
agreement regarding dissolution of marriage and the division of marital assets is not a business 
transaction whereby the parties anticipate a level of risk and that risk is allocated among the 
parties by that contract. 
Patricia did not approach the settlement of property among the divorcing parties as a 
business transaction such as investing in a business or buying stock in a company. Instead, she 
read and understood the Agreement as the plain and unambiguous terms suggested, as a 
resolution of issues pertaining to property owned by the marital community and providing for a 
division of the existing property and property rights. No risk taking was anticipated in 
distributing assets and property interests already possessed by the parties and any attempt to 
characterize this contract as "on par" with a business transaction only demonstrates the caddy 
and unsympathetic attitude of Darwin that has precipitated the need for this action. 
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I. 
B. ANY SUGGESTION THAT THE PARTIES BOTH BORE THE RISK OF 
THE PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT IS ABSURD BECAUSE 
DARWIN MCKAY TOOK ABSOLUTELY NO RISK. 
As stated previously, it is anticipated that Darwin will attempt to persuade the Court that 
both parties took the risk that the Albrethsen Property transaction with Status Corporation would 
fail or that the real estate market would affect the allocation of property between the parties. In 
addition to the fact that this assertion attempts to go beyond the four comers of the Agreement 
and it is further unsupported by the fact that Darwin in fact bore absolutely no risk pursuant to 
the Agreement. Not only did Darwin bear no risk in this transaction, he used all of the money 
for his personal gain, business gain and now alleges that there is nothing left to fulfill his 
obligations under the Agreement to Patricia. If the contract was indeed intended for both parties 
to bear risk it would have been drafted differently . 
. Additionally, all of the interest and obligations arising out of the marriage would have 
been left in both parties names and both parties should have been allowed to participate in the 
managing of those interest so that each would be responsible for the outcome of those "risks." 
No such actions were taken in the Agreement. Instead, Patricia quitclaimed all of her interest in 
the real property and businesses owned by and/or managed during the marriage to Darwin. In 
exchange for the interest and the relinquishment thereof to Darwin, Patricia was to be paid 
certain sums of money pursuant to the process outlined in the Agreement. Patricia in no way 
was able to control how the prop_erty was subsequently managed, how finances stemming from 
the interest or the business entities were spent. Instead, Patricia waited for the payment due to 
her pursuant to the Agreement while Darwin took it upon himself to mismanage the business 
affairs and his personal affairs so that he now claims to be unable to uphold his obligations under 
the Agreement. 
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: In essence, Darwin attempts to persuade this Court that he should have both the benefit of 
gaining the interest to all real property and business entities that were part of the marital 
community or managed by the marital community without having any concurrent obligation to 
fulfill the promises he made in exchange for those benefits. Such distribution is not what the 
Agreement contemplated nor is it the "risk" that Patricia willingly or knowingly took when 
entering into that Agreement. 
C. WHILE THE PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF THE ALBRETHSEN 
PROPERTY MAY BE DARWIN MCKAY'S SEPARATE PROPERTY, IT 
DOES NOT RELIEVE THE OBLIGATION TO PAY DESIGNATED 
FUNDS TO PATRICIA MCKAY. 
The Agreement does not create separate and distinct categories whereby characterizing 
property as separate property precludes payment of obligations from those funds. The divorce 
decree obligates Darwin to pay Patricia a specified sum of money from the proceeds of the sale 
of the Albrethsen property. The Agreement then states that proceeds from the_ sale of th_e 
Albrethsen property is Darwin's separate property. Patricia anticipates that Darwin will assert 
that he is permitted to keep the funds from the sale of the Albrethsen Property as his separa.te 
property and that those funds do not need to be used to fulfill his monetary obligations to the 
Patricia. While it may be true that any proceeds from the sale of the Albrethsen Property is to be 
characterized as Darwin's separate property, that characterization does not relieve him of his 
monetary obligations. The Agreement does not state that the monetary obligation to Patricia 
must be paid out of community property because presumably there is no community property 
once the distribution of assets was approved by the Court. This division of property does not 
preclude the use of those funds to fulfill the concurrent promises to pay sums to Patricia. Instead 
the provision contemplates that the proceeds from the sale become Darwin's separate property 
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and from that separate property he is to pay the obligations to Patricia. Therefore, any other 
reading of the Agreement and attempt to use characterizations of separate property as precluding 
the use of those funds to fulfill other obligations in the Agreement would render those 
obligations ineffective and unnecessary. 
D. DARWIN TOOK ACTION AFFECTING THE PROPERTY AVAILABLE 
TO COMPLETE THE TERMS OF THE PROPERTY SETTLEMENT 
DURING THE PENDENCY OF THE DIVORCE AND SUBSEQUENT TO 
THE DIVORCE. 
It is further anticipated that Darwin will plead poverty to the Court. In essence Darwin 
wants the Court to look only at his current economic situation, and the financial status of his 
business entities and the condition of the current real estate market to make a determination as to 
whether the Motion to Liquidate the Agreement should be granted. The current economic state 
of Darwin and his business entities arise from actions that Darwin took during the pendency of 
the divorce and subsequent to the divorce for which Patricia has no responsibility. Darwin's 
action :during the pendency of the divorce and subsequent to the divorce are the events that 
precipitate his now alleged inability to pay. T~e actions that Darwin took include, but are not 
limited to, taking out an additional $780,000.00 line of credit with Great Basin B~; taking out 
a $100,000.00 line of credit with Zion Bank; numerous investments in Granite Transformations; 
and a $240,000.00 personal loan with Sterling Bank. 
It is incredible that Darwin would assert poverty and that the parties risk in the 
Agreement when Darwin has, by his own actions, increased his person and busines.s debts with 
no input from Patricia. Darwin now wishes to place the risk of his own lavish spending and poor 
business decisions on Patricia when those actions were in no way allowed, recommended or 
agreed to by her. The Court should not allow Darwin to cloud the issues before the Court and 
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shift the risk of Darwin's own conduct onto Patricia. Again, Darwin wants all of the benefits of 
the Agreement, but now wants the Court to bail him out of his obligations to Patricia under that 
same Agreement. Patricia in no way bears the responsibility or risk for Darwin's conduct. 
E. THE LEGAL CONCEPT OF IMPOSSIBILITY DOES NOT APPLY TO 
THE FACTS OF TIDS CASE. 
Additionally, Patricia believes that Darwin will assert that it was and currently is 
impossible for him to fulfill his obligation to Patricia under the Agreement. Impossibility is 
proven by showing that a contingency occurred, the nonoccurrence of which was a basic 
assumption of the Agreement, and that the contingency made performance of the contract 
impossible. Kessler v. Tortoise Dev., Inc., 130 Idaho 105, 108, 937 P.2d 417, 420 (1997); 
Haessly v. Safeco Title Ins. Co., 121 Idaho 463, 465, 825 P.2d 1119, 1121 (1992). It is not 
sufficient to show that the performance simply became more difficult or more expensive than 
anticipated-it must have been made impossible. Id. 
The fulfillment of Darwin's obligation to Patricia was not and is not impossible. First, at 
the time of finalization of the Agreement, Darwin had the financial ability to make the obligated 
payment to Patricia, but chose not to. Second, the Agreement provided for numerous avenues of 
payment by Darwin, but Darwin chose not to fulfill his obligation to Patricia. Tliird, Patricia 
contends that one of the avenues provided for in the Agreement expressly occurred, the exchange 
of Darwin's interest in the Albrethsen Property for approximately $1,300,000.00 out of which 
the obligation to pay Patricia should have been fulfilled. The instances where Darwin should but 
chose not to make payment to Patricia demonstrate that performance of the contract between the 
parties was not impossible. Additionally, the contention that Darwin is not financially able to 
fulfill his obligation at this time is not relevant and does not support the assertion of 
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impossibility. Even assuming arguendo that Darwin does not have the financial ab~lity to make 
full payment to Patricia, he had the ability when he received the $1.3 million payment. 
Moreover, upon the entry of judgment against Darwin, it will be up to Patricia to collect on that 
Judgment. 
CONCLUSION 
In summary, Defendant cannot attempt to now reopen the Agreement to change the tenns 
and meaning of the Agreement. Patricia has fulfilled her obligations under the Agreement by 
signing all of her interest in the marital community to Darwin as prescribed, but Darwin has yet 
to perform his obligations under the Agreement. In no way did Patricia agree to bear the risk 
regarding any business transactions occurring after the marriage. Darwin had the fund and 
ability to pay Patricia but chose to violate the tenns of the agreement. He is still obligated under 
the Agreement to pay Patricia the remaining sums owed and cannot demonstrate any reason why 
he can or should not do so. 
The Court is thus requested to simply confirm and enforce the Decree and Judgment 
previously entered. 
".:\ ncA 
DATED this~dayof July 2009. 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Byj(OCJbu)e._µ_ ~ ._ 
Scott D. Hess, of the firm 
Attorneys for Patricia Patricia McKay · 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2-~ day of July 2009, I caused to be served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Kimberly Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
4555438_1.DOC 
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ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO. FILED 7:':fl) 
A.M.----P,.M."'-g,,A.-,4,.=.--
JAN 2 4 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ABBY GARDEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY 
I am the plaintiff in the herein action and make this affidavit upon my own personal 
knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained herein. 
As I testified in my deposition in this matter, I signed the Property Settlement Agreement 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY - 1 
ORIGINAL 
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("Agreement"; Exhibit 1 to the Ellis affidavit) i11 the belief that Darwin McKay's obligations to me 
\ 
in the Agreement would be secured by the recordation of the decree and Agreement. I held this 
belief at the time of settlement based upon the statement of my attorney Thomas Walker that the 
recorded judgment of divorce would be a lien on the mortgage held by Mr. McKay on the Status 
Corporation obligation of approximately $1.4 million. 
Mr. Walker represented to me on several occasions, both before and after execution of the 
Agreement, that my position in the Agreement was secured, including in a letter to me dated 
December 15, 2008 (Exhibit 2 to the affidavit of Allen B. Ellis), to wit: 
In any event, pursuant to Idaho Code §10-1011, your judgment was 
recorded before any of the assignments that you provided me, 
including the one to Lawyers Title. Thus, the mortgage that Lawyers 
Title accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your 
judgment. 
Exhibit 2, p. 2. 
Had I been made aware that the Agreement would not give me a secured status or that 
recordation of the Agreement would not constitute a lien on the mortgage, I would not have executed 
the Agreement. I would either have continued to demand that Mr. Mckay give me a secured status 
in the Agreement. Failing that security, I would have proceeded to trial. 
Cl~ 
Patricia McKay 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Idaho 
Commission Expires: 1/5/12 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 241h day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Allen B. Ellis 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY - 3 
U.S. Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
344-5510 
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Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Anderson, Julian & •· 11 LLP Pase:2/11 
. :zcS'° Fll~ 
f. ----
JAN 2 8 2011 
CttR!S~ER 0. RICH, Clork fiWwm-iY BIEHL 
Depuly 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, 
Robert A. Anderson, of the firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submits this Reply 
in Support ofits Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion"): 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In her opposition, the Plaintiff attempts to conceal her lack of legal and factual support by 
asserting an attorney malpractice claim which is not actionable and which is premised on 
inadmissible and irrelevant facts. AB is explained in further detail below, despite the Plaintiff's 
cloaking efforts, her asserted attorney malpractice claim fails as a matter of law. First, in support 
of her claim, the Plaintiff ignores the fact that she legally settled her divorce action before the 
Defendants allegedly committed any malpractice. AB such, the Defendants could not have 
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caused the damages alleged by the Plaintiff. Likewise, because the Plaintiff also waived her 
right to try her divorce case before the Defendants' alleged malpractice, the Plaintiff cannot 
establish that she would have had some chance of success but for the Defendants' alleged 
negligence. For these reasons as well as those set forth below, the Defendants request that the 
Court grant their Motion in its entirety. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. The Plaintiff has Failed to Present Admissible and Relevant Evidence to Contradict the 
Defendants' Undisputed Statement of Facts. 
At the outset, it is noteworthy to mention that the Plaintiff does not dispute the 
Defendants' Undisputed Statement of Facts Paragraphs 1-12, 13(1) and (3), 14-24, 26. The 
Plaintiff also does not dispute any of the paragraphs contained in the Affidavit of Stanley Welsh 
in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Welsh Aff.") or paragraphs 1-22, 
24-26 of the Affidavit of Thomas Walker in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment ("Walker Aff."). 
In the first several pages of the Plaintiff's opposition, she alleges that a few of the 
statements contained in the Defendants' Undisputed Statement of Facts are inaccurate and she 
attempts to provide evidence of the same. However, as is explained below, the Plaintiff failed to 
provide sufficient admissible and relevant evidence to create a genuine issue of material fact 
regarding any of the Defendants' Undisputed Statement of Facts. 
First, on pages 1-3 of her opposition, the Plaintiff claims the Defendants falsely asserted 
that, at the time she executed the Handwritten Agreement, she was aware she was not receiving 
an interest in the Albrethsen property. The Plaintiff, however, fails to support this claim with 
any admissible or relevant evidence. The Plaintiff attempts to distract the Court from her lack of 
evidence by citing irrelevant and inadmissible evidence. First, the Plaintiff sets forth an 
argument regarding the content of the PSA 1 and provides information regarding when she and 
1 It is noteworthy to mention that the argument made by the Plaintiff regarding the 
content of the PSA is directly contrary to the plain meaning of the tenns contained therein. A 
review of PSA paragraphs 1. 7 and 1.8 establishes that the PSA did not provide that any payment 
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the Defendants allegedly learned about Mr. McKay's mortgage. Such information is irrelevant 
to the Defendants' undisputed statement of fact because the PSA was created after the Plaintiff 
had executed the Handwritten Agreement and because she allegedly learned about the mortgage 
after she executed the PSA. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment ("Counsel Aff."), Ex. A at Ex. 11 and Ex. B. Accordingly, neither alleged fact 
addresses the Plaintiff's knowledge prior to her entering the Handwritten Agreement. 
Additionally, the Plaintiffs citation to Exhibit 4 to the Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis is 
futile. As explained in the Defendants' Motion to Strike, Exhibit 4 is inadmissible hearsay. 
Even if it were admissible, it pertains to the mortgage which was not addressed in the 
Handwritten Agreement and, is therefore, irrelevant to the Plaintiff's knowledge prior to 
executing the same. 
Next, on pages 3-4 of her opposition, the Plaintiff claims that the Defendants falsely 
asserted that the Plaintiff was aware, prior to executing the Handwritten Agreement, that Mr. 
McKay was unwilling to provide security in any property due to encumbrances upon the same. 
The Plaintiff again fails to support her assertion with any admissible or relevant evidence. The 
Plaintiff instead cites to Exhibits 2 and 4 of the Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis. Exhibit 2 
lacks relevance to the Defendants' undisputed statement of fact as it is a letter dated December 
15, 2008, over a year after the Plaintiff's October 20, 2007 execution of the Handwritten 
Agreement and her November 20, 2007 execution of the PSA. Exhibit 4 is inadmissible as it is 
unsubstantiated, lacks foundation, and is replete with hearsay. For these reasons, the Plaintiff 
failed to support her assertion that the Defendants' undisputed factual statement was false. More 
by Mr. McKay must be paid from any payments he received under the mortgage note; instead, 
his receipt of payments under the mortgage note and/or from the proceeds of his sale of the 
Albrethsen property simply triggered his duty to make certain payments to the Plaintiff. Under 
the PSA, Mr. McKay could utilize any monies available to him to fulfill his payment obligations 
to the Plaintiff. Additionally, contrary to the Plaintiff's argument on page 2, a plain reading of 
the PSA establishes that it did not assign her any "portion of the Status sale proceeds". 
It is also worth mentioning that the PSA attached as Exhibit 1 of the Second Affidavit of 
Allen B. Allen is identical to the PSA attached as Exhibit B of the Counsel Affidated and as cited 
in the Defendants' opening brief. 
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importantly, Plaintiff's assertion also fails because it is contrary to her deposition testimony 
wherein she admits that, before executing the Handwritten Agreement, she understood "one of 
the reasons that Mr. McKay was not willing to grant [her] any security in any property wa~ that it 
was encumbered by bank loans and other debt''. Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 116:22-117:4. Notably, 
a plaintiff cannot create a genuine issue of material fact by setting forth testimony which directly 
contradicts her earlier sworn deposition testimony. See e.g. Tolmie Farms v. Stauffer Chem. Co., 
124 Idaho 607, 610 (1993). 
On opposition page 4, the Plaintiff also asserts that the Defendants falsely stated that they 
never informed her that recording a judgment would act as a lien against Mr. McKay's mortgage 
or that the mortgage constituted real property. However, the Plaintiff does not support this 
contention with any admissible or relevant evidence. fustead, the Plaintiff cites Exhibit 2 of the 
Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis, which is the irrelevant December 15, 2008 letter of Mr. Walker. The 
Plaintiff's assertion does not create a genuine issue of material fact because it is contrary to her 
deposition testimony wherein she admitted that, while the Defendants told her that a judgment 
would act as a lien against real property, they did not tell her that a mortgage was real property. 
See id., Ex. A at 133:9-134:2. 
Finally, on page 5 of her opposition, the Plaintiff argues that the Defendants erroneously 
informed her that judgment against Mr. McKay became a lien upon Mr. McKay's real and 
personal property. In support of this assertion the Plaintiff provides an irrelevant document 
which was later corrected by the Defendants. The document referenced by the Plaintiff (Exhibit 
2 to the Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis) is a December 15, 2008 letter from Tom Walker 
which was drafted more than a year after the Plaintiff's November 20, 2007 PSA execution. 
While Mr. Walker did state in that letter than the judgment would become a lien on Mr. 
McKay's real and personal property, such a statement was inadvertent and was promptly 
corrected via a December 15, 2008 email to Plaintiff. See Walker Aff. Ex. A, Bates label 
McKay310. fu the December 15, 2008 email, Mr. Walker wrote: 
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My letter contains a technical error. The following sentence is incorrect: 11By virtue of 
Idaho Code § 10-10 11, your judgment became a lien upon Darwin's real and personal 
property. 11 It should have read: 11By virtue of Idaho Code § 10-1011, your judgment 
became a lien upon Darwin's real property." Although the judgment does not create a lien 
on his personal property, as noted in my letter, Idaho Code § 11-101 requires the sheriff to 
first execute on personal property before he executes on real property. 
See id. Because Exhibit 2 is irrelevant and was promptly corrected, the' Plaintiff has failed to 
establish a genuine issue of material fact or to establish that the Defendants committed 
malpractice by advising her that a judgment lien applies to personal property. 
B. The Plaintiff's Attorney Malpractice Claim Fails as a Matter of Law. 
In her opposition, the Plaintiff narrows her attorney malpractice claim to one issue2: 
whether the Defendants breached a duty owed to her by allegedly improperly informing her that 
she had security for the payments due to her under the PSA. In support of her claim, the Plaintiff 
asserts that (1) the Defendants informed her that a judgment lien applied to real property and a 
mortgage constituted real property and (2) she would not have executed the PSA but for the 
Defendants' breach. As explained in further detail below, this claim fails as a matter oflaw. 
1. The Plaintiff Failed to Prove the "Some Chance of Success' Factor of an 
Attorney Malpractice Claim. 
As set forth in the Defendants' opening brief, to prevail on an attorney malpractice claim, 
the Plaintiff must establish that she would have had "some chance of success" in the underlying 
action but for the Defendants' actions. See e.g. Lamb v. Manweiler, 129 Idaho 269, 272, 923 
P.2d 976, 979 (1996). Interestingly, in her opposition brief, the Plaintiff did not argue that she 
would have had some chance of success but for the Defendants' alleged failure to provide 
accurate legal advice regarding her secured status. In fact, the Plaintiffs opposition brief does 
not even mention this necessary element of an attorney malpractice claim. As such, the Plaintiff 
has effectively conceded the non-existence of this element. 
In her opposition, the Plaintiff only stated that, had she known her interests in the PSA 
were not secured, she would have proceeded to trial. In doing so, the Plaintiff failed to create a 
2 By narrowing her attorney malpractice claim and by failing to address the issues set 
forth in the Argument Section of the Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, the Plaintiff has abandoned those issues/claims. 
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genuine issue of material fact. It is axiomatic that the Plaintiff failed to present any evidence that 
going to trial would have put her in a better position than the PSA had. There simply is no 
evidence to support a finding that a trial court would have awarded her some security for any 
assets it awarded to her. Notably, any recorded court award would have received the same 
protection as the recorded PSA under I.C. § 10-1110 (the judgment lien statutory scheme). 
Next, the Plaintifrs attorney malpractice claim ignores the fact that, before the 
Defendants' alleged malpractice occurred, she had already agreed to settlement terms which did 
not provide her with security and she was precluded from trying her divorce action. The 
undisputed evidence establishes that the Plaintiff voluntarily settled and, thereby, waived her 
right to try her divorce action on October 20, 2007, the date when she executed the Handwritten 
Agreement. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11. The Handwritten Agreement was a "full 
satisfaction of property settlement issues" between the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay and it did not 
include any security. See id. Per the Handwritten Agreement, the parties agreed to enter into a 
comprehensive PSA and this comprehensive agreement was to incorporate the settlement terms 
contained in the Handwritten Agreement. See id. If the parties could not agree upon the terms of 
the PSA, their only recourse was "binding arbitration" before the mediator. See id. The parties 
had no right to pursue trial. See id. As the record contains no evidence to support a finding that 
the Plaintiff would have received security if she had pursued arbitration in lieu of executing the 
PSA, the Plaintiff cannot establish that she would have had "some chance of success" if she 
would have refused to execute the PSA. 
For these reasons, the Plaintiff has failed to establish the required "some chance of 
success" prong or any genuine issue of material fact regarding the same. Accordingly, the 
Plaintiff's attorney malpractice claim fails as a matter of law. See e.g. Lamb v. Manweiler, 129 
Idaho 269,272,923 P.2d 976,979 (1996). 
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l. The Undisputed Evidence Establishes that the Defendants Did not Breach Any 
Duty Owed to the Plaintiff. 
In her Opposition, the Plaintiff asserts that the Defendants allegedly infonned her that she 
had a secured interest in the PSA because the recorded PSA created a lien against the mortgage 
held by Mr. McKay. The Plaintiff has failed to present any relevant evidence to support this 
claim. 
First, the Plaintiff improperly offered as evidence Exhibit 2 of the Second Affidavit of 
Allen B. Ellis. As previously explained, this letter is irrelevant because it was drafted after the 
Plaintiff entered into the PSA. As such, this letter should be disregarded by the Court. 
Next, the Plaintiff offers a partial quote from her deposition which is taken out of context. 
The quote offered by the Plaintiff suggests that Mr. Walker "expressed" to her that a judgment 
lien attached to the mortgage because a mortgage is real property. However, contrary to such an 
assertion, the Plaintiff specifically admitted in her deposition that Mr. Walker did not inform her 
that Mr. Darwin's mortgage note was real property; instead, she simply assumed that the 
mortgage was real property.3 See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 133:9-134:2. 
As set forth in the Defendants· opening brief, the uncontested evidence establishes that 
the Defendants only informed the Plaintiff that a recorded judgment creates a lien on real 
property and that the Defendants did not inform the Plaintiff that a mortgage note was real 
property. Accordingly, there exists no genuine issue of material fact regarding whether the 
Defendants violated any legal duty owed to the Plaintiff and the Plaintiffs claim fails as a matter 
oflaw. 
3. The Undisputed Evidence Establishes that the Defendants' Actions Did not 
Cause the Plaintiff to Settle Without Security. 
The undisputed evidence proves that, even if the Defendants had informed the Plaintiff 
that the PSA provided her with security (which they did not), such an alleged breach did not 
cause the Plaintiff to settle and forgo trial. 
3 Importantly, in her opposition, the Plaintiff does not dispute that she never informed the 
Defendants that she believed a mortgage constituted real property. 
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The Plaintiff settled her divorce action without security and waived her right to trial 
before the Defendants allegedly provided her with incorrect legal advice. See Counsel Aff., Ex. 
A at Ex. 11. The Plaintiff settled her action at the October 20, 2007 mediation when she 
executed the Handwritten Agreement. See id. Per the Plaintiff's allegations, the allegedly 
incorrect legal advice was provided during the PSA negotiations which began no earlier than 
October 23, 2007 when the Defendants emailed the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay's counsel the initial 
draft of the PSA. See Counsel Aff. Ex. A at Ex. 14. 
In her opposition, the Plaintiff does not dispute that the mediator informed her that Mr. 
McKay refused to provide her with collateral or security. The Plaintiff also does not dispute that 
the Handwritten Agreement did not provide her with any collateral or security. Furthermore, the 
Plaintiff does not dispute that she voluntarily entered into the Handwritten Agreement. 
Finally, it is indisputable that, by executing the Handwritten Agreement on October 20, 
2007, the Plaintiff relinquished her right to proceed with trial. See id., Ex. A at Ex. 11. If the 
Plaintiff disagreed with the terms of the PSA, she was required to submit the issue to binding 
arbitration before the mediator. See id. 
For these reasons, there exists no genuine issue of material fact and the indisputable 
evidence establishes that the Defendants' alleged breach was not the proximate cause of the 
Plaintiffs' claimed injuries. 
4. Mr. McKay's Actions Were a Subsequent and Intervening Cause. 
Mr. McKay's intentional failure to pay the Plaintiff sums due under the PSA was a 
subsequent and intervening cause. Contrary to the Plaintiff's assertion, Mr. McKay's intentional 
default was not a foreseeable result of the Plaintiff entering into the PSA and foregoing trial. 
Likewise, in contrast to the Plaintiffs argument, Mr. McKay's intentional default "brings 
about a hann different in kind from that which would otherwise have resulted from" the 
Defendants' alleged incorrect legal advice. As was correctly explained by the Defendants, the 
recorded PSA provided the Plaintiff with a judgment lien which the Plaintiff could have 
executed. The anticipated harm under I.C. § 10-1110 (the judgment lien statute) is that a 
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plaintiff will not be able to execute a judgment; not that a defendant will intentionally default 
under a judgment. 
For these reasons, the indisputable evidence establishes that Mr. McKay's intentional 
default was a superseding and intervening cause of the Plaintiff's alleged damages. 
5. The Plaintiff Did Not Suffer any Recoverable Damages. 
In her Opposition, the Plaintiff does not refute that she voluntarily waived her right to 
collect monies due under the PSA or attorney fees resulting from her prosecution of her motion 
for contempt when she entered into the second settlement agreement. 
Instead, the Plaintiff asserts that she has suffered "real financial loss as an unsecured 
creditor in the [PSA]" because Mr. McKay has allegedly engaged in "self-inflicted poverty". 
The Plaintiff's contentions fail to support an argument for damages. First, the Plaintiff has failed 
to produce any admissible evidence to support her claim of "self-inflicted poverty" on the part 
Mr. McKay. As explained in the Defendants' Motion to Strike, the documents cited by the 
Plaintiff are inadmissible under Rule 56(e). These documents (Exhibits 4 and 5 to the Second 
Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis) are unsubstantiated legal briefs which constitute inadmissible 
hearsay. 
Additionally, the Plaintiffs assertions fail because the Plaintiff has not provided any 
evidence to establish that Mr. McKay was unable to pay her the sums due under the PSA or that 
he has failed to pay the sums due under the second settlement agreement. Importantly, the 
Plaintiff does not even assert that Mr. McKay has failed to make payments due to her under the 
second settlement agreement. The Plaintiffs damage assertions further fail because the Plaintiff 
failed to identify any aspects of her "real financial loss". Accordingly, the Plaintiff's contention 
that she has suffered "real financial loss" is nothing more than speculation. As the Plaintiff did 
not present anything more than mere speculation, she failed to create a genuine issue of material 
fact regarding her lack of recoverable damages. See e.g. John W. Brown Props. v. Blaine 
County, 138 Idaho 171, 174 (2002). 
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ID. CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant 
their Motion in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the Defendants. 
DATED this ~y of January, 2011. 
AND~'·. ~IAN &HULLLLP -
By: 
--v-~-...-----------
R ob e rt A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ay of January, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys ofrecord, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ~ /Overnight Mail 
[ .,y-- Facsimile P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] .Pvemight Mail 
[ ~Facsimile 
Robert A. Anderso 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDER.SON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
# 2/ 9 
NO. f.'/..S- yr~o 
A.M _ .. - .. M·----
JAN 2 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D.. RICH, Clark 
By KAll-lY i:fiail. 
Oepwy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
I 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their counsel of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby moves this Court for an order granting this Motion to 
Strike portions of the Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis and the Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith 
filed by Plaintiff in response to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. This motion is 
supported by the record in this action and the memorandum filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this .£.ea.y of January, 2011. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
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copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O.Box388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ] 
[ ] 
~J 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ~ Facsimile 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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Robert A. Anderson -ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
!t:(t-· 
-'" ~
----
JAN 28 2011 
CHRISToPHER O RI 
8y KATHY BlEHf H, Clark 
Dl!p(J(y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH nIDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. W ALICER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDAN'.l'S' MOTION TO 
STRIKE 
# 4/ 9 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their counsel of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submits this memorandum in support of their Motion 
to Strike ("Motion") as follows: 
I. BACKGROUND 
On January 6, 2011, the Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment. The Plaintiff 
responded to this motion for sununary judgment on January 20 and 24, 2010. In addition to 
providing her responsive brief, the Plaintiff also filed, inter alia, the Second Affidavit of Allen B. 
Ellis ("Ellis Affidavit") and the Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith ("Smith Affidavit"). As is 
explained in further detail below, the Ellis Affidavit and the Smith Affidavit contain inadmissible 
testimony, including testimony outside of the particular affiant's personal lmowledge, hearsay, 
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testimony lacking foundation, and speculative testimony. Because these Affidavits contain such 
inadmissible testimony, the Defendants respectfully request that the Court strike and disregard 
the inadmissible portions and any reference to such portions when ruling on the Defendants' 
summary judgment motion. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review 
Rule 56(e), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure addresses the proper form of affidavits which 
are submitted in opposition to a summary judgment motion. Rule 56( e) provides, in pertinent 
part: 
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal lmowledge, shall 
set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show 
affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. 
( emphasis added). The admissibility of the evidence contained in an affidavit is a threshold 
question to be answered by the Court before it determines whether the evidence presented by the 
party opposing summary judgment is sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial. Camell v. 
Barker Mgmt., Inc. 137 Idaho 322, 327 (2002). 
When applying Rule 56(e), the Idaho Supreme Court has consistently held that affidavits 
which contain inadmissible evidence cannot be considered when ruling on a motion for summary 
judgment. See e.g. Mallonee v. The Idaho Dept. of Correction, 139 Idaho 615, 623 (2004); 
Sammis v. Magnetek, Inc., 130 Idaho 342, 351-51, (1997); Matthews v. New York Life Ins. Co., 
92 Idaho 372, 376 (1968). The rule and the opinions of the Supreme Court have required 
evidence offered by affidavit be limited to evidence which complies with the rules of evidence 
and be admissible as if the declarant was present in court. See id. For that reason, affidavits 
attaching exhibits which fail to establish the declarant's personal knowledge of the events 
described in the attachment are not admissible and are properly stricken from the record in 
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summary judgment proceedings. See I.R.E. 602; Cates v. Albertson's Inc., 126 Idaho 1030, 
1033-34, 895 P2d. 223, 226-27 (1995). Likewise, affidavits containing speculative testimony are 
not admissible. See e.g. State v. Turner, 136 Idaho 629, 633, 38 P.3d 1285, 1289 (Ct. App. 
2001). Furthermore, affidavits which simply contain inadmissible hearsay are properly stricken. 
See e.g. LRE. 802. 
In Idaho, hearsay evidence is any "statement, other than one made by the declarant while 
testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted." 
I.R.E. 801 (c). Hearsay evidence is generally excluded as untrustworthy. See e.g. LR.E. 802. 
To the extent the aforementioned Affidavits suffer from these types of inadmissible 
testimony, the Court should strike the same. 
B. The Inadmissible Portions of the Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis Should Be Stricken 
from the Record. 
Portions of Paragraph 2 of the Ellis Affidavit and the exhibits attached thereto should be 
stricken from the record. In Paragraph 2, Mr. Ellis attaches several exhibits including, inter alia, 
exhibits 4 and 5, the "Pre-Trial Memorandum of Facts/History of Case dated July 1, 2009" and 
the "Pre-Trial Brief dated July 2, 2009" (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Exhibits"). 
These Exhibits are unsubstantiated legal briefs drafted by an attorney; they are not sworn 
statements made under oath. A review of these Exhibits establishes that they contain hearsay 
and speculation rather than any proven or sworn facts. 
Importantly, as Mr. Ellis did not draft these Exhibits, he does not have personal 
knowledge of them and, therefore, cannot verify the contents contained therein. The Ellis 
Affidavit also fails to provide any foundation to support the admission of these Exhibits through 
Mr. Ellis' testimony. 
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These Exhibits constitute hearsay as the Plaintiff is attempting to utilize them for the truth 
of the matter asserted therein. To extent the Exhibits mention documents and/or testimony, they 
constitute double hearsay. Because the Exhibits were not drafted by the Defendants, they do not 
fall within any of the hearsay exceptions. 
Accordingly, the above-referenced portion of Paragraph 2 as well as the aforementioned 
att~ched Exhibits should be stricken from the Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis and any 
reference thereto should be disregarded by this Court. 
C. The Inadmissible Portions of the Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith Should Be Stricken from 
the Record. 
Paragraph 4 and the last two sentences of Paragraph 7 of the Smith Affidavit should be 
stricken from the record and disregarded on summary judgment. In these offending portions of 
his affidavit, Mr. Smith attempts to set forth alleged "facts" for which he has no personal 
knowledge and he has not provided any proper foundation. These recited "facts" are not based 
upon Mr. Smith review of any sworn statements. rn fact, as Mr. Smith testified in Paragraph 2 of 
his affidavit, he did not review any sworn factual statements, such as depositions and affidavits. 
As such, Paragraph 4 of the Smith Affidavit constitutes impermissible hearsay which should be 
stricken and disregarded by this Court. 
The last two sentences of Paragraph 7 of the Smith Affidavit should als~ be stricken from 
the record as they are based upon his review of an irrelevant document, Exhibit 2 to the Ellis 
Affidavit. As argued by the Plaintiff, the malpractice allegedly committed by the Defendants 
occurred prior to her November 20, 2007 execution of the PSA. Exhibit 2 of the Ellis Affidavit 
is a December 12, 2008 letter. Because this letter was drafted more than a year after the Plaintiff 
executed the PSA, it is irrelevant to the current action and any reference to it or statements based 
upon it should be stricken and disregarded. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the aforementioned reasons, the Ellis Affidavit and Smith Affidavit contain 
inadmissible testimony which should be properly stricken from the record. As such, the 
Defendants respectfully request that the Court grant their Motion in its entirety, strike from the 
record and disregard Exhibits 4 and 5 of the Ellis Affidavit and Paragraph 4 and the last two 
sentences of Paragraph 7 of the Smith Affidavit, and any reference thereto. 
DATED this~y of January, 2011. 
By: -=~=-~----------
Robert A. Anderson, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O.Box388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[~Facsimile 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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Robert A. Anderso 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC ... ,-, ....... ~:.C::-.... "' CT~ 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
Partnership, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CVOC 09 22659 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
.) 
This matter came before the Court on Defendants Thomas G. Walker (Walker) and Cosho 
Humphrey, LLP's, (Cosho) Motion for Summary Judgment. The Court heard oral argument on the 
Motion on Thursday, February 3, 2011. Allen Ellis appeared for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
(McKay), and Robert Anderson and Yvonne Dunbar appeared for the Defendants. The Court took 
the motion fully under advisement at that time. This Order now denies the Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
22 In 2006, plaintiff Patricia McKay retained defendants Cosho Humphrey and, specifically, 
23 Tom Walker, to represent her in her divorce from her husband Darwin McKay. In the fall of 2007, 
24 Mrs. McKay, through her attorneys, filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against Darwin 
2 s specifically attempting to negate the impact of a pre-nuptial agreement. In response to that motion, 
26 
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the McKays and their respective counsel participated in an October'20, 2007 mediation conducted by 
the Honorable Duff McKee in an attempt to resolve their property distribution differences. The 
parties entered into a handwritten agreement at the conclusion of the mediation. This agreement was 
ultimately memorialized as the Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) on November 20, 2007. 
For a month following the mediation, but before the PSA was executed, the McKays and 
their attorneys discussed the PSA. The PSA provision relevant to this matter involves $800,000.00 
that Mr. McKay was to pay Mrs. McKay upon the full payment of a mortgage he held on a certain 
piece of land known as the Albrethsen Property. Mr. McKay bought and sold the Albrethsen property 
while he was married to Mrs. McKay and at the time the PSA was entered into, he still held a 
mortgage on it. The PSA stated that the sale of that property, and thus, Mr. McKay's receipt of all 
monies due under the mortgage he held on it, was a triggering event for him to pay two things: 1) 
$800,000.00 to Mrs. McKay, and 2) to pay off the mortgage on the marital home, which Mrs. McKay 
kept in the divorce. On October 23, 2007, Mrs. McKay made the following specific inquiry of her 
attorney concerning that provision: 
Mrs. McKay: Can I place a lien on the [Albrethsen Mortgage] closure so that the 
$800,000.00 are paid to me by them? 
Mr. Walker: Our plan is to record the judgment and lien of divorce, which then 
becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal property. 
In 2008, Mrs. McKay contacted Mr. Walker and informed him that her former husband had 
received the money due him under the Albrethsen mortgage, but she had not been paid the 
$800,000.00 nor had the mortgage on their marital home been paid. Mr. Walker informed Mrs. 
McKay that a Motion for Contempt could be filed against Darwin for his failure to comply with a 
Court Order. Mr. Walker and his partner Mr. Welsh contacted Mr. McKay's attorney and discussed 
options with Mrs. McKay. Eventually, they began to draw up the Motion for Contempt. 
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1 fu January 2009, Mr. Walker was contacted by attorney Scott Hess who informed Walker that 
2 he (Hess) now represented Mrs. McKay. Mr. Walker then executed a substitution of counsel. Mr. 
3 Hess represented Mrs. McKay in the Motion for Contempt. That issue was resolved in a July 2009 
4 settlement between the McKays. 
5 Mrs. McKay brought this action against the defendants in November 2009, alleging 
6 negligence in the form of attorney malpractice. fu short, Mrs. McKay asserts that Walker incorrectly 
7 told her that because he had filed the McKay's divorce agreement in all the counties in which Mr. 
a McKay owned property, Mrs. McKay had a lien on the Albrethsen property mortgage held by Mr. 
9 McKay. Additionally, she asserts that Mr. Walker failed to properly describe the Albrethsen property 
10 in the PSA, which allowed Mr. McKay to get away with not paying her the money he received from 
11 that mortgage. 
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) provides that summary judgment is "rendered 
forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, 
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to 
a judgment as a matter of law." See also First Sec. Bank of Idaho, NA. v. Murphy, 131 Idaho 
787, 790, 964 P.2d 654, 657 (1998). Put another way, summary judgment is proper only in the 
absence of a genuine issue of material fact. Munson v. State, Dep't of Hwys, 96 Idaho 529,531, 
531 P.2d 1174, 1176 (1975). An adverse party may not simply rely upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. 
I.R.C.P. 56(e); see Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224, 1227 (1994). The 
affidavits either supporting or opposing the motion must set forth facts that would be admissible 
in evidence and show that the affiant is competent to testify. Id. 
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1 To withstand a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party's case must be 
2 anchored in something more than speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create 
3 a genuine issue of material fact. Zimmerman v. Volkswagon of America, Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854, 
4 920 P.2d 67, 69 (1996). The district court must liberally construe the record in favor of the party 
5 opposing the motion for summary judgment, drawing all reasonable inferences and conclusions 
6 supported by the record in favor of that party. Lamb v. Manweiler, 129 Idaho 269,272, 923 P.2d 
7 976, 979 (1996). If reasonable people could reach different conclusions or draw conflicting 
a inferences from the evidence, the motion should be denied. Friel v. Boise City Housing 
9 Authority.'126 Idaho 484,486, 887 P.2d 29, 30 (1994). 
10 LEGAL MALPRACTICE 
11 The elements of a legal malpractice action are: (1) the existence of an attorney-client 
12 relationship; (2) the existence of a duty on the part of the lawyer; (3) the breach of the duty or to 
13 perform to the standard of care by the lawyer; and ( 4) the failure to perform the duty or meet the 
14 standard of care must be a proximate cause of the injuries suffered by the client. Johnson v. Jones, 
15 103 Idaho 702, 706, 652 P.2d 650, 654 (1982). Proximate cause consists of two factors, cause-in-
16 fact and legal responsibility. Munson, 96 Idaho at 531, 531 P.2d at 1176. Without proximate cause 
17 there is no liability for negligence. Lundy v. Hazen, 90 Idaho 323, 328, 411 P.2d 768, 771 (1966); 
1a see also Marias v. Marano, 120 Idaho 11, 13, 813 P.2d 350,352 (1991). 
19 In Idaho, an attorney does not have the duty to push for every advantage that might be 
20 realized for his client. IDAHO R. PROF. CONDUCT 1.3, cmt. 1. However, "all courts acknowledge the 
21 standard of care with which all attorneys must comply and that is: they are held to that degree of 
22 care, skill, diligence and knowledge commonly possessed and exercised by a reasonable, careful 
23 and prudent lawyer." Sun Valley Potatoes v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 133 Idaho 1, 5,981 
24 P.2d 236, 239 (1999). The plaintiff bears the burden of proving that the attorney has been negligent 
25 or has failed to act with proper skill, _as well as the burden of showing that the defendant's 
26 
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negligence was the proximate cause of the plaintiffs damages. Lamb v. Manweiler, 129 Idaho 269, 
272,923 P.2d 976,979 (1996). 
Proximate cause analysis often considers whether a superseding or intervening cause is 
involved. A superseding cause is an act by a third person which by its intervention prevents an 
initial actor from being liable for harm to another which his antecedent negligence is a substantial 
factor in bringing about. Mica Mobile Sales v. Skyline Corp., 97 Idaho 408, 411-12, 546 P.2d 54, 
57-8 (1975). The Idaho Supreme Court has provided the following guidelines in determining the 
existence of a superseding cause: 
(a) the fact that its intervention brings about harm different in kind from that which would 
otherwise have resulted from the actor's negligence; 
(b) the fact that its operation or the consequences thereof appear after the event to be 
extraordinary rather than normal in view of the circumstances existing at the time of its 
operation; 
( c) the fact that the intervening force is operating independently of any situation created by 
the actor's negligence, or, on the other hand, is or is not a normal result of such a situation; 
( d) the fact that the operation of the intervening force is due to a third person's act or to his 
failure to act; 
( e) the fact that the intervening force is due to an act of a third person which is wrongful 
toward the other and as such subjects the third person to liability to him; 
(f) the degree of culpability of a wrongful act of a third person which sets the intervening 
force in motion. Id. 
In a legal malpractice action, the plaintiff must also establish that she would have had 
"some chance of success" in the underlying action before she would be entitled to recover from the 
attorney. Lamb, 129 Idaho at 272,923 P.2d at 979. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Mrs. McKay alleges that Mr. Walker and, thus, Cosho Humphrey, failed to perform within 
the standard of care of an Idaho attorney and that their alleged failure is the proximate cause of the 
damages she has allegedly suffered. She asserts that Mr. Walker could have better drafted the PSA 
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so that her former husband did not have the ability to fail to pay and that, had she understood that 
the PSA as executed did not protect her against that possibility, she would not have agreed to it. 
Conversely, the defendants assert that, other than the existence of the attorney-client 
relationship, Mrs. McKay cannot establish any of the elements of an attorney malpractice claim. 
In considering the defendants' motion for summary judgment, this Court analyzes whether 
the record contains genuine issues as to any material fact regarding the satisfaction of the elements 
of a legal malpractice action. The case is set for a jury trial, so, accordingly, this Court liberally 
construes the facts in favor of and draws all reasonable factual inferences in favor of Mrs. McKay, 
the non-moving party. 
No one disputes that an attorney-client relationship existed between the parties; therefore, no 
genuine issues of material fact exist as to the first element of attorney malpractice. 
As to the second element, existence of a duty, Mr. Walker did not have a duty to push for 
every advantage that might be realized for his client. However, he did have a duty to act within that 
degree of care, skill, diligence, and knowledge commonly possessed and exercised by a reasonable, 
careful, and prudent lawyer. Thus, he did have a duty to correctly state the law to her so that she 
could make informed decisions, indicating that the second element of malpractice exists. Whether 
he breached that standard of care is the third inquiry. 
In arguing whether Mr. Walker breached a duty, the parties each point to a December 2008 
correspondence between Mr. Walker and Mrs. McKay. In the December 15, 2008 letter, Mr. Walker 
misstates the law as to whether or not filing the divorce decree and accompanying PSA in numerous 
Idaho counties created a lien on a mortgage held by Mr. McKay. Mr. Walker corrected himself in an 
email sent the following day. The Court finds the parties' emphasis on this correspondence to be 
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misplaced. This attorney malpractice action asks whether a breach of duty occurred when Mrs. 
McKay was counseled by her attorneys about the creation of and entering into the PSA. The 
relevant time frame for that inquiry is 2006 until November 20, 2007 when she actually signed the 
PSA. 
An October 23, 2007 email exchange shows that Mrs. McKay specifically asked Mr. Walker 
if the PSA could be structured so that the Albrethsen Mortgage pay-out would be paid to her instead 
of Mr. McKay. Even though the filing of the PSA did not have such an effect, Mr. Walker 
responded that the filing of the PSA in Idaho counties where Mr. McKay owned property would 
create a lien on all Mr. McKay's real and personal property in those counties; a statement which 
intimated that Mrs. McKay would have a lien on the mortgage, and, thus, a secured interest. This 
was an incorrect statement of the law made during the relevant time frame to this attorney 
malpractice action. The record also contains the expert witness opinion ofldaho attorney Bryan D. 
Smith in which Mr. Smith opines that Mr. Walker breached the standard of care in Idaho when he 
led Mrs. McKay to believe that she had a secured interest in the Albrethsen property mortgage. 
At the same time, the record also includes Mrs. McKay's November 2010 deposition 
testimony in which she admits that Mr. Walker did not tell her that a mortgage was real property but 
that, instead, she assumed a mortgage was real property. Regardless, because the record includes the 
October 23, 2007 email in which Mr. Walker states the direct opposite, this Court finds that genuine 
issues of material fact exist as to whether Mr. Walker breached the standard of care of attorneys in 
Idaho when he incorrectly stated the law to Mrs. McKay, thus leading her to believe that she would 
have a secured interest in her husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen Property. 
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Despite the genuine issues of material fact surrounding the breach of duty element, the 
Court's inquiry continues, as summary judgment may still be appropriate if the Court does not find 
that the record includes evidence that Mr. Walker's alleged breach of duty was the proximate cause 
of Mrs. McKay's injuries. 
Mrs. McKay asserts that had she lmown her interest in the mortgage was not secure, she 
would not have entered into the PSA. However, even drawing all reasonable factual inferences in 
her favor, the record must show more than her mere allegations that Mr. Walker's alleged legal 
misguidance was the proximate cause of her failure to receive the sums contemplated in the PSA. 
The defendants argue that their alleged breach of the standard of care cannot be a proximate 
cause of Mrs. McKay's injuries (1) because no matter how the PSA was written, the title company 
which .made the lump sum mortgage payment to Mr. McKay was under no duty to pay Mrs. McKay, 
(2) because Mr. McKay is the individual responsible for not paying Mrs. McKay and the defendants 
are in no way responsible for Mr. McKay's actions, and (3) because, even if the defendants' alleged 
breaches of the standard of care were the proximate cause of Mrs. McKay's damages, Mr. McKay's 
failure to pay constitutes an intervening or superseding cause. 
Taking up the last scenario first, the Court finds that Mr. McKay's failure to pay was not a 
superseding and intervening cause. Mr. McKay's failure to pay was the very injury against which 
Mrs. McKay had hoped she was insured. Additionally, the idea that Mr. McKay might not pay Mrs. 
McKay was a foreseeable harm; in fact, avoiding such harm is often why a person seeks advice and 
counsel of an attorney in an instance such as this. 
Considering the second scenario, it is true that the defendants are not responsible for Mr. 
McKay's actions or inactions. However, in considering whether their alleged breach was the 
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proximate cause of Mrs. McKay's alleged injury, the record includes the affidavit opinion of expert 
attorney Bryan Smith who proposes numerous safe guards which, had they been placed in the PSA, 
would have better protected against Mr. McKay's failure to pay. The Court recognizes that an 
attorney is not bound to press for every possible advantage that might be realized for his client. 
However, when drawing all reasonable factual inferences in favor of Mrs. McKay, genuine issues of 
material fact remain concerning whether the way in which Mr. Walker drafted the PSA coupled 
with the way in which he explained the effect of its execution to Mrs. McKay was the proximate 
cause of her injury. 
Finally, the Court must evaluate whether Mrs. McKay has established that she would have 
had "some chance of success" in the underlying action. The record includes Mrs. McKay's 
deposition testimony that, at the time of the PSA creation, negotiation, and settlement, she was 
concerned about the possible loss in value of some of their properties and that her former husband 
might squander some of the money he still had available. Patricia McKay Deposition at p. 81. Mrs. 
McKay's testimony that she was worried about Mr. McKay's finances during the time leading up to 
the PSA indicates that, had she understood she was not secured in the money promised her in the 
PSA, she would have pushed for a different outcome in efforts to secure success in this "underlying 
action." The defendants rebut that Mrs. McKay has all together failed to establish that she would 
have had any chance of success in the underlying action. However, considering her deposition 
testimony and when drawing all reasonable factual inferences in her favor, the Court finds that 
genuine is,sues of material fact exist concerning whether she might have had some chance of success 
in the underlying action. 
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SUMMARY 
After thorough review of the record, and when drawing all reasonable factual inferences in 
favor of Mrs. McKay, the Court finds that genuine issues of material fact remain regarding elements 
three and four of an attorney malpractice claim: breach of duty or breach of the standard of care, and 
whether that breach was the proximate cause of Mrs. McKay's alleged injury. Additionally, genuine 
issues of material fact remain regarding whether Mrs. McKay has established that, had the alleged 
malpractice not occurred, she would have had some chance of success in the underlying action. 
These issues are more properly determined during trial than by summary judgment. Therefore, the 
defendants' motion for summary judgment is DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this _j_g_ )lay of February, 2011. 
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copy of the foregoing ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS BROWN & SHEILS 
707 N 8th St 
PO Box 388 
Boise, ID 83701 
Tel: (208) 345-7832 
Fax: (208) 345-9564 
Robert A. Anderson 
ANDERSON JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 S 5th St,Ste 700 
PO Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Tel: (208) 344-5800 
Fax: (208) 344-5510 
Cf) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
i) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
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Clerk of the District Court 
Ada County, Id 
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707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plrintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT 
OF PATRICIA MCKAY 
I am the plaintiff in the herein action and make this affidavit upon my own personal 
knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained herein. 
2. On November 29, 2007, a decree of divorce was entered as respects my marriage to 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY - 1 
ORIGINAL 
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Darwin McKay. See Exhibit 1 hereto. In 2008, Darwin failed to make a $800,000 payment, plus 
interest, required by the aforesaid decree and accompanying property settlement agreement and failed 
to pay off the two deeds of trust on the personal residence awarded plaintiff. These payments were 
required to be made within days of Darwin's receipt of the sales proceeds as mortgagee of real 
property known as the Albrethson property. Darwin received these proceeds on approximately 
November 7, 2008. (Exhibit No. 3) 
3. As a result of Darwin's aforesaid breach, I retained new counsel and commenced 
proceedings against Darwin in an attempt to enforce the agreement. Ultimately, fearful that Darwin 
would seek bankruptcy protection, I entered into an agreement with Darwin which is formalized in 
the Order Regarding Settlement of All Claims ("Order") and is attached hereto as Exhibit 2, entered 
November 29, 2009. 
4. Darwin's financial obligation under the Order (Exhibit 2) are as follows: 
a. Darwin shall transfer to plaintiff a note known as the "Van Es Receivable" 
whi~h pays monthly payments of $2683.08 for 163 months for a total of $437,342.04 (paragraph 
2(a). 
b. Darwin shall make a cash payment of $37,290.26 in two installments 
(paragraph 2(b ). 
c. Darwin shall make a cash payment of $100,000 no later than August 2012. 
(paragrap!1 2( c ). 
d. Darwin shall continue to pay the first and second deeds of trust on Patricia's 
residence, having balances of $556,324.34 and $67,490.49, respectively, with payment in full no 
later than August 1, 2014. 
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5. In January 2012, Darwin advised me that it was unlikely that he would make the 
aforesaid $100,000 payment which will come due on August 1, 2012. 
6. Since the onset of Darwin's obligation to pay the monthly obligations on the two 
deeds of trust on the personal residence, he has made interest payments only and the outstanding 
balances are greater at this time than at the entry of the divorce decree, presently $573,553,10 and 
$67,493.94, respectively. Because Darwin has failed to reduce the principal owed on these two 
obligations during the four years since the decree of divorce, there appears to be a great likelihood 
that the principal debt will never be reduced much less eliminated by August 14, 2014, as required 
by the Order. 
7. The complaint alleges that in failing to provide me a secured position in the 
Albrethsen mortgage proceeds ($1.2 million+) fro1:1 which, as recited in the property settlement 
agreement (Exhibit 1) the $800,000 plus 6% interest payment to plaintiff and additionally the two 
deeds of trust debts were to be paid, defendants committed professional negligence. 
8. The Order entered pursuant to stipulation was an attempt to mitigate my damages by 
accepting an assignment of the Van Es Receivable, two small cash payments and a $100,000 cash 
payment (balance now due in August 2012), and Darwin's continued service of the two deeds of trust 
indebtedness. 
9. Although Darwin's payment of the $100,000 in August, 2012, and payoff of the 
iridc:btedness on the personal residence ($641,027.04) in 2014 appears problematic, it cannot be 
stated with absolute certainty at the time of the April 18, 2012, trial that plaintiffs damages will not 
be mitigated by these future payments. 
10. Until the facts underlying the litigation have become fully developed, i.e., whether 
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Darwin complies with his obligations under the Order, mitigation evidence remains uncertain, 
rendering trial of this matter in April of this year premature. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise 
Commission Expires: 01/05/18 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 201h day of January, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robect A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
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Stanley W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker {ISB No. 1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP . 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
"°j, (G~H_ 
AM - .gr·P.M . 
NOV 2 9 2007 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
ByJ. EARLE 
DEPUTY 
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E-mail: swelsh@cosholaw.com; twalker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
****** 
PA1RICIAMcKAY, Case No. CV DR 0615200 
Plaintiff, 
v. JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
Based upon the Stipulation of the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED 
AND DECREED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: The Plaintiff ("Patricia") and the Defendant ("Darwin") were 
married on July 6, 1996 in Nassau, Island of the Bahamas. Patricia and Darwin are granted a 
divorce from one another on the groW1ds of irreconcilable differences. Each is restored to the 
--\ status of a single person. 
,. 
,v 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
279198.doc 
Page i 
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2. PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT: Except for paragraphs in the 
Property Settlement Agreement dated October 20, 2007 regarding alimony, the Property 
Settlement Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. With 
respect to alimony, the payment provisions therein shall be deemed integrated contracts between 
the Parties with no jurisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. The Property Settlement 
Agreement dated October 20, 2007 attached hereto as Exhibit A is approved by this Court and, 
except as noted above, is merged with and incorporated into this Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce. 
DATED: November~ 2007. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thelJ:f:;: of November 2007 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Judgment and Decree of Divorce was served upon: 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
·Boise, ID 83712 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
John A. Miller 
Miller & Harr 
Attorneys at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive, Suite 3 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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Stanley W. Welsh (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P. 0. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
Exhibit A 
E-mail: swelsh@cosholaw.com; twalker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PA TRICIA E. McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
Case No. CV DR0615200 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
ME;RGED WITH AND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is made ·and entered into this 20th day 
of October 2007 by and between Patricia E. McKay, Plaintiff ("Patricia" or "Plaintiff''), and L. 
Darwin McKay, Defendant ("Darwin" or "Defendant"). Patricia and Darwin are sometimes 
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individually referred to as a "Party" or collectively referred to as the "Parties". This Agreement 
is binding and enforceable upon the terms stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documentation is required to carry out the terms of this Agreement. 
1. Community Property. Tue Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community property: 
1.1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2.1 below, Patricia shall receive the 
personal residence located at 25 Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho ("Personal Residence") free and 
clear of all encumbrances. Patricia shall furthennore receive all personal property and furniture 
contained therein . Patricia shall execute such written consent as may be required by the lenders 
to allo; Darwin access to information regarding the 1st and 2°d deed of trust notes. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient quit claim deed and 
quit claim bill of sale all of his right, title and interest in and to the Personal Residence, including 
all personal property and furniture. 
1.2. Patricia shall receive the Box Office. Productions stock. Darwin shall 
tra,nsfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient assignment separate 
from stock certificate all of his right, title and interest in and to the Box Office Productions stock. 
Patricia shall cause the assignment form to be delivered to Darwin through counsel as soon as 
possible for Darwin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her counsel. 
1.3. Patricia shall receive her IRA account. 
PROPERTY SE'ITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.4. Patricia shall receive the 1995 Mercedes S-500 vehicle in her possession 
and the 1980's motor home, currently located a! the farm. Darwin shall deliver the motorhome to 
Patricia on or before December 1, 2007. Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate 
property by good and sufficient bill of sale and endorsement on the respective Certificates of 
Title all of his right, title and interest in and Patricia's 1995 Mercedes S-500 and the 1980's 
motorhome. Patricia shall cause the assignments forms to be delivered to Darwin through 
counsel as soon as possible for Darwin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her counsel. 
1.5. Darwin may at his expense have the contents of the Personal R~sidence 
construction folder copied if necessary for preparation of the amended tax returns for 2005 and 
2006 and for the 2007 tax return. Patricia shall retain the original of the Personal Residence 
construction folder. 
1.6. Darwin shall pay to Patricia $100,000.00 m four equal consecutive 
monthly installments of $25,000.00 on or before January 15, 2008 and on or before the 15th day 
of February, March and April, 2008. The Parties acknowledge that the $100,000.00 amount was 
based upon a portion of Patricia's att01;neys' fees and litigation expenses. In accordance with 
Idaho Code § 32-704(3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin directly to Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP, who may enforce this portion of the Judgment in its own name; provided, however, Patricia 
may pay Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior to any such installment in which case, the payment or 
payments shall be paid directly to Patricia by Cosho Humphrey, LLP. 
PROPERTY SEITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.7. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or certified 
check, within five (5) days of payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real 
Estat; Transaction"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all .his right, title and interest to Patricia 
in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part 
of the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The parties acknowledge that the Status Real 
Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently 
pursue the closing and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay .the closing. 
1.8. The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion of the land that had been 
referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as the "Home Fann." In the event of breach, 
Darwin may also be able to foreclose ¥ortgag~n that portion of the land referred to prior to 
the sale to Status Corporation as "Albrethsen's Farm." 
1.8. l. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
March 30, 2008, Darwin shall pay Patricia $500,000 as soon as he is able to do without violating 
the lending terms and conditions of ~he bank holding the line of credit for the Turf Corporation. 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by April 30, 2008, he shall 
list the Albrethsen property that was included in the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction 
for sale and shall pay Patricia by cash, certified check of wire transfer $500,000 within five (5) 
days of receipt or closing on a sale. 
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1.8.3. Provided further that if following a breach, Darwin is not able to 
pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2_908, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 plus interest at the 
rate of 6% payable within five ·(5) days of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen 
property funds, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from the sale of 
the Home Farm may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line of credit for 
the Turf Corporation) by cash, certified check, or by wire transfer. 
1.9. Darwin shall be awarded the 2000 XJ8L Jaguar vehicle; 1973 5th wheel 
camp trailer; 1990 Ford pick-up truck; and 1994 C~sler LHS. Darwin shall furthermore be 
entitled to pick up his separate property birch cabinet and birch bookcase located in the tool room 
of the Personal Residence. Upon delivery of the motorhome to Patricia, Darwin shall pick up the 
empty bookcase and cabinet. Darwin shall be awarded all separate and community property 
interests (if any) in the following: 
a. The Turf Corporation; 
b. The Turf Company of Nevada, Inc.; 
c. Pleasure Turf, LLC; 
d. The Turf Company, LLC; 
e. Turfland, LLC; 
f. Notes Receivables for Turf Company; 
g. Investment in Nevada Granite Industries; 
h. Palace Resorts Time Share; 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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i. Proceeds from sale of Albrethsen; 
j. Personal effects and furnishings in Darwin's possession; and 
k. McKay family investments and interests. 
2. Community Debts. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community debts: 
2.1. Commencing November 2007 and contin~ing thereafter as provided in this 
paragraph, Darwin shall pay Patricia's 1st and znd deed of trust note payments, including property 
taxes and insurance, as required by the lender(s), encumbering the Personal Residence C'Personal 
Residence Debt") as an~ for maintenance or alimony for Patricia. Darwin shall timely pay both 
I st and znd deed of trust note payments directly to the respective mortgage companies. Patricia 
will provide Darwin via fax or email the I st and znd deed of trust note monthly statements within 
five days of when Patricia receives them. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or 
P-mail that he has made the respective I st and znd deed of trust note monthly payments in a timely 
manner. The payments required under this paragraph shall terminate when Darwin pays off the 
Personal Residence Debt. Darwin shall pay off the full amount of Personal Residence Debt 
directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of the date the Status Real 
Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty (30) days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either 
the Albrethsen property, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from 
the sale of the Home Fann may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line 
of credit for the Turf Corporation), but in any event, Darwin shaJJ payoff the Personal Residence 
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Debt on or before October 20, 2012. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have the right 
to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which case, the Personal Residence Debt would 
likely be paid off out of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal Residence, Darwin shall 
pay directly to Patrici~ as a property equalization payment the unpaid principal balance of the 
Personal Residence Debt, plus interest accruing at the respective rates called for in the first and 
second loan documents, in monthly installments to and including payment in full of the Personal 
Residence Debt. The Parties agree that Kevin Crane, CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such 
other accountant as the Parties shall designate, will provide the appropriate calculations of the 
remaining balance and accruing interest and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promissory note 
to Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such promissory note shall include a right 
of prepayment. As of October 20, 2007, the unpaid principal balance of the 1st deed of trust note 
(World Savings Loan No.  is $556,324.34 and interest is accruing from and after 
October 20, 2007 at the rate provided in the 1st deed of trust note. As of October 20, 2007, the 
unpaid principal balance of the 2"d deed of trust note (Countrywide Loan No.  is 
$67,490.49 and interest is accruing from and after October 20, 2007 at the variable rate provided 
in the 2°d deed of trust note. Darwin shall pay each of these notes, including interest accruing 
from and after October 20, 2007 until each note is paid in full. 
2.2 Darwin shall pay off the two Chase Visa credit cards and Bank of America 
credit card as property equalization payments as follows: 
Chase Visa ending in 2116 
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Chase Visa ending in 0853 
Bank of America ending in 0232 
2,076.17 
22,845.13 
$71,248.30 
Darwin shall pay the $71,248.30, plus interest as follows: 
November 2007: 
December 2007: 
Januazy 2008: 
February 2008: 
March2008 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249:66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
Darwin shall pay all payments listed above in a timely manner such that no late 
fees are incurred. The November 2007 payment shall pay the Chase Visa ending in 0853 in full 
and shall then apply $6,086.75 to the Chase Visa ending in 2116 and $6,086.75 to the Bank of 
America ending in 0232. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or email that he has 
made the respective credit card payments in a timely manner. 
Patricia shall be responsible for all charges, interest, finance charges, and fees 
attributable to charges made by her after October 20, 2007. Patricia shall be responsible for all 
other credit card debt in her name alone or charged by Patricia without Darwin's knowledge. 
2.3 Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay one-half and Patricia shall pay 
one-half of all fees and expenses of mediation. 
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3. Alimony/ Maintenance Payments from Darwin to Patricia. Commencing 
November 2007 and continuing until Patricia is paid $800,000.00 or $500,000.00 as provided 
above, Darwin shall pay Patricia each month the sum of $2,500.00 · as and for 
alimony/maintenance. All liability for alimony shall cease upon payment of the $800,000.00 or 
$500,000.00 as provided above. 
4. Full Disclosure. Each Party represents to the other that full disclosure of all 
community assets and community liabilities, of which he or she is aware, has been made. 
5. Allocation of Property to Darwin. Except as expressly provided herein, Patricia 
agrees to transfer by good and sufficient quit claim deed, quit claim bill of sale, quit claim 
assignment and/or other necessary quit claim document of conveyance all of her right, title and 
interest to Darwin in and to all of the community property awarded to Darwin herein, as his sole 
and separate property. Patricia shall return the notebook containing all of the Palace Resorts 
Infonnation, including but not limited to Palace Premier Certificates; Palace Premier Golf 
Passes; Premier Gold Membership; and Palace Premier / RCI Certificates. Patricia shall 
specifically sign over title to the 1994 Chrysler; 1990 Ford Pick-up and I 973 5th Wheel Camp 
Trailer. Darwin shall cause said transfers to be delivered to Patricia though counsel as soon as 
possible, except for the 1990 pickup, for which title is in Patricia's possession and shall be 
produced as soon as possible. Patricia shall further sign the Palace Premier Change of 
_ownership, which shall be delivered to Patricia through counsel. 
PROPERTY SEITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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6. Disposition of Property. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each of the 
Parties hereto may dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, real or personal; and the 
Parties hereto, each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the respective heirs, legal 
representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waive any right of election 
which he or she may have or hereafter acquire regarding the estate of the other, or any right to 
take against any last will and testament of the other, whether heretofore or hereafter executed, or 
as may now or hereafter be provided for in any law of the State of Idaho or any other state or 
territocy of the United States or any foreign country, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest, right or claim that he or she now has or might otherwise have against the other, under or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country, and each Party shall sign any document necessary to 
release his or her interest to the other Party or any other document necessary to transfer any title 
or release any interest necesarry to carry out the intent of this paragraph. 
7. Release of Patricia from all Debts and Personal Guarantees. On or before 
December 1, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and expense written releases of Patricia 
from liability for all debts whether such debts are owed to banks, vendors, and/or other creditors 
. . 
for whom Patricia may have liability for any reason, including but not limited to Patricia's 
execution of notes, personal guarantees or collateral security documents that she delivered during 
the Parti~s· marriage. Darwin shall provide Patricia with a true, correct and complete copy of 
each such release on or before December 1, 2007. 
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8. Payment of Accounting Fees an~ Income Taxes by Darwin. Darwin shall pay 
for the preparatio~ of state and federal income tax returns and/or amended returns for the Parties 
for 2005, 2006 and 2007. The Parties agree to file said tax returns under the filing status 
resulting in the lowest state and federal income truces. The Parties agree to cooperate with Kevin 
Crane, or any other accountant as Darwin deems necessary to complete the filing of such returns. 
Darwin shall pay all state and federal income taxes, interest and penalties, if any, for all years 
prior to January 1, 2008 and Darwin shall be entitled to all tax refunds, if any. Patricia shall be 
entiteld to claim the interest paid on the deed of trust notes encumbering the Personal Residence 
and Darwin shall claim the monies paid towards the deed of trust note payments as alimony to 
Patricia. :Darwin shall further claim all $2,500.00 payments to Patricia pursuant to paragraph 3 
herein as alimony. 
9. Separate Property/ Income After Execution of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agree that from and after the date of this Agreement, any and all property or income 
acquired or earned by either Party hereto shall be the separate property of the Party who has 
acquired or earned it, any income on separate property shall be separate property and the other 
Party shall have no claim on any separate property income or earnings. Beginning tax year 2008 
and all years thereon, the parties shall each file separately. Neither party shall include in their 
income any income earned by the other after December 31, 2007. Nor shall either party claim a 
credit or d_eduction for expenditures made by the other after December 31, 2007. Any tax 
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liability arising from income after December 31, 2007 shall be paid and assumed according to 
their respective separate returns. 
10. Debts after Execution of Agreement. The Parties agree that from and after 
October 20, 2007, any debts incWTed by either Party hereto shall be the separate debt of the Party 
incurring the debt and shall not be a community debt. The Parties hereto agree not to incur any 
debt for which the other Party may be liable. 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good and valuable consideration passing 
between the Parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their heirs, representatives, agents, employees, successors, 
executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, release the other Party and his or her heirs, 
representatives, agents, employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, 
and each Party shall release, indemnify and hold harmless the other Party from any and all 
claims, liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any way connected with their marriage, 
including but not limited to all claims set forth in or comprehended by that certain litigation 
identified in the caption above. The term claims shall include any and all claims · and 
counterclaims, whether known or unknown, a Party may have against the other Party as a result 
of their marriage and the litigation identified above. 
12. Entry of Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (5) business 
days from the execution of this Property Settlement Agreement, they will execute a stipulation 
for entry of a Judgment and Decree of Divorce to be filed with the Court. 
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11. Merger with and into Judgment and Decree. Except for paragraphs regarding 
alimony, this Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. 
With respect to alimony, the payment provisions herein shall be deemed integrated contracts 
between the Parties with no jurisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. 
12. No Undue Influence. The Parties agree that they have entered into this 
Agreement without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
like cause. 
13. Further Performance. The Parties agree to execute all additional documents 
within 14 days of presentation of each such document and take such further steps as ~hall be 
retjuired to effectuate and carry out the performance of this Agreement 
14. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by further agreement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
15. Cooperative Effort. The parties acknowledge that this Agreement is the result of 
a cooperative effort between them and their independent counsel, and that in the event of any 
dispute over the meaning or effect of any provision herein, the rule of interpretation of 
ambiguous tem1s agains~ the drafting party shall have no application. 
16. Advice of Counsel. The Parties stipulate that they have been represented by 
counsel and are familiar with the tenns, conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
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17. - Attorney Fees. In the event of any controversy, claim, or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of the other documents related 
hereto, or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attorney's 
and paralegaI's fees incurred by the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attorney and paralegal fees include those 
incurred as a result of bankruptcy, or on appeal. 
18. Binding Agreement. This Agreement is binding upon the heirs, successors and 
assigns of the Parties. 
19. Free and Voluntary Act. Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against the other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and release by him or her, are by his or her free and voluntary act; and (b) that no 
promise, agreement, statement or representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
upon. 
20. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws 
and statutes of the State of Idaho. 
21. Notices. AU notices and demands required or permitted under this Agreement 
shall be in writing, containing the infonnation required by this Agreement to be communicated to 
' 
any person, personally delivered to such person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, or by 
reputable overnight air courier service (e.g., Federal Express or United Parcel Service) to such 
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person at the last known address of such person. The earlier of the date of personal delivery or 
two business days following the date of mailing or the date of delivery to the air courier thereof, 
as the case may be, shall be deemed the date of receipt of notice, unless proof of untimely 
delivery or non-delivery is provided by the addressee. The sender shall bear the risk of untimely 
delivery and non-delivery. 
22. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agreement shall be 
detennined invalid, void or otherwise unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in 
full force and effect, and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that the remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
23. Execution of Counterparts. Duplicate copies of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties and their counsel and copies of this Agreement sign~d, collectively, 
by all Parties and their counsel shall be considered as a single, fully executed original document. 
24. Waiver. Failure of a Party, or any of them, to exercise his or her rights upon any 
default of the other Party shall not be construed as the waiver of the right to insist upon full 
performance of all the terms and conditions of this Agreement, or of the right to exercise any 
other right contained in this Agreement. 
25. Time. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and each and all of its provisions 
in which performance is a factor. 
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26. Warranty. THE UNDERSIGNED PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
THROUGH THEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT THEY HA VE READ 
THE FOREGOING AGREEMENT AND THAT THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND THE TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH HEREIN. 
The remainder of this page was intentionally left blank. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the date set forth above. 
Approved as to form and content: 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
By )£.ht~ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for Patricia E. McKay 
Approved as to form and content: 
BROOKSLAW,P.C. 
By~~'~ 
"erlyD.Brooks > 
Attorneys for L. Darwin McKay 
MILLER & HARR 
By~~ Jo 'A.. Miller 
A: ~eys forL Darwin McKay 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
· On November ft:J, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared Patricia E. McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set 
same day and year Jn.tms certificate first above writt 
,,,,, .. ,, 
,,,, O· WAL~',,, 
.. C. .. ~ .... 
. l "<'",.. ~ .. ~ 
/ ~/' 0-tJ>.R Y • i' \ :tl:.~ \ i 
. L.... ..... •' ! • 
: .. : , V • : ; • .. ~ •o: 
~i( \ pu'pV ··~ ~ ~ .•. . .. -~ 
.... . . "''" .. ~ 
.... .J'r ......... -._v .... . 
'•,,, A. Th ot ,,,,• 
.. ,, ........... , 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Residing at -=--.GL~..u.;;..__,._~'------
Commission Expires ___,~~"1:...../.'-------
On November~ 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared L. Darwin McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PROPERTY SEITLEMBNT AGREEMENT 
286998_2 
NOTARY Pua.we FR.IDAHO 
Residing at b:> l ~ 
Commission Expires 4 ~{ q -k~ 
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rBROOKS LAW, P. C. 
KIMBERLY D. BROOKS - ISB #5968 
TESSA J. BENNETT - ISB #7424 
The Lockman House 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Telephone: (208) 442-7489 
Facsimile: (208) 468-4030 
Email: kirn@Jcbrookslaw.com 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT · 
COPY 
~---~:-;p-or-..,..12:. 
,,..,d' 4-: 1i t, . 
~u··~~~--""'··---~----
NOV 2 3 2009 
4. aAV10 NAVAFiRO, Clilllc 
"' lil.AIIE TOWN ..,,, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
VB, 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
---------------
) CASE NO. CV DR 0615200 
) 
) 
) 
) ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL 
) CLAIMS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THIS MATTER, having come before the Court on the 15th day of 
July, 2009, Defendant DARWIN McKAY with his attorney of record, Kim 
Brooks; Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY appearing with her attorney of 
record, Scott D. Hess, the parties having reached an agreement and 
placing their stipulatio~ on the record in open Court~ the Court 
finding good cause therein, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 1 
EXH1BIT2 
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1. COVENANT NOT TO ENFORCE DECREE: Plaintiff, PATRICIA 
McKAY, agrees to dismiss her claims contained in her Motion to 
liquidate Judgment filed 1/30/09 and Motion for Contempt filed 
1/30/09 in their entirety in exchange for the terms of 
settlement/agreement outlined below. Both parties hereby 
covenant and agree not to attempt to enforce any term of that 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce filed 11/29/07. This Order 
regarding settlement of all claims supplants all unfulfilled 
financial provisions of the Judgment and Decree filed 
11/29/07, specifically paragraphs 1.7 through and including 
paragraph 1.8.3. DARWIN McKAY'e monthly obligation to 
Plaintiff, PATRICIA McKAY in the amount of twenty five hundred 
dollars ($2500.00), shall cease ae of July 15, 2009. Other 
than as listed in this Settlement Agreement, Defendant DARWIN 
McKAY shall have no further financial obligations to 
Plaintiff, PATRICIA McY.AY. 
2 • TERMS OF SETTLEMENT/ AGREEMENT: 
a. Van Ee: Defendant, DARWIN McKAY, shall 
transfer and convey all interest in that certain note known as 
the "Van Es Receivable" to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY. Defendant 
DARWIN McKAY shall make all efforts to secure a first position 
insurance policy. As of date of transfer (9/15/09), Defendant 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGB 2 
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DARWIN McKAY represents that one hundred sixty three (163) 
paym~nts of two thousand six hundred eighty three dollars and 
eight cents ($2,683.08), totaling four hundred thirty-seven 
thousand three hundred forty-two dollars and four cents 
($437,342.04) remain due upon the note transferred. The Van Es 
note shall not be alimony to Plaintiff, 
b. £!fil!: Defendant, DARWIN McKAY shall make a cash 
payment of thirty seven thousand two hundred ninety dollars 
and twenty six cents ($37,290.26) to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY 
with the first payment of eighteen thousand six hundred forty 
five dollars and thirteen cents ($18,645.13) payable no later 
than 9/15/09 and the second payment of eighteen thousand six 
hundred forty five dollars and thirteen cents ($18,645.13) 
payable no later than 9/15/10; 
c. PAYMENT; Defendant, DARWIN McKAY shall make a 
cash payment to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY in the amount of one 
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) payable no later than 
8/1/12; 
d. MORTGAGES: Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall 
continue to pay the first mortgage, including property taxes 
and insurance, attached to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S 
residence in the approximate amount of five hundred fifty six 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 3 
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thousand three hundred twenty four dollars and thirty four 
cents ($556,324.34). Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall continue to 
pay the second mortgage attached to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S 
residence in the approximate amount of sixty seven thousand 
four hundred ninety dollars and forty nine cents ($67,490.49), 
Said obligations shall be the "Personal Residence Debt." Said 
payments shall be made no later than the due date set forth on 
the mortgage statements. Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall pay both 
first and second mortgagee in full no later than 8/1/14, If 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY sells said residence, payments shall 
continue directly to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY pursuant to the 
terms herein. Plaintiff Patricia McKay agrees to cooperate in 
Mr. McKay's efforts, if any, to refinance the mortgage 
loan(s). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have 
the right to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which 
case, the Personal Residence Debt would likely be paid off out 
of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal 
Residence, Darwin shall pay directly to Patricia the unpaid 
principal balance of the Personal Residence Debt, plus 
interest accruing at the respective rates called for in the 
first and second loan documents, in monthly installments to 
and including payment in full no later than 8/1/2014 of the 
Personal Residence Debt. The parties agree that Kevin Crane, 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 4 
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CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such other accountant as 
the parties shall designate, will provide the appropriate 
calculations of the remaining balance and accruing interest 
and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promissory note to 
Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such 
promissory note shall include a right of prepayment. 
e. ALIMONY: All payments herein, whether to the 
mortgage companies or Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY directly, shall 
be considered and deemed as alimony paid by Defendant DARWIN 
McKAY. The transfer of the Van Es receivable shall not be 
considered as alimony to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY; 
f. TIME SHARE: Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall offer 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY the option of exercising up to 
fourteen (14) weeks of a time share with Palace Resorts at 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S expense of approximately $1500.00 
to $1600. 00 per week. Said 14 weeks may be used in any 
combination, Patricia shall make her request(s) in writing and 
Darwin shall respond to Patricia's request (s) in writing 
within five days, via e-mail or US postal service. Patricia 
shall pre-pay with verified funds prior to final reservations 
with Palace Resorts. Whatever rate is offered to Defendant 
DARWIN McKAY shall be paid by Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY. 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 5 
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Defendant DARWIN McKAY, individually and/or on behalf of his 
company, whichever is applicable agrees to facilitate any 
paperwork necessary to insure that Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY is 
transferred fourteen (14) weeks. Plaintiff PATRJ:CJ:A McKAY 
shall have three ( 3) years to complete her fourteen ( 14) 
weeks, no later than July 16, 2012. Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY 
shall have the right to engage in a conference call with an 
employee of Defendant DARWIN McKAY' s company and a 
representative from Palace Resort Timeshares for the purpose 
of determining the amount due upon Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY's 
request to utilize the timeshare. 
3. COVENANT NOT TO EXECUTE: The terms outlined above 
contain the entire agreement of the parties and each party 
stipulates and agrees that said terms may be reduced to a 
judgment in the amount of $1,223,814.83, which has been 
entered as of August 19, 2009. Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY hereby 
covenants not to execute upon the August 19, 2009 Judgment as 
long as Defendant DARWIN McKAY is not in default of the Order 
herein. Upon default, Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY may execute 
upon the Judgment entered August 19, 2009 to the extent it has 
not been satisfied as of the date of the breach. 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 6 
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4. ATTORNEYS FEES/ COSTS: Each party shall bear their 
own attorneys fees and costs in this matter. 
IT IE SO ORDERED this 2 3, day of !J we~ , 2009. 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 7 
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Approved as to Form and Content: 
Darwin McKay 
Kim Brooks 
Attorney for Defendant 
Approved as to Form and Content: 
ORDER REGARDING SBTTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 8 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this I).. t day of November, 2 0 0 9, I 
caused a true and accurate copy of the foregoing document to be 
served upon the following as indicated below: 
Scott D. Bess 
HOLLAND & HART, LLP 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
101 South Capitol Blvd., Ste. 1400 
P.O. Box 2527 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
The LocJanan House 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
FAX: 468-4030 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission 
( J .. DAV~ NINAAAO 
~ <lQwV\ 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 9 
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ALLEN B. ELLlS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO·---~~~'"°'Met,M-,-=--A.M, ____ F1L~ :D;ti 
JAN 2 0 2012 · 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHRISTINE SWEET 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. ·walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited Jiability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT 
OF ALLEN B. ELLIS 
I, Allen B. Ellis, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am the attorney for the plaintiff in the herein matter and make this affidavit upon 
my own personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained here. 
2. Lri preparing for the April, 18, 2012, in this matter, I overlooked the fact that the face 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 1 
ORIGINAL 
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amount of tb.e promissory note accepted by plaintiff from her ex-husband, Darwin McKay, in an 
effort to mitigate her damages, is not the proper amount to calculate the mitigative impact of this 
note on plaintiffs damages. Rather, the note, in the amount of $437,342.04 payable over a thirteen 
year term must be reduced to present value. 
In order to make a proper record for the plaintiffs mitigation efforts, testimony of an 
accounting expert is required in order to provide the jury with the present value of this note. 
NotaryP 
Residing at Boise 
Commission Expires: 01/05 18 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20th day of January, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Allen B. Ellis 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 2 
U.S. Mail 
_X_ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile at 
344-5510 
000620
.JAN-31-2012 15:43 From:208 5510 
, . 
Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Bo:x. 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
:~::::_::::.:; .. J.t::~P 
JAN 3 T 2012 
CHRISTOPHER 0, RICH, Clerk 
By SAYTHARA KHAM-ONE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF YVONNE A. 
DUNBAR 
COMES NOW, Yvonne A. Dunbar, of the firm Anderson. Julian. and Hull, LLP, 
attorneys of record for the Defendants, and hereby attests under oath as follows: 
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendants and attest to the following 
matters based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Enclosed as Exhibit "N, is a true and correct copy of the first page of the 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' First Set of Discovery Requests. the Plaintiff's Answer to 
AF.FIDA VIT OF YVONNE A, DUN'BAR - PAGE l 
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.JAN-31-2012 15:43 From:208 >510 
,· 
Defendants' Interrogatory No. 7, and the Plaintiff's Verification Page, which my office received 
on March 17, 2010. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 30th day of January, 2012. 
Ali'li'JD.i\ VlT OF YVONNE A, DUNBAR - PAGE 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of January. 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIDSLAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa. Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
I [ ] 
[ ] 
w 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
( ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
!>(] Facsimile 
~A.Anderson 
Y o e A. Dunbar 
AFFIDAVIT OF YVONNE A. DUNBAR- PAGJ!: 3 
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03/17/2010 WED 13:51 fAX. 3~5956~ 
ALLENB.EWS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARIERED 
Attomeys-at~La.w 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O.Box388 
Boise~ Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 34S-9S64 (Facsimile) 
ISB No.1626 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DIS1RICT COURT OF TIIB FOURTII nJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
PlErintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey. ) 
LLP, a. limited liability partnership; ) 
) 
Defe11dants. ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE ro 
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET 
OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
Comes now plaintiff, Patricia McKay and responds to defendants• First Set of Discovery 
Requests dated February 5, 2010, as follows: 
~003/024 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. !: Admit the Defendants did not act negligently. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADl\lJISSION NO. I: Objection. This request calls for a 
legal conclusion. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit the Defendants ~ not liable for your alleged 
damages. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST fQR ADM1SSIONNO. 2: Objection. This request calls for a 
PLAINTIPF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - t EXHIBIT 
IA 
--------------,·· . ...-·-··-·· ·-·-·-··-··· ..... __ .. ____ .,, 
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03/17/2010 WBD 13152 FAX 3459564 lil!OOS/024 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please set forth in detail a full and complete itemization of all 
special and/or general damages claimed by you in this action. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORYNO. 7: By virtue of the Property Settlement Agreement 
( 1'PSA'), Darwin was required to pay plaintiff $800,000 and pay off her residential mortgages 
within 30 days of closing the Status i:eal estate transaction (Albrethsen property). Afte;r Darwin failed 
to pay these sale proceeds to the plaintiff, she was concerned that he would declare bankruptcy and 
thereby erase the $800,000 debt. For that reason, plaintiff agreed to accept an assignment of the Van 
Es note ($437,342.04 payable over thirteen yea1S), $100,000 payable no later than August 1~ 2012, 
and $37,645.13, the last installment of which is due this year. This total, $574,684.08 if fully paid, 
is $225,315.92 less th.an the $800,000. The actual differential is much greater because the $100,000 
and $437,342.04 must be reduced to present value. As under the PSA, the Order Regarding 
Settlement of All Claims requiJes Darwin to pay off the personal residence debt. 
The PSA provided that Darwin was to pay off the personal residence debt ($623,814.83) 
from the sale of the Albrethsen prope.rty, but the language of the Agreement failed to give plaintiff 
the opportunity to obtain a sectnity interest ($800,000 + $623,814.83) in the Albrethson sale 
proceeds. In the event Darwin defaults on the personal residence debt, this constitutes an additional 
-
element of damage (unless plaintiff is able to recover this debt from Darwin). 
Had the PSA contained. a legal description of the Albrethsen property and had it recited that 
plaintiff had an interest in the Status mortgage (which mortgage is referenced at paragraph 1.8 of the 
PSA), Darwin would not have been able to deprive plaintiff of the mortgage proceeds paid to him 
by the title company. See Idaho Code §32-918 
Parwin has failed to convey to plaintiff' two building lots ~ferenced in pamgi:aph 1. 7 of the 
PSA. Plaintiff now understands that these building lots did not exist. Defendants failed to confirm 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSB TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SBT OF .DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 6 
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03/17/2010 WEO l3!Si F~ 3~5956~ la!009/024 
their existence. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Please identify each communication you had with the 
Defendants, whether initiated by you or the Defendants, including, but not limited to, identifying as 
to each alleged communication, whether each such CQmmunication was written or oral and, if oral, 
whether it was over the phone or in person, the location of each such comm.uni.cation, the content 
of each suchcmm:nunication, the date of each such communication, and any and all witnesses to each 
such communication. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO, B,; This interrogatory is objected to as overly-broad 
and ambiguous. 
INTERJ.lOGATORY NO. 9: Please identify each and every fact supporting the allegation in 
Pstagraph V of the Complaint that the Albretbsen property was "[a] major: asset in the McKay 
community estate". 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. _.2; The Albrethson property which was acquired 
and sold during the maniage and had a profit of $2,000>000. Its community status is corroborated 
by the Property Settlement Agreement which contemplated that plaintiff receive a substantial portion 
of the Albrethsen proceeds. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please identify each and every fact supporting the allegation 
in Paragraph VI of the Complaint that "defendant Walke:i: and other agents of defendant Cosbo 
Humphrey negligently IeOOIIllllended that the plaintiff enter into a Property Settlement Agreement 
("PSA'') with her then-hU$band Darwin McKay'' including specifically identifying each such 
recommBDdation which was made to you by "defendant Walker and other agents of defendant Cosho 
Humphrey" and asto each such recommendation, the content of eachreCQmmendation, the date each 
reconunendation was made, and the individual who made each such l'ecommendation. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO l>BFENDANTS1 FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 7 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12:Copies of any and all payments received by you 
or your agents from Darwin McKay or bis agents from November 29, 2007 to the present . 
. RESPONSE TOREQUESTFORPRODUCTIONN0.12: See Response to RFPNo.1. 
DATED This 17"2dayofMarc~ 2010. 
YERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Patricia McKay, .first duly sworn under oath, deposes and says: That she is the plaintiff in 
the above-entitled action; that she has read the foregoing PlaintilPs Response to Defendants' First 
Set of Discovery Requests, and knows the content thereof; that the same is true of her own 
knowledge, except as to matters stated therein upon her information ruid belief, and as to those 
matters. she believes them to be true. 
~tbr~ p~ -T 
SWORN TO ANO SUBSCRIBED b~fore me this.£ day of March, 2010. 
Nowy Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise 
Commission E,cpires: 1/5/12 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DBPENDANTS1 FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS· 12 
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ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idlilio 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISBNo.1626 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
No,=-:--~:ii:Eo~-,.c;L A.M. ____ ~~~-d · sJL 
FEBO 3 2012 
CHRISTOPHER o 
Sy STEPHANIE ~g~K Clerk 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
I, Allen B. Ellis, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
1. I a.-n the attorney for the plaintiff in the herein matter and make this affidavit upon 
my own personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained here. 
2. Attached hereto as exhibits are true and correct copies of the following: 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 1 
ORIGINAL 
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Document Exhibit No. 
Affidavit of Lost Note and Endorsement and Transfer of 
Note dated October 7, 2008 ........................................ 1 
Motion for Contempt (Ada Case No. CV DR 06-15200) dated 
January 30, 2009 ................................................ 2 
Pre-Trial Brief (Ada Case No. CV DR 06-15200) dated 
July 2, 2009 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Allen~ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 3rd day of February, 2012. 
" "J.l\. 
. ' ,,, ...... ,,,,,. 
,, '"''1 
,,,, "1-,.f>..NN/11. '~ 
,, , .. ...... :vo ~ 
~ ~ ... ... ~ . 
~ "-' • V e ~ 
:: f..... •• 11,.\l- l •• ~ 
:r,-..: ~r- \ 1: 
otary 
Residing at Boise 
: Ul : 0 ., C., : O : 
:z: ~, '•.:z:= Commission Expires: 01/05/18 :t'.. y-v~" ./~j 
.. .. "' "-· 
....... •·o~ I 
STA't'~ ~,~ 
,,,,,., ......... ~ CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3rd day of February, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvorme A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
AllenB. 
FOURTH AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 2 
U.S. Mail 
_X_ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile at 
344-5510 
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• 
• 
AFFIDAVIT OF LOST NOTE AND ENDORSEMENT 
AND TRANSFER OF NOTE 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
I, L. Darwin McKay, being first duly sworn upon oath herein depose and state as 
follows: 
1. I am the payee and holder of a promissory note made by Status Corporation of 
Idaho, an Idaho corporation, as boII9wer, to L. Darwin McKay his successoIS and assigns, as 
lender, dated.November 28, 2006, in the amount of ONE MILLION THREE HUNDRED 
NlNETY-SIX THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS ($1,396,800). A true copy of 
said Note is appended hereto as Exlu"bit A ("the Note"). The amount due and owing on the 
Note is set forth in the accompanying Assignment of Judgment. 
2. The Note has not previously been endorsed or transferred to any other party. 
3. I have made a diligent search for the original Note and have determined that 
the original has been lost or destroyed. 
4. For good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged, I endorse and transfer, without recqurse, all of my right, title and interest in 
and to the Note to Lawyer's Title Insurance Corporation, a Nebraska corporation and · 
. ' . 
successor by merger to Transnation Title Insurance Company. 
L~~~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF LOST NOTE AND ENDORSEMENT AND TRANSFER OF NOTE-
Pagc 1 
EXHIBIT 1 
PLTF00590 
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• . -ti,. Subscribed and sworn to before me this L-day of October 2008. 
~~ No~ P~bli~ Idaho n 6 • A. _ · 
Residing in 1-U.Jl.-", 
My Commission Expirei: ei-/ -.;J.0{3 
• 
• 
AFFIDAVIT OF LOST NOTE AND ENDORSEMENT AND TRANSFER OF NOTE-
Page 2 · · 
PLTF00591 
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. .! 
Scott D. Hess, ISB #2897 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box2527 
Boise, Idaho 8-3701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
sdhess@hollandhart.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
e NO·---~:::-----FILEO 
AM~~---r:.M----~~ 
JAN 3 0 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
fly A.GARDEN 
· DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
. . 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA · · 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PA TRICIA MCKAY, . · 
Plain~, 
vs. 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Defendant. 
****** 
) Case No. CV DR 0615200 · 
) 
) MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
) . 
) 
) Filing Fee: $76.00 
) 
) 
·) 
) 
) 
). 
) 
------------~--) 
COMES NOW; the Plaintiff, Patricia McKay, by and through lier atto~eys of re_cor~ 
Holland & Hart LLP, and moves the Court for an Order as follows: 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT-1 
EXIIlBIT2 
000633
J e 
1. Finding the Defendant in contempt of court for violation of the Decree of Divorce 
entered November 28, 2007; 
2. Imposing sanctions against the Defendant for being in contempt pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 7-610; 
3. Requiring the Defendant to pay all attorneys' fees and costs incurred by the 
Plaintiff in bringing this motion pursuant to the Decree of Divorce, Idaho Code § § 32-704, 12-
120 and 12-1212; and 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
This motion is based upon ~e Affidavits of Patricia McKay, filed concurrently herewith. 
. . 
DATED this 30th day of January 2009. 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT.; 2 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
By~--__;;_-=;..J.._--=---------
ottD. Hess, ofthe firm 
Att~meys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
000634
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I 
Scott D. Hess, ISB #2897 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suit~ 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
sdhess@hollandhart.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Defendant 
****** 
) CaseNo. CVDR0615200 
) 
) 
) PRETRIAL BRIEF 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, Patricia McKay, by and through her attorneys of record, 
Holland & Hart LLP, and submits this Pretrial Brief. 
PRETRIAL BRIEF -1 
EXHIRTT~ 
000635
,. i ' " 
and from that separate property he is to pay the obligations to Patricia. Therefore, any other 
reading of the Agreement and attempt to use characterizations of separate property as precluding 
the use of those funds to fulfill other obligations in the Agreement would render those 
obligations ineffective and unnecessary. 
D. DARWIN TOOK ACTION AFFECTING TI:IE PROPERTY AV Ail,ABLE 
TOCOMPLETETI:IETERMSOFTI:IEPROPERTYSETTLEMENT 
DURING THE PENDENCY OF THE DIVORCE AND SUBSEQUENT TO 
THE DIVORCE. 
It is :further anticipated that Darwin will plead poverty to the Court. In essence Darwin 
wants the Court to look only at his current economic situation, and the financial status of his 
business entities and the condition of the current real estate market to make a determination as to 
whether the Motion to Liquidate the Agreement should be granted. The current economic state 
of Darwin and his business entities arise from actions that Darwin took during the pendency of 
the divorce and subsequent to the divorce for which Patricia has no responsibility. Darwin's 
action during the pendency of the divorce and subsequent to the divorce are the events that 
precipitate his now alleged inability to pay. T4e actions that Darwin took include, but are not 
limited to, taldng out an additional $780,000.00 line of credit with Great Basin B~; taking out 
a $100,000.00 line of credit with Zion Bank; numerous investments in Granite Transformations; 
and a $240,000.00 personal loan with Sterling Bank. 
It is incredible that Darwin would assert poverty and that the parties risk in the 
Agreement when Darwin has, by his own actions, increased his person and busines.s debts with 
no input from Patricia. Darwin now wishes to place the risk of his own lavish spending and poor 
business decisions on Patricia when those actions were in no way allowed, recommended or 
agreed to by her. The Court should not allow Darwin to cloud the issues before the Court and 
PRETRIAL BRIEF - 9 
000636
. , ' ... 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2-~ day of July 2009, I caused to be served a true and correct c~py 
of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Kimberly Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
4555438_1.DOC 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy (Fax) 
for HOLLAND & HART LLP 
-~.) PRETRIAL BRIEF - 12 
·'· 
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ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO·---,~-..,.__....,, AM. ____ FILEO ? .. ~. 
-P.M,-~/ 
~--.. 4'-
NOV 2 1 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Cl ' 
By STEPHANIE VIDAK or,\ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS 
I, Allen B. Ellis, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am the attorney for the plaintiff in the herein matter and make this affidavit upon 
my own personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained here. 
2. Opposing counsel has noticed the deposition of plaintiffs expert, Bryan D. Smith 
3. Mr. Smith bills for his travel time both ways. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 1 
O~A~~~!~,: L t • r, "'1 ij ·•·1 L I,• '\.i''~., L :.:i '- .J i:,· 
000638
4. My client does not have the resources to pay for this expense. Defense counsel has 
declined to pay this expense or the expense of Mr. Smith's travel. 
5. In the interests of efficiency and justice, plaintiff seeks an order that Mr. Smith's 
deposition be taken in Idaho Falls at a mutually convenient date and time. 
6. Defense counsel advises that the Boise situs is desired in order that his clients may 
observe Mr. Smith's demeanor as a witness. A viable option would be a video deposition or a 
conventional deposition with a videocast. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SUBSCRJBED AND SWORN To before me this 20th day of November, 2012. 
tary Public for ~dah 
Residing at Boise 
Commission Expires: 01/05/18 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Allen B. Ellis 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 2 
U.S. Mail 
--
-- Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
--
344-5510 
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ORlGlNAL ~ 
Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
.~ .' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
/ 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
\ 
! 
I Case No. CV QC 0922659 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S ORDER 
DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 hereby moves this 
Court for reconsideration of its Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. The 
basis for this Motion is the misinterpretation of key facts which led to the Court's decision that a 
genuine issue of material fact exists. 
This motion is supported by the documents and pleadings on file herein and upon the 
Memorandum and Affidavit in support which are filed contemporaneously herewith. 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER - PAGE 1 
000640
" 
··~· 
DATED this 21st day of February, 2013. 
AND~JULIAN & HULL ILP 
By:~A~ 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar, of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of February, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis ~ ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
.DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER- PAGE 2 
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ORIGINAL~~ 
Robert A: Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IAM---~~~-1~M.fo?2'2? : 
f[B 212013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR tHE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT A. 
ANDERSON IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
COMES NOW, Robert A. Anderson, of the firm Anderson, Julian, and Hull, LLP, 
attorneys of record for the Defendants, and hereby attests under oath as follows: 
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendants and attest to the following 
matters based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Enclosed as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of the Deposition of Bryan 
Smith taken on January 17, 2013 as well as the deposition exhibits. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT A. ANDERSON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER - PAGE 1 
000642
3. Enclosed as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
Deposition of Darwin McKay taken in the underlying action on March 21, 2007. 
4. Enclosed as Exhibit "C" are true and correct copies of the Amended Affidavit of 
Patricia McKay in Support of Motion for Contempt of Darwin McKay and to Liquidate 
Judgment filed on January 30, 2009 in the underlying action and Exhibit C to that affidavit. 
5. Enclosed as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of the November 28, 2006 Real 
Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement between Darwin McKay and Status Corporation of Idaho. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
Robert A. Anderson 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to bef/le this 21" day of February, 2013. 
l ']/Y, 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT A. ANDERSON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER - PAGE 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of February, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, 
CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT A. ANDERSON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER - PAGE 3 
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EXHIBIT ''A'' 
000645
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER, and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. 
CV OC 0922659 
DEPOSITION OF BRYAND. SMITH 
January 17, 2013 
REPORTED BY: 
DIANA L. DURLAND, CSR No. 637 
Notary Public 
000646
Page 2 
THE DEPOSITION OF BRYAND. SMITH was taken on 
behalf of the Defenda~ts at the offices of Anderson, 
Julian & Hull, LL~; 250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700, 
Boise, Idaho, commencing at 1:25 p.m. on January 17, 
2013, before Diana L. Durland, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter and Notary Public within and for the State of 
Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
For the Plaintiff: 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chartered 
By: ALLEN B. ELLIS 
707 North Eighth Street 
Post Office Box 388 
Boise, Idaho, 83701-0388 
For the Defendants: 
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP 
By: ROBERT A. ANDERSON 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho, 83707-7426 
Also Present: Thomas G. Walker 
Patricia McKay 
000647
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF BRYAND. SMITH 
Examination by Mr. Anderson 
E X H I B I T S 
33. Second Amended Notice of Deposition Duces 
Tecum of Bryan Smith 
34. McKay vs. Walker Expert Binder Index 
Produced by Bryan D. Smith 
35. Idaho Code Section 32-918 
3£. Idaho Code Section 10-1110 
37. Invoices Submitted to Allen B. Ellis from 
Bryan D. Smith, Marked Collectively 
38. Letter to Bryan Smith from Allen B. ~llis, 
dated 11/17/09, with Related Attachments, 
Marked Collectively 
39. LandAmerica Transnation Warranty Deed, 
Escrow No. 0600042290 
40. Plaintiff's Expert Witness Disclosure 
41. Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith 
Page 3 
PAGE 
4 
MARKED 
4 
5 
23 
46 
48 
81 
86 
105 
105 
000648
Page 4 
BRYAND. SMITH, 
having been first duly sworn to tell the truth relating 
to said cause, testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION 
BY MR. ANDERSON: 
Q. Mr. Smith, cou1d you state your fu11 name for 
the record, p1ease? 
A. Full name Bryan, B-r-y-a-n, Dale Smith. 
Q. And I understand that you've been retained to 
present some expert opinions in the case entit1ed PS 
McKay versus we'11 ca11 it Cosho Humphrey and Tom 
Wa1ke~; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In terms of the work that you've done on this 
case and in preparation for your deposition, were you 
provided a copy of the notice for your deposition? 
A. Yes, I believe I was. 
(Exhibit 33 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) We've marked as Exhibit 33 
the second amended notice for your deposition. Is that 
the document that you were provided for review? 
A. You know, I believe I received this, or my 
staff did. I'm not sure that I actually knew this was a 
duces tecum deposition. But I did bring most of the 
documents I reviewed. There may be another file that I 
000649
1 have. 
2 Q. All right. Let's see what you have. Do you 
3 have some materials with you today? 
4 A. I do. I took the underlying documents and put 
5 them in a binder. Do you want me to read them off, what 
6 I've got? 
7 Q. Would you just read the table of contents --
8 why don't we just make a copy of that so we don't need 
9 to include the verbiage in the record but we'll have the 
10 substance. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 MR. ANDERSON: I'll make a copy of this real 11 
12 quick. 12 
13 (Recess taken.) 13 
14 (Exhibit 34 marked.) 14 
15 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Mr. Smith, we've marked as 15 
16 Exhibit 34 the title page or index from your notebook. 16 
1 7 If you could, could you first tell me if all 15 1 7 
18 designated items are in the notebook? 18 
19 A. Yes. 19 
2 0 Q. And there are some slash marks through about 2 0 
21 half of the numbered documents. What do they mean? 21 
22 A. I have no idea. 2 2 
2 3 Q. I take it somebody put this together for you? 2 3 
2 4 A. No. I had somebody put the index together, but 2 4 
25 I believe those are my slash marks, and I don't know why 25 
Page 5 
as reports, text, articles, treatises. And any other j 
materials you may have prepared or reviewed. I 
Is it accurate to state that Exhibit 34, the 
list of 15 items, comprises everything that you have 
! 
reviewed, prepared or considered in the formulation of 
your opinions? 1 
A. I have some additional documents I have here. 
Q. What do you have in addition? 
A. I printed off a copy of Idaho Code Section 
10-1110. 
Q. All right. 
A. I printed off a copy of Idaho Code Section 
32-918. 
Q. All right. 
A. I have an email from Thomas Walker to 
Patricia McKay dated October 23, 2007. Then there's a 
couple more emails that go with that. It's on one page. 
Q. When did you receive that? 
A. I think -- I know I received this one 
yesterday, but I think I may have received it before 
yesterday. But I couldn't find it. 
Q. How long before yesterday? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. A couple of weeks? 
A. I don't recall all the stuff I've gotten. 
Page 7 
1 I put them on there. 1 Q. It's not referred to in your affidavit or 
2 Q. Let's go back to Exhibit 33. Being a lawyer, 
3 you understand the significance of a notice duces tecum 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
for a deposition? 
A. Well, I know it requires you to bring 
documents. 
Q. You've deposed experts before in the line of 
work that you do as a lawyer? 
A. Yes. 
2 report; is it? 
3 A. This email? 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Would that be because you did not have that 
email at the time you formulated your opinions in either 
the report or the affidavit? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Q. And you understand that in order to fully 10 
A. I think what happened is I got the substance of 
the email through the pleadings and through the judge's 
decision. And I assumed I had a copy ofit. And I told 
Mr. Ellis that I wanted to actually see the email. I 
thought I understood what it said from the pleadings I 
read, so I asked him for a copy of it yesterday. 
ascertain what the opinions of an expert are, it is 11 
important to have their entire file in front of them for 12 
review and scrutiny; would you agree? 13 
A. Can be. 14 
Q. Did you have any discussions with counsel for 15 
Ms. McKay, Mr. Ellis, regarding the documents you needed 16 
Q. Which pleadings are you referring to? 
A. I don't recall. I'd have to take a look at 
17 to bring? 1 7 them. I believe it was either the court's ruling on 
18 A. I don't think he and I talked about documents I 18 summaiy judgment or the other pleadings in support or 
19 was supposed to bring. I just assumed you wanted me to 19 opposition of summaiy judgment. 
2 0 bring the documents that I relied on. 2 0 It became clear that there was some 
21 Q. Among others. You assumed partially correct. 21 communication between Mr. Walker and Mrs. McKay, and so 
22 Let's go through 33 and see what you did bring. Number 22 I wanted to see the actual email. 
23 one talks about your entire file involving, but not 2 3 Q. You picked that up by reading the judge's 
2 4 limited to, photographs, recordings, statements, 2 4 opinion? 
25 records, emails, documents you may have relied on such 25 A. Again, I told you, I don't recall if it was his 
Page 6 Page 8 
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1 opinion or the briefing in support of or in opposition 1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Is that correct? 
1 2 of summary judgment where I picked that up. 2 A. I don't know what your understanding is. You 
3 Q. Have you reviewed that briefing in the last 3 just told me what your understanding was. I 
4 couple of days? 4 Q. Then you do know what my understanding is. I'm 
5 A. No. I've reviewed it, not in-depth. I've 5 asking you about if that's your understanding? 
6 scanned it. 6 A. My understanding is this case deals with a 
7 Q. Is it accurate to state that you did not rely 7 mortgage and deals with real property and deals with a 
8 on the October 23, 2007, email in the formulation of 8 property settlement agreement. 
9 your opinions in this case? 9 Q. I'm trying to start the process of trying to 
10 MR. ELLIS: Objection; asked and answered. He 10 figure out the basis of your opinions and exactly what 
11 testified it was referred to in the -- 11 they are. At this point in time, I want to make sure 
12 MR. ANDERSON: Counsel, you just get to object. 12 that the reference to personal property in that email, 
13 MR. ELLIS: I get to lead you down the road a 13 if indeed it was corrected later, is really irrelevant 
14 little bit. 14 to any of the issues that you see in the case. Would 
15 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Your opinions in either your 15 you agree? 
~1· ~ .... report or.affidavit were of record by the time the judge 16 A. I did not -- I will tell you that telling 
17 issued his order; correct? . 17 Mrs. McKay, by Mr. Walker, that there is -- that by 
18 A. I don't know -- I can't tell you right now as I 18 recording the judgment and decree of divorce that would 
19 sit here exactly when the judge issued his order. What 19 become a lien on Darwin's personal property is just not 
20 I can tell you is I relied on the substance of the 20 true. 
21 material discussed in the email. This is what I 21 Q. Let's assume that it was corrected after that. 
22 understood the facts to be when I issued my expert 22 A.Okay. 
23 opinion. 23 Q. In the context of this case, you don't see 
24 Q. You understood what to be the facts? 24 personal property as being a relevant issue; do you? I 
25 A. The email says, "Our plan is to record the 25 think you just rattled off real property, mortgage, 
Page 9 Page 11 
1 Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then becomes a 1 property settlement agreement. Those are the key 
2 lien on all of Darwin's rea_l and personal property. We 2 issues? 
3 don't want to emphasize this aspect of settlement. So 3 A. Those are the key issues. 
4 we don't want to say anything until after the judge 4 Q. Personal property is not one of the issues. 
5 signs the Judgment and Decree." 5 I'm trying to make sure I don't need to drill you on 
6 There's also a letter dated December 15, 2008, 6 that particular aspect ofit ifwe don't have to. 
7 where it's a letter from Mr. Walker to Mrs. McKay in 7 A. To me it becomes an issue only to the extent 
8 which Mr. Walker says essentially the same thing, except 8 that Mr. Walker misunderstood or -- apparently 
9 I don't think there's a reference to personal 9 misunderstood what the recording of the judgment decree 
10 property. 10 of divorce would do with respect to personal property. 
11 Q. And you understood that Mr. Walker corrected 11 And, of course, you know my opinion on the real 
12 the personal property reference to exclude it to say 12 property. 
13 that was not correct? 13 Q. We'll get to that. You do agree that the 
14 A. I think Mr. Ellis told me that at some point. 14 statement, if it did not include the reference to 
15 Since this doesn't really involve personal property -- 15 personal property, would be correct. That by recording 
16 Q. It would be irrelevant to look at personal 16 the property settlement agreement, it would constitute a 
17 property, and therefore really doesn't matter for the 17 lien on real property owned by Mr. McKay; correct? 
18 substance of this case. Is that what you're saying? 18 MR. ELLIS: Answer that question, but I'd like 
19 A. Possibly. 19 to take a recess that might speed things up. ~ . 
20 Q. Okay. I want to know what the parameters of 20 WI1NESS: You have to repeat your question. 
21 your opinions are. As I understand it, personal 21 MR. ELLIS: Sorry. 
22 property doesn't have anything to do with this case. It 22 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's leave personal 
23 would be the real property that is the crux of that 23 property out of that statement by Mr. Walker. The rest 
24 email that you looked at? 24 of it's true; isn't it? 
25 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Clarity. 25 A. That the plan was to record judgment and decree 
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of divorce which then becomes a lien on all of Darwin's 1 
really property? It could have if it was done 2 
correctly. 3 
MR. ANDERSON: Okay. You need to take a break? 4 
MR. ELLIS: No, counsel. Your question was -- 5 
you said if the property agreement was recorded, and I 6 
think what you meant was the judgment with the property 7 
agreement attached. 8 
MR. ANDERSON: I did. 9 
WITNESS: Do you want me to go over the rest of 10 
the documents? 11 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I do. 12 
A. I have this email. Then Mr. Ellis sent me a 13 
copy of Mrs. McKay's deposition, which I scanned. I 14 
didn't read it thoroughly. 15 
Q. When did you get it? 16 
A. His cover letter is dated September 20, 2012. 17 
Q. And by scanning as opposed to reading, what 18 
does that mean? 19 
A. That means that I thumbed through the pages and 20 
looked for things that were relevant. I didn't read 21 
every word on the page. 22 
Q. What did you look for? 23 
A. I don't recall anything that would have jumped 24 
out on the me. 25 
Page 13 
Q. Did you make any notes? 1 
A.No. 2 
Q. Did you highlight anything? 3 
A. Let's see. No. I did not highlight anything. 4 
Q. Did you put any tabs on it to identify portions 5 
that you thought might be of some relevance? 6 
A. This is a Post-it note that looks like it came 7 
from my office, because I use Post-it notes. And I 8 
think I just marked this one page. 9 
Q. What page is that, sir? 10 
A. That would be page 12. 11 
Q. ls,there anything on page 12 that you thought 12 
was significant? 13 
A. This page 12, I think, just simply identifies 14 
testimony from Mrs. McKay about what she understood 15 
happened. 16 
Q. I guess one explanation would be that that's as 1 7 
far as you got in the depo when you were reading it? 18 
A. No. 19 
Q. You don't remember reading through all of 20 
the - or scanning the whole thing? 21 
A. I remember this part, because it talked about 22 
what it says in the deposition. 23 
Q. This part? 24 
A. Any funds that Darwin received from the sale of 25 
Page 14 
the Albrethsen property he was to pay to me. And that 
what she understood was supposed to happen. And a lot 
of the other deposition -- I can't remember exactly what 
it was, but it didn't appear to be relevant to my 
opinions. 
Q. Okay. So you've looked through it to the 
extent you feel is necessary with respect to the 
formulation of your opinions in this matter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now what else do we have in that stack? 
A. I have a copy of the Notice of Deposition Duces 
Tecum. 
Q. Exhibit 33? 
A. No. This one was dated October 5, 2012. 
Q. When we trie~ to get your deposition the first 
time? 
A. I don't know what you did before. 
Q. It would be the first depo notice that we sent 
out. 
A. Okay. 
Q. 33 is the second amended, so maybe we had a 
first amended. Maybe we've tried since October. But it 
does request a number of documents, doesn't it, the one 
you have in your file? I would venture that there's 11 
requests? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The last one ends with billing statements? 
A. Yeah, it does say billing statements. 
Page 15 
Q. So does Exhibit 33. Have we reached the bottom 
of your pile, or have you brought billing statements? 
A. I did not bring the billing statements, because 
they are in another file. 
Q. Okay. Why don't -
A. I'm trying to answer your question. I'm 
looking. Yes. 33 does say billing statements 
evidencing your work. 
Q. I would suspect that the paragraphs in the 
second amended notice are exactly the same as in the 
notice that you've had since October. Let's do this, 
why don't we take a break? If you could call your 
office and have them fax over your billing statements, 
then we can work on those whenever they show up. Would 
that be okay? 
A. That would be fine. 
Q. Is there anything else, that you know of, 
related to this case that has not been provided in the 
pile in front of you or is contained at your office in 
your billing file? 
A. There are, I think, some -- I think there are 
some emails or cover letters between me and Mr. Ellis, 
Page 16 
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1 because I have a correspondence file. 1 Mr. Ellis to you? 
2 Q. Why don't we just have you provide those to 2 A. That, I think, may be one of those cover 
3 Mr. Ellis and he can give them to me. I don't know if 3 letters. I don't know -- it's in a different file. 
4 they would generate any questions. 4 It's in a correspondence file. 
5 MR. ELLIS: If they do, we can arrange to have 5 Q. All right. Any other documents that you are 
6 him redeposed. 6 aware of that you have created or reviewed relative to 
7 MR. ANDERSON: If necessary. That's fine with 7 your work on this case? 
8 me. 8 A. No. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
WITNESS: Let me have my staff send the billing 9 
statements to you. 10 
MR. ELLIS: Off the record. 11 
(Discussion held off the record.) 12 
WITNESS: You asked me what additional 13 
documents I have. I have a copy ofmy affidavit, but 14 
that's also in the binder. I have a copy ofa letter 15 
dated December 15, 2008, from Mr. Walker to Mrs. McKay. 16 
I have a letter dated November 5, 2009, from Mr. Ellis. 1 7 
No, it's from Mr. Walker to Mr. Ellis. 18 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Would these be letters that 19 
you referenced in your report? 
A. I don't know ifl relied on these or not. I'm 
just telling you what documents I have. 
Q. Did you say November 5th? 
A. November 5, 2009. 
Q. Right. You reference seven pieces of 
Page 17 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Do you recall generally when you were first 
retained? 
A. I'd have to look at my billings to tell you 
that. So the answer is no, I can't, unless I have those 
to refresh my memory. 
Q. Why don't we wait for those to show up and we 
can revisit that area. Have you ever spoken with 
Patricia McKay about this case? 
A. No. I met her for the first time and spoke to 
her for the first time today. 
Q. Did you speak with her in terms of any 
substance or just general salutations? 
A. I did not discuss any substance with her. 
Q. Have you spoken with anyone involved in the 
case in the course of work that you've done other than 
Mr. Ellis? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. Which 
Page 19 
1 correspondence in both your -- in your affidavit 1 case? 
2 including the December 15, 2008, letter. If those are 2 MR. ANDERSON: This case. He's retained --
3 in that stack, maybe you can read off the dates. 3 MR. ELLIS: Sorry. 
4 A. November 5, 2009. 4 MR. ANDERSON: -- in the case Patricia McKay 
5 Q.Okay. 5 has brought against the Cosho Humphrey law firm. 
6 A. Then there's an email from Mr. Ellis to 6 WITNESS: I have a partner. He knows I have 
7 Mr. Walker dated November 5, 2009. 7 the case. Like partners talk in terms of, what is your 
8 Q. Okay. 8 case about? But I haven't spoken to anybody else about 
9 A. Then I've got another copy of this November 5, 9 it. 
10 2009, letter. I don't think it's another copy, it's 10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Have you spoken with any 
11 just another letter. Looks to me like there are emails 11 other attorneys in Idaho to vet or peer review your 
12 between Mr. Ellis and Mr. Walker. So November 5, 2009, 12 opinions that you've provided in your expert disclosure 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
it looks like they sent emails and letters to each other 13 
on the same day. Looks like Mr. Walker may have sent 14 
two. There's a letter dated November 4, 2009, from 15 
Mr. Brown (sic) to Mr. Walker. 16 
MR. ELLIS: Mr. who? 1 7 
WITNESS: I'm sorry, Mr. Ellis. I was looking 18 
up and read Brown. Sorry. 19 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That's November 4, 2009? 20 
A. Yes. Then there's a letter dated November 2nd, 21 
2009, from Mr. Ellis to Mr. Walker. There's a letter 22 
dated October 28, 2009, from Mr. Ellis to Mr. Walker. 23 
That's it. 2 4 
Q. Did you have a November 17, 2009, letter from 25 
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or affidavit? 
A. I have not spoken to any other attorneys about 
the case or about my opinions in the case, other than my 
partner. 
Q. Who is your partner? 
A. BJ Driscoll. 
Q. Did he offer any substance or was he more of --
maybe you should describe for me what the discussions 
were about? 
A. He just knows what the case is about. Not much 
more than that, really. 
Q. This case has continued for a period of time 
due to a variety of factors. It looks like your initial 
Page 20 
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1 report or opinion has a fax date of December 7, 2010, at 
2 the top. And your affidavit, filed with respect to the 
3 motion for summary judgment which was filed, dated 
4 January 20, 2011. 
5 Since January 2011, have you read anything, 
6 reviewed anything, or developed any new opinions, 
7 regarding this case other than those which are set forth 
8 in your affidavit or expert disclosure? 
9 A. I've relied on and considered the documentation 
10 we've talked about. I can't tell you the dates I did 
11 that. So in terms of what I read since that time or 
12 considered, the documents are the documents. 
13 Q. That would include the deposition of 
14 Mrs. McKay? 
15 A. As I described it to you, yes. 
16 Q. Right. Did any of the documents that you've 
17 reviewed since January of 2011 alter, change, modify or 
18 cause you to withdraw any of the opinions set forth in 
19 yo.or expert disclosure or affidavit? 
20 A.No. 
21 Q. Would it be safe to say that the totality of 
22 the opinions you plan to offer in this case are 
23 contained within those two documents? 
24 A. I've actually -- how do I explain this? When 
25 you look at my expert report, there's obviously some 
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1 additional explanation for the opinions I have. I do 
2 believe I have one additional opinion that may not be 
3 contained in there as clear as it needed to be, even 
4 though it's in there. And I can clarify it today. 
5 Q. What is that? 
6 A. What is that opinion? 
7 Q. Yes,sir. 
8 A. The expert that you have -- I don't recall the 
9 fellow's name. 
10 Q. Scott Ludwig? 
11 A. Yeah .. He says that the property settlement 
12 agreement did not create an interest in property for 
13 purposes ofldaho Code Section 32-918. In my expert 
14 report, I can read exactly what I said, but I said 
15 something to the effect that I would have followed the 
16 formalities of 32-918. 
17 And I'm of the opinion that the property 
18 settlement agreement did create an interest in real 
19 property. And that may not have been as clear in my 
20 report, but it'~ still my opinion. 
21 Q. Let me make sure I understand. Are you saying 
22 that the property settlement agreement created by Cosho 
23 Humphrey did create a lien on Mr. McKay's real property? 
24 A. That's not what I said. 
25 MR. ELLIS: Objection. 
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Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That's my question. I'm 
just trying to explore what you're saying. 
A. What I said was, my opinion is that the 
property settlement agreement did, in fact, create an· 
interest in real property for purposes of Section 
32-918. 
Q. How is that different than the question I just 
asked you? 
A. You asked if it created a lien. 
Q. Okay. Isn't that what 32-918 states? 
A. 32-918 says there needs to be a description of 
the interest or interests in real property created by 
the contract. 
Q. Under what section, sir? 
A. 32-918(2)(a)(iv). 
(Exhibit 35 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit 35 is a copy of 
32-918; correct? 
A. Yes. I want to make sure I don't lose these 
exhibits. I want to keep them straight. Yes, I'm 
familiar with Exhibit 35. 
Q. And that's the operative statute with respect 
to the recording of the property settlement agreement? 
A. I don't know what you mean by "operative." 
Q. Does this statute speak to the effect of 
Page 23 
recording a divorce decree with an attached property 
settlement agreement? 
A. I don't think of it that way. It doesn't talk 
about a divorce decree. It talks about summary. 
Q. In Section 2? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With respect to any of the opinions you have in 
this case, are you distinguishing between Section 2 and 
Section 1 of 32-918? 
A. I distinguish between Section 1 and Section 2. 
Q. How do you distinguish between the two? 
A. Section 1 talks about the property settlement 
agreement itself being the document, and Section 2 talks 
about a summary of it. 
Q. They're different entities; correct? 
A. I wouldn't describe them as entities. I would 
describe them as different documents. 
Q. That's fine. And Section 1 deals with the 
property settlement agreement itself and says that it 
can be recorded; is that correct? 
A. You want me to read it? 
Q. I'm just asking for your understanding. We can 
all read it. I need to know how you understand it? 
A. I understand Section 1 of 32-918 to discuss a 
property settlement agreement, a contract. 
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1 Q.Okay. 
2 A. And that it can be recorded. 
3 Q. All right. And if one does not want to record 
4 the actual contract or the actual property settlement 
5 agreement, then Section 2 comes into play; doesn't it? 
6 A. If you want to record a summary. 
7 Q. So in essence there are two ways to go about 
8 dealing with a property settlement agreement after it 
9 has been agreed to by the two parties under 32-918; 
10 would you agree? 
11 A. There are two ways to record: One is the 
12 actual document and two is the summary. 
13 Q. With respect to the first avenue, it says you 
14 can simply record the contract and that is sufficient 
15 under 32-918; isn't it? 
16 A. That's part of it. 
17 Q. What is the part I'm leaving out? 
18 A. It must be recorded in the office of the 
19 recorder of every county in whic~.~11Y.. real estate may be 
20 situated which is granted or affected by the contract. 
21 Q. Once it's recorded, once the contract or 
22 property settlement agreement is recorded, isn't that 
23 when Idaho Code Section 10-1110 comes into play? 
24 A. No. It depends. Let's put it that way. 
25 Q. How do you see Section 10-1110 working in 
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1 conjunction with recording the divorce decree and 
2 attached property settlement agreement? Do they work in 
3 conjunction with each other? 
4 A. They're two different code sections. Section 
5 10-110 (sic) addresses the recordation ofa transcript 
6 or an abstract of any judgment or decree. Section 
7 32-918 has nothing to do with transcripts or abstracting 
8 any judgment. 
9 Q. So is it your opinion that Section 10-1110 has 
10 no relevance to this particular case? 
11 A.No. 
12 Q. It does have some relevance? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. What relevance? 
15 A. By recording properly or abstracting or 
16 recording a judgment, by operation oflaw it can place a 
17 lien on real property. 
18 Q. Would you agree that by recording the property 
19 settlement agreement attached to a divorce decree in the 
20 office of the recorder of every county in which any real 
21 estate may be situated constitutes a lien on that real 
22 property under section 10-1110? 
23 A. I'm sorry. Could you say that again? 
24 (Record read by court reporter.) 
25 WITNESS: Are you assuming that the property 
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settlement agreement is attached to a decree? 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Yes. 
A. Yes, it could. But you'd have to give 
notice -- there would have to be sufficient notice to 
satisfy due process in terms of tying the property to --
like in this case, it would have to be sufficient notice 
tying that property to this particular transaction. 
Q. Where do you get that requirement? Let me make 
sure I understand. You say we have to have sufficient 
notice of tying the property to the property settlement 
agreement? 
A. I may not have said that very articulately. 
What I'm saying is in this particular case, just 
recording the property settlement agreement would not 
give notice to the title company or third parties that 
Mrs. McKay had an interest in the Albrethsen property. 
Because it wasn't described sufficiently to do that. 
Q. We're just talking statutes right now. 
A. I understand that. 
Q. Let's talk about them as opposed to notice to a 
title company of the Albrethsen property. I will get 
there. I promise. 
A. I'm sure you will. 
Q. For right now I'm just trying to talk about 
your understanding of how these code sections may come 
Page 27 
into play with respect to this case. 
Is there a statute, that you're aware of, that 
says in order to have a lien created on real property in 
a county where someone has real property, there are 
certain requirements that must be met in terms of what 
is being recorded in that county? 
A. What kind of lien? 
Q, Lien on real property. 
A. Created by what? 
Q. Property settlement agreement. 
A. Then you look at 32-918. 
Q. All right. I'm looking at it? 
A. The summary says you have to have the names of 
the parties of the original contract. 
Q. That's if you file a summary; right? 
A.Right. 
Q. Does 32-918 provide any kind of requirements 
for what needs to be in the contract if one chooses to 
file the contract as opposed to a summary? 
A. I think you need -- the names of the parties of 
the original contract need to be in there. 
MR. ANDERSON: Could you read back my question, 
please? 
(Record read by court reporter.) 
WITNESS: I think that the contract needs to 
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include, at a minimum, the things that are in the 1 
summary. 2 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I've got your answer. Now 3 
I'll have her read back the question to see what your 4 
answer to my question is. 5 
(Record read by court reporter.) 6 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Yes or no? 7 
A. I suppose you could record anything you want 8 
to. 9 
Q. That's not the question. The question is, does 10 
it have any requirements listed for what needs to be in 11 
the contract if one chooses to go Subsection A versus B? 12 
Yes orno? 13 
A. I don't see it that way. I don't see that as a 14 
yes or no question. Can I explain why? 15 
Q. You can explain anything you want with counsel 16 
asking the questions. I'm trying to figure out how you 17 
interpret statutes. 18 
The question before you is: In 32-918, 19 
Subsection A, does it list out any requirements for what 20 
needs to be in the contract if one chooses to record the 21 
contract as opposed to a summary? 22 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, A is the summary section. 23 
You mean one? 24 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Of course I meant one. 25 
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MR. ELLIS: You said "A". 1 
MR. ANDERSON: I may have misspoke. 2 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) 32-918, Section 1, deals 3 
with recording a contract in the office of the recorder. 4 
Subsection 2 talks about a summary. I apologize for 5 
mixing those up. Maybe that was the confusion in terms 6 
of your answer. 7 
Does Subsection 1 list out anything that needs 8 
to be in the contract before it's recorded? 
A. Section 1 does not have any prerequisites. 
9 
10 
Q. Section 2 does, though; right? 11 
A. Can I finish? I doesn't have any prerequisites 12 
as to what is required to be in the contract before you 13 
can record it. Although, if you don't put sufficient 14 
information in there, you're not giving anybody-- it's 15 
possible you could have given inadequate notice to 16 
accomplish what you're trying to do. 1 7 
Q. All right. 18 
A. And I think the summary provision of32-918 19 
identifies what you have to have at a minimum to give 2 0 
notice. That's why they call it a summary. 21 
Q. Now Section 2 of32-918 does not make reference 22 
to any of the requirements it lists as being required in 23 
Section 1; does it? 24 
A. It does not reference Section 1. 25 
Q. All right. Now, we were talking about the 
general work that you've done on this case. And one of 
the things -- I think we got off on this particular 
aspect, because you mentioned the opinions of 
Scott Ludwig, the expert that we've retained. Do you 
have those in front of you, sir? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you have, sir? 
A. I have January 14, 2012. I think this is what 
his opinions are. It's a letter to Mr. Anderson. I'm 
assuming that's you. 
Q. It is. This is in your notebook? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You reference that as item 14 on the index? 
A. Yes. It actually says Defendant's Supplemental 
Expert Witness Disclosure, and that is one of the 
documents in that. 
Q. Before I get to that, you said that item 15 is 
an August 7, 2012, correspondence from Allen Ellis. Can 
you show me a copy of that? 
With respect to the documents that were 
provided to you in August of 2012, did they play a role 
in any of the opinions you had authored back in late 
2010 and early 2011? 
A. What documents? 
Page 
Q. The various briefs and affidavits referenced in 
the August 7, 2012, letter from Mr. Ellis to you? 
A. I relied on and considered them. 
Q. In what way? 
A. Well, do you want me to go through each one? 
MR. ELLIS: I'll object to the question as 
vague. Too open-ended, too broad. 
31 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I'm trying to find out what 
impact they had, if any, on the opinions you'd 
formulated a year and a half earlier? 
A. The problem is your question says, did any of 
the documents I relied on impact my opinions? If you 
show me a document, I can tell you what I gleaned out of 
it. I've got a binder of documents I've considered and 
other documents. I've read these documents. But for me 
to tell you, without you going to one particular 
document, from memory, how each one affected my opinion, 
I'm unable to do that. 
Q. Let me try it a different way. You reviewed 
the briefing from the summary judgment proceedings in. 
this matter about a year and a half after you had issued 
your opinions. Would you agree? 
A. If that's what the timeline is. 
Q. Just for the record, you issued your expert 
report in, I believe, late 2010? 
Page 30 Page 32 
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1 MR. ELLIS: Pearl Harbor Day. 
2 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) December 7, 2010. And your 
3 affidavit, which is essentially a recapitulation of your 
4 expert disclosure, was dated January 20, 2011. So 
5 that's the beginning of 2011. Ifwe go through the mid 
6 part of 2012, that's a year and a half later. 
7 What I'm asking is: Once you were able to see 
8 the briefing from the summary judgment proceedings in 
9 this matter, did you change any of your opinions? 
10 A.No. 
11 Q. So can we conclude from that, that whatever you 
12 gleaned from these briefs and affidavits and whatever 
13 documents were attached, none of them rose to the level 
14 that they would cause you to change or modify any of 
15 your opinions? 
16 MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
17 WITNESS: I did not change any of my opinions 
18 based on briefing. 
19 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Or any of the other 
20 materials contained in the August 7, 2012, letter from 
21 Mr. Ellis? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. Okay. All right. Tell me a little bit about 
24 your general practice in Idaho Falls? 
25 A. I have myself and -- did you know Steve McGrath 
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1 ;by any chance? 
2 Q. I did. 
3 A. Steve and I were partners for about ten years. 
4 Then he wised up, retired, moved to Swan Valley and 
5 fishes all day. 
6 Q. Smart man. 
7 A. Yeah. Since Steve left-- I met Steve in 1996. 
8 Q. When did you get out of law school? 
9 A. 1989. 
10 Q. I think you went to McGeorge? 
11 A. I did. 
12 Q. Did you come directly to Idaho Falls? 
13 A. I did not. 
14 Q. Where did you go? 
15 A. I practiced in Stockton, California, for five 
16 years. : 
17 Q. That's why you have a California license? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Do you keep it current? 
20 A. I'm not sure what the status is. I pay a fee 
21 every year, but it's not active. I tpink I'm in 
22 inactive status but I'm still current. That's what that 
23 is. 
24 Q. If you go inactive, you'd have to take the Bar 
25 exam again? 
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A. Exactly. And I don't have to do the CLE 
requirements. And I don't want to take the Bar exam 
again. 
Q. After about five years, that would make it 
1994? 
A. Correct. 
Q. You came to Idaho? 
A. Yeah. In '94 I met Steve. I built my house in 
'96. I moved to Idaho Falls in 1994, having practiced 
for five years. I was at -- is this what you want to 
know, what I did? 
Q. Yes. 
A. In Stockton I did a lot of insurance defense 
work. Med mal defense. Professional liability defense. 
Q. Did you work for a firm? 
A. I did. 
Q. What was the name? 
A. Diehl, Steinheimer, Riggio, Haydel & Mordaunt. 
Q. Is it still there? 
A. I think the firm disbanded about two or three 
years after I left, as a lot of firms have a tendency to 
do. But those attorneys are still around. 
Q. Who did you work with primarily? 
A. Diehl, Steinheimer and Mordaunt. I worked with 
the main partners. 
Q. Did you try any cases? 
A. I did. 
Q. In those first five years? 
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A. I did. There was a shortage of associates at 
the time. So I was very busy for five years. Then I 
moved to Idaho in 1994. 
Q. What connection did you have with Idaho Falls, 
if any? 
A. My wife is from Ammon, and she wanted to move 
back to Idaho. And she prevailed upon me. So moved 
back in '94. I was  in   And I had --
1 started working with Steve, at a general civil 
practice. Which at the time consisted of some insurance 
defense work. Many business clients, real estate 
transactions. And then I began doing divorce work. 
Q. Approximately which year? 
A. That would have been 1994. '95 maybe. 
Q.Okay. 
A. That continued -- I probably did divorce work 
for another eight or nine years, I think. Maybe ten 
years. And then my practice slowly changed. I do less 
insurance defense. I do very little now, if any. I've 
represented several institutional clients. 
Q. Which insurance carriers did you work with? 
A. At what time? 
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1 Q. From '94 through 2003? 1 her? 
2 A. I can't recall exactly who they were. Like 2 Q. We've been married 22 years. 
3 Aetna, Allied. I did some title policy work for a 3 A. Do you remember her spending time in Rigby? 
4 couple of carriers. I've also developed a business 4 Q. I do. 
5 litigation practice. So my business clients will 5 A. That was my trial. 
6 sometimes find themselves in litigation, and I will then 6 MR. ELLIS: Small state we live in. 
7 tend to the defense. I've been fairly successful being 7 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Have you done any since 
8 able to retain that defense, instead of it being shipped 8 then? Bad faith cases? Have you defended any bad faith 
9 off to somebody. That's what my insurance defense is 9 cases? 
10 limited to now, really. 10 A. I think I had another one for BlueShield that I 
11 I do some personal injury work. I do quite a 11 was in, but it didn't go to trial. I don't remember 
12 bit of collection and judgment work. A lot of it. 12 what happened to it. 
13 Q. Since what general timeframe has that been a 13 Q. So that's a smaller percentage? 
14 bigger practice? 14 A. I do bad faith work myself on the plaintiffs 
15 A. About the last seven or eight years. I 15 side. 
16 represent two collections agencies in southeast Idaho. 16 Q. Does that round out the list? 
Q. In the past five years, can you give me a 17 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
breakdown, as close as you can, in terms of percentages 18 
A. I do some personal injury. Not the soft-tissue 
injury things but wrongful death cases. Substantial 
personal injury cases. for the different types cases that you handle? 19 
A. That would be really hard for me to do. It 2 0 
just would be a guess. Business litigation is probably 21 
50 percent ofmy work. Collection work is probably 22 
about 10 to 15 percent ofwhatl do. But in that 10 to 23 
.-.,-. 
15 percent, we do an awful lot ofit. And through that 24 
process, _I've b_ecome very educated on how to collect a 25 
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1 judgment and how judgments operate and how title 1 
2 companies respond to judgments. So business litigation 2 
3 and collection. I do some bad faith work. That's 3 
4 probably ten percent of my practice. 4 
5 Q. So what side of the V? 5 
6 A. Both. 6 
7 Q. Who have you represented as an insurance 7 
8 company? 8 
9 A. BlueShield ofldaho. I tried a bad faith trial 9 
10 probably in 2004 maybe, 2005. 10 
11 Q. Was that for Regence? 11 
12 A. Yes. At the time JeffBrudie was general 12 
13 counsel. Do you know Jeff? 13 
14 Q. I do. Did you work with Terry Anderson? 14 
15 A. She sat through trial for two weeks. 15 
16 Q. That's my wife. 16 
17 A. That is funny. 17 
18 MR. ELLIS: Why? 18 
19 WITNESS: Because I didn't know you guys were 19 
20 married. Terry sat through my trial. Ask her about the 20 
21 Brown trial over in Rigby. I'm sure you will, now. 21 
22 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I know about it. Remember 22 
23 the old adage, don't ask a question unless you already 23 
24 know the answer? 24 
25 A. You knew the answer. Were you married then to 25 
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Q. And do you do any divorce work still? 
A. Anymore I will only do a divorce case if it is 
one of my business litigation clients whose -- I 
represent numerous doctors in Idaho Falls, and so, for 
example, I represent all the emergency room doctors at 
EIRMC. When one of them comes to you and says he's 
Page 39 
getting divorced and wants you to do it, you reluctantly 
do it. It's not a primary part of my practice any more. 
Q. Has that been the case since approximately 2003 
and 2004? 
A. That sounds about right. 
Q. That fits with your earlier testimony. You 
said you have gained some appreciation for how title 
con,panies respond to judgments? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What have you learned in that respect? 
A. Well it's hard for me to tell you everything 
I've learned. I can tell you how I've learned what I've 
learned. Up to 2008 before the mini depression hit, I 
would get calls probably five to ten a month from title 
companies for judgments I had recorded wanting payoffs. 
Q. So the title company would call you regarding 
judgments you had filed in your collection process? 
A. They're not filed, they're recorded or 
abstracted. 
Q. Recorded. Okay. 
A. They would call for payoffs. Or on occasion 
they would be paid off completely where we had not filed 
the satisfaction. 
Q. Would those be judgments dealing with a 
particular piece of property that was the subject of the 
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1 
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9 
litigation that you'd brought? 
A. No. As counsel for the collection agencies, I 
represent -- we obtain judgments, and then we abstract 
them. By virtue of the abstraction and Idaho Code 
Section 10-110 (sic), that operates as a matter oflaw 
to place liens on people's real property. 
Q. You keep saying 10-110. Isn't there an 
additional one in there? 
A. 10-1110 I'm sorry. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
to? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You have to have certain steps that have taken 
place prior to filing it; correct? 
A. I don't know what you mean by "steps." 
Q. Do you need to satisfy certain requirements 
before you file a lis pendens? 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, I'll object as to clarity. 
10 
11 
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24 
25 
Q. I wanted to make sure we're talking about the 10 
Are you asking does he have to firmly do something, or 
would certain conditions exist before one can do 
something? same thing. Go ahead. I apologize for interrupting. 11 
A. I don't know where I was. 12 Q. (MR. ANDERSON) That's a good point. Do 
certain conditions have to exist before one can file a 
lis pendens? 
Q. You said by virtue of 10-1110, you would record 13 
or abstract a judgment that you, in your collection 14 
,. 
process, had obtained against some debt; correct? -· 15. A. Yes. 
A. Right. By operation of law, that puts a lien 
on any property that they own in the county. Or if they 
try to buy a piece of property, our judgment would be in 
first position. 
Q. Would you file a tis pendens against the party 
against whom you've obtained the judgment? 
A. In the collection practice, no. 
Q. Have you ever filed a tis pendens? 
A. I have. 
Q. Several times? 
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1 A. More than once. 
2 Q. How many times? 
3 A. I couldn't tell you. 
4 Q. Less than ten? 
5 A. Oh, more than ten. 
6 Q. I haven't filed that many myself. So I'm just 
7 inquiring as a civil practitioner. 
8 A. It's more than ten, but I'd be speculating to 
9 how many I've done in 20 years of practices. 
10 Q. Between ten and 20? 
11 A. It could be more, but it's certainly between 
12 ten and 20. 
Q. Are there any requirements for filing a lis 
pendens? 
A. I'd have to open up the code. I think it's 
5-550 or something. I'd have to look at it to tell you. 
Q.Okay. 
A. I think the code section also deals with when 
you file a !is pendens. 
Q. In other words, there are certain prerequisites 
or requirements before one can file a lis pendens. 
Would you agree? 
A. Are you talking about statute? 
Q. I'm just saying you just can't decide one day 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
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25 
Q. What kind of conditions? 
A. I have to look at the code section. Off the 
top ofmy head from memory, there needs to be litigation 
pending that is affecting either ownership or possession 
of the property. 
Q.Okay. 
A. Would you please be sure to ask-your wife if 
she remembers me quoting Bob Dylan in my closing 
argument to the Brown case? 
Q. I will. I'm sure she'll be thrilled? 
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1 A. The quote was, "You don't need to be a 
2 weatherman to know which way the wind blows." She 
3 thought that was funny. 
4 Q. Have you spoken with Bob Rice about this case? 
5 A. No. Who is Bob Rice? To make sure I haven't 
6 spoken to him. Who is he? 
7 Q. He is a gentleman who is also a lawyer here in 
8 Boise. Just wondered. 
9 . When was the last time you prepared a property 
10 settlement agreement? 
11 A. That's been a long time ago. I'd say before 
12 2004 or 2005. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Q. You listed a number of- I think they've been 
described as protections or steps that you think should 
have been followed with respect to the recordation of 
the property settlement agreement in this matter, the 
creation and recordation of it. Did you develop any of 
those items through research or review of treatises or 
journals or anything like that? 
A. The statutes and my practice. 
Q. Anything else that you drew from in terms of 
coming up with those seven or eight items that you 
listed in your expert disclosure or affidavit? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 to file a lis pendens against somebody because you want 2 5 
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A. Just the case law, statutes and my practice. 
Q. What case law did you rely on? 
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1 A. I didn't rely on anything specifically. My 1 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, for the record, you mean a 
2 practice. 2 mortgage note or a mortgage? You mean a promissory note 
3 Q. Hold on. You mentioned case law, so I have to 3 or a mortgage? 
4 ask you about it. You say nothing in particular. Is 4 MR. ANDERSON: Promissory note emerging from a 
5 that not a basis, then, if there was no particular case 5 mortgage. 
6 that you drew from? 6 WITNESS: I have not ever used a divorce decree 
7 A. I don't know what you mean by that. What I 7 to execute on a promissory note. 
8 meant was my practice hopefully is consistent with case 8 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Have you ever argued that 
9 law. 9 recording a divorce decree with a property settlement 
10 Q. Did you check case law to see if any court had 10 agreement attached creates a lien in a mortgage or a 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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22 
said these are recommended steps that an attorney should 11 
take with respect to either the preparation or 
recordation of a property settlement agreement along 
with a· divorce decree? 
A. Yeah. The considerations that I set forth in 
my condition, I have not looked -- I don't believe 
there's any case law that says this is what you should 
do. 
Q. Okay. That's what I'm after. I'm trying to 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
see if you went outside of your own practice for support 20 
or ideas for your opinions in this case. So no case law 21 
that you can point me to. You said statutes. What 22 
statutes did you rely on? 23 
A. For example, 10-1110, 32-918. 24 
Q. Why don't we mark 10-1110. 25 
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(Exhibit 36 marked.) 1 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Other than Exhibits 35 and 2 
36, the two statutes you've referenced, are there any 3 
others that you felt were pertinent to the issues 4 
involved in this case and in your opinions? 5 
A. There may be, but those are the only two that 6 
come to mind right now. 7 
Q. You know the way these depositions work, if 8 
something does pop up as we're talking, even if it's off 9 
point, please feel free to let me know if you think of 10 
any other statute that you think is applicable. 11 
A. Certainly. 12 
MR. ANDERSON: Let's take a break. 13 
(Recess taken.) 14 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Back on the record. Have 15 
you ever had a case where you attempted to use a 16 
recorded divorce decree to execute on a mortgage note? 1 7 
A. Can you say that again, please? 18 
Q. Have you ever had a case where you recorded a 19 
divorce decree with an attached property settlement 2 0 
agreement to execute on a mortgage note? 21 
MR. ELLIS: I'll object. The question is 22 
promissory note emerging from the mortgage? 
A. No, I don't think so. 
Q. Okay. Let me ask you about your invoices. We 
just got those. It looks like you've prepared two 
invoices in this matter. One in June of2010 and one in 
December of 2010? 
A. I don't think so. For some reason my secretary 
sent over seven pages and then she sent me a separate 
email with one. I don't know why she did it that way. 
Those are my billings. 
Q. There's multiple months in here? 
A. I assume that's correct. 
Q. I'll have you look at these before we mark 
them. Would you check this pile? Does it consist of 
all of the billings that you have submitted in this 
Page 47 
matter? 
A. You know, I think so. 
Q. So if we go to the first one, would it be 
accurate to state that you were retained sometime in 
March of2010? 
A. Where is the first one at? 
Q. The June 1, 2010 --
A. Oh,yes. 
Q. We're going to combine these together and 
probably should mark that stack as Exhibit 37. 
(Exhibit 37 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Is June 1, 2010, the first 
invoice you submitted? 
A. I think so. 
Q. That has the date of March 26, 2010, on it; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would that be around the time that you were 
first retained? 
A. I think so. 
Q. It looks like you did some review of materials 
and preparation of an expert report in March and May of 
23 unclear. Go ahead and answer it, if you can, Bryan. 23 2010; is that accurate? 
2 4 WITNESS: To execute on a mortgage note? No. 24 A. Yes. 
2 5 I've never done that. 25 Q. Do you have an earlier draft of your expert 
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1 report? 
2 A. No, I don't. 
3 Q. Would it be back at your office? 
4 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Assumes facts not in 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
evidence. 
WITNESS: I don't even know if -- in tenns of 
draft of the expert report, I'm sure I didn't have it in 
the fonn it is now in the first effort, but I don't 
think I kept copies of any changes I made when I was 
1 Q. Okay. Do you recall if you made any changes? 
2 A. I don't recall. 
3 Q. After the affidavit was prepared, it looks like 
4 the next substantive work you did was review 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Mr. Ludwig's expert witness disclosure. Would that be 
accurate? 
A. It appears so. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
drafting it. 1 O 
Q. That's on your March 2nd, 2012, invoice. Then 
you've prepared for your deposition and billed on 
October 4, 2012, for that work. Is that accurate? 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) The second invoice is dated 11 A. I'm sorry? 
December 2nd, 2010, in Exhibit 37? 12 Q. On October 4, 2012, the last bill we have, it 
A. Yes. 13 looks like you reviewed some documents and prepared for 
the depo for three hours on September 19. The following 
day you met with Mr. Ellis and you researched and 
Q. It looks like you had a telephone call with 14 
Mr. Ellis, and then you received an email from him. And 15 
16 then a couple of days later you received an email, and 
1 7 on the same day reviewed 32-918 and sent Mr. Ellis an 
18 email. Would those emails be the ones that you have in 
19 a different file that you haven't produced yet? 
2 O A. I don't know if it's those, but that's the kind 
21 of email it was. These are identified. 
22 Q. Did Mr. Ellis raise Idaho Code 32-918 with you 
23 in November of2010 for your consideration? 
24 A. I don't recall ifhe raised it or I raised an 
25 issue. I don't recall. 
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1 Q. Those emails may shed some light on that; 
2 correct? 
3 A. I don't think so. You can have them. I think 
4 the emails were for the most part just --
5 Q. Let's not speculate? 
6 A. I just have to see what they are. 
7 Q. As we know from the record, the expert 
8 disclosure has a date of December 7, 201 O, on it as well 
9 as a fax header of that same date. It looks like that 
10 occurred without any reference being included on a bill. 
11 Do you know why your expert disclosure isn't referenced 
12 on a bill? For example, I don't see a bill for any time 
13 in December of2010 when the expert disclosure came out? 
14 A. I may have just -- it would not be unlike me to 
15 forget to record my time. Maybe I didn't record it. 
16 Q. Then the next invoice is dated January 31, 
17 2011? 
18 A. January 31, yes. 
19 Q. Looks like you got the December 15, 2008, 
20 letter. And you executed -- let me ask. The last line 
21 says, "execute and forward affidavit." Did you prepare 
22 your affidavit for the summary judgment proceedings, or 
23 did Mr. Ellis and he sent it to you for execution? 
24 A. I believe that Mr. Ellis prepared it, and I 
25 obviously reviewed it. 
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16 considered some issues after the meeting. 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Where did you meet Mr. Ellis? 
19 A. I think he was in Idaho Falls on a hearing. He 
2 O stopped in my office. At least that was my impression. 
21 I don't know what he was doing. He was in town and 
22 stopped and met with me in Idaho Falls. 
2 3 Q. After you considered some issues raised in that 
2 4 almost six-hour meeting --
25 A. It was not a six-hour meeting. 
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22 
23 
24 
25 
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Q. I see. You met with him and then researched 
and considered some issues after the meeting? I see. 
A. Yes. 
Q. We call that block billing in the world of the 
defense lawyers. 
A. Insurance defense. Now you know why I no 
longer do insurance defense work. 
Q. Do you remember how long you met with 
Mr. Ellis? 
A. I think it was about an hour. 
Q. So for almost five hours you researched and 
considered something. What was it that you were 
contemplating after this meeting with Mr. Ellis? 
A. I don't recall exactly. I think I was 
continuing to read the documents to make sure I 
understood them. And I did look up something. As I sit 
here now, I can't recall what it was. 
Q. Did you change any. of your opinions in either 
your affidavit or expert disclosure as a result of this 
almost five hours of contemplative work after meeting 
with Mr. Ellis? 
A.No. 
Q. And up until today, nothing in between; would 
that be accurate? 
A. What do you mean "nothing in between"? 
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Q. No work that you have billed for? 1 
A. I think in the last couple of days I have some 2 
time reading things. But those are all my billings, I 3 
believe'. 4 
Q. If you could, based on the time you put into 5 
the case, could you just give me your general 6 
understanding of the divorce proceedings as they 7 
progressed? 8 
MR. ELLIS: I'll object to the question as 9 
unduly broad and asking for a narrative-type response as 10 
well as being ambiguous. 11 
MR. ANDERSON: Being what? 12 
MR. ELLIS: Ambiguous. 13 
MR. ANDERSON: I thought you said hideous. 14 
MR. ELLIS: That didn't cross my mind. 15 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let me put it this way: You 16 
understood that at some point in time there was a 17 
property settlement agreement agreed to by Mrs. McKay; 18 
correct? 19 
A. Yeah. I think it was November 20, 2008 or 20 
2009, that it was signed. 21 
Q. Do you remember any of the milestones of the 22 
divorce proceedings that led up to that property 23 
settlement agreement being agreed to? 24 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 25 
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"Milestones." 1 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) High points of the 2 
litigation. You understood Mrs. McKay had sued 3 
Mr. McKay? 4 
A. For divorce. 5 
Q. For divorce. 6 
A. I did understand that. 7 
Q. Have you prepared any kind of a timeline 8 
relative to the events in the underlying divorce action? 9 
A. You know, I think I did prepare a timeline that 1 O 
had five entries in it. And I meant to grab that today, 11 
and I didn't grab it. I wish I had grabbed it so I 12 
could look at my timeline. 13 
Q. It's in a separate file? 14 
A. Actually, it's on my desk. I think. I think 15 
when I was grabbing these files I just didn't grab my 16 
timeline. 1 7 
Q. Can you include that with the correspondence 18 
you are going to send to Mr. Ellis? 19 
A. I'd be happy to do that. 20 
Q. And the timeline would deal with events in the 21 
underlying divorce? 22 
A. I think the timeline included when the divorce 23 
was filed. 2 4 
Q. Okay. 25 
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A. I think there was a summary judgment filed, and 
it was pending at the time of mediation. My timeline 
includes the date of mediation. I think it was October 
20. You can help me whether it was 2008 or 2009 or --
2007. Okay. 2007 is when the judgment of decree of 
divorce was entered. Now it's coming back to me. 
Because March 30, 2008, was the closing. 
Q. Counsel has just showed you a three ring binder 
with some--
A. He showed me the judgment and decree of divorce 
to get my bearings straight on what year it was. It was 
2007. My timeline included, from memory, November 20, 
2007, I believe is when the property settlement 
agreement was signed. 
There's that one email I think it was October 
23, 2007, and I think the mediation took place on 
Saturday, October 20, 2007. 
Q. Do you know any of the particulars, for example 
what happened during the mediation? Offers? 
Counteroffers? Anything of interest to you? 
A. Obviously I wasn't present. And I read your 
brief and in support of motion for summary judgment and 
your opposing brief or your reply. That's what it was. 
The information was in there. I do have some 
understanding as to some things that happened based on 
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your recitation of how things happened. 
Q. And would it be accurate to state that you do 
not have an understanding of what happened during the 
mediation from Mrs. McKay directly or her deposition 
testimony? 
A. I don't have a specific understanding of what 
happened at the mediation. 
Q. Did you understand that an agreement, a 
handwritten agreement, was created at the conclusion of 
the mediation reflecting the general parameters of the 
settlement that was reached on October 20, 2007? 
A. I don't recall that. But now that you mention 
that, that may have been what happened. That typically 
I 
happens in mediations. It wouldn't surprise me. 
Q. Did you understand that as a result of the 
mediation there was no agreement reached relative to 
payments to Mrs. McKay, other than Mr. McKay being the 
one who would pay her money? 
A. I don't know what you mean by that. 
Q. Let me rephrase it. Did you understand that 
the mediation resulted in the agreement that only 
Mr. McKay was obligated to pay Mrs. McKay certain sums 
of money at certain points in time? 
A. I don't recall that. I don't know about that. 
Q. Do you have any evidence to the contrary? 
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A. I don't have any to the contrary. 1 
Q. Did you understand that as a result of the 2 
mediation there was no collateral provided to Mrs. McKay 3 
as security for any of the obligations Mr. McKay assumed 4 
under the agreement? 5 
A. What I understand is, based on my reading, and 6 
whether it's accurate or not I don't know. It's based 7 
on what I think you put in your brief. Is that he did 8 
not want to provide any security. 9 
Q. Did you understand that Mrs. McKay understood 10 
that there was no security or collateral as a result of 11 
the settlement at mediation on October 20, 2007? 12 
A. That's a difficult question in the sense that I 13 
think, from what I understood, she understood she wasn't 14 
getting a security agreement or some sort of interest-- 15 
a security interest. But from talking to her attorney, 16 
she thought that she was going to get security in the 1 7 
sense that she would be paid when the Albrethsen closing 18 
took place. 19 
Q. Let's leave that second part out. All I'm 20 
trying to do is make sure I understand what you know. 21 
With respect to security such as collateral and some 22 
property or something like that if Mr. McKay didn't pay, 23 
you understood that none of that was agreed to by 2 4 
Mr. McKay at the conclusion of the mediation? 25 
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A. My understanding, based on reading the 1 
documents, is that Mr. McKay would not provide any 2 
security for his obligations. 3 
Q. You've been through mediations involving 4 
parties that are divorcing; haven't you? 5 
A. Yes. 6 
Q. And you understand that sometimes those are 7 
difficult negotiations and sometimes each side doesn't 8 
get what they want? 9 
A. I understand that in mediation, rarely do both 10 
sides get what they want. 11 
Q. You understand that at the end of the day if 12 
13 there's an agreement reached, that both parties have to 13 
14 agree to those terms? 14 
15 A. I don't know if they have to agree to the terms 15 
16 they've agreed to. I think they are contractually 16 
1 7 obligated to follow the terms they agree to. 1 7 
18 Q. Did you have any idea of what Patricia McKay 18 
19 wanted out of the divorce proceedings as she was 19 
20 entering into that proc~ss? 20 
21 A. Not particularly. 21 
22 Q. Did you understand that the prenuptial 22 
23 agreement that she had signed back in 1996 posed a 23 
2 4 problem to her receiving 50 percent of the marital 24 
25 estate? 25 
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MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 
MR. ANDERSON: Did I not enunciate well? 
MR. ELLIS: The problem is problematical. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I'll tell you that 
Mrs. McKay has told us under oath that she wanted 50 
percent of the marital estate. ·And she has always 
begrudgingly admitted that the prenuptial agreement 
posed somewhat of a problem. Did you understand that 
was the case confronting Cosho Humphrey when they took 
her representation on? 
A. I did understand there was a prenuptial 
agreement. And I think that the summary judgment may 
have dealt with that issue. I'm not sure. 
Q. By "dealt with that issue," what do you mean? 
A. I mean there was a summary agreement filed 
before the mediation. I didn't see that. I think it 
was filed by Mr. McKay. I think. For some reason, 
having not seen it, I just assumed that dealt -- that he 
raised the prenuptial agreement as a defense. That's 
what I assume, but I don't know that. 
Q. Do you know if Mr. McKay had offered to engage 
in any settlement negotiations prior to the filing of 
this motion for summary judgment? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do you know whether or not after the filing of 
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the summary judgment he became interested in mediation? 
A. I don't know what his interest was. I just 
believed the sequence of events was there a summary 
judgment filed. I thought Mr. McKay filed it. Maybe 
that's not the case. And then subsequently there was a 
mediation held on a Saturday. 
Q. Is it accurate to state that you do not have 
any opinions with respect to the mechanics of that 
mediation? 
A. I don't have any opinions as to the mechanics 
of the mediation. 
Q. Is it also accurate to state that you do not 
have any opinions with respect to the manner in which 
Cosho Humphrey handled the divorce up to the point of 
the preparation of the property settlement agreement? 
A. Other than the representations that were made 
by Mr. Walker that the divorce decree would create a 
lien in personal and real property as it was. That 
representation. Besides that and how it was structured, 
that would be accurate. 
Q. Let's take up to October 23, 2007. 
A. The date of the email? 
Q. Yes,sir. 
A.Okay. 
Q. That's the email you just referred to in your 
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last answer? 1 
A. Yes.· 2 
Q. Let's take up to that point in time. Do you 3 
have any opinions with respect to the actions or 4 
inactions of Cosho Humphrey up to that email? 5 
A. Only to the extent if Mr. Walker told 6 
Mrs. McKay at the mediation the same thing that was in 7 
the email, then I would have a problem with that. 8 
Q. But you don't have any information as you sit 9 
here today that that was the case; correct? 1 o 
A. My assumption was that it was, but I don't know 11 
that. 12 
Q. I'm going to have her read back the question. 13 
(Record read by court reporter.) 14 
WITNESS: What I'm trying to say is we're 15 
starting to cut things pretty fine in terms of what 16 
happened when and where. I was thinking, based on my 1 7 
review-- and I could be wrong. But I was thinking it 18 
could have happened at the mediation, that Mrs. McKay 19 
wanted to know if she would have security in terms of 2 O 
being paid when the sale took place or closed on the 21 
Albrethsen property. 22 
I can't recall ifl've seen that or if that's 23 
something I imagined. But to the extent that Mr. Walker 24 
told Mrs. McKay at mediation the same thing, ifhe did, 25 
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1 that was contained in the email, then I would have a 1 
2 problem with that. Otherwise I don't have a problem 2 
3 with how the mediation was conducted, because I don't 3 
4 know how it was conducted. 4 
5 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) We'd already established you 5 
6 didn't have that basis of knowledge. I had moved to 6 
7 just the general handling of the divorce up to the time 7 
8 period that the property settlement agreement was being 8 
9 created. Let's say up to October 23, 2007, do you have 9 
10 any opinions with respect to the actions or inactions of 10 
11 Cosho Humphrey up to that time period? 11 
12 A. Up to -- 12 
13 Q. October 23, 2007? 13 
14 A. Only if Mr. Walker told Mrs. McKay the same 14 
15 thing that is contained in the email. 15 
16 Q. You've deposed experts before; haven't you? 16 
1 7 A. I have. 1 7 
18 Q. Have you ever reminded an expert that opinions 18 
19 should be based upon factual information? 19 
2 0 A. These may be facts that exist that I don't 2 0 
21 know. 21 
22 Q. I think another term for that would be 22 
23 speculation; correct? 23 
2 4 A. No. What I don't want to see happen is if 2 4 
25 Mr. Walker told Mrs. McKay the same thing at the 25 
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mediation that is contained in the October 23 email, 
then I would have a problem with that. I don't know if 
he did or not. But ifhe did, I would have a problem 
with that. I'm trying to leave that open as an issue 
for me in the event those facts turn out to be true. 
But I don't know what happened because I wasn't there. 
Q. So you can't state to a reasonable degree of 
probability that that occurred? 
A. I can't say whether that happened or not. 
Q. Did you understand that as a result of the 
mediation, Mrs. McKay understood that she would not be 
getting money directly from Status Corporation? 
A. At what point in time? 
Q. At any point in time? 
MR. ELLIS: What time did she become aware of 
that? 
MR. ANDERSON: That's not my_ question. 
(Record read by court reporter.) 
WITNESS: You're asking me what she understood 
and what she thought? I'm not certain what she 
understood and thought. I understand that she 
thought -- my understanding is that she understood that 
the settlement agreement required -- is his name Darwin? 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Yes. 
A. Required Darwin to pay her. She was concerned 
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that Darwin wouldn't do it. So she talked to Mr. Walker 
about it, how can I be protected on this issue, and 
that's when he told her by filing or recording this 
decree that she would be paid. 
What she thought at that point, whether the 
money would be coming as a result of the closing from 
the title company to her or from Darwin to her, I don't 
know. 
Q. Tell me where Mr. Walker said that she would be 
paid by virtue of filing the divorce decree with the 
attached property settlement agreement. You've changed 
the verbs from created a lien to paid. I'd like you to 
show me where is that found. 
MR. ANDERSON: Counsel, you can't show him 
stuff. That's not the way it works. 
MR. ELLIS: He's not an encyclopedia. 
MR. ANDERSON: He is an expert, and he is under 
oath, and you do not get to communicate with a witness 
when the question is pending. That is inappropriate. I 
don't care if he's a novel or an encyclopedia. 
MR. ELLIS: I was trying to expedite 
proceedings. 
MR. ANDERSON: No, you're not. You're trying 
to help out this witness. There's a question pending. 
Please don't communicate or assist the witness in any 
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1 way. 
2 MR. ELLIS: This is not a memory test, Counsel. 
3 MR. ANDERSON: But it is an obligation that you 
4 have to let the witness answer and not with your help. 
5 MR. ELLIS: I concur. 
6 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you. 
7 WITNESS: What I'm looking for is a couple of 
8 things. One, that email. 
9 MR. ANDERSON: It's Exhibit 17. 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Why don't you take a look at 
11 Exhibit 17? 
12 MR. ELLIS: Can I find Exhibit 17 or the 
13 October 23 email? I've got it here. 
14 MR. ANDERSON: Can you find it foryourselfor 
15 him? 
16 MR. ELLIS: He's looking for something. I'm 
17 trying to assist. 
18 MR. ANDERSON: Exhibit 17 is in front of him. 
19 We have the notebook. That's all I'm saying. 
20 WITNESS: Okay. I'm looking at Exhibit 17. 
21 And on October 23, 2007, at 4:15 p.m., Mrs. McKay sends 
22 an email to Mr. Walker. She says, "All looks good, Tom. 
23 However, can I place a lien with the title company on 
24 the Status Corp. closure so the $800,000 are paid to me 
25 by them?" 
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1 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) My question dealt with 
2 Mr. Walker. 
3 A. I'm not finished. "This is what we had to do 
4 when property sold that Donna had so the funds would 
5 come to us instead of through Donna." 
6 He then responds and says, "Our plan is to 
7 record the judgment and decree of divorce, which then 
8 becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal 
9 property." 
10 When I read those two emails together, what I 
11 see is, I see Mr. Walker telling her our plan is to get 
12 this lien so that you will be paid through a third 
13 party. Now he doesn't use those words paid, but in 
14 response to her email, that's essentially what he is 
15 telling her. 
16 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) What third party? 
17 A. She says in her email, "Can I place a lien with 
18 the title company on the Status Corp. closure so the 
19 $800,000 are paid to me by them?" 
20 Q. What title company was involved? 
21 A. I don't know. I don't know the name of the 
22 title company. There was a closing scheduled for March 
23 30, 2008. 
24 Q, What closing was scheduled for that date? What 
25 particular piece of property was closing? 
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A. I understood that the Albrethsen property was 
closing. 
Q. Albrethsen. 
A. I think it's a tough name to say. Albrethsen. 
Q. It's A-1-b-r-e-t-h-s-e-n. 
A. Then it seems to me there was another letter 
afterwards where there was another discussion between 
Mr. Walker and Mrs. McKay. There's this letter dated 
December 15, 2008. 
Q. Do you remember the court's ruling with respect 
to the operative period that he felt was important in 
terms of this case? 
A. Yeah. I believe that in the court's 
decision -- I believe the court's operative period was 
up through November 20, 2007. 
Q. Okay. And the December 15, 2008, letter he 
considered but then disregarded, because it was outside 
of the period that he felt was relevant; would you 
agree? 
A. Yeah. But then what he did was he said, we 
don't need to consider that letter, because we have this 
October 23, 2007, email. 
Q. You just referred to the December 15, 2008, 
letter. I wanted to make sure that you and I both were 
in agreement that the court has determined that that is 
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irrelevant to the issues in this case? 
A. Your question to me was --
Q. Let's not parse what my question was. I want 
to move on here. Would you agree.that the December 15, 
2008, letter is outside of the window that the court was 
considering relative to whether or not any legal 
malpractice had occurred? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection, argumentative. And I'll 
leave it at that. Go ahead, you can answer. 
WITNESS: I just know what the court said in 
the order of summary judgment. I don't think it's 
irrelevant. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And since you understand 
what the court said, you know that the court, in 
essence, said this is outside of the period that I'm 
going to consider? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection. Misstates the record 
and calls for speculation as to what the judge thought. 
WITNESS: What has happened here in the last 
five minutes is you asked me what Mrs. McKay was 
thinking at a given point in time about getting paid. 
And so I went to the email and I explained that, and I 
tried to go to this letter, and now you tell me the 
letter is irrelevant according to the court. What the 
court said was simple. He said, look, the December 15, 
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1 2008, letter came a long time after November 20 when the 1 MR. ELLIS: This expert. I'm sorry. 
2 agreement was signed. He says, but we've got the 2 MR. ANDERSON: This expert has reviewed this 
3 October 23, 2007, email that shows the same thing. It 3 case to the extent that he feels is necessary. 
4 shows what Mr. Walker was thinking. 4 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Are you aware of any 
5 And this is consistent. This letter is 5 information, any document, any testimony, where 
6 consistent with his belief that he spells out in the 6 Mr. Walker guaranteed Mrs. McKay that she would be paid? 
7 October 23, 2007, email. I'm sure those things had an 7 MR. ELLIS: Now you changed the question, 
8 effect on what Mrs. McKay thought at those various 8 Counsel. Same objection. Speculation. There's never 
9 times. 9 any assertion of guarantee in this case. 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) My question, sir, was in 10 MR. ANDERSON: Leave out guarantee. 
11 response to your statement that Mr. Walker said by 11 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Have you ever seen any 
12 recording the divorce decree and property settlement 
13 agreement, you will get paid. I said, wait a minute you 
12 statement by Mr. Walker that she would be paid? I'm 
13 using your words too? 
14 changed the verb there from create a lien to you will 14 A. When I use -- I've already explained this to 
15 get paid. 15 you twice. He didn't use the word paid. But in 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
My question was: Please find for me any 16 
document where Mr. Walker said by recording the divorce 17 
decree and property settlement agreement you will be 18 
paid. 19 
A. And I go back to the October 23 email. She 2 0 
response to her email where she says I want to be paid 
by the title company, he says, This is our plan to 
record this lien -- this judgment and decree of divorce. 
And he created in her the understanding, oh, that's how 
I'll get paid, because I have a lien. That's what I 
21 says, "All looks good, Tom. However--" now this was 21 believe happened. 
22 after she got the attached drafts. "However, can I 22 Q. From her perspective? 
23 place a lien with the title company on the Status Corp. 23 A. I think from a reasonable person's perspective 
2 4 closure so the $800,000 are paid --" there's the word 24 if they ask their lawyer, how can I get paid from the 
25 "paid" -- "to me by them?" 25 title company? Can I place a lien with the title 
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What she is saying is, I don't trust this guy, 1 
and I'd like to know ifwe can place a lien so I can 2 
make sure the title company will pay me when this 3 
closing takes place. 4 
And what he says is, "Our plan is to record the 5 
judgment and decree of divorce which then becomes a lien 6 
on all of Darwin's real and personal property." 7 
Q. All right. 8 
A. Let me finish. I'm answering your question. 9 
He doesn't use the word paid. But you read those two 10 
together, knowing what a lien is, meaning you're afraid 11 
you're not going to get paid so you place a lien on 12 
somebody's property to secure payment, I can see how she 13 
can understand from that that he is telling her, this is 14 
how we'll make sure that you get paid from the title 15 
company. 16 
Q. Maybe I misunderstand you. I heard you to say 17 
that Mr. Walker had told her that she would get paid. 18 
Is it accurate to state that Mr. Walker has never told 19 
Mrs. McKay that she would be paid? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection. There's no way this 
client would have any idea what Mr. Walker said or did 
not say. 
MR. ANDERSON: This client? You mean this 
25 expert? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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company? She says, can I place a lien with the title 
company so that I can get paid by? And he says, yeah, 
we can place a lien on the title company. He didn't 
complete the sentence by saying, you'll get paid by 
them. But I think it's pretty well understood that 
that's what she was asking and he was saying you'd have 
a lien, leaving her to believe that she would be paid by 
the title company. 
Q. What is your understanding of the properties 
that were involved at the time the divorce mediation and 
property settlement agreement were being either 
conducted or prepared? What properties was Mr. McKay 
dealing with at that time? 
A. I don't know. 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 
WITNESS: I don't know what the properties were 
or how big they were. I just know about the sale of 
this one entity and the closing that was supposed to be 
taking place. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You're referring to the 
Albrethsen property? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Albrethsen farm? 
A. We can call it that. 
Q. What do you know about the Albrethsen farm? 
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1 What's the history that you can give us? 
2 A. I don't know the history of the farm. 
3 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 
4 Not calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
5 evidence. 
6 Q. (BY MR ANDERSON) Were there any other 
7 properties that were closing on March 30, 2008? Strike 
8 that. Let me withdraw that question. 
9 On March 30, 2008, is it your testimony, and 
10 the basis that you've approached your opinions with, 
11 that the Albrethsen transaction was closing on that 
12 date? 
13 A. My understanding is that there was a payment 
14 due of approximately $1.2 to $1.3 million. 
15 Q. If there's a payment due, what does the title 
16 company to have do with the situation? 
17 A. Well, I don't know specifically, because I 
18 didn't ask the title company. 
19 Q. I just want your specific knowledge as to what 
20 you know, if anything, about a title company being 
21 involved with a payment due on March 30, 2008, regarding 
22 the Albrethsen property. Do you know anything about a 
23 title company's involvement with that payment? 
24 A. Here is what I know. I know there was a title 
25 company and a closing scheduled. 
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1 Q. Closing of what? 
2 A. Of sale of the Albrethsen property. 
3 Q. What does a closing mean in your context? 
4 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, I will object to this line 
5 of questioning. All you're doing is trying to harass 
6 this witness. 
7 MR. ANDERSON: Au contraire, Mr. Ellis. This, 
8 I think, is fairly relevant as you will. And if you 
9 feel like you're being harassed, I apologize. I'm not 
10 raising my voice or yelling at you. I'm just asking you 
11 a series of questions to understand the factual basis 
12 for the opinions that you're giving against my client. 
13 Q. (BY MR ANDERSON) Right now I'm interested in 
14 your understanding of what was going to happen on March 
15 30, 2008, relative to any properties that Mr. McKay was 
16 involved with? 
17 A. The understanding that I have, based on what 
18 I've read, is that the title company would be receiving 
19 the money and that --
20 Q. What money? 
21 A. Well, the $800,000. I thought it was $1.2 
22 million total.· It was supposed to be $800,000 paid and 
23 then her mortgage was supposed to be paid on her house 
24 for another $300,000 or $400,000. So I thought it was 
25 $1.2 or $1.3 million. 
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Q. Who was going to pay the money? 
A. I thought it was Status Corp. or whoever it was 
who bought the property. 
Q. What is a closing? You've done real estate 
transactions, I believe you testified. What does 
closing mean in real estate parlance? 
A. Well, I'm not a real estate parlance expert in 
terms of what definitions are. I can tell you what my 
experience is. Closings, you show up to sign the 
papers. The buyer will come in and sign. The seller 
then comes in and signs. Now they call that a closing. 
But then it's also the case that closings --
that doesn't necessarily mean the closing is over. 
Sometimes it's a long-term escrow and it's not closed 
until all the money is paid. 
Q. Typically at the closing, is that when the 
deeds transfer? 
A. They can. Depends on how the transaction is 
structured. It's usually where the documents are 
signed. But it may be a long-term escrow. So until all 
of the terms and conditions are satisfied, it's not 
technically closed. 
But I think they refer to the signing as a 
closing. I think of a closing -- that's part of it. 
But until the deal is done, it's not closed. 
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Q. Okay. But typically if someone said there's a 
closing on a certain date, that would be the date that 
people go in and sign documents and either conclude the 
deal or at least set up an escrow so that certain things 
can be paid at certain points in the future? 
A. The escrow can be set up before the closing. 
Q. Is it typical that the deed is transferred at a 
closing? 
A. It depends on what kind of transaction it is. 
Q. Let's say it's a purchase of acreage that 
somebody wants to develop? 
A. My point is, it depends on whether or not 
there's a deed of trust involved or a mortgage involved 
or whether it's owner financing or a cash deal. It just 
depends. 
Q. Did you understand that on March 30, 2008, the 
deed was going to be transferred for the Albrethsen 
property, and that's why they were calling it a closing? 
A. My understanding was the money was going to be 
paid to the title company for the distribution. 
Q. Money from Status was going to be paid to what 
title company? 
A. I don't know the name of the company. 
Q. Then what was the title company going to do 
with the money? 
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1 A. I didn't talk to the title company, and I 
2 haven't seen any depositions of the title company 
3 people. Typically what happens is they get the money, 
4 and then they send it out or however they are supposed 
5 to do it pursuant to the escrow instructions. 
6 That's one thing they'll do. Another thing 
7 they'll do is they'll do a date down and see ifthere 
8 are any liens on the property between the time of the 
9 initial closing to the time they get the money to see if 
10 anything's been affected. 
11 Q. Would the parties have agreed upon the use of a 
12 title company for paying money into the title company 
13 and then that money being transferred to Mr. McKay 
14 typically? Is that some sort of a document that would 
15 be created? 
16 MR. ELLIS: Are you talking generally speaking 
17 Counsel, or in this particular instance? 
18 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In this particular instance, 
19 are you familiar with any kind of a set of instructions 
20 where that was going to occur? 
21 A. I have not seen closing instructions. 
22 Q. As far as you understand, Mr. McKay, in March 
23 of 2008, was dealing only with the Albrethsen property? 
24 A. I don't know what he was dealing with. 
25 Q. Do you know of any other property other than 
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1 the Albrethsen farm that Mr. McKay was dealing with in 
2 2008, March of 2008? 
3 A. I don't know of all the properties he was 
4 dealing with. I know he owned the Albrethsen property, 
5 and I know there was a closing scheduled for March 30. 
6 Q. So he held the deed to the Albrethsen property 
7 up to March 30, 2008, is your understanding? 
8 A. I understood he had a mortgage. 
9 Q. Then what is your understanding as to the deed? 
10 Who held the deed to the Albrethsen property on March 
11 30,2008? 
12 A. It could have very well been the buyer or the 
13 Status Corp. 
14 Q. If Mr. McKay had transferred the deed, he would 
15 not be the o~ner of the Albrethsen property; would he? 
16 A. He would have a mortgage on it. That's what I 
17 understood he had. 
18 Q, He would have a mortgage interest; correct? 
19 A. Mortgage interest. 
20 Q, But that means he's not the owner; correct? 
21 A. He has an interest in the property, but he has 
22 an interest by virtue of his mortgage and not by virtue 
23 of the deed. 
24. Q. If he had transferred the deed, it would not be 
25 his real property; correct? 
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A. The underlying fee? 
Q. Yes. 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. And if he's not the owner of that real 
property, then it would not be affected by the recording 
of a property settlement agreement and divorce decree; 
would it? 
A. That's not true. 
Q. Why not? 
A. As you've explained already, Darwin claimed 
that he had -- the Albrethsen property was his separate 
property by virtue of the prenuptial agreement. Then 
what happened -- I think in the divorce case he took the 
position that the Albrethsen property was his separate 
property by virtue of the prenuptial agreement. Then he 
settled this case. Ifl can find the settlement. 
Q. What document are you looking for? 
A. I'm looking for the settlement agreement, if 
somebody has a copy. 
Q. Let's see if it's an exhibit here? 
MR. ELLIS: Here it is. 
Wl1NESS: Do you want me to go on? 
MR. ANDERSON: No. Just one second. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit 31 is a November 20, 
2007, email from Tom Walker to Mr. McKay's counsel. I 
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want to make sure that we have the -- we have the 
property settlement agreement that is merged with and 
into the judgment of the decree of divorce. 
A. What exhibit is that? 
Q.31. 
MR. ANDERSON: If counsel wants to check, I 
want to make sure this is the right one so that we have 
it for questioning in later depositions. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You were looking for the 
settlement document, I think you said? 
A. ThePSA. 
Q. Why don't you check Exhibit 31 and see if 
that's what you understand to be the final version? 
MR. ELLIS: Exhibit 31 is an email. 
MR. ANDERSON: There's an Exhibit A attached to 
that that I believe was tiled with the court. We could 
also go this route. 
MR. ELLIS: No. This is an -- that's a 
stipulation. This is a proper settlement agreement. 
WITNESS: Is this it here? 
MR. ELLIS: I don't know. There's a number of 
iterations of this agreement. 
WITNESS: How about you determine what the 
agreement was, and I'll see whatever that is. 
MR. ELLIS: Here is a signed agreement. 
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1 (Exhibit 3 8 marked.) 1 
2 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Attached to Exhibit 38 is a 2 
3 property settlement agreement that is signed by all 3 
4 ~rt~ 4 
5 A. Okay. 5 
6 Q. It was the one provided to you by Mr. Ellis as 6 
7 the doc'!ment you should use when formulating your 7 
8 opinions. The cover letter is dated November 17, 2009, 8 
9 and it's from Mr. Ellis to you. 9 
10 A. Okay. 10 
11 Q. So with that in mind, I think you were going to 11 
12 tell us something about the settlement. What were you 12 
13 going to tell us? 13 
14 A. To go back to where we were, you were saying 14 
15 that once Darwin conveyed the deed to the buyer of the 15 
16 Albrethsen property, he no longer owned it. And I can't 16 
1 7 remember the exact language you used, but it was 1 7 
18 something to the effect that he didn't have an interest 18 
19 in it. I can't fefneinber what you said. 19 
2 0 Q. It was not his real property? 2 0 
21 A. It was not. 21 
22 Q. You agreed with me for that? 22 
23 A. What I said was he had a mortgage. 23 
2 4 Q. Okay. But you still agree that it was not his 2 4 
25 real property. He may have had a m'ortgage interest, but 25 
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1 it was not his real property; agreed? 1 
2 A. What that means is that he no longer had a fee 2 
3 interest in the underlying fee. He had a mortgage 3 
4 interest in the underlying fee. 4 
5 Q. Would you agree that it was no longer his real 5 
6 property? 6 
7 A. I don't use those kinds of terms to describe 7 
8 ownership. No longer his, no longer hers. I explained 8 
9 to you what my understanding is of the state of the 9 
10 title at the time that you've described. 1 O 
11 What I was saying to you was, he had made this 11 
12 assertion that there was a prenuptial agreement. Which 12 
13 meant that the mortgage was his and his alone, and that 13 
14 Mrs. McKay had no interest in it. By virtue of the 14 
15 prenuptial agreement, it was separate property. 15 
16 However, when they signed the PSA on page 16 
17 two -- 17 
18 Q. I'm on page two. 18 
19 A. It says "Community Property," heading number 19 
2 0 one. "The parties agree to the following settlement of 2 0 
21 their community property." 21 
22 If you go back down, you go down to 1.7 and 22 
2 3 1.8, those are discussed as Albrethsen's farm and the 2 3 
2 4 mortgage. So what he just did was is he said it was his 2 4 
25 separate property, and now he is agreeing that it's 25 
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community property. 
You go back to 32-918, he just changed the 
nature of the property by virtue of the PSA. It went 
from a separate property interest, arguably, from his 
position, to a community property interest. 
Q.Okay. 
A. Giving Mrs. McKay an interest in the property. 
So what he just did was he changed the nature of the 
property from separate to community. And by agreeing 
to -- which means that on 1.7 and 1.8, there was an 
interest in real property created by virtue of this PSA. 
She then owned an interest in his mortgage. 
Q. By virtue of what language? 
A. He transmuted it. 
Q. By virtue of what language? Show me the exact 
language you're referring to. 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
WITNESS: He claimed that it was a separate 
property. By the time -- when I say "a separate 
property," he was talking about the mortgage on the 
Albrethsen property. 
By the time he got done signing this PSA, he is 
now saying it's community property. He has transmuted 
the nature of it, arguably, if it was in fact, as he 
said it was, his separate property. 
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So what happened was, when he transmuted it, 
this PSA then created an interest in the real property 
in the mortgage. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Which is it? Created an 
interest in property or the mortgage? 
A. I'm treating them synonymously in this case. 
Q. You're calling a mortgage real property? 
A. Yes. It's a property interest. 
Q. Are you calling a mortgage real property? 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
WITNESS: I'm saying it's an interest in real 
property. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) But is it real property 
under the laws of Idaho? Is it deemed real property? 
A. I'm deeming it as an interest in real property. 
That's what I'm saying it is. 
Q. Do you have any statutes that would support 
your conclusion that a mortgage interest can be deemed 
real property? 
A. What I'm saying is that -- let's back up. A 
mortgage is required to be in writing by the statute. 
You can't really have an oral mortgage. And it creates 
a lien on property, which is an interest in property. 
Q. The mortgage creates a lien on property? 
A. Correct. 
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Q. What is your basis for that statement? 
A. It's the basis -- my understanding for that is 
just my practice, my experience. 
Q. Any particular statute other than your 
practice? 
A. No. No statute. 
Q. Is that what 10-1110 refers to? 
A. No. That refers to a judgment or decree being 
recorded. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q. So you're saying a mortgage creates a lien on 10 
real property? 
A. It's a property interest. 
Q. But there's no statute that supports that? 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Is that correct? 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
A. You already asked me. I told you I'm not aware 16 
of a statute. 
Q. Is there case law that supports that? 
A. Interestingly enough, there's no case law 
either way. 
Q. So the answer is no? 
A. The answer is there's no case law in Idaho to 
explain that. 
Q. Is it ~.our position that a mortgagee has a 
legal interest in real property after the deed is 
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Albrethsen property itself? 
A. Depends on what you mean by "equitable 
interest." 
Q. Let me change that to legal interest. Would 
you agree that after transfer of the title of the 
Albrethsen property to Status Corporation, Darwin and 
Patricia McKay no longer had any legal interest in the 
Albrethsen property? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 
WITNESS: The way I would say it is they no 
longer had legal title. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) So you're agreeing with my 
question? 
A.No. 
Q. What legal interest did they have in the 
property itself? 
A. It depends on how you define legal interest. 
Q. How are you defining it? 
A. I'm concerned about how you're asking me the 
question. There's the technical phrase legal interest, 
and then there's the vernacular version oflegal 
interest. He still had a legal interest in the sense 
that he had a mortgage interest in the property. 
Q. Mortgage interest is different than legal 
interest in the property; isn't it? Mr. Expert, isn't 
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1 conveyed? 1 thattrue? 
2 A. My position is that Darwin had an interest in 2 MR. ELLIS: The sarcasm is unwarranted, 
3 the Albrethsen property by virtue of the mortgage, 3 Counsel. 
4 notwithstanding the fact that there was a deed. 4 WITNESS: Depends on how the court interprets 
5 Q. "Notwithstanding the fact that there was a 5 that. My point is this. That's why I wanted to be more 
6 deed." What does that mean? 6 precise and say he. no longer had legal title. I think 
7 A. Presumably a deed from him to the purchaser. 7 that's what you're getting at, in any event. 
8 9. Have you seen that deed? 8 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Is it your position that a 
9 A. I may have, but I don't recall. 9 mortgagee has a legal interest in real property after 
10 Q. Let's take a look at it. 10 the deed is conveyed? 
11 (Exhibit 39 marked.) 11 A. Didn't you already ask me that? 
12 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Exhibit 39, is a warranty 12 Q. It's in context now. 
13 deed from both Patricia McKay and Darwin McKay. Have 13 
14 you ever seen that document? 14 
15 A. I don't think I have seen this. 15 
16 Q. Did you understand that both PS and 16 
1 7 Darwin McKay had transferred their legal interest in the 1 7 
18 real property known as the Albrethsen property as of 18 
19 November 30, 2006? 19 
2 0 A. Since I haven't seen the deed, I didn't have an 2 0 
21 understanding. I have one now. I have an understanding 21 
22 of what this does and why they did it. 22 
23 Q. WouldyouagreethatasofNovember30,2006, 23 
2 4 when this warranty deed was recorded, that neither 2 4 
25 Darwin nor PS had any equitable interest in the 25 
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A. Could you say it one more time? 
Q. Is it your position that a mortgagee has a 
legal interest in real property after the deed is 
conveyed? 
A. I think what I said before, and I'll stick by 
that, it's the same answer. It's that after Darwin and 
Mrs. McKay, apparently when she signed this warranty 
deed, conveyed legal title to the purchaser, Darwin 
continued to have a mortgage interest in the property. 
Q. What is a mortgage interest in the property? 
Tell me what you mean by those words grouped together. 
A. What I mean by that is he had, by virtue of the 
mortgage that he had, an interest in the property by 
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1 virtue of that. 1 Q. All right. So if Bank of America obtains a 
1 2 Q. What interest did he have in the property? 2 judgment -- let's say a plaintiff obtains a judgment 
3 Isn't a mortgage a separate contract? Somebody owes 3 against Bank of America and records that judgment in 
4 money? 4 every county in Idaho, does that recording of the 
5 A. It is. 5 judgment mean a lien is created on every mortgage which 
6 Q. What interest does the mortgage create in the 6 is held by Bank of America in the State of Idaho? 
7 property? 7 A. I'm sorry. Say that again. 
8 A. He had a lien on the property to secure 8 Q. If plaintiff gets a judgment against Bank of 
9 payment. 9 America and records it, does that mean it gets a lien 
10 MR. ELLIS: Counsel, at your convenience could 10 against every mortgage that Bank of America holds in the 
11 we take a five-minute break? 11 State ofldaho? 
12 MR. ANDERSON: Sure. Let me just look at this. 12 A. I'm not sure what the answer to that question 
13 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Is it your position that by 13 would be. In the sense that Bank of America holds deeds 
14 recording the divorce decree in the attached property 14 of trusts and mortgages. But what I can tell you is 
15 settlement agreement, that there was a lien created on 15 that had Mr. Walker taken that position with the title 
16 the mortgage held by Darwin McKay regarding the 16 company, the title company before the funds were paid to 
17 Albrethsen property? 17 the title company, the title company would not have paid 
18 A. No. There was not one because of an 18 the $1.2 or $1.3 million, however much it was, without 
19 insufficient property description. 19 first either getting an agreement from the parties or 
20 Q. Are you saying that, using your term, if there 20 interpleading the money with the court. 
21 had been a sufficient property description recording the 21 Q. Did Mrs. McKay have an interest in the 
22 property settlement agreement and divorce decree, a lier 22 mortgage? 
23 would have been created in the mortgage held by 23 A. Yes. 
24 Darwin McKay? 24 Q.Howso? 
25 A. At least arguably, there would have been. 25 A. This is the third time I've told you. 
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1 Q. Arguably based on what basis? 1 Q. Is this the transmutation argument? 
2 A. Based on a mortgage interest being an interest 2 A. That's correct. 
3 in real property. 3 Q. Let's take a break in a second. But before we 
4 Q. How does that work? Tell me what you mean. He 4 go, I'd like you to move - first of all, can you 
5 has a mortgage from Status Corp.? 5 identify any particular paragraph that creates the 
6 A. Correct. 6 transmutation in the property settlement agreement? Can 
7 Q. That they're supposed to pay him some money. 7 you narrow it down that far? 
8 Status Corp. owns the property. They have the deed; 8 A. Where's --
9 correct? 9 Q. It's in Ex.hibit 38? 
10 A. Yes. 10 A. They did not use the word transmute. 
11 Q. What lean on the mortgage is created? Tell me 11 Q. Just narrow it down to a particular paragraph 
12 where that comes into being? 12 for me so I can kind of see what you're talking about? 
13 A. It comes into being by operation oflaw, by 13 A. Page two, the language that says, "The parties 
14 virtue of 10-1110. 14 agree to the following settlement of the community 
15 Q. That refers to liens upon real property. Are 15 property." 
16 you equating a mortgage to real property? 16 So what they're doing is for items 1.1 through 
17 A. Whatl told you is it was an interest in real 17 1.9, they're treating all of those as community 
18 property. So, for example, let's suppose I would have 18 property. 
19 had a judgment against Darwin. You could execute on 19 Q.Okay. 
20 that mortgage and then have a sale and take it from him. 20 A. Compare that to what Mr. McKay, Darwin, was 
21 Q. The mortgage? 21 arguing with respect to the prenuptial agreement. He 
22 A. Correct. 22 said that the Albrethsen property was his separate 
23 Q, Not the real property, though? 23 property. In fact, the deed you just showed me says 
24 A. Not the underlying fee. But his mortgage 24 that he was dealing with that property as his sole and 
25 interest on the property. 25 separate property. 
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1 Q.Okay. 1 Once he gets money from Status, he's got so much time to 
2 A. I'm not done. 2 pay Mrs. McKay? 
3 Q. Keep going. 3 A. I'm still trying to answer your first question. 
4 A. So what happens is you start off with that, and 4 You just stopped me. I want to continue reading this. 
5 then you look at these other paragraphs. 1. 7 and 1.8, 5 You've asked a different question. 
6 and it talks about this Albrethsen mortgage and 6 Q. Fine. Go ahead. Do whatever you want. We'll 
7 addresses that property interest. 7 get to my question. 
8 Q. In paragraph 1.8? 8 A. "The parties acknowledge that the Status Real 
9 A. You've got to read 1. 7 and 1.8 together. 9 Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or before 
10 They're talking about the Albrethsen farm. 10 March 30, 2008." That meant, because of the closing on 
11 Q. Where in 1.7? I see the Status Corp. I don't 11 March 30, that whatever interest Mr. McKay was going to 
12 see Albrethsen? 12 receive from that, he transmuted it. Because he said it 
13 A. I told you, 1.7 and 1.8. Do you see it in 1.8? 13 was a separate property, and now what he does is he says 
14 "In the event of breach, Darwin may also be able to 14 that the money he is going to receive, based on this 
15 foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land 15 closing, are now community property. 
16 referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as 16 Q. Where does it say that? 
17 "Albrethsen's Farm."' 17 A. Flip over to page -- like I told you, tum to 
18 Q. That doesn't give any right to Mrs. McKay to 18 page two. "The parties agree to the following 
19 proceeds from that mortgage; does it? 19 settlement of their community property." He is 
20 A. I'm telling you -- 20 acknowledging now that the $800,000 to be received in 
21 Q. Answer my question, please. 21 the closing by virtue of the mortgage is now community 
22 A. Say it again. 22 property. 
23 Q. The sentence you just read, "In the event of a 23 Q. So if he didn't want to do that, there would 
24 breach, Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage 24 have to be something pretty specific that would take it 
25 on that portion of the land referred to prior to the 25 out of -- the transmutation? 
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1 sale to Status Corp. as the Albrethsen farm. There is 1 A. No. Not something specific. 
2 nothing in that language that creates a right for 2 Q. If there was something specific that was 
3 Mrs. McKay to receive money directly from that mortgage; 3 contrary to what you came up with, that would be fairly 
4 does it? 4 important; right? 
5 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Argumentative. 5 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 
6 WITNESS: There's nothing in the PSA in and of 6 WITNESS: All they had to say was, the parties 
7 itself as drafted that gives Mrs. McKay the right to 7 agree to the following settlement of property. Instead 
8 receive money from the title company when the mortgage 8 they refer to it as community property. Where before 
9 is satisfied. 9 this settlement agreement was signed by Mr. McKay -- his 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Now 1.8 starts with a 10 position was that it was in fact separate property. 
11 sentence that says, "The parties acknowledge that if 11 He's now treating -- the money is being paid by 
12 Status Corporation or its assigns breaches the purchase 12 virtue of the mortgage and the closing on the 30th as 
13 and sale agreement, Darwin will have title to the 13 community property. 
14 portion of the land that had been referred to prior to 14 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You said that transmutation 
15 the sale to Status Corporation as the "Home Farm."'? 15 argument runs through 1.9; correct? 
16 Do you know what the Home Farm is? 16 A. What I said was this: Go to page two. That 
17 A. I do not. 17 the property they identify on page two and page three 
18 Q. So where is it that this transmutation occurs? 1~ and page four and page five, that's all community 
19 Are we down to 1.8? 19 property. That's what I said. 
20 A. We're looking at 1.7 and 1.8. "Darwin shall 20 Q. That runs through Section 2 up to community 
21 pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or 21 debts, and that would be through 1.9, the top of page 
22 certified check, with five days of payment by the Status 22 six; right? All of that is in the transmutation column? 
23 Corporation, or its assigns." Then you've got "Status 23 A. Yes. 
24 Real Estate Transaction." 24 Q. Look at 1.9. We'll take a break in a second. 
25 Q. Let me interrupt. That's a trigger; isn't it? 25 1.9 talks about some things that are going to be awarded 
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1 to Darwin. Do you see that? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q, It says he gets a Jaguar, and camp trailer and 
4 a truck. He gets his -- he gets separate property, a 
5 birch cabinet and a bookcase. Then he gets a motorhome. 
6 He has to deliver a motorhome. 
7 Take a look at page five. Right there there's 
8 a column A through H, but there's a sentence above it. 
9 Do you see that? It says, "Darwin shall be awarded all 
10 separate and community property interest, if any, in the 
11 following:" Do you see that? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q, Tum to the top of the next page. Read into 
14 the record what it says? 
15 A. "Proceeds from sale of Albrethsen." 
16 Q. So that's his money; right? 
17 A. I wasn't the one who drafted this. 
18 Q, That kind of takes it out of the transmutation 
19 column; doesn't it? 
20 A. No, it does not. 
21 Q.Howcome? 
22 A. I've explained it to you. The same reason. He 
23 said initially that the Albrethsen property was his 
24 separate property. Then he says that the Albrethsen 
25 property is community property. 
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1 Q, Are you disagreeing that this agreement gave 
2 Mr. McKay all of the proceeds from the Albrethsen 
3 property as his own money? Do you disagree with that? 
4 A. I'm saying I understand what the language of 
5 this says. 
6 Q, So you don't disagree with that? Because 
7 that's what the language says. 
8 A. I understand the language says what it says. 
9 Q. How come you can't say it? 
10 A. Do you want me to read the language? I will. 
11 "Darwin shall be awarded all separate and community 
12 property interest if any in the following:" The 
13 "proceeds from sale from Albrethsen." That's what it 
14 says. It also says that the Albrethsen property is 
15 community property. 
16 MR. ANDERSON: Let's take a break. 
17 (Recess taken.) 
18 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's go to Exhibit 17. I 
19 know this may sound redundant, but have you ever asked 
20 Mrs. McKay what she meant by the language she used in 
21 her October 23, 2007, email to Tom Walker? 
22 A.No. 
23 Q. Do you know if by use of the language that she 
24 was referring to, she was referring to a lien on 
25 Darwin McKay's real property? 
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MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 
WITNESS: I don't know exactly what she was 
referring to. I can tell you what I understand the 
email to mean when I read it. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I'm going to ask the 
questions here. We'll probably let you get that out at 
some point. I want to make sure I understand your 
general understanding of this email. 
And again, I'll ask you: Do you know if she 
was referring to a lien on real property by virtue of 
the language that she used? 
MR. ELLIS: Same objection. 
WITNESS: I have not spoken to her, so I do not 
know what she intended. 
Q, (BY MR. ANDERSON) If she intended for it to 
refer only to real property, would that mean that she 
was not inquiring about a lien on the Albrethsen 
mortgage payout? 
A. I'm sorry. 
MR. ELLIS: Objection. Vague. 
WITNESS: I don't understand that question. I 
look at it and read it, and it looks to me like what she 
says is what she says. She is saying, look, I'm afraid 
he is not going to pay me. Can I get a lien on the 
$800,000 at the title company? 
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Q, (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's go back to my 
question, if we could. If she is referring only to real 
property, that would exclude the mortgage on the 
Albrethsen property; correct? Because that doesn't 
involve real property any more? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection; asked and answered. 
WITNESS: You'll have to ask her what she 
intended by that. 
Q, (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let me read you what she 
intended. You ready? Page 99 of her deposition. 
Question by Mr. Anderson: "Can you tell me 
what you meant by 'can I place a lien with the title 
company'? 
Answer: "A lien on all of Darwin's property." 
Question: "Real property?" 
Answer: "Real property." 
Let's assume she meant what she said and she 
wanted a lien on real property. Does that necessarily 
exclude a lien on the mortgage that Mr. McKay had 
regarding the Albrethsen property just by virtue of how 
those terms work in the world of real estate? 
A. Terms for Mrs. McKay or terms for a lawyer? I 
think what she is saying to you in her response to her 
deposition is she wants to get paid the money. The 
$800,000 is coming to the title company. I don't know 
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18 
if she is a trained lawyer or what her paralegal 
experience is. I don't know what that is exactly. 
That's what I read it to be. 
You said, "real property." I don't know what 
she knows by that, if she distinguishes between 
equitable interest, remainder interest. I have no 
idea. 
Q. Let's assume for purposes of this next question 
that there is no title company involved with the 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
mortgage payment. But there is a title company involved 10 
with closing on a different piece of property. Not the 11 
Albrethsen property. Are you with me? 
A. When you say that, you're talking about -- does 
Darwin have a mortgage on that property? 
Q. Which property? 
A. This other different piece of property? 
Q. We'll call it the Farm Home property. 
A. Okay. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 Q. The one you don't know about. 19 
20 A. Okay. 20 
21 Q. The Farm Home property, I'll represent to you, 21 
22 Darwin had the deed still. He owned it. 22 
23 A. Okay. 23 
2 4 Q. So if there was no title company involved with 2 4 
2 5 the payment due under the Albrethsen property and 2 5 
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1 Mrs. McKay was interested in placing a lien on a title 1 
2 company and the only title company involved was with the 2 
3 Farm Home closing, would that indicate to you that she 3 
4 was not asking to have a lien placed on the mortgage? 4 
5 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 5 
6 It's also lacking clarity. You're talking about putting 6 
7 a lien on a title company? 7 
8 WITNESS: I don't know how to answer that 8 
9 question. I really don't. I don't even understand your 9 
10 question, really. 10 
11 MR. ANDERSON: Let's have it read back. 11 
12 (Record read by court reporter.) 12 
13 WITNESS: You'd have to ask her what that 13 
14 indicates to her. I don't know what she was intending 14 
15 by that. 15 
16 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I did. Let's go back to her 16 
1 7 deposition. 1 7 
18 A. Okay. 18 
19 Q. Page 100, line 17. Actually, line 18. Let me 19 
20 read the sentence:· "You write on October 23rd, 'can I 20 
21 place a lien with the title company on the Status Corp. 21 
22 closure so the $800,000 are paid to me by them?' Who is 22 
23 them?" 23 
2 4 Answer: "The title company." 2 4 
25 Question: "What title company are you 25 
referring to?" 
Answer: "Whatever title company would be used 
for the closing of the property." 
That's at the top of 101. Now, if the only 
title company which was going to be involved with a 
closing was dealing with the Home Farm property, would 
it be accurate to conclude that Mrs. McKay was not 
referring to the mortgage related to the Albrethsen 
property? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 
Lacking clarity. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I want you to use those 
facts. I can ask a hypothetical. 
A. I know you can. I'm really trying to 
understand the question. Could you read that back? 
Q. Let me see ifl can help. Let's assume there's 
two pieces of property: Home Farm, which Mr. McKay 
still holds title to, holds the deed? 
A. He has a fee interest? 
Q. Yes. And the Albrethsen property, which he and 
his then wife had transferred title back in 2006? 
A. And he still retained the mortgage? 
Q. He has a mortgage. 
A.Okay. 
Q. On March 30, 2008, there's going to be a 
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closing on the Home Farm where moneys are to be paid, 
deed is to be transferred. A title company is involved. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Also assume that with respect to the mortgage 
and the promissory note, there's no title company. 
There's just an obligation to pay. 
A.Okay. 
Q. Assume those are the facts. And then take a 
look at Exhibit 17. When Ms. McKay says, I want to 
place a lien with the title company, doesn't that 
necessarily refer to the Home Farm property and not the 
Albrethsen mortgage? 
MR. ELLIS: Same objection. 
WITNESS: If those tum out to be the facts, 
there was no closing on the Albrethsen property, then 
there would be no closing on the Albrethsen property 
through a title company, because you just said there 
wasn't one. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And by virtue of that 
conclusion then, it would be incorrect to assume that 
when she asked if she could place a lien with the title 
company, she was referring to the Albrethsen mortgage 
payout; correct? 
MR. ELLIS: Same objection. 
WITNESS: Well, if there's only one title 
Page 102 Page 104 
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1 company on a closing and it's not the Albrethsen 
2 property, then there would not be $800,000 paid to the 
3 title company on the Albrethsen closing. 
4 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Thank you. Let's go to your 
5 opinions. Your expert disclosure. 
6 (Exhibits 40 and 41 marked.) 
7 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) If you could, I want you to 
8 compare these so that maybe we can simplify the 
9 questioning. Would it be accurate to state that other 
10 than a couple of stylistic changes, you refer to the 
11 same documents that you've reviewed with the caveat that 
12 in your affidavit you add the December 15, 2008, letter 
13 from Mr. Walker to Ms. McKay? But then you pick up and 
14 basically it's a cut-and-paste operation from your 
15 expert disclosure to the affidavit up to the point, 
16 let's say, paragraph six of your affidavit and the 
17 analysis portion of your report? 
18 A. Put it this way: Ifl see a difference, I 
19 notice one, I'll be sure and point it out. Otherwise 
20 they should be consistent. 
21 Q. Let's start with your affidavit, ifwe could. 
22 Actually not, because I want to - I apologize. Sorry. 
23 With respect to your expert disclosure, as you know, 
24 this is the way we understand what you're going to 
25 testify about, and Mr. Ellis is always good about laying 
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1 out the opinions of his experts. 
2 I want to ask you about the top paragraph on -
3 there's a four of six up in the upper right-hand corner. 
4 Do you see that? , 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. On the page that starts with "Dear Mr. Ellis"? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. I'm on Exhibit 40. You say you have asked that 
9 I review the McKay versus Walker matter and render an 
10 opinion whether the conduct of Mr. Walker fell below the 
11 standard of care. Do you see that? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Then there are some specific words, and I want 
14 to make sure that those words define the scope of your 
15 expert opinions that you've been asked to give. Those 
16 words are: "Putting third parties on notice that 
17 Patricia McKay had an interest by virtue of a settlement 
18 in a certain mortgage held in the name of Darwin McKay"? 
19 A. What is your question? 
20 Q. Is that the focus - is it accurate to state 
21 that that is the focus of your expert opinions according 
22 to the disclosure? 
23 A. There's also the issue -- I don't know what you 
24 mean by "the focus." That is an issue in the case, but 
25 it's also the case whether the third party should have 
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been put on notice by virtue ofrecording the decree. 
Then there's also the issue of whether it was 
below the standard of care to tell Mrs. McKay that she 
had a lien. When she asked about the $800,000, that she 
would have a lien when she did not. 
Q. Okay. Let's go through it and see what we 
have. Would it be accurate to state that the initial 
opinion that you were offering was whether or not 
Mr. Walker met the standard of care in putting third 
parties on notice, that Ms. McKay had some sort of an 
interest in a mortgage held by Darwin McKay? 
A. I think that generally encapsulates it. 
Q. Can you tell me what interest Mrs. McKay had in 
the mortgage by virtue of the settlement agreement? 
Please pull out exhibit --
A. Are you looking for something for me? 
Q. Exhibit 38, where we had a copy of the property 
settlement agreement. I would like you to show me where 
it establishes that Patricia McKay had an interest in 
Darwin McKay's Albrethsen property mortgage. 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
WITNESS: I've gone over this. Arguably she 
had an interest in the mortgage by virtue of what I've 
identified as the transmutation of Mr. McKay's separate 
property interest. 
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Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That's not in your report; 
is.it? 
A.No. 
Q. Where did that opinion come up? Or when did it 
come up? 
A. I can't tell you the exact day I came up with 
that. 
Q. Recently? 
A. It's something I've been looking at. I don't 
know. 
Q. What is transmutation? What does that term 
mean? 
A. I can tell you what I understand it to mean. 
Q. You're the guy I'm asking, so that's fair. 
A. It changes the nature of property by virtue of 
an agreement. So property can be separate property, and 
it can be transmuted. I can change it through 
agreement, the nature of the property. 
Q. Do parties have to intend for that to occur for 
it to be effective, or is it kind of a "gotcha" thing? 
A. Well, there's express intent; there's implied 
intent. So what I can tell you is that I do not 
understand why Mr. McKay would say this is my separate 
property and then in the settlement agreement refer to 
the $800,000 proceeds that were coming by virtue of the 
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1 mortgage, as I understand it, to be community property. 1 
2 That was totally inconsistent with what he said earlier 2 
3 was his position in the case. So it looked to me like 3 
4 he was conceding that point. 4 
5 Q. Paragraphs 1.1 through 1.9 created an interest 5 
6 in the mortgage for Patricia McKay? Is that your 6 
7 opinion in this case? 7 
8 A. I didn't say 1.1 to 1.9. 8 
9 Q. That's the community property section. 9 
10 A. I said all the property they identified in that 1 O 
11 section they're treating as community property. Now if 11 
12 they were treating it as separate property before that 12 
13 point, now they're treating it as community property, 13 
14 that seems to me to fit the definition of an agreement 14 
15 to transmute property from a character of separate to 15 
16 community. 16 
1 7 Q. Did Mrs. McKay understand that she was not 1 7 
18 going to get paid directly by Status Corp.? 18 
19 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 19 
20 WITNESS: You asked that question before, and I 20 
21 said at what point in time? Because I believe at a 21 
22 certain point in time she believed she had a lien and 22 
23 would be paid by virtue of the lien. 23 
2 4 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Lien on what? 2 4 
2 5 A. On the mortgage. 2 5 
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1 Q. What lien on the mortgage? Where did that come 1 
2 from? 2 
3 A. Mr. McKay. Darwin had a lien on -- the lien on 3 
4 the property by virtue of the mortgage. 4 
5 Q. How does one have a lien on the property by 5 
6 virtue of a mortgage? Are there any prerequisites? 6 
7 MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 7 
8 WITNESS: Arguably you can get one from Idaho 8 
9 Code Section 10-1110. 9 
10 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Which language of that 10 
11 section?· 11 
12 A. It says, "A transcript or abstract of any 12 
13 judgment or decree of any court" -- then it goes on and 13 
14 has some language that is not relevant -- "may be 14 
15 recorded with the court of any county of the state" -- 15 
16 and then it says the judgment so recorded becomes a lien 16 
1 7 upon all real property owned by the judgment debter. 1 7 
18 Q. How does that apply to a mortgage? 18 
19 A. You and I have -- we already answered this. 19 
20 You asked me is mortgage real property? We had that 20 
21 long discussion. We've been over this. You really 21 
22 asked me the same question again. 22 
2 3 Q. Yeah, but you still have to answer it. You 2 3 
24 don't get to not answer. 24 
2 5 A. Same answer I had before. 2 5 
Q. Instead of arguing with me, why don't we get to 
it? 
A. One can argue easily that by virtue of 
recording a divorce decree, it places a lien on all real 
property. Not just real property, but if you have an 
interest in real property. 
Q. What interest in real property did the mortgage 
create? 
A. What interest in real property -- it created a 
lien. 
Q. Are there any prerequisites before such a lien 
can be created? 
A. I'm not--
Q. Do you have to have the right of possession of 
the property before you have a lien arising out of a 
mortgage? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 
WITNESS: I don't know what you mean by "right 
of possession." 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That's not a term you're 
familiar with? 
A. It is. But I'm not familiar with the context 
in the way you're asking the question. 
Q. Do you understand the difference between a 
legal interest and equitable interest in property? 
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A. I do. 
Q. What is it? 
A. I think there's more than one definition. The 
definition I'm comfortable with and most understand is 
you may have a legal interest by virtue of holding legal 
title to property. You may have an equitable interest 
by -- you don't necessarily own title, but you have --
you have an interest in the property. 
Q. If you've conveyed title, can you have an 
equitable interest as a mortgagee? 
A. If you've conveyed title, can you have an 
equitable interest as a mortgagee? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. That is possible. 
Q. Under what circumstances? 
A. Part of that may depend on how the Supreme 
Court of Idaho interprets a mortgage. 
Q. Typically if the mortgagee has conveyed the 
deed, would you agree that he or she no longer has an 
equitable interest? 
A. "Typically" meaning where typically -- where, 
in Idaho? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I would tell you that there's no Idaho case 
that explains that issue. 
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1 Q. What is your position on it? 
2 A. My position is that in this case it really 
3 doesn't, to a large extent, matter. So, for example, if 
4 there is an equitable interest, then obviously the 
5 recorded decree will attach to it. If there's not, then 
6 if Mr. Walker had sent notice to the title company, the 
7 title company wouldn't have argued over it. They would 
8 have interpleaded the money or they wouldn't have 
9 disbursed the money to Mr. McKay. 
10 Q. Which title company? 
11 A. I don't know the name of the title company. 
12 We've been over this. I'm assuming there was a -- the 
13 title company would receive the payment for the $1.2 
14 million or whatever that number was. 
15 Q. On the Albrethsen mortgage? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. That's your assumption and the basis for your 
18 opinions in this case? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. Do you understand that there are very limited 
21 circumstances where a mortgagee can have an equitable 
22 interest in property? 
23 A. When you say there are limited circumstances, 
24 you can ask me about those, and I can render my opinion. 
25 Q. Let me ask th.is:· Would you agree under Idaho 
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1 law that any equitable interest ceases at the time title 
2 is transferred and the deed is conveyed to the buyer? 
3 A. I'm not aware of an Idaho case that says that. 
4 Q. If somebody asked you that question, with your 
5 real estate expert hat on, how would you answer? 
6 A. I would tell you that that's still an open 
7 question in the state at least. But arguably there's 
8 still an equitable interest in the property. But what 
.9 is not an open question is how the title company would 
10 have responded. 
11 Q. Are there cases on transmutation that you 
12 looked at for your new opinion? 
13 A. There were no cases I looked at. 
14 Q. Where does it come from? Are there cases out 
15 there that maybe you didn't look at and maybe you know 
16 about? 
17 A. There could be cases out there that I don't 
18 know about. · 
19 Q. If it's not from case law, is it something that 
20 is a statutory creation, this transmutation argument? 
21 A. I think there may be a statute on 
22 transmutation. The overall concept of transmutation is 
23 where the parties agree to transmute the nature, to 
24 recharacterize the nature of a property. 
25 Q. Would somebody looking at this property 
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settlement agreement, attached to the divorce decree, 
understand there's this transmutation that's occurred? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 
WITNESS: Who? 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) A title company. Let's say 
a title company gets this property settlement agreement. 
Is it your thought that, based on your analysis, that 
they would go, oh, there's been a transmutation, I 
better call Mrs. McKay and talk to her about her 
interest? Or would they go to 1.9 and say, oh, 
Mr. McKay gets all the proceeds. End of story. Which 
one do you think is more likely than not? 
A. Depends. 
Q. Let's just say --
A. Let me answer. If Mr. Walker sends notice to 
the title company --
Q. What kind of notice are you referring to? 
A. You want me to finish answering the first 
question or do you want me to stop and answer your next 
question? 
Q. I just wondered what kind of notice? 
A. I just want to know how you want to do it. 
Because you interrupted me. I can finish answering the 
first question, or if you'd like I'll stop and go to the 
second one. 
Page 
Q. Do whatever you want. 
A. You're the one asking the questions, you need 
to direct me. 
115 
Q. I just directed you to do whatever you want, 
sir. 
A. Then I'll wait until you ask me the question. 
Q. What kind of notice are you saying that 
Mr. Walker needed to provide to a title company that 
would have given -- what are you saying the notice 
should give? Let me ask you that. 
A. I'm saying that if Mr. Walker had sent -- this 
assumes that the title company was going to receive the 
money and disburse it. 
Q. The Albrethsen mortgage money? 
A. Yes. The mortgage money. 
Q. Okay. Thank you. 
A. If Mr. Walker had sent the title company a 
letter -- when you say notice, it wouldn't take too 
much. In other words, ifhe said, look, by virtue of 
the property settlement agreement, I'm enclosing --
Mrs. McKay claims an interest in this property or in the 
proceeds and also in the mortgage and the proceeds. A_nd 
also after having recorded the decree, he could have 
also told the title company the same thing saying we're 
claiming -- that by operation oflaw, we have liened 
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Mr. McKay's interest in that mortgage. And so we insist 
that you pay Mrs. McKay out of those proceeds pursuant 
to the PSA. 
1 
2 
3 
In my opinion, as a practical matter, the title 4 
company would not have paid the money to Mr. McKay 5 
without either getting an agreement by the parties, or 6 
the title company would have interpleaded the money with 7 
the court. B 
Q. If the property settlement agreement gave the 9 
proceeds to Mr. McKay, how could Mr. Walker have 10 
represented in good faith to a title company that 11 
Mrs. McKay had an interest in those proceeds? 12 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 13 
WITNESS: Mr. Walker had already told -- he had 14 
already concluded that he thought there was a lien that 15 
was created by virtue of recording the decree of 16 
divorce. 17 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In what, real property; 18 
right? 19 
A. By virtue of the October 23rd email. 2 0 
Q. Real property; right? 21 
A. Whatever he said in that email. 2 2 
Q. Read it. It says real property. 2 3 
A. I believe that email says real property and 2 4 
personal property. 2 5 
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Q. We've agreed that personal property is not 
relevant in this action. I'm just focusing on real 
property to try and minimize the time we're going to be 
here. 
A. My point is: Had he told them that, I do not 
believe the title company would have paid the money to 
Mr. McKay. That's why all he needed was at least-- if 
he would have made those arguments to them, I don't 
believe they would have paid the money. 
Q. You understood that Mrs. McKay did not have an 
interest in that mortgage by virtue of the property 
settlement agreement; right? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and answered. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
WITNESS: I already answered that question. I 14 
told you that's not what I think. 15 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) If the PSA said the proceeds 16 
goes to Mr. McKay, how could she have an interest in it? 1 7 
A. Because the property settlement agreement also 18 
identifies property that is community property that I 19 
believe Mr. McKay at one time said was separate 2 0 
property. So that would allow Mr. Walker to tell the 21 
title company we're taking this position. 2 2 
Q. How do you know what a title company would have 2 3 
Q. Are you speculating then? 
A. No. Based on my experience dealing with title 
companies with these judgments that I have, they're a 
skittish group. So what I would tell you is, especially 
with the kinds of numbers we're using in this case, that 
the title company, more probable than not, would not 
have paid the money to Mr. McKay ifit had known that 
Mrs. McKay's lawyer was making a claim to those proceeds 
by virtue of the PSA or recorded decree. 
Q. The claim under the PSA would be based on the 
transmutation argument? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You're saying Mr. Walker should have come up 
with that theory? 
A. I'm saying that --
Q. Yes or no. Is that now part of your opinions? 
A. What I'm saying is that he should have done 
that, yeah. He should have given notice to the title 
company of her interest. 
I believe there's two interests that are there. 
One is the recorded decree, and the other one is the 
nature of that property got changed in the PSA. See, 
part of the problem is he didn't ~escribe the property 
either. 
Q. We'll get to that. Let's go to Exhibit 38. 
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A. Okay. 
Q. You said you relied on correspondence provided 
to you by Mr. Ellis? 
A. Is there a particular piece of correspondence 
you're -- , 
Q. There is. I'm trying to set the stage. In 
your expert disclosure you say, "I've reviewed relevant 
portions" -
A. I'm sorry. I'm on Exhibit 38. 
Q. I'm multi-tasking. Exhibit 40 is your expert 
disclosure in which you reference a variety of 
documents. And in Exhibit 38 those documents are 
included. 
I'd like you to turn to the fourth page of the 
exhibit which is the - let's go to the November 4, 
2009, letter from Mr. Ellis to Mr. Walker. Do you see 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It starts out, "Thank you for your letter of 
November 2nd, 2009"? 
A. This is from Mr. Walker to Mr. Ellis? 
Q. No. Mr. Ellis to Mr. Walker. 
A. Got it. 
24 done? 24 Q. You're familiar with the term judicial 
25 A. I don't know with personal knowledge. 2 5 admission --
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A. Yes. 
Q. -- when a lawyer for a party makes a statement 
on behalf of that party; aren't you? 
A. Yeah, I do know that lawyers make statements on 
behalf of parties. 
Q. In the last paragraph of that letter from 
Mr. Ellis he says something about the terms of the 
settlement. Do you see that? 
A. Are you looking at the third paragraph? 
Q. The last paragraph of the November 4, 2009, 
letter. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Please read into the record what Mr. Ellis 
wrote in that first sentence? 
A. "Ms. McKay is not critical of the substantive 
terms of the settlement, she is critical of the failure 
of the settlement and its recordation to secure the 
receipt of her portion of the community estate, as 
promised." 
Q. With respect to the first part of substantive 
terms of the settlement, would that be your 
transmutation argument? 
A. You'd have to ask Mr. Ellis what he meant when 
he said "substantive terms." 
Q. We may at some point. 
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Back to your opinions. Have you ever worked 
for a title company? 
A.No. 
Q. You've only dealt with title companies by 
calling them -- I think you said they called you in 
terms of some judgments that you had recorded on behalf 
of some of your collection clients? 
A. I've also sued title companies for bad faith. 
I have one currently pending. I've also done closings 
at title companies. I've assisted clients through the 
transactions with title companies. No, I have never 
worked for a title company. I've represented title 
companies. 
Q. Which title companies have you represented? 
A. I think there was -- this is going back to 
1996. There was two of them. Right after I moved here. 
Defending one. I think it was Chicago, and one of its 
subsidiaries. 
Q. Did it have anything to do with somebody giving 
them notice of competing claims on some sort of asset? 
A. It kind of did. 
Q. Okay. With respect to - are you holding 
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2 3 yourself out as an expert on title companies and how 2 3 
2 4 they respond? 2 4 
25 A. No. What I'm saying as a practical matter, 25 
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it's my opinion that had the title company known that 
Mrs. McKay was asserting an interest to funds that were 
going into the closing, this $1.8 million, as a 
practical matter the title company would have, in all 
likelihood, on a more-probable-than-not basis, they 
wouldn't have paid it to Mr. McKay. They would have 
interpleaded that money with the court. 
Q. Did you talk to any title companies about these 
particular facts to see if anybody supported your view? 
A. No, I didn't need to. 
Q. Because you just know? 
A. The reason I know that is because my experience 
in dealing with title companies, when they get the 
judgments that I deal with, they want to make sure 
they're paying the right people. 
These are typically small documents between 
$1,000 and maybe $5,000 up to $10,000. Sometimes we 
have of -- well, my experience is they're really, really 
particular, making sure they don't pay the wrong person. 
They ask for, for example,  Security 
numbers, identification if you have a judgment against 
John Jones or John Smith. So title companies are very 
particular, because they don't want to ignore a lien. 
So what I see happening in this case is had the 
title company gotten that information from Mr. Walker, 
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that Mrs. McKay was claiming an interest in these 
proceeds for the reasons I've described, that the title 
company in this situation would have said, okay, who are 
we going to believe? Is it Darwin's money, or is it 
Mrs. McKay's money? 
And unless they were willing to gamble $1.3 
million on issues that aren't completely resolved by the 
Idaho Supreme Court, had I been their counsel, I would 
have said, you don't need to gamble on this. Put the 
money in the court and let those guys fight over it. I 
think that's probably what would have happened. 
Q. Title companies are pretty meticulous when it 
comes to these kinds of issues? 
A. Not meticulous. That's not what I said. If 
they were meticulous they wouldn't have missed 
Mr. McKay's lien in the first place, or McKay's mortgage 
in the first place. They miss stuff all the time. 
Q. Lawyers Title missed it? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did Lawyers Title search any of the county 
records --
A. I don't know. 
Q. Let me finish. To determine whether or not 
there was any kind of a recorded judgment or divorce 
decree out there that might bear on the properties in 
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1 question? 1 virtue of the decree that was recorded in Idaho Code 
2 MR. ELLIS: Objection. Calls for speculation. 2 Section 10-1110. We're claiming a lien on that. And we 
3 WITNESS: I don't know what they did. But 3 insist that you pay Mrs. McKay the money. 
4 because they will sometimes -- I'm not going to say 4 When I told you before, I didn't draft the 
5 often. But I've seen it happen many times. Where their 5 letter out for you. But that's more how I'd say it. 
6 search yields nothing, and yet they just miss stuff. 6 Q. I don't mean to beat a dead horse, but how 
7 That's why I believe the standard of care would 7 could Mr. Walker have said that when the property 
8 have required Mr. Walker, in this particular case, 8 settlement agreement says all of those proceeds only go 
9 knowing there was a closing, to send the title company 9 to Mr. McKay? 
10 notice of her interest so they wouldn't have missed 1 O MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
11 it. 11 WITNESS: The settlement agreement also says 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Q. Closing on the Albrethsen property? 12 
A. Closing on the property that Mr. McKay had the 13 
mortgage on. Because that's what it was being paid by. 14 
Q. That's Albrethsen? 15 
A. That's what you're saying. If that's what it 16 
is, that's what it is. 1 7 
Q. In fact, if you go to your expert disclosure, 18 
under your analysis section, number four -- just for the 19 
record, you have three items listed. And then you have 20 
four items listed. In your affidavit you kind of lump 21 
those together and just do one through seven. 22 
A. Okay. 23 
2 4 Q. For ease of identification, in the second set 2 4 
2 5 of items you say Mr. Walker should have considered, 25 
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1 number four says, "Sending the closing agent on the 1 
2 Albrethsen property the relevant documents informing the 2 
3 closing agent of Mrs. McKay's interest in the sale 3 
4 provided Mr. Walker knew the name of the closing agent." 4 
5 Is that generally what you've been talking 5 
6 about? 6 
7 A. Yes. That's what I've generally been talking 7 
8 about. 8 
9 Q. Is there anything more to that than what you've 9 
10 told me in the last couple of minutes in terms of your 10 
11 testimony? 11 
12 A. I don't know what you mean by "more to that." 12 
13 Q. Are there other aspects of that particular 13 
14 section of your opinions that we haven't touched on? 14 
15 A. On number four, I don't think so. 15 
16 Q. In your earlier answer, I wrote down that you 16 
17 said Mr. Walker should have told the title company that 17 
18 he had liened the mortgage. I think I got it down 18 
19 right. Did you mean to say that? 19 
2 0 A. Well, that may have been a shorthand term or 2 0 
21 phrase the way you wrote it down. The way I would have 21 
22 told them is, I would have said, by virtue of the PSA, 22 
23 for the reasons I've described in this deposition today, 23 
2 4 we are claiming an interest in the money to be paid on 2 4 
25 the Albrethsen closing by virtue of the PSA and by 25 
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that it's community property. And I've already answered 
this several times. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Even though it says it goes 
to Mr. McKay, you're saying it's transmuted into some 
sort of an interest for Mrs. McKay? 
A. I've already explained that to you. And I am 
certain -- I'm also of the opinion that had he told that 
to the title company, and if they were holding the money 
on the closing, that they would not have paid it to 
Mr. McKay without considering her claim. 
Q. Was it still community property on March 30, 
2008? 
A. Was what? 
Q. The proceeds from the Albrethsen mortgage? 
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A. On one hand, it doesn't really even matter. 
Q. Why? 
A. Because the issue here is what would the title 
company have done had Mr. Walker put it on notice? If 
he had put them on notice that they were making that 
claim that she had an interest, how you ultimately 
characterize that money, whether it was community or 
separate is irrelevant. Because the title company would 
have interpleaded the money, at which point the court 
would have said, I don't care what the interest of the 
property is, Mr. McKay owes it under the property 
settlement agreement, and we're going to pay it to her. 
Q. The court would have said that? That's your 
conclusion? 
A. Well, that's what the contract says. 
Q. The contract says Mr. McKay gets it. It 
doesn't say Mrs. McKay shares it. Isn't that accurate, 
sir? 
A. The contract says what it says. 
Q. This is where you won't answer the question. 
Isn't it accurate that it doesn't say Mrs. McKay gets 
the proceeds of the Albrethsen property. It says 
Mr. McKay does. But by virtue of receiving those funds, 
there's a trigger that makes him responsible to pay her 
some money? 
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1 A. That is exactly why, if the court had had the 1 as a closing. 
2 money interpleaded, the court would have required 2 Q. But you referred to it as a closing. Is that 
3 Mr. McKay to pay the money to Mrs. McKay. Because he 3 why you used thatterm? 
4 had agreed to do that. 4 A. I referred to it as a closing because that 
5 Q. That's down the road after the title company 5 describes what -- the PSA uses the word closing, March 
6 won't pay the money after getting the notice and such 6 30, 2008. 
7 that you've described; right? 7 Q. For the Albrethsen property? Can you find me 
8 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 8 that? 
9 WITNESS: Yeah. Certainly that would follow 9 A. As I understand it, that was the Albrethsen 
10 the title company interpleading the money. What the 10 property. Whether the PSA says that or not, I don't 
11 court would do with that. It's pretty clear that once 11 know. I've already told you, if the closing is on some 
12 somebody with authority was going to make a decision on 12 piece of property not related to the mortgage, then my 
13 where this money was going to go, Mr. McKay wasn't going 13 opinions would be different. 
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to abscond with the money. And I'm assuming the court 14 
has authority to make that kind of order. 15 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's go back to your expert 16 
disclosure. In the factual background section, a couple 
of sentences down you say, "The closing on the 
Albrethsen property was scheduled for March 30, 2008." 
A. Yes. 
Q. Tell me what you meant by that. First of all, 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
let me back up. Can you tell me where you got that 22 
information? 23 
A. Seems like from this correspondence between 24 
Mr. Ellis and Mr. Walker. 25 
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Q. Can you identify -- we only have a couple 
there. Why don't you look through them and see if it's 
one you can point me to. 
MR. ELLIS: Are you looking for a 
correspondence other than what --
WITNESS: Here we go. This is one of -- it may 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
be in more places. A November 4, 2009, letter. "The 7 
agreement made it clear that the $800,000 to be paid PS 8 
would be from the sale of the Albrethsen property." 9 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) That's Mr. Ellis speaking or 10 
Q. Your opinions would be incorrect; wouldn't 
they? 
A. Well, I'd have to see what it was. I've always 
assumed that the money paid -- the $1.2 million on the 
closing for March 30, 2008, on the Albrethsen property 
was the Albrethsen property and the one Mr. McKay had a 
mortgage on. 
Q. That's why you wrote later in the first 
paragraph under factual background, the PS contemplates 
that Mr. McKay would pay $800,000 from the sale of the 
Albrethsen property to Mrs. McKay; is that correct? 
A. What's the reason? I wrote that because that's 
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what I understood the facts to be. 
Q. Down near the bottom you say, "The title 
company paying Mr. McKay apparently did not take any 
steps to pay Mrs. McKay." 
A. Where are you reading? You said "the bottom." 
Q. The second paragraph, about halfway through it. 
It says "And the title company." 
A. I'm sorry when you say -- second paragraph 
after the factual background? 
Q. Last paragraph. There's no page number, so I 
11 writing, I guess? 11 can't help you. 
12 A. Yes. 12 A. Okay. 
13 Q. And did you drill into that to make sure that 13 Q. I want to set this up so I can ask you a 
14 that's what the agreement said? 14 
15 A. The agreement said that? 15 
16 Q. Did you explore the agreement itself to see if 16 
17 that was indeed what it says? 17 
18 A. Well, to me that would be exalting form over 18 
19 substance. If that's what the parties were doing, if 19 
2 0 that's where the money was coming from, that's what I 2 0 
21 wanted to know. I understood the money was coming on 21 
22 the sale of the Albrethsen property, and there would be 22 
23 roughly $1.2 million on that sale. 23 
2 4 Q. That's why you called it a closing? 2 4 
25 A. I think it's been referred to by several people 25 
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question. 
A. I read that sentence. 
Q. You appear to be saying that the title company 
did not pay Mrs. McKay. Are you saying directly? 
A. Well, the title company did not pay Mrs. McKay 
directly, that's true. 
Q. And you're saying, "Although Mr. Walker 
informed Mrs. McKay that the judgment and decree of 
divorce, including the attached PSA, would be a lien in 
each county in which it was recorded on real property 
that she thought Mr. McKay owned." 
You didn't say would be a lien on the mortgage 
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1 in your recitation of the f~cts there; right? 
2 A. I did not use the word mortgage, that's 
3 correct. 
4 Q. That's because Mr. Walker didn't tell her that; 
5 correct? 
6 A. No. When I used the word real property, what I 
7 meant by that was the mortgage. But you and I have had 
8 this discussion already. Because I'm treating the 
9 mortgage as an interest in real property. 
10 Q. And you think there's a statute that allows a 
11 lien on a mortgage, because that mortgage may have 
12 originally stemmed from a piece of real property? 
13 MR. ELLIS: Objection as to clarity. 
14 WITNESS: I'm not sure what you mean. What 
15 I've said is that by virtue ofldaho Code Section 
16 10-1110, you record the divorce decree in the county, 
17 and so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property. 
18 I've explained to you that the mortgage is an interest 
19 in real property. That's what it is. 
20 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Let's go to your analysis 
21 section. And at the top you say, "Specifically, did 
22 Mr. Walker's conduct in the way he prepared the PSA or 
23 in advising Mrs. McKay in connection with the PSA fall 
24 below the standard of care resulting in damages to 
25 Mrs. McKay?" 
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1 Are you disagreeing with Mr. Ellis that when he 
2 said Mrs. McKay doesn't take issue with the manner in 
3 which the property settlement agreement was prepared 
4 substantively? 
5 A. You're going to have to ask Mr. Ellis what he 
6 meant by that. When I read that, I interpret that, and 
7 understand it to mean, in terms of the deal she got, the 
8 substantive terms, $800,000 cash, paying for the house, 
9 she didn't have a problem with that. That's what I 
10 understand him to mean when he talks about substantive 
11 terms. 
12 Q. You say whether or not he fell below the 
13 standard of care resulting in damages to Mrs. McKay, are 
14 you offering opinions as to damages in this case? If 
15 so, we're going to be here for quite a while? 
16 MR. ELLIS: Fine. 
17 WITNESS: I will tell you what my opinion is, 
18 and you can determine whether or not that's an opinion 
19 as to damages. 
20 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You haven't included any 
21 opinion regarding damages in your expert report or your 
22 affidavit; is that correct? 
23 A. Well-· 
24 Q. I'm going to hold you to that. 
25 A. You can do whatever you want to. What I'm 
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telling you is this: Had Mr. Walker --
Q. I'm not interested --
A. You're not interested in my answer? 
Q. I'm not. I'm telling you that your expert 
opinion doesn't include any reference to damages 
suffered by Mrs. McKay; is that accurate? 
MR. ELLIS: Objection. That misstates this 
exhibit. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You don't outline any 
damages that she suffered; correct? 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, are you talking 
quantitatively or a causation standpoint? 
MR. ANDERSON: Quantitatively. 
WITNESS: So what is the question? 
(Record read by court reporter.) 
WITNESS: I do not say with some economic 
analysis what she would have received. What I'm saying 
is that the title company would have interpleaded the 
funds into the court. And then once those funds were 
there, the finder of fact in this case could decide what 
would happen at that point. 
I'm of the opinion that the judge, had the 
court received those funds, would have disbursed the 
money pursuant to the PSA. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) I think I know your answer. 
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But you're not speculating as to what the title company 
would have done. You're actually saying this to a 
reasonable degree of probability that you know a title 
company would have interpled the funds; is that 
accurate? Am I hearing you correctly? 
MR. ELLIS: Asked and answered. 
WITNESS: What I'm saying is on a 
more-probable-than-not basis, if Mr. Walker had made an 
argument to the title company, as I've outlined today, 
that the title company would not have wanted to run the 
risk of a $1.3 million mistake, and they would have 
interpleaded the money with the court. That's on a 
more-probable-than-not basis based on my experience with 
title companies and what they do. 
Or let me back up. Or they wouldn't have 
disbursed the money at all until they figured out what 
to do with it. But they would not have paid it without 
contacting Mrs. McKay. And maybe they would have 
instructed her to go file something with the court, but 
they wouldn't have paid it out if there were competing 
claims to the money. 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You've just given us two 
possibilities. 
A. There may be more. 
Q. When you testified that something is more 
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1 probable than not and you offer various possibilities of 1 
2 what may have happened, all the possibilities were more 2 
3 probable than not? I just need to understand. 3 
4 A. This is really not difficult. What the title 4 
5 company wouldn't do, if Mr. Walker was making a claim 5 
6 for the money on behalf of his client, is do what it 6 
7 did. 7 
8 Now how it would have acted differently? There 8 
9 are different things it could have done, and on a 9 
1 O more-probable-than-no.t basis it would have done one of 10 
11 those, would be to interplead the money with the court. 11 
12 It would have said, look, we're going to hold this money 12 
13 until you guys come to a resolution. 13 
14 Then it depends, maybe Mr. McKay at that point 14 
15 threatens to sue the title company for converting his 15 
16 money. Then they may have said, okay, we're going to 16 
17 interplead it or they may have said, I want one of the 17 
18 parties to go file this and get an order from the court 18 
19 telling us what to do. What they wouldn't have done on 19 
20 a more-probable-than-not basis is pay Mr. McKay without 20 
21 taking one of those steps. 21 
22 Q. Is that your understanding of what happened, 22 
23 they did pay Mr. McKay on March 30, 2008? 23 
2 4 A. My understanding is -- I don't know what day 2 4 
2 5 they paid him. My understanding is the proceeds went 2 5 
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1 through·the title company before they went to Mr. McKay. 1 
2 Q. What proceeds? From Status to the title 2 
3 company to Mr. McKay? 3 
4 A. Yes, that's how I understand it. 4 
5 Q. And you think that would have been around March 5 
6 30,2008? 6 
7 A. Well, the operative date for me is after 7 
8 November 20 or -- it would be after the date the decree 8 
9 was entered. I think it was like the same day or the 9 
10 next day or within a couple of days. 1 O 
11 Q. But in order for all of this to hang together 11 
12 in terms of your more-probable-than-not conclusions, 12 
13 Status Corp. would have had to pay the title company, 13 
14 and then the title company would have had to pay 14 
15 Mr. McKay. That's one of the underlying foundations of 15 
16 your opinions? 16 
1 7 A. You're saying the money -- the foundation of my 1 7 
18 opinion is the money went from Status to the title 18 
19 company -- 19 
20 Q. To Mr. McKay? 20 
21 A. As opposed to Status and directly to Mr. McKay? 21 
22 Q. Right. Because you've interjected the title 22 
23 company int.o this. I wanted to make sure I understood 23 
2 4 the groundwork for your opinions. 2 4 
25 A. That's what I understand happened. 25 
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Q. Okay. Thanks. Let's go back to your expert 
disclosure. We're still under the analysis section. 
A. Let me back up on that last answer. That was 
the problem I was having with what you said. Not 
necessarily. Because what would have happened is -- now 
that I remember the facts, because we've been through a 
lot of questions, it was the title company who paid 
Mr. McKay. And so since the title company paid 
Mr. McKay, the money necessarily had to come from the 
title company. 
Q. What happened to Status? 
A. You tell me what happened to Status. 
Q. That's not the way it works. 
A. I'd have to think about that. That's an 
interesting question. Because the money did come from 
the title company to Mr. McKay. Therefore that is --
the money did -- the source of the funds was in fact the 
title company and not Status. 
I think Status -- I think what happened was the 
title company found there was a mistake, that Mr. McKay 
wasn't in first position. Typically what happens is the 
title company pays Mr. McKay and then gives an 
assignment of his claims. And the title company then 
goes and tries to work it out with Status and hope they 
pay the money. 
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Q. I thought Mrs. McKay had the interest in the ., 
mortgage that you've been telling me was created by the 
property settlement agreement? 
A. I'm sorry. I may have misspoke. I'm a little 
tired. What I'm trying to get as is: The money did 
come from the title company. It did not come from 
Status. Because the title company missed some sort of 
interest that compromised the mortgage that Mr. McKay 
had. So that's where the money came from. 
Q. But all day you've been telling us that 
Mrs. McKay had an interest in the mortgage? 
A. She did. That's what I'm saying. 
Q. Let me finish. 
A.Okay. 
Q. Is it an underlying foundation for your 
opinions about Mr. Walker that the mortgage was actually 
honored by Status? 
A. I don't know what you mean by "honored." 
Q.Paid. 
A. The title company paid --what was it, $1.2 
million to Mr. McKay? I'm assuming what happens is 
Mr. McKay then assigned his interest to the title 
company. But they paid the money. 
Had the title company known about Mrs. McKay's 
asserted interest, on a more-probable-than-not basis 
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they wouldn't have paid him without running the risk 1 
that she would make a claim against them. 2 
Q. What would Mr. Walker have done in your new 3 
setting here, your new scenario? 4 
A. This isn't a new setting. 5 
Q. Sure, it is. You've eliminated Status in terms 6 
of paying the mortgage. Now you have some title company 7 
paying it for some other reason? 8 
MR. ELLIS: Counsel, you're being argumentative 9 
and very transparent. 10 
MR. ANDERSON: Really? Wow. 11 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) These aren't new facts? 12 
A.No. 13 
Q. What happened to Status? 14 
A. These are the same operative facts. I'd 15 
forgotten -- it's in my report. I'd forgotten that what 16 
happened here is that Status didn't pay the money. I 17 
don't even know if Status defaulted. What happened was 18 
the title company missed some sort of interest that put 19 
Mr. McKay -- he didn't have a mortgage or he wasn't in 20 
first position. There was some issue. I don't know 21 
what it is. It really doesn't matter. 22 
The title company then came in paid on the 23 
policy, because Mr. McKay was astute enough to get a 24 
title policy. So the title company paid Mr. McKay 25 
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directly. 1 
Q. So Mr. Walker should have known about that 2 
title company's payout? 3 
A. No. Ifhe would have sent it to the title 4 
company, this notice I've talked about-- 5 
Q. The Status closing? 6 
A. Right. 7 
Q. On the mortgage? 8 
A. Right. Those people handling the closing, 9 
they're also -- and I'm not sure what their names are. 1 O 
But those people would have been put on notice, and they 11 
would have also told -- was it Lawyers Title, or whoever 12 
the title company was, hey, we have this person claiming 13 
14 interest in it. 14 
15 The point is, had the title company known about 15 
16 the interest, in my opinion the title company wouldn't 16 
1 7 have paid Mr. McKay as it did. 1 7 
18 Q. You've now thrown in two title companies. If 18 
19 I'm following you correctly. 19 
2 0 A. I can't remember the name of it. Whatever the 2 o 
21 name turns out to be. 21 
22 Q. I understand that. Let's call it title company 22 
2 3 one was going to handle, under your scenario, the 2 3 
24 payment by Status to Mr. McKay under the mortgage. 24 
25 You're saying that Mr. Walker should have given 25 
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that title company number one notice of Mrs. McKay's 
purported interest, and title company number one, if I 
understand correctly, was not the title company that 
actually paid Mr. McKay. Am I following you? 
A. No. You're being a little sarcastic. 
Q. No. I'm asking: Is there a different title 
company? Title company number two out there? 
A. There's the local title company, and they have 
underwriters. They're also called title companies. 
They're insurance companies. Maybe I haven't been as 
specific as I need to be distinguishing between the two. 
But with rules of agency, how those companies 
interact and the practicality is, title company one gets 
notice they're not going to let title company two pay 
out $1.3 million because of indemnity arrangements they 
may have or negligence claims or breach of contract 
claims. So those guys are pretty much on the same page, 
is what I'm telling you. 
Q. You're holding that opinion to the level of 
more probable than not? That title company one would 
have informed title company two about something 
Mr. Walker should have said? 
A. What I'm telling you is: I don't know if they 
would have used yellow paper or white paper or email or 
a telephone call, how they would have done it. But in 
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my opinion, on a more-probable-than-not basis, the title 
company -- what do you want to call it? Title company 
one who was acting as the agent for the title company 
two? Or title company two would not have paid the money 
to Mr. McKay had they known that there was an asserted 
interest by Mrs. McKay. 
Q.Okay. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
(Recess taken.) 
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) You have a series of points 
broken out in your expert disclosure. And you're saying 
with respect to the first three --
A. Where are you reading from? 
Q. Under Analysis on page five of six with the fax 
header. You say, "To protect Mrs. McKay, Mr. Walker 
should have done the following in the PSA: Provided a 
legal description of the Albrethsen property in the 
PSA." Why was that necessary? 
A. What I really mean by that is there needs to be 
an adequate legal description of the Albrethsen 
property. 
Q. To what end? 
A. I'm trying to tell you. So that there's no 
confusion as to which mortgage we're talking about. 
There's no confusion as to which property we're talking 
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1 about. More particularly, so when he sends copies of 
2 these to the title company, that the title company will 
3 know with particularity which property we're talking 
4 about. 
5 Q. So Mr. Walker should have sent the property 
6 settle agreement and the divorce decree directly to the 
7 title company handling what you understand to be the 
8 payment of the Albrethsen mortgage money? 
9 A. Well, there's a title insurance company-- some 
10 may call it the title company. There's the local 
11 office; some people call that the title company. I've 
12 used thell} interchangeably. 
13 But I have said in my report that he was to 
14 send that. I also would have sent an explanation 
15 explaining why I claimed an interest on behalf of 
16 Mrs.McKay. 
17 Q. That's different than a legal description of 
18 the property. That's in addition to? 
19 A. If you took a look at number four, the bottom, 
20 "Sending the closing agent on the Albrethsen property 
21 the relevant documents informing the closing agent of 
22 Mrs. McKay's interest in the sale provided" -- I've 
23 already explained that. 
24 Q. Number two says, "Provided an explanation that 
25 the Albrethsen property was subject to a closing 
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1 scheduled for March 30, 2008, and that Mr. McKay would 
2 pay Mrs. McKay $800,000 from the proceeds he received on 
3 this sale." 
4 That is directly out of - weII, where did you 
5 get that first part, that there was a closing on the 
6 Albrethsen property on March 30, 2008? 
7 A. If you look at the property settlement 
8 agreement --
9 Q. Page four, 1.7? 
10 A. Yes. "Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in 
11 cash, by wife transfer or certified check, within five 
12 days of payment by Status Corporation or its assigns, 
13 ('Status Real Estate Transaction')." 
14 Then it says down further, "The parties 
15 acknowledge that the Status real estate transaction is 
16 scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008." 
17 Q. You're assuming that the Status real estate 
18 transaction scheduled to close on or before March 30, 
19 2008, was the payment under the mortgage for the 
20 Albrethsen property; correct? 
21 A. Well, ultimately it became the title company 
22 that paid that. 
23 Q. That's not my question. I was asking you, are 
24 you assuming the reference to "Status Real Estate 
25 Transaction scheduled to close on or before March 30, 
Page 146 
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2008," references the mortgage came out of the 
Albrethsen property? 
A. Say that again. 
Q. I know it's getting late. 
A. It is getting late. 
Q. Are you assuming that the Status real estate 
transaction referenced in 1. 7 of the PSA that was 
scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008, referred 
to the payment under the mortgage that had been related 
to the Albrethsen property? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, three under Analysis is, "Included an 
explanation that Mr. McKay further would pay Mrs. McKay 
from the proceeds he received on the sale in an amount 
to pay in full the balance" the mortgage on her personal 
residence. I might have paraphrased a little of that. 
That's another part of the PSA; right? 
A. Right. 
Q. That was already in the property settlement 
agreement; wasn't it? You're saying that should have 
been added to whatever Mr. Walker should have written to 
the closing agent for the Albrethsen mortgage payment? 
A. No. Well, I would have done that as well. 
Q. With respect to the next section, you've got 
four items. But you phrase this a little differently. 
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You say, "In my opinion, the standard of care 
required that Mr. Walker should have these things." 
Referring to, I believe, to one through three above. 
Then you say, "As additional protection, he 
should have considered the foilowing:" You don't say 
that these fall below the standard of care, they just 
appear to be considerations that you are recommending. 
Am I reading that incorrectly? 
A. Yes, you are. 
Q. You're being pejorative in terms of what 
Mr. Walker didn't do? Are you saying these fall below 
the standard of care even though you don't say that? 
A. Well, what I'm saying is that-- let's take, 
for example, number four. 
Q. We've gone over four. I'm just saying -- you 
say he should have considered the following. I'm asking 
you as an expert, are you saying in your opinion, if he 
didn't consider those, does that fall below the standard 
of care? And I'm asking that, because you don't say 
that. 
A. Let's take number four. I know you think we're 
over that, but I want to address that in the context of 
your new question. 
In my opinion, the standard of care required 
him to protect Mrs. McKay. And she was fearful that 
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1 Mr. McKay would get the money and run, and apparently 
2 she was fearful for good reason. 
1 forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 and summarizing 
2 Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it even easier for a 
3 In my opinion, the standard of care required 3 third party to take notice of Mrs. McKay's interest. 11 
4 him to take all steps that are reasonable that he could 4 That would involve the discussion you and I had 
5 have done to protect her interest. One of those steps 5 about whether or not Section 1 of 32-918 actually 
6 is step four. I believe the standard of care required 6 requires the legal description and other items? 
7 him to send the closing agent, on the Albrethsen 7 A. Yeah. What my response there says, "Following 
B property, the relevant documents and inform the closing B the procedure set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 and 
9 agent of Mrs. McKay's interest in the sale. That's my 9 summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest." 
10 opinion. 10 Q. So you're saying Mr. Walker should have ignored 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. That's what I would have done. 
11 Section 1 of 32-918 where he recorded the divorce decree 
12 and property settlement agreement in the various 
13 Q. Let's go to number one in that section of four 13 counties in which Mr. McKay had real property and gone 
14 items. You say, "Identifying in the PSA the then 14 directly to number two? 
15 existing balance and further identified where notice 
16 could be sent to obtain the balance owed on that 
15 A. That's not what I said. 
16 Q. It says, "Summarize Ms. McKay's interest." I 
17 mortgage." Are you referring to the mortgage you 1 7 thought that was number two. 
18 referenced in number three above? 1 B A. Take a look. It says, "Following the 
19 A. Yes. 19 procedures set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 and 
20 Q. The mortgage on the personal residence? 2 O summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it even 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. No. I'm sorry, yes. 
Q. Number two, "Identifying in the PSA Mr. McKay's 
21 
22 
mortgage and referenced Mr. McKay's recorded mortgage on 23 
the Albrethsen property by the county document 2 4 
identification number on the recorded mortgage." What 25 
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1 does all of that mean? 1 
2 A. What I'm saying is that every recorded document 2 
3 has a number. And so the mortgage had a particular 3 
4 number on it when it was recorded. That is exactly what 4 
5 I'm talking about. 5 
6 Q. Are you assuming that once the divorce decree 6 
7 and PSA are recorded in a county, then they're there for 7 
8 title companies to search and locate? Or does all of 8 
9 your suggestions involve sending this information 9 
10 directly to the title company involved with the closing 10 
11 on the Albrethsen mortgage payment? 11 
12 A. Both. 12 
13 Q. In order for Mrs. McKay to be protected under 13 
14 your scenario, the title company would have had to 14 
15 search the county records? 15 
16 A. Do a date-down. I mentioned that earlier. 16 
1 7 Q. Is it your understanding in this case, one way 1 7 
18 or another, whether any title company searched any 18 
19 records regarding this property settlement agreement? 19 
20 A. You asked this question already, and I said I 20 
21 didn't know what the title company did. I also said 21 
22 sometimes they'll miss things. For a $1.3 million 22 
2 3 transaction, had I been Mr. Walker, I would have sent 2 3 
2 4 the title company copies with instructions. 2 4 
25 Q. Number three, "Following the procedure set 25 
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easier." 
In other words, the object here, Mr. Anderson, 
is to make it as easy on the title company as it 
possibly can, or third parties, to find her interest. 
So you could record under item one. You could also do a 
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summary under item two. You could also send them a copy 
of that so they have an actual copy of it. 
Q. All right. Number four we talked about it to 
the point that you don't have anything else to say about 
it? 
A. Depending on what question you ask me, I might. 
Q. You say that if your recommendations would have 
been followed, Mrs. McKay would have received a 
perfected involuntary judgment lien on the mortgage 
payment due on the Albrethsen property." Did I read 
that top paragraph on six of six correctly? 
A. Where are you at? 
Q. Right here (indicating). "She would have 
received a perfected involuntary judgment lien." 
A. Yeah, you read that correctly. 
Q. Where did you get that phrase? 
A. What phrase? Involuntary judgment lien? 
Q. "A perfected involuntary judgment lien. 11 Is 
that a creature of statute or common law? Where is that 
from? 
A. Understand Idaho Code 10-1110, she arguably 
would have received a judgment lien. Because it wasn't 
voluntary, it wasn't signed by Mr. McKay. That makes it 
involuntary. And that lien is perfected by following 
the Statute 10-1110. 
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1 Q. And again, you believe she would have gotten 1 WITNESS: I don't know what you mean by that. 
2 the lien under 10-1110 because of your belief that you 2 Dollars are fungible, so they don't have to be the same 
3 can get a lien in a mortgage because there's some sort 3 dollars. He was going to get $1.2 million. Then he was 
4 of a property interest involved? 4 going to pay her. Whether those are the same dollars or 
5 A. Arguably that's the case. Because the Idaho 5 not, it doesn't addresses that issue. 
6 Supreme Court never decided whether -- the scope and 6 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) Have you handled a divorce 
7 extent and nature of a mortgage. They've never said 7 appeal in the Supreme Court? 
8 that it is not an interest in property. 8 A. No. Not a divorce appeal. 
9 But again, ultimately, for practical purposes, 9 Q. Can you just give me a few of the individuals 
10 if the Supreme Court came out and said, it's not an 10 against whom you've handled divorce cases? Opposing 
11 interest in the property, it's something else, then 11 counsel? 
12 obviously you couldn't make that claim. But Idaho has 12 A. You mean who the opposing counsel is? 
13 not resolved that issue. So arguably Mr. Walker could 13 Q. Yes. 
14 have raised that with the title company as I've 14 A. Mark Weinpel, W-e-i-n-p-e-1. Lance Nalder. 
15 suggested. 15 Ron Swafford. I'm sure there's others, but those are 
16 MR. ELLIS: Counsel we're approaching 16 the three that come to mind. I know there's more than 
17 6 o'clock. We have four minutes left. And I advise you 17 that. 
18 simply if you have any questions you want to ask today, 18 MR. ANDERSON: All right. I guess you guys are 
19 that we will present Mr. Smith again at your 19 leaving. 
20 convenience. But it's late, and we have fog coming in, 20 MR. ELLIS: Just for the record, it's now 
21 and he has to leave tonight. 21 6 o'clock. Mr. Smith came in on a private plane. The 
22 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) In the next paragraph you 22 pilot informed him that he has to leave here by 6:30. 
23 end with the statement, "There is nothing in the 23 Wheels off the ground by 6:30. We'll recess and 
24 recorded PSA that connects Mrs. McKay right to be paid 24 reschedule this deposition at counsel's convenience. We 
25 $800,000 and payment in full on her personal residence 25 will provide you those documents that we've identified 
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1 ~rom any proceeds paid Mr. McKay from the Albrethsen 
2 property sale as the parties contemplated." 
3 What was the basis of that statement on your 
4 part? Is that 1.7 again? 
5 A. Yeah. As I understand the facts, the parties 
6 contemplated that Mr. McKay would be paid approximately 
7 $1.2 million for a property that was sold by virtue of 
8 the sale. And that he had a mortgage to secure that 
9 payment. That's what the parties contemplated would 
10 happen. 
11 What I'm saying is that there's nothing in the 
12 PSA that ties that specific mortgage to the PSA. 
13 Q. There's nothing in the PSA that says Mr. McKay 
14 had to use any particular dollars to satisfy his 
15 obligations; does it? 
16 A. I believe the PSA -- what it contemplates is 
17 that he would pay her when -- he would pay her when he 
18 got paid. But he wasn't willing to give a security 
19 interest. 
20 Q. It doesn't say he has to pay her with the 
21 dollars that he somehow received? 
22 A. I'm sure Mrs. McKay would take the $1.2 million 
23 even ifit came from the title company. 
24 MR. ANDERSON: Would you read back my question. 
25 (Record read by court reporter.) 
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1 in the course of this deposition that you've asked for. 
2 MR. ANDERSON: Okay. 
3 (Discussion held off the record.) 
4 MR. ELLIS: We'll waive signature. 
5 (The deposition adjourned at 6:01 p.m.) 
6 (Signature waived.) 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 I, DIANA L. DURLAND, CSR No. 637, Certified 
3 Shorthand Reporter, certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
5 before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
6 which time the witness was put under oath by me; 
7 That the testimony and all objections made were 
8 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
9 transcribed by me or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct 
11 transcript of all testimony given, to the best of my 
12 ability; 
13 I further certify that I am not a relative or 
14 employee of any attorney or of any of the parties, nor 
15 financially interested in the action. 
16 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
17 25th day of January, 2013. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
DIANA L. DURLAND, CSR No. 637 
Notary Public 
Boise, Idaho 
25 My Commission Expires 12-16-16 
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' 
Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV OC 0922659 
VS. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
BRYAN SMITH 
Defendants. 
TO: THE ABOVE-ENTITLED PLAINTIFF AND HER ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants will take testimony on oral 
examination of BRYAN SMITH before a court reporter and notary public with the finn of 
Mccorkle Court Reporters Inc., commencing on the 17th day of January, 2013, at 9:00 a.m., 
and continuing thereafter from day t.o day until such time as the taking of the deposition may be 
adjourned, at Anderson, Julian & Hull, C.W. Moore Plaza, 250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700, 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF BRYAN SMITH - 1 
Exh. No. 3.::; 
Date -:;;> 
Name /-11-15 
Sm 1-rh. 
M & M Court Reporting 
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Boise, Idaho 83701, Telephone: (208) 344-5800, at which time and place you are notified to 
appear and take such part in the examination as you may deem proper. 
You are further notified that Defendants request the deponent to bring with him to the 
deposition the originals or true and correct copies of the following: 
REQUEST NO. 1: Your entire file related to the above captioned matter, including, but 
not limited to, complete and legible copies of all photographs, recordings, statements, records, 
documents, files, e-mails, memoranda, treatises, articles, texts, abstracts, reports, studies, 
research, notes, correspondence, and/or other items of evidence prepared or reviewed by you 
regarding the above captioned matter. 
REQUEST NO. 2: All documents and writings that you have reviewed in this matter, 
including, but not limited to, correspondence, deposition transcripts or summaries, notes, 
photographs, videos, and such other information provided to you by Plaintiff, or her attorneys, or 
through any other source, including, but not limited to, witnesses or expert witnesses. This 
request includes all historical data or documents prepared or reviewed by you regarding the 
above captioned matter. 
REQUEST NO. 3: Any documents, writings, photographs, videos, or the like, which you 
relied upon to support any testimony, opinions, conclusions, or findings that you have made in 
this matter. 
REQUEST NO. 4: Any documents, calculations, worksheets, writings, photographs, 
videos, or the like, which you have prepared or reviewed and in any way relate to the above 
referenced matter. 
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REQUEST NO. 5: If you are relying on any journals, treatises, texts, or other written 
materials· to support any of the conclusions or opinions you are offering, please provide a copy of 
each such publication. 
REQUEST NO. 6: Any documents, videos, photographs, exhibits, summaries, or 
demonstrative evidence, or the like, which you may use as exhibits at the trial of this matter. 
REQUEST NO. 7: Any and all reports, correspondence, or other written documents 
(whether they are drafts or final products) prepared by you or at your direction or request in this 
matter pertaining to the formulation of your opinions or your review of any issue in this action. 
REQUEST NO. 8: A list of all court cases, arbitrations, mediations, and instances within 
the past five years wherein you were retained as an expert witness, including, but not limited to, 
the case name, number, and location and forum of the case. 
REQUEST NO. 9: A copy of any and all contracts, agreements, or other document 
between you and the Plaintiff or her attorneys. 
REQUEST NO. 10: A copy of your fee agreement or arrangement for expert witness 
services in this matter. 
REQUEST NO. 11: All billing statements evidencing your work on this case. 
This deposition shall be taken pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DATED this 26th day of December, 2012. 
ANDE 
bert A. Anderson, Of the Firm 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 26th day of December, 2012, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF BRYAN SMITH, by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of 
record, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis ~ ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707. North gth Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II ~ 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
McCorkle Court Reporters Inc. 
200 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, IL 60601 
Zurich Claim No. 9410289914-001 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid Hand-Delivered Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email schedule@mcdeps.com 
Preferred local reporter: M&M Court 
Reporting. Copy emailed to Debby Roden 
bbyr@m-mservice.com)@M&M. 
Zbf~ 
Robert A. Anderson 
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McKay_ vs. Walker 
EXPERT BINDER INDEX 
~ Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
/ Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
4- Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
~ Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis 
5. Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
6. Reply in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
7. Affidavit of Stanley Welsh in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
8. Affidavit ofThomas Walker in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
9. Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
Y, Affidavit of Patricia McKay 
,....i-r.- Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith 
~ Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
~ Plaintiff's Expert Witness Disclosure 
......:re-- Defendants' Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure 
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,, Idaho Statutes 
TITLE 32 
DOMESTIC RELATIONS 
CHAPTER 9 
Printer Friendly Version 
HUSBAND AND WffE -- SEPARATE AND COMMUNITY PROPERTY 
32-918. MARRIAGE SETTLEMENTS RECORD. (1) When such contract is 
acknowledged or proved, it must be recorded in the office of the recorder 
of every county in which any real estate may be situated which is granted 
or affected by such contract. 
( 2 J (a) A summary of the contract may be recorded in lieu of the 
contract, under this chapter or the laws of this state, if the 
requirements of this section are substantially met. 
(b) A summary of the contract shall be signed and acknowledged by all 
parties to the original contract. The summary of the contract shall 
clearly state: 
(i) The names of the parties to the original contract; 
(ii) The complete mailing address of all parties; 
(iii) The title and date of the contract; 
(iv) A description of the interest or interests in real property 
created by the contract; and 
(v) The legal description of the property. 
(c) Other elements of the contract may be stated in the summary. 
( 3) If the requirements of this section are met, the summary of the 
contract may be recorded under the provisions of this chapter and, as to 
the contents of the summary only, it shall have the same force and effect 
as if the original contract had been recorded, and constructive notice 
shall be deemed to be given concerning the contents of the summary and the 
existence of the contract to any subsequent purchasers, mortgagees, or 
other persons or entities that acquire an interest in the real property. 
History: 
((32-918) 1867, p. 65, sec. 17; R.S., sec. 2510; reen. R.C. & C.L., 
sec. 2691; c.s., sec. 4672; I .C.A., sec. 31-919; am. 2005, ch. 124, sec. 
1, p. 408.J 
How current Is this law? 
The Idaho Code is th'ii"ftrafferty of the state of Idaho and Is rtp_~fm.1iitl~sl~~ Jp!(g~~ li'jritJ. Boise, ID. 83720-0054 
public service. Any person who reproduces or distributes the Ida'fio Code for commercial Pf2.0llQl!3ll>2475. FAX 208/334-2125 
is in violation of the provisions of Idaho law and shall be deemed to be an infringer of thA1staileuafby Jsoweb@lso.idaho.gov 
Idaho's copyright. Site Disclaimer: hltp:inegislature.ldaho.gov/dlsdaimer.htm 
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TITLE 10 
ISSUES, TRIAL AND JUDGMENT IN CIVIL ACTIONS 
CHAPTER 11 
MANNER OF GIVING AND ENTERING JUDGMENT -- LIEN AND SATISFACTION 
10-1110. FILING TRANSCRIPT OF JUDGMENTS -- LIEN ACQUIRED. A transcript or 
abstract of any judgment or decree of any court of this state or any court 
of the United States the enforcement of which has not been stayed as 
provided by law, if rendered within this state, certified by the clerk 
having custody thereof, may be recorded with the recorder of any county of 
this state, who shall immediately record and docket the same as by law 
provided, and from the time of such recording, and -not before, the 
judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the judgment 
debtor in the county, not exempt from execution, owned by him at the time 
or acquired afterwards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien; 
provided that where a transcript or abstract is recorded of any judgment 
or decree of divorce or separate maintenance making provision for 
installment or periodic payment of sums for maintenance of children or 
alimony or allowance for wife's support, such judgment or decree shall be 
a lien only in an amount for payments so provided, delinquent or not made 
when due. The lien resulting from recording of a judgment other than for 
support of a child continues five (5) years from the date of the judgment, 
unless the judgment be previously satisfied, or unless the enforcement of 
the judgment be stayed upon an appeal as provided by law. A lien arising 
from the delinquency of a payment due under a judgment for support of a 
child issued by an Idaho court continues until five (5) years after the 
death or emancipation of the last child for whom support is owed under the 
judgment unless the underlying judgment is renewed, is previously 
satisfied or the enforcement of the judgment is stayed upon an appeal as 
provided by law. The transcript or abstract above mentioned shall contain 
the title of the court and cause and number of action, names of judgment 
creditors and debtors, time of entry and amount of judgment. 
History: 
[(10-1110) C.S., sec. 6902B, as added by 1929, ch. 51, sec. 3, p. 70; 
LC.A., sec. 7-1110; am. 1955, ch. 45, sec. 1, p. 63; am. 1963, ch. 209, 
sec. 1, p. 598; am. 1995, ch. 264, sec. 2, p. 847; am. 1998, ch. 68, sec. 
1, p. 261; am. 2011, ch. 104, sec. 2, p. 267. J 
How current Is this law? 
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Exh. No. 3 {,o 
Date 
Name l-13-:/ 3 
6 r,--, I TII..,, . 
M & M Court Reporllng 
000696
,,, 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
/" 
Invoice submitted to: 
Allen B. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise *D 83701 
June 01, 201 O 
In Reference To: McKay 
Account#
Professional Services 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 · 
3/26/2010 BOS Review file materials; telephone conference with Allen Ellis; 
; 5/8/2010 BOS Review file materials and preparation of expert report; 
5/10/201 O BOS Review file materials and preparation of expert report; 
For professional services rendered 
Balance due 
User Summary 
Hours Amount 
0.75 138.75 
4.50 832.50 
2.00 370.00 
7.25 $1,341.25 
$1,341.25 
Name Hours Rate Amount 
f 
Bryan D. Smith, Partner 
·~. ,/ 
:• 
7.25 185.00 $1,341.25 
Exh.No.37 
Date 
Name I - I 7 ..-/ 3 
.:;In ' ./-A. At;( M Court Reporting 
000697
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Invoice submitted to: 
Allen 8. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise ID 83701 
December 02, 2010 
In Reference To: 
 
McKay 
 Services 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 
11/8/2010 BOS Telephone conference with Allen Ellis; receipt and review of email from 
Allen Ellis; 
_,, · )11/11/2010 BOS Receipt and review of email received 11/9/2010 from Allen Ellis; review 
I.C. 32-918; email to Allen Ellis: 
For professional services rendered 
Previous balance 
6/17/2010 Payment - thank you. Check No. 5976 
Total payments and adjustments 
Balance due 
User Summary 
Hours 
0.25 
0.15 
0.40 
Name Hours Rate 
Bryan D. Smith, Partner 0.40 185.00 
,... ·. 
" .. _) 
Amount 
46.25 
27.75 
$74.00 
$1,341.25 
($1,341.25) 
($1,341.25) 
$74.00 
Amount 
$74.00 
000698
/ 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Invoice submitted to: 
Allen 8. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise ID 83701 
January 31, 2011 
In Reference To: McKay 
Professional SeNices 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 
. .. 1/19/2011 BOS Receipt and review of affidavit and letter from Thomas Walker to Patricia 
( McKay dated December 15, 2008 received 1/19/2011 from Allen Ellis; 
execute and forward affidavit; telephone conference with Allen Ellis; 
/ 
For professional services rendered 
Additional Charges : 
12/24/2010 Long Dista~ce Telephone Charges 
Total costs 
Total amount of this bill 
Previous balance 
12/14/2010 Payment - thank you. Check No. 14344 
Total payments and adjustments 
Balance due 
1 ! 
... . .. 
Hours Amount 
0.50 
0.50 
Qty/Price 
1 
1.15 
92.50 
$92.50 
1.15 
$1.15 
$93.65 
$74.00 
($74.00) 
($74.00) 
$93.65 
000699
( '\lien B. Ellis, Esq. 
User Summary 
Name 
Bryan D. Smith, Partner 
· ..... 
Hours Rate 
0.50 185.00 
Page 2 
Amount 
$92.50 
000700
( 
\. 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Invoice submitted to: 
Allen B. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise ID 83701 
August 01, 2011 
In Reference To: McKay 
Previous balance 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 
2/7/2011 Payment- thank you. Check No. 14498 
Total payments and adjustments 
....... 
Balance due 
........ 
Amount 
$93.65 
($93.65) 
($93.65) 
$0.00 
000701
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Invoice submitted to: 
Allen B. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise ID 83701 
March 02, 2012 
In Reference To: 
 
McKay 
Professional Services 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 
Hours Amount 
2/10/2012 BOS Receipt and review of email, letter and defendants' supplemental expert 
witness disclosure received 2/10/2012 from Allen Ellis; 
0.25 
For professional services rendered 0.25 
Balance due 
User Summary 
Name Hours Rate 
Bryan D. Smith, Partner 0.25 185.00 
46.25 
$46.25 
$46.25 
Amount 
$46.25 
000702
( 
l. 
( 
'· 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
Invoice submitted to: 
Allen 8. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise ID 83701 
April 02, 2012 
In Reference To: McKay 
Previous balance 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 
3/9/2012 Payment - thank you. Check No. 15401 
Total payments and adjustments 
Balance due 
:,' I 
'· 
··, ..... · 
Amount 
$46.25 
($46.25) 
($46.25) 
$0.00 
000703
! 
', 
.. 
Invoice submitted to: 
Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC 
414 Shoup Avenue 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
TIN: 82-0518512 (208) 524-0731 
: ._AIIE_::}n.B. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th Street 
P. 0. Box 388 
Boise ID 83701 
October 04, 2012 
In Reference To: 
 
McKay 
Professional Services 
9/19/2012 BOS Review documents; prepare for deposition; 
Hours Amount 
3.00 645.00 
9/20/2012 BOS Meet with Allen Ellis; research and consideration of issues after meeting; 5.80 1,247.00 
For professional services rendered 8.80 $1,892.00. 
Balance due $1,892.00 
User Summary 
Name Hours Rate Amount 
Bryan D. Smith, Partner 8.80 215.00 $1,892.00 
000704
OL/13/2011 THU LG: 16 r'J\X 3•l59564 
LAW OFFICE 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
ALLEN B. ELLIS• 
STEPHEN C. BROWN 
MAX M. SHEi LS, JR. 
• Also Admitted in California 
P.O. Bo,c 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
(208) 345-7832 {Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
November 17, 2009 
ViaEmaU 
Mr. Bryan Smith 
Smith Driscoll 
414 Shoup Ave. 
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83405-0731 
Re: .McKay v. Walker et al 
EBS No. 1886.1 
Dear Bryan: 
-
!2)002/002 
(AEllls@ebslaw.com) 
(SBrown@cbslaw.com) 
(MSheils@cbslaw.com) 
As per our conversation Tuesday, I am attaching the following documents pertaining to. 
the above-captioned matter: (1) Draft complaint; (2) recent conespondence between myself and 
the prospective defendant; (3) the up.derlying divorce decree with attached Property Settlement 
Agreentent; and (4) prc;-nuptial agreement. 
In the waning moments of the McKay marriage, the husband acquired real property 
which he immediately flipped for a $2M profit. That community income is the main focus of the 
controversy. The husband had sold the property pre-divorce and retained a mortgage for the 
balance of the purchase price which came due a few months after the divorce. He was not in 
first position, contrary to the title company's assurance; accordingly, the title company paid him 
off and the wife got nothing. According to the Property Settlement Agreement, the fmal 
payment on the property was the source of the wife's equalizing payment. 
It ·is undisputed that the wife's attorney was aware of the mortgage because it was alluded 
to (but not identified) in the Property Settlement Agreement as the source of her $800,000 
payment. The judgment (and PSA) was recorded but neither the mortgage or the property to 
which it was subject was identified therein. 
Thanks for agreeing to talce a look at this matter. 
ABE:am 
Attachments 
.... .,. 
Very truly yours, 
Allen B. Ellis 
.. '• ,, 
I 
I 
I· 
I~ 
~~-~~-C--H3011 
000705
r 
~ \.:aw 
\ 
01/13/2011 THU 16:16 rAX 3459564 ~OOL/002 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
File No: 
FACS/At/lLE TRANSMISSION SHEET 
1886.1 
Please deliver the following pages to: 
NAME: Robert A. Anderson, Yvonne A. Dunbar 
COMPANY: Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP 
ADDRESS: 
DATE: 
FAX#: 
FROM: 
January 13, 2011 
344-5510 
Allen B. Ellis 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING TillS PAGE): 2 
ORIGINAUCOPY: __x_ WILL NOT FOLLOW _ WILL FOLLOW BY MAIL 
WILL FOLLOW VIA OVERNIGHT MA1L WILL BE HAND DELIVERED 
COMMENTS: McKay v. Walker- Letter to Bryan Smith. 
.,. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTfCE 
The infonnatioo contained in this facsimile transmission contains confidential infonnation and may be legally 
privileged as attorney/client communication. This infonnation is intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity as the recipient hereof. If you are not the Intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, dissemination, 
copying. distribution, or use of the contents of this transmission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the individual or 
entity above named, the receipt of this transmission is not intended to, and does not, waive any privilege, 
attorney/client, or otherwise. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us by telephone in order 
that we may ammge for return of this transmission at no cost to you. Thank you for your assistanca. 
If you had any problems receiving, please call Annette at (208) 345-7832. 
-·- ·---··-··-----· .... -...... ·----........ 
, ___ , ___ --,.-.... , __ _ 
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LAW OFFICE 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
ALLEN B, ELLIS* 
STEPHEN C. BROWN 
MAX M. SHEJLS, JR. 
•Also Admitted in Calirornia 
Confide11tial 
Mr. Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Re: McKay v. McKay 
EBS No. 1886.1 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
October 28, 2009 
(AEllls@ebslaw.com) · 
(SBrown@ebslaw.com) 
(MSheUs@ebslaw.com) 
;M:1: 
'Wf!' Dear Mr. Walker: 
I represent Patricia McKay with respect to her ex-husband's failure to pay her the 
proceeds he received from the sale of the Albrethsen property ("Status real estate transaction,.) in 
the amount of $1,288,091.10. As you may recall, Mr. McKay received the final payment, not 
from the buyer Status, but from Lawyer's Title applicable insurance policy. The question is 
whether the settlement agreement, which you advised Ms. McKay to sign, should have been 
structured differently to protect her entitlement. You advised Ms. McKay that the recorded 
divorce judgment would be sufficient protection as to the payment of proceeds from the Status 
real estate transaction. In my view, this advice and your failure to adequately protect Ms. 
McKay constituted attorney error. 
First, there is no legal description of the Albrethsen property in the recorded 
judgment/property se~lement agreement. That is, it is problematical that a title company should 
be put on notice of any title issues. 
Secondly, the settlement agreement recites that the $800,000 is to be paid to Ms. McKay 
at the time 11of payment by the Status Corporation". There is nothing in the recorded agreement 
which connects this payment to the Albrethson property. Rather, merely the timing of that 
payment was to coincide with some payment by the buyer Status arising out of some 
unidentified transaction. Even assuming a legal description was included in the . 
recorded/judgment/agreement, there was nothing to put the world on notice that Ms. McKay's 
CH 3008 
000707
Mr. Thomas G. Walker 
October 28, 2009 
Page2 
$800,000 and payoff on the "Personal Residence Debt" was to be paid from the final installment 
of the Status Corporation payment for the Albrethsen property. 
Thirdly, it is not clear what protection is afforded Ms. McKay by section 1.8 of the 
agreement which recites that "Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that portion of 
the land referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as "Albrethsen's Fann.'1 
Fourth, the recitation (section 1.8) that Darwin will have title to the "Home Fann» is 
simply incorrect Title to that property is held by Turf Corporation and, in any event, that 
property is encumbered. See paragraph 1.8.3. More to the point, it fails to advance Ms. Mckay's 
secured position. 
Fifth, you were aware that Darwin held a mortgage on the Albrethsen property and that 
title was in the name of Status Corporation. Hence a recorded judgment against Darwin would 
provide Ms. McKay with no security. 
Sixth, an interest which Darwin did hold in Idaho real property was the mortgage on the 
Albrethsen property. This interest was intended to be the source of the $800,000 payment as 
well as payment of the Personal Residence Debt (see page 6 of Property Settlement Agreement). 
A public record should have been made of Ms. McKay's interest in that recorded mortgage. Such 
record would have put Lawyer's Title on notice, and Ms. McKay would have received her 
$800,000 and $488,019.10 of the policy proceeds to apply toward the Personal Residence Debt 
at the time of Lawyer's Title payout to Darwin. 
The mortgage is referenced in the Property Settlement Agreement and its existence was 
confirrnable by the public record (recorded 11/30/06). 
Please provide me within ten days any facts or law which undennine my above 
characterization of your conduct as attorney error. Also, given your proficiency in real estate 
matters, please advise whether, in your view, Darwin's assignment of his mortgage to Lawyer's 
Title was burdened with the recorded judgment/settlement agreement 
ABE:am 
CH 3009 
000708
THOMAS G. WALKER 
twalker@cooholnw.com 
www.rjcoJawblog.com 
Allen B. Ellis, Esq. ···-
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th St. 
P.O. Box388 
Boise, ID 83701 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Firm fax 208.338.3290 
November 2, 2009 
Via email to: AEllis@ebslaw.com 
and 
First Class Mail 
Re: McKayv. McKay 
CI:I file No. 19458-001 arid 002 
Dear Allen: 
RECEIVED 
NOVO 3 2009 
Ellis, Brown & Shells, Chartered 
DIRECT PHONE 208.639.5607 
CELL PHONE 208.869.1508 
DIRECT FAX 208.639.5609 
I am r~sponding ~o your letter dated October 28~ 2009 regarding McKay v. McKay. The 
1udgment and· _Deere~ of Divorce and Property Settlement Agreement were the products of a 
Mediated Settlement Agreement facilitated by Judge D. Duff McKee following an all day 
mediation session. 
The form, content and structure ·of the Property Settlement Agreement were defined and 
limited by the terms of the mediated settlement and the protracted and difficult negotiations that 
followed mediation. Mrs. M~Kay signed the Mediated Settlement Agreemep.t and the Property 
Settlement Agree:1,11ent .after,havi.Qg been fiµly ~ ·c.ompleteJy and ·&ccti:tately infq,:filed ~f the .risk$ of 
proceeding to trial and of risks associated .with the·.negotiated terms of the seiiienient 
Although we wei;-e prepared to go to trial, Mrs. McKay chose to settle instead. Her 
decision was based upon the considerable challenge she faced in the lawsuit because she signed a 
Prenuptial Agreement before she married Mr. McKay. There was a substantial risk that she 
would have received a great deal less in value if the case went to trial. The possibility that the 
terms and conditions of the Prenuptial Agreement would be enforced by the Court made her 
remedies ~der th~ J~~gmeht and I?~c~ee of Divorce an attractive alternative to proceeding to 
trial. · 
: '· · When Mrs. McKay informed us that Mr. McKay had breached the terms and conditions 
of the Judgment. ~d Deqr.ee we advised her to execute on the Judgment and prosecute Mr. 
McKay for contempt.· Mrs. McKay· delayed in taking action against Mr. McKay b~c~use she 
MCKAY1453 
000709
Alie~ B. Ellis, Esq. 
· No~ember 2, 2009 
Page2 
" COSI·IO HUMPHREY, LLP 
feared he would quit making the monthly alimony payments and the payments on the two notes 
secured by deeds of trust on the personal residence she received as a result of the settlement. 
Once Mrs. McKay decided to proceed against Mr. McKay, we undertook negotiations 
with Mr. McKay's lawyers to obtain fulfillment of his obligations under the Judgment and 
Decree. Before we were able to complete our work, Mrs. McKay terminated our representation 
without explanation. We found this curious because of our firm's expertise and experience in 
prosecuting divorce related contempt. The contempt remedy provided Mrs. McKay with 
significant leverage in obtaining Mr. McKay's compliance with the Judgment and Decree. We 
are aware that Mrs. McKay reached some resolution of her claims against Mr. McKay following 
a trial that took place last July. We have not, however, been informed of the substance of that 
settlement. 
In conclusion, any claims against me or our firm by Mrs. McKay arising out of the 
property settlement with Mr. McKay would not be well grounded in fact or supported by 
applicable law. 
~ 
THOMAS G. WALKER 
508319.doc 
MCKAY1454 
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LAW OFFICE 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box:388 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ALLEN B. ELLIS• 
Sl'EPHEN C. BROWN 
MAX M. SHEILS, JR. 
(AEllls@ebslaw.com) 
(S8rown@ebslaw.com) 
(MShells@ebslaw.com) 
+ Also Admi~ed in California 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Mr. Thomas G. Walker 
Cosho Humphrey 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Re: McKay v. McKay 
EBS No. 1886.1 
DearTom: 
November 4, 2009 
Thank you for your letter of November 2, 2009. 
By letter and email dated December 15, 2008, you advised Ms. McKay that the judgment 
would become a lien on Darwin's real property. Darwin held no title to real property. As 
suggested by the mortgage referenced in the settlement agreement, Status Co:cporation held title 
to the Albrethsen property and Darwin's company held title to the Home Farm. 
Darwin did hold an interest in real property as a result of the mortgage referenced in the 
settlement agreement. The infonnation to be contained in recorded divorce settlements is set 
forth in Idaho Code section 32-918. The settlement agreement failed to identify the real property 
subject to the mortgage and the instrument number of the recorded mortgage as well as Ms. 
McKay's interest therein. The agreement made it clear that the $800,000 to be paid Patricia 
would be from the sale of the Albrethsen property. If Darwin's attorney had rejected a recitation 
in the agreement that Patricia held an interest in the mortgage, that position would certainly be a 
red flag that Darwin might go south with the money. 
Ms. McKay is not critical of the substantive terms of the settlement. She is critical of the 
failure of the settlement and its recordation to secure the receipt of her portion of the community 
estate, as promised. 
Very truly yours, 
ABE:a.m 
CH 3010 
000711
THOMAS G. WALKER 
twt1lker@coshotnw,com 
www,ricolnwblog.com 
Allen ·B. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North gth St. 
P.O. Box388 
Boise, ID 83701 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 95H3·83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Finn fax 208.338.3290 
November 5, 2009 
Via email to: AEllis@ebslaw.com 
and 
First Class Mail 
Re: McKayv. McKay 
CH File No. 194S8.,00I and 002 
Dear Allen: 
DJREcr PHONE '.:108.639.5607 
CELL PHONE 208.869.1508 
DIRECT FAX 208.639.5609 
I am responding to your letter dated November 4, 2009 regarding McKay v. McKay. I 
informed Mrs. McKay that under Idaho Code§ 10-1011 the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, 
including the attached Property Settlement Agreement, ("Judgment'') would be a lien in each 
county in which it was recorded on real property that she thought Darwin owned. The foregoing 
is an accurate statement of the Jaw in Idaho. In accordance with Mrs. McKay's instructions, we 
recorded the Judgment in Ada, Owyhee and· Teton counties in Idaho. Mrs. McKay told me that 
she also recorded the Judgment in certain counties in Nevada. 
I also informed Mrs. McKay that upon execution of her judgment and under Idaho Code 
§ 11-101 the sheriff must first satisfy the judgment, with interest, out of Darwin's personal 
property, and if sufficient personal property could not be found, then out of his real property. 
This is also an a.ccurate statement of the law in Idaho. 
Your reference to Idaho Code §. 32-918 is misplaced because we .recorded the entire 
Property Settlement Agreement. The conditions you refer to in your letter only apply if a 
summary of a niarriage settleDJent agreement is recorded. See I.C. § 32-918(2) and (3). 
Importantly, what dam.age has Mrs. fy[cKay suffered as a consequence of anything we did 
or failed to do? Unless Mrs. McKay abandoned or altered the terms and conditions of the . 
Property Settlement Agreement subsequent _to the termination of our representation, Mr. McKay 
is still obligated, under the conditions of paragraph 1.8.3, to pay Mrs. McKay $800,000, plus 
interest from and after September JO, 2008 at the above-market interest rate of 6% per annum. 
In addition, Mr. McKay is obligated to pay Mrs. McKay $2,500 per month as alimony and make 
COPY TO d:ea.L,,J: ( ,, e."1(1,· / 
ON d 5 -'u _,_(} __ 
MCKAY1455 
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Allen 8. Ellis, Esq. 
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
the monthly payments on the notes secured by the first and second deeds of trust encumbering 
the residence. As Mrs. McKay knows, despite our best efforts, Mr. McKay would not agree to a 
fixed maturity date for payment of the amounts identified. in paragraph 1.8 of the Property 
Settlement Agreement, and he would not agree to give Mrs. McKay a collateral security interest 
in any specific asset. 
Throughout our representation of Mrs. McKay and prior to her execution of the Mediated 
Settlement Agreement, we advised Mrs. McKay that her choices were to go to trial or settle on 
the best terms she could get from Mr. McKay. She chose to settle. While some lawyers may be 
reluctant to go to trialt the lawyers in our firm are not so inclined. In fact, it is unlikely that any 
other firm in the state of Idaho has tried more divorce cases over the last 35 years than Cosho 
Humphrey. 
In conclusion, Mrs. McKay had full and complete knowledge of the risks attendant to any 
agreement with Mr. McKay that required future performance. The evidence developed in the 
divorce case supported a finding that Mrs. McKay had superior knowledge regarding Mr. 
McKay's character, assets, liabili~ies and business practices. In fact, she informed us many times 
that she did'·ncihrust Mr.· McKay.· Notwith$tanding her knowledge that Mr. McKay would not 
grant her a collateral security interest in any specific asset, including the mortgages he held, she 
chose to settle with him in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in the Mediated 
Settlement Agreement and Property Settlement Agreement and accept the risk that Mr. McKay 
would not perfonn. 
S0984S_2.doe 
Very truly yours, 
Isl 
THOMAS G. WALKER· 
MCKAY.1456 
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Annette Manning 
('.~ 
\Y :~~~: Allen Ellis Thursday, November 05, 2009 1 :37 PM 
Thomas G. Walker · To: 
Subject: RE: McKay v. McKay 
Tom: 
With respect to the whether a judgment constitutes a lien on real property or on an interest in real 
property, a lien is created only if a party's interest in the property is identified and only if the property 
itself is identified. The McKay judgment failed to do either. 
Your reference to §32-918 implies that the summary of a settlement has to be more thorough than the 
settlement itself. That makes no sense. 
I concur that whatever Ms. McKay is able to recover frqm Darwin is credit to any claim she makes 
against you. 
Regards, 
Allen Ellis 
208 345 7832 
f%il From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com] 
>· r,:,·· Sent: Thursday, November OS, 2009 9:21 AM 
To: Allen Ellis 
Cc: Pam carson 
Subject: McKay v. McKay 
Allen: Please see my attached response to your letter dated November 4, 2009. 
************************************************************************************** 
************************************************************************************** 
Confidentiality Notice: 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confiaential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this infonnation is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or 
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP. The recipient should check this e~ail and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
IRS Circular 230 Notice: 
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and ~annot be used, by any other person 
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of 
.. ~ ., avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law . 
... ~~··' 
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THOMAS G. WALKER 
1wnll,er@coshnlnw com 
www.ricolawblog.com 
Allen B. Ellis, Esq. 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chtd. 
707 North 8th St. 
P.0.Box388 
Boise, ID 83701 
COSHO HUMPIDIBY, LLP 
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
PO Box 9518 83707-9518 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone 208.344.7811 
Firm fax 208.338.3290 
November 5, 2009 
Via email to: AEI1is@ebslaw.com 
and 
First Class Mail 
Re: McKayv. McKay 
CH File No. 19458-001 and 002 
Dear Allen: 
DIRECT PHONE 208.639.5607 
CELL PHONE 208.869, 1508 
DIRECT FAX 208.639.5609 
,;~~~~~ 
~"' . : ... · .. I~ responding to your email received at 1:37 p.m. today. Regarding·the lien created by 
. :·... ·. ·. recording· a judgment, the statute is clear that a recorded judgment is a lien on all of the judgment 
.. t· .:- .':-· . . ·. _debtor~s real property locate~ in the couoty in which the judgment is recorded, to wit: 
. ~~~~t;.~·~::.~.~- ~:§:~~:j .... : ::-~: : :: ... · .. ~·. . . . 
· · · · ,· : . . • ·. the judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the 
judgment debtor in the county, not exempt from execution, owned by him at the 
time or acquired afteiwards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien. 
(Emphasis added.) 
J.C. § 10-1110. 
Regarding Idaho Code§ 32-918(1), it is likewise quite clear: 
· When such contract is acknowledged or proved, it must be recorded in the office 
of the recorder of every county in which any real estate may be situated which is 
granted or affected by such contract. 
LC.§ 32-918(1). 
There is no requirement in subsection (1) that a legal description be included in the 
marriage settlement agreement. 
•. ,, 
:,-· 
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Allen B. Ellis, Esq. 
November 5, 2009 
. .,,.J.~f!ge 2 
..... 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
In any event, you have stated that Mr. McKay did not, and does not now, own any real 
property. Although that issue was contested by Mrs. McKay during the divorce proceeding, 
whether he had any real property is beside the point. The fact that Mrs. McKay chose to settle 
with Mr. McKay knowing that he refused to grant her a collateral security interest in any specific 
asset is conclusive of that issue. If she did not want the deal documented in the Mediated 
Settlement Agreement, ·she could have gone .to trial. 
510348.doc 
Very truly yours, 
Isl 
THOMAS G. WALKER 
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~ ORIGINAL 
Stanley W. Webb (ISB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856) · 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P. 0. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 ; 
Dlrect Phone: Q{,8) 639-6607 
Cell phonet - (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 6'39-5609 
:] :Y,cr;,[f)1= 
NOV 2 9 2007 
J. DAVID NAVAR.Ro, Clerk 
BrJ.EARLe 
DEl'tlTY 
E-mail: sweJsh@cosholaw.com; twnlker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys ror Pfalntiff Patrlcla McKay 
INTIIE DISTRicr COURT OF THE FOURTH Jm>ICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant 
·. · MAGISTRATE DMSION 
****** 
·ease No. CV DR 0615200 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
Based upon the Stipulation of the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED 
AND DECREED as follows: 
1. DIVORCE: The Plaintiff ("Patricia") and the Defendant ("Darwin") were 
married on July 6, 1996 in Nassau, Island of the Bahamas. Patricia and Darwin are granted a 
divorce from one another on the grounds of irreconcilable differences. Each is restored to the 
status of a single person. 
'·-JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
279198.doc -
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2. PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT: Except for paragraphs in the 
Property Settlement Agreement dated October 20, 2007 regarding alimony, the Property 
Settlement Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. With 
respect to alimony, the payment provisions therein sball be deemed integrated. contracts between 
the Parties with no jurisdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. The Property Settlement 
Agreement dated October 20, 2007 attached hereto as Exhibit A is approved by this Court and, 
except as noted above, is merged with and incorporated into this Judgment and Decree of 
Divon:e. 
DATED: November~ 2007. 
JUDGMENT AND DBCREB OF DIVORCE 
279198.doc 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the2'~ of November 2007 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Judgment and Decree of Divorce was served upon: 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd, Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83712 
P.O. Box 9S18 
Boise, ID 83707-9S18 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th Ave. North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
John A. Miller 
Miller & Harr 
Attorneys at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive, Suite 3 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
JUDGMENT AND DECREB OF DIVORCE 
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U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
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Stanley W. Welsh (JSB No. 1964) 
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856) 
Cosho Humphrey, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
P.O. Box 9518 
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607 
Cell phone: (208) 869-1508 
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609 
EmibitA 
E-mail: swelsb@cosholaw.com; twalker@cosholaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FoURnl JUDICJALDISTRicr OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIAE. McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L. DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant 
****** 
Case No. CV DR 0615200 
PROPERTYSE1TLEMENT 
AGREEMENT INCORPORATED AND 
~RGED WITH AND INTO 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
DIVORCE 
This Property Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is made 'and entered into this 201h day 
of October 2007 by and "between Patricia B. McKay, ~laintiff ("Patricia" or "Plaintiff"), and L. 
Darwin McKay, Defendant ("Darwin" or "Defendant"). Patricia and Darwin are sometimes 
PROPERTY SE'ITLBMENT AGREEMENT 
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individually referred to as a "Party" or collectively referred to as the "Parties". This Agreement 
is binding end enforceable upon the terms stated herein, notwithstanding the fact that additional 
documen~n is required to carry out the terms of this A~ent. 
t. Community Property. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community property: 
I.I. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2.1 below, Patricia shall receive the 
peISOnal residence located at 2S Horizon Drive, Boise, Idaho ("Personal Residence'') free and 
clear of all encumbrances. Patricia shall furthermore receive all personal property and fumiturc 
contained therein • Patricia shall execute such written consent as may be required by the lenders 
to ~w Darwin access to information regarding the 1st and 211tt deed of trust notes. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and sufficient quit clahn deed and 
quit claim bill of sale all of his righ~ title and interest in and to the Personal Residence, including 
all personal property and :furniture. 
1.2. Patricia shall ~ive the Box- Office Productions stock. Darwin shall 
transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate property by good and .sufficient assignment separate 
- from stock certificate all ofhls right, title and interest in and to the Box Office Productions stock. 
Patricia shall cause the assignment fonn to be delivered to Darwin through counsel as soon as 
possible for Darwin's execution and delivei:y to Patricia 'through her coUDSel. 
1.3. Patricia shall receive her IRA account. 
PROPER.TY SE'ITLEMBNT AGREEMENT 
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1.4. Patricia shall receive the 1995 Mercedes S-500 vehicle in her possession 
and the I980's motor home, currently located at the f.ann. Darwin shall deliver the motorhome to 
Patricia on or before December 1, 2007. Darwin shall transfer to Patricia as her sole and separate 
property by good and sufficient bill of sale and endorsement on tlie respective Certificates of 
Title all of his right, title and interest in and Patricia's 199S Mercedes S-500 and the 1980's 
motorhome. Patricia shall cause the assignments foxms to be deli~ to Darwin through 
counsel as soon as possible for Damin's execution and delivery to Patricia through her counsel. 
1.5. Darwin may at his expense have the contents of the Personal Residence 
~.-.;- ''~ . 
construction folder copied if necessary for preparation of the amended tax returns for 200S and 
2006 and for the 2007 tax retum. Patricia shall retain the original of the Personal Residence 
construction folder. 
1.6. Darwin shall pay to Patricia $100,000.00 in four equal consecutive 
mo~thly installments of $25,000.00 on or before Jamuuy IS, 2008 and on or befo~ the 151h day 
of February, March and April, 2008. The Parties ?Cknowledge that the $100,000.00 amount was 
based upon a portion of Patricia's attorneys' fees and litigation expenses. In accordance with 
Idaho Code § 32-704(3) said payments shall be paid by Darwin directly to Cosho Humphrey, 
LLP, who may enforce this portion of the Judgment in its own name; provided, however, Patricia 
may pay Cosho Humphrey, LLP prior to any such installment in which case, the payment or 
payments shall be paid directly to Patricia· by Cosho Humphrey, LLP. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.7. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or certified. 
check, within five (5) days of payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real 
Estate Transaction"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and int~ to Patricia 
in and to the two (2) lots ~ conveyed by Status Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part 
of 1he Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The parties acknowledge that the Status Real 
F.state Transaction is scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently 
pursue the closing and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay the closing. 
1.8. The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns breaches 
the Purc1lase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion of the land that had been 
referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as the "Home Faan.11 In the event of breach, 
Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior to 
the sale~ Status Corporation as .. Albrethsen's Fann." 
1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or before 
March 30, 2008, Darwin shall pay Patricia $500,000 as soon as he is able to do without violating 
the l~ing terms and conditions of !he bank holding the line of credit for the Turf Corporation. 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it assigns breaches 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500>000 by April 30, 2008, he shall 
list the Albrethsen property that was included in the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction 
for sale and shall pay Patricia by cash, certified cheek of wire transfer $500,000 within five (S) 
days of receipt or closing on a sale. 
PROPERTY SBTTI.HMENT AGREEMENT 
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1.8.3. Provided further that if following a breach, ~ is not able to 
pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, ~008, he shall pay Patricia $800,000 plus interest at the 
rate of 6% payable- within five (5) days of any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen 
property funds, the Home Farm. property or both (provided that payment of funds .ftom the sale of 
the Home Fann µray only be .made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line of credit for 
the· Turf Corporation) by cash, certified check, Ol' by wire transf~. 
1.9. Darwin shall be awarded the 2000 XJ8L Jaguar vehicle; 1973 5th wheel 
camp trailer; 1990 Ford pick·up truck; and 1994 ~slor LHS. Darwin shall furthermore be 
rl~ ~ 
~Jo 
~ r)) ;?J 
~J 
entitl~ to pick up his separate property birch cabinet and birch bookcase located in th!.~~?:1 roo~ ~L>g #. 
of the P~nal Residence. Upon delivery of the motorhome to Patricia, D~ sfuuf~~p:~~: ~  · 
empty bookcase and cabinet Darwin shall be awarded all separate and community property 
interests (if any) in the following:. 
a. The Turf Cotporation; 
b. Th.e Turf Company of Nevada, Ino.; 
c. Pleasure~ LLC; 
d The Turf Company, LLC; 
e. Tudland, ILC; 
t: Notes Receivables for Turf Company; 
g. Investment in Nevada Granite Industries; 
h. Palace Resorts Time Share; 
PROPERTY SE'nl,BMENT AGREEMENT 
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i. Proceeds lium sale of Albrethsen: r 
j. Personal effects and furnishings in Darwin•s possession; and 
k. McKay family investments and interests. 
2. Community Debts. The Parties agree to the following settlement of their 
community debts: 
2.1. CommenciIJg November 2007 and continuing thereafter as provided in this 
paragraph, Darwin shall pay Patricia's 1st end 2nd deed of trust note pa.ym.ems, including property 
taxes and insurance, as required by the lender(s), encumbering the Personal Residence ("Personal 
Residence Debt") as and for maintenance or alimony for Patricia. Darwin shall timely pay both 
1st and 2oc1 deed of trust note payments directly to the respective mortgage companies. Patricia 
will provide Darwin via fax or email the 1" and 2nd deed of trust note monthly statements within 
five days of when Patricia receives them. Eaoh month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fruc or 
email that he has made the respective 1st and 211d deed of trust note monthly payments in a timely 
manner. The payments required under this paragraph shall tenninate when Darwin pays off the 
Personal Residence Debt Darwin shall pay off the full amotmt of Personal Residence Debt 
directly to the respective mortgage companies within 1hirty (30) days of the date the Status Real 
Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty (30) days of receipt of any funds from the sale of either 
the Albrethsen property, the Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from 
the sale of the Home Fann may only be made to the extent allowed by the bank holding the line 
of credit for the Ttnf Corporation), but in any event, Darwin shall payoff the Personal Residence 
PROPERTY SBITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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Debt on or before October 20, 2012. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have the right 
to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which case, the Personal Residence Debt would 
likely be paid off out of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal Residence, Darwin shall 
pay directly to Patricia as a property equalization payment tho unpaid principal balance of the 
Personal Residence Debt, plus interest accruing at the respective rates called for in the first and 
second loan documents, in monthly installments to and including payment in full of the Personal 
Residence Debt The Parties agree 1hat Kevin Crane, CP ~ or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such 
other accountant as the Parties shall designate, will provide tho appropriate calculations of the 
remaining balance and accruing interest and Darwin shall execute and deliver a pmmissory note 
to Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such promissoey note shall include a right 
of prepayment. As of October 20, 2007, the unpaid principal balance of the 151 deed of trust note 
(World Savings Loan No. ) is $556,324.34 and interest is accruing from and after 
October 20, 2001 at the rate provided in the 1 rt deed of 1rUst note. NJ of October 20, 2007, the 
unpaid principal bal,ance of the 2nd deed of trust note (Countrywide Loan No. s 
$67,490.49 and interest is accruing from and after October 20, 2007 at 1he variable rate provided 
in 1he 2nd deed of 1rust note. Darwin shall pay each of these notes, including interest accruing 
from and after October 20, 2007 until each note is paid in full. 
2.2 Darwin shall pay off the two Chase Visa credit cards and Bank of America 
credit card as property equalization payments as follows: 
Chase Visa ending in 2116_ 
PROPERTY SBTFLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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Chase Visa ending in 0853 
Bank of America ending in 0232 
2,076.17 
22,845.13 
$71,248.30 
Darwin shall pay the $71,248.30, plus interest as follows: 
November 2007: 
December 2007: 
Januazy 2008: 
February 2008: 
Maroh2008 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attn'butable to the $71,24830; . 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30, 
$14,249.66, plus interest on the unpaid balance 
attributable to the $71,248.30; 
Darwin shall pay aU payments listed above in a timely manner such that no late 
. . 
fees are incurred. The November 2007 payment shall pay the Chase Visa ending in 0853 in full 
and shall then apply $6,086.75 to the Chase Visa ending in 2116 and $6,086.75 to the Bank of 
America ending in 0232. Each month Darwin shall notify Patricia via fax or email that he has 
made the respective credit card payments in a timely manner •. 
Patricia shall be responsible for all charges, interest, finance charges, and, fees 
attributable t.o charges made by her after October 20, 2007. Patricia shall be responsible for all 
other credit card debt in her name alone or charged by Patricia without Darwin's knowledge. 
23 Mediation Expense. Darwin shall pay one-half ~d Patricia shall pay 
one•half of all fees and expenses of mediation. 
PROPER.TY SETI'LEMENT AGREEMENT Page8 
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3. Alimony/ Maintenance Payments from Darwin to Patricia. Commencing 
November 2007 and continuing until Patricia is paid $800,000.00 or $500,000.00 as provided 
above, ·Darwin shall pay Patricia each month the sum of $2,500.00 as and for 
alimony/maintenance. All liability for alimony shall cease upon payment of the $800,000.00 or 
$500,000.00 as provided above. 
4. Full Disclosure. Each Party represents to the other that full disclosure of all 
community assets and community liabilities, of which he or she is aware, has been made. 
S. Allocation of Property to Darwin. :&cept as expressly provided herein, Patricia 
agrees to transfer by good and sufficient quit claim deed, quit claim bill of sale, quit claim 
assignment and/or other necessary quit claim document of conveyance all of her right, title and 
interest to Darwin in and to all of the community property awarded to Darwin herein, as his sole 
and separate property. Patricia shall return the notebook containing all of the Palace Resorts 
Information, including but not limited to Palace Premier Certificates; Palace Premier Golf 
. Passes; Premier Gold Membership; and Pala.co Premier / RCI Certificates. Patricia shall 
specifically sign over title to the 1994 Chrysler; 1990 Ford Pick-up and 1973 5th Wheel Camp 
Trailer. Darwin shall cause said transfers to be delivered to Patricia though counsel as soon as 
possible, except for the 1990 pickup, for which title is in Patricia's possession and shall be 
produced as soon as possible. Patricia shall further sign the Palace Premier Change of 
Ownership, which shall be delivered to Patricia through counsel. , 
PROPER'IY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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6. Disposition of Property, Subject to the provisions of this Agreemen~ each of the 
Parties hereto may dispose of his or her property of whatever nature, real or personal; and the 
Parties hereto, each for himself and herself, respectively, and for the respective heirs, legal 
representatives, executors and administrators and assigns, hereby waive any right of election 
which he or she may have or hereafter acquire reganling tho estate of the other. or any right to 
take against any last will and testament of the other, whether heretofore or hereafter executed, or 
as may now or hereafter be provided for in any law of the State of Idaho or any other st.ate or 
territory of the United States or any foreign counhy, and hereby renounces and releases all 
interest. right or claim that be or she now has or might otherwise havo-.~ the other,~ or 
by virtue of the laws of any state or country, end each Party shall sign any document necessary to 
release his or her interest to the other Party or any other document necessary to transfer any title 
or release any interest nccesaay to carry out the intent of this paragraph. 
7. Release of Patricia from all Debts and Personal Guarantees. On or before 
December 1, 2007, Darwin shall obtain at his sole cost and expense written releases of Patricia 
from liability for all debts whether such debts are owed to banks, vendors, and/or other creditors 
for whom. Patricia may have liability for any reason, including but not limited to Patricia's 
execution of note~ personal guarantees or collateral securit;y documents that she delivered during 
the Parti~s' marriage. Darwin shall provide Patricia with a true, correct and complete Ct?PY of 
each such release on or before December I, 2007. 
PROPERTY SETnEMENT AGREEMENT 
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8. Payment of Accounting Fees and Income Taxes by Darwin. Darwin shall pay 
for the preparation of state and federal income tax returns and/or amended returns for the Parties 
for 2005, 2006 and 2007. The Parties agree to file ~d tax returns under the filing status 
resulting in the lowest state and federal income truces. The Parties agree to cooperate with Kevin 
Crane, or any other accountant as Darwin deems necessary to complete the filing of such returns. 
Darwin shall pay all state and federal income tmces, interest and penalties, if any,· for all years 
prior to January 1, 2008 and Darwin shall be entitled to all tax. refunds, if any. Patricia shall be 
entiteld to claim the interest paid on the deed of trust notes encumbering the Personal Residence 
and Darwin shall claim the monies paid towards the ·deed of trust note payments as alimony to 
Patricia. Darwin shall further claim all $2,500.00 payments to Patricia pursuant to paragraph 3 
herein as alimony. 
9. Separate Property / Income After Execution of Agreement. The Parties hereto 
stipulate and agree that from and after the date of this A~ment, any and all property or income 
acquired or eamed by either Party hereto shall be the separate property of the, Party who has 
acquired or earned i~ any income on separate property~be se~ property and the other 
Party shall have no claim on ·any separate pro~ income or earnings. Beginning tax year 2008 
and all years thereon, the parties shall each file separately. Neither party shall include in their 
income any income earned by the other after December 31, 2007. Nor shall either party claim a 
credi; or deduction for expenditures made by the other after December 31, 2007. Any tax 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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liability arising from income after December 31, 2007 shall be paid and assumed according to 
their respective separate returns. 
10. Debts after Execution of Agreement. The Parties agree that from and after 
October 20, 2007, any debts incurred by either Party hereto shall be the separate debt of the Party 
incurring the debt and shall not be a community debt The Parties hereto agree not to incur any 
debt for which the other P~ may be liable. 
11. Mutual Release of Claims. For good···;;_d valuable consideration passing 
between the Parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged by each Party, the 
Parties each for themselves and for their heirs, representatives, ag~ employees, successors, 
executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, release the other Party and his or her heirs, 
representatives, agents, employees, successors, executors, administrators, subrogees and assigns, 
and each Party shall release, indemnify and hold harmless the other Party from any and all 
claims, liabilities or obligations arising out of or in any way connected with their marrlage, 
including but not limited to all claims set forth in or comprehended by that certain litigation 
identified in the caption above. Tho term claims shall include any and all claims and 
counterclaims, whether known or unlmown, a Party may have against the other Party as a re;sult 
of their marriage and the litigation identified above. 
12. Entry of Decree of Divorce. The Parties agree that on or before five (5) business 
days from the execution. of this Property Settlement Agreement, they will execute a stipulation · 
for entry of a Judgment and Decree of Divorce to be filed with the Court. 
PROPERTY SETILEMENT AGREEMENT 
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11. Merger with and into Judgment and Decree. Except for paragraphs regarding 
alimony, this Agreement shall be merged with and into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. 
With respect to alimony, the payment provisions herein shall be deemed integrated contracts 
between the Parties with no jurlsdiction conferred upon this Court to modify. 
12. No Undue Influence. The Parties agree that they have entered into this 
Agreement without undue influence or fraud or coercion or misrepresentation or for any other 
like cause. 
13. Further Performance. The Parties agree to execute all additional docmnents 
within 14 dar-s of pt"CSCntation of each such document and take such further steps as shall be 
required. to effectuate and cany out the performance of this Agreement. 
U. Amendments. This Agreement may not be amended. modified, altered or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by further agreement in writing duly executed by the 
Parties. 
ts. Cooperative Effort. The parties acknowledge that this Agreement is the result of 
a cooperative effort between them and their independent counsels and that in the event of any · 
dispute over the meaning or effect of any provision herein, the rule of interpretation of 
ambiguous terms against the drafting party shall have no application. 
16. Advice of CounseL The Parties stipulate that they have been represented by 
collllSel and arc familiar with the terms. conditions and effect of this Agreement. 
PROPERTY SEITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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17. Attorney Fees. In the event of any controversy, claim, or action being made, 
filed, or instituted between the parties to this Agreement or any of the other documents related 
hereto, or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attorney's 
and paralegal's fees incurred by the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is 
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. Court costs and attorney and paralegal fees include those 
incurred as a result QfJ)ankruptcy, or on appeal. 
18. Binding Agreement. This Agreement is binding upon the heirs, successom and 
assigns of the Parties. 
19. Free and Voluntary Act. Each Party further acknowledges: (a) that settlement of 
his or her claims alleged against the other in this litigation and the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and release by him or her, are by bis or her free and voluntary act; and (b) that no 
promise, agreement, statement or representation not expressed herein has been agreed to or relied 
upon. 
20. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws 
and statutes of the State ofidaho. · 
21. Notices. AU notices and demands required or permitted under this .Agreement 
shall be in wrltin& containing the information required by this Agreement to be communicated to 
any person, personally delivered to such person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, or by 
reputable ovemight air courier service (e.g., Federal Express or United Parcel Service) to such 
PROPERTY SB1TLEMENT AGREeMENr 
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person at the last known address of such person. The earlier of the date of personal delivery or 
two business days foJlowing the date of mailing or the date of delivery to the air courier thereof, 
as the case may be, shall be deemed the date of receipt of notice, unless proof of untimely 
delivery or non-delivery is provided by the addressee. The sender shall bear the risk of wrtimely 
delivery and non-delivery. 
22. Partial Invalidity. In the event any portion of this Agreement shall be 
determined invalid, void or otherwise unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in 
full force and effect., and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated. It is understood 
that the remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most closely approximating the 
intention of the Parties. 
23. Execution or Counterparts. Duplicate copies of this Agreement may be signed 
by one or more of the Parties and their counsel and copies of this Ag[eement signed, collectively, 
by nll Parties and their counsel shall be considered as a single, fully executed original document. 
24. Waiver. Failure of a Party, or any of them, to exercise his or her rights upon any 
default of the other Party shall not be construed as the waiver of the right to insist upon full 
performance of all the terms and conditions of this Agreement, or of the right to exercise any 
other right contained in this Agreement 
25. Time. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and each and all of its provisions 
in which perfonnance is a factor . 
PROPERTY SETnEMENT AGR.BBMENT 
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26. Warranty. THE UNDERSIGNED PARTIES INDIVIDUALLY AND 
TIIROUGH THEIR COUNSEL REPRESENT AND WARRANT 1HAT THEY HA VE READ 
THE FOREGOING AGREEMENT AND TIIAT THBY FULLY UNDERSTAND TIIE TERMS 
-
AND CONDmONS SET FORTII HEREIN. 
The remainder of this page was intentionally left blank. 
PROPBR1Y SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties and their respective counsel have executed this 
Agreement on the date set forth above. 
Approved as to form and content: 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
BY. )Lw~ 
Stanley W. Welsh 
Attorneys for Patricia E. McKay 
Approved as to fonn and content: 
BROOKS LAW, P.C. 
rly D. Brooks 
:ttorneys for L Darwin McKay 
Mn.LER. & HARR 
~~~ Jo Miller 
A: ~eys rorL. Darwin McKay 
PROPERTY SBITLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On November~ 2007, before me, the undersi~ a notm:y public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared Patricia E. McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
nam.o is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On Novem~ 2007, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said 
county and state, personally appeared L. Darwin McKay, known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the 
same day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AOREEMENT 
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PRE-NUPTIAL AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this .J5l day of 
1996, between DARWIN MCKAY (hereinafc.er 
"Prospective Husband") and PATRICIA CHR!STENSEN (hereinafter 
"Prospective Wife"). 
WITNESS ETH: 
WHEREAS, the parties contemplate marriage under the laws of 
the State of Idah0; and ... _ 
WHEREAS, in consideration of the marriage contract between 
them and in order to promote a long-lasting and harmonious mar-
riage, the parties now desire to define their respective property 
rights in the event of a dissolution of cheir marriage or their 
entry into a legal separation; and 
WHEREAS, each party has consented a...'1.d agreed that after 
their marriage, the other party shall have the sole and absolute 
control of his or her assets, prope:?:ty and estate, whenever 
acqui~ed, and may freely dispose o.: the same by gift, sale, 
testamentary disposition or otherwise, f=ee of any claim to or 
rights in the sa..rne of the other, except as may be othe!:wise 
provided for by this Agreement; and 
~ 
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WHEREAS, each party has made full disclosure t.o the other 
party of his or her present separate property interests and 
sources of income, including all assets and liabilities (but 
excluding as liabilities any current normal bills and charges and 
accrued income or property taxes) of any significance, schedules 
of which are attached hereto as Schedule A for Prospective Hus-
band and Schedule B for Prospective Wife, both of which Schedules 
ara incorporated herein by reference; and 
WHEREAS, each party has been represented by an attorney of 
his or he~ o•...rn choosing, or has been advised of and fully under-
stands his or her.right to consult wich an attorney of his or her 
choosing and each party having therefore sought and obcained 
whatever legal advice each wished in connection with each provi-
sion of this Agreement; a~d 
W"'rlEREAS, the Pre-Nuptial Agreement has been prepared by 
Penland Munther Boardman, Chartered, and Penland Munt.her 
Boardman, Chartered, has represented only Prospective Husband; 
and 
W"'rlERE.11.S, the Pre-Nuptial Agreement has been reviewed by 
James P._. Bevis, attorney for the Prospective Wife, and said 
counsel has had opportunities to request and make appropriate 
changes to this Agreement o~ behalf of his client; 
NOW, TEEREFORE, in cons.:.de:;:at.ion. of the above recita:s a~d 
of the mutual promisas a::.c. agreemer.t.s contained herein, and in 
0~ 
c!c_ . 
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consideration of the marriage contemplated by the parties, the 
parties agree as follows: 
1.00 Full Disclosure. Each party hereby declares that he 
or she has made a full disclosure to the other party of his or 
her present separate property interests, sources of income a..:."1.d 
liabilities, as above recited and as set forth on the attached 
schedules. Each party hereby ack.11.owledges that he or she has 
ascertained and weighed all of the facts, condi:ions and circum-
stances, whether past, present or future, likely to influence the 
judgment of each herein; :that all macte::-s set forth herein have 
been fully and satisfactorily explained to each party; that each 
party has given due consideration to the matters set forth herein 
and ciearly understands and conser1ts to all of the provisions 
hereof; and that each is entering into this Agreement freely and 
voluntarily, with full knowledge of all pertinent facts and afce~ 
consultation with and advice from, or the right to do so, a..11. 
attorney of his or her own choice. 
2.00 Release of Marital Rights of Prosoective Wife. Pro-
spective Wife hereby waives, releases and renounces, under the 
laws of a11.y jurisdiction that may be applicable, all right and 
interest, statutory or othe~wise, includ~~g, but r-ot limited to, 
dower, wic.ow's allowa!!ce, statutory allowance, intestate succes-
sion, right of election to take against t~e will of the Prospec-
000740
tive Husband, quasi-community property rights, homestead allow-
ance, exempt property, family allowance and all other rights of 
any nature whatsoever in the property or estate of Prospective 
Husband which she might acquire as the . ,:: W:!...1..e, widow, heir at law 
or next of kin of Prospective Husband, in his property, owned by 
him at the time of this marriage, or acquired by him in an indi-
vidual capacity thereafter, or as may be devised or inherited by 
him or his share of any community property acquired thereafter, 
and in his estate upon his death. 
3.00 Release of Marital Rights of Prosoective Husband. 
Prospective Husba..1.d hereby waives, releases and:ic>~enounces, under 
... _::1 ::~:.:~\\• .. ;!~,. :·~·. . 
the laws of any jurisdictio'n that may be applicable, all right 
and interest, statutory or otherwise, including, but not limited 
to, courtesy, widower's allowance, statutory allowance, intestate 
succession, right of election to take against the will of Pro-
spective Wife, quasi-community property rights, homestead allow-
ance, exempt property, family allowance and all other rights of 
any nature whatsoever in the property or estate of Prospective 
Wife, which he might acquire as the husband, widower, heir at law 
or next of kin of Prospective Wife, in he~ property, owned by her 
ac the time of this marriage, or acquired by her in an individual 
capacity thereafter, or as may be devised or inherited by her or 
as may be devised or ir..herited by him or her share of any 
P~2-NU?T~~L AGRE~MEN~ - 4 02~ CJ(:_ 
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community property acquired thereafter, and in her estate upon 
her death. 
4.00 Seoarate Prooertv. Each party shall separately retain 
all rights and have complete control of his or her own proper~y 
which is listed in Schedules A & B respectively. Each party 
shall also retain all rights and have complete individual control 
over all rents, issues, profits and increases on said property as 
lis~ed in Schedules A & B. 
It is understood that all wages, earnings or other income 
now or hereafter earned or acquired by each of the parties shall 
be the separate property of the prospective spouse who earns or 
acquires said wages, ear::iings or other income, subject to the 
provisions of-Section 4.01. Each party shall have the absolute 
and unrestricted right to enjoy, manage, dispose of or ot~er'Nise 
deal with such separate property at all times during his or her 
lifetime and upon his or her death, free from any claims that 
may be made by the other party by reason of their marriage, and 
with the same effect as if no marriage had taken place. The 
parties specifically agree that the rents, issues, profits, 
capita:!. gains or other earnings or increases on their separate 
property or proceeds from any disposition thereof constitute the 
separate property of the person owning such prope=ty and that 
such property and its rents, issues, .&: •• pro ... :i.cs, capital gair!.s or 
000742
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other earnings or increases or proceeds are not community proper-
ty. The foregoing shall apply 'to all property now owned by 
.. 
either of the parties any property which may be inherited or 
devised to them and to all property which may hereafter be 
separately acquired by either of them, in any manner whatsoever. 
4 . o 1 communi tv Fund. The parties agree that they w::..11 
maintain a community fund for the purpose of sharing household 
expenses and meeting other expenses or accumulating asse:s. It 
is understood that only those separate funds placed in the 
community fund or assets purchased from the proceeds of sai..d 
community fund .. shall become the conununity prope:-ty of t~e 
parties. Any assets acquired on a joint credit ca.?:'d will be 
community property. Nothing herein prevents the par-.:ies from 
agreeing in writing that a..'"l asset is community property. All 
other prope.?:'ty of the parties shall remain the separate property 
of the parties as designated in Section 4.00. 
4.02 Cornmunitv Prooertv. The parties agree that those 
items listed in Schedule C, which have already been acquired, 
will be considered community property. 
4.03 Income Taxes. It. is hereby agreed the parties may 
file their income taxes with the state and federal gove::-runents 
either jointly or separately, whichever is most advantageous to 
the individual party. Should the parties file j oi!'ltly, the 
000743
amount of income tax due or returned shall be prorated by the 
parties according to each party's respective income. 
s.oo Waiver of Right to Act as Fiduciary. Each party 
waives and renounces the right to act as personal representative, 
guardian, conservator or trustee of the estate of the other 
party; provided, however, that neither party shall be disquali-
fied by this waiver to serve and act as personal representative, 
gua.:?:"dian, conservator or trustee of the other's estate if so 
designated or nominated by the other. 
6. 00 Transfers Bet·....,een the Parties. Notwichstar..ding the 
provisions of this ll_greement, either party shall have the right 
to transfer or convey to the other any property or interest 
therein which may be lawfully conveyed or transferred during his 
or her lifetime, or by will or other~ise upon death, and neither 
party intends for this Agreement to limit or restrict in any way 
the right and power to receive any such transfer or conveyance 
from the other. 
7.00 Necessary Documents. Each party shall, upon the 
request of the other, execute, ack..~awledge and deliver any addi-
tional instruments that may be reasonably required to carry out 
the intention of this Agreement, including such instrument as may 
be required by the laws of any jurisdiction, now in effect or 
hereaf te!:' enacted, which may af feet the prope=ty rigt.ts o·f t:1.e 
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parties as between themselves or others, and if either party 
desires to sell, mortgage or in any way deal with his or her 
property, or any part thereof, the other agrees to join in said 
deed, mortgage or agreement without any consideration other than 
the covenants herein referred to. 
8.00 Effective Date. This Agreement shall take effect only 
when and if the marriage now contemplated by the parties in face 
takes place. 
9.00 Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire 
understanding of the parties and no representations or promises 
have been made except as concained herein. This Agreement may 
~j£·J 
?Qjt:., not be terminated, amended or supplamented except by an instru-
\ 
ment in writing expressly referring to this Agreement and signed 
by both parties. 
10.00 Bind;ncr Effect This Agreement shall bind and inure to 
the benefit of the parties and their respective legal representa-
tives, successors, heirs, grantees and assigns. 
11.00 Severabilitv. If any provision of this Agreement or 
any right waived or retained by it shall for any reason be in-
valid or unen::orce:able, the other portions of this Agreement 
shall nevertheless continue in full force and effect. 
12. 00 Control 1 ing Law. T!:1.is Agreement has bee!1 executed in 
the State of Idaho and its provisicr..s shall be construed and 
02~ 
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enforced in accordance with the laws of that State even though 
one or both of the parties may now be or hereafter become domi-
ciled in another jurisdiction. 
PRE-~-uPTIAZ.. AGREENENT - 9 021~ 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed and 
acknowledged this Agreement the day and year first above written. 
STATE OF ID}l...HQ 
County of ~oo) 
.... "". 
~Q/J~ 
..TRICIAciiiuSTENSEN, 
Prospective Wife 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Prospective Husband 
55. 
, / On this /( J-. day of JLl.~ .,.-- , 1996, before me, 
KYl,$til2f 1-[{)fl{(rjff!._. , ~e undersigned, a Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared PATRICLZ\. 
CHRISTENSEN and DARWIN MCK..~Y, k-.~01...m to me to be the persons whose 
names are subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged 
to me that they executed the sa~e. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have _h_ereunto set my hand and affixed 
my official seal, the day -and year in this certificate first 
above written. 
(SEAL) 
~ ..... . 
PRE-NUPTIAL AGREE.'\fENT - 10 
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Re iding at:..._../.~.4/.1)~_.,..J:L,..il.,,.!"=="~~~--~ 
My Commission E.:x:pires:~~'-.c-,........'"""'~~ 
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SCHEDULE "A" 
Seoarate Prooertv of Prosoective Husband 
ASSETS 
Lease Purchase Eauipment 1996 
1 - 1990 Kenworth Day cab Tractor 
SN----
1 1990 Kenworth Day Cab Tractor 
SN ___ _ 
1 - 1994 Tu=f Vacuum 
1 Northwest Rototiller 
1 Gasboy Fuel Management System 
4 Western Irrigation Wheel Lines 
1 - 1986 Volvo White Truck 
1 - 1984 Volvo White Truck 
3 Utility Flatbed Trailers 27 ft. 
1 Spyder Forklift 
1 Care Field Forklift 
2 Spyder Forklifts 
1 Komatsu Yard Forklif~ 
1 - 1989 John Deere Tractor 
Model 2350 w/Loader 
2 New Spyder Forklifts 
1 Ford F150 Pickup, Ford Motor Lease 
Nominal ~.ralue (subject to fair market: 
at end of term} 
Farm Land Owned or Under Contract 
value 
22,000.00 
22,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,200.00 
15,600.00 
16,000.00 
12,000.00 
10,500.00 
12,000.00 
14,000.00 
15,000.00 
4,000.00 
14,750.00 
54,000.00 
buyout 
Total Lease 
Pavout 
29,260.00 
29,260.00 
10,640.00 
10,640.00 
10,906.00 
20,748.00 
21,280.00 
15,960.00 
13,965.00 
15,960.00 
18,620.00 
19,950.00 
5,320.00 
19,617.00 
71,820.00 
40 Acres SWl/4 of SWl/4, T3N, RlE, B.M., 
known as Home Farm 240,000.00 
40 acres SWl/4 of SEl/4, T3N, RlE, B.M., 
k...~own as Hiatt Farm' 240,000.00 
021~~· 
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SCHEDULE "A." - (CONTINUED) 
LIABILITIES 
Ford Motor Credit - Ford Tractor 
Associates - Walking Floor Flatbed 
M&I Leasing - Various Far:n Items 
Key Bank Capitol Note 
Key Bank Term Note 
Washington Federal - Donna's House 
TCM Joint Venture 
Charles Hiatt - Hiatt Fa.::n 
D. J. McKay 
Key Bank Farm Operating Line 
PRE-NUPTI.l\L ]l..GR$EMENT - 12 
4,146.00 
8,400.00 
2,200.00 
75,000.00 
325,000.00 
140,000.00 
4,867.00 
95,000.00 
100,000.00 
285,000.00 
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\:zJ) THE TURF COMPANY EQUIPMENT UST AS OF 12131/95 
--. ;-
QTY OESCxlPTlON 
FAR.'Y EQUIPMENT 
1 IH MOOEL 886 TRACTOR 'NJCAB & DUALS 
1 IH MOOEl.1065 TRACTOR WJOUALS 326101720039257 
1 IH MODE!. 806 TAACTOR W/NJ::'l'V TA & ENGlNE 
1 IH MOOE!. 544 HYDRO TRACTOR UP14917 (NEW ENGINE) 
1 SCnAFcR 10' OFFSi:T DISC ID -10780 
1 WHITE 253 20' TANDEM DISC 
1 KlNG 131 CHISEL PLOW W/GAUGE WHEELS 
1 ACE 12' GROUND HOG W/3 .PT 
1 NORTH'NEST 12' ROT011u.ER #ru31445.C.RS3:237 
1 3PT OITCHER MODEL StJOW 
1 4 SECi.-ON STE:!. HAR..t~OWW13PT MEL~OW C.ARR!ER 
1 S?!KE TOOTH HARROW 15' 3 SEC1iOtJ 
1 OLD OLIVER GRAIN DR.ILL #S4-2:324 
1 EZ P'LOW SPREADER 
1 EVERSA-'!AN MOOE!.. 4512 LAND PLANE 12'X4.5' ffe10022 
1 18' TRIPLE K ·· 
8 PORTABLE MOTOROLA HTOO RADIOS @400.00 ea 
1 100 GALLON FUEL TANK W/PUM? 
1 500, GALLON FUEL TANK W/STANO 
1 280 GAU.ON FUEL T~~KW/STAND 
1 HARLEY ROCK PlCKER 
1 HQ;,iE BUILT HYDRAUL'-C WOOD SPUTTER 
1 HYDRAULIC DUMP ~'IAC:--llNE~Y TRAJL~R 
1 3PT HYDRAULIC CHER.!!tY P~KER. CRANE 
1 7 .. X 41' GRAIN AUGER W/;HP 3 PHASl: MOTOR 
1 5• X 20' GRAIN AUGER W/MOTOR 1.5 HP, 100 VOLT 
1 AUGER MOTOR 1HP, 110 VOLT 
1 EDWARD'S TRACTOR MOUNT FORKLIFT i1TFaS1140 
1 MOTOROLA SASE UNIT 
1 MC MOOcL675 GRAIN DRYER 
1 ST ~JNLESS STEEL SPREADER UNIT, WALX BEHIND 
1 DUAL FRONT LOADER 
1 OUVl:R 55 TRACTOR S.N • .2:2979-51S 
1 3PT sex SCRAPER 
1 CORRUGATION WI'MARK~~S 
1 5C00PM0B!LE FRONT ~ND tOADER 
1 HARLEY ROCX WlNDROWER 
1 MELROE SPRAY COUPE MODEL 2..."{) SPRAYER 2206188-87 
1 TERRA-GA TOR lf FERTIUZER SPREADER ~1 UNIT 714 
1 PORTABLE SCALES 
1 TERM-GATOR II FERTlL!ZER S?READER-?AUL IDAHO 
TOTAL FAR!.1 EQU!Pt,1ENT 
1 
VALUE 
12,000.00 
8,000.00 
5,500.00 
4,200.00 
2,500.00 
2,000.00 
1,500.00 
2,400.00 
3,000.00 
5-00.GO 
400.DO 
3SO.OO 
3eil.OO 
40.00 
2,400.00 
1~.00 
3,100.00 
200.00 
.200.00 
1:0.00 
5,000.00 
200.00 
2,:00.00 
600.00 
1,400.C-O 
15'.00 
75.00 
300.00 
450.00 
8,000.00 
150.00 
1,200.00 
1,500.00 
250.00 
2=0.00 
7,000.00 
6,5(."0.00 
121000.00 
9,000.00 
3,815.00 
2,500.C-O 
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ct f:1.;.!~, ,,_...,.,~ i-1;.,: OFFICE EQUIFME?JT ll\.ic:{)DfAN 9 RE,JOt 
8 STEEL DESXS@S0.00 ea.(6 Merfd!an, 2 Reno) 
4 2-0RAWER FILS CABINET@ 55.00 aa. 
3 4-0AAWER FILE CABINET {2 Mandlan, 1 Reno) 
1 4-0RA.WER FIRE PROOF LEGAL S!ZE FILE CABINET 
1 CANON COFIER W/STAND 
2 WOOO STORAGE CABINETS 
2 OFFICS COMBINATION AJC & HEATING UNITS 
a PHONES & SWITCHING EQUIPMENT 
2 CISPLA Y T ASL.ES @ SO.CO ea. 
3 WALL MAPS, LAMINATED@~O.~ ea. 
1 WOOO BOOKCASi: 
a CALCUL.ATORS@30.C-O ea. 
1 . 3 DRAWER FILE CABINET 
6 SWIVEL CHAJRS @ 30.00 ea 
1 SECRET.ARY T.ASLE 
2 WCOOEN OCC. CHAIRS@ 10.C-O ea. 
1 VERSALINK FOR r ..U HOOK U? 
2 FAX MACHINES 
1 EPSON PRJNTER 
1 HP INK JET LASER PRJNTER 
1 PANASONIC ?RJNTER 
1 5 DRAWER FRONT orENING FiLS CABINET 
2 OFFiCc DMCERS 
MISC. COMPUTER SOFiWAR: 
1 VACUUM CLEANER 
2 COMPAQ 4.SS DESKTOP COMPUTER 
1 sss 486..SS COMPUTER 
1 XEROX 620 MEY&ORYWR!raR TYFE"TIRITER 
1 AJR CONOmONER 
1 TRADE SHOW DISPLAY EQUIP~.ilE:-ff 
3 WOOD DESKS W/SJOE UNn'S @ 200.00 ea. 
1 METAL SIDE OPENING FILE CABINET 
1 STORAGE CABINET 4 DRAWER, 4 COOR 
3 BROWN OFFICE CHAJRS 
1 TlMc CLOCK 
1 s;;t:;LL R!::FR.IGEMTOR 
1 MICROWAVE OVEN 
1 PICNIC T ABU: W/ 5ENCHES 
2 SMALL WOOCEN CABINETS (Break Room) 
3 PLASriC PORTABLE ril: CAARlERS 
"2 EAScl. 
SCALES & SE:O SALES SINS 
TOTAL OFriCE EQUIPMENT 
2 
' 
400.00'· 
-~·.:'•,.220.00··.: . 
240.00 
100.00 
700.00 
225.00 
1,200.00 
2,400.00 
100.00 
S0.00 
10.00 
210.00 
60.00 
180.00 
30.00. 
20.0-0 
2:0.00 
700.00 
300.00 
300.C-O 
100.00 
200.00 
50.00 
800.00 
&l.00 
1,735.00 
1,436.00 
290.00 
382.00 
800.00 
600.00 
200.00 
300.00 
75.00 
3&'.J.00 
1CO.GO 
75.00 
7S.C-O 
60.00 
70.00 
50.00 
150.00 
$15,733.00 
021~ 
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SOD EQUIPMENT 
1 PALLCT ~LER 
1 6' SOD ROLLER 
1 FOR.D MODEL 4610 TRACTOR 
2 6' WATER FILLED ROLLER@250.00 ea 
1 1980 MF 245 OIEScl.. TRACTOR 
WJJI.JOOEl. 3A314aS6 SOD HARVESTER 
1 JACCS.SEN SELF PROPEL.U;D 
7 GANG MOWER #r10-1623 WH 
5 SPYDER FORKLIFTS 
1 FORKLIFT TRAILER 
1 JACOBS2N SELF PROPEll.ED 7 GANG MOWER, RED 
1 PRJHCEiON MODEL 130 SELF ?ROPELLED TURF CUTTER 
1 ACE 100 GALLON 5P~"'¥ER WJBOOMS, 3 PT 
1 HOME BUILT P!PE HAUWNG TRAJL=R 
1 SR!WON TUR.c SEEDER MODEL SST-144-01, 12' WIDTH 
1 INTER~..JAT,ONAL FLAJL MOWER if!Q 
1 MOTT'VERTICAl.CUTMOWER 
1 HUSTLER ROT AA'f MOWER 72" 'MOTH 
1 TURF NET LA Y1NG UNIT 17' WIDE 
1 MASSEY FERGUSON 2-45 T~CTOR WfTURf. TiRES 
1 OY~lA ? AK LR SO ROLLE~ 
3 REEFER UNITS 
1 1S80 MF 245 DIESEL TR. ;;SA20.:!359 W/BROWER A3A HAR 
1 'NORTHINGTON ROT~~y MOWER S.N. 233 
1 GREAT FLI\JNS OVERSE:DER, 7211 Wt.CE #~1 
2 RADIO FOR HARVESTER j1 & 2 
1 JACOBSEN ?TO POWER.ED 12• SWE:?ER 
1 GOLF CART W/CHARGE:R 
2 PERKlNS 4 CYLINDER C'4ESEL ENGINE FOR MOWER 
1 SHOP MADE HYDROSTAT:-c ROTAAY MOWER 
1 JAW-TIPE ROCK C~USHER 
1 REVERSE TINE TILLER 
1 NUl-dES MOWER ROTARY 
1 BROWER 7 GANG PTO REEL MOWER 
1 BROWER 5 GANG PTO REEL M01iVER {MADE FROM PAR1S) 
1 HYSTcR FORKLIFT PROPANE FOWER.ED fc:NO 
1 1994 HONDA4X 2 FOUR'iVHEELERMOOEL.3CO cc 
1 185 cc HONDA THREE WHE:Ll:R 
1 200 cc HONDA THREE WHE~LER 
1 HESTON STACXHAND 
1 SPYDER FORKUFT 
TOTALSOO EQIJIFMENT 
3 
45-0.00 
700.00 
9,000.00 
500.00 
22,000.00 
1,000.00 
50,000.00 
S00.00 
3,000.00 
2,000.00 
800.00 
S00.00 
2,500.00 
451.00 
~"!0.00 
2.~0.00 
1,200.00 
6,300.00 
7,-SOO.OO 
7,400.00 
18,000.00 
2,000.00 
4,000.00 
800.00 
2,000.00 
250.00 
2,500.00 
30,500.00 
1,500.00 
2,400.00 
9,500.00 
5,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,800.C-O 
3,000.00 
650.00 
600.00 
~000.00 
$210,3511.00 
02l~luo. 
~ 
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l 
@ VEHICLES . . 
' 
1 197'.J LUFKJN 40' Fu\TSED TIWLER 2,500.00 
1 1979 CHEVY LUV PICKUP ;!JCLN1.4002613714, YELLOW 700.00 
1 1995 FORD 112 TON PICKUP 111FTDF1548SNS41845 R.ENO 15,000.00 
1 1995 FORD 1/2 TON PfCXUP #1FTOF15Y1SNA793S9 15,000.00 
1 1984 GMC 2 1/2 TON TRUCK '1.GOG7D1F2.EY50.4852 9,345.00 
1 1977 CHEVY LUV PICXUP, WHIT'E #CLJ.11458209761 400.00 
1 OOOGi: AAMPAGS #1B74W14E8CSZ3S08a 1,000.00 
1 1s· PULL. TRAJU:R WJHARSH HCIST, s,oes 
& ROLLOVER TARP i# 10006244 5,000.00 
1 15' GOUTE TRAV5!.. TRAUJ:RS.N.15110507BX 1,000.00 
1 1987 FORD RANGER PICKUP if1FTBROA4HUS37671 2,000.00 
1 1970 FORD 2 TON T~ fl. C70EVJ63959 1,000.00 
1 1982 V.'H. PtC:<UP #1VlKS017XCV0~716 1,800.00 
1 1977 FETcRSILT CASO'JER #88544P 14,500.00 
1 1977 AU.CY~· FUTSl:D m1so 6,500.00 
1 1980 TRANSCAAFTTRAlLER, 36' FLAT DECK #TC16238 4,000.00 
1 SHOP BUILT 2 AXLE SEMI DOLLY 4,100.00 
.... -· 1 1900 FETERSILT CCN'JENTIO?Ul. TRUCK ~02S93S-OGL 40,000.00 
·MW-' 1 SINGLE AXLE DOLLY 1,200.00 1~{~f 
2 2fi' SINGLE AXLE PULL U71Urt TRAJLERS #SSS002,6a9003 8,000.00 
1 40' SEMI TRAJU:R TO BE MOOli=iED ;;(369225-9031 1,000.00 
1 1S82 DODGE 112 TON 4--WD PIC:<U? #23S083 3,000.00 
1 1$52 lH P!CXUP FROM SAL'IAGl: FiXED UP #$8~434-AA 600.00 
1 1973 IH 3 AXI.E CONVE.N"TlONAJ.. TRACTOR fl.43747CYB15201 7,500.00 
1 1977 TRAlL\1081L.E FLATBED TRAJLER 42' #P:0345 4,500.00 
1 1967 BROWN FLATBED TRAJl.fR 4-0' i;!S673610 2,500.00 
1 1971 BROWN FtATBEOTRAJLSR36'#S715323 2,000.00 
1 LIGHTWEIGHT TRAIL:'.R TO C~Y HUSTl.Ert MOWER 250.00 
1 1900 UTIU'TY REErER TRAlLER 42' 3,000.00 
1 TRANSMJSSiON 15 SPEED SALV. WRECKED 77 IH 1,000.00 
1 RE..t..R-ENDS PLUS HOUSING SALV. lfJRECKE:O 77 IH 2,000.00 
1 T~.NS~SION 10 $0. SAJ...V. F~CM 19$4 WHITE TRUC:< 1,000.C-O 
2 R:::.AR-ENO SALV. FROM 1984 WHITi: TRUC:< 2,000.00 
1 25' T A.~D·Ertl AXLE FL~ T EaD DE:L!VERY T~JLER #55917 2,GC-0.00 
1 1984 VOL VO 'NHITE 3 AXLE TRACTOR #:GJ2UC-€3:283 16,500.00 
1 1986 VOL'IO WHITE 3 AXLE TRACTOR CONVENTIONAL 18,000.00 
1 5TH 1NHE2!.. L!FTlNG HOIST CALL.A.HAN 6,5-00.C-O 
1 1 S77 MACK 3 .A .. '(L: TRACTOR #'h'L73SLS1..:-427 4 4,000.00 
C. ; 
TOTAL V~HlCLE:S $211,595.CO 021~~· 
4 
Geg-H 316. 
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Sl-:C?. i<::UIPMENT (j "!_iY,~ 
AJR C:: M?RESSOR 1,000.CO 
JENNY STEAM CLEANER, PRESSURE WASHER 1,200.00 
t METAL CUTTING BANOSAW 500.00 
1 OXY t.·: !:TYL.ENE WELDER & TANK 300.00 
1 NEW 1.iNCOLN AC-OC 2;0 WI CAARJER 1,000.CO 
H.O. 11~·· ORJLL 100.00 
MILW.::.0KE: SAWZALL 125.00 
ORJL!. ~RSSS1 15'' FLOOR MOOEL SC-0.00 
FLOCR GRJNOER 100.00 
SHOF ,:..ru:ss 200.00 
t PARTS WASHER 200.00 
1 SHC? ·/ACUUM li& 1SO.C-O 
2 HANO OR.JNOSR 85.ca 
1 GAS :! .JRNACi: 250.00 
WE:!.OING TASL5 & VlSE 200.00 
MSi'.!.l.. AACi< 100.00 
LINCO~N INOUSiRIAL WlRE: F'S::::J WE:..01:~ CCMP!..E 1 = 2.sco.co 
1 FLOCF... JAC~( STOW :?C-0.CO 
1 AIR :M? .!.Ci. 1" 200.00 
2 4 .. Grt.!ND~R SD,C-0 • 
FRE:•:L.::NCY STABIL!Z5R · 300.00 }i; TRANS;,J!SSION JACK 350.CO 
1 6001 i·:lf~OU5 WRENCH 6CO.OO 
1 n'YD~'JLIC HOSE P~ESS 400.00 
ENGlN:: STANO 1SO.C-O 
CAT:R.~ILL .. ~R ENGlNE A.CJUSiiNG TOOLS 600.00 
PORT;..3L: WE!..OE~ 930.00 
1 2 iCN .=LOOR JACI( iOO.CO 
1 PAL.!.:·: JACK 250.00 
t WASTS OIL. BURNER 750.00 
2 250 GAt.LON WASTc OIL TANKS 
·-
400.00 
SIL V:R EAGLE PRES.SURE WASHER 2,CC0.00 
1 AlR AA-; 
.200.00 
2 TOCL '.::OX AND TOOLS 1,SC0.00 
BULK ·:JIL TANKS 6CO.CO 
AJR GF SAScrt 100.00 
4 SULA CIL !-!.AND PL!MPS 15-0.CO 
M!SC. SHC? MANUALS 
~co.ca 
1 DRILL P~..::SS VlS: 1CO.CC 
1 A!R CC-r·lCIT:CNE:i St."1.C-0 
SHCF fl.CCR HEAVY DlfT'( GRJNDER 300.C-O 
8 eo~::JACKS 3..~.C-0 
CHC? ';;:!..'ti 2C-O.CD c:ii., I " .J~c:-: ...: ·:·,~.~1::s 300.00 ,;[t! .... 
E:<~L 37 :=.!J'{ 61..."-0.::0 
TCT.A.L SHC? SCUl?MSNT 
021~ 
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!~-UG . ..1..TtON EQl:1?~LENT 
_rc~H3lJ~;·iETT-HO~!E FAR .. v!-AL!: .. '.THSEN: WHEELLINES 
.• 1240' 
1260' 
1040' 
toso· 
103(' 
12~r. 
no· 
1220' 
lOSG' 
no· 
760' 
7' WHEELLl}iE COJ\f.PLC:TE TELESCOPE 
7' ViHEELLI1'iE COtvfPLETE TELESCOPE 
6' WHEELLINE CO!vfPLETE TELESCOPE 
61 W"HEELLINE CO'tvCPLETE TELESCOPE 
61 WHEELLINE COMPLETE TELESCOPE 
61 WHEELLINE COlvfPLETE TELESCOPE 
6' WHEELLLNE. COtv.f.PLETE TELESCOPE · 
6' WHEELLINE GOiY!PLETE TELESCOPIC' 
61 WHEELLINE CmvlPLETE TELESCOPIC 
61 WHEELL1NE COiYIPLETE HOSE CONNECTOR 
61 WHEELLIL'fE CO~fPLETE HOSE CO:NNECTOR 
HO~ lE FAR.\.!: HA:.'I'D LINES 
l . ' - . 
~ 
J 
! 
. 
"T 
.. 
..,. 
5 
8 
6 
6 
3 X40' H & L CENTEJ. R!SER 
JX20' H & L E~"D R1S2R 
8'' RL E~TI PLCG 
611 RL E~TI PLUGS 
4" H&L E!'/1) PLt.;GS 
3'' H&L E)iD PLUGS 
4X3 u1'1TVERSAL V.Al. VE OPE~"E..'R.. 
4X3 RAIN FOR RE:'i'T V.J.J... VE OPENE ... ~S 
4X3X3 U1'11VERSAL. V.J..1.. VE OPENERS 
4XJX3 tINiv"E.RS . .1..L VAL VS OPE!'ll:RS 
4'1 FLCSF.J)iG E~TI Pf . .t:GS {\VH'j:'ELLIN1:.S} 
$ 3,600:00 
3,600.00 
3,600.00 
3,200.00 
3,200.00 
3,600.00 
2,700.00 
3,500.00 
3,200.00 
2,000.00 
2,100.00 
$34,JOO,OO 
6,149.00 
85.00 
27.00 
40.00 
24.00 
38.00 
520.00 
150.00 
60.00 
30.00 
90.00 
57,2l3.00 
TC?\:-8UR.:.''1°:ETI-HOME FA .. ~v1-STIRLING-ALBRETHSEN: i\-L~1..INE 
350' 
960' 
560' 
2so· 
150' 
90' 
! 5· 
10 T. 
180(;' 
500' 
2so· 
150' 
, .. "\, 
_)lJ 
l .,. ,.; 
5' 
8X50 ~L;\fi\i1.I}lE JU. WtV 
8X40 ;\,LIDII.Il'l"E RL W/V 
8X40 -YL..\.P.-l1.I~m RL W/OV 
8X20 ~u-~1..n,iE \V/V 
8X30 )..L~1.l1'."E W/OV 
8X30 • .\}lGLED ~l~~LINc 
SXi.5 1L~"":;T.l);t: ~ 
SXlO ~L-UN1.0;E RI.. 
6X501£..\n-.1.DiE RL 
6X50 M.~ I:Nl.0,;,:;. E & L 
6X5 O 1 f. .l..i"?-i 1.Il'tE RL 
6X20 ~-fA.:.1");1.~'E Rl. 
4X50 ),,f.i 2'11..D.~ RL 
4X50 ~L~"'?-il.I)i.:: EJ:!... 
<00 .\f.01..02 r.J.:.~ 
6 
998.00 
2,736.00 
1,596.00 
798.00 
428.00 
256.00 
43.CO 
29.00 
4,230.00 
1os:oo 
1, l i5.00 
658.00 
172.00 
233.00 
I? 111'\ ___ .. ..,, 
6.00 
• 
000755
TC~i-8LR .. ~1:TT-HOL'iiE F.Wt£:-STIRLING-ALBRETHSEN: ~.f.A.Il.LINE(CONT) 
660' 
300' 
100(,' 
5XJO ~L:UNLINE W/OV 
6Xl O i\-i..\INLINE RINGLOCK WN 
8" PVC BURIED ON MCK.~Y H-2 
SlPHON TliBE INVENTORY 
lOO 
400 
83 
3 
7 
5 
6 
.. 
3/4" SIPHON TUBE 
l" SIPHON TUBE 
1 1/411 SIPHON TlJBE 
l 1/2" SIPHON T~iJ3E 
2'' SIPHON TUBE 
3 11 SIPHON JUBE 
CONCRETE DlTCH TlNS 
G.~ TED PfPE INVE!'!"TORY 
2i0 
:no 
JOO 
390 
l 
1 
3 
lo ·"'o ... o .. sp.1c~~o ,;;-, .., ·o X.J .. .J - - -~ I .::::· -·) 
8:<30 - 30" SPACING - PLASTIC@ l.50 
6x30 • 3011 SPACING@ l.65 
8x.30 - 30" SP ACING - Alu1'L@ 2.05 
1011 - 90 DEGREE ELBOW 
8" E~iD PLCG 
6" END PLUG 
8" 90 DEGREE ELBOWS 
6" 90 DEGREE.ELBOW 
8" TEE 
325.00 
1,800.00 
'.3.000.00 
19,755.00 
100.00 
400.00 
83.00 
3.00 
7.00 
5.00 
30.00 
$628.00 
675.00 
1,115.00 
495.00 
799.00 
40.00 
li.00 
16.00 
90.00 
20.00 
45.00 
53,412.00 
F .\.R .. \.( Pl: 'MJ? S 
201-:P 
15 EP 
30 HP 
30 EP 
25 H~l 
15 i-;_u 
25 r:? 
15 EP 
-,·t.:::, 
_) . " 
1 
.. 
Slll3MERSIBLE PG1'!P-P • .\.:."i1:L-TThfE...'it-HOOK·lfP 
CENTR-TJ:UGAL Pl}MP .. PANEL· TINJER-HOOK·UP 
S tiB~fERSIBLE PUMP-P k'-l"EL-TIMER-HOOK-UP 
CENTR!J:0GA1. Pu1'£P-PAN"EL-TIMER-EOOK-GP 
MOTOR SF...}.FT-TUR.BfNE PtJrvIP MOTOR & SHAFT 
CO~"iE.L CE0i"TR.IFUG.il. PtJr,,~-P A1'iEL-SUCTI0 N 
StJB;yfERSIBLE Pl1v£P-P . .l~'EL-TIMER. 
S1JBMERSGLE PD1vfP-PA...:.'-iEL·TIMER 
.Si.JB~1.!ERSIBLE Pl=MP-P.-L'ii:L-PLACED BY 
BOISE !U,...:.'\i'CH GOLF 
·J PH.ASE RECTIFIER 25-60 F..P . 
H01'lDA l:'irECTION'?L~IP 5.5 H? 
BlJBBLE SCRE~f 
7 
3,000.00 
1,000.00 
3,500.00 
2,000.00 
1,000.00 
680.00 
3,500.00 
3,500.00 
4,500.00 
3,000.00 
i50.00 
750.00 
$27,180.00 
( 
02~ 
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J 
., 
.., 
... 
) 
., 
6" R.!.. E!'iD TEE 
6" RL 45 DEGREE ELBOW 
6" E&.L 90 DEGREE ELBOW 
611 P'...&L 45 DEGREE ELBOW 
5" H&L 90 DEGREE ELBOW 
4" H&L 90 DEGREE ELBOWS 
8xc5 RL X RL ADAPTERS 
6x6 RL X H&L,!.J)APTERS 
6:d RL X H&L ADAPTERS 
6x:4 RL X RL ADAPTERS 
6x4 RL X H&L ADAPTERS 
3" H&L END ~ES 
3" H&L LINE TEES 
6" BlTITERFLY VALVES 
611 CAST lRON GATE V \L VE 
611 YTEES' 
6x8 Ell X RL ADAPT£:·, . 
6" CHECK V.U.. VE 
SxS RL X RL AD . .;?7ERi 
2..; 6" H.-\LF W"EEELS 
8'' B'CTTERE-L Y VAL VE 
., 2'' GATE VALVES 
,I 
..,. 
J" GATE V . .lJ. VE 
4" GATE V . .l..I. VE 
10' 3" FL.EX EOSE 
CLEMONS S:l.}iU SEPARATOR 
EO~CE FAR.:.vt: SOL.ID SET EQL1P:,,£ENT 
. . . 
872 ~ X 40 E..."'ID RISRR WARRENTON-
4CO 3x40 E&L E~iD RISER . 
3?.0 3:(40 DL E)l'J) R!SER 
lo 3:<20 DL Ez..in RISER 
l 3 J" DL E~fD PLUGS 
l J 3' H&L E~'D PLUGS 
25 4x3 "C.;"1'11\1-,;RSAl. VAL VE OPENERS 
I 
.. 
F.0~·£E F AR.v!: ~L..\lli1.I2'IE ·( . .\LL FIELDS) 
650 
6;.) 
15 
4CO 
4S0 
560 
390 
8x50 RL };L.\_r~n..INE W/V 
8x50 RI.. ~Loi I:--iT..D~ W/OV 
8x30 RI.. 1L.\-'T);Ll}.""E \li/OV 
Sx:15 R.L ~L..\.:'?'i°"I.~""E W/OV 
a x3n 1?J... ·M . .i.J."")i ""i..TI-i3· w /V 
6:,:~0 RI. 1vll.D!1.n-;2:: 'W/V 
6~~0 RI.. :\U,J.~1J.)i.:::. 'W/OV 
6:60 E&L CARR!E3.. U~E 
6x30 ~ ~,.L~..DJ..I°::'i.::. Vv/OV 
s 
45.00 
28.00 
28.00 
28.00 
20.00 
54.00 
90.00 
40.00 
25.00 
28.00 
28.00 
104.00 
78.00 
90.00 
70.00 
45.00 
25.00 
65.00 
20.00 
360.00 
100.00 
20.00 
15.00 
20.00 
80.00 
1,500.00 
S 3,006.00 
34t008.00 
16,000.00 
12,000.00 
234.00 
98.00 
97.00 
800.00 
$62,387.00 
1,853.00 
143.00 
171.00 
43.00 
940.00 
1,128.00 
1,316.00 
3,384.00 
916.00 
021.~ 
D~ (Je,,,--
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J •• -
[ :C.O 
30 
40 
10 
lOO 
20 
4:dO RL M.~ .. r.NLTI'4"E W/V 
4x30 RL NL-\lNLINE W/V 
4:<10 RL MA.INLIN"E W N 
4xl0 RL iYL-vl'l1..INE"W/OV 
·6x l O RL NL-\lli1..I1'iE W N 
6x10 RL ~LA.INLINE WN 
.;a., 
C..:\LOWELL FA&v! (AL~_F1EL0S) 
::-;, 
.. ,:,.• 
. •(•' 
160 3x40 H&L C~R RlSERS @43.00 
65 3x40 H&LEND RISERS 
90 3x40 DL END RISERS 
8 3:<20 H&L END RISERS 
l 3x10 DL END RISER 
., 
.) 
20 
., 
) 
15 
2 
',_ 
6" END PLCG 
4" RL E~iD PLUGS 
3" H&L E'ND PLUGS 
3" DL E1'11J ?LUGS 
4x3 l.J1'11VERSAL VA.L 'VE OPE'i>l"ER.S 
4x4 UN1VERSA.L V • ..\.L VE OPENERS 
CA.LOWELL FAR.:.'vf: ~,rrsc PAH.TS 
1 
t 
l 
l 
,t 
... 
4 
2 
l 
2 
.., 
2 
2 
6x4Rl REDUCER: 
4" 45 DEGREE ELBOW 
611 RL 90 DEGREE ELBOW 
6" H&L TEE 
8" RL 90 DEGREE ELBOWS 
4x:20 FLEX HOSE 
61 COMPLET~ \v'HEELS 
4x10 \VHE1=llIN'E TTJ°'BE & WHEEL 
3" H&L 30 DEGREE ELBOWS 
6" RI. 45 DEGREE ELBOWS 
6x:5 Rl. .D . .!..?72:;l 
::.,..:1 ~r AJ):1."..rt~R 
""·"· ~. ·- -· .. 
·411 RI. 90 DEGREE ELBOWS 
;4x.:l0 TORQl ::C TUBE 
411 .E&L TE:2 ' 
611 BT :7-n -:r -v· 't/ ..I. r 1.,= ~ v. i .C...;,...; '-' • V. - V _:) 
9 
1,950.00 
39.00 
52.00 
13.00 
235.00 
47.00 
$12,230.'00 
6,880.00 
3,250.00 
3,375.00 
227.00 
28.00 
$13,760,QQ· 
10.00 
24.00 
150.00 
22.00 
$206.00 
40.00 
40.00 
30.00 
45.00 
160.00 
240.00 
60.00 
60.00 
20.00 
55.00 
25.00 
28.00 
36.00 
·oo.oo 
20.00 
90.00 
Sl,009.00 
$185,558.00 
• 
021~ 
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BUILOOlGS 
1 YORK STEEL BUILOIMG, l~SULATED, PAINTED W/OFFICE 
AREA, RESTROOM. LJGHTEO AND WIRED FOR 3 PHASE, 
2000 :;a. FT. 
1 SHOP OVERHEAD DOOR 
1 MIRA.::LS SPAM LUMBER & STE.EL BUILDl:iG, IMSULATED, 
. . , ... 
PA1t4·;·eo WITK OFrICl: AR~A, LIGHTED & WIRED FOR 
3 PH~Se. 2400 SQ. FT. 
5 ROOMS fllJSH ED & wtR.EO @ $4000.00 ea. 
TOTAL BUtLOIMGS · 
... 
1.0 
25,000.00 
3,800.00 
30,600.00 
20,000.00 
$79,400.00 
• 
0220~ 
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SCHEDULE "A" 
Separate Property of Prospective Husband 
ASSETS 
Lease Purchase Equipment 1996 
1 1990 Kenworth Day Cab Tractor 
SN----
1 - 1990 Kenworth Day Cab Tractor 
SN 
1 - 1994 Turf Vacuum 
1 Northwest Rototiller 
l Gasboy Fuel Management System 
4 Western Irrigation Wheel Lines 
l - 1986 Volvo White Truck 
l - 1984 Volvo White Truck 
3 Utility Flatbed Trailers 27 ft. 
1 Spyder Forklift 
l Care Field Forklift 
2 Spyder Forklifts 
1 Komatsu Yard Forklift 
1 -·1989 John Deere Tractor 
Model 2350 w/Loader 
2 New Spyder Forklifts 
· 1 Ford FlSO Pickup, Ford Motor Lease 
Nominal Value (subject to fair market 
at end of term) 
Farm Land Owned or Under Contract 
Value 
22,000.00 
22,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,000.00 
8,200.00 
15,600.00 
16,000.00 
12,000.00 
10,500.00 
12,000.00 
14,000.00 
15,000.00 
4,000.00 
14,750.00 
54,000.00 
buyout 
Total Lease 
Pavout 
29,260.00 
29,260.00 
10,640.00 
10,640.00 
10,906.00 
20,748.00 
21,280.00 
15,960.00 
13,965.00 
15,960.00 
18,620.00 
19,950.00 
5,320.00 
19,617.00 
71,820.00 
-40 Acres SWl/4 of SWl/4, T3N, RlE, B.M., 
known as Home Farm 240,000.00 
40 acres SWl/4 of SEl/4, T3N, RlE, B.M., 
known as Hiatt Farm· 
PR.S-~·fU?TI.;i..L AGR£E¥.!ENT .. 11 
... 
'. 
240,000.00 
0220~ 
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® I ' 
SCHEDULE "A. 11 - (CONTINUED) 
LIABILITIES 
Ford Motor Credit - Ford Tractor 
Associates - Walking Floor Flatbed 
M&I Leasing - Various Far.n Items 
Key Bank Capitol Note 
Key Bank Term Note 
Washington Federal. - Do~..na's House 
TCM Joint Venture 
Charles Hiatt - Hiat~ Farm 
D. J. McKay 
Key Bank Farm Operating Line 
PRE-NUPTI.ZU. AGREEMENT - 12 
4,146.00 
8,400.00 
2,200.00 
75,000.00 
325,000.00 
140,000.00 
4,867.00 
95,000.00 
100,000.00 
285,000.00 
02201:Y» 
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® ' ' SCHEDULE "B" 
Separate Property of Prosoectiye Wife 
ASSETS 
Home at 733 North 14th 
1991 Ford Explorer 
Dining - Oak Dining buffet and tables 
Dining (6) chairs 
Lenox china set/8 
Crystal & Sterling silver 
Stereo and TV 
Bedroom set 
Antique furniture 
All items in home at 733 N. 14th (below) 
3 bedroom sets, microwave, washer, 
dryer, freezer, refrigerator 
Mink coat 
Round brilliant cut diamond necklace 
Pearl necklace 
Dia.,-rnond ring 
Wedding ring/band'set 
Misc. garage items 
IRA-Dean Witter 
Two computer setups 
Keogh plan via Harmon Travel 
LI.:l,3!!,,ITIES 
733 N. 14th mortgage 
First Security loan 
$150,000.00 
15,000.00 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 
5,000.00 
1,500.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 
10,000.00 
5,000.00 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 
7,000.00 
1,000.00 
30,000.00 
2,500.00 
2,000.00 
90,000.00 
6,000.00 
0~ u~ . 
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ASSETS 
76 Horizon Drive 
Boise, Idaho 
LI,P..BILITIES 
SCHEDULE "C" 
Community Prooertv 
Loan secured by Deed of Trust 
on 76 Horizon Drive 
Boise, Idaho 
PR~-Nu?TI~L AGREE}!ENT - 14 
209,000.00 
167,000.00 
02~ 
(JC 
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• 
LandArne ..... a 
Transnation 
Escrow No. 0500042290 C.fv\ rl 
8 
··-.. ·--.. , .. -·· ._ .. ___ ... ·--·-·"···--'--·-"' ADA COUNTY RECOR. 1. DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 9.00 3 
BOISE IDAHO 11/30/06 10:02 AM 
DEPUTY Vlckl Allen 
RECORDEQ-AEOUEST OF 
TrnnsnaUon TIiie 
II I I I II II Ill I I Ill lllll llllll II II Ii Ill 
11)6187070 I 
WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
L. DARWIN McKAY, a married man as his sole and separate property 
GRANTOR(s), does(do) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY µnto: STATUS CORPORATION oj? 
IDAHO, an Idaho Corporation 
GRANTEES(s), whose current address is: 4301 
the following descnoed real property in Ada 
· more particularly descnoed as follows, to wit: 
SEE EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED 
E Garrity Blvd #102 , Nampa ID 83687 
County, State of Idaho, 
Exh. No. 2 Ci' 
Date V / 
Name /-/ ?-1.5 
6m1H--
M & M Cor..-t Reporting 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said heirs and assigns forever. And the. said. 
Grantor(s) does(do) here'!,y covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that Grantor(s) is/are the owner(s) in fee simple of said 
premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is expressly made · 
subject a:ad those made, suffered or done by the Grantee(s); and subject to reservatj.ons, restrictions, dedications, easements, 
rights of -way and agreements, (if any) of record, and general truces and assessments, (including in:igation and utility 
assessments, if any) for the CUil'ent year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will wamnt.and defend the 
same froxn all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Date: ~ay s, 2006 
L, Darwin McKay 
Notary Acknowledgment- see page 2 
atricia McKay joins in ---
conveyance for the purp .s 
comPl1-ying with r. C ~ i · 32- and to ; . 
relealsle: and quitclaim to Grantee ·:any l 
interest she now has or hereafter:a~qu:ilres 
in the above referenced property. : I 
H 4682 
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. 7 
·WARRANTY DEED - NOTARY ACV' NLEDGMENT(S): 
.tale of }Jct_ko , County of A~ , ss. 
On this 11i day of~f r~~ear of 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
Stale, personally appeared L. Darwin Mckay known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) 
is/a subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same. 
1,-:.1tt"~trnn.,., 
.._,;.•'· rt r: •• ,. 
,t .. ,~ n.- 'f{,., "t• 
"~::· • : J : .. " ....... ~~ c; .: .... ,,. . 
,..;·,'t' ......... ~"' .... 
........ o"' ·-·r~ 
,: •'-< ,,.. O"' AR •. ~j ~ \(~ gr.J;~"-.1·: ~ 
j "~ / ~ *. --·-- .. *: t<LD?.I OVlt) ~ \ J>UBL'-C, l j 
l ._ 'I, ......... : 
' ~~)'·· ··"'~" Resldlbg In: Bo!S8, li:illho· 7 ::: ,J;'.\ ·· -1 ;·•··· .. ~ ~~ ..... t 
~~...:,~..1n...n·t:1xptres;_'1'Q-Q7.·201\t,.,.,., '11 OP\ ........ .. 
<JYIIII H.'''•~JU IOlttflUGIIII 
Notary ublic ' · 
Residing at: ·7tSie..f 
My commission expires: 
State of Idaho~ Colmty'of ADA, ss·. . 
-~ . 
On this ~ day of May in the year of 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared Patricia McKay known or identified to me to be the person{s) whose name(s) 
is/are s·ubscribed to the within Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same. 
L ~;, 1tt.o& . 
Notary Public . 
Residing at: 13 ti 1 &,..a.- , -:Cc9.a.~(l 
.Y co~mission expi~es; &, I a I q:Q I tr--... 
' . 
•• 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION (continued) 
EXHIBIT "A" 
A parcel of land being a portion of the South half of the southwest quarter of Section 33, 
Township 3 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly 
described as follows~ 
Commencing at the Southwest corner of Section 33, Township 3 North, Range 1 East, Boise 
Meridian; thence 
North 89°42'48" East, 1,669.75 feet along the South line of the South half of the 
Southwest quarter of said Section 33 to a point on the approximate centerline of Ten Mil•e 
Creek; the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of this description; 
along said approximate centerline as follows: thence 
North 12°08'30" West, 389.70 feet to a point; thence 
North 45°13'00" West, 744.00 feet to a point; thence 
North.08°58'00" West, 431.53 feet to a point on the North line of the South half of said 
Southwest quarter; thence 
leaving said approximate centerline 
North 89°54'26" East, 1,661.37 feet along said North line to the Northeast corner of said 
South half (CS 1/16 corner); thence 
South 00°05'31" West, 1,329.12 feet to the Southeast corner of said South half·(South 
•
quarter corner); thence · 
outh .89°42'48" West, 981.95 feet along the South line of said South half to the REAL 
POINT OF BEGINNING of this description. 
'• I 
~· 
• 
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L2/07/2010 TUE 15: 32 FAX 9564 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT 
WITNESS DISCLOSVRE 
lil!002/006 
Comes now the plaintiff, through its attorney of record, and in compliance with Stipulation 
for Scheduling and Planning submits the following information with respect to its expert witness. 
1. Expert: Bryan D. Smith, Smith Discoll, 4 t 4 Shoup Ave, Idaho Falls, ID 83405, (208)524-
0731. 
2. Opinion: See Exhibit 1. 
3. Publications: none. 
4. Compensation: $185/hour. 
5. Expert witness histQJ.:Y: none. 
PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 1 
....... -··----------~----··-"·-------,--• '··-··-···· 
Exh. No. 1./D 
Date 
Name /-/1-13 
5Jn,-H,..... 
M & M Court Reporting 
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12/07/2010 TUE 15: 32 FA.. ~459564 
DATEDThis'l''dayofDecember,2010. &~b 
Allen B. Elhs 
Attorney for plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~003/00li 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 7th dayofDecember, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 
PLAINTlFF'S EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE- 2 
U.S.Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
344-5510 
000768
l2/07/2010 TUB 15:32 FAX ~-59564 
Dear Mr. Ellis: 
You have asked that I review the McKay v. Walker matter and render an opinion whether 
the conduct of attorney, Thomas G. Walk.er, fell below the standard of care in putting 
third parties on notice that Patricia McKay had an interest by virtue of a settlement 
agreement in a certain mortgage held in the name of Darwin McKay. 
DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 
I have reviewed relevant portions of the following documents: 
I. Draft complaint; 
2. October 28, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
3. November 2, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
4. November 4, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
5. November 5, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
6. November 5, 2009 email from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
7. November 5, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
8. November 17, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Bryan D. Smith; 
9. November 29, 2007 Judgment and Decree of Divorce with attached 10. 
Property Settlement Agreement; and 
10. July 1, 1996 Pre-Nuptial Agreement. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
From my review of the above-documents, I understand that while Mr. and Mrs. McKay 
were married, but before they were divorced, Mr. McKay acquired real property that he 
immediately sold for a profit of about $2 million. This property is known as the 
"Albrethsen Property." The closing on the "Albrethsen Property" was scheduled for 
March 30, 2008-about four months after the court entered the Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce with an attached Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) on November 29, 2007. 
The PSA contemplates that Mr. McKay would pay $800,000 of the proceeds from the 
Albrethsen Property sale to Mrs. McKay. The PSA further contemplates that Mr. McKay 
would use proceeds from the Albrethsen Property sale to pay off in full the mortgage on 
Mrs. McKay's personal residence. The PSA was recorded in the county where the 
Albrethsen Property was located. 
As it turned out, Mr. McKay discovered that a mortgage he held was not in first position; 
accordingly, the title company paid him at least $1,288,091.10. However, Mr. McKay 
did not pay Mrs. McKay the $800,000 from the proceeds as contemplated in the PSA nor 
did he use any of the proceeds to pay the balance of Mrs. McKay's personal residence in 
the amount of $488,019.10. And the title company paying Mr. McKay apparently did not 
take any steps to pay Mrs. McKay although Mr. Walker infonned Mrs. McKay that the 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce, including the attached PSA, would be a lien in each 
county in which it was recorded on real property that she thought Mr. McKay owned. 
EXHIBIT 1 
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ANALYSIS 
These facts raise the question of whether Mrs. McKay's lawyer, Thomas G. Walker, 
bears any responsibility for Mrs. McKay's failing to receive the $1,288,091.10 as the 
PSA contemplates. Specifically, did Mr. Walker's conduct in the way he prepared the 
PSA or in advising Mrs. McKay in connection with the PSA fall below the standard of 
care resulting in damages to Mrs. McKay? 
Mr. Walker should have been concerned that Mr. McKay would receive payment on the 
sale of the Albrethsen Property closing and not pay Mrs. McKay as the PSA 
contemplated. Accordingly, Mr. Walker owed Mrs. McKay a duty of care to structure 
the PSA in a way so that Mrs. McKay would receive her share of the proceeds from the 
AlbrethsenProperty sale. In my opinion, Mr. Walker's conduct fell below the standard 
of care for an attorney who has undertaken this duty. To protect Mrs. McKay, Mr. 
Walker should have done the following in the PSA: 
1. Provided a legal description of the Albrethsen Property in the PSA; 
2. Provided an explanation that the Albrethsen Property was subject to a 
closing scheduled for March 30, 2008 and that Mr. McKay would pay 
Mrs. McKay $800,000 from the proceeds he received on this sale; and 
3. Included an explanation that Mr. McKay further would pay Mrs. McKay 
from the proceeds he received on the sale in an amount to pay in full the 
balance of Mrs. McKay's mortgage on her personal residence. 
In my opinion, the standard of care required that Mr. Walker should have done these 
tlrings. As additional protection, he should have considered the following: 
1. Identifying in the PSA the then existing balance and further identified 
where notice could be sent to obtain the balance owed on that mortgage; 
2. Identifying in the PSA Mr. McKay's mortgage and referenced Mr. 
McKay's recorded mortgage on the Albrethsen Property by the county 
document identification number on the recorded mortgage; 
3. Following the procedures set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 and 
summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it even easier for a third 
party to take notice of Mrs. McKay's interest; and 
4. Sending the closing agent on the Albrethsen Property the relevant 
documents informing the closing agent of Mrs. McKay's interest in the 
sale provided Mr. Walker knew the name of the closing agent. 
EXHIBIT! 
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Mr. Walker claims that Mr. McKay would not agree to give Mrs. McKay a collateral 
security interest in any specific asset. However, structuring the PSA within the standard 
of care as identified above would not have given Mrs. McKay a "collateral security 
interest" in any specific asset. To the contrary, she would have received a perfected 
involuntary judgment lien on the $1,288,091.10 that Mr. Mc.Kay subsequently received. 
If Mr. McKay had rejected Mr. Walker's structuring the PSA within the standard of care 
as identified above, then Mr. Walker should have informed Mrs. McKay that without 
structuring the PSA as he proposed Mrs. Mc.Kay would not be protected and therefore 
may not be paid when Mr. McKay received payment on the Albrethsen Property sale. 
Importantly, structuring the PSA within the standard of care would have put third parties 
on notice of Mrs. McKay's interest in the proceeds and would have specifically put 
Lawyer's Title on notice of Mrs. McKay's interest. As is, the recorded PSA does not 
provide enough information to put a third party on notice of Mrs. McKay's interest. 
There is no legal description of the Albrethsen Property in the recorded PSA, and there is 
nothing in the recorded PSA that connects Mrs. McKay's right to be paid $800,000 and 
payment in full on her personal residence from any proceeds paid Mr. McKay from the 
Albrethsen Property sale as the parties contemplated. 
Finally, Mr. Walker appears to claim that the PSA technically put a lien in each county 
where the PSA was recorded. However, whether or not the PSA technically placed such 
a lien is really not the issue. The issue is whether the PSA provided notice that Mrs. 
McKay was claiming an interest in the Albrethsen Property sale proceeds. Here, the title 
company did not pay Mrs. Mc.Kay the proceeds because it did not have notice of her 
interest It is reasonable to expect that Mrs. McKay hired Mr. Walker to prepare the 
paperwork so that she would get paid. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
I obtained a Juris Doctorate degree from the McGeorge School of Law, at the University 
of Pacific, in 1989 and have been actively practicing law since then. I am licensed to 
practice law in the Courts of Idaho, the United States District Court for the District of 
Idaho, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. I have also been 
licensed to practice law in the Courts .of Idaho and the United States Eastern District of 
California. A substantial portion of my practice has been devoted to civil litigation and I 
have represented both husbands and wives in numerous divorce cases. I charge $185 per 
hour for my services as an expert, which is the same rate that I generally charge in my 
practice. I have not been an expert before. 
Sincerely, 
Bryan D. Smith 
EXHIBIT! 
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ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
Attorneys-at-Law 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
(208) 345-7832 (Telephone) 
(208) 345-9564 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN rrIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liabiJity partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAND. SMITH 
I, Bryan D. Smith, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
I . I make this affidavit upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAN D. SMITH - I 
Exh.No. dj 
Date T 
Name /-/7-13 
Sm ir.4 
M & M C.ourl Reporting 
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testify to the matters set forth herein. f hold the opinions set forth herein with a reasonable degree 
of legal certainty. 
2. Qualifications: I obtained a Juris Doctorate degree from the McGeorge School of 
Law. at the University of Pacific, in 1989 and have been actively practicing law since then. I am 
licensed to practice law in the Courts of Idaho, the United States District Court for the District of 
,. 
Idaho, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. l have also been licensed to 
practice law in the Courts ofldaho and the United States Eastern District of California. A substantial 
portion of my practice has been devoted to civil litigation and I have represented both husbands and 
wives in numerous divorce cases. I charge $185 per hour for my services as an expert, which is the 
same rate that I generally charge in my practice. I have not been an expert before. 
3. Documents reviewed: 
a. Draft complaint; 
b. October 28, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
c. November 2, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
d. November 4, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
e. November 5, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen 8. Ellis; 
. f. November 5, 2009 email from Allen B. Ellis to Thomas G. Walker; 
g. · November 5, 2009 letter from Thomas G. Walker to Allen B. Ellis; 
h. November 17, 2009 letter from Allen B. Ellis to Bryan D. Smith; 
I. November 29, 2007 Judgment and Decree of Divorce with attached 
j. Property Settlement Agreement; and 
k. July 1, 1996 Pre-Nuptial Agreement. 
I. December 15, 2008, letter from Mr. Walker to plaintiff. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAND. SMITH - 2 
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4. Factual background: From my review of the above-documents, I understand that 
while Mr. and Mrs. McKay were married, but before they were divorced, Mr. McKay acquired real 
property that he immediately sold for a profit of about $2 million. This property is known as the 
"Albrethsen Property." The closing on the "Albrethsen Property" was scheduled for March 30. 
2008-about four months after the court entered the Judgment and Decree of Divorce with an 
attached Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) on November 29, 2007. The PSA contemplates that 
Mr. McKay would pay $800,000 of the proceeds from the Albrethsen Property sale to Mrs. McKay. 
The PSA further contemplates that Mr. McKay would use proceeds from the Albrethsen Property 
sale to pay off in full the mortgage on Mrs. McKay's personal residence. The PSA was recorded in 
the county where the Albrethsen Property was located. 
As it turned out, Mr. McKay discovered that a mortgage he held was not in first position; 
accordingly, the title company paid him at least $1,288,091. I 0. However, Mr. McKay did not pay 
Mrs. McKay the $800,000 from the proceeds as contemplated in the PSA nor did he use any of the 
proceeds to pay the balance of Mrs. McKay's personal residence in the amount of$488,0l 9.l 0. And 
the title company paying Mr. McKay apparently did not take any steps to pay Mrs. McKay although 
Mr. Walker infonned Mrs. McKay that the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, including the attached 
PSA, would be a lien in each county in which it was recorded on real property that she thought Mr. 
McKay owned. 
5. Issue presented: These facts raise the question of whether Mrs. McKay's lawyer, 
Thomas G. Walker, bears any responsibility for Mrs. McKay's failing to receive the $1,288,091.10 
as the PSA contemplates. Specifically, did Mr. Walker's conduct in the way he prepared the PSA 
or in advising Mrs. McKay in connection with the PSA fall below the standard of care resulting in 
damages to Mrs. McKay? 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAN D. SMITH - 3 
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6. Protections which. if agreeable to Mr. McKay. should have been undertaken to 
secure plaintiff's status as a creditor in the Property Settlement Agreement. 
7. 
I. Provided a legal description of the Albrethsen Property in the PSA; 
2. Provided an explanation that the Albrethsen Property was subject to a closing 
scheduled for March 30, 2008 and that Mr. McKay would pay Mrs. McKay 
$800,000 from the proceeds he received on this sale 
3. Included an explanation that Mr. McKay further would pay Mrs. McKay from 
the proceeds he received on the sale in an amount to pay in full the balance 
of Mrs. McKay's mortgage on her personal residence; 
4. Identifying in the PSA the then existing balance and further identified where 
notice could be sent to obtain the balance owed on that mortgage; 
5 Identifying in the PSA Mr. McKay's mortgage and referenced Mr. McKay's 
recorded mortgage on the Albrethsen Property by the county document 
identification number on the recorded mortgage; 
6. Following the procedures set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 and 
summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it even easier for a third 
I 
party to take notice of Mrs. McKay's interest; 
7. Sending the closing agent on the Albrethsen Property the relevant documents 
informing the closing agent of Mrs. McKay's interest in the sale provided Mr. 
Walker knew the name of the closing agent. 
Standard of care to be observed in the event Mr. McKay would not agree to provide 
plaintiff with a secured position with respect to the Property Settlement Agreement: If Mr. McKay 
had rejected Mr. Walker's structuring the PSA as identified in paragraph ( 6) above, then Mr. Walker 
AFFTDA VlT OF BRYAN D. SMITH - 4 
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should have informed Mrs. McKay that without structuring the PSA in acc:ordance with paragraph 
(5), 'Mrs. McKay would not be protected and, therefore, risked not being paid when Mr. McKay 
received the Albrethsen sales proceeds. At that point a 1is pendens should have been recorded 
making a public record of plaintiff's interest in the mortgage. According to Exhibit 2 to the Ellis 
affidavit in these sumrnaey judgment proceedings, not only did Mr. Walker fail to advise Mrs. 
McKay that she lacked a secured position, Mr. Walker erroneously advised her that the divorce 
judgment, which incorporated the PSA, constituted a lien on the mortgage proceeds. 
8. Conclusion: Based upon the acts and omissions of Mr. Walker, as set forth in 
paragraphs (6) and (7), above, Mr. Walker failed to conform to the standard of care applicable to 
Idaho attorneys practicing law in the first decade of the twenty-first centmy. 
/~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To befo~H-4~ 
AF.FIDA VJT OF BR.YAN D. SMITH - S 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of January.2011. I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL. LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
U.S. Mail 
_· __ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
- -
344-5510 
AllenB.~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRYAND. SMITH. 6 
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EXHIBIT ''B'' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL.DISTRICT 
I STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR.THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DARWIN MCKAY, 
Defendant. 
) 
) ' ) 
)No. CV DR 0615200 
) 
) 
): 
) 
) 
--------------
DE:EtOSXTXOH OF DARHXN MCRAY 
MARCH 21, 2~07 
BOISE, IDAHO 
BURNHAM, HABEL a> A'ssOCIATES. INC. 
Certified Shorthand1 Reporters 
. 
ORIGINAL Reported By 
Leda Waddle 
Port Offiae Box.835 
Boise, Idalio s3ro1 
(208) 345-5700 • FAX345-6374 • 1-800-867-5701 
• 
- • ;:: ... I' ,,,. .... ••••• •.. ';- h •'. ~ 
. ~ ~· : 
CH 2825 
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DEPOSmON OF DARWIN McKAY TAKEN 3-21~07 
-
SHEET 3 PAGE 17 ~ !.'AGE 19 
1 Q. How much is it? 1 Q, Whatisyourson's name? 
2 I didn't run all the math. What Is the amount 2 A. Brian McKay. . 
3 you are owed, tlten, net? 3 Q. Does he own all of Ute interest in Granite 
4 A. They did folWilrd some funds over and above the 4 Transformations?. 
5 amount ID pay off the underlying, the underlying being 5 A. No. He does not 
6 Eric Albrethsen, to the tune of around $100,000. out of 6 Q, Who areUteownersofthat? 
7 tha~ I paid First Bank and used some In the business. 7 A. Another Investor, Darrel Adams. 
8 Q. When you say used In the business, what 8 Q. Anyone else own any interest in that business? 
9 business? 9 A. ScottAdams. 
10 A. The Turf Farms. 10 Q, Anyone else? 
11 Q, When you use Ute word Turf Farms, are you 11 A. Myself. 
12 referring to any specific business or businem? 12 Q, What interest do you own? 
13 A. It would be·· actually, let me rephrase that· 13 A. Plus or minus ~7 percent. My son Is 25 
14 statement The additional I used to Invest In my son's 14 percent. 
15 business In Reno. 15 Q. When did you acquire ownership interest in the 
16 Q. Okay. 16 Granite Transformations business? 
17 A. And pay off the bank note that they had. 17 A. At the time it was initially formed. 
18 rm sorry. I did not use any of those funds in 18 Q, When was that? 
19 my businesses. 19 A. In January of 2005. 
20 · Q, And what business of your son's did you invest 20 Q. Do you know what type of entity that it Is, 
21 in? 21 whether it's a corporation? 
22 A. Granite Trall.5formations. 22 A. Whether It's a C or an S, rm not m. 
23 Q, Are you owed about a million seven still, then, 23 Q. Did you use tlte enHre $70,000 to put into 
24 net? Is that roughly where the net number is on this 24 Granite Transfonnations. 
25 sale? 25 I tltink you said you repaid the $30,000 to the 
17 19 
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1 A. I don't know the numbers. 1 bank out of the $100,000, and then you used the balance 
2 Q. When are you·· 2 on Granite Transformations. 
3 A. That sounds reasonable. 3 A. Actually, I used $91,000 to pay off the bank 
4 Q. You've made a profit of about $45,000 an acre, I 4 loan. 
5 think, If you paid - 5 Q. You told me you borrowed $30,000 for earnest 
6 A. Yeah, 75 to 120. 6 money. 
7 Q. Right. 7 A. Uh·huh. 
8 MS. SHEPARD: That's 45. I can do that maHl. 8 Q. There was more money owed to the bank? 
9 MR. WBSH: So $45,000 an aae, and yoo had just 9 A. No. 
10 over 40 acres, I think you told me. Actually, almost 41. 10 Q, If you borrowed $30,000, which bank are we 
11 So a mill!on eight or milrion nine net? 11 talking about? First Bank? 
12 A. That sounds reasonable. 12 MS. SHEPARD: I tlink he was talking about the 
13 Q. Okay. 13 bank loan for Hle Transformation Olmpany. 
14 When are you owed the balance of the roughly 14 MR. WELSH: Okay. 
15 million eight or million seven, whatever that would be? 15 MS. SHEPARD: That's what he d'JCI, \WS paid a 
16 A. It's aaually owed a year from this month. 16 loan for them. 
17 Q. Are you receiving Interest on that money? 17 lHE WITNESS: SOOy. 
18 A. I don\ recall that that's in the contract. 18 MR. WELSH: Let me make it dear. 
19 Q, Tell me more about what you invested wilh your 19 That's okay. . 
20 son? 20 Q. (BY MR. WEISH) Earlier you told me you received 
21 A. It's a business that does Granite countertops 21 a payment for $100,0DO for an amount you were owed. 
22 and other applications of Granite, aiuntertops In banks, 22 A. Actually, more than a hundred. 
23 restaurants, et cetera, et cetera. - - 23 Q. Howmud!? 
24 Q, What is Ute name of the business? 24 A. I think it was $130,000 or $140,000, without 
25 A. caned Granite Transformations. 25 consulting the records. 
18 20 
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1 A. Well, t would be the payment of the amount 1 Q. Did you talk to S11me acmuntant or some lawyer 
2 owing on the Albrethsen property. 2 about this exchange? 
3 Q, Okay, 3 • A. Yes. I aid. 
4 A. Which is above and beyond the payment to the 4 Q. Who? 
' 5 underlying. 5 A. Forrest Goodrum. 
6 Q. Okay, 6 Q, And did some acmuntant review the transaction 
7 A. I designated It to go to a 1031 Fund. 7 for you as well? 
8 Q, Okay, Thafs my question, 8 A. Yes. 
9 So it relates to the sale for the transaction 9 Q, Who? 
10 with the Status Corporation? 10 A. l do not have his name here with me. He's in a 
11 A. Yes. It does. 11 Meridian acrnunting finn, Roberts & r.ompany. 
12 Q. Okay. 12 What's the question? 
13 So when you made that transaction in the spring 13 MS. SHEPARD: We wondered W we had the exchange 
14 of 2006, you would have had a time limit to designate new 14 documents. Is that something that we have yet? 
15 property. You understand that? 15 MR. WEI.SH: I don't recall seeing the exchange 
16 A. Six months. 16 documents yet I just don't recall seeing any of them. 
17 Q, Okay. 17 MS. SHEPARD: I'll make a note. 
18 And you did that? You metthatsix·month 18 MR. WELSH: We'll-get a letter to you. 
19 requirement? 19 THE WITNESS: They weren't even in the request 
20 A. Well, I did it with the re-negotiation that was 20 for interrogatories. 
21 done In November of 2006, is the time that I designated 21 MS. SHEPARD: Well, I know, but that would be a 
22 tt,e new property location. 22 document that would be certainly relevant 
23 Q. Okay. 23 TliE Wl1NE5S: Uh-hul. 
24 A. When they failed to make their September 24 MS. SHEPARD: So we need to get iL 
25 paymen~ everything went Into default It took a 25 THE WITNESS: I understand. 
33 35 
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- -1 complete re-negotiation and a dosing, as it would, as 1 MR. WELSH: Okay. No problem. 
2 you would cal it And therefore, at that point in time 2 MS. SHEPARD: I may have it even. 
3 I had opportunity to designate another property 3 MR. WEISH: Fair enough. 
4 opportunity and set aside funds in a 1031 Exchange 4 MS. SHEPARD: But I dont think I do, but I 
5 Fund. 5 might 
6 Q. How much of the funds have you designated for 6 Q. {BY MR. WELSH) You said that you expect Sun 
7 the 1031? 7 (sic) Corporation to be in default of the obligation? 
8 Is It all of the profl~ part of the profi~ or 8 A. Status. 
9 do you know? 9 Q. Not Sun Corporation, Status Corporation. 
10 A. rm not tmderstanding you a hundred percent. 10 A. l think we are counting the dlidcens before they 
11 Q. Wen, when you do an exchange, you11l designate 11 are hatched to make that statement right now. 
12 how much of this profit you are going to exchange into 12 JI thought you said Uta~ "I'm not counting on 
13 new property, 13 a ing,• 
14 A. lMl-huh. 14 I thought you said you think or you believe they 
15 Q, How much of the profit did you designate to go 15 are going to be In default. 
16 to the new property? 16 A. T Wice lfley have been. I don't know if the third 
17 A, $157,000 in the exchange. 17 time wiH be the dlarm or not. 
18 Q, Okay, So the balance of the profi~ then, 18 Q. No one has told you one way or the other as of 
19 you'll pay taxes on? 19 today1s date? 
20 A. I will be paying taxes. And I've paid brokerage 20 A. No one has told me anything. 
21 fees and all kinds of other things. 21 Q. What is the due date of the payment? 
22 Q. Did you receive an opinion letter from some 22 A. March 27. 
23 attorney or accountant on this 1031 exchange 23 Q. And how much is due on that date? 
24 transaction? 24 A. $250,000. 
25 A. No. I did not 25 Q, And of the $250,000 that is due, if you receive 
34 36 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ADA 
VERIFICATION. 
} 
) ss: 
} 
IUU 
I, DAR..WIN MCKAY, bei·ng first duly swo.:cn on my 
oath depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition ta_ken the ·21st day of .March, 2007, consisting 
of pages numbered 1 through 113, inclusive; that I have 
read the said deposition-and know the 
contents thereof; that the questions contained 
therein were propounded to me; the answers ~s 
contained therein (or as corrected by me-therein) 
are true and correct. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 912- day 
of~, 2007, at &,~ , Idaho. 
\ffi.J.: LA" tjY',·c 14 .ry= 
Notary Pubiic for I-daho 
Residing·at ~L.c. , Idaho. 
My Commission Expires:'$ILLff It 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ADA 
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
ss. 
I, LEDA WADDLE, CSR, (Idaho No. 758) and 
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby 
certify: 
That prior to being examined, the witness named 
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to 
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth. 
That said deposition was taken down by me in 
shorthand at the time and place ~herein named and 
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction, 
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full, 
true, and verbatim record of said deposition. 
I further certify that I have no interest in 
the event of the action. 
WITNESS my hand and seal this 3rd day of 
April, 2007. 
LEDA WADDLE 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
LEDA WADDLE 
Idaho CSR No. 758, 
Notary Public in and for the 
State of Idaho. 
My Commission Expires December 14, 2011. 
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Scott D. Hess, ISB #2897 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
sdhess@hollandhart.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Patricia McKay 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
****** 
· ·) · Case No. CV DR 0615200 
) 
vs. 
DARWIN MCKAY,, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA 
MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
CONTEMPT OF DARWIN MCKAY AND 
TO LIQUIDATE JUDGMENT 
Defendant. 
[TO ATTACH EXIDBITS THAT WERE 
INADVERTENTLY NOT INCLUDED] 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Patricia McKay, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter and in such capacity I make this 
Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and belief. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTI0N-FOR€6NTEMPT OF 
DARWIN MCKAY AND TO LIQUIDATE .nJDGMENT-1 
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2. On.November 28, 2007, the Court filed the Judgment and Decree of Divorce in 
the Divorce proceeding between Patricia McKay ("Patricia") as Plaintiff and Darwin McKay 
("Darwin") as Defendant. A true, correct and authentic copy of said Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce is attached hereto as Exhibit "A." The Property Settlement Agreement (hereinafter 
"Property Settlement Agreement") that had been signed by both Plaintiff and Defendant was 
merged into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce and is included within Exhibit "A." Defendant 
Darwin McKay has actual personal knowledge of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce and the 
terms and requirements of the property settlement incorporated and merged into the Judgment 
and Decree of Divorce. 
3. Prior to the Divorce, Darwin or entities he controlled arranged for the purchase of 
real property designated as the Albrethsen property. · Af the same time that the purchase of the 
Albrethsen property was arranged by Darwin, he had also arranged to sell the Albrethsen 
property to Status Corporation. However, Darwin did not have the funds in order to 
consummate the transaction for the purchase of the Albrethsen property, and therefore required 
that Status Corporation pay to him $3,000,000 that he could provide to the seller of the 
Albrethsen property. In exchange, Status· Corporation demanded receipt of the Deed to the 
Albrethsen property. Status Corporation also bought adjoining land designated between the 
parties as the ''Home Farm." 
4. Pursuant to Paragraph 1. 7 of the Property Settlement Agreement, Darwin agreed 
as follows: 
"Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or 
certified check, within five (5) days of payment by the Status 
Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real Estate Transaction"). In 
addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to 
Patricia in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status 
Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part of the Status 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT OF 
DARWIN MCKAY AND TO LIQUIDATE JUDGMENT- 2 
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Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The parties acknowledge 
that the Status Real Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or 
before March 30, 2008. Darwin shall diligently pursue the closing 
and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay the closing." 
5. Pursuant to Paragraph 1.8 of the Property Settlement Agreement, Darwin agreed 
as follows: 
"The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns 
breaches the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title 
to that portion of the land that had been referred to prior to the sale 
to Status Corporation as the "Home Farm". In the event of 
breach, Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that 
portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to Status 
Corporation as "Albrethsen's Farm." 
6. On or about December 12, 2008, I reviewed Court documents at the Ada County 
Courthouse and discovered for the first time that Defendant Darwin McKay had been awarded a 
·-
.. . . : ·: 
Judgment dated August 19, 2008, in a separate lawsuit to which I had no notice, ~~~ th_e balance 
owed him from Status Corporation since Status Corporation had defaulted on the purchase o'r"ih.e 
Albrethsen property. A true, correct and authentic copy of the Entry of Default is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B." 
7. Included within the Court documents referenced above, was a copy of the 
Mortgage Note· which Defendant Darwin McKay had secured from Status Corporation, dated 
November 28, 2006, in the amount of $1,396,800. A true, correct and authentic copy of this 
Mortgage Note is attached hereto as Exhibit "C." Darwin did not disclose this Mortgage Note 
during.the course of the Divorce Proceedings. 
8. Upon information and belief, it is now my understanding that the Mortgage Note 
(Exhibit "C") was created at the request of Darwin McKay since he was still owed $1,396,800 
upon the sale of the Albrethsen property to Status Corporation after Status Corporation had paid 
Darwin McKay $3,000,000 in order to allow him to purchase the Albrethsen property. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT OF 
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9. Upon information and belief, Status Corporation defaulted on their financing 
arrangements with Darwin McKay regarding the purchase of the Albrethsen property and the 
Home Farm they were purchasing from Defendant and such default resulted in the Entry of 
Judgment (Exhibit "B"). 
10. It is my understanding Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation assured first position 
on the property to both Darwin McKay (or entities which he fully controlled) and to another 
entity with which I am not familiar. Subsequent to the Default Judgment entered against Status 
Corporation, Darwin McKay assigned that Judgment to Lawyers Title Insurance Company. A 
true, correct and authentic copy of the Assignment is attached hereto as Exhibit "D." 
11. It is my understanding that as a result of their Title Guarantee, Lawyers Title 
insurance Corporation pilid certain :s1:)lll5 of _mqney. to Darwin McKay in exchange fQ! Sh~,., .. 
. . 
Assignment of Judgment. On or about December 12, 2008, I was advised that a payment had 
been made by Lawyers Title to Darwin, but I was not told the amount. 
12. Upon information and belief, the amount paid to Darwin McKay from Lawyers 
Title was approximately $1,300,000 as that was the amount that remained owing to Darwin by 
Status Corporalion as a result of the property transaction. 
COUNTI 
· 13. Defendant Darwin McKay has violated Paragraph 1.7 of the Property Settlement 
Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce by failing to make payment 
to me of"$800,000 in cash by wire transfer or certified check within five (5) days of payment by 
the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real Estate Transaction") ... " 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT OF 
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COUNT II 
14. Defendant Darwin McKay has violated Paragraph 1.7 of the Property Sett]ement 
Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce by fai1ing to convey to me 
"all his right, title and interest to . . . in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status 
Corporation, or its assigns, to Darwin as part of the Status Real Estate Transaction." 
COUNT III 
15. Defendant Darwin McKay has vio]ated Paragraph 1.7 of the Property Settlement 
Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce by failing to "diligently 
pursue the closing and shall not do anything to interfere with or delay the closing." 
COUNT IV 
16. Defendant Darwin McKay .. has: violated Paragraph 1.8.1 ·of the Property 
Sett]ement Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce by failing to pay 
to me $500,000 in the event the Status ReaJ Estate Transaction fails to close on or before March 
30, 2008. This provision of the Property Settlement Agreement indicates that payment must be 
made as long as it can occur without "violating the lending terms and conditions of the bank 
holding the line of credit". Upon information and belief, Darwin McKay did not disclose to 
Sterling Bank, the bank which he]d the line of credit, the details of the Status Real Estate 
Transaction. 
COUNTY 
17. Defendant Darwin McKay has violated Paragraph 1.8.2 of the Property 
Settlement Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce by failing to list 
the Albrethsen property for sale and, upon sale, paying Patricia $500,000 within five (5) days of 
receipt or closing on the sale. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT OF 
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COUNT VI 
18. Defendant Darwin McKay has violated Paragraph 1.8.3 of the Property 
Settlement Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce by failing to pay 
to Patricia "$800,000 plus interest at the rate of 6% payable within five (5) days of any funds 
from the sale of either the Albrethsen property funds, the Home property or both .... " Since 
Darwin obtained Judgment against Status Corporation as a result of the default of Status 
Corporation, Darwin received, upon information and belief, a Judgment having a value of 
approximately $1,300,000. Since Lawyers Title had guaranteed first position to two entities, 
and Lawyers Title subsequently determined to pay Darwin under their Title Policy, Darwin 
assigned his Judgment against Status Corporation to Lawyers Title. In exchange, upon 
· : :·· .:,. -:; -·.".:: ·; -itiforinatfon:and belief, ··Darwin received approximately $1,300,000 from .the.S~tµs-.R~ 0Es_uµe,,_. .-:, .,.·. ·-
Transaction. 
COUNT VII 
19. As indicated in the Property Settlement Agreement as incorporated into the 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce, the funds regarding the Status Real Estate Transaction and 
specifically toe Albrethsen property were to be paid to Patricia. -Thus Darwin had an obligation 
to disclose to Lawyers Title the existence of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce and the 
obligations imposed upon him by the Property Settlement Agreement as incorporated into the 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce. Darwin's failure to do so violated the terms of the Divorce 
Decree. 
COUNT VIII 
20. Pursuant to Paragraph 2.1 of the Property Settlement Agreement as incorporated 
into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, Darwin was obligated to "pay off the full amount of 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT OF 
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\ 
personal residence debt directly to the respective mortgage companies within thirty (30) days of 
the date of the Status Real Estate Transaction closes, or within thirty (30) days of receipt of any 
funds from either the sale of the Albrethsen property funds, the Home Farm property or both .... " 
Darwin's failure to do so violated the terms of the Divorce Decree. 
COUNT IX 
21. Upon his receipt of funds from Lawyers Title, as reflected above, Darwin did not 
pay off the personal residence debt as required by Paragraph 2.1 of the Property Settlement 
Agreement as incorporated into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce. Darwin's failure to do so 
violated the terms of the Divorce Decree. 
COUNTX 
·· -·22." · · .. ·Pi:irsuaiit:tci"J.>iiragtaph·~. l"of the Property Settlement Agreement as ·incorporated.:;··::·. ,~ :,. .:: .. , ... -
into the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, Darwin was obligated to "timely pay both the 1st and 
2nd deed of trust note payments directly to the respective mortgage companies." Darwin was 
further obligated to notify me via fax or email that he had made the monthly payments in a 
timely manner. The first and second mortgage notes are in my name, making Darwin's 
obligation veriirriportant to me. The payment on the first mortgage is due on the 15th of each 
month. However, the payment has actually been paid between three and sixteen days after the 
due date for the past thirteen months. Moreover, I have not been notified by Darwin, by fax or 
email, that the payments have been made. 
I request that the Court hold Darwin in contempt due to his violations of the Judgment 
and Decree of Divorce as detailed above. I further request that the Court enter a judgment 
against Darwin liquidating the amount due to me under the terms of the Judgment and Decree of 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA MCKAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTEMPT OF 
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Divorce, to include the $800,000 and the amounts necessary to pay off the first and second 
mortgages on my personal residence. 
In addition, due to the surreptitious manner in which Darwin has handled these matters, 
including his failure to disclose the existence of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce and 
obligations contained therein to Lawyers Title or to any of the attorneys representing Status 
Corporation, I believe Darwin is simply hiding assets or moving those assets beyond the 
jurisdiction of this Court. I am aware that Darwin has purchased real property in Reno, Nevada 
and in Owyhee County, Idaho subsequent to the date the Judgment and Decree of Divorce was 
entered. I therefore request that the Court enter an Order requiring Darwin to fully account for 
all funds received as a result of the Status Corporation transaction, and an Order requiring that 
., · ·.· . · • Darwin maintain the status quo with regard to- all assets in.his posses~ion.or under his control 
pending further Order of the Court. 
DATED this 30th day of January 2009. 
By~e,h~ 
PATRICIA MCKAY 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this 30th day of January, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 30th day of January 2009, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Kimberly Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.C. 
23 9th A venue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
John A. Miller 
Miller & Harr 
Attorneys at Law 
1401 Shoreline Drive, Suite 3 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
.,. . 
. . . ... 
4436969 _I.DOC 
), ... 
l!J 
D 
D 
~ 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy (Fax) 
fil U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
~ Telecopy (Fax) 
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•(' 
I 
MORTGAGE 
THIS MORTGAGE, (the "Mortgage") effective as of November ~. 2006, by Status 
Corporation ofldaho, an ldaho Corporation, whose address 1509 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite B, Eagle, 
Idaho 83616, as grantor (the "Borrower"), and L. Darwin McKay, its, successor and assign, whose 
address is 610 S. Eagle Road, Meridian, Idaho 83642, as beneficiary (the "Lender"). 
RECITALS 
A. Borrower is indebted to Lender in the sum of One Million, Three Hundred 
Ninety-Six Thousand, Eight Hundred Dollars ($1,396,800.00 ), which indebtedness is evidei:iccd 
and represented by that certain Note of even dale from Borrower to Lender, with final payment due 
and payable on March 30, 2008· (the Note together with all substitutions, consolidations, 
modifications, replacements, restatements, increases, renewals, and extensions thereof, in whole or in 
part, shall collectively be referred to as the "Note"). 
B. Lender, as a condition precedent to the extension of credit and the making of 
the loan evidenced by the Note, has required that ~orrower provide Lender with securi4' for the 
repayment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Note as well as for the performance, observance and 
· ·· .. · discharge·by ;Borr.o~er of-various coven~nts._conditions and agreements made by 89q-o~eLt9, .. ~.ifu, .... 
in favor of, and f9_r_ the benefit of, Len~er with respect to such indebtedness and"'se·curicy: ! .-'"'·:-"· .·.: . 
... ···': .. 
1. Grants of Security. , 
1.1 Property Granted. In consideration of and in ordM- to sec.we th~ repayment of the 
indebtedness evidenced and represented by the Note, together with interest~ as well as the payment of 
all sums advanced pursuant to this Mortgage to protect and preserve the Property and the lien and 
security interest created hereby and all other sums of money secured hereby, as provided below; and 
to secure the observance, performance and discharge by Borrower of all covenants, conditions and 
agreements set forth in tfie Note, this Mortgage and in all other documents and instruments executed 
and delivered by Borrower to and in favor of Lender for the purpose of further securing the 
repayment of the indebtedness evidenced and represented by the Note (all of the forgoing obligations 
are referred to as the "Secured Obligations''), Borrower grants, bargains, sells, aliens, remises, 
releases, conveys, assigns, transfers, pledges, delivers, sets over, hypothecates, warrants, and 
confirms to Lender, with power of sale, as beneficiary liereunder, subject to the terms and conditions 
of this Mortgage, all estate, right, title and interest which Borrower now has or may later acquire in 
wid to the following described properties, rights and interests and all replacements of, substitutions 
for, and additions thereto (all of which are referred to below as the 11Property"): 
1.1.1 Real P.ropcrty. The real property in Ada County, Idaho, described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof (the "Real Property"). 
MORTGAGE, SECURITY AGREEMENT AND FIXTURE FILING· 1 
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1.1.2 Improvements. All buildings, structures and other improvements of any 
kind, nature or description now or hereafter creeled, constructed, placed or located upon the Real 
Properly (lhe "Improvements"). 
1.1.3 Appurtenances. All tenements, hereditaments, strips and gores of land, 
rights-of-way, casements, privileges and other appurtenances now or hereafter belonging or in any 
way appertaining lo the Real Property, including, without limitation, all right, title and interest of the 
Borrower in any after-acquired right, title, interest, remainder or reversion, in and to the beds of any 
ways, streets, avenues, roads, alleys, passages and public places, open or proposed, in front of, 
running through, adjoining or adjacent to tbc Real Property; to the c>clent owned by Borrower, all 
minerals, royalties, gas rights, water, water rights, water stock, flowers, shrubs, lawn plants, crops, 
trees, timber and other cmblcments now or hereafter located on, under, or above ell or any part of the 
Real Property (the "Appurtenances"). 
1.1.4 Leases and Rents. All leases and other agreements affecting the use, 
enjoyment ~r occupancy of all or any part of the Real Prope1ty or the Improvements heretofore or 
hereafter entered into whether before or after the filing by or against Borrower of any petition for 
relief under 11 U.S.C. 1 ' l~l, ct seq. (the "Bankruptcy Code"), as the same may be emended from 
time to time (the "Leases") and all right, title and interest of Borrower, its successors and assigns 
therein nnd thereunder, including, wjlhout limitation, cash or securities deposited thereunder to· 
secure the pcrfonnance by the lessees of their obligations thereunder and all rents, additional rents, 
revenues, issues and profits (including ell oil and gas or other mineral royalties and bonuses) from 
the Real Property and the Improvements whether paid or accruing before or after the filing by or 
against Borrower of any petition for relief under the Bankruptcy Code (the "Rents") and all proceeds 
from the sale or other disposition of the Leases and the right to receive and apply the Rents to the 
payment of the Secured Obligations (defined below) . 
. ... . ! •... ~., · ......... ·· ·:·· .. :·:._:1; ... ··: ... :. .· :··· ..•. ... • •J' - • .. • ,.. • • 
. ·u.s Condemnation Awards. · Any and all awards; payments or settlements, 
.. including Interest thereon, and the right to receive·thc same; as a result of(a) the exercise oflheright 
. '"'''''',it eminent domain, (b) the alteration of the grade of any street. and (c) any other injury, damage or 
r'· casualty to, taking of, or decrease in the value of, the Property, to the extent ofall amounts that may 
be secured by this Mortgage at the date of any such award or payment, including but not limited to 
Reasonable Attorneys' Fees (es defined below), costs, and dis_bursements incurred by Lender in 
connection with the collection of such award or payment. ' 
1.1,6 Fixtures and Personal Property, All machinery, equipment, fixtures 
(including, but not limited to all heating, air conditioning, plumbing, lighting, communications and 
elevator fixtures) and other property of '"very kind end nature whatsoever owned by Borrower, or in 
which Borrower has or shall have an interest, now or hereafter located upon 1he Real Property or the _ 
Improvements, or appurtenant thereto, and used in connection with the present or future operation 
and occupancy of the Real Property and thelmprovements and all building eguipment, materials end 
supplies of any nature whatsoever owned by Borrower, or in which Borrower has or shall have an 
interest, now or hereafter located upon the Real Property and the Improvements, or appurtenant 
thereto, or used in connection with the present or future operation and occupancy of the Real 
Property and the Improvements (together referred lo as the "Fixtures and Personal Property," which 
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term expressly excludes any toxic waste or substance deemed hazardous under federal, regional, 
slate, or local laws). 
1.1. 7 Agreements. All agreements, contracts, certificates, instruments, franchises, 
permits, licenses, plans, specifications and other documents, now or hereafter entered into, and all 
rights !herein and thereto, respecting or pertaining to the use, occupation, construction, management 
or operation of the Real Property and any part thereof and any Improvements or respecting any 
business or activity conducted on the Real Property and any part thereof and all right, title and 
interest of Borrower therein and thereunder, including, without limitation, the right to receive and 
collect any sums payable lo Borrower thereunder. 
1.2 Assignment of Leases and Ren ta. Borrower absolutely and unconditionally assigns 
to Lender all of Borrower's right, title and interest in and to all current and future Leases and Rents; 
il being intended by Borrower that this assignment constitutes a present, absolute 11Ssigruncnt and not 
an assignment for additional security only. Nevertheless, subject to the terms of this Mortgage, 
Lender grants to Borrower a revocable license to collect and receive the Rents. Borrower shall hold 
a portion of the Rents sufficient to discharge all current sums due on the Note, for use in the payment 
of such sums. 
2. Borrower Covenants. Borrower covenants and agrees as follows: 
2.1 Payment nf Principal and Interest. Borrower shall pay the Note, in accordance with 
the terms of the Note, promptly at the times, at the place and in the maMcr that said principal and 
interest shall become due, and to promptly and punctually pay all other sums required to be paid by 
Borrower pursuant to the terms of the Note, this Mortgage, the Assignment of Leases, Rents and 
Pru fits (the "Assignment") and all other documents and instruments executed as further evidence of, 
·. ·:.: ,: . .! .. :· · : :·: _. .. as. ~dditional security for, or executed in connection with, the ii:idebt~.dncss e','.idenc;:cd by U:i~. N_ot~ . . . 
. .. and si:cui~a by this Mortgage are collectively referred to as the "Lciiiri Documents,'?· ··, · :··. · · ~-- .,.:-... ....... -~ · :···· .. -
···tN·.: • t •• : • .: o, O . 
r,. 
I 
2.2 Performance of Other Obligations. Borrower shall perform, comply with, and 
abide by each and every one of the covenants, agreements and conditions contained and set forth in 
lh_c Note, this Mortgage, and the other Loan Documents, and shall comply with all laws, ordinances, 
-rule,;, regulations and orders of any goverrunental authorjJJ!=s .~av.ing jurisdiction over the Property 
that now or hereafter affect the Property or requires any alterations or improvements to be made 
thereon, and shall perform all of its obligations Utlder any covenant, condition, restriction or 
agreement of record affecting the Property and shall insure that at all times the Property constitutes 
one or more legal lots capable of being conveyed without v10iallon of nny subd1vis1on or platting 
laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, or other laws relating to the division or separation of real 
·property. 
2.3 Payment of Tues, Assessments 11nd Other Ch11rges ... Borrowcr shall pay all taxes, 
assessments, and other charges that are or may be hereafter levied or assessed upon or against the 
Property, when the same shall become due and payable according to law, before the same become 
delinquent., and before any interest or penalty shall attach thereto. Borrower shell deliver official 
receipts evidencing the payment of the same to Lender not later than thirty (JO) days following 
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payment. Borrower shall have the right to contest, in good faith, the proposed assessment of ad 
valorcm taxes al' special assessments by governmental authorities having jurisdiction ovel' the 
Property. 
2.4 Payment of Liens, Chorges and Encumbrances. B01Tower shall pay and discharge 
from time to time when the same shall become due ult lawful claims and demands of mechanics, 
materialmen, laborers and others which, if unpaid, might result in, or permit the creation of, a lien, 
charge or encumbrance upon the Property or any part thereof, or on the rents, issues, income, 
revenues, profits and proceeds arising therefrom and, in general, to do or cause to be done everything 
necessary so that the lien of this Mortgage shall be fully preserved, nt the cost of Borrower, without 
expense to Lender. 801Tower shall have the right to contest, in good faith and in accordance with 
applicable laws and procedures, mechanics' and matcrialmcns' liens filed against U1e Property. 
2.5 Payment of Junior Encumbrances. Borrower shall not pennit default or 
delinquency under any lien, imposition, charge or encumbrance againsf the Property, even !hough 
junior and inferior to the lien of this Mortgage. C 2.6 Insurance. · ~ 2.6.1 Borrower. s?all obtain and mainta~n, or cause to be maintained, insurance for ) 
Borrower and the Property providing at least the fqllowmg coverages: 
(a) Liability Insurance. Comprehensive general liability insurance, 
including bodily injury, death and property damage liability insurance, against uny and all claims, 
including all legal liability to the extent insurable and imposed upon Lender and all court costs and 
attorneys' fees and expenses, ari?ing out of or connected with the possession, use, leas mg, operation, 
... ma1.n@an~~ or. ~'?!1.41ho~ of fhc .J:1.1'.!JPC..rtY. in su~h am~~nts as are generally available nt commcrch,Uy .. . . .. 
reasonable premiums and are generally required by institutional lenders for properties comparablo'to' ·,-. ·•.;;• .:·',: :: .. 
· the Property but in rio event for an aggregate limit of\ess than $2,000,000.00, 
r-- (b) Other Insurance, Such other insurance with respect to the Property 
against loss or damage of the kinds from time to time customarily insured again.st and in such 
. ······-· -- .amounts as are generally available at commercially reasonable premiums and are generally required 
by institutional lenders for properties comparable to the Property. · ·- ··· ··· 
(' 
2.6.2 All insurance provided for in Subsection 2.6 shall be obtained under valid and 
enforceable policies (the "Policies" or in the singular, the "Policy"). All insurers providing insurance 
required by this Mortgage shall be authorized to issue insurance in the state in which the Property is 
- · loi:a""ted.- The Policy r-eferred·to in Paragraph (a) above shall name Lendcr a.~ an additional..11anted 
insured, All Policies described in Subsection 2.6 shall contain (i) a provision that such policies shall 
· not be canceled or terminated, nor shall they expire, without at lea.st thirty (30) days' prior written 
notice; and (ii) include effective waivers by the insurer ofall claims for Insurance Premiums (defined 
below) against any loss pnyees, additional insureds and named insureds (other than Borrower). 
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2.6.3 Borrower shall comply with all insurance requirements and shall not bring or 
keep or permit to be brought or kept any article upon any of the Property 01· cause or pem1it any 
condition lo exist thereon that would be prohibited by an insurance requirement, or would invalidate 
the insurance coverage required hereunder to be maintained by Borrower on or with respect to any 
part of the Property pursuant to this Section. 
2.6.4 The insurance coverage required under Subsection 2.6 may be effected under a 
blanket policy or policies covering the Property and other properties and assets nol constituting II part 
of the security hereunder. 
2.7 Condemnation. Borrower shall promptly give Lender notice of the actual 01· 
threatened commencement of any condemnation or eminent domain proceeding and shall deli vc1• to 
Lender copies of any and all papers served in connection with such pr9ceedings. Lender may 
participate in any such proceedings to the extent permitlcd by law. Upon an Event of Default, 
Bo1'rower shall deliver lo Lender all instruments requested by it to permit such participation. 
Borrower shall, at its expense, diligently prosecute any such proceedings, and shall consult with 
Lender, its attorneys and experts, and cooperate with them in the carrying on or defense of any such 
proceedings. Notwithstanding any taking by any public or quasi-public authority through eminent 
domain or otherwise (iacluding, but not limited to any transfer made in lieu of or in anticipation of 
the exercise of such taking), Borrower shall continue to pay the Secured Obligations at the time and 
in the manner provided for its payment in the Note and in this Mortgage and the Secured Obligations 
shall not be reduced until any award or payment therefor shall have been actually received and 
applied by Lender, after the deduction of expenses of collection, to the reduction or discharge of such 
obligations. Lender shall not be limited to the interest paid on the award by the ·condemning 
authority but shall be entitled to receive out of the award interest at the rate or rates provided herein 
or in the Note. lflhe Property is sold, through foreclosure or otlierwise, prior to the receipt by 
Lender of the e.w.ard or payment, Lender. shall.have..the.i:ight, wh.~ther or not a deficiency judgment 
on the Note shall hav~ been sough(rei:overeil or ·denied, to receive ·the award or·payment, or a 
portion thereof sufficient to pay the Secured. Oblig11tions, 
r• 2.8 Compliance with Laws. BolTOWer shall observe, abide by, and comply with all 
.statutes, ordinances, laws, orders, requirements or decrees relating to the Property enacted, 
promulgated or issued_9y any federal, state, county or local governmental authority or any agency or 
subdivision thcreofhavingjurisdiction over Borrower or the-Property. Borrower shall observe and 
comply with all conditions and requirements necessary to preserve and extend any and all rights, 
licenses, permits (including, but not limited to, zoning, vari11nces, special exceptions and 
nonconfonning uses), privileges, franchises and concessions that arc applicable to the Property or 
that have been granted to or contracted for by Ilorrower in coMection with any existing, presently 
contemplated or.future use of the P-roperjy. 
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3. Rcprc5cntations and Warranties. Borrower represents and warrants lo Lender that: 
("· 3.1 Warranty of Title. Borrower has good title to U1e Property and has the right to 
mortgage, grant, bargain, sell, pledge, assign, warrant, transfer and convey the same and that 
Borrower possesses fee simple absolute estate in the Real Property and the Improvements and that it 
owns the Property free and clear of all liens, encumbrances and charges whatsoever except for real 
property taxes for years subsequent to 2005 (which are not yet due and payable) 11r1d those matters set 
forth in the Lender's Policy of Title Insurance insuring the first priority lien of this Mortgage (the 
"Permitted Exceptions"). Borrower shall forever warrant, defend and preserve the title and the 
validity and priority ofthe lien of this Mortgage and shall forever warrant and defend the same to 
Lender against the claims of all persons whomsoever. 
3.2 Taxes. Borrower has filed all federal, state, county, municipal, and city income and 
other-tax returns required to have been filed by it and have paid all laxes and related liabilities which 
have become due pursuant to such returns or pursuant lo any assessments received by it. Borrower 
does not know of any basis for any additional assessment in respect of any such taxes and related 
llabili ties for prior years. 
4. Further Assurances. 
4.1 Inspection by Lender. Lender, nnd/or its agents, shall have the right and shall be 
permitted, but shall not be required, at all reasonable times, to enter upon and inspect the Property Lo 
insure compliance with the covenants, agreements, and conditions set forth in this Mortgage, 
4.2 Execution of Additional Documents. Borrower shall, al the cost of Borrower, 
execute, acknowledge and deliver all and every such further acts, deeds, conveyances, mortgages, 
.. .. . . . .......... . . assignments, notices of assignments, transfers, assurances end other instruments, including security 
··"f ··· ... . . -'. iigre·em&ri~-iirid financing statements, as Lender ~hall' fr~m .time to ·tim'e"rcquire f9r i~e purpose of:. 
· .-...... · better assuring. conveying, assigning, transferring and confirming unto Len~~~ .the. P!operty and. 
rights hereby encumbered, created, conveyed, assigned or intended now or hereafter so to be 
I !'- encumbered, c~ated, conveyed or assigned or that Bor:rower may now be or may hereafter become bound to encumber, create, convey, or assign to Lender, or for the purpose of carrying out the 
intention or facilitating the performance of the terms of this Mortgage, or for filing, registering, or 
recording this Mortgage, and to pay ell filing, registration, or recording fees and ail taxes, costs and 
other expenses, including Rcesonable Attorneys' Fees, incident to the preparation, execution, 
acknowledgment, delivery, and recordation of any of the same. 
5. Default. The occurrence of any one or more of the following events shall constitute an 
- · !'Event of Default": 
·- -
5.1 Failure to make any payment of (i) interest or principal when due, (ii) any other 
amount of the Secured Obligations when due, or (iu) the entm: emo\Ult of the Secured bbligatlons on 
or before the Maturity Date. 
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5.2 If uny representation or warranty of Borrower or any Guarantor, or any member, 
genernl partner, principal or beneficial owner of any of the foregoing, made herein, or in any other 
Loan Document, or in any guaranty, or in any certificate, report, financial statement or other 
instrument or document furnished to Lender shall hnvc been false in any material respect when 
made. 
5.3 lfBorrower or any Guarantor shall make an assignment for the benefit of creditors or 
if Borrower shall generally not be paying its debts as they become due. 
i 
5.4 If (i) Borrower or any Guarantor shall commence any case, proceeding or other action 
(A) under any existing or future law of any jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, relating to bankruptcy, 
L insolvency, reorganization, conservatorship or relief of debtors, seeking to have cm order for relief 
entered with respect to 1t, or seeking to adJud1cafe 1t II banRrupt or msolvent, or seeking 
' reorgani1.ation, arrangement, adJustment, wmdmg-up, hqu1dahon, d1sso(ul1on, compos1hon orotlier 1 
relief with respect to tl or its debts, or (B) seeking eppo1ntrrient al a receiver, trustee, custod1ao, 
conservator or other similar official for it or for ell or any substantial part of its assets, or the 
Borrower or any Guarantor shall make a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or 
(ii) there shall be commenced against Borrower or any Guarnntor any case, proceeding or other 
action ofa nature referred to in clause (i)above which (A} results in the entry ofan order for reliefor 
any such adjudication or appointment or (8) remains undismissed, undischarged or unbonded for a 
period of sixty (60) days; or (iii) there shall be commenced against the Borrower or any Guarantor 
any case, proceeding or other action seeking issuance ofa warrant of 11tteclunent, execution, distreint 
or similar process against all or any substantial part of its assets which results in the entry of nny 
order for any such relief which shall not have been vacated, discharged, or stayed or bonded pending 
appeal within sixty (60) days from the entry thereof; or (iv) the Borrower or any Guarantor shall take 
any action in furtherance of, or indicating its consent to, approval of, or acquiescence in, any ofthe . 
.. .-acts set fo~ in _clause.(i),.(ii), ~r .(iii) above; or (v) the Borrower or any Guarantor shall generally 
. :· ''ii"ol;\:ir"s!faifiic·~'fi~'tii"c"tci; br1hall admit in writing its inability to, pay its debts as they'become due;",·· .. : t ·: -.:. ,: ~: .. :,:. ,; .. , .. 
- . 
S.S Except for the specific defaults set forth in this Section, any other default under any 
Loan Document by Borrower, which default is not cured within thirty (JO) days after written notice 
from Lender to Borrower; provided that if such default cannot reasonably be cured within such thirty 
(;10) day period and Borrgwef shall have commenced to cure such default within such thirty ('.l 0) day 
period and thereafter diligently and expeditiously proceeds to cure the same, such iliirty (30) day · 
period shell be extended for so long as it shall require Borrower in the exercise of due diligence lo 
cure such default, it being agreed that no such extension shell be for a period in excess of one 
hundred twenty (120) days, unless, only in lhe case of cures that require construction or'remedial 
work, such cure cannot with diligence be completed within such one hundred twenty (120) day 
-period, in which case suGh period shall be extended for an addition~\ on~ hundred twenty (12_0) d~y-~ _ 
6, Rights and Remedies. 
6.1 Remedies, Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, Lender may take such 
action, without notice or demand, as it deems advisable to protect and enforce its rights against 
Borrower and in and to the Property, including, but not limited to the following actions, each of 
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ADA COUNTY I\ECOROE/1 J. DAVID IIAVARI\O AN l~.oa 81 
BOISE IOAHD 12/tl1/06 11:12 AM ~ 
g:i~Et~Af~EST OF Ill llllJlll1ll0fl6fl1L.-.8 6111111111 Ill ) Tnn1nadl!!l TIiie 'gffl'l 
. . MEMORANDUM Ul<'l ... 'UN'l'.l<ALT 
: .. , or., co c.,liz.i. qo C.mi-i 
I ®' For the purchase pl'ice and on the terms and conditions contained in that certain Real Estate 1 Purchase and Sale Agreement by and between L. DARWIN MCKAY d THE TURF COMPANY, LLC, as Seller, and STATUS CORPORATION OF IDAHO, as Buyer, dated the day of November, 2006, which 
· Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement is attached hereto as iiibit A and incorporated into this 
Memorandum of Contract by this re ferencc, L. DAR WIN McKAY and THE TURF COMP ANY, LLC have 
agreed to sell the real property described on Exhibit B hereto to STATUS CORPORATION OF IDAHO or 
assigns who has agreed to pul'chesc the same. 
Take notice that certain terms and conditions ofExhibit A survive the closing.ofTitle. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Memorandum of Contract 
this 1J day of November, 2006. 
BUYER: 
STATUS CORPORATION OF IDAHO 
......... 
-·~ -·· . ... . -· ·- •, .. 
~ .. • ••• - •• ~ .. ":a • ~· .... 
'•": .. . . ·. 
SELLER: :~ .,. :· 1• 
f' C.. DAR WIN McKAY 
L. Darwin McKay 
THE TURF COMPANY, LLC 
By ____________ _ 
Name: ___________ _ 
Its: ____________ ~ 
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REAL RSTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMP:Nl" 
This Agr~ment is made effective as of the~ .. day of November, 2006, bot ween Status 
Corponi.llon of Idaho, an Idaho corporation ("Buyel'"), 1,. Darwlll Mc.Kay and Turf Conlp~ny 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (collectively, "Seller''). ' ' 
The pa11ics ngrec as follows: 
l, PURCHASE ANO SALE OF l"ROPERT\', 
I.I Property. Subject to lhc terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Seller shall sell 
to tile Buyer and the Buyer shall purchase from !he Seller the following real property and other assets 
. (the uProperty'1: 
1.1.l Real Property. The real property described in the attached Schedule J.1.1, 
tO~lher with all buildings, fixtures, and other improvements located on such real property (!he "Real 
Property"), also commonly referred to as: 
_, 3880 E. Lllke Hazel Rond, {"Parcel I"); 
6100 S. Engle Road, ("Parcel 2"). 
l.1.2 Ground water rights related to Parcel 2 shall not be conveyed to Buyer. 
1.2 Purchase Price Amount. Tho purchase price for the Property is Eight Million Eight 
Hundred Twenty One Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($8,821,800.00) (the "Purchase Price"). l11e 
Purchase Price is allocated to ihc Real Property as follows: 
2008. 
Parcel I: $4,921,800; 
Pru-eel 2: .$3,900,000 (subject to adjustment as described in Section LJ.2). 
1,3 Purc:hase Price Payment. The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows: 
$3,2.50,000 wa~ paid and has been applied to Parcel l Purchase Price; 
$275,000 shall be paid November 17, 2006 and applied to Parcel l Purchase Price; 
$250,000 shall be paid on March 30, 2007 and applied to Parcel 1 Purchase Price; 
Balance of Purchase Pl'icc ~ Parcel~ 1 and 2 $5,046,800 shall be paid March 30, 
1.3.1 Conveyance of Lots. As additio11al consideration for the conveyance of the 
property, l]uycr shall convey to Seller two loll. of Seller's choice identified on the proposed 
~ubdivision plat in the attached Exh(l)it J .3. J. Seller shall identify the lots within IO business days 
after Buyer delivers to Seller a copy of the approved preliminary plat of the proposed subdivision. 
Buyer's obligation to convey these two lots shall 'be recorded as an encumbrance upon the title to the 
Real Property by the rccordinl! of a Memorandum of Contract and shall be subject to no prior 
encumbrances or liens. At the time of conveyance Buyer shall provide to Seller ALTA Owners' 
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Policies for the fair market vaJuo of the lots, insuring that the Seller is the owner of the lots subject 
only to exceptions: (i} for real prope1ty taxes for the cun-ent year which are not then due or payable (ii) liens, encumbrances and conditions accepted in writing by Seller. 
1.3.2 The Purchase Price shall be adjusted upc-n receipt of a final survey 
establishing the exact amount of acres contained within the portion of Parcel 2 co11veycd to Buyer. 
Seller shall retain a strip ofl and in the approximate area identified oi: &hi bit J. J.l hereco, adjacent 
to Eagle Road consisting of a strip of land along Sout."i Eagle Road which is approximately 1,039 
feet along said frontage ond 274 feet deep. The amount of the Purchase Price allocated to Parcel 2 
shall be adjusted to reflect a PurchBSe Price of $130,000 per acre. The cum:nt Purchase Price is 
based upon an ass:11nption of conveyance of approximately 28.7 acres. 
1.4 Note 11.nd Mortgnge. ,\t the time of closing on Parcel 1, Buyer shall execute and 
deliver to Seller a Promissory Note for the balance of the Purchase Price Amount on Pare1;l I. 
subslantially in the form attached as Exhibil 1. 4(a} (The Promissocy Note). All amounts du.e'llnder 
the Promissory Note shall be secured by a first purchase money Mortgage on Parcel 1, substantially 
in the form attached as Exhibit J .4(b) (The Mortgage). At the time of closing, Buyer shall provide to 
Seller an AL TA lender's policy, title insurance policy insuring the first lien priority of the Mortgage. 
l.S Allocation of Purchase Price. The Purchase Price shall be allocated for federul nnd 
state tax purposes by the Buyer and the Seller in accordance with Schedule I. 5 attached. The Buyer 
and Seller shall each complete and file fonn 8594 in ac:cordance with Internal Revenue Code 
Section I 060 and the corresponding rules and reai,ilations reflecti::ig the allocation set forth on 
Schr.dule 1.5 attached. 
1.6 Conveyance of Title. 
1,6.1 Real Property. Title to the Real Property shall be conveyed by Warraoty 
Deeds in the fonn attached as Exhibits Ui. J. Title to the Real Property shall be marketable and 
insurable and shall be free and clear of all Hens, encumbrances, and NSlrii:tions, exclusive of (i} real 
property taxes for the current year which are not due and payable on <Jr before Closing, and (ii} liens, 
encumbrances, and conditions accepted in writing by the Buyer on o:· before Closh1g. Parctl I shnl! 
be conveyed to Buycr on November 17, 2006 and Parcel 2 sh.all be c..inveyed to Buyer 011 Mar~h JO, 
2008. Seller's obligation to convey Parcel 2 shall be recorded as ar. encumbrance upon the tide to 
Parcel 2 by the recording of a memorandum of contract and subject to no prior encumbrances or 
1 liens, except as shown on the Title Commitment for Parcel 2. 
1.6.2 Other Property. Seller shall continue to own and have lhc right to remove all 
irrigation equipment on both Parcels and all landscaping stone oo Parcel 2. 
1,7 Title lnsuro11ce. 
1.7.l Commitments. Conunitments for title inswane¢ for Parcel I and Parcel 2 
have been provided to !he Buyer and arc auaehed as Exhibits 1.7.a and 1.7.b (The Title 
· Commitments). Buyer agrees that all conditions of title and exceptions reflected on the title 
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commitments are acceptable lo Buyer provided, however, that the Deed ofTnist in fnvor of Sterling 
Bank reflected as exception number 18 of Ex.hibil I. 7.b shall be released at the time of closing on 
Parcel 2 and pa.id by Sellers proceeds. 
1. 7.2 Policy. At Closing, the Seller shall purchase ALTA Owner's Policies oftitle 
insurance { CUJ?ent version) ("Policy'') satisfying the following specifications: 
a. Insured and Amount. The Policies shall name the Buyer as the 
insured in the amount allocated to the Real Property Oil Schedule 1.5. 
b. SpccinlExceptions. The Policy shall insuretheBuycl' as the owner of 
the Real Property, subject only to the following special exceptions: (i) real property taxes for the 
current year which 111e not due and payable on or before Closing, and (ii) liens, encumbrances, and 
conditions which arc shown on the Title Commitments or which have been accepted in writing by 
the Buyer on or before Closing. 
1.8 Possession. The Seller shall deliver actual possession of Parcel I 10 the Buyer on 
November 17, 2006, subje~ to Seller's interest under the Agricultunl Lease reference in Section 
1.8.1 and possession of P=cl 2 on Marcil 30, 2008. 
1.8.1 Agricultural Lease. The Seller shall retain !he rlghtto grow sod on Po.reel I 
through September 30, 2007, pursuant to the Agricultural Lease nttached hereto as Exhibit /.8.J. 
1.9 Prorated Items. The following items shall be proratt:d as of Closing: (i) taxes and 
water assessmcnl!i using the last assessments nvailabh: prior to Closing; (ii) rents; (iii) insuronce 
premiums for insurance purchased by Seller and retained by the Buyer; (iv) interest and reserves on 
liens, encumbril.llces, and obligations, If any, expressly amuned in writing by the Buyer; a.11d 
(v} utilities. 
1. lO Assumption of Obligations. The Seller acknowledges that the Buyer may or may 
not, at the option of Buyer, assume or take th~ Property subject to certain debts, obligations, or 
liabilities. Ai1y nnd all debts, obligations and liabilities, conlingen: or otherwise, which are not 
expressly assumi:d or taken subject 10 in wiiting by the Buyer on or before Closing arc not assumed 
or taken subject to by U,e Buyer, shall not be deemed included in the Closing, and a.re retained by the 
Seller. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES, AND COVENANTS OFTBESELLER. 
The Seller represents and warrants to, and covenoms with, the Buyer ns follows: 
2.1 Autho1·ity of the Seller. The execution, delivery, and consummation of I.his 
Agreement by the Seller has been duly approved in accordance with applicable lo.wand any 
documents or instruments govc:ming the Seller. The execution, delivery, nnd consummation of this 
Agreement by the Seller will not, with the passage of time, the giving of notice, or otherwise, cause 
the Seller to be in violation or breach of any law, regulation, contract, agreement, or other restriction 
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to or by which the Seller or the 'Propmy !s subject or bound. trtheSeJler is a coipOro.tion, the Seller 
at Closing, shall provide to the Buyer (i} a certificate from lhe State ofidaho dated not more lhan4.5 
days prior 10 Closing indicating that the Seller is in good standing a!!d qualified to do business in 
Idaho, and (ii) resolutions of the hoard of directon of the Seller authorizing and approving this 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated by tbis Agreement. If the Seller is a partoership, the 
Seller, at Closing, shall provide to the Buyer resolutions of the partners of the Seller at:thorizingand 
approviug this Agreement and the transactions contemplated by this :Agreement. 
2.2 Consents. Except as disclosed in writing to the Buyer prior to the Closing, no 
approvru or consent of any pe~on, firm, or other entity is required to be obtained by the Selle1· to 
pemtil the Seiter to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 
:2.3 Tax Returns and Audits. The Seller has filed all income,sales, excise, withholding, 
franchise, and other tax returns and repQrts of every nature required to be filed by the Seller 
accurately reflecting any and all taxes owing to any federal, state, or local taxing authority. There are 
no non assessed tax deficiencies existing, proposed, or threatened against the Seller as 11. result of the 
operation of its business. There are no outstanding agreements or waivers extendiog the 3tn1Utory 
period of limitation applicable to any tax return of the Seller. No eir:anunation or audit of any tax 
return of the Seller is proposed, threatened, or currently in progress. 
2.4 Property Ownerlhip. The Seiter owns and possesses all right, title, and interest in 
and to the Property free and clear of all covenDnts, condition:;, easements, lieo51 and encumbrances 
except as shown on the Title Commitments. 
2.5 Material Misstatement or Omissions. No representation or warranty m:ide by the 
Seller in this Agreement or in any document or 11grecment furnished in connection with tltls 
Agreement contains or will contain any untru1ntatement of material fact, or omits 01· will omit to 
state a material foct necessary lo make the statements not misleading. 
2.6 Compllnnce with Law3, To the best of Seller's actual knowledge, Seller bus 
complied in aU material respects with all laws, regulations, one onlel's affecting lhe Property nnd is 
· not in default under or in violation ofany provision ofany federal, state, local or provincial order, 
rule, regulation O\' law. 
2. 7 Broker Fees. E11cept as disclosed in writing to the Buyer prior to Closillg, the Seller 
is not obligated to pay any fee or con1mission to any broker, finder, or intermediacy for or on account 
cf the transaction conlcmplnted by this Agreement. 
2.8 Conduct Pending Closing. From the efftetl\le date of this Agreement to Closing. the 
Seller shall (i) maintain the Property in good repair, (ii) continue to operate the Property in !he 
manner previously operated by the Seller, (iii) not enter into any conuucts or purchase orders relaung 
10 the Property, other than in the ordinary course of operating the Property, and (iy) perform al I acts 
necessary to insure thal the representations, warranties, and covenants of the Seller shBJl be true, 
complete, and accurate in all respects on and as.of the date of closing to ll1e same force and effectas 
if made at Closing. 
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3. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CLOSING. 
~,1 Condition3 Prcced~nt t~ Oblig~tions of the Buyer. The obligations of the Buyer 
under flus Agreement a.re, al Buyer s option, subJect to the satisfaction of the following conditions: 
3.1, 1 Representations nnd W11rranties True. The l'epresenlations and warranties 
of the Seller are true, complete, and accurate 11S of the date of this Agreement and ft3 of the date of 
Closing as if made as of such date. 
3,1,l Covenants Performed. The Seller has performed all obligations, covenants 
and agreements to be performed prior to Closing as set forth ill this Agreement. 
3.1.3 Title Polley. The Title Company is prepared to issue policie.s In accordance 
wilh the provisions of Section 1.7. . 
3.1.4 Execution :ind Delivery of Dotumcnb, TI1e Seller (and others where 
required) shall have executed and delivered to the Closing Agent the following: 
a. The Warranty Deeds; and 
b. The Memorandum of Contract. 
3.1.S Public Record Searches. The Buyer shall have received tax lien and 
litigation searches, fictitious business statement filings, notices, or other ~imilar docwnents thal 
Buyer may require in order to reflect, perfect, or protect lhe interests of the Buyer in the Property and 
to fully consummate all of the transactions contemplated under this Agreement. 
3.1.6 Waiver of Conditions. Buyer may waive, as a condition precedent to 
Closing, compliance with the conditions sel forth above. However, waiver of compliance for 
pU!poses of Closing shall not waive or diminish any right of Buyer 10 recover damageH or enforce 
other avnilable rights by reason ofnoncomplinnce by the Seiler with any representation, wa113nty, or 
covenant of the Seller set forth in this AgreemenL 
3.2 Conditious Precedent lo Obligations of the Seller. The obligations of the Seller 
under this Agreement are, at Seller's option, subject to the sntisfactio11 of the following conditions: 
3.2.1 Closing of Parcel l. 
3.2.1.l Ex~ution of Delivery orDocumcnb. The Buyer (and others where 
required) shall have executed and delivered to the Closing Agent the following: 
a. The Promissory Note; 
b. The Mortgage; 
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c. The Memorandum of Contract required under Section J .3.I: and 
d. The Agricultwal Lease required Under Section 1.8.l. 
. 3.2. LZ Lend en .1-'olicy. The Title Company is prepared to issue a t.cndei·'s 
Pohcy in accordance with the provisions of Section l.4. 
3.2.1.J Payments. The Buycrsball have delivered to the Closing Agent and 
authorized lhe payment to Seller of all payments requ.irni under Seclioa 1.3 
3.2.2 Closi.Dg of Parcel 2. 
3.2.2,1 .Execution and Delivery of Documents. TI1e Buyer shall have 
executed and delivered to the Ctosing Agent wamnty deeds for the two (2) lots to be conveyed to 
Seller pursuant to Section 1.3. l. 
J.2.2.2 Title Insurance. The TilleCompaµyisprepucd to issue tillepolicics 
for 1hc two lots in accordance with Section l.3.1. 
3.2.2.3 Payments. The Buycrshall bavedelivcred to the Closing Agent and 
authorized the payment to Seller of nil remaining payments due to Seller uudcr the teims ofthis 
Agreement and the Promissory Note. 
4. CLOSING. 
4,1 Closing Agent. The Closing Agent for this Agreement shall be Lisa Volken LM.d 
'AmCJica Title ("Closing Agent"). Buyer and the Sellct .shall eacb pay oru:-balf of the Closing 
Agent's Closing F!:<:s at Closing. 
4.2 Time, D:1tc 11nd Place of Closing. Closing shall be ezTective Novemlx,r I 7, 2006 on 
Parcel I and Mo.rch ~Qi.2008 on Poi-eel 2. 
4.J Closing Agent Instructions. Buyer and Seller shall exeeure and delivCT tu the 
Closing Agent instructions on the form generally provided by the Closing Agent with such 
modifications as are reasonably made by the Buyct. 
5. GENERAL PROVlSIONS, 
5.1 Notice.,. All notices, claims, requests and other communications ("Notiees") under 
this Agreement (i) shall be in writing, and (ii) shall be addressed or dcliverro lo the relevant address 
set forth below or al such other address IIS shall be given in writing by a party to the other. Notices 
complying with the provisions of this Section shall be deemed to have been delivered (i) upon the 
date of delivery if delivered in _person, or (ii) on file date of the postmark on the return receipt if 
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dcp~sited in the United Stales Mail, with postage prepaid for certified or rcgfatcred mail, return 
receipt requested. 
5,2 Attor11cy Fel!3 and Cost,. The Parties agree that if a party is in default ur,der this 
-Agreement, then such party shBII pay to the other partY (a} reasonable attorney fees and other costs 
._,..;,:.,.~~, and expenses incurred by the other party _after defauh and rcfe1Ta1 to an attorney, (b) reasonnblc 
attorney fees and other costs and expens~ incurred by the othct· party in any ~ttlement negotiations, 
rmd(c) reasonable attorney fees and other costs and eKpenses incurred by the other party in preparing 
for and prosecuting any suit or action ("Collection Costs"), Collection Costs shall ~ immediately 
due and paynbfc. 
• 
S.3 Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Venue. This Agreement shall be consnued and 
inte1preted In accordance with the laws of the State of ldaho. The pnrties agree that the court.,; of 
Idaho shall have e,cclusivc jurisdiction and agree that Ada County is lhe proper venue. 
5.4 Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence with respect to the obligations to be 
perfonned under this Agreement. 
5.5 Rights Cumulative. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, and to tl1e 
extent permitted by law, any remedies described in this Agreement are cumulative and not alternative 
to any other remedies available at law or in equity. 
5.6 Nonwaiver of Remedles. The failure or neglect of a party to enforce any remedy 
available by reason of the failure of lhe other party to observe or perform a term or condition set 
forth in this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of such term or condition. A waiver by a party 
(i) shall not affect any term or condition othet than the one specified in such waive!', and (ii) shall 
waive a specified tcnn or condition only for the time and In a maMer specificaliy stated in the 
woivc1·. 
5. 7 Successors and Assigns. Subject lo any express provisions in this Asrccrnent 
regarding restrictions on transfers or a$signmen1~, lllis Agreement 3holl bo binding upon and inutc to 
the benefit of:he parties and their respective successors, assigns, heirs, 1111d pci.onol representatives. 
5.8 Entire Agree1n~nt, All Schedules and Exhibits to !his Agreement constitute a part of 
this Agreement. This Agreement, together with lhe accompanying Schedules and Fn'<hibits, 
constitutes the entire agreement among the parties and supersedes all prior memoranda, 
correspondrm:c, conversations and negotiations. 
5.9 Sever11bility. The Invalidity of any ponion of this Agreement, as determined by a 
court of competent jurisdiction, shall not affect the validity of any other portion of this Agreement. 
S.10 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more countel))arls, eacli 
of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together sholl constitute one and the 
same instruments. • -··. · 
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5.ll Survival of Reprenntll.tlons, Warrllllties, and Coveuanta, All representatio1131 
wammties, ond covena.,ts of the Seller set forth in !his Agreement shnll survive the Closing and shall 
survive the record:ng of the WmTanty Deeds. 
5.12 Tax Deferred Exchange. Buyer hereby acknowledges that it is the intention of the 
. Seller to effect an lRC 1031 Tax. d~Ted exchange, which v.-ill neithCT delay the closing nor cause 
additional expense or liability to the Buyer. Buyer fu11her acknowledges that Seller's rights and 
obligaUons wider this agreement lt'llly be assigned to OREXCO ("Old Republic Exchange Facilitator 
Company"), a Qualified Intcnncdiary, to facilitate the exchllllge. Buyer agrees to cooperate with the 
Seller and OREXCO in a manner necessary to enable Seller to complete the exchaDgc. 
6. SIGNATURES. 
Dated: Qol/'. ~grl\ . , 2006 
. o, .. ,, -o/-¢or._. 2006 
STATUS CORPORATION 01:7 IDAHO, 
an Idaho COIJ>Oration 
L. DARWIN McKAY 
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Dated: Nw r!, 9 / tJ(g , 2006 
I 
TURF COMPANY, LLC 
an ldaho limited liability company 
ctiiatur~· ~-~~<-
L AaruJiv. -;;;:-~ 
(Print or T1!J>e Nrune) _ /;>,.,. 1 !' I 
__ ....,&.~[ O,,_,D"---==~~ Le ~ ...• 
(Street II and Na~e~. ._} ~ , 1 f /Uf!,t", fl:_IQ;'d tL Q,~ </':J.Ja...?-
(City, State and Zip) 
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PARCEL I 
A parcel of laud being a portion of the South halfofthe Southwest qlllllter of Section 33, 
Township 3 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Adn County, Idr.,ho, mol'e ptll1iculnrly 
described es follows: 
Commencing al the Southwest corner of Section 33, Township 3 North, Range l Ee.st, Boise 
Meridian; thence 
North 89°42'48" East, 1,669.75 feet along the South tine of the South half of the Southwest 
quarter of said Section 33 to a point on the approximate centerline of Ten Mile Creek, the REAL 
POINT OF BEGINNING oftllis description; 
along said approximate centerline as follows: thence 
North 12"08'30° West, 389.70 feet ton point; thence 
No11h 45°13'00" West, 744 00 feet to a point; thence 
No11h 08°58'00" West, 431.53 feet to a point on the North line of the South half of said 
Soulhwc.~t quarter; thence 
leaving said approximate centerline 
No11h 89°54'26" East, 1,661.37 feet along said North line to the Northeast corne1· of said South 
haJC(CS 1/16 comer); thence 
South 00°05'3 l" West, 1,329.12 feet to the Southeast corner of said South half(South quarter 
comer); tl1ence 
South 89"42'48'' West, 981.95 feet along 1he South line of said South half to lhe REAL POINT 
OF BEGINNING of this description. 
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PARCEL2 
A pare<:! of land situated in a portion of the South half of the Southwest quarter of the Southwest 
quarter of Section 33, Township 3 North, Range l Ea.,t, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, as 
shown on Record of Survey No. 4531, recorded Fcbruaiy 2, 1999 as lnstrument No. 990 IO 162 
for L. Darwin McKay as Parcel A described as follows: 
Beginning at lhe Southwest corner of Section 33; thence 
North 00°00'00" East 13 38.06 feet to a 5/8 inch re bar marking lhc South 1/16 comer common to 
Sections 32 and 33; thence 
along the Northerly line of said South half of the Southwest qunrtcr 
NoJth 89°54'18" East 992.43 feet to a point marking the centerline of the Ten Mile Creek; thence 
along said centerline the following courses: 
South 58°58'00'' East 431.55 feet to a point; thence 
South 45° 13'00" East 744.00 feet to a point; thence 
South 12°08'30" East 389.70 feet to a 1/2 inch rcbar; 1hencc 
leaving said tenterline and along the Southerly line of the said Sm:.thwcst quarter; 
South 89°42'48" West 1669.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINN1NG. 
EXCEPTJNO THEREFROM the following described land as shown as Parcel Bon said Re<:ord 
of Survey. 
Begiru1lng at the Southwest corner of Section 33. 1hence 
along the Westerly line of the said S0u1hwcs1 quarter 
North 00°00'00" East 326.06 feet to a 1/2 inch rcbar; thence 
South 48°49'33" East 170.96 fuel to a l/2 inch rcbar; thence 
North 89°42'48" Enst 139.9'1 feet to a l/2 inch rcbar; thence 
North 00°00'00" Eust 128.01 feet to a 1/2 inch rcbar; 1hence 
Nonh 89°42'48'' Eost 449.84 feet to a l/Z inch rebnr; thence 
South 00°00'00" East 340.87 feel to a 1/2 inch rebar; thence 
along 1he Southerly line of the said Southwest quarter 
South 89°42'48" West 718.50 feet to the POINT OF i3EOTNNING. 
·-.-............... .,.,~:>"'""' ... ·:.-:. . ·-
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Exhibit 1,3.1 
Proposed SubdMslon Plat 
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Exhibll l.3.2 
Property Retained by Seller 
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ORIGINAL 
Robert A. Anderson- ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
AJA:aa,a :· 
FEB 212013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
.r 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S ORDER 
DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submits this memorandum in support of their Motion 
to Reconsider the Court's Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion 
to Reconsider"): 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Defendants moved for summary judgment on January 6, 2011 wherein the 
Defendants argued the Plaintiffs claim failed as a matter of law because she could not establish 
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(1) the Defendants breached any duties owed to her; (2) the alleged breach was the proximate 
cause of her alleged damages; or (3) she suffered actual damages recoverable under the law. The 
Court heard argument on the Defendants' motion on February 3, 2011 and entered its written 
decision denying summary judgment on February 22, 2011. In its written decision, entitled 
Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Order"), the Court found there 
was a genuine issue of fact regarding "whether the Defendants breached the standard of care in 
Idaho when [Mr. Walker allegedly] incorrectly stated the law to Mrs. McKay, thus leading her to 
believe that she would have a secured interest in her husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen 
property." See Order, p. 7. 
The Defendants respectfully assert the Court's finding was made in error as the 
conclusion was based upon an Octo_ber 23, 2007 email exchange, which we believe this Court 
inadvertently misinterpreted. Contrary to the Court's decision, the October 23, 2007 email 
exchange was not addressing the Albrethsen property, which had closed prior to October 2007, 
or the mortgage on that property. Instead, the October 23, 2007 email pertained to the sale of the 
Home Farm property by Darwin McKay to Status Corporation, which transaction was expected 
to close in March 2008. As the email pertained to the Home Farm property, Mr. Walker's email 
was a correct statement of law. Accordingly, Mr. Walker's email cannot be the basis of a 
determination that the Defendants breached a duty of care and it cannot be the grounds for 
denying summary judgment to the Defendants. 
Due to the aforementioned errors, the Defendants file this timely Motion to Reconsider 
and respectfully request that the Court reconsider its Order and grant the Defendants summary 
judgment. 
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II.ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review. 
Rule ll(a)(2)(B), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, allows a party to move for 
reconsideration of an interlocutory order no later than fourteen days from the entry of final 
judgment. "A decision of whether to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration made pursuant 
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ll(a)(2)(B) is left to the sound discretion of the trial court." 
Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M. & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 212 (2008). 
When a party files a motion for reconsideration, there is no requirement for the party to provide 
the Court with either newly decided case law or new evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 
468, 472-73 (Ct. App. 2006). The purpose of a motion for reconsideration is to allow the Court 
to "obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be 
ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'l 
Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823 (1990). Even though no new facts are required when filing a motion 
for reconsideration, the burden is on the party seeking reconsideration to bring to the Court's 
attention any new facts or reasons why the Court's previous decision should be reconsidered. See 
Coeur d'Alene Mining Co., 118 Idaho at 823; Johnson, 143 Idaho at 472-73. A motion for 
reconsideration may be filed at any time before entry of final judgment. Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 
ll(a)(2)(B). 
B. The Record and All Reasonable Inferences Establish the Defendants Did Not Breach 
Any Duty Owed to the Plaintiff. 
1. The Court's Interpretation of the October 23, 2007 Email Exchange was Incorrect. 
Under Idaho law, when reviewing a summary judgment motion, a court is entitled to 
draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. The inferences drawn by the 
trial court must be reasonably supported by the record. See e.g. J.R. Simplot Co. v. Bosen, 144 
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Idaho 611, 621 (2006) (interferences not supported by the record are unreasonable). Where the 
inferences are not supported by the record, the trial court errs in drawing the same. See e.g. id.; 
see also P.O. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 237 (2007) (on 
appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court "reviews the inferences drawn by the district judge to 
determine whether the record reasonably supports those inferences") (citing Intermountain 
Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. Louisiana Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233,235 (2001)). 
In the current action, the Defendants respectfully submit the Court erred in inferring that 
the October 23, 2007 email pertained to the Albrethsen property, rather than the Home Farm 
Property. See Order, p. 7. This error is not harmless as the improper inference, which is not 
supported by the record, was the basis of its finding the existence of a question of fact regarding 
whether the Defendants breached a standard of care owed to the Plaintiff. 
The October 23, 2007 email exchange at issue reads as follows: 
Mrs. McKay: "All looks good Tom. However, can I place a lien with the 
title company on the Status Corp closure so the $800,000.00 are paid to me by 
them? This is what we had to do when property sold that Donna had so the funds 
would come to us instead of thru Donna." 
Mr. Walker: "Our plan is to record the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, 
which then becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal property. We don't 
want to emphasize this aspect of the settlement. So, we don't want to say anything 
until after the judge signs the Judgment and Decree." 
See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment ("Counsel Aff."), filed 
Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A (Patricia McKay deposition) at Ex. 17. 
In her above-email, the Plaintiff specifically asked Mr. Walker whether she could place a 
"lien with the title company on the Status Corp closure". See id. At her deposition, the Plaintiff 
explained the purpose of her question as follows: 
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Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And can you tell me what you meant by: 
"Can I place a lien with the title company"? 
A. A lien on all Darwin's property. 
Q. Real property? 
A. Real property. 
Q. All right. And Mr. Walker responded with a means for doing that; 
correct? 
A. Yes, he states: "Our plan is to record the Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce, which then becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal 
property." 
Q. So, let's just focus on real property. Were you satisfied with Mr. 
Walker's response? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. And has anyone told you that a lien was not created relative 
to any real property actually owned by Darwin McKay by virtue of recording the 
final property settlement agreement? 
A. No. 
Q. You then say, in essence, that the $800,000 should be paid to you by 
them. And I'm curious, who do you mean by "them"? 
A. I state: "However, can I place a lien" --
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This might be a little disjointed. Let me read 
the sentence. You write on October 23rd: "Can I place a lien with the title 
company on the Status Corp closure so the $800,000 are paid to me by them?" 
And who was "them"? 
A. The title company. 
Q. What title company were you referring to? 
A. Whatever title company would be used for the closing of the property. 
See id., 99:13-101:2 (emphasis added). 
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When reviewing the aforementioned email exchange and Plaintiffs deposition testimony, 
it becomes clear that the Plaintiff's question was solely focused on whether a lien could be 
placed on the real property being purchased by Status Corporation which was scheduled to close 
at some time in the future. Despite this fact, the Plaintiff's expert witness, Bryan Smith, and this 
Court mistakenly interpreted the email as referring to the Albrethsen property, which had closed 
almost 11 months prior to the October 23, 2007 email exchange. 
In his affidavit filed in opposition to the Defendants' summary judgment motion, Mr. 
Smith mistakenly assumed the property at issue in the October 23, 2007 email was the 
Albrethsen property, which had already closed, rather than the Home Farm property, which was 
scheduled to close in March 2008. This mistaken assumption was the basis for all of Mr. 
Smith's opinions1 which were utilized by this Court in support of its denial of summary 
judgment to the Defendants. 
It appears Mr. Smith's mistaken assumption mislead this Court into incorrectly replacing 
the phrase "with the title company on the Status Corp closure" with "on the Albrethsen Mortgage 
closure". See Order, p. 2. Doing so was error as it is contrary to the facts and would cause an 
1 Mr. Smith testified at his deposition that his opinions are based upon the mistaken 
assumption that a closing would occur with regard to the Albrethsen Property on March 30, 2008 
and that his opinions would be different if he learned his assumption was incorrect. Specifically, 
Mr. Smith testified: 
Q. But you referred to it as a closing. Is that why you used that term? 
A. I referred to it as a closing because that describes what -- the PSA uses the 
word closing, March 30, 2008. 
Q. For the Albrethsen property? Can you find me that? 
A. As I understand it, that was the Albrethsen property. Whether the PSA says 
that or not, I don't know. I've already told you, if the closing is on some piece 
of property not related to the mortgage, then my opinions would be different. 
See Affidavit of Robert A. Anderson in Support of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider ("Anderson 
Aff."), filed concurrently herewith, Ex. A (Bryan Smith Deposition) at 131:2-13. 
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unreasonable and absurd result. Therefore, the Court's inference was contrary to established 
Idaho law which allows the Court to draw only reasonable inferences. See e.g. Bosen, 144 Idaho 
at 621. 
The settlement between the Plaintiff and Darwin McKay ("Darwin"), the Plaintiffs ex-
husband, involved, inter alia, two pieces of real property: the Albrethsen property and the Home 
Farm Property. The Property Settlement Agreement ("PSA") reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 
1.7. Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash ... within five (5) days of 
payment by the Status Corporation, or its assigns, ("Status Real Estate 
Transaction"). In addition, Darwin shall convey all his right, title and interest to 
Patricia in and to the two (2) lots to be conveyed by Status Corporation, or its 
assigns, to Darwin as part of the Status Corporation Real Estate Transaction. The 
parties acknowledge that the Status Real Estate Transaction is scheduled to close 
on or before March 30, 2008. 
1.8. The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its assigns 
breaches the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to that portion 
of the land that had been referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation as the 
"Home Farm." In the event of breach, Darwin may also be able to foreclose a 
mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to Status 
Corporation as "Albrethsen's Farm." 
1.8.1. If the Status Real Estate Transaction fails to close on or 
before March 30, 2008, Darwin shall pay Patricia $500,000 as soon as he is able 
to ... 
1.8.2. Provided further that if Status Corporation or it assigns 
breaches the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Darwin cannot pay $500,000 by 
April 30, 2008, he shall. .. pay Patricia ... $500,000 within five (5) days of receipt 
or closing on a sale. 
1.8.3. Provided further that if following a breach, Darwin is not 
able to pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2008, he shall pay Patricia 
$800,000 plus interest at the rate of 6% payable within five (5) days of any funds 
from the sale of either the Albrethsen property funds, the Home Farm property or 
both ... 
See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. 
At the time of the October 2007 settlement negotiations and when the PSA was entered 
into, of the two properties addressed in PSA Paragraphs 1.7 and 1.8 supra, Darwin only had an 
ownership interest in the Home Farm Property. See id., <J[ 1.8. This fact is emphasized by the 
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statement in Paragraph 1.8 where the parties acknowledged, if Status Corporation defaulted, 
Darwin would only have title to the Home Farm property. See id. As stated in the PSA, the sale 
of the Home Farm property was expected to close on or before March 30, 2008. See id., '.II 1. 7. 
At all times relevant hereto, Darwin did not have an ownership interest in the Albrethsen 
property2• In fact, he previously sold it to Status Corporation and the closing occurred and the 
title was transferred to Status Corporation in November 2006. See Anderson Alf., Ex. A at Ex. 
39 (Warranty Deed); Ex. B (Darwin 3/21/07 Deposition) at 33:24-34:2. At all times during the 
October 2007 settlement negotiations, Darwin only held a mortgage3 which was secured by the 
Albrethsen property. See Anderson Alf., Ex.Cat Ex. C (Mortgage Note); Counsel Alf., Ex.Bat 
<JI 1.8. No closing related to the Albrethsen property was expected to occur or even could occur 
after the PSA was executed. Likewise, no title company would be involved with the Albrethsen 
property sale at any time after November 2006 as the title transferred to Status Corporation no 
later than November 30, 2006 when the Warranty Deed, executed by Darwin and the Plaintiff, 
was recorded. See Anderson Alf., Ex. A at Ex. 39 (Warranty Deed). The only activity left to 
occur related to the Albrethsen property was for Status Corporation to make mortgage payments 
to Darwin with the final payment to be made no later than March 30, 2008. See Anderson Alf., 
Ex.Cat Ex. C; Ex. B at 18:14-16; Ex. D. As is common knowledge, title companies do not act 
2 The Plaintiff was well aware Darwin did not own the Albrethsen Property before the 
October 23, 2007 email exchange as she previously executed the Warranty Deed transferring title 
of the Albrethsen Property to the Status Corporation. See Counsel Alf., Ex. A (Patricia McKay 
Deposition) at Ex. (Patricia McKay Amended Affidavit), <JI 188; Anderson Ajf., Ex. A at Ex. 39 
(Warranty Deed). Additionally, in Paragraph 1.8 of the PSA, the Plaintiff acknowledged that 
Darwin only held title to the Home Farm Property and that he only held a mortgage secured by 
the Albrethsen Property. See Counsel Alf., Ex. B, <JI 1.8. 
3 Darwin is the only mortgagee. Neither the mortgage nor the PSA grant the Plaintiff any 
interest in the mortgage. See Anderson Alf., Ex. C (Patricia McKay Amended .Affidavit) at Ex. C 
(Mortgage Note). 
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as middlemen when mortgage payments are made. As established by Darwin's mortgage, no 
title company was involved in Status Corporation's payments to Darwin; instead, the payments 
were to be made directly to Darwin without any intermediary. See id. 
Simply put, the Albrethsen property could not have been the subject of the October 23, 
2007 email exchange because (1) the property already closed the previous year and there was no 
post-October 2007 closure; (2) as Plaintiff was fully aware, Darwin did not own the Albrethsen 
property in October 2007; and (2) there was no title company with whom a lien could be placed. 
Instead, the record clearly establishes the subject of the October 23, 2007 email exchange was 
the Home Farm property. Because the closure of the Home Farm property was anticipated to 
occur in the future (March 2008) and the anticipated closure was addressed in the PSA, the only 
reasonable interpretation of the above email exchange is that the closure referred to therein was 
the closure of the Home Farm property. See AndersonAff., Ex. D; CounselAff., Ex. B. 
Accordingly, the Defendants respectfully assert the Court's decision was based upon an 
unreasonable and improper inference, thereby requiring reconsideration of the Court's Order. 
2. Walker's October 23, 2007 Email was an Accurate Description of the Law. 
Idaho Code section 10-1110 provides that the recording of a judgment 
A transcript or abstract of any judgment .. .if rendered within this state, certified 
by the clerk having custody thereof, may be recorded ... and from the time of such 
recording ... the judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the 
judgment debtor in the county ... owned by him at the time or acquired afterwards 
at any time prior to the expiration of the lien; provided that where a transcript or 
abstract is recorded of any judgment or decree of divorce or separate maintenance 
making provision for installment or periodic payment of sums for maintenance of 
children or alimony or allowance for wife's support, such judgment or decree shall 
be a lien only in an amount for payments so provided, delinquent or not made 
when due ... 
Idaho Code § 10-1110. 
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Per LC. § 10-1110, the recording of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce created a lien 
on any real property owned, at least in part, by Darwin. At the time the parties entered in the 
PSA, the parties understood Darwin held an ownership interest in the Home Farm property. As 
you know, the PSA specifically stated Darwin would retain title to the Home Farm property if 
Status Corporation defaulted on the loan. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B at <JI 1.8. Based upon such 
information, Mr. Walker's statement that the recorded Judgment and Decree of Divorce 
"becomes a lien on all of the Darwin's real...property," including the Home Farm property, 
accurately explained Idaho law. As such, the October 23, 2007 email exchange cannot be the 
basis of the Court's finding the existence of a genuine issue of material fact regarding whether 
the Defendants breached any standard of care owed to the Plaintiff. 
Because the sole basis of the Court's finding of a genuine issue of material fact was that 
the October 23, 2007 email exchange allegedly contained an inaccurate description of the law 
and this finding was improper, the Defendants respectfully request this Court reconsider its 
Order and enter summary judgment in favor of the Defendants. 
3. Bryan Smith's Opinions Should be Disregarded as They Not Supported by the 
Record. 
In its Order, the Court appears to have relied on Mr. Smith's affidavit in support of its 
determination that questions of fact existed regarding the existence of a breach and causation. 
As Mr. Smith admitted, all of Mr. Smith's opinions are based upon the improper assumption that 
the closing of the Albrethsen property would occur at some time after the PSA was executed and 
that the property referenced in the October 23, 2007 email exchange was the Albrethsen 
property. See Smith Affidavit; Anderson Aff., Ex. A (Bryan Smith Deposition) at 131:2-13. It 
cannot be overemphasized that these assumptions are not supported by any facts and are contrary 
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to the record.4 For these reasons, Mr. Smith's opinions do not assist the trier of fact and should, 
therefore, be disregarded. See e.g. Jones v. Crawforth, 147 Idaho 11, 17, 205 P.3d 660, 666 
(2009); Ryan_ v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 46, 844 P.2d 24, 28 (Ct. App. 1992); McGlinchy v. Shell 
Chem. Co., 845 F.2d 802 (9th Cir. 1988). Further, the Defendants respectfully assert that Mr. 
Smith's opinions cannot be the basis of a denial of summary judgment as they are not 
substantiated by the rec~rd. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant 
their Motion to Reconsider in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the 
Defendants. 
DATED this 21st day of February, 2013. 
-eo: .. ~-..... ~, .. 
I 
ANDERS()~: & HULL LLP 
By: __ 1ri~_U_~ __' ________ _ 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar, of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
4 Specifically, Mr. Smith's opinion that Mr. Walker allegedly lead the Plaintiff to believe 
she had a security interest in the Albrethsen mortgage was based upon his unsubstantiated 
assumption that the October 23, 2007 email referred to the Albrethsen property. Likewise, the 
proposed safeguards enumerated in Mr. Smith's opinion were based upon his inaccurate 
assumption that the Albrethsen property was scheduled to close at some time after the PSA was 
executed. See Anderson Aff., Ex. A (Bryan Smith Dep·osition) at 131:2-13. Given that there is 
no factual support for Mr. Smith's opinions, his opinions cannot assist the trier of fact and 
should, therefore, be disregarded on summary judgment. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of February, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
.. ~--· . 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINTIJSLAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Facsimile 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
Rol;>ert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
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• ALLENB. ELLIS 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W. Explorer Drive, Suite 140 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
208/345-7832 (Tel) 
208/345-9564 (Fax) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & AS SOCIA TES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
ISB No. 5974 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO·-----;:;;-;:~~w~Q-.J-F1Leo)z; = 
A.M .. ____ P.M .. --=----
MAR O 7 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JERI HEATON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
MOTION UNTIMELY 
In this reprise of a summary judgment motion, defendants invoke the assistance of an 
additional affidavit without complying with the notice requirements of Rule 56©, I.R.C.P. That is, 
the motion and memorandum were received by the office of plaintiffs counsel on February 261\ but 
posted in the U.S. Mail on February 21st, See Exhibit 1 to Fifth Affidavit of counsel. Under Rule 
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56(c), the motion must be served "at least 28 days before the time fixed for hearing". The March 
13th hearing date does not comply with the Rule. By treating this motion as a Rule 7 motion, 
defendants have allowed plaintiff just eight days to marshal an opposition brief and affidavits. 
Defendants will seek refuge in the argument that the Rule 11 motion for reconsideration is 
timely. Defendants miss the point. Rule 56(c) requires 28 days notice of hearing and at least 
fourteen days for the respondent to formulate responsive briefing and affidavits. 
Based upon the foregoing, plaintiff requests that the present hearing date be vacated. It is 
preposterous that defendants can finesse the requirements of Rule 56 by labeling this motion a 
"motion for reconsideration". 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Defendants' argue that there was no "post October 2007 closure" at the time Mr. Walker 
wrote his October, 23, 2007 email. This is not correct. At that time, the Status mortgage in favor 
of Darwin had not yet been satisfied. As defendant Walker advised plaintiff in his December 2008, 
letter to plaintiff " . . . [T]he mortgage that Lawyers Title accepted from Darwin ~p.ould be 
subject to the lien of your judgment" (Exhibit 2, Second Ellis affidavit). In reliance on the 
\ 
representation that she was in a secured position, plaintiff entered into the property settlement 
agreement. 
THE DISTRICT COURT CORRECTLY CONCLUDED THAT THERE WAS 
A QUESTION OFF ACT WHETHER DEFENDANT WALKER CORRECTLY 
ADVISED PLAINTIFF THAT SHE HAD A SECURED INTEREST. 
As the district court opined: 
An October 23, 2007 email exchange shows that Mrs. McKay 
specifically asked Mr. Walker if the PSA could be structured so that 
the Albrethsen Mortgage pay-out would be paid t9· her instead of Mr. 
McKay. Even though the filing of the PSA did not have such an 
effect, Mr. Walker responded that the filing of the PSA in Idaho 
counties where Mr. McKay owned property would create a lien on all 
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Mr. McKay's real and personal property in those counties; a 
statement which intimated that Mrs. McKay would have a lien on the 
mortgage, and, thus, a secured interest. This was an incorrect 
statement of the law made during the relevant time frame to this 
attorney malpractice action. The record also contains the expert 
witness opinion ofldaho attorney Bryan D. Smith in which Mr. Smith 
opines that Mr. Walker breached the standard of care in Idaho when 
he led Mrs. McKay to believe that she had a secured interest in the 
Albrethsen property mortgage. 
Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 7. 
Just before plaintiff Patricia McKay signed the November 2007, property settlement 
agreement (Exhibit 1 to Second Ellis affidavit), defendant Walker assured her that the decree of a 
divorce would become "a lien on all Darwin's real and personal property". As reflected in the 
Affidavit of Patricia McKay filed January 24, 2011, she believed that this "lien" gave her a security 
interest in the mortgage proceeds related to the Albrethson property. Her belief in this regard was 
corroborated by Mr. Walker in his December 2008 letter to plaintiff: 
In any event, pursuant to Idaho Code §10-1011, your judgment was 
recorded before any of the assignments that you provided me, 
including the one to Lawyers Title. Thus, the mortgage that Lawyers 
Title accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your 
judgment ( emphasis added). 
Exhibit 2 to Second Ellis affidavit 
DEFENDANTS SEEK TO CREATE AN AMBIGUITY WHERE NONE EXISTS 
AS RESPECT'S DEFENDANT WALKER'S ADVICE TO PLAINTIFF 
AND HER REASONABLE RELIANCE THEREON 
Paragraph 1.8 and 1.8.3 of the Property Settlement Agreement recites: 
1.8 The parties acknowledge that if Status Corporation or its 
assigns breaches the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have 
title to that portion of the land that had been referred to prior to the 
sale to Status Corporation as the "Home Farm. " In the event of 
breach, Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that 
portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation 
as "Albrethsen 's Farm." 
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1.8.3 Provided further that if following a breach, Darwin is not able 
to pay Patricia $500,000 by September 30, 2008, he shall pay Patricia 
$800,000 plus interest at the rate of 6% payable within five days of 
any funds from the sale of either the Albrethsen property funds, the 
Home Farm property or both (provided that payment of funds from 
the sale of the Home Farm may only be made to the extent allowed 
by the bank holding the line of credit for the Turf Corporation) by 
cash, certified check, or by wire transfer. 
Exhibit 1 to Second Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis, pp. 4, 5. (emphasis added) 
Thus, in the October 23, 2007, email upon which defendants place such great reliance, 
"Status Corp. closure" refers to Status' compliance with the terms of the mortgage. Whether 
"closure" has reference to sale of the Home Farm or satisfaction of the mortgage, plaintiff was 
reasonably led to believe that she was secured by reason of defendants' handling of her divorce. 
Again, see Mr. Walker's assurance in this regard by his December 2008, letter quoted above (Exhibit 
2). 
Defendant argues that the Albrethson probably had already closed. Therefore, argue 
defendants, "closure" must refer to the Home Property. The difficulty with this argument is that 
Status had also not yet completed the Albrethson sale and "in the event of breach Darwin may also 
be able to foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to Status 
Corporation as "Albrethsen's Farm." (Exhibit 1 to Second Ellis affidavit, p. 4 of Property Settlement 
Agreement). 
Plaintiff testified in her deposition that she believed that she had a security interest in the 
Status mortgage: 
Q. And what did Mr. Walker say in response? 
A. Darwin must have a mortgage on it because he's still due $1.4 
million." 
Q. So, is that the totality of the conversation regarding the mortgage 
note? 
A. Yes, and I said, "So, am I secure in that"" And he said, "Yes, the 
whole - once this is recorded, then the mortgage note, this is part of 
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his real property. That's.why I put that in there." 
Exhibit 2 to Fifth Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis. 
CONTRARY TO DEFENDANTS' ASSERTION, "CLOSURE" HAD NOT YET 
OCCURRED WITH RESPECT TO THE ALBRETHSEN PROPERTY 
GIVEN DARWIN'S OPTION TO "FORECLOSE A MORTGAGE" THEREON 
Defendants argue that the only real property which could be the subject of the October 23, 
2007, letter was the Home Property. Counsel fails to recognize, unlike Mr Walker recognizes, in 
his December 2007 letter, that the Status mortgage held by Darwin constitutes an interest in real 
property. 
As our Supreme Court has noted: 
Because a deed of trust is an interest in real property, it falls under the 
terms ofl.C. § 9-503. See BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 445 (81h 
Ed. 2004) ("[D]eed of trust. A deed conveying title to real property 
to a trustee as security until the grantor repays a loan."). 
Ogden v. Griffith, 149 Idaho 489,493,236 P.3d 1249 (2010). 
Also, according to Black's Law Dictionary respecting mortgages: 
Id., p. 1026. 
Mortgage: A conveyance of title to property that is given as security 
for the payment of a debt or the performance of a duty and that will 
become void upon payment or performance according to the 
stipulated terms . . . 
Thus, at the time of the Property Settlement Darwin had a real property interest in the Status 
mortgage which mortgagee was referenced in the Property Settlement Agreement. That is, the real 
property referenced in Mr. Walker's October 27, 2007, email included the mortgage. This fact is 
corroborated by Mr. Walker's letter of December 2008, that "the mortgage that Lawyer's Title 
accepted from Darwin should be subject to the lien of your judgment". Exhibit 2 to Second Ellis 
affidavit. 
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CONCLUSION 
Defendants' argue that there was no "post October 2007 closure" at the time Mr. Walker 
wrote his October, 23, 2007 email. This is not correct. At that time, the Status mortgage in favor 
of Darwin had not yet been satisfied. As defendant Walker advised plaintiff in his December 2008, 
letter to plaintiff " . . . [T]he mortgage that Lawyers Title accepted from Darwin should be 
subject to the lien of your judgment" (Exhibit 2, Second Ellis affidavit). In reliance on the 
representation that she was in a secured position, plaintiff entered into the property settlement 
agreement. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the herein motion be denied and the matter proceed to trial 
on the merits. 
DATED This 6th day of March, 2013. 
Alle~ 
Attorney for plaintiff , 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6th day of March, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
U.S. Mail 
--
-- Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
--
344-5510 
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ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W. Explorer Drive, Suite 140 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
208/345-7832 (Tel) 
208/345-9564 (Fax) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO.,----eir~,...,_:-.;;;:--__ 
A.M. ____ Fl..,LE,.~ 2£1. 
MAR O 7 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JERI HEATON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay 
f 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Thomas G. Walke! and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
FIFTH AFFIDAVIT OF 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
I, Allen B. Ellis, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
I. I am the attorney for the plaintiff in the herein matter and make this affidavit upon 
my own personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained here. 
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2. Attached hereto as exhibits are true and correct copies of the following: 
Document Exhibit No. 
Excerpt of Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ......... 1 
Excerpt of Patricia McKay deposition taken November 1, 2010 ............. 2 
AllenB~ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 61h day of March, 2013. 
/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 61h day of March, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
U.S. Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
--
344-5510 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Allen~ 
\. 
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Robe1t A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
RECEIVED 
FEB 2 6 2013 
Ellis, Brown & Sheils, Chartered 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
:MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S ORDER 
DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDG:MENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of .record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submits this memorandum in support of their Motion 
to Reconsider the Court's Order Denyi"!-g Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion 
to Reconsider"): 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Defendants moved for summary judgment on January 6, 2011 wherein the 
Defendants argued the Plaintiffs claim failed as a matter of law because she could not establish 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY,. LLP, a limited 
l·i'abili t'y part;nership·, 
... ' ' .,. ' . 
. · Defendants. 
~ ; '·. . . 
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Page 133 
A. It may have been, yes. 
Q. So, tell me what question you had, if 
it was a question, relative to this --
A. "Tell me about the mortgage note." 
Q. And what did Mr. Walker say in 
response? 
A. "Darwin must have a mortgage on it 
because he's still due $1.4 million." 
Q. So, is that the totality of the 
conversation regarding the mortgage note? 
A. Yes, and I said, "So, am I secure in 
that?" And he said, "Yes, the whole -- once this 
is recorded, then the mortgage note, this is part 
of his real property. That's why I put that in 
there." 
Q. Now, you're under oath; remember? 
A. That's why Tom Walker put this in 
there. 
Q. No, I'm telling you, you're under oath, 
remember that? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. So, are you telling me as you sit here 22 
answering my question that Tom Walker told you 23 
that the mortgage note was real property? 24 
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that might result in some funds being received by 
Mr. McKay; correct? 
A. I don't recall him saying that, but 
that's what he's insinuating to me, yes. 
Q. And if Mr. McKay then received some 
funds, he had an obligation to pay you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. So, are you saying that 
it's a bad thing --
A. No. 
Q. You've got to wait. -- for Mr. Walker 
to have included that language in 1.8? 
A. Actually, I -- as I recall, I 
complimented him on putting that in there and 
picking up on that. 
Q. He didn't say that if Darwin forecloses 
on a mortgage that you automatically get your 
money, though; did he? 
A. No. 
Q. You understood that if Darwin 
foreclosed on a mortgage note, he still had a 
separate obligation to pay you some of it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And ifhe didn't pay you some ofit, 
Page 136 
1 Q. So, you assumed that? 1 filing a contempt action against him? 
2 A. Yes. 2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. All right. And if you remember, I'm 3 Q. And neither Mr. Walker nor Mr. Welsh 
4 only -- don't talk, please, while I'm trying to 4 ever told you that any other framework of 
5 get this out because I might not be able to get 5 recovering against your husband existed; correct? 
6 it all out. Then I'll let you talk all you want, 6 MR. ELLIS: Objection, asked and 
7 I promise. 7 answered. 
8 What I'm trying to figure out from you 8 THE WITNESS: That is correct. 
9 is what you can testify to about what Mr. Walker 9 Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) All right. Did you 
1 o or Mr. Welsh said to you; okay? 1 o ask any other questions? 
11 A. Regarding this? 11 A. Yes, I expressed that they wrote in 
12 Q. Well, regarding this whole transaction 12 here on 1.8.2, page 4: "He," meaning Darwin, "He 
13 and this whole representation. But for right now 13 shall" -- "If Status Corporation breaches and 
14 we're talking about paragraph 1.8. And I see a 14 Darwin cannot pay the $500,000 by April 30th, he 
15 sentence that says: "Darwin may also be able to 15 shall list the Albrethsen property that was 
16 foreclose a mortgage." Now, what did you ask 16 included in the Status Corporation Real Estate 
17 specifically about that sentence, if that's 17 Transaction for sale and shall pay Patricia by 
18 indeed what you're trying to impart to us? 18 cash, certified check of wire transfer $500,000 
19 A. I expressed interest in seeing the 19 within five days" --
20 mortgage. I said, "What's this mortgage?" 20 THE COURT REPORTER: Please read that 
21 Q. What did he say? 21 more slowly. 
22 A. "Darwin must have a mortgage on that 22 MR. ELLIS: Come on, Patty. You don't 
23 property because he's still due about 23 have to read it. Just answer the question. 
24 $1.4 million on it." 24 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I expressed 
25 Q. And if he foreclosed on a mortgage, 25 to Tom Walker that Darwin didn't own the 
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That the foregoing is a true and correct 
record of all testimony given, to the best of my 
ability; 
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Robert A. Anderson- ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar- ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-551 O 
Attorneys for Defendants 
MAR 2 7 2013 
OHfffSTOPHER D. RICH ~lerk Br KATHY BIEHL I 
l1epci, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S ORDER 
DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attomeys of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submits this memorandum in support of their Motion 
to Reconsider the Court's Order Denying Defendants' Motion/or Summary Judgment ("Motion 
to Reconsider"): 
... 
"' 
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I 
I. ARGUMENT 
A. The Hearing was Timely. 
At the outset of her opposition brief, the Plaintiff asserts the originally scheduled hearing 
was untimely. Such an argument is contrary to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The briefing 
schedule set forth_ in Rule 56 only applies to motions for summary judgment. Motions to 
reconsider are not even mentioned in that rule. Rather, motions to reconsider are governed by 
Rules 7(b)(3) and l l(a)(2)(B). Rule 7(b)(3) states that a motion must be filed and served no later 
than 14 days prior to the hearing. The Defendants served their motion via U.S. Mail1 on 
February 21, 2013 with a Notice of Hearing setting the hearing for March 13, 2013, 20 days after 
the motion was filed and served. As such, the hearing was timely scheduled. 
Despite this fact, the Defendants agreed to move the hearing date to allow the Plaintiff 
additional time to respond to the Motion to Reconsider. The Plaintiff, however, did not utilize 
the additional time which resulted from the Defendants agreement to reschedule the hearing. 
The failure of the Plaintiff to file any supplemental briefing or affidavits leads the Defendants to 
wonder why the Plaintiff fought the hearing date initially. 
B. The Record and AU Reasonable Inferences Establish the Defendants Did Not Breach 
Any Duty Owed to the Plaintiff. 
As explained in the Defendants' opening brief, it appears the Court's summary judgment 
decision was based upon the misintel])retation of the October 23, 2007 email exchange wherein 
Mr. Walker informed the Plaintiff that recording tlie Judgment and the PSA would create a lien 
on the real property scheduled to close on March 30, 2008. See e.g. Affidavit of Robert A. 
' Toe Plaintiff claims she did not receive the Defendants' Motion to Reconsider until five 
days after it was mailed. This was likely due to the fact that Plaintiff's counsel failed to inform 
the Defendants that he moved office locations prior to the filing of the Defendants, Motion. Had 
Plaintiff's counsel properly done so, the Plaintiff would have received the Motion to Reconsider 
with.in one to two days after it was mailed. Regardless, the Plaintiff still received the Motion 
more than 14 days prior to the originally scheduled hearing date. 
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Anderson in Support of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider ("Anderson Aff."), Ex. D at ~1.6.l; 
PSA. In support of its decision, the Court misinterpreted that email as addressing the Albrethsen 
property, when the subject was actually the Home Fatm Propelty. See Order Denying 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Order!'). It is axiomatic that the Albrethsen 
property sale closed no later than November 28, 2006 when the mortgage and promissory note 
were entered. See e.g. Anderson A.ff, Ex. D at iJl.4. The Home Fann property sale was the sale 
scheduled to close on or before March 30, 2008. See Anderson Alf., Ex. D at~ 1.6.1. 
In an effort to have the Court ignore this fact, the Plaintiff argues that the Albrethsen 
property sale had not yet closed because Status Corporation had not made all payments due 
ooder the Promissory Note. To accept this position would be to find, as a matter of law, that all 
sales of real property involving warranty deeds do not close ootil mortgages are paid in full. 
This is simply not the case. When a homeowner purchases a home through financing provided 
by Bank of America, the sale closes at the time the closing papers are executed even though there 
exists a fifteen-to-thirty-year mortgage which has not been paid in full. The Plaintiff's position 
also ignores the fact that, on November 30, 2006, a warranty deed executed by Darwin and the 
Plaintiff in favor of Status Corporation was recorded. Anderson Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 39 (WruTanty 
Deed). The execution and recording of the warranty deed resulted in a complete transfer of any 
and all interests in the real property to Status Corporation. See Anderson A.ff, Ex. D at i[l.6. By 
definition, a warranty deed2 is a complete transfer of interest in the subject real property. See 
e.g. Idaho Trust Co. v. Eastman, 43 Idaho 142 (1926) ("the record of a warranty deed, duly 
2 The Plaintiff seems to suggest the execution and recording of the warranty deed did not 
result in a complete transfer of interest because a deed of trust does not necessarily result in a 
complete transfer of interest. As this Court is aware a warranty deed and a deed of trust are 
separate and distinct legal documents. A deed of trust "resembles a mortgage'' while a warranty 
deed "guarantees the grantor's good, clear title." See BLACK's LAW DICTIONARY 445 (9th 
Ed. 2009). The current action involves a warranty deed, not a deed of trust. 
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executed, acknowledged, and recorded, makes a prima facie case of an absolute transfer in this 
state"); BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009) (a warranty,deed is "A deed containing 
one or more covenants of title; esp., a deed that expressly guarantees the grantor's good, clear 
tit e. .. . . I ") 
The Plaintiff also attempts to have this Court ignore indisputable facts by improperly 
referencing a December 2008 letter, by ignoring key terms of the PSA, and by misquoting 
deposition testimony. The Plaintiffs reliance on the December 2008 letter is improper. As this 
Court already ruled, that letter is irrelevant to the current action because it was written over a 
year after the Plaintiff executed the PSA. See e.g. Order, pp. 6-7. Accordingly, it cannot be the 
basis of the Plaintiff's claims against the Defendants, including a claim that the Defendants 
breached a duty owed to the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff simply could not have relied on that letter 
when she executed the PSA. As such, there is no causal connection between the December 2008 
letter and the Plaintiff's alleged damages. 
Next, the Plaintiffs interpretation of the PSA is flawed. The PSA makes clear that the 
Home Farm Property was set to close on March 30, 2008 and that Darwin only held a mortgage 
on the Albrethsen Properly. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B at.11.8. Additionally, pursuant to the PSA, 
the Plaintiff agreed that the mortgage and any proceeds arising from the mortgage were Darwin's 
sole and separate property. See id at ~ 1.9 (awarding Darwin. the ''Proceeds from the sale of 
Albrethsen" as his sole and separate property). As such, the Plaintiff voluntarily released any 
potential interests she may have had in the mortgage. See id. 
Finally, the Plaintiff attempts to mislead the Court by quoting only a portion of her 
deposition testimony which she recanted a few lines down. The pertinent testimony is as 
follows: 
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Q. Of Exhibit No. 31. All right. Now, what part of 1.8 are you looking 
A. The very last sentence. 
Q. Of that first paragraph? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it says: "In the event of breach, Darwin may also be able to 
foreclose a mortgage on that portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to 
Status Corporation as 'Albrethsen's Farm."' So, tell me what -- I mean, was this 
the first time you had seen the tem1 "mortgage" --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- in this agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wasn't it in the document that you had received on November the 19th 
for review? 
A. It may have been, yes. 
Q. So, tell me what question you had, if it was a question, relative to this • 
A. ''Tell me about the mortgage note." 
Q. And what did Mr. Walker say in response? 
A. "Darwin must have a mo1tgage on it because he's still due $1.4 
million." 
Q. So, is that the totality of the conversation regarding the mortgage note? 
A. Yes, and I said, "So, am I secure in that?'' And he said, "Yes, the 
whole -- once this is recorded, then the mortgage note, this is part of his real 
property. That's why I put that in there." 
Q. Now, you're under oath; remember? 
A. That's why Tom Walker put this in there. 
Q. No, I'm telling you, you're under oath, remember that? 
A. Yes. 
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. 
Q. So, are you telling me as you sit /,ere a11swering my question that 
Tom Walker told you that t/ie mortgage note was real property? 
A. No, but a mol'tgage is real property. 
Q. So, you assumed that? 
A. Yes. 
See Counsel A.ff, Ex. A at 132:8-134:2 (emphasis added). 
As this testimony clearly establishes, the Defendants never informed the Plaintiff or lead 
her to believe the mortgage was real property or that recording the Judgment would result in a 
lien on the mortgage. Instead, she made the assumption that the mortgage was real property on 
her O\.v1l. She never shared this mistaken assumption with the Defendants. See Affidavit of 
Thomas Walker in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, ~23. 
Because the undisputed evidence establishes that the Defendants never made statements 
to the Plaintiff that the Albrethsen Property mortgage was real property or that a lien could be 
placed on the mortgage, the Defendants did not breach any duty owed to the Plaintiff. The 
Court's finding to the contrary was bas~d upon the misinterpretation of an October 23, 2007 
email. The indisputable facts clearly establish that the email addressed the Home Farm Property, 
not the Albrethsen Property as was incorrectly inferred by the Court. 
As no genuine issue of material fact exists with regard to the fact that the Defendants did 
not breach any duty owed, the Defendants are entitled to summary judgment. 
II. CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant 
their Motion to Reconsider in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the 
Defendants. 
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DATED this 27th day of March, 2013. 
ANDERSON> JULIAN & HULL LLP 
derson 
unbar, of the Finn 
Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2i" day of March, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis ~ ELLIS, BROWN & SHEILS, CHARTERED 
707 North 8th Street 
P.O. Box 388 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0388 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius ~ Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for P laintif! 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
o~on 
Yv nn A. Dunbar 
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APR 2 5 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A 
PATRICA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
Partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-OC-2009-22659 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
This matter came before the Court on Defendant's Motion to Reconsider. The Court 
heard oral argument on April 3, 2013. Robert Anderson argued on behalf of the Defendants and 
Allen Ellis argued on behalf of the Plaintiffs. At the conclusion of oral argument, the Court took 
the matter under advisement. 
BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
In 2006, plaintiff Patricia McKay retained defendants Cosho Humphrey and, specifically, 
Tom Walker, to represent her in her divorce from her husband Darwin McKay. In the fall of 
2007, Mrs. McKay, through her attorneys, filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against 
Darwin specifically attempting to negate the impact of a pre-nuptial agreement. In response to 
that motion, the McKays and their respective counsel participated in an October 20, 2007 
mediation conducted by the Honorable Duff McKee in an attempt to reach a property distribution 
agreement. 
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At the conclusion of the mediation, the parties entered into a handwritten agreement that 
was ultimately memorialized as the Property Settlement Agreement (PSA) on November 20, 
2007. The PSA required Mr. McKay (1) pay Mrs. McKay $800,000 in cash, (2) convey two 
subdivision lots to her, and (3) pay off the mortgage on the marital home (which was awarded to 
Mrs. McKay). These three requirements were to be satisfied within five days after the 
completion of a real estate transaction between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation, which would 
put Mr. McKay in a position to satisfy the terms of the PSA. The key terms of the Agreement 
between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation, executed on November 28, 2006, were as follows: 
I. Mr. McKay would convey two real estate parcels to Status Corporation: the 
Albrethsen property would be conveyed immediately and the Home Farm 
property would be conveyed in March, 2008. 
2. Status would pay a total of $8,821,800 for the two parcels: $4,921,800 for 
Albrethsen and $3,900,000 for Home Farm. 
. 3. $3,925,000 of the Albrethsen purchase price would be paid, or had already 
been paid, when the Agreement was executed. Between the date of the 
Agreement and March 30, 2008, Status would make some additional 
payments for the Albrethsen parcel. Mr. McKay would have a mortgage on 
the Albrethsen parcel until the full purchase price for that parcel was paid. 
4. On March 30, 2008, Status would pay the remaining balance of the purchase 
price for both parcels ($5,046,800). Mr. McKay would transfer title to the 
Home Farm property to Status and release his mortgage against Albrethsen. 
5. Status would convey two lots in a subdivision it was developing to Mr. 
McKay as additional consideration. Mr. McKay would identify which two lots 
he wanted after the preliminary plat was approved. 
Affidavit of Robert A. Anderson In Support of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider, Exhibit D, 
pages 1-3. 
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On October 23, 2007, three days after the PSA was drafted, but before it was executed, 
Mrs. McKay made the following specific inquiry of her attorney regarding the $800,000 
payment: 
Mrs. McKay: All looks good Tom. However, can I place a lien on the Status Corp closure 
so that the $800,000.00 are paid to me by them? This is what he had to do 
when property sold that Donna had so the funds would come to us instead 
of thru Donna. 1 
Mr. Walker: Our plan is to record the judgment and decree of divorce, which then 
becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal property. We don't 
want to emphasize this aspect of the settlement. So, we don't want to say 
anything until the judge signs the Judgment ang. Decree. 
In 2008, Mrs. McKay contacted Mr. Walker and informed him that her former husband 
had received the money due him under the Albrethsen mortgage, but she had not been paid the 
$800,000.00 nor had the mortgage on their marital home been paid. Mr. Walker informed Mrs. 
McKay that a Motion for Contempt could be filed against Darwin for his failure to comply with 
a Court Order. Mr. Walker and his partner Mr. Welsh contacted Mr. McKay's attorney and 
discussed options with Mrs. McKay. Eventually, they began to draw up the Motion for 
Contempt. 
In January 2009, Mr. Walker was contacted by attorney Scott Hess who informed Walker 
that he (Hess) now represented Mrs. McKay. Mr. Walker then executed a substitution of counsel. 
Mr. Hess represented Mrs. McKay in the Motion for Contempt. That issue was resolved in a July 
2009 settlement between the McKays. 
1 In the Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court used the words "Albrethsen 
Mortgage" instead of "Status Corp closure" when quoting this e-mail exchange. As discussed more fully below, 
Defendants argue that it was unreasonable for the Court to infer that Mrs. McKay was referring to the Albrethsen 
Mortgage when she asked Mr. Walker about the Status Corp closure. 
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Mrs. McKay brought this action against the defendants in November 2009, alleging 
negligence in the form of attorney malpractice. In short, Mrs. McKay claims that Walker 
incorrectly told her that because he had filed the McKay's divorce agreement in all the counties 
in which Mr. McKay owned property, Mrs. McKay had a lien on the Albrethsen mortgage held 
by Mr. McKay. Additionally, she asserts that Mr. Walker failed to properly describe the 
Albrethsen property in the PSA, which allowed Mr. McKay to obtain the payoff proceeds free 
' ' 
and clear. 
In January 2011, the Defendants moved for summary judgment on the attorney 
malpractice claim. The Court denied the Motion on February 6, 2011, holding that the October 
23, 2007 e-mail exchange created a genuine issue of material fact regarding (1) whether 
Defendant breached his duty of care, and (2) whether such breach was a proximate cause ( cause 
in fact and legal responsibility) of Plaintiffs damages. The Court's analysis of that October 23, 
2007 e-mail exchange is reproduced here: 
An October 23, 2007 email exchange shows that Mrs. McKay specifically asked 
Mr. Walker if the PSA could be structured so that the Albrethsen Mortgage pay-
out would be paid to her instead of Mr. McKay. Even though the filing of the PSA 
did not have such an effect, Mr. Walker responded that the filing of the PSA in 
Idaho counties where Mr. McKay owned property would create a lien on all Mr. 
McKay's real and personal property in those counties; a statement which 
intimated that Mrs. McKay would have a lien on the mortgage, and, thus, a 
secured interest. This was an incorrect statement of the law made during the 
relevant time frame to this attorney malpractice action. The record also contains 
the expert witness opinion of Idaho attorney Bryan D. Smith in which Mr. Smith 
opines that Mr. Walker breached the standard of care in Idaho when he led Mrs. 
McKay to believe that she had a secured interest in the Albrethsen property 
mortgage. 
Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment at 7. 
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MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Defendant filed this Motion to Reconsider on February 21, 2013, arguing that the Court 
drew an unreasonable inference from the phrase "Status Corp Closure" in the October 23, 2007 
e-mail exchange and issued an erroneous ruling as a result. For the reasons stated below, the 
Court disagrees and the Motion to Reconsider is therefore DENIED. 
APPLICABLE LAW 
The Motion to Reconsider is brought under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (a)(2)(B): 
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be 
made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen 
(14) days after the entry of the final judgment. 
"A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or additional facts, 
and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the chief virtue of a 
reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so that the 
truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. 
First Nat'/ Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990) (quoting J.l Case Co. v. 
McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 229, 280 P.2d 1070, 1073 (1955)). "The trial court must consider new 
evidence that bears on the correctness of an interlocutory order if requested to do so by a timely 
motion under Rule ll(a)(2)(B)." PHH Mortg. Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 635, 
200 P .3d 1180, 1184 (2009). 
When considering a motion to reconsider an interlocutory order, ''the trial court should 
take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear .on the con:ectness of the 
[that] order." Johnson v. North Idaho College, 153 Idaho 58, 62, 278 P.3d 928, 932 (2012) 
(quoting Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 
1037 (1990)). The moving party has the burden to bring the court's attention to new facts. Id. 
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The trial court does not have to search the record to determine if there is any new information 
that might change the facts deemed to be established. Id. However, neither Rule l l(a)(2)(B) nor 
Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. explicitly state that new facts are needed. Johnson v. North Idaho 
College, 153 Idaho at 62, 278 P.2d at 932. "A motion for reconsideration is a motion which 
allows the court - when new law is applied to previously presented facts, when new facts are 
applied to previously presented law, or any combination thereof - to reconsider the correctness 
of an interlocutory order." Id. 
The trial court's decision on a motion for reconsideration will be reviewed on appeal for 
abuse of discretion. Commercial Ventures, Inc., v. Rex M & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 
208, 212 (2008). The trial court acts within its discretion if it (1) correctly perceives the issue as 
discretionary; (2) acts within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistent with applicable 
legal _principles; and (3) reaches its decision through an exercise of reason. Justad v. Ward, 147 
Idaho 509, 511 (2009). 
DEFENDANTS' ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION 
Defendants first argue that the Court drew an unreasonable inference from the October 
23, 2007 e-mail exchange between Mrs. McKay and Mr. Walker. While the Court is permitted to 
draw inferences in favor of the non-moving party on a moving for summary judgment, those 
inferences must be reasonably supported by the record. J.R. Simplot Co. v. Bosen, 144 Idaho 611, 
621 (2006). 
In this case, Defendants argue that the Court unreasonably inferred that Mrs. McKay was 
referring to the Albrethsen property instead of the Home Farm property when she e-mailed Mr. 
Walker on October 23, 2007. Mrs. McKay stated in her deposition that in this e-mail, she was 
asking Mr. Walker if there was a way to make sure that the $800,000 would be paid to her by 
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whichever title company would be used "for the closing of the property." Anderson Aff. Exhibit 
A (Patricia McKay Deposition at 99: 13 - 101 :2). Since Mr. McKay transferred the title to the 
Albrethsen property in November 2006, it had already "closed." Therefore, Mrs. McKay must 
have been referring to the Home Farm Property, which was not expected to close until March 30, 
2008. Since Status Corporation's payments on the Albrethsen mortgage were paid to Mr. McKay 
directly without any title company's involvement, no title company would have been in a 
position to pay her $800,000 of the mortgage payoff proceeds. 
Second, Defendants argue that since Mrs. McKay was referring to the Home Farm 
property, Mr. Walker correctly explained the relevant law. Under Idaho Code § 10-1110, the 
recording of the Judgment and Decree and divorce created a lien against the Home Farm 
Property because Mr. McKay owned it when the Judgment was recorded. 
Lastly, Defendants argue that since Mrs. McKay was referring to the Home Farm 
property, the Court should disregard the opinions of the Plaintiffs expert witness, Bryan Smith. 
As Mr. Smith admitted, all of his opinions were based on the erroneous assumption that the 
closing of the Albrethsen property would occur sometime after the PSA was executed. 
PLAINTIFF'S ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION 
Plaintiff argues that the Court reasonably inferred that Mrs. McKay could have been 
referring to Status' compliance with the terms of the Albrethsen mortgage when she asked Mr. 
Walker about the "Status Corp closure." Since there was a mortgage outstanding on the 
Albrethsen property when the PSA was executed, the Albrethsen sale had not been completed 
(i.e. it had not yet "closed"). Mr. McKay's ability to foreclose on the Albrethsen mortgage in the 
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-PAGE 7 
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event that Status failed to make the March 30, 2008 payment is further evidence that the 
Albrethsen property had not "closed" when the PSA was executed. 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION IS DENIED BECAUSE THEIR INTERPRETATION OF "STATUS CORP 
CLOSURE" IS NOT THE ONLY REASONABLE ONE. 
The Defendants' arguments rest on the assumption that Mrs. McKay was not referring to 
the Albrethsen mortgage payoff in her October 23, 2007 e-mail because Mr. McKay had already 
transferred the title by this date. While this could be true, it is not the only reasonable 
interpretation given the complexity of the Status Agreement. The Status Agreement stated that 
on before March 30, 2008, Status Corporation would pay Mr. McKay roughly $5 million, with 
part of the proceeds being used to pay off the Albrethsen mortgage and the remainder being used 
to purchase Home Farm. Since both payments were due on the same date pursuant to one all-
encompassing Agreement, it is unclear which payment Mrs. McKay was referring to when she 
spoke of the "Status Corp closure." It is also possible that Mrs. McKay, a lay person, used the 
word "closure" where a person with more experience in real estate transactions, an attorney for 
example, would have used a m·ore precise term such as "mortgage" or "payoff." 
The Defendants also assume that Mrs. McKay was not referring to the mortgage payoff 
because no title company was acting as an intermediary in that part of the transaction. Again, this 
inference is plausible, but it is not the only reasonable one given the complexity of the Status 
Agreement. The parties do not dispute that had Status Corporation made the full required 
payment on March 30, 2008, a title company would have facilitated the closing of Home Farm. 
Being aware that a title company would somehow be involved, Mrs. McKay may have 
incorrectly assumed that the title company was handling both the mortgage payoff and the 
26 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-PAGE 8 
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transfer of Home Farm. The Defendants have not demonstrated exactly what Mrs. McKay's 
understanding was in this regard. 
In light of these genuine issues of material fact, it was proper for the Court to deny the 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Accordingly, in an exercise of discretion, the Court 
will DENY the Defendants' Motion to Reconsider. 
CONCLUSION 
Given the foregoing, Defendants' Motion to Reconsider is DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
fP) /j'--
Dated this ~() day of April 2013. 
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By DAYSHA OSBORN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
V. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLENB. ELLIS 
t Allen B. Ellis, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am the attorney for the plaintiff in the herein matter and make this affidavit upon 
my own personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters contained here. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 1 
ORIGINAL 
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2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of Order Regarding Settlement 
of All Claims by the Honorable Michael J. Reardon filed November 23, 2009. 
3. As set forth in paragraph 2(d) of Exhibit 1, plaintiffs ex-husband, Darwin McKay 
"shall pay both first and second mortgages in full no later than 8/1/14". Those mortgages carry a 
balance of $556,324 and $67,490, respectively. See paragraph 2(d), p. 4 of Exhibit 1. 
4. Darwin McKay is presently in Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceedings. See Exhibit 2, 
attached hereto. 
5. As the Court is aware, plaintiffs alleged damages in this matter include the unpaid 
mortgage debt identified in paragraph (3) above. Whether plaintiffs ex-husband does or does not 
satisfy these mortgages in 2014 will have a significant impact on plaintiffs alleged damages. The 
ability and intention of plaintiffs ex-husband to satisfy this mortgage debt is rendered problematic 
by its inclusion in his bankruptcy schedules (Chapter 7). See Exhibit 3 attached hereto. 
6. Trial in this matter is set for January 22, 2014. Because of the pending deadline set 
forth in paragraphs (3) and (5) above, plaintiffs damage picture will have not fully evolved by the 
trial date. 
7. In order for the damage picture to crystalize, trial in this matter should be continued 
to a date subsequent to August 14, 2014. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise 
Commission Expires: 01/05/18 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1...A day of May, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN B. ELLIS - 3 
U.S. Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
344-5510 
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rBROOKS LAW, P. C. 
KIMBERLY D. BROOKS - ISB #5968 
TESSA J, BENNETT - ISB #7424 
The Lockman House 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Telephone: (208) 442-7489 
Facsimile: (208) 468-4030 
Email: kirn@kbrookslaw.com 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT · 
COPY 
~---~----~ ,.,~d 4-.. 7h'l::j' • A.U. ____ P.M .. _,_ __ _ 
NO'I 2 3 2009 
4. IAVIO NAVAFIRO, Cllllc 
6" litAIIIE TOWN 
..,,, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA McKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARWIN McKAY, 
Defendant. 
---------------
) CASE NO. CV DR 0615200 
) 
) 
) 
) ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL 
) CLAIMS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THIS MATTER, having come before the Court on the 15th day of 
July, 2009, Defendant DARWIN McKAY with his attorney of record, Kirn 
Brooks; Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY appearing with her attorney of 
record, Scott D. Hess; the parties having reached an agreement and 
placing their stipulation on the record in open Court; the Court 
finding good cause therein, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 1 
EXHIBIT 1 
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1. COVENANT NOT TO ENFORCE DECREE: Plaintiff, PATRICIA 
McKAY, agrees to dismiss her claims contained in her Motion to 
liquidate Judgment filed 1/30/09 and Motion for Contempt filed 
1/30/09 in their entirety in exchange for the terms of 
settlement/agreement outlined below. Both parties hereby 
covenant and agree not to attempt to enforce any term of that 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce filed 11/29/07. This Order 
regarding settlement of all claims supplants all unfulfilled 
financial provisions of the Judgment and Decree filed 
11/29/07, specifically paragraphs 1.7 through and including 
paragraph 1.8.3. DARWIN McKAY'S monthly obligation to 
Plaintiff, PATRICIA McKAY in the amount of twenty five hundred 
dollars ($2500.00), shall cease as of July 15, 2009. Other 
than as listed in this Settlement Agreement, Defendant DARWIN 
McKAY shall have no further financial obligations to 
Plaintiff, PATRICIA McY.AY. 
2. TERMS OF SETTLEMENT/ AGREEMENT: 
a. Van Es: Defendant, DARWIN McKAY, shall 
transfer and convey all interest in that certain note known as 
the "Van Es Receivable" to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY. Defendant 
DARWIN McKAY shall make all efforts to secure a first position 
insurance policy. As of date of transfer (9/15/09), Defendant 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 2 
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DARWIN McKAY represents that one hundred sixty three (163) 
paym~nts of two thousand six hundred eighty three dollars and 
eight cents ($2,683.08), totaling four hundred thirty-seven 
thousand three hundred forty-two dollars and four cents 
($437,342.04) remain due upon the note transferred. The Van Es 
; 
note shall not be alimony to Plaintiff, 
b. ~: Defendant, DARWIN McKAY shall make a cash 
payment of thirty seven thousand two hundred ninety dollars 
and twenty six cents {$37,290.26) to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY 
with the first payment of eighteen thousand six hundred forty 
five dollars and thirteen cents ($18,645.13) payable no later 
than 9/15/09 and the second payment of eighteen thousand six 
hundred forty five dollars and thirteen cents ($18,645.13) 
payable no later than 9/15/10; 
c. PAYMENT: Defendant, DARWIN McKAY shall make a 
.cash payment to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY in the amount of one 
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) payable no later than 
8/1/12; 
d. MORTGAGES: Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall 
continue to pay the first mortgage, including property taxes 
and insurance, attached to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S 
residence in the approximate amount of five hundred fifty six 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 3 
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thousand three hundred twenty four dollars and thirty four 
cents ($556,324.34). Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall continue to 
pay the second mortgage attached to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S 
residence in the approximate amount of sixty seven thousand 
four hundred ninety dollars and forty nine cents ($67,490.49). 
Said obligations shall be the "Personal Residence Debt." Said 
payments shall be made no later than the due date set forth on 
the mortgage statements. Defendant DARWIN.McKAY shall pay both 
first and second mortgages in full no later than 8/1/14. If 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY sells said residence, payments shall 
continue directly to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY pursuant to the 
terms herein. Plaintiff Patricia Mc~ay agrees to cooperate in 
Mr. McKay's efforts, if any, to refinance the mortgage 
loan(s). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Patricia shall have 
the right to sell the Personal Residence at any time; in which 
case, the Personal Residence Debt would likely be paid off out 
of the sale proceeds. If Patricia sells the Personal 
Residence, Darwin shall pay directly to Patricia the unpaid 
principal balance of the Personal Residence Debt, plus 
interest accruing at the respective rates called for in the 
first and second loan documents, in monthly installments to 
and including payment in full no later than 8/1/2014 of the 
Personal Residence Debt. The parties agree that Kevin Crane, 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 4 
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CPA, or if Mr. Crane cannot serve, such other accountant as 
the parties shall designate, will provide the appropriate 
calculations of the remaining balance and accruing interest 
and Darwin shall execute and deliver a promissory note to 
Patricia setting forth his payment obligations. Any such 
promissory note shall include a right of prepayment. 
e. ALIMONY: All payments herein, whether to the 
mortgage companies or Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY directly, shall 
be considered and deemed as alimony paid by Defendant DARWIN 
McKAY. The transfer of the Van Es receivable shall not be 
considered as alimony to Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY; 
f. TIME SHARE: Defendant DARWIN McKAY shall offer 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY the option of exercising up to 
fourteen (14) weeks of a time share with Palace Resorts at 
Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S expense of approximately $1500.00 
to $1600.00 per week. Said 14 weeks may be used in any 
combination, Patricia shall make her request(s) in writing and 
Darwin shall respond to Patricia's request (s) in writing 
within five days, via e-mail or US postal Service. Patricia 
shall pre-pay with verified funds prior to final reservations 
with Palace Resorts. Whatever rate is offered to Defendant 
DARWIN McKAY shall be paid by Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY. 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 5 
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Defendant DARWIN McKAY, individually and/or on behalf of his 
company, whichever is applicable agrees to facilitate any 
paperwork necessary to insure that Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY is 
transferred fourteen ( 14) weeks. Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY 
shall have three (3) years to complete her fourteen (14) 
weeks, no later than July 16, 2012. Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY 
shall have the right to engage in a conference call with an 
employee of Defendant DARWIN McKAY' s company and a 
representative from Palace Resort Timeshares for the purpose 
of determining the amount due upon Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY'S 
request to utilize the timeshare. 
3. COVENANT NOT TO EXECUTE: The terms outlined above 
contain the entire agreement of the parties and each party 
stipulates and agrees that said terms may be reduced to a 
judgment in the amount of $1,223,814.83, which has been 
entered as of August 19, 2009. Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY hereby 
covenants not to e~ecute upon the August 19, 2009 Judgment as 
long as Defendant DARWIN McKAY is not in default of the Order 
herein. Upon default, Plaintiff PATRICIA McKAY may execute 
upon the Judgment entered August 19, 2009 to the extent it has 
not been satisfied as of the date of the breach. 
ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF ALL CLAIMS - PAGE 6 
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4. ATTORNEYS FEES/ COSTS: Bach party shall bear their 
own attorneys fees and costs in this matter. 
IT II: SO ORDERED this 2 3 day of A) oy-e ~ , 2009. 
Magistrate Judge 
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Approved as to Form and Content: 
Darwin McKay 
Kim Brooks 
Attorney for Defendant 
Approved as to Form and Content: 
for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 1' t day of November, 2009, I 
caused a true and accurate copy of the foregoing document to be 
served upon the following as indicated below: 
Scott D. Hess 
HOLLAND & HART, LLP 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
101 S9uth Capitol Blvd., 
P.O. Box 2527 
Ste. 1400 Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
Kimberly D. Brooks 
Brooks Law, P.c. 
The Lockman House 
23 9th Avenue North 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
FAX: 468-4030 
Hand Delivery ~ U.S. Mail 
~~ Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission 
(J._DAV~~AO 
~ <:2_QwV\ 
Deputy Clerk 
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Ca e 12-00902-TLM 80 Filed 01/04/13 Entered 01/( _3 10:01:05 Desc Main 
Document Page 1 of 1 
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
INRE ) I ) 
LAWRENCEDARWINMCKAY, ) 
) 
Debtor. ) 
-------------) 
Case No. 12-00902-TLM 
\ 
Chapter 11 
ORDER CONVERTING CASE 
Based on the Memorandum of Decision entered this date and good cause 
appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the § 1112(b) Motion filed by the 
Carmella Adams Trust and Darrell Adams, individually and as the trustee of that 
trust, Doc. No. 70, is GRANTED, and the above captioned case is CONVERTED 
to chapter 7. 
DATED: January 4, 2013 
TERRY L. MYERS · 
CHIEF U. S. BANKRUPTCY JUDGE 
ORDER CONVERTING CASE - 1 
EXIIlBIT2 
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Case 12-00902-TLM 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0 i 16:35:05 Desc Main 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay 
Document Page 1 of 26 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
District of Idaho 
Case No. 12-00902 
Debtor(s) Chapter _7 ________ _ 
AMENDMENT COVERSHEET 
Amendment(s) to the following petition, list(s), schedule(s) or statement(s) are transmitted herewith: 
Schedules A-F, per LBR 1019.1 
NOTICE OF AMENDMENT(S) TO AFFECTED PARTIES 
Pursuant to Federal Rule ofBanlauptcy Procedure 1009(a), I certify that notice of the filing of the amendment(s) listed above has been 
given this date to any and all entities affected by the amendment as follows: 
Date: February 6, 2013 
Software Copyrtght (c) 1996-2013 CCH INCORPORATED • www.bestcase.com 
/s/ D. Blair Clark 
D. Blair Clark Idaho 1367, Oregon 05030 
Attomey for Debtor(s) 
Law Offices of o. Blair Clark PLLC 
1513 Tyrell Lane, Suite 130 
Boise, ID 83706 
(208) 475-2050 Fax:(208) 475-2055 
dbc@dbclarklaw.com 
EXHIBIT3 
Best Case Bankruptcy 
000876
.. 
Case 12-00902-TLM 
B6 Summary (Official Form 6 - Swnmary) (12/07) 
99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0 
Document Page 2 of 26 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
DistJ.ict of Idaho 
316:35:05 Desc Main 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1.:.:2=--0-=-0::..:9:..:0;.:2:....-______ _ 
Debtor 
Chapter _______ __...7 _____ _ 
SU:Ml\1ARY OF SCHEDULES - AlVIENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Indicate as to each schedule whether that schedule is att!'lched and state the number of pages in each. Report the totals from Schedules A, 
B, D, E, F, I, and Jin the boxes provided. Add the amounts from Schedules A and B to detcm1ine the total amount of the debtor's assets. 
Add the amounts of all clalllls from Schedules D, E, and F to detennine the total amount of the debtor's liabilities. Individual debtors must 
also complete the "Statistical Sununary of Certain Liabilities and Related Data" if they file a case under chapter 7, 11, or 13. 
NAME OF SCHEDULE ATTACHED (YES/NO) 
NO.OF 
SHEETS 
ASSETS LIABILITIES OTHER 
A - Real Property Yes 1 445,300.09 
B - Personal Property Yes 5 
C - Property ClaUlled as Exempt Yes 2 
D - Creditors Holding Secured Clalllls Yes 1 451,636.28 
E - Creditors Holding Unsecured Yes 3 635,953.89 
Priority Claims (Total of Claims on Scbedule E) 
F - Creditors Holding Unsecured Yes 8 4,132,101.14 
Nonpriority Claims 
G - Executory Contracts and Yes 1 
Unexpired Leases 
H - Codebtors Yes 1 
I - Current Income of Individual Yes 1 
DebtOl'(s) 
J - CwTC11t Expcnditw'CS of Individual Yes 2 8,682.02 
Debtor(s) 
Total Number of Sheets of ALL Schedules 25 
Total Assets 453,927.09 
Total Liabilities 5,219,691.31 
Sonwara Cop)'llghl (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED• www.bestcasa.com Best Case Banknlpt,:y 
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Case 12-00902-TLM 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0 3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
Fo1'DJ 6 - Statistical Summari,· (12/07) 
Document Page 3 of 26 
Inre Lawrence Darwin McKay 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
Distlict ofldaho 
Debtor 
Case No. __ 1-"'2""".0-'-0a.9'-'0""2 _______ _ 
Chapter, _______ __,_7 _____ _ 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF CERTAIN LIABILITIES AND RELATED DATA (28 U.S.C. § 159) 
If you are an individual debtor whose debts are primarily consumer debts, as defined in§ 101(8) of the Banlauptcy Code (11 U.S.C.§ 101(8)), filing 
a case under chapter 7, 11 or 13, you must report all infom1ation requested below. 
• Check this bo,c if you are an individual debtor whose debts are NOT primarily consumer debts. You are not required to 
report any infomrntion here. 
This information ls for statistical purposes only under 28 U.S.C. § 159. 
Summarize the follo'lling types of liabilities, as reported in the Schedules, and total them. 
Type of Liability 
Domestic Support Obligations (from Schedule h") 
Taxes and Certain Other Debts Owed to Govenuncntal Units 
(from Schedule E) 
Claims for Death or Personal Injury While Debtor Was Intoxicated 
(from Schedule E) (whether disputed or undisputed) 
Student Loan Obligations (from Schedule F) 
Domestic Support. Separation Agreement, and Divorce Decree 
Obligations Not Reported on Schedule E 
Obligations lo Pension or Profit-Sharing, and Other Similar Obligations 
(from Schedule F) 
State the following: 
Average Income (from Schedule I. Line 16) 
Average Expeoses (from Schedule J, Line 18) 
Current Monthly Income (from Form 22A Line 12; OR. 
Fenn 22B Line 11: OR, Form 22C Line 20) 
State the following: 
TOTAL 
1. Total from Schedule D. "UNSECURED PORTION, IF ANY" 
column 
2. Total from Schedule E, "AMOUNT ENTITI.ED TO PRIORITY" 
column 
3. Total from Schedule E. "AMOUNT NOT ENTITLED TO 
PRIORITY. IF ANY" colunui 
4. Total from Schedule F 
5. Total of non-priority unsecured debt (sum of 1. 3, and 4) 
Amount 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED• www.bulcasa.com Best Case Banknlplcy 
000878
.. Case 12-00902-TLM 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/C '3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
Document Page 4 of 26 
B6A (Official Fonu 6A) (12/07) 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. _ __,_,12,,_-0=09::c.:0<=2.__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
SCHEDULE A - REAL PROPERTY - AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Except as directed below, list all real property in which the debtor has any legal, equitable, or future interest, including all property owned as a 
cotenant, community property, or in which the debtor has a life estate. Include any property in which the debtor holds rights and powers exercisable for 
the debtor's own benefit. If the debtor is mruried, state whether husband, \Vife, both, or the marital community ov.:n the property by placing an "H," "W," 
"J," or "C" in the column labeled "Husband, Wife, Joint, or Community." If the debtor holds no interest in real property, v.rite "None" under 
"Description and Location of Property." · 
Do not include Interests In executory contracts and unexpfred leases on this schedule. List them in' Schedule G - Executory Conh•acts and 
Unexpired Leases. 
If an entity claims to have a lien or hold a secured interest in any property, state the amount of the secured claim. See Schedule D. If no entity 
claims to hold a secured interest in the propc1ty, write ''None" in the column labeled "Amount of Secured Claim." If the debtor is an individual or 
if a joint petition is filed, state the amom1t of any exemption claimed in the property only in Schedule C - Property Claimed as Exempt. 
Description and Location of Property 
4329 Clearwood Drive, Sparks, NV. OWNED BY 
SON ANO DEBTOR AS JOINT TENANTS; CLAIM 16 
FILED AS SECURED CLAIM IN THIS CASE 
Nature ofDebtor's 
Interest in Property 
Unknown 
_o _ continuation sheets attached to the Schedule ofReal Property 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED -www.bestcase,com 
Husband, 
Wife, 
Joint, or 
Conununity 
Cw-rent Value of 
Debtor's Interest in 
Property, without 
Deducting any Secured 
Claim or Exemption 
445,300.09 
Sub-Total> 
Total> 
445,300.09 
445,300.09 
(Report also 011 Summaiy of Schedules) 
Amount of 
Secured Claim 
445,300.09 
(Total of this page) 
Best Casa Bankruptcy 
000879
Case 12-00902-TLM 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/1 3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
Document Page 5 of 26 
B6B (Official Form 6B) (12/07) 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. _ __,_,12=--0-=09,,.,0e:2,__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
SCHEDULE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY -AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Except as directed below, list all personal property of the debtor of whatever kind. If the debtor has no property in one or more of the categories, place 
an "x" in the appropriate position in the colwnn labeled "None." If additional space is needed in any category, attach a separate sheet properly identified 
with the case name, case nwnber, and the nwnber of the catego1y. If the debtor is married, state whether husband, wife, both, or the marital community 
own the property by placing an "H," "W," "J," or "C" in the column labeled "Husband, Wife, Joint, or Community." If the debtor is an individual 01· a joint 
petition is filed, state the amount of any exemptions claimed only in Schedule C - Property Claimed as Exempt 
Do not list interests in executo1·y contracts and unexph-ed leases on this schedule. List them in Schedule G - Executory Contracts and 
Unexpked Leases. 
If the property is being held for the debtor by someone else, state that person's name and address under "Desc1iption and Location of Property." 
If the property is being held for a minor child, simply state the child's initials and the name and address of the child's parent or guardian, such as 
• A.B., a minor child, by John Doe, guardian." Do not disclose the child's name. See, 11 U.S.C. §112 and Fed. R. Banlcr. P. 1007(m). 
Type of Property 
1. Cash on hand 
2. Checking, savings or othCI· financial 
accounts, certificates of deposit, or 
shares in banks, savings and loan, 
thrift, building and loan, and 
homestead associations, or credit 
unions, brokerage houses, or 
cooperatives. 
3. Secwity deposits with public 
utilities, telephone companies, 
landlords, and others. 
4. Household goods and furnishings, 
including audio, video, and 
computer equipment 
5. Books, pictures and other art 
objects, antiques, stamp, coin, 
record, tape, compact disc, and 
other collections or collectibles. 
6. Wearing apparel. 
7. Furs and jewelry. 
8. Fireanns and sports, photographic, 
and other hobby equipment. 
9. Interests in insw-ance policies. 
Name insurance company of each 
policy and itemize sUtTCnder or 
refund value of each. 
10. Annuities. Itemize and name each 
issuer. 
N 
0 
N 
E 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Desc1iptio11 and Location of Property 
US Bank Checking account ending In: 0109 
Bank of the Cascades Checking account ending In: 
4106 """"HAS NEGATIVE BALANCE OF $487.35'"'"" 
See attached list of property 
Everyday clothing 
Wedding ring 
12 gauge shotgun 
Term Life Insurance policy required by bank for 
business loan. Zero cash value to debtor 
Husband, 
Wife, . 
Joint, or 
Community 
Current Value of 
Debtor's Interest in Property, 
without Deducting any · 
Secured Claim or Exemption 
18.00 
0.00 
1,409.00 
350.00 
150.00 
150.00 
0.00 
Sub-Total> 
(Total of this page) 
2,077.00 
_3_ continuation sheets attached to the Schedule of Personal Property 
Soflv,are Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED· www.bestcass.com Best Case Banknlplcy 
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Document Page 6 of 26 
B6B (Official Form 6B) (12/07) - Coot. 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. _ __,_12""'·""0"""09,,_,0:<:>2,__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
SCHEDULE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY - AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Type of Property 
N 
0 
N 
E 
11. Interests in an education IRA as X 
defined in 26 U.S.C. § 530(bXl) or 
under a qualified State tuition plan 
as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 529(bXI). 
Give particulars. (File separately the 
record(s) of any such interest(s). 
11 U.S.C. § 52l(c).) 
12. Interests in IRA, ERISA, Keogh, or X 
other pension or profit sharing 
plans. Give particulars. 
13. Stock and interests in incorporated 
and unincorporated businesses. 
Itemize. 
14. Interests in partnerships or joint X 
ventures. Itemize. 
15. Government and corporate bonds X 
and other negotiable and 
nonnegotiable instruments. 
16. Accounts receivable. 
17. Alimony, maintenance, support, and X 
property settlements to which the 
debtor 1s 01· may be entitled. Give 
particulars. 
(Continuation Sheet) 
Description and Location of Property 
100% ownership of THE TURF COMPANY OF 
NEVADA. Zero cash value. See attached Rule 
2015.3 report. 
100% ownership of THE TURF CORPORATION 
which has a d/b/a of The Turf Company (Idaho). 
See attached Rule 2015.3 report and financial 
statements attached. There Is no anticipated value 
after payment of current balances of claims of 
Sterling Savings and Nevada State Bank, and 
Patricia McKay alimony payment 
100% ownership of AM HAUL SERVICES, LLC. 
Idaho company but also registered as a foreign 
entity In North Dakota. The assets consist of two 
water trailers and "Pup" Trailer (worth about 
$46,000 but owed $53,500 to lenders). Zero cash 
value to debtor 
2.88% of ENSYC TECHNOLOGIES, LLC. Company 
filed for bankruptcy In 2012. 
Shareholder Loans to Am Haul over the last 1.5 
years. "Value" below Is face value, not market 
value. Loan Is uncollectlble. Face amount Is 
$60,000 
Husband, Current Value of 
Wife, Debtor's Interest in Property, 
Joint, or without Deducting any 
Community Secw·ed Claim or Exemption 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Unknown 
Sub-Total> 
(Total of this page) 
0.00 
Sheet _1 _ of _3_ continuation sheets attached 
to the Schedule of Personal Property 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED· www.bastcase.com Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 7 of 26 
B6B (Official Fol'm 6B) (12/07) - Cont. 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. _ __.,_12,.,_.'-"0-"'0""90,c,2,.__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
SCHEDULE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY - AlVIENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Type of Property 
N 
0 
N 
E 
18. Other liquidated debts owed to debtor X 
including tax refunds. Give particulars. 
19. Equitable or future interests, life X 
estates, and rights or powers 
exercisable for the benefit of the 
debtor other than those listed in 
Schedule A - Real Property. 
20. Contingent and noncontingent X 
interests in estate of a decedent, 
death benefit plan, life insurance 
policy, or 1111st. 
21. Other contingent and unliquidated X 
claims of every nature, including 
tax refunds, counterclaims of the 
debtor, and rights to setoff claims. 
Give estimated value of each. 
22. Patents, cop)'lights, and other 
intellectual property. Give 
particulars. 
23. Licenses, franchises, and other X 
general intangibles. Give 
particulars. . 
24. Customer lists or other compilations X 
containing personally identifiable 
infonnation (as defined in 11 U.S.C. 
§ 101(41A)) provided to the debtor 
by individuals in connection with 
obtaining a product or service from 
the debtor primarily for personal, 
family, or household purposes. 
2S. Automobiles, trucks, trailers, and 
other vehicles and accessories. 
26. Boats, motors, and accessories. X 
(Continuation Sheet) 
Description and Location of Property 
Shadowmaster = type of grass used by companies. 
Zero cash value 
Endura Turf • type of grass used by companies. 
Zero cash value 
4EVR Blue • type of grass used by companies. Zero 
cash value 
Registered trademark for Xerlawn • type of grass 
used by companies. Zero cash value 
2000 Jaquar with 120k miles In good condition 
Husband, 
Wife, 
Joint, or 
Community 
Current Value of 
Debtor's Interest in Prope1ty, 
without Deducting any 
Secw-ecl Claim or Exemption 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
6,500.00 
Sub-Total> 
(Total of this page) 
6,500.00 
Sheet _2 _ of _3_ continuation sheets attached 
to the Schedule of Personal P1-ope1ty 
Software Cop)'lfght (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED -www.beSlcase.com Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 8 of 26 
BISB (Official Form 6B) (12/07) - Coor. 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No._~12~.0~09=0=2~-------
Debtor 
SCHEDULE B - PERSONAL PROPERTY - AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Type of Property 
27. Aircraft and accessories. 
28. Office equipment, fomishings, and 
supplies. 
29. Machinery, fixtures, equipment, and 
supplies used in business. 
30. Inventory. 
31. Animals. 
32. Crops - growing or harvested. Give 
particulars. 
33. Fanning equipment and 
implements. 
34. Frum supplies, chemicals, and feed. 
35. Other personal property of any kind 
not already listed. Itemize. 
N 
0 
N 
E 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(Continuation Sheet) 
Description and Location of Property 
Cat 
1/6 ownership of McKay Family Property Trust. It 
owns the current house located at 5875 s. Eagle 
Road, Meridian, Idaho. House worth approxlmately 
$185,000 according to Ada County Assessor.Other 
members Include Debtor's siblings. Debtor Is 
caretaker of house as condition of living there 
Husband, Current Value of 
Wife, Debtor's Interest in Prope1ty, 
Joint, or without Deducting any 
Community Secw-ed Claim or Exemption 
50.00 
0.00 
Sheet _3 _ of_3_ continuation sheets attached 
to the Schedule of Personal Pl'opetfy 
Sub-Total> 
(Total of this page) 
Total> 
50.00 
8,627.00 
(Repo1t also on Summary of Schedules) 
Best Case Bankruptcy SoRware Copyright (c) 1996-2013 -CCH INCORPORATED -www.bfltcase.com 
000883
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IN RE: /.. • ~((/; "-~ case NO. 
ATTACHMENTTOCHEDULE B • HOME FURNISHINGS 
QUANTITY VALUE QUANTITY VALUE 
I !5 DISHES/CUPS L5 ± DESK /(!]l_ 
r &. GLASSES 
* 
DESK CHAIR 2,0 
COOK UTENSILS l BICYCLE s:o 
fl POTS/PANS 3. {) l VCR 2,2 
l TOASTER $. 
COFFEEPOT 
,, 
...... 
VCR TAPES 
CD PLAYER/STEREO 
t 5. 
t CROCKPOT lt? .. HOME COMPUTER 
BLENDER VANl1Y 
MIXER ~ LAMPS 3.ll. 
ELECTRIC KNIFE HOPE CHEST 
ELECTRIC CAN OPENER KITCHEN TABLE 
MICROWAVE KITCHEN CHAIRS 
STOVE I DINING ROOM TABLE 212.IJ. 
DISHWASHER d: DINING ROOM CHAIRS llQ 
FOOD PROCESSOR FIGURINES 
SILVERWARE 
.l FILE CABINETS lob 
CHINA SET TYPEWRITER 
CRYSTAL SET LAWNMOWER 
l CANOY DISHES ,~ 7 WEEDEATER .<n 
' BREADBOX • GARDEN TOOLS 
CANISTER SET 
=± GUNS IS/J. FAN VACUUM 1- '=?Q .... 
TUPPERWARE 2 SUITCASES 2.Q 
BUFFET IRON 
HUTCH IRONING BOARD 
REFRIGERATOR ENTERTAINMENT CTR 
WASHER AIR COND/SWAMP CLR 
DRYER ROLLAWAY BED 
FREEZER PLAYPEN 
7 BEDS c!..OO 2. RUGS 2.5 NIGHT ST ANDS 25 BABY SWING 
L DRESSER f?. () TOY BOX <TOYS> 
END TABLES z CAMERA 3.b 
z COUCH {3'() AQUARIUM 
RECLINER HIGH CHAIR 
L COFFEE TABLE 20 BASSINET 
"4 
LOVESEAT CRIB & MATTRESS 
CHAIRS 50 2 PORTABLE HEATER 30 
ROCKING CHAIR g. MISC. HAND TOOLS .;l.Q 
l TELEVISION 15 NICNACS 
e. CLOCK {t'J.(} l RADIO/STEREO ...'i: 
STAND SEWING MACHINE 
ANY PERSONAL EFFECTS NOT LISTED 
•4 / '1 (A 
£ (j,,/t) 
,1 I 
(/'/b~'(a~ 
-... __./' 
000884
Case 12-00902-TLM . 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0 3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
B<iC (Official Fonn 6C) (4/10) 
Document Page 10 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. -~12=·~0=0=90=2~-------
Debtor 
SCHEDULE C - PROPERTY CLAIMED AS EXEMPT - Al\tIENDED-LBR 1019.1 
Debtor claims the exemptions to which debtor is entitled under: 
(Check one box) 
D 11 u.s.c. §522(bX2) 
• 11 u.s.c. §522(bX3) 
D Check if debtor claims a homestead exemption tl1at exceeds 
$146,450. (Amount oubjeot t<J udj11,tmant <Jn 4/1113, and every thre• year., therwfler 
with respect to cases commenced on or after the dare of adjustment.) 
Description of Property Specify Law Providing Each Exemption 
Checking, savings. or Other Financial Accounts, Certificates of Deposit 
US Bank Checking account ending in: 0109 Idaho Code§ 11-207 
Bank of the Cascades Checking account ending Idaho Code § 11-207 
in: 4106 **'"•HAS NEGATIVE BALANCE OF 
$487.35**** 
Household Goods and Furnishings 
See attached 11st of property Idaho Code§ 11-605(1) (a)(b) or (c) 
Wearing Apparel 
Everyday clothing Idaho Code§ 11-605(1) (a)(b) or (c) 
Furs and Jewelry 
Wedding ring Idaho Code§ 11-605(2) 
Firearms and Sports, Photographic and Other Hobby Equipment 
12 gauge shotgun Idaho Code§ 11-605(8) 
Interests In Insurance Pollcles 
Value of 
Claimed 
Exemption 
75% 
75% 
1,409.00 
350.00 
150.00 
150.00 
Term Life insurance pollcy required by bank for Idaho Code§§ 41-1833(1), 41-1930 100% 
business loan. Zero cash value to debtor 
Accounts Receivable 
Shareholder Loans to Am Haul over the last 1.5 Idaho Code§ 11-207 0%-EXEMPTION 
years. "Value" below Is face value, not market WITHDRAWN 
value. Loan Is uncollectible. Face amount Is 
$60,000 
Automobiles, Trucks, Trailers, and Other Vehicles 
2000 Jaquar with 120k miles in good condition Idaho Code§ 11-605(3) 100% 
Animals 
Cat Idaho Code§ 11-605(1) (a)(b) or (c) 50.00 
_o_ continuation sheets attached to Schedule of Property Claimed as Exempt 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED· www.beslcase.com 
Total: 2,286.31 
Current Value of 
Pro~rty Without 
Deducting Exemption 
18.00 
0.00 
1,409.00 
350.00 
150.00 
150.00 
0.00 
Unknown 
6,500.00 
50.00 
8,627.00 
Best Case Bankruptcy 
000885
Case 12-00902-TLM . "'99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0"'. ~3 16:35:05 Desc Main Document Page 11 of 26 
', 
IN RE: t . bv:ru/~ "--~ case No. 
• ATTACHMENTTOCHEDULE B • HOME FURNISHINGS 
QUANTITY VALUE! QUANTITY VALUE 
/5 DISHES/CUPS /5 ± DESK ld2 ) &. GLASSES 4 DESK CHAIR 2.0 COOK UTENSILS l BICYCLE s:o (p POTS/PANS :f D l VCR 2.2 
l TOASTER 
.6 COFFEE POT '1 ...-
VCR TAPES 
CO PLAYER/STEREO 
t 5. 
t CROCK POT //} HOME COMPUTER 
BLENDER VANITY 
MIXER ~ LAMPS 3.l2 
ELECTRIC KNIFE HOPE CHEST~ 
ELECTRIC CAN OPENER KITCHEN TABLE 
MICROWAVE KITCHEN CHAIRS 
STOVE ± DININO ROOM TABLE ;:, 1)/J_ DISHWASHER DINING ROOM CHAIRS llD FOOD PROCESSOR FIGURINES 
SILVERWARE l FILE CABINETS hb 
CHINA SET TYPEWRITER 
CRYSTAL SET LAWNMOWER 
.l CANDY DISHES /5 7 WEEDEATER .<12. 
BREADBOX ' GARDEN TOOLS 
CANISTER SET 
~GUNS 151:i. FAN VACUUM r =la 
<-TUPPERWARE 2 SUITCASES 2/2 
BUFFET IRON 
HUTCH IRONING BOARD 
REFRIGERATOR ENTERTAINMENT CTR 
WASHER AIR CONO/SWAMP CLR 
DRYER ROLLAWAY BED 
FREEZER PLAYPEN 
7 BEDS 200 2. RUGS 2.=i NIGHT STANDS 2.5 BABYSWING 
l DRESSER '70 TOY BOX !TOYS) 
END TABLES l CAMERA 3.b 
z COUCH /.31) AQUARIUM 
RECLINER HIGH CHAIR 
1 COFFEE TABLE 20 BASSINET 
t LOVESEAT CRIB & MATTRESS CHAIRS $,() 2 PORTABLE HEATER 30 
ROCKING CHAIR 
~-
MISC. HAND TOOLS 
.;l.o. 
l TELEVISION 15 NIC NACS 
e. CLOCK (ob RADIO/STEREO --2 
STANO SEWING MACHINE 
ANY PERSONAL EFFECTS NOT LISTED 
_4 I i(A I; (J,'-lt> 
.1 J 
:: 
-·---~ 
( 1tb~IO~_) 
000886
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B6D (Official Form 60) (12/07) 
Document Page 12 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. ---"'12,._-""'0"'"09::..:0,c.:2,__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
SCHEDULE D - CREDITORS HOLDING SECURED CLAIMS - AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
State the name, mailmg address. inc:luding zip code, and last four digits of any account number of all eutities holdmg claims secured by property of the debtor as of 
the date of filing of the petition. Tiie complete account number of any account the debtor has with the creditor is usefi.tl to the trnstee and the creditor and may be pro\'ided 
if the debtor chooses to do so. List creditors holding all types of secured interests such as judgment liens, garnishments, statutory liens, mortgages. deeds of trnst. and 
other security interests. 
List creditors in alphabetical order to the extent practicable. If a minor child is a creditor, the child's initials and the name and address of the child's parent or 
guardian. such as "AB., a minor child, by John Doe. guardian." Do not disclose the child's name. See. 11 U.S C. § 112 and Fed. R. Bankr. P. I 007(m). If all secured 
creditors \\~ll not fit on dus page. use the continuation sheet provided. 
If any eutity odier than a spouse in a joint case may be jointly liable on a claim, place an "X" in the column labeled "Codebtor" ,include the entity on the appropriate 
schedule of creditors, and complete Schedule H - Codebtors. If a joint petition is filed. state whether die husband. wife. bodi of diem. or the marital community may be 
liable on each clainl by placing an "H", "W". "J", or "C" in die column labeled "Husband, Wife, Joint, or Community". 
If die clain1 is contingent, place an "X" in die column labeled "Contingent". If the clainl is unliquidated. place an "X" in the column labeled "Unliquidated". If the 
clainl is disputed. place an "X" in the column labeled "Disputed". (You may need to place an "X" in more dian one of these three columns.) 
Total die columns labeled "Amount of Claim Without Deducting Value of Collateral" and "Unsecured Portion. if Any" in the boxes labeled "Total(s)" on die last 
sheet of the completed schedule. Report the total from die column labeled "Amount ofClainl" also on die Summary of Schedules and. ifd1e debtor is an indi\'idual with 
primarily consumer debts. report dtc total from die collllllll labelcd "Unsecured Portion" on the Statistical Summary of Certain Liabilities and Related Data. 
D Check this box if debtor has no credito,s holding secured claims to report on thjs Schedule D. 
C Husband, Wife, Joint. or Communltv C u 0 AMOUNTOF CREDITOR'S NAME 0 0 N I CLAIM AND MAILING ADDRESS 0 H DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED, N L s UNSECURED E T I p WITHOUT INCLUDING ZIP CODE, B w . NATURE OF LIEN. AND I Q u DEDUCTING PORTION,IF 
AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J DESCRIPTION AND \r ALUE N u T VALUE OF ANY ~ C OF PROPERTY G I E (See instructions above.) E 0 0 COLLATERAL SUBJECT TO LIEN N A 
Account No. 2010 T T E 
0 
Mountain West (GLACIER) Bank Vehicle Loan. CLAIM 2; DOCKET 43 
802 W. Bannock Street 
2000 Jaquar with 120k miles In good Suite 1100 
Boise, ID 83702 • condition 
Value$ 6,500.00 6,336.19 0.00 
Account No Opened 2/01/08 Last Active 4/08/09 
Wells Fargo Hm Mortgag 4329 Clearwood Drive, Sparks, NV. 
8480 Stagecoach Cir OWNED BY SON ANO DEBTOR AS 
Frederick, MO 21701 JOINT TENANTS; CLAIM 16 FILED AS X • SECURED CLAIM IN THIS CASE xx 
Value$ 445,300.09 445,300.09 0.00 
Account No. 
Value$ 
Account No. 
Value$ 
0 Subtotal 451,636.28 0.00 
--
continuation sheets attached (Total of this page) 
Total 451,636.28 0.00 
(Repol't on SWluuary of Schedules) 
Sortware Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED· www.beslcase.com Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Case 12-00902-TLM __ _: 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0~. ~3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
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Document Page 13 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1..,.,2=-·-=-00"'"9'""0""2~-------
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE E - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED PRIORITY CLAI1VIS 
A complete list of claims entitled to priority. listed separately by type of pnonty. 1s to be set forth on the sheets provided. Only holders of unsecured clauns entitled 
to priority should be listed in this schedule. In the boxes prO\·ided on the attached sheets. state the name, mailmg address. includmg zip code, and last four digits of the 
accow11 nun1ber, if any, of all entities holdiug priority claims against the debtor or tl1e property of tl1e debtor, as of tl1e date of tl1e filing of tl1e petition. Use o separate 
continuation sheet for each type of priority aud label each with tl1c type of priority. 
Tue complete acco1mt number of auy account tl1e debtor has witl1 tl1e creditor is useful to tl1e trustee and die creditor and may be provided if the debtor chooses to do 
so. Ifa minor child is a creditor, state the child's initials and die name and address oftl1e child's parent or guardian, such as "A.B .. a minor child, by Jolu1 Doe. guardian." 
Do not disclose the child's name. See. 11 U.S.C. § 112 and Fed. R. Bankr. P. l007(m). 
If auy entity other thau a spouse in o joint case may be jointly liable on a claim. place au "X" in the colwnn labeled "Codebtor, • include die entity on the appropriate 
schedule of creditors, aud complete Schedule H-Codebtors. If a joint petition is filed, state whether the husband, wife. both of them, or the marital community may be 
liable on each claim by placing an "H." "\V," "J." or "C" in the column labeled "Husband. Wife. Joint. or Community." If the claim is contingent. place an "X" in tl1e 
column labeled "Contingent" If the claim is unliquidated, place an "X" in the colwnn labeled "Unliquidated." If the claim is disputed, place an "X" m the column labeled 
"Disputed." (You may need to place an "X" in more tltan one of these tltree columns.) 
Report the total of claims listed on each sheet in the boK labeled "Subtotals" on each sheet Report tlte total of all claims listed on tl1is Schedule E in tl1e box labeled 
"Total" on tl1e last sheet oftlte completed schedule. Report this total also on tlte Swnmary of Schedules. 
Report the total of amowits entitled to priority listed on each sheet in tl1e box labeled "Subtotals" on each sheet Report the total of all amowits entitled to priority 
listed on this Schedule E in tl1e box labeled "Total~" on the last sheet of tl1e completed schedule. Individual debtors with primarily conswi1er debts report tl1is total 
also on the Statistical Summary of Certain Liabilities and Related Data. 
Report the total of amounts .!!2! entitled to priority listed on each sheet in the box labeled "Subtotals" on each sheet. Report the total of all amounts not entitled to 
priority listed on this Schedule E in the box labeled "Totals" 011 tl1e last sheet of tl1e completed schedule. Individual debtors with primarily consumer debts report this 
total also on the Statistical Summary of Certain Liabilities aud Related Data. 
D Check this box if debtor has no creditors holding unsecured priority claims to report 011 this Schedule E. 
TYPES OF PRIORITY CLAIMS (Check the appropriate box(es) below if claims in that category are listed on the attached sheets) 
• Domestic support obligations 
Claims for domestic support tlmt are owed to or recoverable by a spouse. former spouse, or child of the debtor, or the parent, legal guardian, or respo11Sible relative 
of such a child, or a governmental unit to whom such a domestic support claim has been assigned to the extent pro,·ided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX1). 
D Extensions or credit in an involunt8l'y case 
Claims arising in the ordinary course of the debtor's business or financial affairs after the commencement of the case but before tl1e earlier of the appointment of a 
trustee or the order for relief. 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(3). 
0 Wages, salaries, and commissions 
Wages, salaries, and commissions, including vacation, severance, aud sick leave pay owing to employees and commissions owing to qualifying independent sales 
representatives up to $11,725* per person earned within 180 days immediately preceding the filing of the original petition, or the cessation of business, whichever 
occurred ftrst. to the extent provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX4). 
D Contributions to employee benefit plans 
Money owed to employee benefit plallS for sef\"ices rendered within 180 days immediately preceding the filing of the original petition. or the cessation of business, 
whichever occurred first, to tlte extent provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX5). 
D Certain faa·mers and fishermen 
Claims of certain farmers and fishermen, up to $5,775* per farmer or fisherman. against tl1e debtor. as provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX6). 
D Deposits by Individuals 
Claims of individuals up to $2,600* for deposits for tl1e purchase. lease. or rental of property or services for personal, family. or household use, that were not 
delivered or provided. 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX7). 
• Taxes and cea•tain other debts owed to governmental units 
T11Xes, customs duties, and penalties ov.,ing to federal, state, and local governmental units as set forth in 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX8). 
D Comauitments to maintain the capital or an insu1•ed depository institution 
Claims based on commitments to the FDIC, RTC, Director of the Office of Titrift Supcnision, Comptroller of the Currency, or Board of Govemors of die Federal 
ReserYe System, or their predecessors or successors, to maintain the capital of an insured depository institution. 11 U.S.C. § 507 (a)(9). 
D Claims for death 01• pe1•sonal injul'Y while debtor was intoxicated 
Claims for death or personal ii.tjury resulting from the operation of a u1otor \"chicle or vessel while the debtor was intoxicated from using alcohol, a drug, or 
1111other substance. 11 U.S.C. § 507(aX10). 
• Amo11nt irtbject lo aqfriitmenl on 4/0//J 5. and eve,y three )'eon 1/11rBq/ler w/1/r reipect to ca.s~ commenc,d on or after the dot, ofaq/1,stment. 
2 continuation sheets attached 
Software Copyrtghl (c) 1996·2013 • CCH INCORPORATED· www.bestcasa.com Basl Case BanllrUptcy 
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Document Page 14 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1...,2=-..0=0=9,,,.,0c.:2,__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE E - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED PRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
Domestic Support Obligations 
TYPE OF PRIORITY 
C Husband, Wife, Joint. or Community C u D AMOUNT NOT I CREDITOR'S NAME, 0 0 N I 
AND MAILING ADDRESS D H N L s ENTITLEDTO E DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED T I p AMOUNT PRIORITY, IF ANY INCLUDING ZIP CODE, B w AND CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM I Q u OF CLAIM AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNI' 
(See instructions.) 0 C G I E ENTITIEDTO R E D D PKIOKJ'J'Y N A 
2009 to current T T Account No. E 
D 
I Patricia McKay Alimony 25 Horizon Drive 0.00 
Boise, ID 83702 
-
627,494.94 627,494.94 
Account No. 
I 
Account No. 
I 
Account No. 
I 
Account No. 
I 
Sheet_1_ of_2_ continuation sheets attached to Subtotal o.oo I 
Schedule of Creditors Holding Unsecul'ed Priority Claims (Total of this page) 627,494.94 627,494.94 
Sonwara Copyright (c) 1996·2013 -CCH INCORPORATED •www.bestcasa.com Bast Casa Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 15 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1.,_,2e:.c-0=09,,.,0o:,2,__ _____ _ 
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE E - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED PRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) Taxes and Certain Other Debts 
Owed to Governmental Units 
TYPE OF PRIORITY 
C Husband, Wife, Joint, or Community C u D AMOUNT NOT I CREDITOR'S NAME, 0 0 N I ENTITLED TO AND MAILING ADDRESS D N L s E H DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED T I p AMOUNT PRIORITY, IF ANY INCLUDING ZIP CODE, B w AND CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM I Q u OF CLAIM AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT 
(See instmctions.) ~ C G I E ENTITLED TO E D D PR.IOR.ITY N A 
Account No. Listed for Notice Purposes Only T T E 
D 
I Ada County Treasurer 0.00 200 W. Front St 
PO Box 2868 
. 
Boise, ID 83701 
0.00 0.00 
Account No. CLAIM 5 
Idaho State Tax Commission I PO Box 36 300.00 
Boise, ID 83720 
. 
2,340.84 2,040.84 
Account No. CLAIM 13. 
Internal Revenue Service I PO BOX 7346 0.00 
Philadelphia, PA 19114 
. 
2,500.00 2,500.00 
Account No. 
Internal Revenue Service Representing: I 550 W. Fort St. Internal Revenue Service Notice Only 
Boise, ID 83724 
Account No. CLAIM 11 Sales and Use Tax from Nevada Granite 
State of Nevada 
318.16 I Department of Taxation 
4600 Kletzke Lane Bldg L X • xx X Reno, NV 89502 
3,618.11 3,299.95 
Sheet_2_ of_2_ continuation sheets attached to Subtotal 618.16 I 
Schedule of Creditors Holding Unsecured Prio1ity Claims (Total of this page) 8,458.95 7,840.79 
Total 618.16 I 
(Repol't 011 Summary of Schedules) 635,953.89 635,335.73 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED• www.llaslc:ast.com Bast CIISIJ Bant<ruptcy 
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Document Page 16 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1...,2=--.,._00=9::.:0=2,_ _____ _ 
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
State the name, mailing address, including zip code, and last four digits of any account number, of all entihes holdmg unsecured claims without priority against the 
debtor or the property of the debtor. as of the date of filing of the petition. TI1e complete accotul! number of any account the debtor has with the creditor is useful to the 
trustee and the creditor and may be proYided if the debtor chooses to do so. If a minor child is a creditor. state the child's initials and the name and address of the child's 
parent or guardian, such as" A.B., a minor child, by John Doe. guardian." Do not disclose the child's name. See, 11 U.S.C. §112 and Fed. R. Bankr. P. 1007(m). Do not 
include claims listed in Schedules D and E. If all creditors will not fit on this page. use the continuation sheet pro,·ided. 
If any entity other than a spouse in a joint case may be jointly liable on a claim. place an "X" in the column labeled "Codebtor." include the entity on the appropriate 
schedule of creditors. and complete Schedule H - Codebtors. If a joint petition is filed. state whether the husband. wife. both of them, or the marital community may be 
liable on each claim by placing an "H," "\V." "J." or ''C" in the column labeled "Husband, Wife. Joint. or Commw1ity." 
If the claim is contingent. place an "X" in the column labeled "Contingent." If the claim is unliquidated, ph1ce an "X" in the column labeled "Unliquidated." If the 
claim is disputed, place an "X" in the column labeled "Disputed." (You may need to place an "X" in more than one of these three columns.) 
Report the total of all claims listed on this schedule in the box labeled "Total" on the last sheet of the completed schedule. Report this total also on the Summary of 
Schedules and. if the debtor is an individual with primarily conswner debts. report tlus total also on the Statistical Swnmary of Certain Liabilities and Related Data. 
D Check this box if debtor has no creditors holding unsecured claims to report on this Schedule F. 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband. Wife. Jolnl, or Communlly C u D 0 0 N I MAU.ING ADDRESS D H DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND N L s INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w T I p B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM I a u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, SO STATE. N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM (See instructions above.) 0 C G I E R E D D 
' N A 
Accom1t No Assigned debt through Divorce Decree. T T E 
Ex-wife Is person listed on mortgage at 25 D 
Bank of America Horizon Drive, Boise, 10. FACE AMOUNT OF 
PO Box 515504 X . DEBT $67,511.81. NOT SHOWN IN TOTAL 
Los Angeles, CA 90051-6804 BECAUSE OUPLICA TED IN PRIORITY FOR 
PATRICIA MCKAY 
Unknown 
Account No Opened 8/04/11 Last Active 11 /01 /11 
Collection Truckee Meadows Water Authority 
Bus. & Prof, Collectors 
816 S Center St X. 
Reno, NV 89501 
61.00 
Accom1t No. Credit card purchases - personal 
Capital One CLAIM9 
PO Box 60024 . 
City Of Industry, CA 91716..0024 
2,905.04 
Account No. 9/30/06 
Credit card purchases 
Capitol One 
PO Box 85520 . 
Richmond, VA 23285 
1,917.00 
_7_ continuation sheets attached 
Subtotal 
4,883.04 (Total of this page) 
Software Copyrlghl (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED-www.bestcase.com SIN:38559-130131 Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 17 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1..:..:2=-·=00=9=0=2,..._ _____ _ 
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband, Wife, Join~ or Community C u 0 0 0 N I 
MAILING ADDRESS 0 H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w DA TE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I p B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM I Q u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(See instrnctions above.) 0 C IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, SO STATE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
Account No. 3/11/07 T T E 
Credit card purchases • used for Granite D 
Capitol One Industries 
PO Box 85520 X • 
Richmond, VA 23285 
24,817.42 
Account N 11/02/05 
Credit Card • used for court fees In lawsuits 
Chase 
PO Box 15298 . 
Wilmington, DE 19850 
13,000.00 
Account No. CLAIM 7 Business Expense from Granite Industries 
Darrell D. Adams 
c/o John Murtha, Atty . 
PO Box 2311 
Reno, NV 89505 
429,856.88 
Account No. 
Woodburn and Wedge Representing: 
6100 Neil Road, Ste. 500 Darrell D. Adams Notice Only 
PO Box 2311 
Reno, NV 89505 
Account No. HOA Dues re Sparks, NV 
Foothills at Wingfield HOA 
c/o Assoc Management Inc . 
5955 Tyrone Rd, Ste 1 
Reno, NV 89502 
Unknown 
Sheet no. _1_ of_7_ sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 467,674.30 
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page) 
Soflware Copyright (c) 1996·2013 • CCH INCORPORATED -www.bestcase.com Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 18 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. _ __,_12=-·...:0.:.09""'0:c.:2...._ _____ _ 
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband, Wile. JoinL or Community C u D 0 0 N I 
MAILING ADDRESS D H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w DA TE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I 
p 
B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM t Q u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(See instructions above.) 0 C IS SUBIBCT TO SETOFF, SO STA TE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
Account No. T T E 
D 
Fuller Jenkins Representing: 
c/o Jen Floyd Foothills at Wingfield HOA Notice Only 
9190 Double Diamond Parkway 
Reno, NV 89521 
Account No. Business expense • forklift for Nevada Granite 
Industries 
GE Captlal Finance 
P.O. Box 1928 X • 
Tempe, AZ 85280-1928 
22,480.95 
Account No
Kenneth G. Schlvone Representing: 
1942 Lexington Ave North GE Captlal Finance Notice Only 
Suite 1 
Saint Paul, MN 55113 
AccolUtt No. 5/9/2011 
Attorney fees • for business land lawsuit 
Givens Pursley 
601 Bannock St . 
Boise, ID 83701 
14,413.50 
AccolU1t No. Business Expense • last installment from Turf 
field • couldn't fullfll 
Hulet Farm Management 
c/o Mike lhli . 
643 s. School Ave 
Kuna, ID 83634 
134,081.25 
Sheet no. _2_ of_7_ sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 170,975.70 
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page) 
Sollware Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED •www.bestcase.com Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 19 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. __ 1J.:2,_-0=0=9~0=2 _______ _ 
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband. Wife. Join~ or Community C u D 0 0 N I 
MAILING ADDRESS D H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I p B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM I a u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(Sec instructions above.) 0 C IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, SO STATE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
Acco\mtNo. T T E 
D 
Cosho Humphrey LLP Representing: 
Atttn: David M. Penny 
PO BOX9518 
Hulet Farm Management Notice Only 
Boise, ID 83707-9518 
AccountNo. 8/23/11 
Business Utility Expense • power at Hulet 
Idaho Power Farm property 
Processing Center . 
PO Box 34966 
Seattle, WA 98124-1966 
-· 
-56,96-7.:: 
Account No. 9/15/98 
Installment Sales Contract. NOTE: SHOWS 
ING FCU ON CREDIT REPORT. DEBTOR DISPUTES 
PO Box 5099 . ANY DEBT OWING 
Boise, 10 83705 
10,170.00 
Accow1t No. 9/01/98 
Installment Sales Contract. NOTE: SHOWS 
ING FCU ON CREDIT REPORT. DEBTOR DISPUTES 
4416 Guard Street . ANY DEBT OWING XX X 
Boise, 10 83705 
7,136.00 
Accow1t No Business Expense • Pivot from turf farm at 
Hulet Farms. Pivot has been returned and 
Irrigation resold. Amount ls deficiency 
14010 FNB Parkway, Suite 400 . 
Omaha1 NE 68154-5206 
32,515.59 
Sheet no. _3_ of 7 sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 106,789.12 --
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page) 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 • CCH INCORPORATED· www.bastcase.com Best Case Bankruptcy 
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Document Page 20 of 26 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. ---"'12~·=0=09=0=2~-------
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband, Wife, Join~ or Community C u D 0 0 N I 
MAil.ING ADDRESS D H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, l E w DA TE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I 
p 
B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM I a u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(See instructions above.) 0 C IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, SO STATE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
AccolmtNo. T T E 
D 
Jennifer J. Taylor Representing: 
8712 w. Dodge Road Irrigation Finance Solutions Notice Only 
Suite 400 
Omaha, NE 68114 
Accooot No 617/2010 
Attorney fees • Nevada business lawsuit 
Law Office of John F. Kirsch 
432 Court Street . 
Reno, NV 89501 
15,479.25 
AccoootNo. Business Expense • water rights 
LeMoyne Appraisal, LLC 
PO Box 5225 . 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
7,226.86 
Account No. 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC Representing: 
134 Third Ave East LeMoyne Appraisal, LLC Notice Only 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Accow1t No Business Expense • former lease 
Mately Properties, LLC 
961 Mately Ln #120 X • 
Reno, NV 89502 
265,180.90 
Sheet no. _4_ of_7_ sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 287,887.01 
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page) 
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In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No._........,12=-·=00=9=0=2~-------
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband. Wife. Jolnl, or Communlly C u D 0 0 N I 
MAILING ADDRESS D H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w DA TE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I p 8 CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM I a u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(Sec instructions above.) 0 C IS SUBIBCT TO SETOFF. SO STATE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
Account No. T T E 
D 
961 Matley Properties LLC Representing: 
c/o JONES & SWARTZ Mately Properties, LLC Notice Only 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Accom1t No. 
Hardy Law Group Representing: 
96 & 98 Winter Street Mately Properties, LLC Notice Only 
Reno, NV 89503 
Accom1t No. 
Kimball D. Gourley, Attorney Representing: 
Trout Jones Gledhill et al Mately Properties, LLC Notice Only 
PO Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Acco1mt N Attorney fees • business 
Munther Goodrum, Chartered 
1161 West River Street, Suit . 
Boise, 10 83702 
7,078.95 
Accow1tNo. 2004 
Guaranty on loans on The Turf Co. of Nevada. 
Nevada State Bank After water rights sale, amount owing Is appx. 
PO Box 990 . $86,000 
Las Vegas, NV 89125-0990 
86,000.00 
Sheet no. _5_ of_7_ sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 93,078.95 
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page) 
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In re Lawrence Carwin McKay Case No. _ _.,_,12=--0=09=0=2~-------
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband, Wife. Joint or Community C u D 0 0 N I 
MAILING ADDRESS D H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w DA TE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I 
p 
B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. IF CLAIM I a u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(See instructions above.) 0 C IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, SO STATE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
Account No Attorney fees for water rights T T E 
D 
Rlngert Law 
PO Box2773 -
Boise, 10 83701 
9,448.00 
AccolmtNo. 8/3/2008 
Business Expense for The Turf Company 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC 
300 E. Mallard Or. Suite 350 . 
Boise, 10 83706 
1,059.00 
Accow1tNo. 6/29/2008 
Business Expense for Owyhee Acres LLC 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC 
300 E. Mallard Or. Suite 350 . 
Boise, 10 83706 
5,174.86 
Account No. 2004, 2008; See Claim. 
Guaranty of obligations of The Turf Co., LLC et 
Sterling Sa al. Payment from sale of water rights not 
111 N. Wall St . credited from claim. Current amount est. 
Spokane, WA 99201 owing 
2,800,000.00 
Account No. 
Christopher Varallo Representing: 
422 W. Riverside Ave. #1100 Sterling Savings Bank Notice Only 
Spokane, WA 99201-0302 
Sheet no. _6_ of_7_ sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 2,815,681.86 
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page) 
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. " Case 12-00902-TLM ~ 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/0 J, _3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
B6F (Official Form 6F) (12107) - Coot. 
Document Page 23 of 26 
In re Lawrence Carwin McKay Case No. -~12~·~00~9~0=2~-------
Debtor 
AMENDED-LBR 1019.1 
SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS 
(Continuation Sheet) 
CREDITOR'S NAME, C Husband. Wife. Join~ or Community C u D 0 0 N I 
MAILING ADDRESS D H N L s 
INCLUDING ZIP CODE, E w DA TE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND T I p B CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM IF CLAIM I a u AND ACCOUNT NUMBER T J N u T AMOUNT OF CLAIM 
(See instructions above.) 0 C IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, SO STATE. G I E R E D D 
N A 
Accom1t No. CLAIM 3 Business Expense T T E 
D 
Truckee Meadows Bus. Park 
310 Coney Island Drive . 
Sparks, NV 89431 
85,133.30 
Account No. 
Meuleman Mollerup LLP Representing: 
755 W Front St. Suite 200 Truckee Meadows Bus. Park Notice Only 
Boise, 10 83702 
Account No Assigned debt through Divorce Decree. 
Ex-wife Is person listed on mortgage at 25 
Wachovia Mortgage Corp Horizon Drive, Boise, 10. FACE AMOUNT 
PO Box 96001 X • $570,236.89. NOT SHOWN IN TOTAL 
Charlotte, NC 28296 BECAUSE DUPLICATED IN PRIORITY FOR 
PATRICIA MCKAY 
Unknown 
Account No Opened 6/09/09 Last Active 2/26/10 
Unsecured loan for purchase of stock In Ensyc 
Zions First National Bank Technologies. Debtor knows almost nothing 
2460 S 3270 W . about stock and believes It has no value. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84119 CLAIM 15 
99,997.86 
Account No. 
Sheet no. _7_ of_7_ sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal 185,131.16 
Creditors Holding Unsecured No11prio1ity Claims (Total of this page) 
Total 
(Repo1t on Sununaiy of Schedules) 4,132,101.14 
SoRwar, Copyright (c) 1996-2013, CCH INCORPORATED -www.be&1case.com Bnt Case Banktuplcy 
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Case 12-00902-TLM 
BS {Fonn 8) (12!08) 
In re Lawrence Carwin McKay 
: 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/1 ____ 3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
Document Page 24 of 26 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
Distl'irt of Idaho 
Debtor(s) 
Case No. 12-00902 
Chapter _7 _________ _ 
CHAPTER 7 INDIVIDUAL DEBTOR'S STATEMENT OF INTENTION 
PART A-Debts secured by property of the estate. (Pait A must be fully completed for EACH debt which is secured by 
prope11y of the estate. Attach additional pages if necessary.) 
Property No. l 
C1·edito1·'s Name: Descl'ibe P1·operty Securing Debt: 
Mountain West (GLACIER) Bank 2000 Jaquar with 120k miles in good condition 
Property will be (check one): 
D Surrendered [gl Retained 
If retaining the property, I intend to (check at least one): 
D Redeem the property 
~ Reaffinn the debt 
D Other. Explain (for example, avoid lien using 11 U.S.C. § 522(f)). 
Property is (check one): 
[gl Claimed as Exempt 0Not claimed as exempt 
Property No. 2 
Creditor's Name: Descl'ibe Prope11y Securing Debt: 
Wells Fargo Hm Mortgag 4329 Clearwood Drive, Sparks, NV. OWNED BY SON AND 
DEBTOR AS JOINT TENANTS; CLAIM 16 FILED AS SECURED 
CLAIM IN THIS CASE 
Property will be ( check one): 
[gl SwTendered 0Retained 
If retaining the property, I intend to (check at least one): 
D Redeem the property 
D Reaffinn the debt 
D Other. Explain (for example, avoid lien using 11 U.S.C. § 522(f)). 
Property is (check one): 
D Clain1ed as Exempt [gi Not claimed as exempt 
PART B - Personal property subject to unexpired leases. (All three columns of Part B must be completed for each unexpired lease. 
Attach additional pages if necessary.) 
Property No. 1 · 
Lesso1·'s Name: Describe Leased P1·operty: Lease will be Asswned pursuant to 11 
-NONE• u.s.c. § 365(p)(2fl 
n YES NO 
Software Copyright (c) 1996-2013 CCH INCORPORATED· wwv1.bestcase.CQm Best CaH Bankruptcy 
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.. ,... Case 12-00902-TLM : 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/1 .3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
Document Page 25 of 26 
BS (Fonu SJ ( 12108) Page 2 
I declare under penalty of perjm'Y that the above indicates my intention as to any property of my estate securing a debt and/01· 
personal prope1·t)· subject to an unexpired lease. 
Date February 6, 2013 
Sottwaie Copyright (c) 1996-2013 CCH INCORPORATED· www.bestcase.com 
Signature /s/ Lawrence Darwin McKay 
Lawrence Darwin McKay 
Debtor 
Best Case Bankruptcy 
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... ' N Case 12-00902-TLM : 99 Filed 02/06/13 Entered 02/ 
Document Page 26 of 26 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
District of Idaho 
.3 16:35:05 Desc Main 
In re Lawrence Darwin McKay Case No. 12-00902 
Debtor(s) Chapter _7'-----------
AMENDED 
DECLARATION CONCERNING DEBTOR'S SCHEDULES 
DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY BY INDMDUAL DEBTOR 
I declare under penalty of perjmy that I have read the foregoing docrunent( s ), consisting of~ page( s ), 
and that they are true and correct to the best of my lmowledge, information, and belief. 
Date February 6, 2013 Signature Isl Lawrence Darwin McKay 
Lawrence Darwin McKay 
Debtor 
Penalty for making a false statement or concealing property: Fine of up to $500,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 years or both. 
18 U.S.C. §§ 152 and 3571. 
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Robert A. Anderson-ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar-ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NO. __ ....,..""""'i!ffilfil.!l!i"i5 ---===--
A.M. - ---P.M,, .... www....-H:; __ _ 
MAY 2 2 2014 
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk 
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability· 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 hereby moves this 
Court for reconsideration of its Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and 
its Memorandum Decision & Order. The basis for this Motion is the misinterpretation of key 
facts which led to the Court's decision that a genuine issue of material fact exists. 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION TO RECONSIDER- PAGE 1 
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.. 
This motion is supported by the documents and pleadings on file herein and upon the 
Memorandum and Affidavit of Thomas Walker in support which are filed contemporaneously 
herewith. 
DATED this 22nd day of May, 2014. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
. Anderson 
. Dunbar, of the Firm 
'for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of May, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W. Explorer Drive, Ste. 140 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
aellis@aellislaw.com 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION TO RECONSIDER- PAGE 2 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 345-9564 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 475-0101 
Email 
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Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NO·---~~-~--
F1Leo u A.M. ____ 1P,M,-2-. __ 
MAY 2 2 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorneys of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and hereby submit this memorandum in support of their Second 
' 
Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
("Second Motion to Reconsider"): 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Defendants moved for summary judgment on January 6, 2011 wherein the 
Defendants argued the Plaintiff's claim failed as a matter of law because she could not establish 
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(1) the Defendants breached any duties owed to her; (2) the alleged breach was the proximate 
cause of her alleged damages; or (3) she suffered actual damages recoverable under the law. The 
' Court heard argument on the Defendants' motion on February 3, 2011 and entered its written 
decision denying summary judgment on February 22, 2011. In its written decision, entitled 
Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Order"), the Court found there 
was a genuine issue of fact regarding "whether the Defendants breached the standard of care in 
Idaho when [Mr. Walker allegedly] incorrectly stated the law to Mrs. McKay, thus leading her to 
believe that she would have a secured interest in her husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen 
property." See Order, p. 7. The basis for the Court's decision was an October 23, 2007 email 
exchange to which the Court inadvertently applied an unreasonable interpretation. Specifically, 
the Court changed the language in the Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 email to the Defendants to 
read "Albrethsen property mortgage" rather than "Status Corp closure". The Court did this even 
though the Plaintiff did not mention the October 23, 2007 email on summary judgment and did 
not argue that the mortgage, rather than the Home Farm Property closure, was the subject of 
October 23, 2007. 
The Defendants then filed a Motion to Reconsider wherein they respectfully asserted the 
Court's finding was made in error as the conclusion was based upon the October 23, 2007 email 
exchange, which they argued the Court inadvertently misinterpreted to refer to a different piece 
of property. Contrary to the Court's decision, the October 23, 2007 email exchange was not 
addressing the Albrethsen property, which had closed prior to October 2007, or the mortgage on 
that property. Instead, the October 23, 2007 email pertained to the sale of the Home Farm 
property by Darwin McKay to Status Corporation, which transaction was expected to close in the 
future on or about March 30, 2008. As the email pertained to the Home Farm property, Mr. 
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Walker's email was a correct statement of law. Accordingly, the Defendants argued Mr. 
Walker's email could not be the basis of a determination that the Defendants breached a duty of 
care and it could not be the grounds for denying summary judgment to the Defendants. 
The Court heard argument on the Defendants' Motion to Reconsider and thereafter 
denied it. See generally Memorandum Decision & Order (hereinafter referred to as "Reconsider 
Order"). ~n doing so, the Court ruled that a reasonable interpretation of the October 23, 2007 
email exchange was that the Plaintiff was referring to the Albrethsen mortgage payoff and the 
Plaintiff could have "used the word 'closure' where a person with more experience in real estate 
transactions ... would have used a more precise term such as 'mortgage' or 'payoff"'. See id., p. 6. 
The Court further held the Plaintiff "may have incorrectly assumed that the title company was 
handling both the mortgage payoff and the transfer of Home Farm." See id., pp. 6-7. The Court 
then held "the Defendants have not demonstrated exactly what Mrs. McKay's understanding was 
in this record." See id., p. 7. 
It is the Defendants' position that, respectfully, the Court's rulings in the Order and 
Reconsider Order were in error. First, those rulings appear to be based upon speculation rather 
than the record. Importantly, the Plaintiff has never argued that she did not understand the word 
"closure"; that she was referring to the Albrethsen mortgage rather than the closing of the Home 
Farm property sale; or that she assumed the title company was handling the mortgage payoff. 
Moreover, it appears the Court incorrectly placed the burden of proof on the Defendants when it 
held the Defendants had not established the Plaintiff's understanding of the October 23, 2007 
email exchange. Under Idaho law, the Plaintiff, not the Defendants, has the burden of proving 
her claims. 
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For these reasons and those stated below, the Defendants have now filed a Second Motion 
to Reconsider. As explained herein, it is the Defendants' position that the Court erred in its prior 
rulings and summary judgment should be entered in their favor because: (1) the Court drew an 
unreasonable inference as to the Plaintiff's intention when she wrote "Status Corp Closure" in 
her October 23, 2007 email; (2) the Plaintiff's intention in drafting the October 23, 2007 email is 
irrelevant as the focal inquiry is how Mr. Walker interpreted her email and whether his 
interpretation was reasonable; (3) given Mr. Walker's reasonable interpretation of the Plaintiff's 
October 23, 2007 email, his email in response was a correct statement of law; (4) the October 23, 
2007 email from Mr. Walker was not a proximate cause of the Plaintiff's damages; and (5) Mr. 
Smith's opinions should be disregarded as they are not supported by the facts. 
For these reasons, the Def~ndants respectfully request that the Court reconsider its Order 
and its Reconsider Order and grant the Defendants summary judgment. 
II.ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review. 
Rule ll(a)(2)(B), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, allows a party to move for 
reconsideration of an interlocutory order no later than fourteen days from the entry of final 
judgment. "A decision of whether to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration made pursuant 
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ll(a)(2)(B) is left to the sound discretion of the trial court." 
Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M. & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 212 (2008). 
When a party files a motion for reconsideration, there is no requirement for the party to provide 
the Court with either newly decided case law or new evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 
468, 472-73 (Ct. App. 2006). The purpose of a motion for reconsideration is to allow the Court 
to "obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be 
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ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'l 
Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823 (1990). Even though no new facts are required when filing a motion 
for reconsideration, the burden is on the party seeking reconsideration to bring to the Court's 
attention any new facts or reasons why the Court's previous decision should be reconsidered. See 
Coeur d'Alene Mining Co., 118 Idaho at 823; Johnson, 143 Idaho at 472-73. A motion for 
reconsideration may be filed at any time before entry of final judgment. Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 
1 l(a)(2)(B). 
B. The Record and All Reasonable Inferences Establish the Defendants Did Not Breach 
Any Duty Owed to the Plaintiff. 
1. The Court's Interpretation of the October 23, 2007 Email Exchange was Incorrect. 
Under Idaho law, when reviewing a summary judgment motion, a court is entitled to 
draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. The inferences drawn by the 
trial court must be reasonably supported by the record. See e.g. J.R. Simplot Co. v. Bosen, 144 
Idaho 611, 621 (2006) (interferences not supported by the record are unreasonable). Where the 
inferences are not supported by the record, the trial court errs in drawing the same. See e.g. id.; 
see also P.O. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 237 (2007) (on 
appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court "reviews the inferences drawn by the district judge to 
determine whether the record reasonably supports those inferences") (citing Intermountain 
Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. Louisiana Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233,235 (2001)). 
a. The Court's Drew an Unreasonable Inference as to the Plaintiff's 
Intention when she Wrote "Status Corp Closure". 
In the current action, the Defendants respectfully submit the Court erred in inferring that 
the October 23, 2007 email pertained to the Albrethsen Property mortgage, rather than the 
closing of the Home Farm Property sale. See Order,. p. 7; Reconsider Order, pp. 6-7. This error 
was not harmless as the improper inference, which is not supported by the record nor ever 
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asserted by Plaintiff, was the basis of the Court's finding the existence of a question of fact 
regarding whether t]J.e Defendants breached a standard of care owed to the Plaintiff. 
On October 23, 2007, Mr. Walker emailed the Plaintiff a draft Property Settlement 
Agreement ("PSA") for the Plaintiff's review. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment ("Counsel Aff."), filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A (Patricia McKay deposition) at 
Ex. 17 (Bates labeled CH2668-CH2687). The draft PSA identified the March 30, 2008 closing 
of the "Status Real Estate Transaction" as an event triggering certain payments by Mr. McKay to 
the Plaintiff. See id. As was understood by the Plaintiff and the Defendants, the closing of the 
"Status Real Estate Transaction" referred to the closing of the sale of the Home Farm Property 
from Mr. McKay to Status Corporation, which was scheduled to close on March 30, 2008. See 
Affidavit of Thomas Walker in Support of Defendants' Second Motion to Reconsider ("Walker 
Reconsider Aff."), filed concurrently herewith, at <JI<JI4-6. At that time, the Plaintiff and 
Defendants had discussed utilizing that closing (the closing of the f!ome Farm Property) as a 
triggering event. See id., <]14. They had not discussed utilizing any other event, such as the 
payment of the Albrethsen mortgage, as a trigger for payments by Mr. McKay. See id., <Jll 1. 
In response to the Plaintiff's review of the draft Property Settlement Agreement, the 
Plaintiff and Mr. Walker engaged in the following October 23, 2007 email exchange: 
Mrs. McKay: "All looks good Tom. However, can I place a lien with the 
title company on the Status Corp closure so the $800,000.00 are paid to me by 
them? This is what we had to do when property sold that Donna had so the funds 
would come to us instead of thru Donna." 
Mr. Walker: "Our plan is to record the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, 
which then becomes a lien on all of, Darwin's real. .. property. We don't want to 
emphasize this aspect of the settlement. So, we don't want to say anything until 
after the judge signs the Judgment and Decree." 
See Counsel Aff., Ex. A (Patricia McKay deposition) at Ex. 17. 
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In her above-email, the Plaintiff specifically asked Mr. Walker whether she could place a 
"lien with the title company on the Status Corp closure". See id. Contrary to the holding of the 
Court in this matter, the only reasonable interpretation of the Plaintiff's email was that she was 
referring to the closing of the Home Farm Property (Parcel 2 in the Memorandum of Contract 
between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation). A review of the record establishes, in her email, 
the Plaintiff was discussing the draft PSA's reference to the closing of the "Status Real Estate 
Transaction". See id., Ex. A. at Ex. 16-17; Walker Reconsider Aft., <J[<J[2, 5. Prior to the 
distribution of the draft PSA, the Plaintiff and Mr. Walker discussed the real estate transactions 
between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation. See Walker Re.consider Aft., <][6. Through these 
discussions and the Plaintiff's review of the various agreements between Mr. McKay and Status 
Corporation, including the Memorandum of Contract, the Plaintiff was aware that the only 
property owned by Mr. McKay in October 2007, the sale of which was scheduled to close on 
March 30, 2008, was the Home Farm Property. Id.; Affidavit of Robert A. Anderson in Support 
of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider ("Anderson Aft."), filed Feb. 21, 2013, Ex. D 
(Memorandum of Contract). Prior to October 23, 2007, the Plaintiff and Defendants had 
specifically discussed utilizing that closing (the Home Farm Property closing) as a triggering 
event. See Walker Reconsider Aft., <][4. As such, it was understood by the Plaintiff and the 
Defendants that the draft PSA's reference to the Status Real Estate Transaction closing referred 
to the March 2008 closing of the Home Farm Property. See Walker Reconsider Aft., <][<][2-7. 
The Plaintiff's testimony and legal arguments in this matter also support a finding that the 
only rational interpretation of the Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 email was that she was referring to 
the Home Farm Property sale. First, at her deposition, the Plaintiff explained the purpose of her 
question as follows: 
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Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) And can you tell me what you meant by: 
"Can I place a lien with the title company"? 
A. A lien on all Darwin's property. 
Q. Real property? 
A. Real property. 
Q. All right. And Mr. Walker responded with a means for doing that; 
correct? 
A. Yes, he states: "Our plan is to record the Judgment and Decree of 
Divorce, which then becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal 
p~operty." 
Q. So, let's just focus on real property. Were you satisfied with Mr. 
Walker's response? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. And has anyone told you that a lien was not created relative 
to any real property actually owned by Darwin McKay by virtue of recording the 
final property settlement agreement? 
A. No. 
Q. You then say, in essence, that the $800,000 should be paid to you by 
them. And I'm curious, who do you mean by "them"? 
A. I state: "However, can I place a lien" --
Q. (BY MR. ANDERSON) This might be a little disjointed. Let me read 
the sentence. You write on October 23rd: "Can I place a lien with the title 
company on the Status Corp closure so the $800,000 are paid to me by them?" 
And who was "them"? 
A. The title company. 
Q. What title company were you referring to? 
A. Whatever title company would be used for the closing of the property. 
See Counsel Aff., Ex. A (Patricia McKay depo), 99:13-101:2 (emphasis added). Again, Plaintiff 
was aware that only the Home Farm Property was scheduled to close on March 30, 2008. 
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Later, on summary judgment, the Plaintiff represented to the Court that she did not 
become aware of the mortgage note on the Albrethsen Property until November 2007 when she 
was presented with the final draft of the PSA. See Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2 (stating "Plaintiff wife was not made aware of the mortgage 
until it was first referenced in the last draft of the Agreement which was ultimately executed"); 
Affidavit of Thomas Walker in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Walker 
MSJ Aff."), Jan. 6, 2011, <][16 (final draft of the PSA was forwarded to the Plaintiff on November 
19, 2007). Since, by the Plaintiff's own representation, she was not aware of the mortgage until 
November 19, 2007, she could not have been referring to the "Albrethsen Property mortgage" in 
her October 23, 2007 email when she discussed the "Status Corp closure" as was found by this 
Court in its Order. 
Based upon such facts, the only reasonable interpretation of the Plaintiff's October 23, 
2007 email was that she was referring to the closing of the Home Farm Property. It is 
unreasonable to infer that she was referring to the Albrethsen Property mortgage when the draft 
PSA did not mention a mortgage; the Plaintiff was aware the Albrethsen Property sale had 
previously closed in November 2006, almost 11 months prior to the October 23, 2007 email 
exchange; title had transferred to Status Corporation at the time of the November 2006 closing; 
and the title company would not be further involved regarding the Albrethsen Property sale. See 
Counsel Aff., filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A (Patricia McKay depo) at Ex. 16; Walker Reconsider Aff., 
<J[<J[6, 8. 
Based upon the foregoing, the Defendants respectfully assert that the Court incorrectly 
replaced the phrase "with the title company on the Status Corp closure" with "on the Albrethsen 
Mortgage closure". See Order, p. 2. Doing so was error as it is contrary to the facts and would 
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cause an unreasonable and absurd result. Therefore, the Court's inference was contrary to 
established Idaho law which allows the Court to draw only reasonable inferences. See e.g. 
Bosen, 144 Idaho at 621. As such, the Defendants respectfully request that the Court reconsider 
its prior decisions in this matter. 
b. The Focal Question is Mr. Walker's Interpretation of Plaintiff's 
October 23, 2007 Email, Not the Plaintiff's Intention. 
The Defendants further contend that the Court erred in considering the Plaintiff's 
intention in her October 23, 2007 email as the focal issue is how Mr. Walker interpreted her 
email and whether that interpretation was reasonable. 
To establish her claim of professional malpractice, the Plaintiff must prove that the 
Insureds breached a duty owed to her. In the current matter, on summary judgment, the Court 
held (even though the Plaintiff did not make such an argument) that a question of fact existed 
regarding whether Mr. Walker breached a duty owed to her when he allegedly made an 
inaccurate statement of law in the October 23, 2007 email exchange. The Court supported its 
ruling by finding that the Plaintiff may have been referring to the Albrethsen :Property mortgage 
' in her October 23, 2007 email. See Order. However, the focal question is what advice or 
statements of law were provided by the Defendants to the Plaintiff. Therefore, the relevant 
issues are how Mr. Walker interpreted the Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 email when he responded 
to her and whether his interpretation was reasonable or lacked rationale and fell below Mr. 
Walker's standard of care. 
When Mr. Walker reviewed the Plaintiff's email, he interpreted it as the Plaintiff 
discussing the Home Farm property, not the Albrethsen property. See Walker Reconsider Aff., 
<][<][3, 7. He, therefore, was responding to the Plaintiff by explaining that a lien could be created 
on the Home Farm property; he ~as not providing any statement as to whether a lien could be 
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placed on the Albrethsen mortgage. See id. <]{9. Mr. Walker's interpretation of the Plaintiff's 
email was reasonable under the circumstances and was not a deviation from his standard of care. 
As explained above, the Plaintiff and Mr. Walker previously discussed Status 
Corporation's purchase of two properties (the Albrethsen Property and the Home Farm Property) 
from Mr. McKay. See Walker Reconsider Aff., <JI<JI4, 6. Pursuant to the Memorandum of Contract, 
recorded on December 1, 2006, which was reviewed by the Plaintiff, the Albrethsen Property 
(Parcel 1) closed in November 2006. See Anderson Aff., Ex. D; Walker Reconsider Aff., <]{6. At 
that time, the title to that property transferred to Status Corporation and Mr. McKay simply held 
a mortgage related to the monies still owing on the sale of the Albrethsen Property. See 
Anderson Aff., Ex. D. The Home Farm Property sale, however, was not scheduled to close until 
March 30, 2008, at which time the title would be transferred to Status Corporation. See id. 
Because the sale of the Home Farm Property had not yet closed and title was not yet transferred, 
the Plaintiff and Mr. Walker discussed utilizing the closing of that sale as an event which 
triggered certain payments by Mr. McKay to the Plaintiff. See Walker Reconsider Aff., <JI<JI4-5. 
When Mr. Walker prepared the initial draft of the PSA, which was forwarded to the 
Plaintiff on October 23, 2007, he included as a triggering event the March 30, 2008 closing of 
the sale of the "Status Real Estate Transaction". See id., <JI<J[4-5. That triggering event referred to 
the March 30, 2008 closing of the Home Farm Property sale. See id. Mr. Walker was under the 
impression that the Plaintiff understood that was the focus as they had previously discussed the 
same. See id. As such, when Mr. Walker received the Plaintiff's email regarding her review of 
the draft PSA, he reasonably understood that she was referring to the anticipated closing of the 
Home Farm Property sale when she stated "can I place a lien with the title company on the Status 
Corp closure". See id., <JI<JI4-5, 7. Mr. Walker's interpretation was reasonable given their prior 
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discussions, the terms of the Memorandum of Contract, and the fact that the only real property 
sale between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation which was scheduled to close on March 30, 
2008 was the Home Farm Property sale. See Anderson Alf., Ex. D; Walker Reconsider Alf., <J[CJ[4-
7. 
Mr. Walker did not believe and had no reason to believe that the Plaintiff was referring or 
could have been referring to the Albrethsen Property mortgage in her October 23, 2007 email. 
See Walker Reconsider Alf., CJ[CJ[3, 8. Indeed, the Plaintiff has never even taken that position. It 
also would have been unreasonable for Mr. Walker to assume the Plaintiff was referring to the 
Albrethsen Property. See id. As Mr. Walker and the Plaintiff had previously discussed, the 
closing of the Albrethsen Property sale had previously occurred. See id., <J[8. Accordingly, there 
was no anticipated future "closure" nor anticipated future title company involvement. See id. 
Additionally, as the Plaintiff was aware, the title to the Albrethsen Property had already 
transferred from Mr. McKay to Status Corporation. See id. Moreover, neither the draft PSA nor 
the Plaintiff's email mentioned Mr. McKay's mortgage on the Albrethsen Property. See Counsel 
Alf., Ex. A (Patricia McKay depo) at Ex. 16, 17. Instead, both documents referenced only the 
anticipated future March 30, 2008 closing of a real estate sale. See id. Only one sale fit that 
description - the Home Farm Property sale. 
Under such circumstances, Mr. Walker reasonably interpreted the Plaintiff's email as 
referring to the Home Farm Property sale, rather than the Albrethsen Property mortgage. Based 
upon his interpretation of the Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 email, Mr. Walker's response wherein 
he stated that a lien could be placed on Mr. McKay's real property (i.e. the Home Farm Property) 
. 
comported with his applicable standard of care and, as is explained below, is a correct statement 
of law. 
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It should be noted that the Plaintiff has offered no expert testimony to support a finding 
that Mr. Walker's interpretation of the October 23, 2007 email was unreasonable or that Mr. 
Walker breached any duty owed to the Plaintiff in his interpretation of the email. Due to this 
failure, the Plaintiff is barred from establishing that a breach occurred. See e.g. Samuel v. 
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 89 (2000) (holding expert testimony is 
necessary in a legal malpractice claim to establish, inter alia, a breach of a duty). 
For these reasons, the Defendants assert no duty owed to the Plaintiff was breached 
through the October 23, 2007 email exchange. Accordingly, the Defendants respectfully request 
that the Court reconsider its prior decisions and grant summary judgment to the Defendants. 
2. Based upon His Understanding of Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 Email, Mr. Walker's 
October 23, 2007 Email Response was an Accurate Description of the Law. 
As stated above, Mr. Walker acted reasonably and without negligence when he reviewed 
the Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 email and rationally interpreted it as referring to the closing of 
the Home Farm property. Given that Mr. Walker reasonably believed the Plaintiff was referring 
to the closing of the Hom,e Farm property sale when she requested whether a lien could be placed 
on the "Status Corp closure", Mr. Walker's response indicating that a lien could be placed on 
Mr. McKay's real property, i.e. the Home Farm Property, was an accurate statement of the law. 
As such, Mr. Walker and the Defendants did not breach any duty owed to the Plaintiff when Mr. 
Walker sent his October 23, 2007 email to the Plaintiff. 
Idaho Code section 10-1110 provides that the recording of a judgment 
A transcript or abstract of any judgment. . .if rendered within this state, certified 
by the clerk having custody thereof, may be recorded ... and from the time of such 
recording ... the judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the 
judgment debtor in the county ... owned by him at the time or acquired afterwards 
at any time prior to the expiration of the lien; provided that where a transcript or 
abstract is recorded of any judgment or decree of divorce or separate maintenance 
making provision for installment or periodic payment of sums for maintenance of 
children or alimony or allowance for wife's support, such judgment or decree shall 
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be a lien only in an amount for payments so provided, delinquent or not made 
when due ... 
Idaho Code§ 10-1110. 
Per 1.C. § 10-1110, the recording of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce created a lien 
on any real property owned, at least in part, by Mr. McKay. At the time the parties in the divorce 
action entered in the PSA, the parties understood Mr. McKay held an ownership interest in the 
Home Farm property. As you know, the PSA specifically stated Mr. McKay would retain title to 
the Home Farm property if Status Corporation defaulted on the loan. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B at 
<JI 1.8. Based upon such information, Mr. Walker's statement that the recorded Judgment and 
Decree of Divorce "becomes a lien on all of the Darwin's real ... property," including the Home 
Farm property, accurately explained Idaho law. As such, the October 23, 2007 email exchange 
cannot be the basis of the Court's finding the existence of a genuine issue of material fact 
regarding whether the Defendants breached any standard of care owed to the Plaintiff. 
Because the sole basis of the Court's finding of a genuine issue of material fact was that 
the October 23, 2007 email exchange allegedly contained an inaccurate description of the law 
and this finding was improper, the Defendants respectfully request· this Court reconsider its 
Order and enter summary judgment in favor of the Defendants. 
C. The October 23, 2007 Email was Not a Proximate Cause of the Plaintiff's Alleged 
Damages 
In the alternative, the Defendants argue, even if the October 23, 2007 email contained an 
incorrect statement of law and incorrectly led the Plaintiff to believe she would have a secured 
interest in the Albrethsen mortgage once the Judgment was recorded, the email was not a 
proximate cause of the Plaintiff's damages. 
The Plaintiff contends she was damaged because she did not have a secured interest in 
the Albrethsen mortgage. Conveniently, the Plaintiff claims she would not have executed the 
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PSA had she known she was not going to receive a sectired interest in the Albrethsen Property 
mortgage and that she only executed the PSA based upon the October 23, 2007 email exchange. 
However, the October 23, 2007 email was sent after the Plaintiff was already legally obligated, 
through the October 20, 2007 handwritten mediation agreement, to a settlement with Mr. McKay 
wherein she was not going to receive any secured interest in property of any type, including the 
mortgage. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A (Patricia McKay Depo.) at Ex. 11 (Handwritten Agreement). 
It is the Defendants' position that the relevant time period for causation purposes is 
limited to all times before the Plaintiff executed the handwritten mediation agreement on 
October 20, 2007. See id. This is because the Plaintiff was legally bound to settle her divorce 
action when she executed the handwritten settlement agreement, the terms of which were 
enforceable prior to the execution of the final PSA. See id., <JI 8. Per that agreement, the parties 
were required to enter into a more comprehensive settlement agreement and, if they did not, their 
only recourse was to arbitrate the final settlement terms. See id. (stating "Parties, through 
counsel, to incorporate these terms into a comprehensive property settlement agreement. Parties 
agree that any dispute over the terms thereof or otherwise over the interpretation of this 
[handwritten] agreement w_ill be submitted to Judge McKee for binding arbitration"). That 
means, if the Plaintiff refused to execute the PSA because she did not receive a secured interest 
in the Albrethsen mortgage, her only recourse was to arbitrate the final settlement terms before 
the mediator. See id. 
The Plaintiff has failed to provide any expert testimony regarding the likelihood that she 
could have obtained a secured interest in the Albrethsen mortgage had she chosen to arbitrate the 
settlement terms. In failing to present such testimony, the Plaintiff has failed to meet her burden 
of establishing the necessary causation. Idaho law is clear, in order for a plaintiff to prevail on a 
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legal malpractice claim, the plaintiff must establish she would have had "some chance of 
success" in the underlying action but for the attorney's alleged actions. See e.g. Lamb v. 
Manweiler, 129 Idaho 269, 272, 923 P.2d 976, 979 (1996). Proof of the same can only occur 
through expert testimony. See e.g. Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 
84, 89 (2000) (holding "[a] plaintiff must normally produce expert evidence of negligence and 
causation of damages to establish a prima facie case of legal malpractice" as "the factors 
involved ordinarily are not within the knowledge or experience of laymen composing the jury"). 
Not only has the Plaintiff failed to present pertinent expert testimony on the subject, but 
the record establishes that the Plaintiff would not have prevailed in obtaining a security interest 
in the Albrethsen Property or the mortgage had she proceeded to arbitration rather than executing 
the PSA. The handwritten settlement agreement did not provide the Plaintiff with any security, 
meaning security was not a part of the mediated settlement terms. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A 
(Patricia McKay Depo.) at Ex. 11 (Handwritten Agreement). Additionally, the arbitrator was 
precluded from awarding the Plaintiff with a security interest in the Albrethsen mortgage or 
property because Mr. McKay no longer had an ownership interest in the Albrethsen property and 
Idaho law did not provide an avenue for the Plaintiff to have received a secured interest in a 
mortgage. See Anderson Aff., Ex. D. Consequently, the Plaintiff would not have had any chance 
of success had she chosen to arbitrate the settlement rather than executing the PSA. 
For these reasons, the Plaintiff cannot establish that her receipt of Mr. Walker's October 
23, 2007 email was a proximate cause of her purported damages claimed in this matter 
specifically. The Plaintiff cannot establish she would have received a security interest in the 
Albrethsen Property had she arbitrated the settlement· terms. Because the Plaintiff cannot 
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establish all of the elements of legal malpractice, the Defendants respectfully request that this 
Court reconsider its earlier decisions and grant summary judgment in favor of the Defendants. 
D. Plaintiff's Claims Fail Because She Has Not Presented Any Admissible Expert 
Testimony on the Issues of Breach and Causation1 
On summary judgment, the Plaintiff relied on the expert testimony of Bryan Smith in 
support of her claims that the Defendants breached a duty owed to her and that such breach was 
the proximate cause of her damages. In its Order and Reconsider Order, the Court also appears 
to have relied on Mr. Smith's affidavit in support of its determination that questions of fact 
existed regarding the existence of a breach and causation. 
The Defendants maintain, however, that Mr. Smith's opinions should be disregarded on 
summary judgment because they are not supported by the facts in this matter. Instead, Mr. 
Smith's opinions are based upon the improper assumption that the closing of the Albrethsen 
property would occur at some time after the PSA was executed and that the property referenced 
in the October 23, 2007 email exchange was the Albrethsen property. See Smith Affidavit; 
Anderson Aff., Ex. A (Bryan Smith Deposition) at 131:2-13. It cannot be overemphasized that 
these assumptions are not supported by any facts and are contrary to the record. 
Specifically, Mr. Smith's opinion that Mr. Walker allegedly lead the Plaintiff to believe 
she had a security interest in the Albrethsen mortgage was based upon his unsubstantiated 
assumption that the October 23, 2007 email referred to the Albrethsen property. As explained 
above, such an interpretation is not reasonable. It also ignores the focal inquiries; that is, how 
Mr. Walker interpreted the Plaintiff's email and whether that interpretation is reasonable. It is 
axiomatic that Mr. Walker reasonably interpreted the Plaintiff's email as referring to sale of the 
1 It should be noted that the Defendants made this argument in their original Motion to 
Reconsider. However, it does not appear that the Court ruled on this issue in its Reconsider 
Order. 
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Home Farm Property as that was the only real property sale which was scheduled to close on 
March 30, 2008. Likewise, the proposed safeguards enumerated in Mr. Smith's opinion were 
based upon his inaccurate assumption that the Albrethsen property was scheduled to close at 
some time after the PSA was executed. See Anderson Aft., Ex. A (Bryan Smith Deposition) at 
131:2-13. However, the record clearly establishes that the sale of the Albrethsen property 
occurred before the parties mediated the divorce action on October 20, 2007 and before the 
October 23, 2007 email exchange. See Anderson Aft., Ex. D. 
Given that there is no factual support for Mr. Smith's opinions, his opinions cannot assist 
the trier of fact and should, therefore, be disregarded on summary judgment. See e.g. Jones v. 
Crawforth, 147 Idaho 11, 17, 205 P.3d 660, 666 (2009); Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 46, 844 
P.2d 24, 28 (Ct. App. 1992); McGlinchy v. Shell Chem. Co., 845 F.2d 802 (9th Cir. 1988). 
Further, the Defendants respectfully assert that Mr. Smith's opinions cannot be the basis of a 
denial of summary judgment as they are not substantiated by the record. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant 
their Motion to Reconsider in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the 
Defendants. 
DATED this 22nd day of May, 2014. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: W~~~~~~~""c::~~-­
Rober 
Yvonn K Dunbar, of the Firm 
Attorne 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of May, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W. Explorer Drive, Ste. 140 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
aellis@aellislaw.com 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 345-9564 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 475-0101 
Email 
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Robert A. Anderson- ISB No. 2124 
Yvonne A. Dunbar - ISB No. 7200 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NO·----=----FILeo 4 A.M. ____ P.M. __ ._ __ 
MAY 2 2 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS 
WALKER IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER 
COMES NOW, Thomas Walker, hereby attests under oath as follows: 
1. I am a Defendant in the above-referenced mat1er and a partner of Cosho 
Humphrey, LLP ("Cosho Humphrey"), with its principal place.of business in Boise, Idaho and 
attest to the following matters based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. On October 23, 2007, I forwarded the Plaintiff a draft of a Property Settlement 
Agreement between the Plaintiff and Darwin McKay. In response, I received an email from the 
Plaintiff which read, in pertinent part: 
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All looks good Tom. However, can I place a lien with the title company on the 
Status Corp closure so the $800,000.00 are paid to me by them? This is what we 
had to do when property sold that Donna had so the funds would come to us 
instead of thru Donna. 
3. When I received the Plaintiff's email, I reasonably understood she was referring 
to the Home Farm property. It would have been unreasonable for me to believe she was 
referring to any other property. 
4. The Home Farm property was the only property sale between Darwin McKay and 
Status Corporation which was scheduled to close at a time later than October 23, 2007. Prior to 
October 23, 2007, the Plaintiff and I discussed that the sale of the Home Farm property was 
scheduled to close in March 2008. We also discussed utilizing that closing as a triggering event 
for Mr. McKay to make certain payments to the Plaintiff. 
5. Additionally, the draft of the Property Settlement Agreement, which was the 
subject of the Plaintiff's email, identified the anticipated March 2008 closing of the "Status Real 
Estate Transaction" as a triggering event for Mr. McKay to pay certain sums of money. At that 
time, the reference to the March 2008 closing of the "Status Real Estate Transaction" in the 
Property Settlement Agreement was understood by me and the Plaintiff to refer to the Home 
Farm Property closing. 
6. Prior to October 23, 2007, the Plaintiff and I discussed the real estate transactions 
between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation, which involved the sales of two separate parcels of 
land, the Home Farm Property and the Albrethsen Property. The Plaintiff reviewed the various 
agreements between Mr. McKay and Status Corporation, including the purchase and sale 
agreement with all addenda, the Memorandum of Contract recorded on December 1, 2006, the 
promissory note, and the mortgage. As such, the Plaintiff was familiar with the terms of the real 
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property sale. Specifically, the Plaintiff was aware that the sale involved two separate closing 
dates. Through her review of the pertinent documents and our discussions, the Plaintiff knew the 
Albrethsen Property sale was complete as it had closed in November 2006. She also knew the 
Status Corporation, not Mr. McKay, held title to the Abrethsen Property. The Plaintiff further 
knew that the Home Farm property sale was not yet completed, was scheduled to close in March 
2008, and, therefore, title for that property had not yet transferred. 
7. Through our discussions and based upon the fact that only the Home Farm 
Property was scheduled to close in the future, I reasonably understood that, through her October 
23, 2007 email, the Plaintiff was requesting whether she could place a lien on the Home Farm 
Property so certain settlement monies which were due upon the closing of the Home Farm 
property would be transferred directly to her, rather than her waiting for Mr. McKay to receive 
the funds and make a payment to her. 
8. It would have been unreasonable for me to believe the Plaintiff was referring to 
the Albrethsen property in her October 23, 2007 email. The sale of Albrethsen property had 
already closed in November 2006. Prior to October 23, 2007, the Plaintiff and I had discussed 
that the sale of the Albrethsen property had already closed; the sale was completed; and Mr. 
McKay no longer held title to it. 
9. Based upon my reasonable understanding of the Plaintiff's email, on October 23, 
2007, I responded to her, in pertinent part, as follows: 
Our plan is to record the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then becomes a lien on 
all of Darwin's real...property. We don't want to emphasize this aspect of the settlement. 
So, we don't want to say anything until after the judge signs the Judgment and Decree. 
In my email, I was referring to any real property owned by Mr. McKay, which included the 
Home Farm Property. As the Plaintiff knew through our prior discussions, Mr. McKay was not 
the legal owner of the Albrethsen Property after title was transferred in November 2006. 
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10. My statement regarding the ability to place a judgment lien on real property 
owned by Mr. McKay, including the Home Farm Property, was an accurate statement of law. 
11. It should be noted, later drafts of the Property Settlement Agreement specifically 
referred to the Home Farm Property (rather than Status Real Estate Transaction) closing as a 
triggering event and also added a second triggering event involving the payment of the mortgage 
Mr. McKay held on the Albrethsen Property. Adding the payment of the mortgage as an 
additional triggering event was not discussed until after October 23, 2007. 
/II 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
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Further your Affiant saith not. 
-.....,.VJL.IIUY ~+IEH~s:.Jl.~~-4--A--;---=---
Residing at -~~l.l>.:JK--~~~~~i,l---
My commission expires: 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of May, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the 
· method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W. Explorer Drive, Ste. 140 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
aellis@aellislaw.com 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 345-9564 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 475-0101 
Email 
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JUN 2 0 20ft 
Ada County Clerk 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W. Explorer Drive, Suite 140 
Boise, Idaho 83 713 
208/345-7832 (Tel) 
208/345-9564 (Fax) 
ISB No. 1626 
KEVIN E. DINIUS 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(208) 475-0100 (Telephone) 
(208) 475-0101 
ISB No. 5974 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
• I 
~·· No.1,/CJS 
AM FILED 
·----fP.M 
----
JUN 2 0 2014 
CHA/STOPHER D. RICH Clerk 
By ELYSHIA HOLMES ' 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Patricia McKay ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DENIAL OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
BACKGROUND 
Preliminazy note: A recurring aspect of the opposition brief is defendants' failure to 
understand that the ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property, owned by buyer Status 
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Corporation, was an interest in real property which was vulnerable to being liened by a recorded 
marital settlement agreement. As alleged in the Complaint, had the agreement been properly drafted 
and recorded, it would have secured plaintiffs interest in the Albrethsen mortgage proceeds. 
Factual basis of claim: In this legal malpractice action, plaintiff wife alleges that defendant 
attorney negligently failed to secure her monetary entitlement under a Property Settlement 
Agreement ("PSA") executed in November 2007 with her then husband, Darwin McKay. Under the 
PSA, Darwin was to pay plaintiff wife "$800,000 in cash" within five days of a transaction entitled 
"the Status Real Estate Transaction", scheduled to close on March 30, 2008. 
1.7 Darwin shall pay Patricia $800,000 in cash, by wire transfer or 
certified check within five (5) days of payment by the Status 
Corporation, or its assigns . . . The parties acknowledge that the 
Status Real Estate Transaction is scheduled to close on or before 
March 30, 2008. . . 
1.8 The parties acknowledge that if Status Coporation or its assigns 
· breaches the Purchase and Sale Agreement, Darwin will have title to 
that portion of the land that had been referred to prior to the 
sale to Status Corporations as the "Home Farm". In the event of 
breach Darwin may also be able to foreclose a mortgage on that 
portion of the land referred to prior to the sale to Status Corporation 
as "Albrethsen's Farm". 
Property Settlement Agreement, (Exhibit 1 to Ellis affidavit (1/20/2011)). 
Upon the payoff of the Albrethsen mortgage, which was part of the "Status Real Estate 
Transaction, plaintiffs ex-husband absconded with the money, failing to pay her $800,000 as 
required by the parties' PSA. 
Negligence of defendants: The alleged negligence of defendant attorney is the failure to draft 
a Property Settlement Agreement which, when recorded, creates "a lien on all of 'ex-husband's 
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. real property" to protect her portion of the Albrethesen mortgage proceeds. See defendant Walker's 
email set forth below. The transaction contemplated two separate events: (1) payoff of the Albreilisen 
mortgage; and (2) closing the Home Farm sale. See Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 8 (Wilper, 
J). Had there been proper drafting and recordation of the divorce settlement (PSA), a portion of the 
mortgage proceeds would have been paid to plaintiff. 
Flawed basis of defendants' second motion for reconsideration: Defendants mistakenly 
perceive that their alleged liability is based on an email sent 30 days before the PSA was executed. 
In that email, defendant Walker advises plaintiff that recordation of PSA will secure her interest in 
. . 
the PSA. It is true that email articulates the standard for defendants' conduct. However, the actual 
negligence is the failure to construct a PSA which will accomplish what the email describes, i.e., 
give plaintiff a secured position. Defendants also fail to recognize that the ex-husband's status as 
a mortgagee conferred upon him lienable real property rights to the same extent as the outright 
ownership of real property. 
The October 23, 2007, email exchange is as follows: 
Mrs. McKay: All looks good Tom. However, can I place a lien of the 
Status Corp closure so that the $800,000 are paid to me by them? 
This is what he had to do when property sold that Donna had so the 
funds would come to us instead of thru Donna. 
Mr. Walker: Our plan is to record the judgment and decree of divorce, 
which then becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal 
property. We don't want to emphasize this aspect of the settlement. 
So, we don't want to say anything until the judge signs the Judgment 
and Decree. 
Exhibit 17, Affidavit of_Counsel dated January 6, 2011. 
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Defendant skewed argument based upon this email exchange is as follows: 
Contrary to the Court's decision, the October 23, 2007 email 
exchange was not addressing the Albrethsen property, which had 
closed prior to October 2007, or the mortgage on that property. 
Instead, the October 23, 2007 email pertained to the sale of the Home 
Farm property by Darwin McKay to Status Corporation, which 
transaction was expected to close in the future on or about March 30, 
2008. As the email pertained .to the Home Farm property, Mr. 
Walker's email was a correct statement of law. Accordingly, the 
Defendants argued Mr. Walker's email could not be the basis of a 
determination that the Defendants breached a duty of care and it could 
not be the grounds for denying summary judgment to the Defendants. 
Defendants' brief, pp. 2; 3. 
Defendants' argument must fail for two reasons: 
(1) Defendants' negligence is based upon his failure to draft and record a PSA 
that would put the world on notice of Ms. McKay's interest in the proceeds of the Albre~sen 
mortgage proceeds. The October email (Exhibit 17) simply corroborates his duty to construct a PSA 
which secured plaintiffs interest in the subject real property proceeds. 
(2) Although the Albrethsen transaction had closed with a consummated mortgage 
document, the payout, secured by the mortgage, was due to occur four months after execution of the 
PSA. The husband's interest in the mortgage was a real property interest and the payout was just as 
vulnerable to being liened as the Home Farm property which was set to close at that same time. 
As noted by Judge Wilper in his last decision: 
The Status Agreement stated that on or before March 30, 2008, Status 
Corporation would pay Mr. McKay roughly $5 million, with part of 
the proceeds being used to pay off the Albrethsen mortgage and the 
remainder being used to purchase Home Farm. Since both payments 
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were due on the same date pursuant to one all-encompassing 
Agreement, it is· unclear which payment Mrs. McKay was referring 
to when spoke of the "Status Corp. closure". It is also possible that 
Mrs. McKay, a lay person, used the word "closure" where a person 
with more experience in real estate transactions, an attorney for 
example, would have used a more precise term such as "mortgage" 
or "payoff'. 
Memorandum Decision and Order, p.8. 
Although plaii;itiff concurs with the above comments of the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper, the 
malpractice is based on the failure to draft and record a PSA that would protect plaintiffs interests. 
The malpractice is not the representations set forth in the October 23, 2008, email from Mr. Walker. 
However, that email corroborates the duty owed by defendants as to their drafting a PSA which 
would create the requisite public notice to create a lien securing plaintiffs financial entitlement. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Summazy judgment standard is applicable: In this motion for reconsideration of a summary 
judgment decision, the Court is governed by the same legal standards appiicable to summary 
judgment. Marek v. Lawrence, 153 Idaho 50, 278 P.3d 920, 923 (2012). That is, in ·the event a 
material issue of fact exists, the motion for reconsideration must be denied. Baxter v. Craney, 135 
Idaho 166, 170, 16 P. 263, 267 (2000). 
Contrazy to defendant's assertion, the Court is not endowed with discretionazy authority in 
its reconsideration of a summazy judgment order: Were the rule otherwise, the reviewing standard 
set forth in Rule 56(c) I.R.C.P. would be rendered meaningless .. That is, on a reconsideration 
motion, the trial court cannot substitute its discretionary authority in place of the well-defined 
summary judgment standard, i.e., whether there is a "genuine issue as to any material fact" (Rule 
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56(c)). 
As the Supreme Court has noted: "For an appeal reconsidering a summary judgment motion, 
this Court will review whether the district court acted within the legal standards applicable to 
summary judgment". Marekv. Lawrence, 153 Idaho at 53. Based upon this authority, defendants 
are simply incorrect that the Court has discretionary authority. 
DEFENDANTS' LIABILITY IS BASED UPON THEIR FAILURE 
TO DRAFT AND RECORD A PSA WHICH WOULD PROTECT 
PLAINTIFF'S INTERESTS SET FORTH IN THE PSA 
Alleged malpractice: Paragraph VIII of the Complaint alleges: 
The recommendation of defendants that plaintiff execute the PSA was 
~egligent in the following respects: 
a. There is no legal description of the Albrethsen property in the 
PSA, an acknowledged document, rendering the recording of the PSA 
a futile act insofar as security for plaintiff is concerned and in 
violation of Idaho Code §32-918; 
b. Likewise, there is no legal description of the real property (the 
Albrethsen property) which is the subject of the mortgage referenced 
in the PSA, nor an instrument number of the recorded mortgage, 
notwithstanding the recitation in the PSA that plaintiff has an interest 
in the sale proceeds of the Status Corporation transaction as the 
source of the payments to her. · 
c. Notwithstanding defendants' representations to plaintiff that 
recordation of the PSA would create a lien on the community's 
interest in real property, the PSA did not have such lien effect because 
(1) as referenced in the PSA, Darwin was mortgagee of the 
Albrethsen property and did not hold title to it, and (2) the PSA failed 
to identify the relevant mortgage information, i.e., legal description 
of the real property, instrument number of the recorded mortgage, and 
plaintiffs interest in the mortgage. 
d. Although the PSA recites that plaintiff had an interest in a portion 
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of the Status Corporation sales proceeds and references the mortgage, 
the PSA fails to provide a legal description of the subject real 
property, i.e., the Albrethsen property, and an instrument number of 
the recorded mortgage, rendering the recordation of the PSA futile 
insofar as securing plaintiff's monetary entitlements arising from the 
PSA. 
Idaho law recognizes executory interests as lienable: It is undisputed that a party's interest 
in an executory contract, such as an unsatisfied promissory note secured by a mortgage, is subject 
to being liened. The Idaho Court of Appeals has held (and affirmed by the Supreme Court): 
'[A] vendee' s interest in a contract is an interest in real property within 
the meaning of LC. § 10-1110, against which a recorded judgment 
does impose a lien if the contract has been duly recorded 
Or where, as here a "notice" of the contract-containing the names 
of the contracting parties and a legal description of the property-has 
been recorded · 
Fulton v. Duro, 107 Idaho 240,242,687 P.2d 1367 (Ct. App.1984), aff'd, 108 Idaho 392, 700 P.2d 
14 (1985). The Court went on to conclude: 
We conclude that a vendee's interest under an executory contract to 
purchase real property-where the contract or a notice containing the 
names of the contracting parties and the description of the property is 
recorded-is included within the meaning of "all real property of the 
judgment debtor" against which a recorded judgment imposed a lien 
under LC.§ 10-1110. 
107 Idaho at 245, quoted in Van Berkem v. Mountain Home Development Co., 132 Idaho 639, 642, 
977 P.2d 901 (1999). 
Whether in the case of a vendee or, as here, Darwin McKay as vendor/mortgagee, a debtor's 
interest in an executory land transaction, here a promissory note and mortgage, is an interest in real 
property which is subject to being liened. 
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Several months after the mortgage became due, because of title problems, Lawyer's Title 
issued a check to husband Darwin McKay which constituted the mortgage payoff on the 
Alberethesen farm, i.e., $1.2 million. Plaintiff wife received nothing. As confirmed by defendant 
Walker in a December 2008, letter to plaintiff: 
Regarding the assignment to Lawyer's Title Insurance Corporation, 
I was able to determine that Darwin made a claim against a title 
insurance policy issued by Lawyers Tit~e with regard to the Status 
Corporation transaction. I could not find out the exact amount of the 
insurance claim payment, but my perception is that it was more than 
the $800,000 that Darwin owes you. 
Exhibit 2 to Ellis affidavit, p. 2. 
The complaint alleges that defendant Walker was negligent in not protecting plaintiffs 
entitlement under the PSA. The above letter reflects the result of that negligence. Defendants fixate 
on the October 23, 2007, email, sent a month before the PSA was executed. This email is evidence 
corroborating what the PSA should have accomplished. In and of itself, the Walker's email is not 
evidence of negligence, i.e., "[ o ]ur plan is to record the judgment and decree of divorce [to which 
the PSA is attached] which becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal property". See 
Exhibit 17 to Exhibit A to Anderson affidavit (1/6/2011 (bracketed material explanatory; emphasis 
added). Mr. Walker's articulation of a "plan" was in response to plaintiff's email inquiring whether 
a "lien" can be placed on the Status transaction. Id 
Basis of defendants' motion for summary judgment: Respecting plaintiff's October 23rd 
email inquiring whether a lien could be placed on the Status Corp "closure", defendants argue the 
Mr. Walker's response of that same date was intended to reference only the Home Farm property. 
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They base their argument on the fact that the Albrethsen sale had already closed, ignoring the fact 
that the Albrethsen mortgage payoff was also scheduled for March 30, 2008. Therefore, opine 
defendants, Mr. Walker could not have breached a duty of care to plaintiff ( defendants' brief, p. 3). 
In ad~ition to the non sequitir aspects of this conclusion, defendants are not correct for other 
reasons: 
(1) Apart from any representations to plaintiff/client, defendant Walker 
negligently advised her to sign the PSA which was not recordation-ready and 
would not protect her interest in the Albrethsen mortgage; 
(2) As mortgagee of the Albrethsen mortgage, Darwin did have an interest in this 
real property which, according to Mr. Walker, would be li<ined by the 
recorded judgment and decree . See October 23rd email (Exhibit 17 to Exhibit 
A). 
(3) As quoted below by Judge Wilper, the Status "closure" involved both the 
purchase and sale of the Home Farm and the payoff of the Albrethsen 
mortgage on March 30, 2008. 
PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT CORRECTLY OPINED THAT FAILURE TO PROPERLY 
DRAFT AND RECORD THE PSA PREVENTED PLAINTIFF FROM BEING SECURED 
BY THE MORTGAGE PROCEEDS PAY ABLE AFTER EXECUTION OF THE PSA. 
At page 4 of the affidavit of Bryan Smith, he set forth those steps which should have been 
undertaken by defendant Walker in order to secure plaintiff as a creditor in the Property S~ttlement 
Agreement: 
1. Provided a legal description of the Albrethsen Property in the 
PSA; 
2. Provided an explanation that the Albrethsen Property was subject 
to a closing scheduled for March 30, 2008 and that Mr. McKay would 
pay Mrs. McKay $800,000 from the proceeds he received on this sale. 
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3. Included an explanation that Mr.'McKay further would pay Mrs. 
McKay from the proceeds he received on the sale in an amount to pay 
in full the balance of Mrs. McKay's mortgage on her personal 
residence; 
4. Identifying in the PSA the then existing balance and further 
identified where notice could be sent to obtain the balance owed on 
that mortgage; 
5. Identifying in the PSA Mr. McKay's mortgage and referenced Mr. 
McKay's recorded mortgage on the Albrethsen Property by the county 
document identification number on the recorded mortgage; 
6. Following the procedures set forth in Idaho Code Section 32-918 
and summarizing Mrs. McKay's interest thus making it even easier 
for a third party to take notice of Mrs. McKay's interest; 
7. Sending the closing agent on the Albrethsen Property the relevant 
documents informing the closing agent of Mrs. McKay's interest in 
the sale provided Mr. Walker knew the name of the closing agent. 
Defendants erroneously argue that, as a matter of law, the Albrethesen mortgage proceeds 
were not subject to being liened by recordation of a properly drafted PSA. According to Idaho law 
and the testimony of plaintiffs expert, Bryan Smith, defendants are wrong. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants argue that the Albrethsen mortgage was created prior to the execution of the PSA 
and therefore could not afford security. This argument misperceives a mortgage interest as not being 
a real property interest. 
First, Walker's liability is based upon his recommendation that she sign the PSA which 
afforded her no security. That fact alone affords a basis for liability. 
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Secondly, a mortgage is an interest in real property and can be liened. The Status mortgage 
had a prospective payoff in March 2008, four months after the PSA was executed. 
Thirdly, in common parlance, both the Home Farm and the Albrethsen prqperty were 
scheduled to "close" on March 30, 2008, pe:i; (1) the terms of the purchase and sale agreement (Home 
Farm) and (2) t~e deadline for payoff on the mortgage indebtedness (Albrethsen). 
Mr. Walker's October 23rd email was an affirmative response to the following query by 
plaintiff concerning the "Status Corp. closure": "Can I place a lien with the title company on the 
Status corp. closure so the $800,000 are paid to me by them?" (Exhibit 17 to Exhibit A). Defendant 
Walker's response, i.e., "the judgment . . . becomes a lien" emphasizes the lienable nature of 
the mortgage proceeds. His actual negligence was the drafting and recordation of a PSA which 
failed to accomplish this result. 
As opined by the Honorable Ronald J.Wilper in response to defendants' last motion for 
reconsideration, "closure" can have multiple meanings, including 
The Status Agreement stated that on or before March 30, 2008, Status 
Corporation would pay Mr. McKay roughly $5 million, with part of 
the proceeds being used to pay off the Albrethsen mortgage and the 
remainder being used to purchase Home Farm. Since both payments 
were due on the same date pursuant to one all-encompassing 
Agreement, it is unclear which payment Mrs. McKay was referring 
to when spoke of the "Status Corp. closure". It is also possible that 
Mrs. McKay, a lay person, used the word "closure" where a person 
with more experience in real estate transactions, an attorney for 
example, would have used a more precise term such as "mortgage" 
or "payoff'. 
Men:iorandum Decision and Order, p.8. 
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.. _ .. f 
Defendants' second motion for reconsideration of the summary judgment denial should also 
be denied. 
DATED This _.11 day of June, 2014. ~ 
Allen B. Elis 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _h_ day of June, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Robert A. Anderson 
Yvonne A. Dunbar 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
U.S. Mail 
--
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile at 
--
344-5510 P.o·. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
~en~ 
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ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
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250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsirnil<t= (208) 344-5510 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA THIESSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I. ARGUMENT 
A. Plaintiff Concedes the Court's Error, Thus Mandating Reconsideration of the Court's 
Prior Denial of Summary Judgment 
A review of the Court's Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
("Order") establishes that the Court's sole basis for denying the Defendants' summary judgment 
motion was its inaccurate interpretation of the October 23, 2007 email exchange. Interestingly, 
in the original summary judgment briefing and at the oral argument, the Plaintiff did not address 
that email exchange. Instead, in reviewing the record (which included the email exchange as an 
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exhibit to the Plaintiff's deposition), the Court found the email exchange and utilized it as the 
sole support for its denial of the summary judgment motion. Due to the Court's inaccurate 
interpretation of that email exchange and specifically, the Court's flawed replacement of the 
phrase "Status Corp closure" with "Albrethsen Property mortgage", the Defendants have sought 
reconsideration of the Court's Order. In doing so, the Defendants have argued that the email 
exchange cannot be the basis of a negligence finding and, therefore, the Court's Order was error. 
In her memorandum opposing the Defendants' Second Motion to Reconsider, the Plaintiff 
explicitly concedes that the October 23, 2007 email exchange is not evidence of negligence. See 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Reconsider Denial of Motion for Summary Judgment 
("Opposition"), p. 5 ("The malpractice is not the representations set forth in the October 23, 
200[7], email from Mr. Walker.") In making that concession, the Plaintiff has also effectively 
conceded that the Court's reliance on the non-negligent email exchange was error. As the email 
' exchange was the Court's sole basis for denying summary judgment and due to the concession of 
the Plaintiff that the email exchange does not constitute negligence, the Defendants maintain that 
.there is no reason to find Court's initial denial of their summary judgment motion was correct. 
Even if the Plaintiff had not acknowledged the Court's error in relying on the October 23, 
2007 email exchange, the record establishes that the Court drew an unreasonable conclusion 
when it determined that a question of fact existed regarding whether the Defeµdants were 
negligent in drafting their October 23, 2007 email to the Plaintiff. First, as explained in the 
Defendants' opening brief, the Court improperly focused on the Plaintiff's intention when 
sending her October 23, 2007 email. The proper focus should have been whether the Defendants 
breached a duty when they interpreted and responded to the Plaintiff's October 23, 2007 email. 
No breach existed if the Defendants' reasonably interpreted the Plaintiff's email. The undisputed 
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record establishes that the Defendants interpreted the October 23, 2007 email as referring to the 
Home Farm Property closure rather than the Albrethsen Property mortgage payment. The 
Plaintiff does not dispute that such an interpretation was reasonable. As the Defendants' 
interpretation was reasonable and it is undisputed that the Defendants' response that a judgment 
lien could be placed on the Home Farm Property was an accurate statement of law, the 
Defendants' interpretation and email response were reasonable; the Defendants did not act 
negligently; and the October 23, 2007 email exchange cannot be the basis of the denial of 
summary judgment. 
Next, even if the Court were correct in focusing on the Plaintiff's intention when sending 
her email, the Court erred in finding that a question of fact existed regarding the Plaintiff's 
interpretation. Importantly, the Plaintiff has never testified or even argued that she did not 
understand the word "closure"; that she was referring to the Albrethsen mortgage rather than the 
closing of the Home Farm property sale; or that she assumed the title company was handling the 
payoff of the Albrethsen mortgage. Instead, the Court speculated that the Plaintiff could have 
been referring to the Albrethsen mortgage when drafting her October 23, 2007 email. Such 
speculation is not sufficient to withstand summary judgment and cannot be the basis of a finding 
of a question of fact or for denying the Defendants' summary judgment. 
Finally, it is undisputed that the October 23, 2007 email exchange was not a proximate 
cause of the Plaintiff's damages. Notably, the Plaintiff has not argued otherwise. 
For these reasons, the Court erred when it found there existed a question of fact as to 
whether the Defendants breached their standard of care when they participated in the October 23, 
. '\ 
2007 email exchange. 
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B. Plaintiff's Arguments of Negligence are Not Supported by the Law or Facts 
The Plaintiff spends a majority of her Opposition brief repeating arguments which were 
previously disregarded by the Court rather than focusing on the matter at issue; that is, whether 
the Court erred in finding that a question of fact existed regarding whether the Defendants acted 
negligently in drafting an October 23, 2007 email, to which it applied an unreasonable 
interpretation. The Plaintiff's Opposition is premised on the contention that the Defendants are 
liable because the Property Settlement Agreement ("PSA") did not provide the Plaintiff with a 
secured interest in the Albrethsen Property mortgage note. That argument, of course, is not 
supported by the law and facts in the current matter and is not the standard by which the 
Defendants are to be judged. 
1. The Defendants Cannot Be Held Liable for Not Including a Security Interest in 
thePSA. 
The Defendants cannot be held liable because the PSA did not include a security interest. 
First, prior to the drafting or execution of the PSA, the Plaintiff was already voluntarily obligated 
to binding settlement terms contained in the handwritten settlement agreement which did not 
include a security interest. See See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment ("Counsel Aff."), Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A at Ex. 11. 
The language contained in the PSA was the result of extended negotiations between the 
Plaintiff and Mr. McKay and the PSA language only included terms which were mutually 
acceptable by both parties. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11; Counsel Aff., Ex. B; Affidavit of 
Thomas Walker in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Walker Aff."), Jan. 
6, 2011, <JI 16. While the Defendants proposed certain language which was favorable to the 
' Plaintiff, this language was subject to review and acceptance by Mr. McKay and his counsel. 
See id. It is axiomatic that the Defendants, as non-parties to the PSA, did not have the authority 
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to include language which was unacceptable to either the Plaintiff or Mr. McKay. As such, the 
Plaintiff's allegation that the Defendants negligently drafted the settlement document fails as a 
matter of law. Li!cewise, the Plaintiff's claims fail because, as she admitted, she read, 
understood, and voluntarily agreed to the PSA, as written and negotiated by herself and Mr. 
McKay, prior to executing the same. See Walker Aff., <J[<J[ 6. 15, 18, 19; Counsel Aff., Ex. A at 
86:5-7, 137: 11-14; Affidavit of Stanley Welsh in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment ("Welsh Aff."), Jan. 6, 2011, <J[ 8. At mediation and before entering the hand-written 
agreement, the Plaintiff was aware that no collateral security interest was being offered by Mr. 
McK~y. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A, at 86:1-4, 116:22-117:4; Welsh Aff., <J[ 12; Walker Aff., <][<][10, 
11. The Plaintiff was further aware that Mr. McKay was unwilling to provide any security in 
any property as his property was encumbered by bank loans and other debt. See id. 
Furthermore, an attorney cannot be held liable because he was "not successful in persuading an 
opposing party to accept certain terms". See e.g. Ziegelheim v. Apollo, 607 A.2d 1298, 1306 
(N.J. 1992). 
Likewise, the Defendants were not negligent, as a matter of law, in failing to draft the 
PSA in such a manner that "it would put the world on notice of Ms. McKay's interest in the 
proceeds of the Albrethsen mortgage proceeds." Such a claim lacks merit as neither the parties' 
negotiations nor the PSA provided the Plaintiff with an interest in the mortgage note held by Mr. 
McKay. See Counsel Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 11; Ex. B (pursuant to the plain terms of the PSA, the 
proceeds from the mortgage note are Mr. McKay's separate property). In fact, the very terms of , 
the PSA, which were negotiated and voluntarily agreed to by the Plaintiff, confirmed that any 
interest in the Albrethsen property mortgage remained the sole and separate property of Mr. 
McKay. See id. Prior to executing the hand-written agreement and the PSA, the Plaintiff was 
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aware that the PSA did not obligate the Albrethsen mortgagee to pay her directly and that she 
was not being paid any sums pursuant to the mortgage note. See Counsel Aff., Ex,. A at 86:5-20, 
91: 13-14. The Plaintiff further understood that, per the parties' agreement, Mr. McKay's receipt 
of mortgage note proceeds only triggered his obligation to pay her certain sums. See id. at 86:5-
20, 91:13-14; 135:16-23;, Ex. B at<J[<J[ 1.7-1.8.3. 
Because the Defendants had no duty to include a security interest in the PSA, the 
Defendants were not negligent in drafting the PSA. 
2. A Mortgage and Promissory Note Are Not Lienable Under J.C. § 10-1110 
The Plaintiff incorrectly argues that the existence of a mortgage creates alienable interest 
against the mortgagee. In support of her argument, the Plaintiff cites Fulton v. Dura, 107 Idaho 
240, 242-43 (Ct. App. 1984) aff'd, 108 Idaho 392, 700 P.2d 14 (1985), which is readily 
distinguishable and inapplicable. In Fulton, the court found that I.C. § 10-1110, which allows a 
recorded judgment to become a lien upon "all real. property of the judgment debtor" applied to 
the real property interests held by a purchaser/vendee of an executory purchase and sale 
agreement. In so ruling, the court ruled that the phrase '"real property" "includes land, 
possessory rights to land, and that which is appurtenant to land, see l.C. § 55-101, and is 
'coextensive with lands, tenements and hereditaments, possessory rights and claims."' See id. 
(citing LC.§ 73-114). Because the executory contract bestowed the real property purchaser with 
possessory rights to the land and because "a vendee under an installment land sale contract 'is 
treated as the equitable owner of the land, and ordinarily possesses all of the rights of 
ownership,"' the court found that a lien could be recorded against the vendee/purchaser' s rights 
to the real property at issue. See id. (citing Rush v. Anestos, 104 Idaho 630, 634 (1983)) 
Here, Fulton is not applicable because the current matter does not involve the filing of a 
judgment lien against the party with possessory rights to the real property at issue (the 
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Albrethsen property). Instead, the Plaintiff is arguing that she could have placed a lien on 
whatever rights Mr. McKay held in the Albrethsen property as a result of his position as a 
mortgagee of the property. Importantly, unlike in Fulton, Mr. McKay, as the seller, held no 
possessory rights to and was not the equitable owner of the Albrethsen property. Prior to the 
mediation and settlement negotiations in the underlying matter, Mr. McKay and the Plaintiff 
executed a warranty deed in favor of Status Corporation. See Affidavit of Robert A. Anderson in 
Support of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider ("Anderson Aff."), Feb. 21, 2013, Ex. A at Ex. 39 
(Warranty Deed). The execution and recording of the warranty deed resulted in a complete 
transfer of any and all interests in the real property to Status Corporation. See Anderson Aff., 
Ex. D at <Jil.6. By definition, a warranty deed is a complete transfer of interest in the subject real 
property. See e.g. Idaho Trust Co. v. Eastman, 43 Idaho 142 (1926) ("the record of a warranty 
deed, duly executed, acknowledged, and recorded, makes a prima facie case of an absolute 
transfer in this state"); BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009) (a warranty deed is "A 
deed containing one or more covenants of title; esp., a deed that expressly guarantees the 
grantor's good, clear title ... "). Accordingly, at all relevant times, Status Corporation, as the 
purchaser, held all possessory rights to and was the equitable owner of the Albrethsen Property. 
While Fulton would have allowed the Plaintiff to place an I.C. § 10-1110 lien against Status 
Corporation, neither I.C. § 10-1110 nor Fulton created an avenue for a lien to be placed against 
Mr. McKay, whom, as the former seller and current mortgagee, held no legal interest in the real 
property . 
. Notably, to hold otherwise would mean that a plaintiff who obtains a judgment against a 
large mortgage company, such as Wells Fargo, would be able to file a judgment lien against 
every property in the State of Idaho (and the United States for that matter) regarding which Wells 
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Fargo holds a mortgage note. Such a result would be absurd and would not comply with the 
requirements set forth in I.C. § 10-1110 as it is axiomatic that Wells Fargo, as the mortgagee, 
does not hold any possessory or ownership rights in such properties. Similarly, Mr. McKay did 
not hold any possessory or ownership rights in the Albrethsen Property the execution and 
November 30, 2006 recording of the Warranty Deed. See Anderson Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 39 
(Warranty Deed). 
3.Bryan Smith's Opinions Should be Disregarded as They Not Supported by the 
Record. 
As candidly admitted in his deposition, all of Mr. Smith's opinions regarding the alleged 
existence of a breach and causation are based upon the improper assumption that the closing of 
the Albrethsen property would occur at some time after the PSA was executed and that the 
property referenced in the October 23, 2007 email exchange was the Albrethsen property. See 
Smith Affidavit; Anderson Aff., Ex. A (Bryan Smith Deposition) at 131 :2-13. It cannot be 
overemphasized that these assumptions are not supported by any facts and are contrary to the 
record. 1 For these reasons, Mr. Smith's opinions do not assist the trier of fact and should, 
therefore, be disregarded. See e.g. Jones v. Crawforth, 147 Idaho 11, 17, 205 P.3d 660, 666 
(2009); Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 46, 844 P.2d 24, 28 (Ct. App. 1992); McGlinchy v. Shell 
Chem. Co., 845 F.2d 802 (9th Cir. 1988). Further, the Defendants respectfully assert that Mr. 
Smith's opinions cannot be the basis of a denial of summary judgment as they are not 
substantiated by the record. 
1 Specifically, Mr. Smith's opinion that Mr. Walker allegedly lead the Plaintiff to believe 
she had a security interest in the Albrethsen mortgage was based upon his unsubstantiated 
assumption that the October 23, 2007 email referred to the Albrethsen property. Likewise, the 
proposed safeguards enumerated in Mr. Smith's opinion were based upon his inaccurate 
assumption that the Albrethsen property was scheduled to close at some time after the PSA was 
executed. See Anderson Aff., Ex. A (Bryan Smith Deposition) at 131:2-13. Given that there is 
no factual support for Mr. Smith's opinions, his opinions cannot assist the trier of fact and 
should, therefore, be disregarded on summary judgment. 
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II. CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant 
their Motion to Reconsider in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the 
Defendants. 
DATED this 24th day of June, 2014. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: U~::t;?',,t.,0, ~. 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
' 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
DEFENDANTS' 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF 
I. INTRODUCTION 
At the June 26, 2014 hearing, the Court provided the parties two weeks or until July 10, 
2014 to provide supplemental briefing on the sole' issue of whether a security interest in the 
Albrethsen Property mortgage and/or the Albrethsen Property could have arisen under the 
operation of law even if Mr. McKay refused to provide collateral. The Defendants submit this 
brief in compliance with. the Court's verbal ruling. . 
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As is explained herein, no Idaho statute or common law rule provides a method by which 
a third party creditor can receive a security interest in a real property mortgage or in the 
mortgaged real property solely based upon the vendor's status as a mortgagee, where title to the 
property previously transferred to the vendee/purchaser. As such, the Plaintiffs' claims of legal 
malpractice against the Defendants fail as a matter of law. 
II.ARGUMENT 
As explained in the Defendants' prior briefing, the Plaintiff's legal malpractice claims 
rest on the flawed opinions of her expert witness, Bryan Smith. Mr. Smith opined that the 
Defendants should have drafted the Property Settlement Agreement ("PSA") to include specific 
information regarding the Albrethsen Property and the Albrethsen Property mortgage, such as 
the legal description of the real property and the mortgage instrument number. His opinions 
were based upon the faulty premise that the inclusion of such information would have caused the 
recording of the PSA to become a lien on the Albrethsen Property or the Albrethsen Property 
mortgage. Mr. Smith's opinions were also based upon the incorrect assumption that the 
Albrethsen Property sale had not already closed and, instead, was going to close on March 30, 
2008. 
As is explained in further detail below, Mr. Smith's opinions and, subsequently, the 
Plaintiff's claims fail because, as a matter of law, the recording of PSA could not have created a 
lien on the Albrethsen Property or the Albrethsen Property mortgage under any circumstances. 
In fact, absent Mr. McKay's express agreement, there was no legal avenue available to the 
Defendants to create security for the Plaintiff in either the Albrethsen Property or the Albrethsen 
Property mortgage. 
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A. The Recording Process Set Forth in I.C. § 32-918 Would Not have Provided Any 
Security to the Plaintiff 
The Plaintiff and Mr. Smith suggest that a lien would have been created in the Albrethsen 
Property or the Albrethsen Property mortgage had the Defendant followed the procedure set 
forth in I.C. § 32-918 for recording a contract summary. They are incorrect. 
First, I:C. § 32-918 does not create_ a security interest or lienable right; rather, the statute 
provides an avenue by which a summary of a marriage settlement contract can be recorded in 
' 
lieu of recording the entire contract (which necessarily includes numerous provisions which are 
unrelated to real property). So long as the summary complies with I.C. § 32-918, the recording of 
. 
the summary will have the same force and effect of recording the entire contract under I.C. 10-
1110. See I.C. § 32-918(3), 32-919. 
Next, the provisions I.C. § 32-918(2) were not applicable when the PSA was recorded. 
The pertinent text of I.C. §32-918 reads as follows: 
(1) When such contract [a marriage settlement] is acknowl~dged or proved, it 
must be recorded in the office of the recorder of every county in which any real· 
estate may be situated which is granted or affected by such contract. 
(2) (a) A summary of the contract may be recorded in lieu of the contract, under 
this chapter or the laws of this state, if the requirements of this section are 
substantially met. 
(b) A summary of the contract shall be signed and acknowledged by all parties to 
the original contract. The summary of the contract shall clearly state: 
(iv) A description of the interest or interests in real property created by 
the contract; and 
(v) The legal description of the property . 
. (emphasis added). A plain reading of I.C. § 32-918(2) establishes that it only applies where (1) 
the marriage settlement contract is not recorded; and (2) real property or interests in t)le real 
property are granted or created by the marriage settlement contract. Here, neither condition is 
met. First, the entire PSA was. recorded; therefore, recording a summary was unnecessary. See 
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Walker Aff., 'JI 20. Next, a plain reading of the PSA establishes that the PSA did not create, 
grant, or affect any legal interest in the Albrethsen property or the mortgage attached to the 
Albrethsen property. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. In fact, the very terms of the PSA confirmed that 
. . 
any interest in the mortgage remained the sole property of Mr. McKay. See id, 'Jil.9.i. 
Additionally, the facts establish that the PSA could not have granted nor affected any interests in 
the Albrethsen Property as both the Plaintiff and Mr. McKay deeded all of their previously-held 
interests in the real property to a third party, the Status Corporation; one year prior to the 
marriage settlement and November 20, 2007 execution of the PSA. See Affidavit of Robert A. 
Anderson in Support of Defendants' Motion to Reconsider ("Anderson Aff."), Feb. 21, 2013, Ex. 
A at Ex. 39 (Warranty Deed recorded on November 30, 2006). 
For these reasons, I.C. § 32-918 is inapplicable and could not have provided the Plaintiff 
with a sec~red interest in the Albrethsen property or the Albrethsen property mortgage under any 
circumstances. 
B. Mr. McKay's Interests in the Mortgage and Promissory Note were Not Lienable Under 
I.C. § 10-1110 or Common Law 
Pursuant to I.C. § 10-1110, any judgment entered in Idaho can be recorded in any county 
where the party against whom the judgment was entered owns property. "[T]he judgment so 
recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the judgment debtor in the county ... owned by 
him at the time or acquired afterwards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien" I.C. § 10-
1110. Idaho courts have interpreted "real property of the judgment debtor" to "include[] land, 
possessory rights to land, and that which is appurtenant to land, see I.C. § 55-101, and is 
'coextensive with lands, tenements and hereditaments, possessory rights and claims."' See e.g. 
Fulton v. Dura, 107 Idaho 240, 242-43 (Ct. App. 1984) aff'd, 108 Idaho 392 (1985) (citing I.C. § 
73-114). 
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When addressing whether a vendor's interest in purchase money (i.e. a mortgage) was 
subject to a judgment lien, the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the following majority rule: 
a judgment lien against a vendor after the making of the contract of sale, but prior . 
to making and delivery of the deed, extends to all of the vendor's interest 
remaining in the land and binds the land to the extent of the unpaid purchase 
price. 
First Sec. Bank of Idaho, Nat. Ass'n v. Rogers, 91 Idaho ·654, 657 (1967) (internal citations 
omitted). Pursuant to that rule, the vendor's interest is not lienable if the deed was delivered or 
title was transferred before judgment was entered against the vendor. See id.; see also Estates of 
Somers v. Clearwater Power Co., 107 Idaho 29 (1984). 
In Estates of Somers, 107 Idaho at 30-31, the Idaho Supreme Court applied the majority 
rule and held that a vendor possessed no interest in real property which could be levied under 
I.C. § 8-539 because the vendor did not hold legal title to the property when the judgment was 
entered against it. Instead, the vendor, at most, had a vendor's lien (an equitable mortgage) 
which was "not a specific and absolute charge on the realty but a mere equitable right to resort to 
it (i.e. the property) on the failure of payment by the vendee." See Estates of Somers, 107 Idaho 
at 30 (internal citations omitted). 
The majority rule set forth in Rogers, 91 Idaho at 657, and the Court's holding in Estates 
of Somers, 107 Idaho at 30-31, can and has been logically extended in support of the proposition 
that an I.C. § 10-1110 lien cannot be created against a vendor/mortgagee who does not possess 
legal title to the real property at the time judgment is entered. In Fulton, 107 Idaho at 245, the 
Idaho Court of Appeals cited Estates of Somers for the proposition that a "purchaser under an 
executory contract to purchase realty has no interest to which the [I.C. § 10-1110] lien of a 
judgment can attach, where he assigns his interest prior to the rendition of a judgment against 
hi " m. 
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. In the current matter, it is axiomatic that both Mr. McKay and the Plaintiff assigned their 
interest in the Albrethsen Property before the PSA was negotiated and signed and the Judgment 
was entered in the underlying matter. The PSA negotiations occurred in October and November 
2007 with the PSA being executed on November 20, 2007. See Counsel Aff., Ex. B. The 
Judgment enforcing the PSA was entered on November 29, 2007. See id. Prior to that time and 
on or about May 5, 2006, Mr. McKay and the Plaintiff executed a warranty deed in favor of 
Status Corporation. See Anderson Aff., Ex. A at Ex. 39 (Warranty Deed). The warranty deed 
was delivered to Status Corporation on or about November 17, 2006 and was recorded on 
November 30, 2006. See id. The execution and recording of the warranty deed resulted in a 
complete transfer of any and all interests in the real property to Status Corporation. See Anderson 
Aff., Ex. D at ']{1.6 (Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement) (stating that title conveyed by the 
warranty deed "shall be marketable and insurable and shall be free and clear of all liens, 
encumbrances, and restrictions, exclusive of' property taxes and liens accepted by Status 
Corporation prior to the November 17, 2006 closing and conveyance of the Albrethsen 
. . 
Property). By definition, a warranty deed is a complete transfer of interest in the subject real 
property. See e.g. Idaho Trust Co. v. Eastman, 43 Idaho 142 (1926) ("the record of a warranty. 
deed, duly executed, acknowledged, and recorded,' makes a prima facie case of an absolute 
transfer in this state"); BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009) (a warranty deed is "A 
deed containing one or more covenants of title; esp., a deed that expressly guarantees the 
grantor's good, clear title ... "). 
Because all interests in the Albrethsen Property were transferred to Status Corporation no 
later than November 30, 2006, Mr. McKay held no interests in the Albrethsen Property which 
could be liened or levied at the time of the PSA negotiations or when the Judgment was entered. 
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See Estates of Somers, 107 Idaho at 30-31. Thus, at all relevant times, there was no legal avenue 
available to the Defendants whereby security could be granted to Mrs. McKay in the real 
property .or mortgage absent an express agreement by Mr. McKay. It is undisputed that Mr. 
McKay would not grant any such security. Accordingly, the Plaintiff's claims fail as a matter of 
law. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant 
their Motion to Reconsider in its entirety and enter summary judgment in favor of the 
Defendants. 
DATED this 10th day of July, 2014. 
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-~ IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA . 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-OC-2009-22659 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 
SECOND MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Defendants Thomas J. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, LLP have moved a second time for 
reconsideration of the denial of their motion for summary judgment against Plaintiff Patricia 
McKay's legal-malpractice claim. The motion was argued on June 26, 2014. The Court granted 
the parties permission to file simultaneous post-hearing briefs by July 10, 2014, at which point the 
motion was officially under advisement. Having considered those briefs, as well as the entire 
record, the Court determines that Walker and Cosho Humphrey are entitled to summary judgment. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
A. Factual Background 
In 2007, McKay was in the process of getting divorced from Darwin McKay, who is 
referenced throughout this decision simply as McKay's ex-husband. Walker and Cosho 
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Humphrey represented her in the divorce litigation. The McKays had entered into a prenuptial 
agreement (Counsel Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A at Ex. 2), and one of the issues being litigated 
was the prenuptial agreement's enforceability. 
On October 20, 2007, at the conclusion of a mediation held in the divorce litigation, a 
settlement was reached and documented in a three-page handwritten agreement ("Handwritten 
Agreement").1 It required McKay's ex-husband to pay her $800,000 of the anticipated proceeds 
of a pending real-estate transaction with Status Corporation if that transaction closed in March 
2008. (Handwritten Agreement§ 6.) If the transaction instead failed to close, his payment 
obligation would drop to $500,000. (Id.) The transaction involved two parcels: (i) the Home 
Farm, which was scheduled to be sold to Status Corporation in March 2008 for nearly $4 million; 
and (ii) the Albrethsen property, which the McKays had deeded to Status Corporation in 2006, 
subject to a mortgage loan in favor of McKay's ex-husband, the balance of which came due in 
March 2008. (Anderson Aff. filed Feb. 21, 2013, Ex. A at Ex. 39; id. Ex. D.) 
The Handwritten Agreement contemplated the subsequent preparation of a comprehensive 
property settlement agreement. (Handwritten Agreement§ 8.) It provided for submitting any 
disputes about the terms of the property settlement agreement to the mediator, D. Duff McKee, 
for binding arbitration. (Id.) The stated reason for the arbitration requirement was "to ensure that 
a binding agreement results from these proceedings .... " (Id.) 
The Handwritten Agreement grants McKay no collateral for the $800,000/$500,000 
payment obligation. Walker attests that he tried to get collateral, but McKee told him, his partrier 
1 The Handwritten Agreement is in the record as Exhibit 11 to Exhibit A to the Affidavit of 
Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed on January 6, 2011. 
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Stanley Welsh, and McKay that McKay's ex-husband was unwilling to provide any collateral. 
(Walker Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, ~ 10.) Welsh concurs in that account of what happened during the 
mediation. (Welsh Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, ~ 12.) Indeed, McKay knew at the time that she was 
not granted collateral; an e-mail she sent Walker and Welsh the next day expressed the concern 
that "no land was given to me as collateral" and that her ex-husband had control over the Status 
Corporation transaction and might manipulate it to ensure he owed her only $500,000, not 
$800,000. (Counsel Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A at Ex. 9.) 
Another two days later, on October 23, 2007, McKay e-mailed Walker, asking whether 
she could "place a lien with the title company on the Status Corp closure so the $800,000 are paid 
to me by them." (Id. Ex. A at Ex. 17.) Walker responded that the plan was to create a lien on her 
ex-husband's property by recording the divorce decree after the property settlement agreement is 
finalized. (Id.) This, according to Walker, was the best he could do for McKay. He says he tried 
to get collateral provisions put into the property settlement agreement, despite their absence from 
the Handwritten Agreement, but McKay's ex-husband continued refusing to provide collateral. 
(Walker Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, ~ 17.) 
The property settlement agreement-formally entitled "Property Settlement Agreement 
Incorporated and Merged with and into Judgment and Decree of Divorce," or "PSA" for short-
was finalized, signed, and incorporated into a divorce decree in November 2007.2 It reflected the 
$800,000/$500,000 payment obligation set forth in the Handwritten Agreement. In particular, it 
required McKay's ex-husband to pay her $800,000 within five days of payment by Status 
2 The PSA is in the record as Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed on January 6, 2011. 
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Corporation, but it reduced his payment obligation to $500,000 if the Status Corporation 
transaction did not close by March 30, 2008. (PSA §§ 1.7, 1.8.1.) The PSA provides that if 
Status Corporation fails to perform the transaction, McKay's ex-husband will own the Home 
Farm and may be entitled to foreclose his mortgage on the Albrethsen property. (PSA § 1.8.) In 
other words, it awards any lingering interest in those two properties to McKay's ex-husband. 
Indeed, it expressly makes "[p ]roceeds from the sale of Albrethsen property"-a phrase easily 
broad enough to encompass the balance of the mortgage loan due in March 2008 on the 2006 sale 
of the Albrethsen property-her ex-husband's separate property. (PSA § 1.9(i).) The PSA does 
not set forth the legal description of either of those properties or the instrument number of 
McKay's ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property. 
Status Corporation failed to pay the mortgage on the Albrethsen property. (Counsel Aff. 
filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. D ,r,r 5-6.) As a result, McKay's ex-husband sued Status Corporation. (Id.) 
In August 2008, he received a judgment for more than $1.2 million against Status Corporation 
based on the mortgage loan. (Id. Ex. E.) Status Corporation did not pay McKay's ex-husband the 
judgment amount. Instead, because a title company had mistakenly insured the first-priority 
position of multiple Albrethsen property lienholders, including McKay's ex-husband, it paid him 
the judgment amount in return for an assignment of the judgment. (Id. Ex.Cat 33:3-16.) 
McKay's ex-husband did not use any of those proceeds to pay his debt to McKay under 
the PSA. She eventually filed a motion to hold him in contempt of the divorce decree and 
reached a settlement with him. (Id. Exs. F, I.) McKay contends, however, that she has fared less 
well under the settlement than she would have fared had her ex-husband's $800,000/$500,000 
payment obligation under the PSA been backed by a security interest in the mortgage he held on 
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the Albrethsen property. Had she held such a security interest, she says his $800,000/$500,000 
payment obligation would have been satisfied by the title company when it cashed out his interest 
in the mortgage. 
B. Procedural Background 
On November 25, 2009, McKay sued Walker and Cosho Humphrey for legal malpractice. 
Her complaint is quite c~ear that the alleged malpractice lies in the PSA' s content; recording the 
PSA, as written, did not have the effect under LC. § 32-918 of creating a security interest in 
McKay's favor in her ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property. (Compl. filed Nov. 25, 
2009, ,r VIII.) More specifically, the pleaded theory of liability is that the PSA failed to create 
that security interest because it did not contain the legal description of the Albrethsen property 
and the instrument number of McKay's ex-husband's mortgage. (Id.) · 
Walker and Cosho Humphrey moved for summary judgment on January 6, 2011. They 
contended, among other things, that McKay's ex-husband would not and did not agree to grant 
her a security interest in his mortgage on the Albrethsen property, so including a legal description 
of the Albrethsen property and the instrument number of the mortgage in the PSA would not have 
created a security interest in the mortgage anyway. (Mem. Supp. Defs.' Mot. Summ. J. filed Jan. 
6, 2011, at 15-16.) Consequently, they argued they had no duty to include those items in the PSA, 
as well as that the "failure" to include those items in the PSA did not proximately cause McKay's 
non-collection of the $800,000/$500,000 payment obligation her ex-husband owed under the 
PSA. (Id. at 16-23.) 
In response, McKay appeared to broaden her theory of liability. In addition to contending 
the PSA was inadequately drafted, McKay contended Walker had misinformed her about the 
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effect of signing the PSA. According to her affidavit testimony, Walker told her the PSA granted 
her a security interest in the mortgage and she would not have signed the PSA had she known it 
did not actually do so. (McKay Aff. filed Jan. 24, 2011.) Instead, she says she would have kept 
pressing her ex-husband to grant her collateral in the PSA and, had he refused, would have taken 
the divorce case to trial. (Id.) Portions of McKay's deposition testimony, however, seemingly 
conflict with her affidavit testimony, most notably her unqualified answer of"[y]es" to this 
question: "did you understand based upon comments made at the mediation by Darwin McKay's 
counsel or from any other source that one of the reasons that Mr. McKay was unwilling to grant 
you any security in any property was that it was encumbered by bank loans and other debt?" 
(Counsel Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A at 116:22 - 117:4.) 
In. any event, McKay's affidavit testimony formed the factual basis for her response to 
Walker's and Cosho Humphrey's argument on the issue of causation. She argued that causation 
was a jury question because a jury, after hearing her testimony about what she would have done 
had she known the PSA did not grant her a security interest in the mortgage, could decide what 
would have happened next. (Mem. Opp'n Defs.' Mot. Summ. J. filed Jan. 20, 2011, at 8-10.) 
McKay noted three possibilities: (i) her ex-husband could have given in and granted her the 
security interest; (ii) he could have held firm, in which case the marital estate might have been 
distributed in accordance with Idaho's community property laws; or (iii) he could have held firm, 
in which case the marital estate might have been distributed in accordance with a prenuptial 
agreement. (Id. at 10.) She did not, however, offer or identify any evidence that her ex-husband 
would have given in and granted her the security interest. Moreover, she did not offer or identify 
any evidence as to which of the two hypothetical marital estate distribution scenarios was more 
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likely had her ex-husband held firm, nor did she offer or identify any evidence of the amount of 
her likely distribution under either hypothetical scenario compared to the real-life outcome 
achieved by signing the PSA. 
On February 22, 2011, the Court ( acting through the previously assigned judge) issued a 
decision denying Walker's and Cosho Humphrey's motion for summary judgment. The denial of 
summary judgment was premised on a piece of evidence that had gone unmentioned in both 
sides' briefing: an e-mail exchange between McKay and Walker on October 23, 2007-after the 
Handwritten Agreement was made but before the PSA was signed. In that exchange, McKay 
asked Walker, "[C]an I place a lien with the title company on the Status Corp closure so the 
$800,000.00 are paid to me by them?" (Counsel Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A at Ex. 17.) Walker 
responded, in part, "Our plan is to record the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, which then 
becomes a lien on all of Darwin's real and personal property." (Id.) 
Walker erred in mentioning personal property in his response. As discussed later in this 
decision, recording the divorce decree created a lien only on McKay's ex-husband's real property. 
The error in Walker's e-mail, however, is not the basis for McKay's claims. (Mem. Opp'n 
[Second] Mot. Reconsider filed June 20, 2011, at 2-5, 8, 11.) 
In any event, the Court interpreted McKay's reference in the e-mail exchange to "the 
Status Corp closure" as a reference to the scheduled payoff of the Albrethsen mortgage. (Order 
Denying Defs.' Mot. Summ. J. entered Feb. 22, 2011, at 2.) Based on that interpretation, the 
Court concluded that Walker's response mistakenly intimated that McKay would receive a 
security interest in the Albrethsen mortgage-which itself is personal property rather than real 
property--once the divorce decree had been recorded. (Id. at 7.) 
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In other words, the Court held that Walker's answer to McKay's e-mail might constitute a 
breach of the standard of care. (Id.) Further, the Court held that McKay had established a 
genuine issue of material fact on the issue of causation, in that the record was unclear as to how 
the divorce litigation might have turned out had McKay refused to sign the PSA. (Id. at 9.) That 
is not the malpractice theory McKay pleaded; again, her pleaded malpractice theory is based on 
the PSA's content, not on advice contained in the e-mail. (Compl. Filed Nov. 25, 2009, ,r VIII.) 
On February 21, 2013, Walker and Cosho Humphrey moved for reconsideration of the 
denial of summary judgment. They contended the Court had wrongly interpreted McKay's e-mail 
of October 23, 2007. The e-mail's reference to "the Status Corp closure" did not, they argued, 
mean Status Corporation's scheduled payoff of her ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen 
property; instead, it meant Status Corporation's scheduled purchase of the Home Farm from her 
ex-husband. (Mem. Supp. [First] Mot. Reconsider filed Feb. 21, 2013, at 2.) 
On April 25, 2013, the Court denied the motion to reconsider, finding it unclear from the 
record whether McKay was referring in her e-mail to the scheduled payoff of her ex-husband's 
mortgage on the Albrethsen property. (Mem. Decision & Order filed Apr. 25, 2013, at 8-9.) 
On May 22, 2014, after reassignment of this case following the previously assigned 
judge's retirement, Walker and Cosho Humphrey filed a second motion to reconsider. This time, 
they argued, among other things, that McKay could not possibly have been referring to the 
scheduled payoff of the mortgage on the Albrethsen property in that e-mail and that, in any event, 
Walker understood the e-mail differently and his understanding is what matters. (Mem. Supp. 
Defs.' Second Mot. Reconsider filed May 22, 2014, at 5-14.) She also argued that any 
malpractice embodied by Walker's response to McKay's e-mail could not possibly have been a 
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proximate cause of her damages; the e-mail exchange occurred after the Handwritten Agreement 
was signed, and the Handwritten Agreement did not provide for collateral or for a mechanism by 
which McKay realistically could have expected to obtain collateral. (Id. at 14-17 .) 
McKay's response to the second motion to reconsider endeavors to draw the Court's focus 
away from the e-mail exchange on which the Court's two prior decisions had focused. Indeed, 
despite that McKay was on the winning side of those decisions, she repeatedly emphasized that 
the alleged malpractice is not embodied in the e-mail exchange; instead, it is the failure to draft 
the PSA in a way that, when recorded, would create a security interest in her ex-husband's 
mortgage on the Albrethsen property. (Mem. Opp'n [Second] Mot. Reconsider filed June 20, 
2014, at 2-5, 8, 11.) This is one representative passage: "Defendants mistakenly perceive that 
their alleged liability is based on an email sent 30 days before the PSA was executed .... 
However, the actual negligence is the failure to construct a PSA which will ... give plaintiff a 
secured position." (Id. at 3.) This is another: "[T]he malpractice is based on the failure to draft 
and record a PSA that would protect plaintiffs interests. The malpractice is not the 
representations set forth in the October 23, 200[7] e-mail from Mr. Walker." (Id. at 5 (emphasis 
in original).) McKay's counsel continued with that theme during the hearing on the second 
motion to reconsider. He stated unequivocally during the hearing that nothing in the e-mail 
exchange constitutes malpractice. 
Consequently, the Court perceives McKay to be asking that summary judgment still be 
denied to Walker and Cosho Humphrey, but on a different analysis than the Court previously 
articulated. McKay, of course, need not pursue the malpractice theory suggested in the Court's 
prior decisions. The Court respects her decision to stick to the one she pleaded. 
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At the conclusion of the hearing on the second motion to reconsider, the Court permitted 
simultaneous post-hearing briefs on a point that is critical to McKay's malpractice theory: 
whether including in the PSA a legal description of the Albrethsen property and the instrument 
number of the mortgage McKay's ex-husband held on the Albrethsen property would, once the 
PSA was recorded in the appropriate county, have created a security interest in the mortgage by 
operation oflaw, even if her ex-husband would not grant one consensually. The parties have now 
filed, and the Court has reviewed, those briefs. The motion therefore is ready for decision. 
As an aside, the Court notes that the proceedings have been delayed a number of times 
while McKay continued trying to collect the money owed by her ex-husband, thus better 
liquidating the damages she claims against Walker and Cosho Humphrey. Those delays account 
for why judgment has yet to be entered in this case, despite its November 2009 filing date. 
II. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
A party may seek reconsideration of an interlocutory order. I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B). New 
evidence and new arguments are permitted, but neither is required, as revisiting failed arguments 
also is permitted. Arregui v. Gallegos-Main, 153 Idaho 801,808,291 P.3d 1000, 1007 (2012). 
When the order at issue is one denying summary judgment, reconsideration is not appropriate 
unless the movant is entitled to summary judgment according to the usual summary-judgment 
standard. Marek v. Lawrence, 153 Idaho 50, 53,278 P.3d 920, 923 (2012). 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that 
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). Accordingly, the 
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movant must prove the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. E.g., Boise Mode, LLC v. 
Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103-04, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the 
movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant to prove the opposite: the existence of a 
genuine issue of material fact. Id. at 104, 294 P.3d at 1116. 
To meet that ultimate burden, the nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." 
Id. ( quotation marks omitted). The record must be construed in the light most favorable to the 
nonmovant, with all reasonable inferences drawn in the nonmovant's favor. Id. Nevertheless, 
"[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" to avoid 
summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC, 155 Idaho 159,163,307 P.3d 176, 180 
(2013). The nonmovant's failure to prove the existence of a genuine issue of material fact "will 
result in an order granting summary judgment." Sprinkler Irrigation Co. v. John Deere Ins. Co., 
139 Idaho 691, 698, 85 P.3d 667, 675 (2004). 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
A claim for legal malpractice has four elements: (1) an attorney-client relationship; (2) a 
duty owed by the lawyer; (3) a breach of the lawyer's duty; and (4) the lawyer's breach of duty 
proximately caused damage to the client. E.g., Soignier v. Fletcher, 151 Idaho 322,324,256 P.3d 
730, 732 (2011). McKay's malpractice theory is discussed above. It can be fairly described, on 
an element-by-element basis, as follows: (1) Walker and Cosho Humphrey represented her in her 
divorce litigation; (2) they owed her a duty with respect to the proper drafting of the PSA 
executed in settlement of the divorce litigation; (3) they breached that duty by not drafting the 
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PSA in a way that would, upon recordation of the divorce decree into which the PSA was 
incorporated, create a security interest in her favor in her ex-husband's mortgage on the 
Albrethsen property; and ( 4) the breach of duty caused her not to share in the Albrethsen 
mortgage proceeds received by her ex-husband from his title company. 
For the reasons explained below, the Court finds the evidence lacking with respect to the 
third and fourth elements, breach of duty and proximate causation. 
A. Breach of Duty 
The parties agree that recording the PSA (or a memorandum of the PSA) in the county in 
which the Albrethsen property is located did not have the effect of creating a security interest in 
McKay's favor in her ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property. They dispute whether 
its failure to have that effect means Walker and Cosho Humphrey breached a duty to McKay. 
Security interests typically arise consensually. The prototypical security interest is created 
when one party, owing a debt to another party, expressly grants collateral for the debt to the other 
party. The McKays, if mutually willing, could have structured their divorce settlement in a way 
that granted McKay a security interest in her ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property 
as collateral for the $800,000/$500,000 payment obligation the PSA imposed on him. The 
evidence is clear, however, that they did not do so. The Handwritten Agreement granted McKay 
no collateral for her ex-husband's payment obligations. (Counsel Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, Ex. A at 
Ex. 11.) Walker and Welsh both attested that they were rebuffed each time they sought collateral 
for McKay's ex-husband's payment obligations. (Walker Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, 1110, 17; 
Welsh Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, 112.) McKay's deposition testimony (Counsel Aff. filed Jan. 6, 
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2011, Ex. A at 116:22 - 117:4) and e-mails (id. Ex. A at Exs. 9, 17) show that she understood 
there was no consensual grant of collateral. 
Accordingly, Walker and Cosho Humphrey cannot be faulted for the fact that the PSA 
does not contain an express grant to McKay of a security interest in her ex-husband's mortgage.on 
the Albrethsen property. In other words, they did not commit a breach of duty by "failing" to 
include in the PSA security provisions to which McKay and her ex-husband never agreed. 
Since McKay's ex-husband never agreed to grant her collateral, the only other way a 
security interest could have arisen from the McKays' divorce settlement is by operation of law. In 
fact, McKay did receive a certain kind of security interest by operation of law as a result of the 
divorce settlement. The PSA was incorporated into the divorce decree. Thus, the payments the 
PSA required McKay's ex-husband to make were also required by the divorce decree. Walker 
and Cosho Humphrey recorded the divorce decree in several counties. (Walker Aff. filed Jan. 6, 
2011, ,r 20.) By doing so, they ensured that McKay obtained ajudgment lien in her ex-husband's 
real property in the counties of recordation, see I.C. § 10-1110, despite that her ex-husband never 
agreed to grant her a security interest in his real property. 
McKay's ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property was not, however, "real 
property" within the meaning of section 10-1110. "Real property" is defined for that purpose by 
I.C. § 55-101. The definition of"real property" in section 55-101 is simply not broad enough to 
encompass a mortgage. Every kind of property that does not qualify as "real property" is personal 
property. LC.§ 55-102. McKay's ex-husband's mortgage on the Albrethsen property was 
personal property. Accordingly, recording the divorce decree, which incorporated the PSA, did 
not give McKay a judgment lien on the mortgage. 
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McKay suggests, however, that recording the PSA could have given her a judgment lien 
on the mortgage had the PSA been drafted differently. Specifically, she argues that, upon the 
divorce decree's recordation, she would have received a judgment lien on the mortgage if the 
mortgage's instrument number and the Albrethsen property's legal description had been included 
in the PSA. The Court was skeptical of this proposition at the time of the hearing on the motion 
at hand. McKay's counsel expressed the concern during the hearing that he had not put McKay's 
best foot forward on this key point. That is why the Court allowed post-hearing briefing. Having 
reviewed the parties' post-hearing briefing, the Court is not persuaded that Walker and Cosho 
Humphrey, by including these items in the PSA, could have obtained for McKay a security 
interest that her ex-husband was unwilling to grant consensually. 
McKay's argument is based on LC.§ 32-918. That statute provides for the recording of 
contracts in settlement of divorce cases in "every county in which any real estate may be situated 
which is granted or affected by such contract." LC.§ 32-918(1). Recordation constitutes 
constructive notice of the contract to "subsequent purchasers, mortgagees, or other persons or 
entities that acquire an interest in the real property." LC.§ 32-918(3). McKay contends that 
adding the Albrethsen property's legal description and her ex-husband's mortgage instrument 
number to the PSA would have given the world constructive notice of her supposed interest in the 
proceeds of the mortgage. 
The problem with her argument, however, is that her ex-husband did not agree to grant her 
an interest in the mortgage or its proceeds. The PSA is absolutely clear that the proceeds of the 
Albrethsen property's sale were her ex-husband's separate property. (PSA § l.9(i).) The 
mortgage was part of the proceeds of the Albrethsen property's sale. The extent and timing of her 
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ex-husband's $800,000/$500,000 payment obligation under the PSA was tied to the outcome of 
the Status Corporation transaction, which had given rise to the mortgage. But that tie did not give 
her a lienable interest in the proceeds of the mortgage-even if Walker and Cosho Humphrey had 
included the legal description and the instrument number in the PSA-because the proceeds of 
the mortgage were specified as her ex-husband's separate property in the PSA, as well as because 
her ex-husband did not grant her a consensual security interest in the mortgage. McKay says 
support for her argument can be found in First Security Bank v. Rogers, 91 Idaho 654, 429 P.2d 
386 (1967), on which her post-hearing brief focused. The Court disagrees. That case discusses 
the doctrine of equitable conversion, which has no application here, especially given that the PSA 
did not grant McKay an interest in the mortgage. 
Walker and Cosho Humphrey did not breach a duty to McKay by not including the 
Albrethsen property's legal description and McKay's ex-husband's mortgage instrument number 
in the PSA. Had they done so, McKay still would not have obtained a security interest in the 
mortgage proceeds, given the other terms of the PSA. McKay's ex-husband would not agree to 
grant her any security interest, in the mortgage or otherwise. No amount of slick drafting by 
Walker and Cosho Humphrey could have, in ~ffect, overcome McKay's ex-husband's 
unwillingness to grant her a security int~rest in the mortgage.3 
3 The alleged breach of duty, again, has to do with the drafting of the PSA, not with the advice 
rendered in connection with reaching a divorce settlement. Thus, while McKay's briefing at 
times criticizes Walker and Cosho Humphrey for allegedly giving her a mistaken impression 
about the extent to which her ex-husband's payment obligations under the PSA were secured, any 
shortcoming in the advice she received in that regard is not the basis for her claim. And, even if it 
were the basis for her claim, McKay has not shown a causal relationship between any allegedly 
erroneous advice and her claimed damages. That topic is addressed in this decision's next 
subsection. 
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B. Proximate Causation 
"Even when an attorney is negligent, that breach of duty may not be a proximate cause of 
the resulting damage to the client." City of McCall v. Buxton, 146 Idaho 656, 661-62, 201 P .3d 
629, 635-36 (2009). "Without proximate cause there is no liability for negligence." Marias v. 
Marano, 120 Idaho 11, 13, 813 P.2d 350, 352 (1991) (upholding a jury's rejection of a claim for 
legal malpractice-even though the lawyer admitted breaching the standard of care-· because the 
l 
client failed to prove causation). Consequently, even assuming arguendo that Walker and Cosho 
Humphrey breached a duty to McKay by not including the Albrethsen property's legal description 
and her ex-husband's mortgage instrument number in the PSA, McKay's claim would be unfit for 
trial without evidence of a causal relationship between that breach and the damages she claims. 
She has not offered the requisite evidence. 
"[T]he crucial causation inquiry is what would have happened if the defendant attorney 
had not been negligent." Viner v. Sweet, 70 P.3d 1046, 1052 (Cal. 2003) (emphasis in original). 
In other words, the plaintiff "must show that but for the alleged malpractice, it is more likely than 
not that the plaintiff would have obtained a more favorable result." Id. at 1054; see also Smith v. 
Preston Gates Ellis, LLP, 147 P.3d 600,602 (Wash. Ct. App. 2006) ("The plaintiff must 
demonstrate that 'but for' the attorney's negligence he would have obtained a better result."); 
Gibbons v. Ludlow, 304 P.3d 239,245 (Colo. 2013) ("In cases involving an alleged unfavorable 
transaction, a plaintiff must show that he would have obtained a more favorable result in the 
underlying transaction but for the professional's negligence.") (broker-malpractice case relying on 
legal-malpractice principles); Johnson v. Jones, 103 Idaho 702, 707, 652 P.2d 650, 655 (1982) 
(granting summary judgment to a lawyer because the client failed to offer evidence that the 
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client's outcome would have been better if the lawyer had not committed the alleged breach of the 
standard of care). 
Here, the task is to determine what would have happened had Walker and Cosho 
Humphrey included the Albrethsen property's legal description and the mortgage instrument 
number in the PSA. The answer is that nothing would have been different. As discussed above, 
including those items in the PSA-without changing the deal's material terms, most importantly 
the absence from the deal of a consensually granted security interest-would not have resulted in 
McKay's receiving a security interest in the mortgage. The evidence therefore does not support 
the conclusion that, but for those items' absence from the PSA, McKay would have shared in the 
proceeds her ex-husband received from the title company when it accepted an assignment of his 
interest in the judgment he obtained based on the mortgage. Thus, even if a duty had been 
breached in the way she alleges, she has not offered any evidence that the breach caused the 
damages she is trying to collect. 
Moreover, even if McKay's claim were recast into a claim that Walker and Cosho 
Humphrey misled her into believing the PSA granted her a security interest in the mortgage, 
evidence of causation still could not be found in this record. In that scenario, proving causation 
would require evidence of what would have happened had McKay realized before signing the 
PSA that it did not grant her a security interest in the mortgage (assuming, for the sake of 
argument, that Walker and Cosho Humphrey led her to believe otherwise). See R. Mallen & L. 
Smith, Legal Malpractice§ 23:5 (2006 ed.) ("Proof of causation requires analysis of the 
consequences of proper advice. Thus, the client needs to prove what should have been achieved 
had the 'proper' advice been given."). Presented with a PSA she knew did not grant her the 
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desired security interest, McKay would have had two options ( other than simply signing the PSA 
anyway): (i) she could have pressed her ex-husband to revise the PSA to grant her a security 
interest in the mortgage ( or to otherwise sweeten the deal in some fashion); or (ii) she could have 
tried to walk away from the deal and litigate the divorce case. She has not offered evidence that 
either option would have led to a better outcome than her actual outcome. 
First, there is no evidence that her ex-husband would have granted her the security interest 
( or otherwise sweetened the deal) had she pressed the issue. Presenting that sort of evidence is 
her burden. R. Mallen & L. Smith, Legal Malpractice§ 23:5 (2006 ed.) ("If the alleged error is 
the fai~ure to obtain or advise of a provision, ... the client must prove that the other party would 
have agreed. It is not sufficient to show that the other party 'might have' agreed."). 
Second, had she tried to walk away from the deal, the Handwritten Agreement would have 
blocked her path back to divorce court. It did not provide for security of any kind, and it required 
the parties to submit any disputes about the deal terms to D. Duff McKee for arbitration. There is 
no evidence that McKee, acting as arbiter, would have ordered McKay's ex-husband to grant her 
a security interest in the mortgage as part of the PSA. The subject of security was broached 
during the mediation, and McKay's ex-husband refused to grant her any. (Walker Aff. filed Jan. 
6, 2011, ,r 10; Welsh Aff. filed Jan. 6, 2011, ,r 12.) Since the parties discussed the subject of 
security in their negotiations, security-or the lack thereof-is a material term of the parties' 
agreement. See Chapin v. Linden, 144 Idaho 393,397, 162 P.3d 772, 776 (2007). It is 
inconceivable that McKee would have ordered the inclusion in the PSA of a material term like 
se<;urity, despite the discussion of that subject during the mediation and the execution of the 
Handwritten Agreement without a security provision. 
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,, 
For these reasons, McKay has not offered evidence sufficient to s.upport a verdict in her 
favor on the issue of proximate causation, as well as on the issue of breach of duty. Summary 
judgment in favor of Walker and Cosho Humphrey therefore is appropriate, despite its previously 
having been denied. 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that the Court's prior orders denying summary judgment to Walker and 
Cosho Humphrey are reconsidered. Summary judgment is granted to them. 
~~ 
Dated this ~0 day of July 2014. 
fJ 
Jas n D. Scott 
DIS CT JUDGE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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) 
~ ) 
) 
Thomas G. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, ) 
LLP, a limited liability partnership, ) 
) 
Defendants/Respondents. ) 
Case No. CV OC 0922659 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, 
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named plaintiff/appellant, Patricia McKay, appeals against the above-
named respondents, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order 
Granting Defendants' Second Motion to Reconsider entered July 30, 2014, and Judgment entered 
July 30, 2014, the Honorable Jason D. Scott presiding. 
2. The appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Order and 
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Judgment identified in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant intends to assert 
in the appeal is as follows: Whether the district court committed an error of law in concluding that 
plaintiff/appellant failed to present sufficient evidence of (a) defendants' breach of duty and (b) the 
existence of proximate causation. 
4. There has been no order entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in hard copy: those motion hearings held on February 3, 2011, April 3, 2013, and June 26, 
2014. 
6. The appellant requests inclusion of those portions of the clerk's record automatically 
included under Rule 28, Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as the following portions of the record with 
attached exhibits, if any. 
(a) Affidavit of Stanley Welsh filed January 6, 2011; 
(b) Affidavit of Thomas Walker filed January 6, 2011; 
(c) Affidavit of Counsel filed January 6, 2011; 
(d) Affidavit of Bryan D. Smith filed January 20, 2011; 
(e) Second Affidavit of Allen Ellis dated January 20, 2011. 
(f) Affidavit of Patricia McKay filed January 24, 2011; 
(g) Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed February 22, 2011; 
(h) Second Affidavit of Patricia McKay dated January 20, 2012; 
(i) Second Affidavit of Allen Ellis dated January 20, 2012; 
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G) Affidavit of Yvonne A. Dunbar dated January 31, 2012; 
(k) 'Fourth Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis dated February 3, 2012; 
(1) Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis dated November 21, 2012; 
(m) Affidavit of Robert A. Anderson dated February 21, 2013; 
(n) Fifth Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis dated March 7, 2013; 
(o) Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Defendants' Motion to Reconsider; 
(p) Affidavit of Allen B. Ellis dated May 7, 2013; 
( q) Affidavit of Thomas Walker dated May 22, 2013; 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter of whom 
transcripts have been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
Dianne Cromwell 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
(b) That the reporter will invoice the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's 
transcript at which point it will be immediately paid. 
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
( d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20, I.A.R. 
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200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
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Robert A. Anderson - ISB No. 2124 
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ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
NO. >ro\JJ A.M----F-IL1~.Yfl ' 
AUG 2 9 2014 . 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STAC[;Y LAFFERTY 
DEPUTY 
0::: Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents 
0 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF ADA 
. PATRICIAMCKAY, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
vs. ' 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
DC Case No. CV OC 0922659 
SUPREME COURT NO. 42434 
DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS' 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
CLERK'S RECORD 
TO:· THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT, HER ATTORNEYS OF 
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Defendants/Respondents in the above-
entitled proceeding hereby request, pursuant to Rule 19, I.A.R., the inclusion of the 
following material in the Clerk's Record in addition to that required to be included by the 
I.A.R. and Plaintiff/Appellant's Notice of Appeal: 
DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS' REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD - 1 
000984
FILED DATE 
12/21/2010 
01/06/2011 
, 01/20/2011 
01/28/2011 
01/28/2011 
01/28/2011 
02/21/2013 
02/21/2013 
03/07/2013 
03/27/2013 
05/22/2014 
05/22/2014 
05/22/2014 
06/20/2014 
06/24/2014 
07/10/2014 
07/30/2014 
DOCUMENT 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
Motion to Strike 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
Defendants' Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order 
Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Order Denying Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
Order Denying Motion for Summary Judgment 
Defendants' Second Motion to Reconsider the Court's 
Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Second 
Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order Denying 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Thomas Walker in Support of Defendants' 
Second Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order 
Denying Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Reconsider 
Denial of Motion for Summary Judgment · 
Reply in Support of Defendants' Second Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Order Denying Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Defendants' Supplemental Brief 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendants' Second Motion to Reconsider 
I certify that a copy of this Request was served upon the Clerk of the District 
Court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. 20. 
DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS' REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD - 2 
000985
. . 
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q~ 
DATED thil. _ day of.August, 2014. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
o rt A. Anderson, 
vorr e A. Dunbar, Of the Firm 
A rn ys for Defendants/ 
Respondents 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2qtV' day of August, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD by delivering the same to each of the following 
attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Allen B. Ellis 
ELLIS LAW, PLLC 
12639 W Explorer Drive, Suite 140 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
Telephone: (208) 345-7832 
Facsimile: (208) 345-9564 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant 
Dianne Cromwell 
Court Reporter 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS' REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD - 3 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
Email 
000986
----------------------------
e 
Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of Supreme Court 
451 W State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
NO-~=:----=::-=~---
A.M S!CO Fl~----
SEP 2 3 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
In re: McKay v. Walker and Cosho Humphrey, Docket No. 42434 
Notice is hereby given that on Friday, September 19, 2014, I lodged a 
transcript of 101 pages in length for the above-referenced appeal with 
the district court clerk of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District. 
The following files were lodged: 
Proceeding 02/03/2011, Proceeding 04/03/2013 and Proceeding 
06/26/2014 
David Cromwell 
Tucker & Associates 
cc: sctfilings@idcourts.net 
PDF format of completed files emailed to Supreme Court 
000987
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
vs. 
P~aintiff-Appellant, 
I 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42434 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 23rd day of September, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
000988
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
VS. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42434 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
I CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Atto~neys of Record in this cause as follows: 
ALLEN B. ELLIS 
ATTORNEY FO APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
SEP 2 6 2014 
Date of Service: 
---------
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
YVONNE A. DUNBAR 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
By~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PATRICIA MCKAY, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
THOMAS G. WALKER and COSHO 
HUMPHREY, LLP, a limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42434 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and doc4ments that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
! 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
15th day of Augus~, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
